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1
The Evolving Field of

Organizational Learning and 
Knowledge Management

MARK EASTERBY-SMITH
AND MARJORIE A. LYLES

Organizational learning (OL) and knowledge management (KM) research has gone 
through dramatic changes in the last twenty years and, without doubt, the fi eld will 
continue to change in the next ten years. Our research suggests that Cyert and March 
were the fi rst authors to reference organizational learning in their publication of  1963. 
It was just twenty years ago that a conference was held at Carnegie Mellon University to 
honor March and his contribution to the fi eld of  organizational learning. Many of  these 
presentations were published in a special issue of  Organization Science in 1991.

Since that time we have seen a rapid expansion in the number of  journal articles—
both academic and practitioner—devoted to organizational learning. Fields such as infor-
mation technology, marketing and human resources have also jumped on the bandwagon. 
Doctoral programs are including seminars on organizational learning, and MBA courses 
on organizational learning are appearing. All of  this refl ects acceptance of  the concept 
that organizations have knowledge, do learn over time, and consider their knowledge base 
and social capital as valuable assets. It also reaffi rms the legitimacy of  research on organi-
zational learning and its practical applications to organizations.

The fi rst edition of  this Handbook was published in 2003 but most chapters were com-
pleted in 2001 or 2002. Our fi rst edition was widely used and it was clear—given the 
advancement of  the fi eld—that a second edition was necessary. Some people might claim 
that it is foolhardy to seek to cover the full range of  the literature within one volume. Our 
intent is to provide a resource that is useful to academics, practitioners, and students who 
want an overview of  the current fi eld with full recognition that—to our delight—the fi eld 
continues to have major impact on research and management practices. Our response is 
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MARK EASTERBY-SMITH AND MARJORIE A. LYLES2

to highlight four features of  the current literature, which provide a general rationale for 
compiling this Handbook.

First is the novelty and speed of  development of  the fi eld. Overall, there was very little 
activity before 1990, and in some sub-areas almost everything dates after 1995. The speed 
of  development, coupled with the lead times of  publishing, means it is hard to develop a 
cumulative sense to the fi eld where studies and publications are able to build systemati-
cally on previous work. Many of  the chapter authors show how the present position has 
evolved from prior work, and then proceed to speculate on potential future directions (for 
example, see Argote, Denomme, and Fuchs, Chapter 29; and Van Wijk, van den Bosch, 
and Volberda, Chapter 22).

The second feature is the increasing diversity and specialization of  the fi eld. This has 
led to tighter defi nitions and the isolation of  problems such as the political implications of  
organizational learning and knowledge management; it has also led to developments tak-
ing place in parallel which result in limited awareness of  what is happening elsewhere at 
the same time. There is therefore a need to locate different sub-areas in relation to each 
other, so that overlaps and potential areas of  synergy can be identifi ed. In preparing the 
chapters of  this book the authors have been aware of  topics of  other chapters and had 
access to the chapter drafts so that they could also identify potential commonalities and 
differences, whether there are overlaps of  subject material, similar theoretical roots, or 
shared problem areas. This also implies a need for some mapping exercises, and several 
of  the chapters (in addition to this one) aim to do just that (for example, see Shipton and 
DeFillippi, Chapter 4; and Vera, Crossan, and Apaydin, Chapter 8).

The third feature is that debates and arguments have started to fl ourish largely as a 
consequence of  this diversity. Debates have focused around the defi nition of  terms and the 
meaning of  concepts, the appropriateness of  methods of  inquiry, ways of  infl uencing learn-
ing processes within organizations, and the purposes to which we should put our knowledge 
of  organizational learning and knowledge management. Because they lead to clarifi ca-
tion of  terms, sharpening of  distinctions, and development of  new ideas, these debates 
are invaluable. Consequently, we have encouraged authors to identify ongoing debates in 
their areas; and in a number of  places we have juxtaposed chapters that represent differ-
ent perspectives on particular contemporary debates.

Fourth, despite the growing diversity we have also been surprised at the number of  
citations that appear repeatedly across the chapters of  the Handbook, which suggests that 
there still remains considerable commonality in the fi eld. If  we reach back to some of  the 
earlier papers, there are several common points of  departure, which may have become a 
form of  ‘tacit knowledge’ that underlies the work of  most scholars. Accordingly we devote 
much of  this chapter to looking at the sources of  key concepts, and to the works that have 
had a disproportionate infl uence on the evolution of  the fi eld. We see these as being simi-
lar to the watersheds of  rivers which provide essential starting points for distinct streams, 
but which may subsequently be forgotten as the downstream rivers gather both strength 
and importance.

This opening chapter has three main sections. In the fi rst section we offer a preliminary 
mapping of  the fi eld that is covered by the Handbook, which is elaborated in the chapters 
that follow. In the second section we present an analysis of  the citations given by the chap-
ters in this Handbook. In order to give an indication of  changing priorities since the fi rst 
edition was published we have divided this into two separate tables: Table 1.1 covers the 
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THE EVOLVING FIELD OF ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 3

references that predate 2000 and Table 1.2 covers references after 2000. There are 1160 
citations to work predating 2000 out of  a total of  over 2229 references across the twenty-
nine chapters of  the book. In the third section we develop the theme of  watersheds by 
focusing on the older publications, some of  which score well in our analysis of  citations, 
and all of  which appear to have had a signifi cant impact on the evolution of  the fi elds of  
organizational learning and knowledge management.

THE FIELD AND SCOPE OF THE HANDBOOK

For reasons of  space, the title of  the handbook refers to organizational learning and 
knowledge management; but two other important topics, ‘the learning organization’ 
and ‘organizational knowledge’, are also covered here. At fi rst glance they may all seem 
very similar; but there are a number of  important distinctions which we will explain below. 
The distinction between the fi rst two terms was clearly articulated by Tsang (1997) to the 
extent that organizational learning refers to the study of  the learning processes of  and within 
organizations, largely from an academic point of  view. The aims of  such studies are there-
fore primarily to understand and critique what is taking place. On the other hand the learn-
ing organization is seen as an entity, an ideal type of  organization, which has the capacity 
to learn effectively and therefore to prosper. Those who write about learning organizations 
generally aim to understand how to create and improve this learning capacity, and there-
fore they have a more practical impact and a performance agenda. We have gathered 
together papers in Part II of  this volume, which refl ect different aspects of  the domain 
covered by these two terms.

A similar distinction can be made between the terms organizational knowledge and knowl-
edge management. Those who write about the former often adopt a philosophical slant in 
trying to understand and conceptualize the nature of  knowledge that is contained within 
organizations. Hence many of  the discussions relate to distinctions between individual and 
organizational knowledge, whether the distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge 
is useful, or whether knowledge is a strategic advantage or asset. Also covered is how and 
what knowledge is shared and how knowledge is stored. Those who write about the latter 
generally adopt a technical approach aimed at creating ways of  measuring, disseminating, 
storing, and leveraging knowledge in order to enhance organizational performance. The 
role and design of  information technology is also important to such discussions. Part III 
of  the Handbook considers issues in the domain of  organizational knowledge and knowl-
edge management (for example, see Almeida, Hohberger, and Parada, Chapter 18; Teece, 
Chapter 23; Zollo and Verona, Chapter 24; and Ahuja and Novelli, Chapter 25).

Part IV recognizes the importance of  organizational learning and knowledge within 
the expanding international context of  research in this area. The chapters in this sec-
tion of  the Handbook address areas of  intercultural exchange, international context, and 
learning across borders.

In Figure 1.1 we offer an initial mapping of  these four terms, based on the dichoto-
mies of  theory-practice and content-process. The fi rst of  these dichotomies follows the 
concerns of  academics against those of  practitioners, as described above. Even this is not 
necessarily straightforward. For example, a critical study of  a learning organization would 
fi t into the organizational learning box, and a study of  the way knowledge is constructed 
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MARK EASTERBY-SMITH AND MARJORIE A. LYLES4

within corporate knowledge management systems would belong to the organizational 
knowledge box.

The second dichotomy, the distinction between learning and knowledge, also seems 
fairly obvious: knowledge being the stuff  (or content) that the organization possesses, and 
learning being the process whereby it acquires this stuff. Again, things are not quite so 
simple, as several of  the chapters will demonstrate. For example, some chapters build on 
the paper by Cook and Brown (1999) which distinguishes between the epistemologies of  
possession and practice. In this case ‘possession’ fi ts well with the view of  knowledge as 
content, but the epistemology of  practice (or knowing) fi ts more closely with the process 
of  learning from experience. We mention these potential limitations in passing because we 
still believe that it is valuable to start with some clear organizing principles, as an initial 
map for the reader. But we would also hope that those who get to the end of  the book will 
become very clear about the inadequacies of  such dichotomies!

There are also a number of  themes and issues, which cut across the whole fi eld, and 
therefore touch on all four quadrants of  Figure 1.1. Some of  these are fundamental issues 
about the nature of  knowledge (Tsoukas, Chapter 21) and the processes of  learning (Vera
et al., Chapter 8); others relate to the role played by culture (Taylor and Osland, Chapter 
26), emotion (Vince and Gabriel, Chapter 15), forgetting (de Holan and Phillips, 
Chapter 20), social identity (Child and Rodrigues, Chapter 14), and organizational iden-
tity (Corley et al., Chapter 16).

Many of  the chapters review and update key concepts such as knowledge sharing 
(Salk and Simonon, Chapter 27), dominant logic (Bettis et al., Chapter 17), communities 
of  practice (Plaskoff, Chapter 10; von Krogh, Chapter 19), teams (Roloff, Woolley, and 
Edmondson, Chapter 12), fl uidity (Calhoun et al., Chapter 11), knowledge assets (Teece, 
Chapter 23), knowledge structures (Ahuja and Novelli, Chapter 25), absorptive capacity 
(Van Wijk, Van den Bosch, and Volberda, Chapter 13), and dynamic capabilities (Zollo 
and Verona, Chapter 24). Not only is it possible to locate these concepts on the general 
map of  Figure 1.1, but it is also worth noting that they are often informed by different 
disciplinary and ontological assumptions (Easterby-Smith, 1997). That is why we have 
grouped a number of  chapters into Part I, which considers the disciplinary perspectives 

Figure 1.1 Mapping of  Key Topics in the Handbook
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THE EVOLVING FIELD OF ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 5

underlying current developments in the fi eld. We therefore hope that these chapters will 
enable readers to locate more clearly the different papers in subsequent parts of  the book.

This brings us to the next section of  the initial chapter. On the grounds that knowledge 
of  the past is useful in making sense of  the present, our aim here is to consider some of  
the formative infl uences in the fi eld from a historical perspective. Thereby we hope to 
explain both similarities and differences between distinct parts of  the fi eld.

MAJOR SOURCES

If  we start with the four terms in Figure 1.1, although all of  them are relatively new, 
some are newer than others. Thus, the idea of  knowledge management only emerged 
in the mid-1990s, whereas the fi rst references to organizational learning appeared as far 
back as the early 1960s (Cyert and March, 1963; Cangelosi and Dill, 1965). But all four 
areas draw on literature and ideas that are older than their immediate concerns, and in a 
number of  places there are overlaps between these initial sources.

Moreover, the fi eld as a whole has been characterized by sudden surges of  interest 
in particular topics, often followed soon after by rapid decline. (See Calhoun, Starbuck, 
and Abrahamson, Chapter 11, for further discussion of  fads and fashions). These surges 
can often be explained by the changes in the business or technological environment. But 
literature also plays a signifi cant part, and a number of  books or papers have managed to 
capitalize on latent interest which then creates a major sub-industry in its own right. One 
obvious example is the book by Peter Senge (1990) which is one of  the most cited texts in 
this volume. Although Senge was not the fi rst person to coin the term ‘learning organiza-
tion,’ it was the publication of  his book which led to international awareness of  the learn-
ing organization across both academic and practitioner communities. Thereafter, many 
large companies started claiming they were learning organizations, or that they were aspir-
ing to this status; academics rushed to identify the characteristics of  learning organiza-
tions, or to critique and deconstruct the very concept. As such, the publication of  Senge’s 
book represents a watershed, in the same way that Peters and Waterman (1982) repre-
sented a watershed for academics, consultants, and practitioners in the previous decade.

Our aim now is to examine systematically the chapters in this book to see if  there are 
patterns and trends that can be discerned. We do this by fi rst looking at the citations that 
predate 2000, where the content of  the item has some relevance to the fi elds of  organiza-
tional learning and management. Then we look at citations to papers that appeared from 
2000 onwards. This gives an indication of  the rises and falls in the infl uence of  different 
authors over the last decade.

In Table 1.1 we list the authors of  books or papers according to how many of  the 
chapters in this Handbook have cited them. For each cited work we give the author names 
and date, but we do not provide full bibliographical details at the end of  this chapter 
because all are cited in subsequent chapters.

There are a few points to note about this table. First, the list provides most of  the 
names one would expect to see. If  we take the total number of  citations for authors, then 
the leading fi gures in the fi eld are March, Nonaka, Argyris, Senge, Szulanski, and Huber, 
along with the pairs of  Lave and Wenger, Brown and Duguid, Nelson and Winter, Cohen 
and Levinthal, Cook and Brown, and Kogut and Zander. Second, the dominance of  the 
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MARK EASTERBY-SMITH AND MARJORIE A. LYLES6

Table 1.1 References prior to 2000 most cited in this Handbook

12 hits (1)
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) 

11 hits (1)
Brown and Duguid (1991)

10 hits (2)
Huber (1991) 
Kogut and Zander (1992) 

9 hits (6) 
Lave and Wenger (1991) 
Levitt and March (1988) 
March (1991) 
Senge (1990) 
Szulanski (1996) 
Wenger (1998) 

8 hits (5)
Argyris and Schön (1978)
Cohen and Levinthal (1990)
Cook and Brown (1999)
Nelson and Winter (1982)
Teece, Pisano, and Shuen (1997)

7 hits (2)
Cyert and March (1963)
Fiol and Lyles (1985)

6 hits (4)
Grant (1996)
Lane and Lubatkin (1998)
Nonaka (1994)
Simon (1991)

5 hits (8)
Alavi and Leidner (1999)
Cook and Yanow (1993)
Dyer and Singh (1998)
Gherardi, Nicolini, and Odella, (1998)
Lyles and Salk (1996)
March and Simon (1958)
Penrose (1959)
Polanyi (1966)

4 hits (14)
Argote (1999)
Barney (1991)
Daft and Weick (1984)
Darr, Argote, and Epple (1995)
Davenport and Prusak (1998)
Garvin (1993)
Lyles and Schwenk (1992)
Mowery, Oxley, and Silverman (1996)
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998)
Polanyi (1962)
Powell, Koput, and Smith-Doerr (1996)
Simon (1947)
Walsh and Ungeson (1991)
Zander and Kogut (1995)

3 hits (33)
Almeida and Kogut (1999)
Argote, Beckman, and Epple, (1990)
Barnard (1938)
Bettis and Prahalad ( 1995)
Brown and Duguid (1998)
Burt (1992)
Doz (1996)
Easterby-Smith (1997)
Easterby-Smith, Snell, and Gherardi(1998)
Galunic and Rodan (1998)
Hamel (1991)
Hansen, Nohria, and Tierney (1999)
Inkpen and Crossan (1995)
Inkpen and Dinur (1998)
Jaffe, Trajtenberg, and Henderson (1993)
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THE EVOLVING FIELD OF ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 7

top publications is balanced by considerable diversity once one gets down to the level of  
detail. Thus, although the top ten were cited repeatedly, nearly half  of  the papers were 
only cited once or twice. This is because many of  the authors are working in specialist 
areas, which have limited overlap with others.

A comparison between the present analysis and the same analysis conducted for the 
fi rst edition shows that these classics of  the learning literature are still important, but that 
their relative infl uence has diminished somewhat. Thus Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), 
Brown and Duguid (1991), Huber (1991), Kogut and Zander (1992), and Nelson and 
Winter (1982) are still there, but a few other papers have grown in signifi cance, notably 
Lave and Wenger (1991), Teece, Pisano, and Shuen (1997), and Wenger (1998).

Table 1.2, which covers the period from 2000–2010 provides an indication of  trends 
in the fi eld since the fi rst edition was written. It shows the continuing dominance of  some 
established scholars, notably Nonaka, and Brown and Duguid, but also the rise of  
some new stars including Argote and Ingram, Gherardi, von Krogh, Carlile, and 
Orlikowski. The topics covered by these authors demonstrate the growing interest in 
organizational knowledge creation and the social processes underlying organizational 
learning and knowledge.

Table 1.1 (Continued )

Khanna, Gulati, and Nohria (1998)
Kogut (1988)
Lave (1988)
Lyles (1988)
Miner and Mezias (1996)
Nicolini and Meznar (1995)
Nonaka (1998)
Orr (1996)
Simonin (1999)
Spender (1996)
Teece (2007)
Tsoukas (1996)
Wegner (1986)
Weick (1991)
Weick and Roberts (1993)
Williamson (1985)

2 hits 
102 further papers

1 hit
982 further papers

Total number of  references prior to 
2000 cited in this Handbook: 1160

Total number of  references cited in 
the Handbook: 2229
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MARK EASTERBY-SMITH AND MARJORIE A. LYLES8

Table 1.2 References for 2000-2010 cited in the Handbook

8 hits (1)
Brown and Duguid (2001)

7 hits (0)

6 hits (1)
Argote and Ingram (2000)

5 hits (2)
Gherardi (2006)
von Krogh, Ichijo, and Nonaka, (2000)

4 hits (4)
Carlile (2002)
Nonaka and von Krogh (2009)
Orlikowski (2002)
Zollo and Winter (2002)

3 hits (28)
Ahuja (2000)
Ahuja and Katila (2001)
Almeida and Phene (2004)
Argote, McEvily, and Reagans (2003)
Baum, Calabrese, and Silverman (2000)
Brown and Duguid (2000)
Carlile (2004)
Easterby-Smith, Crossan, and 

Nicolini (2000)
Easterby-Smith, Lyles, and Tsang (2008)
Eisenhardt and Martin (2000)
Gavetti, Levinthal, and Rivkin (2005)
Gourlay (2006)
Gupta, and Govindarajan (2000)
Lane, Salk and Lyles (2001)
Menon and Pfeffer (2003)
Nonaka, von Krogh, and Voelpel (2006)
Obstfeld (2005)
Oddou, Osland, and Blakeney (2009)
Rashman, Withers, and Hartley (2009)
Reagans and McEvily (2003)
Rosenkopf  and Almeida (2003)
Rosenkopf  and Nerkar (2001)
Teece (2007)
Tsai (2001)
Volberda, Foss, and Lyles (2010)
Wasko and Faraj (2005)
Zollo and Singh (2004)

2 hits
93 further papers

1 hit
940 further papers

Total number of  references 
included in analysis: 1069

Total number of  references cited in the 
Handbook: 2229
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WATERSHEDS

As suggested above, we are using the term ‘watershed’ to indicate a signifi cant turning-
point in the development of  the subject area. In making sense of  key watersheds we need 
to take account of  (a) the absolute frequency of  citation, (b) the timing of  each publica-
tion, (c) the topic of  the paper that does the citing, and (d) the text in which the citation is 
embedded. Given the natural tendency of  academics to cite more recent work, there is a 
good case for giving extra weight to some of  the older works which have been cited, espe-
cially where they are identifi ed by authors working in different fi elds.

On this basis we may identify three main groups of  literature as the timeline moves for-
ward: (i) classic works that pre-date the identifi cation of  the ideas of  organizational learn-
ing and knowledge management per se, (ii) foundational works which represent some of  the 
fi rst writings that set the agenda for subsequent work, and (iii) popularizing works which 
have acted as the most visible watersheds in the development of  the fi eld. It is important 
to note in passing that we do not regard the third term as being in any way pejorative; 
indeed, some of  the ‘popularizing’ works were highly scholarly and all of  them managed 
to generate streams of  extremely valuable work. It is not possible to give single time-bands 
within which the three groups of  literature appeared because different sub-areas have 
emerged at different times and at different rates; hence, the relevant watersheds come at 
slightly different times. We start with classic works which are presented for the whole fi eld; 
we then consider separately the time lines within each of  the four sub-areas defi ned at the 
outset of  this chapter.

Classic works

Here we identify four main authors who have had a signifi cant infl uence and who were 
active before the earliest mentions of  terms such as organizational learning appeared: 
John Dewey, Michel Polanyi, Edith Penrose, and Frederick Hayek. They are not the most 
frequently cited in the present volume, partly because they have been overlaid by more 
recent authors (and as academics we are encouraged to focus more on recent publications 
than on classic works). Nevertheless, each of  them has a substantial rating in the ISI Web 
of  Science (running to several thousand for Dewey, Polanyi, and Hayek). We comment 
briefl y here on their contributions primarily in the light of  chapters within this Handbook, 
and in a few cases we will also refer to other key works in the fi eld, including those listed 
in Table 1.1.

Dewey is the only one of  these authors who explicitly focused his attention on learning. 
His ideas of  learning from experience fi t most easily into models of  individuals’ learning 
within organizations, and the notion of  iterations between experience and refl ection is 
frequently seen to underlie action learning, which is one of  the key tools of  the learning 
organization (Pedler, Boydell, and Burgoyne, 1989). Dewey’s view that learning takes place 
through social interaction and yet cannot be passed from person to person as if  it were a 
physical object is also seen to underlie the social learning perspective (Brandi and Elkjaer, 
Chapter 2). Other authors who take a social constructionist approach to organizational 
knowledge (Cook and Brown, 1999; Nicolini and Meznar, 1995; Shipton and DeFillippi, 
Chapter 4) follow Dewey’s ideas, while Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) acknowledge the 
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impact of  his philosophical contribution to ‘pragmatism’ in asserting that there cannot be 
a clear distinction between the observer and the observed.

Polanyi is best known for his distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge. The key 
idea of  ‘tacitness’ has parallels to Dewey’s experiential learning, because it is something 
that is held within the individual. Naturally, there are many different interpretations of  
what this all means. One version of  tacit knowledge is that it is conscious, but not articu-
lated; another version is that it is unconscious and hence inarticulable, as Tsoukas dis-
cusses (Chapter 21). Polanyi’s ideas are based on philosophical analysis and argument, 
rather than on any empirical investigation, and of  course, some would argue that the 
notion of  tacit knowledge cannot be examined empirically because it is unconscious.

The infl uence of  Polanyi is most evident in contemporary discussions about the nature 
of  organizational knowledge. The idea of  tacit knowledge is important for those trying to 
understand the roots of  competitive advantage because it is the unexpressed knowledge 
and experiences of  organizations which provide the unique competencies that cannot 
be easily replicated by competitors (Barney, 1991). While tacit knowledge may give unique 
advantages to a company, it also poses problems because it cannot easily be moved across 
cultural boundaries (Taylor and Osland, Chapter 26), nor is it easy to move between dif-
ferent parts of  the same organization (Argote, Denomme, and Fuchs, Chapter 29).

Penrose is cited less frequently, but her ideas on the signifi cance of  the internal (human) 
resources of  the fi rm are fundamental, and as she puts it: ‘the dominant role that increas-
ing knowledge plays in economic processes’ (1959: 77). Penrose proposes the importance 
of  ‘excess resources’ within an organization which can lead to innovation, paralleling 
the need for slack to allow experimentation. There are many other points made by Penrose 
which mirror those made both by her contemporaries and by recent authors. Thus, in dis-
cussing the role of  top teams she comments: ‘the administrative group is more than a col-
lection of  individuals; it is a collection of  individuals who have had experience in working 
together, for only in this way can teamwork be developed’ (1959: 46). And ‘success depends 
upon a gradual building up of  a group of  offi cials’ experiences in working together’ (1959: 
52). These views anticipate the ideas of  social constructionists who emphasize that organi-
zations know more than the sum of  the knowledge of  individuals within them; they also 
emphasize the role of  experience and the fact that ‘Knowledge comes from formal teach-
ing and from personal experience’ (1959: 53), which is very close to the distinction that 
Polanyi was developing at the same time between explicit and personal (tacit) knowledge.

It is not surprising that the work of  Hayek is seen to underlie the thinking of  those who 
adopt an economics perspective on organizational learning and knowledge. In particular, 
his view that one of  the fundamental problems of  economics is to use the knowledge ini-
tially dispersed around different individuals in a way that contributes to producing good 
decisions for the organization or society as a whole (see, Foss and Mahnke, Chapter 7). 
But he has also had a wider infl uence, possibly because his 1945 paper was extensively 
quoted by March and Simon (1958). Here, the emphasis that he places on the knowledge 
held by individuals naturally focuses attention on ‘the knowledge of  the particular circum-
stances of  time and place’ (Hayek, 1945: 80), which may be seen to anticipate the current 
attention given to ‘situated’ knowledge. Moreover, it starts to provide a methodological 
justifi cation for the use of  qualitative methods which are sensitive to contextual factors, 
such as narrative method, in trying to understand processes of  organizational learning 
(see Bettis, Wong, and Blettner, Chapter 17, and Hayes, Chapter 5).
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Not only are the contributions of  these four authors still recognized by contempo-
rary scholars, but we can also see that their ideas overlapped with each other in several 
respects. But all of  their work contributed to early work in the management fi eld as well 
as to the invention of  the concept of  organizational learning.

Organizational learning

The idea that an organization could learn and knowledge could be stored over time was 
the key breakthrough, which was fi rst articulated in the book by Cyert and March (1963). 
Evidently the book was the product of  much discussion and debate which had been going 
on among the team at Carnegie Tech during the 1950s (Augier, 2001) and it was foreshad-
owed, but not explicitly, by March and Simon (1958). Cyert and March propose a gen-
eral theory of  organizational learning as part of  a model of  decision making within the 
fi rm, and emphasize the role of  rules, procedures, and routines in response to exter-
nal shocks and which are more or less likely to be adopted according to whether or not 
they lead to positive consequences for the organization. A number of  specifi c ideas were 
outlined in their book, which were subsequently developed further by other scholars. 
Noteworthy points in the book are: the idea that it is through ‘organizational learning 
processes (that) . . . the fi rm adapts to its environment’ (1963: 84); the view that ‘the fi rm 
learns from its experience’ (1963: 100); and an early version of  the distinction between 
single and double-loop learning, to wit, ‘An organization . . . changes its behavior in 
response to short-run feedback from the environment according to some fairly well-
defi ned rules. It changes rules in response to longer-run feedback according to some more 
general rules, and so on’ (1963: 101/2).

Cyert and March’s book is often described as the foundational work of  organizational 
learning, but others made fundamental contributions in the early days as well. Cangelosi 
and Dill (1965) produced the fi rst publication in which the words ‘organizational learn-
ing’ appeared in the title, and although the paper is based on tendentious data, it already 
makes a distinct contribution to debates in the fi eld because it starts to argue against the 
rationality of  assumptions underlying the Cyert and March model. It is suggested that 
the model may be appropriate for established organizations in stable circumstances, but 
it has limited relevance to organizations developing within dynamic circumstances. Thus, 
Cangelosi and Dill propose a model based on tensions between individual and organiza-
tional levels of  learning, which is similar to the notion of  organizational learning being a 
discontinuous process (Argyris and Schön, 1978).

The book by Argyris and Schön (1978) was very important since it laid out the fi eld 
as a whole very clearly, and their distinction between organizations with and without the 
capacity to engage in signifi cant learning (Models II and I) received a great deal of  atten-
tion. In it, the authors take a different critique of  the assumptions of  Cyert and March by 
pointing out that human behavior within organizations frequently does not follow the lines 
of  economic rationality. Both individuals and organizations seek to protect themselves 
from the unpleasant experience of  learning by establishing defensive routines. During the 
1970s and 1980s there were a number of  other foundational works, such as Hedberg (1981), 
Shrivastra (1983), Daft and Weick (1984), and Fiol and Lyles (1985), which made impor-
tant contributions to the defi nitions of  terminology, and to deeper perspectives on organi-
zational learning, such as the distinction between learning and unlearning.
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Perhaps the most signifi cant popularizing force in the study of  organizational learning 
was the publication of  the Special Edition of  Organization Science in 1991. This contains 
a number of  highly cited articles including March (1991), Huber (1991), Epple, Argote 
and Devadas (1991), and Simon (1991). These have been very infl uential, and set the aca-
demic research agenda for much of  the 1990s. They follow, in the main, the Carnegie 
tradition which suggests that it is desirable to maximize the effi cient use of  knowledge in 
organizations, while recognizing that there are substantial, largely human, antecedents. 
Many of  the chapters in the current volume build explicitly upon their foundations (for 
example, van Wijk, van den Bosch, and Volberda, Chapter 13; and Teece, Chapter 23).

However, it is also interesting that the same issue of  Organization Science included a paper 
by Brown and Duguid (1991) which has come to represent an alternative tradition that 
regards the social processes of  organizational learning as pre-eminent. This tradition has 
also been developed through the work of  Nicolini and Meznar (1995), Wenger (1998), 
Brown and Duguid (2000, 2001), and Gherardi (2006). In the current volume it is evident 
that it underpins the work of  authors such as Hayes (Chapter 5), Gherardi (Chapter 4), 
Taylor and Osland (Chapter 26), von Krogh (Chapter 19), and Plaskoff  (Chapter 10). 
From the early 1990s these two traditions, emphasizing either the effi ciency or the social 
processes of  organizational learning, have developed largely independently and have had 
increasing diffi culty in communicating with each other. One of  our aims in both editions 
of  this Handbook has been to provide good coverage of  both traditions in order to facili-
tate dialogue and better mutual understanding between the two.

The learning organization

The idea of  the learning organization is of  more recent provenance. It emerged towards 
the end of  the 1980s largely on the basis of  European work, with UK authors such as 
Garratt (1987) and Pedler, Boydell, and Burgoyne (1989) making early contributions, 
although the paper by de Geus (1988), which was published in the Harvard Business Review, 
brought the concept to wider attention. Nevertheless, the major watershed was the book 
by Senge (1990) which attracted enormous interest particularly because companies and 
consultants were searching for new ideas to replace the largely discredited concepts of  
corporate excellence (Peters and Waterman, 1982). Senge’s book was both a foundational 
work and a popularizer because it rapidly became a key source for academics as well as an 
inspiration for practitioners. His ideas were highly attractive because they provided the 
potential for renewal and growth, with an underpinning of  both technical and social ideas 
drawn respectively from the systems dynamics developed by Jay Forrester at MIT, the 
psycho-dynamic organizational theory developed by Chris Argyris, and process consulta-
tion of  Ed Schein.

Despite the huge success of  Senge’s initial book, his perspective has not been widely 
adopted by the North American academic community (see Calhoun, Starbuck, and 
Abrahamson, Chapter 11),1 and it has continued to be primarily a practitioner affair (for 

1Even though James March uses the term ‘learning organization’ in March (1988), it is without the 
normative implications subsequently associated with the term following the work of  Senge (1990).
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example, Swieringa and Wierdsma, 1992; Burgoyne, Pedler, and Boydell, 1994; Örtenblad, 
2004; Yeo, 2005). The few academics who write in the USA on this issue, for example, 
Dixon (1994) and Torbert (1994), are often infl uenced by European ideas, such as the 
work of  Revans (1980) on Action Learning. In the present volume, diBella (Chapter 9) 
provides valuable updating and development of  the concepts related to the learning 
organization by proposing a more fl exible method than that originally laid down by Senge. 
Plaskoff  (Chapter 10) describes strategies for implementing learning in organizations 
using ideas drawn from the communities of  practice literature, and Roloff, Woolley, and 
Edmondson (Chapter 12) stress the importance of  evaluating the contribution of  teams.

Early critical work (Coopey, 1995; Coopey and Burgoyne, 2000; Snell and Chak, 1998) 
raised a number of  concerns about the learning organization, including charges that it 
was politically naïve, contained an ideology that was exploitative of  employees, and that 
it was not necessarily transferable to other cultural contexts. While not necessarily against 
the idea of  the learning organization, later authors stressed that theories and practices 
needed to include ideas such as power, politics, and culture (Lawrence, et al., 2005; Simm, 
2009), and the lack of  clear links to business success (Thomas and Allen, 2006). Calhoun, 
Starbuck, and Abrahamson (Chapter 11) also point to the diffi culty in demonstrating the 
benefi ts of  the learning organization and discuss how it can be seen as part of  the wider 
rise and fall of  management ideas.

Organizational knowledge

Organizational knowledge as a subject of  study has been around for a long time, but pri-
marily within the economics community. Thus, as we have noted above, the ‘classical’ 
infl uence of  economists such as Hayek and Penrose, and the philosopher Polanyi, has 
been signifi cant. One of  the major foundational works, also from an economics perspec-
tive, is Nelson and Winter (1982), which is particularly strong on the importance of  ‘tacit 
knowing’ as a basis for individual and organizational competence. Other foundational 
works emerged in the early 1990s, especially from two Special Issues of  the Journal of  
Management Studies on knowledge work (Alvesson, 1993; Starbuck, 1992, 1993); the elabo-
ration of  six different forms of  organizational knowing by Blackler (1995) was also an 
important foundational work.

But the key popularizing infl uence was Ikujiro Nonaka who produced a series of  papers 
and a highly respected book (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) that set the standard for the 
emergent fi eld with a rich mixture of  concepts and fi eld data. Key ideas expounded in 
the book include: the notion of  knowledge creation through transformations of  tacit and 
explicit knowledge; the importance of  national culture and philosophy for understand-
ing the construction and communication of  knowledge; the interrelationship between the 
policy domain and the operational levels in the creation of  knowledge; and the general 
principle that most dichotomies, such as tacit/explicit and mind/body, are false.

Given the importance of  Nonaka’s work, it is to be expected that he should attract his 
share of  criticism. For example, there are suggestions that he misunderstands the nature of  
tacit knowledge, that his methodology is fl awed and that his theory is not adequately sup-
ported by the evidence available (Gourlay, 2006). Nonaka has responded robustly to these 
criticisms through both restating the main principles of  his theory and introducing new 
research results (Nonaka, von Krogh, and Voelpel, 2006; Nonaka and von Krogh, 2009).
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In the background, the infl uence of  Polanyi remains strongly evident in the works of  
dominant fi gures like Nelson and Winter (1982) and Nonaka; his ideas are also central to 
debates about the nature of  organizational knowledge (Spender, 1996) in this Handbook 
by von Krogh (Chapter 19) and Tsoukas (Chapter 21). But it is also possible to see the 
infl uence of  Hayek and other neo-classical economists in Nonaka’s discussion about 
the problem of  resolving the perspectives of  the policy and operational domains, which 
can be solved, Nonaka argues, through the process of  knowledge conversion.

Knowledge management

The idea of  knowledge management arrived only in the mid 1990s, and is still developing 
(Alavi and Denford, Chapter 6). Its early evolution was rapid and chaotic, even though 
it has settled down with some distinctive themes over the last decade. To some extent, 
knowledge management gained academic legitimacy on the back of  Nonaka’s work; the 
driving force in the corporate world, however, has come from major consultancy compa-
nies seeking to capitalize on the enormous potential of  information technology in a period 
following disenchantment with the methods and prescriptions of  re-engineering (Hammer 
and Champy, 1993; Grint and Case, 1998). The idea is pretty simple, since it starts with 
the neo-economic view of  the strategic value of  organizational knowledge and then uses 
familiar IT software such as databases and electronic conferencing to facilitate the acqui-
sition, sharing, storage, retrieval, and utilization of  knowledge. As such, the conceptual 
logic follows the technical view of  organizational learning as expounded by Huber (1991).

Early critiques of  knowledge management initiatives were made on the grounds that 
they ignore the social architecture of  knowledge exchange within organizations (Hansen, 
Nohria, and Tierney, 1999), and it is not surprising that some of  these came from the 
‘social’ school of  organizational learning theorists (for example, Brown and Duguid, 
2000). In a practical sense the social perspective has adapted technologies from elsewhere 
(such as Facebook) into the organizational context which enables fl exible communica-
tion and sharing of  supposedly tacit knowledge between members (McAfee, 2006). These 
technologies are also being applied to the absorption of  external knowledge through, for 
example, the creation of  online user communities who provide feedback on existing prod-
ucts and generate new ideas for innovation (Di Ganji et al., 2010). Alavi and Denford 
(Chapter 6) and Hayes (Chapter 5) review the development of  social networking technol-
ogy over the last decade and point to some of  the limitations. Some of  the other chap-
ters also discuss the role of  technology in knowledge sharing, storage, and databases (see 
Argote, Denomme, and Fuchs, Chapter 29; Ahuja and Novelli, Chapter 25).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In view of  the size, complexity and diversity of  the fi eld it is hard enough to come up with 
an encapsulation of  the current state of  OLKM, and even more diffi cult to be defi ni-
tive about future directions. However, undaunted by the task, we offer here some specula-
tion about future directions. These are based on three main sources: an informal review 
of  current citation patterns for recently-published papers; an overview of  the predictions 
from authors who have contributed to this Handbook; and the results of  our own discus-
sions as we have developed the Handbook.
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Our review of  recent papers used ISI citation data for papers published since 2006. 
In this relatively short period of  time, a few papers have already received over a hun-
dred citations, and many have received over thirty. We can identify four main clusters of  
papers, around which recent energy has been focused, and hence which may be indicative 
of  future trends. The strongest interest is around the drivers of  corporate performance 
and competitive advantage. Two very infl uential papers (Teece, 2007; Simon, Hitt, and 
Ireland, 2007) examine the inner mechanisms whereby dynamic capabilities can sustain 
corporate performance, and Rai, Patnakayuni, and Seth (2006) and Hult et al. (2006) 
both look at the way knowledge can be managed in supply chains to drive competitive 
advantage. Other examples of  well-cited papers in this area include Krishnan et al. (2006) 
on trust and alliance performance, and Zellmer-Bruhn and Gibson (2006) on the relation 
between team learning and performance in multinationals.

A second major theme is around the generation of  enterprise and innovation. Zahra, 
Sapienza, and Davidsson (2006) provide a review and research agenda on the links 
between dynamic capabilities and enterprise, and Rothaermel and Hess (2007) examine 
how they link to innovation. Thorpe et al. (2005) look at the role of  knowledge in small- 
and medium-sized fi rms. More recently both Alegre and Chiva (2008) and Liao et al. 
(2008) have looked at the links between organizational learning and innovation.

Our third theme is about learning and knowledge transfer between organizations. 
Several authors have written infl uential papers which both critique and develop the idea 
of  absorptive capacity (Jansen et al., 2005; Lane et al., 2006; Todorova and Durisin, 
2007). Others have conceptualized and examined the process of  inter-organizational 
knowledge transfer (Paulraj et al., 2008; Easterby-Smith, Lyles, and Tsang, 2008; and 
van Wijk et al., 2008), and a third sub-group have focused on the way that learning takes 
place between clusters and networks of  fi rms to produce competitive advantage (Dyer and 
Hatch, 2006; Lavie, 2006; Giuliani, 2007).

A fourth theme takes a more strategic perspective with examination of  the interplay 
between exploration and exploitation especially within alliance relationships (Gupta et al., 
2007; Lavie and Rosenkopf, 2006), and the way that capabilities can be built through alli-
ances (Kale and Singh, 2007). The compromise position between exploration and exploi-
tation is expressed in the idea of  ambidexterity (Raisch and Birkinshaw, 2008; O’Reilly 
and Tushman, 2008).

In sum, there is strong evidence that organizational learning can impact the perform-
ance of  a fi rm, but the problem is that this relationship may not hold at all times, and in 
all settings. Although we are aware of  the existence of  intervening variables, it is still not 
entirely clear which ones contribute the most, and under what circumstances, to organiza-
tional learning and performance. Consequently, this is likely to remain a research priority 
for a long time.

Related to this, we recognize that there is a relationship between learning and the 
exploitation or utilization of  knowledge; yet we do not know the constructs that infl uence 
knowledge or learning utilization. Few studies address how knowledge is stored, when it is 
used and the timeliness of  that usage. Examining real-time learning poses many diffi cul-
ties beyond access to organizations and data. Exceptions exist such as those studies that 
evaluate how experience affects future organizational strategies. We want to understand 
organizational learning, but lack research on actual learning processes and knowledge. 
This, as several of  the chapter authors imply, suggests that we should consider learning 
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and knowledge as the dependent variables. Hence we might look at how social networks, 
communities of  practice, and power structures infl uence knowledge and learning.

The quick and wide-spread development of  emerging economies opens the door for 
future research addressing localized knowledge, knowledge trajectories, and outsourcing 
of  knowledge, possibly through open innovation. Several recent papers have addressed the 
issues of  globalization (Tsui et al., 2007; Sapienza et al., 2006), and it is due to the grow-
ing importance of  cross-national learning and knowledge transfer that we have included 
a separate part of  the Handbook on these issues. Future studies will need to consider how 
to build capacity for global learning, how knowledge is created, the uses of  technology for 
knowledge transfer, the impact of  social and organizational identity, and the processes of  
inter-organizational knowledge transfer.

CONCLUSIONS

In this opening chapter we have offered a general mapping of  the fi eld covered by the 
Handbook, and have also tried to demonstrate some of  the inter-linkages over time and 
between parallel, but independent, areas of  development. It has also been possible to 
identify some signifi cant infl uences, which predate the invention of  the concepts of  organ-
izational learning and knowledge management, and which might be seen as providing a 
common heritage, or similar watersheds.

It should be clear by now that the different sub-areas of  the fi eld are at different stages 
of  maturity. Some of  them are major rivers which have fl owed gently for a long time; 
some are shorter streams which fl ow very quickly; and others are sudden torrents which 
emerge almost overnight—and which could disappear again equally quickly.

Several of  the chapters from the fi rst edition are now well on the way to becoming 
foundational works because they provide clear maps and overviews of  their areas and have 
provided authoritative agendas for future research. As a whole, the fi rst edition offers a 
major statement of  the state of  the fi eld in the ‘noughties’—at the start of  the twenty-fi rst 
century; this second edition builds on the foundational work and attempts to encapsulate 
the rapid development and the growing importance of  the fi eld as we enter the ‘teens.’
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Organizational Learning Viewed from 

a Social Learning Perspective

ULRIK BRANDI AND BENTE ELKJAER

ABSTRACT

This chapter reviews the literature on organizational learning through a social learning 
lens. We start with an individual learning perspective, before moving on to a social learn-
ing approach with a particular focus upon pragmatism. The literature review covers the 
following four issues: the content of  learning, the process of  learning, the relation between 
individual and organization, and the concept of  organization. An important separator 
between individual and social learning perspectives is the different emphasis on learning 
as acquisition of  skills and knowledge, versus learning as encompassing development of  
identities and socialization to organizational work and life. A pragmatist social learning 
perspective emphasizes both learning as acquisition through experience and inquiry, and 
learning as development of  identities and socialization through individuals’ capacities to 
both adapt and change. Further, a pragmatist social learning perspective also provides 
tools for the analysis of  learning as process by the notions of  learning initiated by tensions 
and ruptures.

INTRODUCTION

Many reviews have, over the years, been made to create an overview of  literature on 
organizational learning (Babuji and Crossan, 2004; Dodgson, 1993; Easterby-Smith, 
1997; Fenwick, 2008; Fiol and Lyles, 1985; Huber, 1991; Levitt and March, 1988; Miner 
and Mezias, 1996; Rashman, Withers, and Hartley, 2009; Shrivastava, 1983). The amount 
of  reviews led to the following remark: ‘there appear to be more reviews of  organiza-
tional learning than there is substance to review’ (Weick and Roberts, 1996 [1993]: 440). 
This statement should, however, be modifi ed today because of  an increase in published 
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empirical papers on organizational learning, which indicates a certain maturation of  the 
research fi eld of  organizational learning (Babuji and Crossan, 2004: 401). This chapter 
is, nevertheless, yet another review of  literature on organizational learning. Further, it is 
a review that primarily is focused on literature on organizational learning in which the 
understanding of  learning is based on social learning theory. Social learning theory in 
organizational learning literature has been coined under several names such as: ‘situated 
learning’ (Brown and Duguid, 1991; Richter, 1998); ‘practice-based learning’ (Gherardi, 
2000); ‘actor-network theory’ (Fox, 2000); ‘cultural-historical activity theory’ (Engeström, 
2001); and ‘learning as cultural processes’ (Cook and Yanow, 1993; Yanow, 2000).

We prefer the term ‘social learning theory’ to indicate that we are in the realm of  social 
theory, and that the point of  departure for learning is the lived and living experience of  
everyday life. All social learning theory departs from an understanding of  learning as 
participation in social processes emphasizing both issues of  knowing and issues of  being 
and becoming. This means that social learning theory encompasses both the epistemol-
ogy and the ontology of  learning. Thus, social learning theory considers both the issue 
of  human existence, development, and socialization (ontology) and the issue of  people 
coming to know about themselves and what it means to be part of  the world (epistemol-
ogy). In social learning theory, socialization and learning are, in other words, inseparable 
processes; and they constitute each other in an understanding of  learning as participation 
in social processes.

The overall governing question for this review is: How does social learning theory con-
tribute to an understanding of  organizational learning? And what does it add to an under-
standing of  organizational learning that cannot be included in a deviation of  individual 
learning theory? A lot of  the literature on organizational learning and its counterpart, the 
Learning Organization, is founded in individual learning theory, and social learning the-
ory in the organizational learning literature has grown out of  a criticism of  that (see e.g. 
Elkjaer, 2004 and the references mentioned in note 1). The criticism is elaborated later, 
but, in short, it is that individual learning theory focuses on learning as inner mental proc-
esses related to the acquisition and processing of  information and knowledge. It leads to 
mind being the locus of  learning and, as a consequence, a separation of  body and mind; 
emotion and cognition as well as learner and context. This, in turn, means that the focus 
for learning is on how learners become knowledgeable in a purely cognitive sense, and 
not on how a context for learning (e.g. an enterprise) is key both to learning and to the 
development of  identity and socialization. Individual learning theory is, in other words, 
criticized for neglecting the ontological dimension of  learning, coming to be, and only 
focusing on the epistemological dimension, getting to know.

Having said that, it may be argued that social learning theory in organizational learn-
ing literature is not fully explicit about how to conceptually bind the two dimensions of  
learning (ontology and epistemology) together. This is the background for introducing 
John Dewey’s concepts of  experience and inquiry in this review (Dewey, 1933 [1986], 
1938 [1986]). Dewey’s concept of  experience is not to be confused with the concept of  
experience found in humanistic and individual-oriented psychology in which experienc-
ing is viewed as intrinsically psychical, mental, and private processes. Dewey’s notion of  
experience is a non-dualist concept covering the individual and the world, and experience 
is always culturally mediated (Bernstein, 1960; Dewey, 1917 [1980]; Miettinen, 2000). 
Likewise, Dewey’s concept of  inquiry is not to be confused with plain communication 
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skills (Senge et al., 1999), but to be related to the overall creation of  individual and col-
lective, cultural and historical knowledge. We return to Dewey’s concepts of  experience 
and inquiry as notions that hold potential for bridging conceptual gaps in coining a social 
learning theory for organizational learning.

A word about method for making this review is needed. The review consisted of  four 
successive steps: First, we started out by searching for the term ‘organizational learning’ 
on the Web of  Science database and the SwetsWise database with the search criteria set to 
‘topic’ and ‘title.’ Secondly, we refi ned the results from the initial search by only including 
articles from the fi fteen highest ranked journals measured by number of  articles on the 
search term ‘organizational learning.’ Thirdly, from a surface reading of  the abstract we 
selected the pool of  potential articles that claimed to rest upon social learning theory, and 
which were critical of  individual learning theory. Fourthly, we did an in-depth reading of  
the selected articles deciding which articles were of  relevance and which were not.1

The way of  reading the texts was inspired by a phenomenological approach (Giorgi, 
1975). This means bracketing any theoretical knowledge the reader/interpreter may have 
in order to read the text as a text, that is as a phenomenon of  words put together in order 
to give meaning. After this the interpreters apply their own theoretical framework or struc-
ture in order to give the texts new meaning according to the purpose of  the phenomeno-
logical reading. In this case, the purpose was to explore the contribution of  social learning 
theory to the fi eld of  organizational learning. Social learning theory, however, builds upon 
a critique of  individual learning theory, which means that we fi nd it helpful to introduce 
the two learning theories along the same structure.

Jean Lave’s pioneering work on coining the essence of  learning as the telos of  learning, 
the learning mechanism, and the subject-world relation has served as an important source 
of  inspiration for creating a structure for this review (Lave, 1997). In our adoption of  Lave’s 
notions of  learning they have become the content of  organizational learning, the process 
of  organizational learning, and the relation between the individual and the organization. 
In other words, what do proponents of  individual and social learning theory regard as the 
content of  organizational learning; how is organizational learning to come about; and how 
is the relation between the individual and the organization understood and conceptualized? 
Lave’s model for understanding learning does not explicitly include an organizational con-
cept although it can be read into the subject–world relation. We have, nevertheless, chosen 
to add an organizational component in order to include the notion of  organization that 
resides in the different organizational learning perspectives.

The fl ow in the chapter is that organizational learning based upon individual 
learning theory is introduced shortly followed by an introduction of  social learning theory 
in organizational learning literature. Then follows a section, ‘inspiration from pragma-
tism,’ in which the above-mentioned Deweyan concepts of  experience and inquiry are 

1 The main texts are in alphabetical order: Brown and Duguid, 1991; Cook and Brown, 1999; Cook 
and Yanow, 1993; Easterby-Smith, Snell, and Gherardi, 1998; Gherardi, 1999, 2000; Gherardi, 
Nicolini, and Odella, 1998; Hong and Fiona, 2009; Jacobs and Coghlan, 2005; Macpherson and 
Clark, 2009; Nicolini, Gherardi, and Yanow, 2003; Nicolini and Meznar, 1995; Patterson, 2009; 
Raz and Fadlon, 2006; Richter, 1998; Yanow, 2000. Others have been included and are mentioned 
in the text. 
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introduced as a way to conceptually bridge the gap between the ontological and the epis-
temological dimension of  learning. Finally, in the ‘conclusion and discussion,’ implications 
for organizational learning of  a social learning theory are suggested.

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING BASED UPON 
INDIVIDUAL LEARNING THEORY

Literature on organizational learning was fi rst coined as theories of  organizational behav-
ior within the fi eld of  management science (Cyert and March, 1963; March and Simon, 
1958). These early contributions to the emerging fi eld of  organizational learning dealt 
with information processing and decision making in organizations. The purpose was to 
help organizations learn to adapt to changes in the environment and to provide prescrip-
tive managerial techniques. About thirty years later, with the publication of  Senge’s book, 
the counterpart of  organizational learning, the Learning Organization, appeared as yet 
another way to create organizational learning (Senge, 1990). Judging from the many books 
and guidelines that have been published on how to develop a Learning Organization and 
pave the way for organizational learning, the Learning Organization and organizational 
learning have proved to be powerful models for organizational development (Argyris and 
Schön, 1996; Pedler and Aspinwall, 1998; Senge et al., 1999).

The learning theory in much of  the literature on organizational learning and 
the Learning Organization is inspired by an individual-oriented psychological fi eld. 
Enhancing information processing and decision making in organizations are seen as 
something that is done by individuals, and processes that can be enhanced by individuals’ 
learning. Individuals’ learning outcome can then, by way of  individuals’ acting on behalf  
of  an organization, be crystallized in organizational routines and values and become 
organizational learning. The idea is that individuals hold a mental model in their mind, 
which is an abstract representation of  their actions. It is that mental model, which can be 
enhanced in order for individuals, and subsequently organizations, to enhance informa-
tion processing and lead to better decision making in organizations.

Thus, learning is, according to individual learning theory, identical to the enhance-
ment of  individuals’ mental models, and happens when individuals acquire informa-
tion and knowledge, which subsequently can guide their individual—and, thus, the 
 organizational—behavior. The focus on mental modeling as the essence of  learning in 
individual learning theory is the reason for naming individual learning theory ‘ cognitive 
learning theory.’ Similarly, mental models may also be termed ‘cognitive structures.’ It is a 
focus on learning, which is directed towards what goes on in the minds of  people.

A cognitive learning theory gives privilege to abstract, general, verbal, and conceptu-
alized knowledge over and above the learning that derives from body and actions (Lave, 
1988; Nicolini and Meznar, 1995). An example is when Senge talks about the impor-
tance of  learning to think of  organizations as systems, which is to learn ‘systems thinking’ 
in order to develop Learning Organizations (Senge, 1990). This is an understanding of  
organizational learning, which fi rst coins the organization as an abstract entity, a ‘system,’ 
and then the organizational members should learn to relate to the system by thinking, in 
order to behave in adequate ways.

A system based understanding of  organizations is composed of  a predetermined set of  
elements that each has a different function in the rational constitution of  the organization 
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connecting to what we denote a functionalistic approach. For example, Leavitt (1965) presents 
fi ve central elements in a system understanding of  organizations that include social struc-
ture, participants or actors, goals, technologies, and the environment. In the understanding 
of  organizations as systems, the focal point for organizational learning is to acquire explicit 
and abstract knowledge and integrate the acquired knowledge in organizational activities and 
routines. The knowledge acquiring process is done by the organizational members—who are 
viewed as given to the organization—on behalf  of  the organization and the goal is to opti-
mize the organizational outputs. Thus, the basic maxim is to be knowledgeable about the sys-
tem and for individual members of  the system to be able to think of  the organization as just 
that, a system (DiBella, Nevis, and Gould, 1996; Huber, 1991).

Organizational learning understood in light of  individual learning theory is actually 
individual learning in organizations, which creates the problem of  transferring individual 
learning outcome to that of  the organization. The individual–organization split-up has 
been one of  the major problems in the organizational learning literature that rests upon 
individual learning theory (Argyris and Schön, 1996; Mumford, 1991). One answer pro-
vided has been to view individuals as acting on behalf  of  the organization (Argyris and 
Schön, 1996; Senge, 1990). This view of  the relation between individual and organization 
creates a conceptual separation between individuals and an organization. To use a meta-
phor, it is a relation resembling that between soup and bowl, the soup does not shape the 
bowl, and the bowl does not alter the substance of  the soup. Thus, individual and organi-
zation, soup and bowl, ‘can be analytically separated and studied on their own without 
doing violence to the complexity of  the situation’ (R. P. McDermott, 1993: 282).

In sum, in organizational learning literature viewed from the outpost of  individual 
learning theory, learning is for individuals to become knowledgeable for the benefi t of  the 
enterprise. Learning comes about through individuals’ work with their cognitive  structures 
and it is possible to analytically separate individuals and enterprise in an organization 
understood as a system. The acknowledged problem in organizational learning based 
upon individual learning theory is the individual–organization dissociation, that is, how to 
make individual learning outcome organizational.

Organizational learning that rests upon individual learning theory separates epistemol-
ogy, to come to know about the world, from ontology, to act in and become part of  the 
world. It is a split between learning and socialization, which indicates a possibility for indi-
viduals’ learning of  particular content for the purpose of  changing a system. The question 
is, however, on the one hand, is it possible to change systems through individual learning? 
And, on the other hand, is it possible to make this separation between learning something 
and being socialized into an enterprise? In the next section, social learning theories in 
organizational learning are explored. Neither of  these comes without problems, because 
social learning theory has been formulated as a negation of  individual learning theory in 
the organizational learning literature.

SOCIAL LEARNING THEORY IN ORGANIZATIONAL 
LEARNING LITERATURE

The appearance of  social learning theory in organizational learning literature falls in time 
together with a social constructivist turn in social science and educational studies (Berger 
and Luckmann, 1966 [1991]; Bredo, 1997; Larochelle, Bednarz, and Garrison, 1998). 
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The individual mind as the locus of  learning is, in other words, questioned within many 
fi elds of  research. The main criticisms are that if  learning begins with change in cognitive 
structures, how is it possible to learn from practice and practicing, i.e. from body, emo-
tions, and from the taken for granted and unspoken history and culture (Cook and Yanow, 
1993)? Further, if  it is possible to coin the individual and the enterprise as separate entities, 
how is it possible to understand knowledge as situated, i.e. that an individual can be knowl-
edgeable in one organizational context, and not in another comparable one (Lave, 1988)?

The argument from social learning theory is that a situation posits certain possibili-
ties for some actions and knowledge being legitimate and other knowledge and actions 
not. Access to participation and power are, thus, important issues to take into account in 
organizational learning. Further, individuals both ‘produce’ and are ‘products’ of  situa-
tions mirroring access and power. This ‘situated’ view of  learning moves it away from 
individual mind to the social sphere of  interaction, activity, and practice; and this has 
paved the road for another view on learning and knowledge (Cook and Brown, 1999; 
Gherardi, 2000; Nicolini et al., 2003). It is, however, a view that has ancient roots in 
American pragmatism, and early twentieth century Russian psychologist Vygotsky and the 
tradition of  the cultural-historical activity theory (Bredo, 1997; Elkjaer, 2000; Popkewitz, 
1998). We will return to that, but, fi rst, social learning theory in organizational learning 
literature is introduced with regard to the content and process of  learning and the relation 
between the individual and the organization as well as an understanding of  organization.

Content and process in social learning theory

In organizational learning literature, viewed from a social learning theoretical perspective, 
learning is ubiquitous and part of  everyday organizational life and work. Learning cannot 
be avoided; it is not a choice for or against learning. Further, learning is not restricted to 
taking place inside individuals’ minds but as processes of  participation and interaction. 
In other words, learning takes place among and through other people and artifacts as a 
relational activity, not an individual process of  thought. This view changes the locus of  
the learning process from that of  the mind of  individuals to the participation patterns of  
individual members of  organizations in which learning takes place (Gherardi et al., 1998; 
Lave and Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998).

In individual learning theory, learning is to come to know about actions and practices; 
in social learning theory, learning is a way of  being and becoming part of  the communi-
ties of  practice that make up an organization, and in which the central issue of  learn-
ing is to become a skilled practitioner (Brown and Duguid, 1991; Clegg, Kornberger, and 
Rhodes, 2005; Handley, Sturdy, Fincham, and Clark, 2006; Richter, 1998). Learning is a 
practical rather than an epistemic accomplishment, and it is a matter of  identity develop-
ment and socialization. Changing the content of  learning from knowledge acquisition to 
socialization expands the concept of  learning to include an ontological dimension. It also 
involves a change of  the term ‘knowledge’ as knowledge becomes the embedded or situ-
ated knowledge of  the organization, and not something stored in books, brains, and infor-
mation systems (Cook and Brown, 1999; Gherardi, 2006, 2009; Gherardi et al., 1998). 
In social learning theory, knowledge is the active process of  knowing, the processes and 
results of  participation in organizational practices. Learners are to make sense of  their 
participation in the social processes of  organizing. It is not just the individuals who solely 
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retain knowledge; rather knowledge is distributed within and among artifacts and organi-
zational members (Brown and Duguid, 1991; Orlikowski, 2002, 2007; Richter, 1998).

The content being learned is context specifi c, and the learning itself  is the discovery 
of  what is to be done, when and how to do what according to the specifi c organizational 
routines, as well as which specifi c artifacts to use where and how. Learning also involves 
being able to give a reasonable account of  why things are done and of  what sort of  per-
son one must become in order to be a skilled member of  a specifi c organization. In social 
learning theory, to know is to be capable of  participating with the requisite competence 
in the complex web of  relationships among people, artifacts, and activities. Learning is to 
acquire a ‘situated curriculum,’ which means to denote the pattern of  learning opportu-
nities available to newcomers in their encounter with a specifi c community inside a spe-
cifi c organization (Raz and Fadlon, 2006). Learning is what enables actors to modify their 
relations to others while contributing to the shared activity. Moving learning away from 
inside mind to social relations is also moving learning into an area of  confl icts and power 
(Blackler and McDonald, 2000; Contu and Willmott, 2003; Coopey and Burgoyne, 2000). 
This makes the issue of  empowerment essential, as learning requires access and oppor-
tunity to take part in the ongoing practice. The social structure of  this practice, its power 
relations and its conditions for legitimacy, defi ne the possibilities for learning (Gherardi 
et al., 1998; Hong and Fiona, 2009; Macpherson and Clark, 2009).

Language is, according to social learning theory, a central element of  any process of  
learning as language is conceived to be the main way of  acting in contemporary organiza-
tions. Language is, however, not merely a medium of  knowledge transmission. Language 
is the medium of  culture and as such it constitutes a crucial element in the process of  
learning, when the latter is perceived as the result of  interaction among individuals in a 
specifi c occupational and organizational culture. The study of  organizational learning is 
to explore the specifi c contexts of  activities and social practices in which learning may 
occur. Only by understanding the circumstances and how the participants construct the 
situation can a valid interpretation of  a learning activity be made (Gherardi et al., 1998).

In sum, regarding the content and process of  social learning theory in organizational 
learning, a social learning theory emphasizes informality, improvisation, collective action, 
conversation, and sense making; and learning is of  a distributed and provisional nature. 
Learning is not to acquire already known knowledge but is processes of  moving into 
unknown territory to ‘face mystery’ (Gherardi, 1999). Learning is to make a journey into the 
land of  discovery rather than to follow an already paved road. In the next section, the issue 
of  the relation between the individual and the organization is taken up.

Relation between individual and organization

According to social learning theory, learners are social beings that construct their under-
standing and learn from participation in practice within the specifi c socio-cultural settings 
of  an organization. The role of  individual learners is to be engaged in sense making and 
to create knowledge within and among their trajectory of  participation. The individual 
in social learning theory is to be understood as a participant in the social processes of  
every day life of  an organization. The organization provides occasion for interpretations 
of  what goes on in an organization.
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The understanding of  the organizations within social learning theory of  organization-
al learning can be understood as communities of  practice (COP). COP is founded upon 
an idea that organizations are cultural, historical, and material collectives constituted by 
social interaction (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2000). Thus, there is no rational and 
technical organization of  elements ‘out there’ to be fully described and explained as in 
a ‘system’ perspective. Organizations are, in a COP approach, constructed from social 
interaction and are dependent on the situated and contextualized aspects of  the specifi c 
social practices. The main assumption for organizational learning in this perspective is 
that knowing—not knowledge—is something that emerges from social collective practices 
(Amin and Roberts, 2008; Beckhy, 2003; Brown and Duguid, 2001).

Continuing the metaphorical image from individual learning theory, the separation of  
soup and bowl may be replaced by the blending together of  individuals and organizations like 
a rope. ‘The fi bres that make up the rope are discontinuous; when you twist them  together, 
you don’t make them continuous, you make the thread continuous. (. . .) The thread has no 
fi bres in it, but, if  you break up the thread, you can fi nd the fi bres again’ (R. P. McDermott, 
1993: 274). Thus, one cannot talk of  the relation between individuals and organizations, or 
individual and context, as individuals in an organization, but individuals as part of  a specifi c 
organizational practice as well as of  patterns of  participation and interaction.

There are, however, two views of  context represented in social learning theory in 
organizational learning literature. The two understandings of  context are whether con-
text is a historical product of  which persons are parts, or whether context is constructed as 
persons interact. To quote:

One argues that the central theoretical relation is historically constituted between persons 
engaged in socio-culturally constructed activity and the world with which they are engaged. (. . .) 
The other focuses on the construction of  the world in social interaction; this leads to the view 
that activity is its own context. Here the central theoretical relation is the intersubjective relation 
among co-participants in social interaction.

(Lave, 1993 [1996]: 17)

The fi rst view is represented in activity theory (Blackler, 1993; Engeström, 2001) and 
American pragmatism (see later). The second is inspired by social constructionism and 
phenomenological social theory. The latter is represented in the following much cited defi -
nition of  learning in organizational learning literature based upon social learning theory, 
namely that learning is ‘the acquiring, sustaining, or changing of  intersubjective meanings 
through the artifactual vehicles of  their expression and transmission and the collective 
actions of  the group’ (Cook and Yanow, 1993: 384). The group—or the collective actions 
of  the group—and not the individual, is suggested here as the primary level of  analysis. 
This is a social constructionist view on the relation between the individual and the organi-
zation. In the organizational learning literature, this view is also called a cultural approach 
to organizational learning (Yanow, 2000). The focus is on ‘situated meaning (in this case, 
what is meaningful to those actors engaged in organizational learning activities)’ (Yanow, 
2000: 248). Context as a historical product in organizational learning literature can be 
expressed like this:

The context must (. . .) be conceived as a historical and social product which is co-produced 
together with the activity it supports: agents, objects, activities, and material and symbolic arti-
facts all constitute a heterogeneous system that evolves over time.

(Gherardi et al., 1998: 275)
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Whether one views context as socially constructed in the situation or as a historical 
and social product is, we believe, a complicated matter consisting of  many circumstances 
like political attitudes, academic traditions, taste, etc. For our part, we have a hard time 
not to view situations as consisting of  people and contexts with a history mirroring social 
and cultural backgrounds. Our major problem is that a view of  context as nothing other 
than a process of  construction in social interaction and by the use of  artifacts restricts the 
interventionist activities to ways of  interacting with artifacts (in the broadest meaning of  
this term, which means that language is also an artifact, that is, a tool for action and inter-
action). With activity as its own context, it is diffi cult to see how change can be directed at 
changing contexts themselves, that is, of  changing the conditions for learning and develop-
ment. But, naturally, we also subscribe to a view of  context as historically and culturally 
produced because we have our theoretical roots in American pragmatism. This connec-
tion is elaborated shortly.

To sum up, in social learning theory individuals’ minds and actions are regarded as 
related to their participation in social practices formed by culture and history. This means 
that knowing, according to social learning theory, is always an integral part of  broader 
changes of  being, which can be traced to learners’ participation in COP or activity sys-
tems. Knowing is, in other words, at the same time ‘a way of  participating and of  relating’ 
(Packer and Goicoechea, 2000: 234). Thus, in social learning theory it is not possible to 
separate knowing from being and becoming. To be and become or emerge as a knowledge-
able person demands participation in social processes, which also involves relating to other 
beings and to (and with) the cultural and historically produced artifacts of  the social worlds.

In the following, we introduce the work of  John Dewey (Dewey, 1916 [1980], 1933 
[1986], 1938 [1986]) because his concepts of  experience and inquiry help bind the proc-
esses of  epistemology and ontology in learning together. These are, as we have argued, at 
the heart of  social learning theory in organizational learning literature but lack the con-
ceptual elaboration here. Dewey’s notions of  experience and inquiry help to see that the 
ontological dimension of  learning, how individuals come to be, and the epistemological 
dimension, how individuals come to know, cannot be separated. This means that sociali-
zation and learning are inseparable processes.

INSPIRATION FROM PRAGMATISM

Individuals gain experiences as a result of  how they live their lives and how they associ-
ate with others. This, in turn, depends on who they are as people and how they enter into 
these relations. If  individuals are to learn from their experiences, they have to use their 
ability to not only contemplate the relation between their actions and their consequences, 
but also to relate them to their past, present, and future experiences. The provocative ele-
ment in the development of  experience is when there is a sense of  habitual actions being 
upset. This feeling cannot be forced upon anybody from the outside, but must come from 
experience or from within the parameters of  expanding experience. Dewey is aware of  
the aesthetics of  experience and the sensation that they perfect or complete; any delight 
and comfort in a situation is also an experience, and knowing is just one way of  experi-
encing (J. J. McDermott, 1973 [1981]). There is only an analytical distinction between an 
intellect that knows and a body that acts.
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This anti-dualistic approach in Dewey’s works echoes one of  the core principles in 
pragmatism, that is, that there are no dualisms such as, for example, psychological-
 physical, fact-value, culture-nature, and theory-action. Rather than understanding intel-
lectual capacities and bodily actions as two different activities and phenomena, Dewey 
regards theories as tools or instruments in the human endeavor to cope with situations 
and events in life and to construct meaning by applying concepts in an experimental way. 
Some experiences may not be apprehended as knowledge, because they do not enter a 
sphere of  communication with self  and others, that is, they do not come with a verbal 
language. Along the continuum of  experience, there is a vague transfer between non-
 cognitive and cognitive experience, but if  learning is to occur from experience, experi-
ence must get out of  the physical, non-discursive, and emotional and into the cognitive 
and communicative sphere. Only when individuals’ experiences turn into communicative 
experiences and become learning experiences can they inform future practice:

To ‘learn from experience’ is to make a backward and forward connection between what we 
do to things and what we enjoy or suffer from things in consequence. Under such conditions, 
doing becomes a trying; an experiment with the world to fi nd out what it is like; the undergoing 
becomes instruction—discovery of  the connection of  things. Two conclusions important for edu-
cation follow. (1) Experience is primarily an active-passive affair; it is not primarily cognitive. But 
(2) the measure of  the value of  an experience lies in the perception of  relationships or continuities 
to which it leads up. It includes cognition in the degree in which it is cumulative or amounts to 
something, or has meaning.

(Dewey, 1916 [1980]: 140, Dewey’s emphasis)

In the Deweyan universe, there are no universal cognitive structures that shape human 
experience of  reality. Dewey argued against Cartesian dualism and Kant’s a priori and 
innate to mind categories (space, time, causality, and object) as structuring human think-
ing. For Dewey knowledge always refers directly to human experience and the origin of  
knowledge is living experience and not the other way around, as if  logical theorems might 
govern thinking (J. J. McDermott, 1973 [1981]; Putnam, 1995; Sleeper, 1986). This does, 
however, not mean that pragmatism rejects cognition:

thinking is a process of  inquiry, of  looking into things, of  investigating. Acquiring is always sec-
ondary, and instrumental to the act of  inquiry. It is seeking, a quest, for something that is not at 
hand

(Dewey, 1916 [1980]: 148)

It is important to specify that it is a different kind of  knowledge that Dewey talks about 
to that in the individual perspective. In the individual perspective, knowledge is something 
that attempts to represent the world while in the Deweyan perspective it is an answer to 
a problem. Thus, Dewey tries to discriminate between knowledge as propositional knowl-
edge, which is a part of  inquiry processes, and knowledge or warranted assertions, that is, 
the result of  the inquiry process that is fallibilistic in nature (Dewey, 1941 [1988]).

In pragmatism, ideas, theories, and concepts, that is different forms of  thinking and 
abstraction, function as instruments for actions. In one of  his later works co-authored 
with Arthur Bentley, Dewey writes of  the practice oriented function of  thinking as a tool 
applied by ‘men (sic!) themselves in action’ (Dewey and Bentley, 1949 [1991]: 6). The 
nature of  actions is always delimited or selective, because humans cannot act in general 
or in a vacuum. The essence of  action is irremediably conditioned by the social (Dewey, 
1938 [1986]). It follows that thinking and ideas or meanings developed through inquiry 
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are social and cultural as well. Thus, a refl ected action is created in relation to a specifi c 
situation or problem.

The concept of  inquiry in pragmatism developed out of  the criticism leveled at the con-
cept of  knowledge in formal logic with its references to a priori knowledge above and beyond 
the human world of  experience (Dewey, 1929 [1984]). Dewey’s development of  logic as a 
theory of  inquiry is based on everyday life experiences. Inquiry cannot be reduced to 
a response to purely abstract thoughts as it is anchored in situations as part of  our everyday 
life. It is part of  life to inquire, turn things around intellectually, come to conclusions, and 
make evaluations. This is how people learn and become cognizant human beings.

Inquiry is a process that starts with a sense that something is wrong. Intuitively, the 
inquirer suspects there is a problem. The suspicion does not necessarily arise from 
an intellectual wit. It is not until the inquirer begins to defi ne and formulate the problem 
that inquiry moves into an intellectual fi eld by using the human ability to reason and think 
verbally. In other words, the inquirer uses previous experiences from similar situations. 
According to Dewey, the inquirer tries to solve the problem by applying different working 
hypotheses and concludes by testing a solution model. The initial feeling of  uncertainty, 
the uncertainty that started the inquiry process must disappear before a problem has been 
solved. If  the inquiry is to lead to new experiences, to learning, it requires thinking and 
refl ection over the relation between the problem’s defi nition and formulation and the solu-
tion. It is not until deliberation has been applied to establish a relation between the action 
and the consequence(s) of  the action that learning takes place in the sense that it is pos-
sible to act more informed in a new and similar situation.

In the understandings of  the organization as a system and the organization as com-
munities of  practice, the individual is made sub-ordinate to the organization, either by 
‘choice,’ that is, to adhere to the organization as a systemic entity, or by dissolving the indi-
vidual in the communities of  practice (see also Casey, 2002). We argue that a theory of  the 
organization in organizational learning based on pragmatism is able to avoid this kind of  
sub-ordination. To conceptualize an organizational learning theory based on pragmatism, 
we draw upon the social arenas/worlds theory of  Anselm Strauss (Strauss, 1993). Strauss’s 
concept of  organizations understood as arenas consisting of  transactional social worlds 
has the same ontological basis as the COP and the cultural approach to organizations. 
The social world metaphor is, however, more strongly oriented towards processes of  con-
fl icts, negotiation, and tensions within and between social worlds, and the analysis of  how 
these confl icting situations generate the possibility of  changing arenas and social worlds 
(Brandi, 2010; Elkjaer and Hyusman, 2008).

The concept of  social worlds originates from early social studies characteristic of  the 
Chicago School of  sociology. Firmly rooted in the classical pragmatism of  Dewey and 
symbolic interactionism of  Mead, one of  its most prominent scholars, Anselm Strauss, 
developed social arenas/worlds theory as a conceptual frame for understanding the emer-
gence and fl ow of  activities in organizations. Social worlds are defi ned as:

Groups with shared commitments to certain activities, sharing resources of  many kinds to achieve 
their goals, and building shared ideologies about how to go about their business.

(Clarke, 1991: 131)

In a social worlds perspective there are ‘commitments,’ ‘goals,’ and ‘ideologies’ that 
‘belong’ to a group. There are not only patterns of  access and participation, although they 
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are also present. In a social worlds understanding, organizations are arenas of  coordinated 
collective actions in which social worlds emerge as a result of  commitment to organiza-
tional activities. It is the tensions and ruptures between these commitments within and 
between social worlds that may create avenues for questioning existing practices.

One especially relevant aspect of  social worlds theory is that it explicitly focuses on 
the intersecting and segmentation processes between and within social worlds (Strauss, 
1978: 123; 1993: 39). Intersecting looks at the bridging and interpenetrating processes of  
social worlds where social worlds and their actors engage in collaborative inquiry. Strauss 
(1982) underlines the signifi cance of  organizations characterized as a negotiated order. 
Negotiation denotes a fundamental trait that illustrates both the dynamic and political 
characteristics of  social worlds. Every social world is characterized by intersections, caused 
by both internal and external (between social worlds) confl icts and contradictions, which 
convey negotiations and give rise to segmentation/intersecting processes. These processes 
create avenues for organizational learning by creating new relations between social worlds 
and practices within social worlds. Thus, segmentation/intersecting is a highly political 
process through its dependence on negotiations or processual ordering, as Strauss (1993: 
254) later argued. This understanding of  organization is a way of  grasping the mutual 
relationship between individual and organization (social worlds) as both encompassing the 
organizational processes of  ordering and the individuals as potential active participants 
who may or may not engage in the organizational activities.

In sum, pragmatism is a reminder of  agency but agency grounded in and part of  
the shared and non-shared social worlds as well as individual capacities. Inquiry is use-
ful because it can enact new practices by way of  working hypotheses, and is necessary in 
order to produce learning and not only socialization. The organizational members and 
the organization are weaved together in social worlds in which inquiry and experienc-
ing goes on as a continuous process. In pragmatism, the learning content may be coined 
as the development of  human experience, which at the same time is to come to know 
about the world and be able to act in the world. Social learning theory for organizational 
learning inspired by pragmatism does not make a separation between coming to know 
about practice and coming to be a practitioner. It is not possible to develop experience 
as either processes of  knowledge or processes of  being and becoming. Experience and 
inquiry encompass both processes.

The learning method is inquiry, which includes thinking as a way to defi ne problems, 
and refl ection as a way to move learning outcome into the verbal and conscious arena, 
which paves the way for change and new practice. Inquiry begins in the senses, the bod-
ily feelings and emotions, which may be turned into words in order to provide a way to 
learn from inquiry. Thus, inquiry is a way to enact knowledge that does not begin with 
language and conscious refl ection. Inquiry cannot be restricted to mind or bodies, think-
ing or actions, but encompasses both. And their consequences are not to be restricted to 
knowledge acquisition but to include development of  experience, creation of  identity, and 
becoming a member of  social worlds.

In pragmatism, it is not possible to separate the individual from the social, the context 
and/or the organization. The two are mutually constituted as human beings and human 
knowing, and as such they are products of  history and culture, encompassed in social 
worlds theory of  organizations. For a summary of  the three positions, see Table 2.1.
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This review describes how the fi eld of  organizational learning can be understood from 
a social learning perspective and what social learning theories add to an understand-
ing of  organizational learning that cannot be included in an individual learning theo-
retical approach. In the review, we set out by characterizing the main elements of  an 
indi vidual approach followed by an in-depth review of  organizational learning literature 
viewed from a social learning perspective. Finally, we refi ned the social learning perspec-
tive by including a pragmatist inspired understanding of  organizational learning. The 
pragmatist approach to organizational learning echoes the philosophy from social learn-
ing theory without losing the individual capacity to inquire and enact new organizational 
experiences in the organizational learning processes. We have structured the answers to 
the governing questions of  the review in four elements: the learning content; the learning 
process; the relation between the individual and the organization; and the organizational 
concepts.

Table 2.1 Summary of  the three positions

Individual Learning Theory Social Learning Theory Pragmatist Learning

Content Individual informa-
tion and knowledge 
about actions to 
guide organizational 
behavior

Context specifi c 
A ‘situated 

curriculum’

Know about 
world and 
become part 
of  world 
(knowing and 
socializing)

Process Individuals’ work 
with their cognitive 
structures mirroring 
actions

Participation in 
organizational 
practice to 
become skilled 
practitioners

Tensions and 
ruptures in 
situations 
Inquiry as a 
way to change 
experience

Relation between 
Individual–
Organization

Can be analytically sep-
arated and worked 
upon seperately 
(‘soup and bowl’)

Weaved together 
‘a rope’ 

Two understand-
ings of  context: 
1) individual and 
context as histori-
cally produced 
2) organizational 
activity as its own 
context

Mutual 
constituents 

Individual 
and context 
‘products’ of  
human being 
and knowing

Organizational 
Concept

A system Communities of  
Practice

Social 
arenas/worlds
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Applying a social learning theory in organizational learning takes the focus of  learn-
ing away from the individual mind and ‘places’ it in the organizational context as a set-
ting for organizational learning. This means that the organizational actions directed to 
develop organizational learning cannot be solely focused on changing individuals’ ways 
of  thinking but should be focused on the organizational context, its patterns of  participa-
tion and interaction. Social learning theory also moves the focus away from knowledge as 
the learning input to that of  developing and socializing organizational members in order 
to turn them into skilled practitioners. Knowledge or knowing as the often preferred verb 
within social learning theory then becomes a way of  enacting artifacts, routines, experi-
ences, rules, etc. competently in the organization instead of  something that resides inside 
the human mind ready to be used whenever needed.

A point of  departure in social learning theory for organizational learning means that 
learning is viewed as an ongoing activity, which cannot be controlled, only the environ-
ments, the organization, can be made to facilitate organizational learning to a larger or 
lesser degree (Thompson, 2005). Some critique of  social learning theory is that it focus-
es too much on the organizational context, and, thus, cannot for example encompass the 
mobile, knowledgeable, and potentially infl uential individuals. This may be the transfor-
mational leader or the ordinary professional who imports new ideas and who perhaps gets 
changed by outside encounters. The answer to this criticism is that the focus on context 
does not omit the individual as the two are viewed as mutually constituted and continu-
ously changing with the participants ‘moving’ in and out of  the specifi c context at hand. 
Thus, one cannot just change the organizational context without including the concrete 
and present participants in this context. The essence of  applying a social learning theory is 
that it is not possible to work with ideal-typical individuals who learn by way of  changing 
their ways of  thinking. Organizations consist of  real people each with their own experi-
ences, history, and hopes for the future. This makes up the organizational context together 
with the specifi c work practice, the artifacts, the organizational rules and regulations. And 
it is from this starting point that learning and organizational learning begins to occur.

The contribution to social learning theory from pragmatism is to stress the coexistence 
between epistemology and ontology in learning. This is done by focusing on the devel-
opment of  human experience as both encompassing processes of  knowledge acquisition 
and being and becoming part of  the world. And it is to stress the interconnectedness of  
the development of  individuals and organizations. The most benefi cial contribution from 
pragmatism for organizational learning is, however, the notion of  inquiry, which provides 
a method in which thinking is regarded as a tool, a way to defi ne problems, and refl ection 
is included as a way of  sharing learning outcome.

Given the already mentioned wide-spread contemporary interest in viewing learning 
as participation in social processes, we have been interested in adding an organizational 
dimension by a social arenas/worlds understanding with its emphasis on tensions and rup-
tures as pathways for potential organizational learning experiences through inquiry.

Looking forward and into the future of  the fi eld of  organizational learning in light of  
a social learning theoretical perspective, we believe that a pragmatist understanding will 
be benefi cial in a globalized economy in which knowledge is no longer a scarce resource 
but the ability to fi nd and select the right knowledge at the right time is. This means that 
learning not only demands cognitive skills or the power to access and participate in 
relevant practices, but both. The most important skill will, however, be an ability to make 
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judgments, personal and collectively, and in that way be able to stand out as something 
separate and unique, as a person or an enterprise. The immense emphasis on branding 
products and enterprises that we currently witness especially in the economic sector of  
intangibles will afford more than ever anticipatory skills and knowledge to always be one 
step ahead and to be able to account for the initiatives taken. The emphasis will be on inno-
vation and the ability to learn innovatively, for which pragmatism with its notions of  inquiry 
and experience in the past, present, and future will be a good theoretical instrument in this 
pursuit. Also, the globalized economy is bringing enterprises together with an abundance 
of  different cultures, races, ethnicities, etc. which will put an emphasis on learning as not 
only cognition or socialization skills but both, that is, an ability to learn to not only think or 
be but to be and think in a differentiation of  workplaces where knowledge and judgmental 
power are distributed and demand continuous ability to learn and socialize.
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Organizational Learning: The 

Sociology of  Practice

SILVIA GHERARDI

ABSTRACT

A practice approach to organizational learning is based on the assumption that know-
ing and doing are inextricably entangled. Therefore, organizational learning takes places 
within working practices as a situated activity. The sociological roots of  the concept of  
practice are traced and the expression ‘practice-based studies’ (PBS) is introduced as an 
umbrella-term. Within these studies two orientations are apparent: one which considers 
practices to be the object of  empirical analysis (the site of  learning and knowing), and one 
which assumes practice as epistemology.

If  we consider the becoming of  a practice and its function as a guide for knowledge-
able collective doing, we can show that the epistemology of  practice subtends a relational 
vision and an ecological model of  inquiry within which practice is explored as sensible 
and tacit knowledge enacted in socio-material relations. It is then explored whether and 
how a practice theory of  organization could come about and the theoretical and substan-
tive contribution that it could make.

INTRODUCTION

Practice perspectives are inscribed mainly within a sociological approach to organizational 
learning and knowing that considers knowledge as something that people do together. 
Knowing and doing are therefore inextricably entangled.

While psychological approaches are better known and have founded, for better or 
worse, the interpretative model of  organizational learning (see the critique of  Weick, 1991; 
and Chapter 1 in this Handbook) sociological perspectives have been slower to establish 
themselves. The sociological contribution to the study of  organizational learning 
(Gherardi and Nicolini, 2001) can be summarized in the terms of  an invitation to view 
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organizational learning from a cultural perspective as a metaphor (derived from the juxta-
position of  the two terms ‘learning’ and ‘organization’) that makes it possible to develop a 
system of  representation (a theory) with which to interpret organizing as if  it were a learn-
ing process. Therefore, identifi able within studies on organizational learning are various 
narratives concerning what constitutes that relationship and how it can be understood. 
The sociological concepts that have contributed most to the understanding of  organiza-
tional learning have been fi rst that of  learning as participation, then of  refl exivity as a 
dynamic of  social reproduction, and, more recently, that of  practice. And it is on this last 
concept that I shall concentrate in what follows.

Studies on organizational learning and knowing have re-appropriated the concept of  
practice since the late 1990s and the early 2000s. This has enabled a shift from knowledge 
to knowing—and therefore from an epistemology of  possession (Cook and Brown, 1999) to 
one of  practice—that is, to a conception of  knowing as a practical activity. The ‘practice 
turn’ (Schatzki et al., 2001) began within studies on organizational learning and knowl-
edge simultaneously with rediscovery of  the concept of  practice by other communities of  
scholars, such as those concerned with social studies on science and technology, feminist 
studies, researchers on strategy, workplace studies, and studies on activity systems. There 
are obviously different ways to use the term ‘practice,’ also because its polysemy allows its 
polymorphous exploration. Nevertheless, widely used in organization studies is the expres-
sion ‘practice-based studies’ (PBS henceforth), which is a general label for a multiplicity of  
diverse studies whose shared feature is an interest in the study of  social practices.

In the sections that follow I shall explore the potential of  the sociology of  practice by 
reviewing the intellectual tradition that can be considered the basis for PBS. I shall then 
return to the polysemy of  the term to draw a distinction between considering practice as 
an empirical object and considering it as a relational epistemology with which knowledge 
can be produced on the basis of  an ecological model of  relations, primarily that between 
knowing and doing. I shall then use this model to show how a practice can be analyzed 
during its recursive unfolding, and how it develops within an equipped environment and 
interactions in a texture of  practices. Finally, I will organize the discussion on the potential 
of  the sociology of  practice by analyzing its theoretical and substantive contribution to 
organizational learning.

THE GROUNDING OF THE ‘PRACTICE-BASED STUDIES’ LABEL

The concept of  practice has manifold sociological roots. Implicit reference to one or 
another of  them brings out a different phenomenon of  practice, so that the same term is 
used to shed light on different aspects. At the cost of  excessive simplifi cation, and refer-
ring the reader for more detailed treatment to Gherardi (2006, 2008), the main socio-
logical theorizations of  the concept of  practice consist in phenomenological sociology 
(Schutz, 1962), symbolic interactionism (Mead, 1934; Strauss, 1991), ethnomethodology 
(Garfi nkel, 1967), social praxeology (Bourdieu, 1972), and the theory of  structuration 
(Giddens, 1984).

The phenomenological tradition in sociology concerns itself  with the intersubjective 
production of  sense and meaning through interaction and assembled knowledge. The 
world of  everyday life is a province of  meaning dominated and structured by what Schutz 
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(1962) calls the ‘natural attitude’, so that the world is from the outset not the world of  
the private individual but an intersubjective world, shared by us all, and in which we 
have not a theoretical but eminently practical interest. The bulk of  what an individual 
knows does not originate from his or her experience alone, but is knowledge of  social 
origin that has been transmitted to the individual by social relations of  all types. Schutz 
(1946) distinguishes three components of  the stock of  knowledge: (i) the reserve of  expe-
rience that arises from refl ection on past experiences (as toolboxes, recipes and practi-
cal or theoretical routines); (ii) knowledge of  social derivation (the testimony of  others); 
(iii) socially approved knowledge (the knowledge approved by the group of  membership, 
or by other trusted authorities). The complementarity of  individual bodies of  knowl-
edge explains cooperation among individuals, so that collective knowledge derives from 
an assemblage of  different kinds of  knowledge. Knowledge is therefore social, and it is 
assembled knowledge. The social interaction of  actors is a crucial element in understand-
ing the acts of  meaning production by knowledgeable subjects, and it is this aspect which 
inspired the ‘practice turn’ in social theory (Chia and Holt, 2008; Rasche and Chia, 2009; 
Reckwitz, 2002).

Put briefl y, intersubjectivity gives rise not to a matching of  meanings, but to the 
assumption that meanings are shared or, as Garfi nkel (1967) puts it, to an agreement 
on methods of  understanding. Therefore, within ethnomethodology shared understand-
ing is a collective activity and the result of  local procedures and devices. The researcher 
should therefore pay constant attention to the competent display of  members’ methods 
to accomplish ‘sense’ and ‘order.’ Members of  any concrete setting acquire their sense or 
knowledge of  it ‘only in the doing’ which is done ‘skilfully, reliably, uniformly (. . .) as an 
unaccountable matter’ (Garfi nkel, 1967: 10). For members, ‘the hows of  these accomplish-
ments are unproblematic’ (Fox, 2006: 430), they are not the topic of  competent remarks. 
Accordingly, the most signifi cant innovation by ethnomethodology with respect to tradi-
tional sociology is its replacement of  cognitive categories with the categories of  action, 
and the consequent view of  the creation and transmission of  knowledge as a socially 
important practice.

This means that sociology, too, has taken up Austin’s assertion that ‘knowing is doing in 
everyday life, and it is doing society’ (Giglioli, 1990: 85). In ethnomethodological studies, 
in fact, the transmission of  knowledge as a social practice has been the focus of  studies on 
work (Garfi nkel, 1986; Garfi nkel and Sacks, 1970), and ethnomethodology and conversa-
tion analysis provide one way to access how people recognize and reproduce the organi-
zational location of  their actions in and through each successive action (Llewellyn and 
Hindmarsh, 2010).

The phenomenological and ethnomethodological tradition is particularly attentive 
to the details of  ordinary work practices in naturally occurring interactions (Alby and 
Zucchermaglio, 2006; Heath and Luff, 2007; Llewellyn and Spence, 2009; Rawls, 2008). 
It assumes that order is the ongoing achievement of  members’ methods for producing it. 
This tradition is therefore concerned to describe work practices in their becoming ‘a 
practice’ (Bjørkeng et al., 2009). The assumption, even if  it is not always made explicit, is 
that knowing, learning, working, and innovating are not separate activities but are closely 
bound up with each other in their occurrence in time (Brown and Duguid, 1991; Orr, 
1993; Cook and Yanow, 1993; Clegg et al., 2005). By contrast, the tradition of  Bourdieu’s 
social praxeology and that of  structuration theory work on oppositions.
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Bourdieu’s methodological point of  view can be defi ned as simultaneously ‘anti-func-
tionalist, anti-empiricist and anti-subjectivist’ (Sulkunen, 1982: 103). He is profoundly 
convinced that it is impossible to grasp the deepest-lying logic of  the social world with-
out immersing oneself  in the particularity of  an empirical reality, historically situated and 
dated, even if  only to construct it as a ‘particular case of  the possible.’ On this view, the 
science of  society is a two-dimensional system of  power relations and meaning relations 
among groups. It therefore requires a twofold reading. The fi rst treats society as a ‘social 
physics’: that is, as an objective structure grasped from outside, whose articulations can be 
observed, measured, and projected independently of  the representations of  those who live 
within it. This is the objectivist or structuralist point of  view which analyzes society using 
statistical tools or formal models in order to bring out its regularities. Bourdieu believes 
that this is possible because people do not possess the totality of  the meaning of  their 
behavior, as if  it were a given of  consciousness, and because their actions always comprise 
more meanings than they realize.

However, a science of  society must recognize that the awareness and interpretation 
of  actors is also an essential component of  analysis: individuals have practical knowledge 
about the world which they invest in their ordinary activities. It is by combining the two 
components of  analysis that Bourdieu creates his ‘social praxeology,’ in which, however, 
the two components, although both necessary, are not of  equal weight because epistemo-
logical priority is given to objectivist rather than subjectivist understanding.

It is here that the gap with ethnomethodology emerges, in that Bourdieu has the 
actor’s point of  view depend upon the place that he or she occupies in the objective social 
space. Whilst this is an idea rooted in the structuralist tradition, Bourdieu introduces two 
new concepts to explain the importance of  relations: (i) the concept of  ‘fi eld’ as constituted 
by a set of  objective and historical relations among positions anchored in specifi c forms of  
power or capital; (ii) the ‘habitus’, defi ned as a set of  historical relations deposited in the 
bodies of  individuals in the form of  mental and corporeal schemes of  perception, evalua-
tion, and action. Both these concepts—fi eld and habitus—are relational in the sense that 
they function completely only in relation to each other, so that a fi eld exists only if  the 
actors in it ‘play with or against the other.’ This signifi es for Bourdieu that there is action, 
history, and the conservation or transformation of  structures constituting a specifi c type of  
fi eld only because there are agents ‘in action’; and that these agents, in their turn, are effi -
cacious only because they have not been reduced to the simple notion of  ‘individual’ but 
are viewed as socialized organisms endowed with a set of  dispositions which imply both 
the propensity and the ability to ‘play the game’ (Wacquant, 1992: 19–21).

Practices are collectively orchestrated without their being the outcome of  the organiz-
ing action of  an orchestra conductor (Bourdieu, 1972: 207). It means that we fi nd certain 
games interesting because they have been imported into and imposed upon our minds 
and bodies in the form of  what Bourdieu calls the ‘sense of ’ or the ‘feel for’ the game. The 
practical sense—which is not weighed down by rules or principles, even less by calculations 
and deductions—is what makes it possible to grasp the meaning of  a situation instanta-
neously, and to produce the appropriate responses at the same time. Only this type of  
acquired knowledge, in that it functions with the automatic reliability of  an instinct, can 
furnish instantaneous responses to all the uncertain and ambiguous situations of  practice.

Like Bourdieu, Giddens maintains that the prime concern of  the social sciences should 
be neither the experience of  the individual actor nor the existence of  some or other form 
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of  ‘social totality’, but rather a set of  social practices ordered in space and time. Like cer-
tain self-reproducing phenomena in nature, human social activities are recursive. They are 
not brought into being by social actors but are constantly recreated by the same means 
whereby they express themselves as actors (Giddens, 1990: 4). The concept of  recursive-
ness is central to Giddens’ thought. His theory of  structuration views the production of  
social life as a ‘skilled performance,’ so that social practices are construed as procedures, 
methods, or practical techniques appropriately performed by social agents—a defi nition, 
for that matter, which derives from ethnomethodological theory.

In his attempt to reconcile and connect the concept of  action with those of  struc-
ture and institution, Giddens proposes the replacement of  that dualism with the notion 
of  ‘duality of  structure,’ where the latter is viewed both as a medium and as a result of  
recursively organized human action: ‘a medium because it is through its use that social 
conduct is produced, and an outcome because it is through the production of  this conduct 
that rules and resources are reproduced in time and space’(Mouzelis, 1989: 615). The the-
ory of  structuration is therefore an attempt to analyze both structure and action within a 
single and coherent theoretical framework that yields an account of  social life as a series 
of  social activities and practices performed by individuals and by means of  which, at the 
same time, those individuals reproduce social institutions and structures.

The infl uence of  structuration theory is particularly evident in the study of  technol-
ogy and technological practices, and especially in the work of  Wanda Orlikowski and 
the group at MIT which employs the concept of  practice. Inspired by Giddens’ practice 
theory, Orlikowski (2000; Orlikowski and Iacono, 2001) suggests an analytical distinction 
between the technological artifact (i.e. in IT its software and hardware components) and 
technology-in-use, (i.e. what agents do with the technological artifacts in their situated 
practices). A simple type of  offi ce software, for instance, acquires different meanings for 
different professions, because different professionals (secretaries, accountants, consultants) 
develop distinct uses of  the same artifact. Through their practices of  the technology, peo-
ple reshape IT-in-use in a situated way. Orlikowski (2002) expressly uses the term ‘knowing 
in practice’ to suggest that knowing is not a static, embedded capability or stable disposi-
tion of  actors, but rather an ongoing social accomplishment constituted and reconstituted 
as actors engage the world in practice. The competence of  the individual in knowing how 
to get things done is both collective and distributed, grounded in the everyday practices of  
organizational members.

Social interactionism, ethnomethodology, social praxeology, and structuration the-
ory have furnished the sociological background for the linkage between knowing and 
acting. In general, the term ‘practice’ has generated in organization studies a ‘band-
wagon’ dynamic (Fujimura, 1988) whereby various denominations—none of  which has 
prevailed—have been proposed in order to institutionalize PBS as a fi eld of  inquiry with 
many elements in common. The metaphor of  the bandwagon calls to mind the idea of  a 
collective ‘journey.’ The concept expresses an involving activity able to bring together 
a heterogeneous group of  subjects in pursuit of  the same goal. In chronological order, 
the following labels have been proposed (Corradi, Gherardi, and Verzelloni, 2010): prac-
tice-based standpoint (Brown and Duguid, 1991); science as practice (Pickering, 1992); 
strategy as practice (Whittington, 1996); practice-based learning (Raelin, 1997, 2007); 
practice lens and practice-oriented research (Orlikowski, 2000); knowing-in-practice 
(Gherardi, 2000); work-based learning (Billett, 2001); practice-based perspective (Sole and 
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Edmondson, 2002); practice-based approach (Carlile, 2002); practice-based approaches 
(Yanow, 2004).

The label ‘practice-based studies’ may serve as an umbrella-term to denote a shared 
problematic without forcing the numerous differences that it covers into a single category. 
In fact, as Miettinen et al. (2009: 1313) write in the introduction of  a special issue devoted 
to the ‘re-turn to practice,’ ‘a new organizing buzzword must be imprecise and open 
enough to allow people from different traditions to join without renouncing their respective 
worldview.’

For that matter, this plurality of  theoretical origins is not surprising if  one considers that 
organization studies constitute a multidisciplinary—and at times also interdisciplinary—
fi eld of  study which also comprises a variety of  eclectic approaches.

How can one fi nd one’s bearings among such a diversifi ed array of  theories developed 
amid the ambiguity and the polysemy of  the term ‘practice’ (Strati, 2007; Geiger, 2009)? 
Ambiguity is an asset and a resource with which to develop plural interpretations. Let us 
therefore explore it.

THE POLYSEMY OF PRACTICE

In everyday language the term ‘practice’ has different meanings. For example, it expresses 
something ‘concrete’ or ‘real,’ often in opposition to something ‘abstract’ or ‘theoretical.’ 
The theory/practice dichotomy expresses the tension or the gap between decontextual-
ized and universal knowledge and knowledge that is situated, pragmatic, and used in a 
temporally defi ned context of  action. I shall not enter into the debate on this matter here. 
Instead, I merely point out that use of  the term ‘practice’ in this sense has recently spread 
within management studies, provoking the accusation that the interests of  practitioners 
are neglected. The theory/practice gap has led to this charge being brought especially 
against Critical Management Studies, followers of  which have responded by studying 
the practices of  middle managers and redefi ning them in terms of  the ‘negotiation across 
interfaces of  multiple rationalities’ (Hotho and Pollard, 2007: 599). However, the view of  
practice as antithetical to theory is not one which contributes greatly to knowledge about 
practice, although it may subvert the symbolic relationship which sets value on theory 
rather than practice and conceals a gender subtext in the devaluing of  situated, local, and 
non-theorized knowledge (Gherardi, 2010). At least three further signifi cations are com-
prised in the commonplace meaning of  the term ‘practice.’

 1. Practice as a learning method. People learn by ‘doing’ through constant repetition of  
their activities and discussions on the canons of  their collective doing. To quote a 
proverb commonplace in numerous languages: ‘Practice makes perfect’.

 2. Practice as an occupation or fi eld of  activity. ‘Practice’ is a word able to express the fi eld 
of  activity in which an individual works and the body of  knowledge that grounds 
its knowledge. Every work setting is in fact an arena of  interconnected practices in 
continuous becoming: medical or legal practice, for example.

 3. Practice as the way something is done. Practice is a processual concept able to represent 
the ‘logic of  the situation’ of  a context. The study of  practice, or better ‘practicing,’ 
yields important insights into how practitioners recognize, produce, and formulate 
the scenes and regulations of  everyday affairs.
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It is not easy to reconcile the idea of  practice as an empirical object (a working prac-
tice within legal practice, i.e. body of  professional knowledge), particularly repeated and 
rehearsed action (as in practicing a distraint), with the fact that the practice in question is 
sustained by a specifi c mode of  practicing that may vary from one legal fi rm to another. In 
other words, the usual act of  distraint responds to criteria of  good or bad practice within 
that community of  practitioners. Practice may therefore be an object of  doing, a time of  
doing, and a socially sustained way of  doing. And in all three cases knowledge is present in 
the form of  learning intrinsic to the doing—a knowledgeable doing—and knowledgeable 
doing sustained by social norms appreciative of  the doing of  things well, beautifully, usefully, 
etc. The complexity of  these three senses can coexist without having to resort to a defi nition 
of  practice which restricts it to the activities or operations internal to the practice, or to 
only the processual dimension of  practice that develops through time and according to the 
specifi c modes of  that doing, or only to the institutionalization of  the social canons of  
good or bad practice. We may say with the words of  Llewellyn and Spence (2009: 1420) 
that ‘practice is reproduced through ordinary activity, but at the same time practice is a 
resource that enables people to recognize and assemble situated activities.’

The polysemy of  the term ‘practice’ is apparent in everyday language (Antonacopoulou 
and Pesqueux, 2010). When the term is transferred to academic settings not only does it not 
disappear but it acquires a further element which, ironically, refers precisely to the everyday 
life and to that knowledge which is diffi cult to articulate. Generally, when the concept of  
practice enters academic settings, it is associated with the following elements: (i) intentional 
and goal-seeking actions that also have a habitual character and follow certain general 
principles of  procedure (Turner, 1994: 8); (ii) the kind of  practical and ‘hidden’ knowledge 
that supports them (see Tsoukas’ chapter in this Handbook; and Tsoukas, 1998).

In this regard, a tension arises in the literature because—as Joseph Rouse (2001: 191) 
maintains—there are two fundamentally different conceptions of  practices:

 1. Practices identifi ed with regularities or commonalities in the performances or pre-
suppositions of  some community of  human agents.

 2. Practices characterized in terms of  normative accountability of  various performances.

According to the fi rst defi nition, practices are ‘arrays of  activities’ that constitute models, 
or bundles of  activities; while in the second defi nition, practices can instead be viewed 
as ‘ways of  doing things together.’ Those who adopt the fi rst defi nition are interested in 
knowing and describing ‘the what question’ (inside a practice), while those who choose 
the second are interested in ‘the how question’ (a practice is practiced).

Rouse criticizes the former conception and argues that the accountability which binds 
a practice together need not involve any underlying regularity, nor even presuppose an 
uncontested formulation of  norms. Of  interest is the footnote where he argues in favor 
of  the second conception by citing Davidson (1984: 445) to draw an analogy with under-
standing and using a natural language, which ‘involves no learnable common core of  
consistent behaviour, no shared grammar or rules, and no portable interpreting machine 
set to grind out the meaning of  an arbitrary utterance.’ This analogy with the use of  a 
language and the concept of  accountability highlights the crucial role played by lan-
guage, which by means of  discursive practices produces not only intelligibility but also 
moral order. The concept of  accountability enables us to view reason not as an innate 
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mental faculty but as a practical accomplishment. The social dimension is the key to 
under standing the reasons that induce a group of  actors to practice continuously and 
repetitively, adjusting their activities to ongoing changes and molding their ‘doing’ to the 
situational rationality of  the context in which they interact. Paradoxically, the term ‘prac-
tice’ has the connotation of  being something transferable, teachable, transmittable, or 
reproducible (Turner, 1994), but at the same time practices are diffi cult to access, observe, 
measure, or represent because they are hidden, tacit, and often linguistically inexpressible 
in propositional terms.

To conclude this section on the polysemy of  the term, and therefore on the diffi culty 
of  understanding what we are talking about when the term ‘practice’ is used, I shall now 
itemize the different linguistic uses made of  it. I have already mentioned its oppositional 
theory-versus-practice use which subtends analysis of  practice as concrete action in con-
trast with an abstract theory. A second use is analogical: a certain phenomenon is studied 
‘as practice.’ In this case, there are two well-known strands of  analysis that have developed 
on the basis of  analogical use of  the term: science as practice, and strategy as practice. 
The former arose in the 1990s with the laboratory studies that focused on the practices 
that produce science, and therefore described the manufacture of  science (Knorr-Cetina, 
1981). Their purpose was to criticize science as discovery and to dethrone rationalism 
and positivism. They were consequently interested in the working practices whose  subject 
matter was knowledge and in interpretation of  how epistemic objects and epistemic com-
munities are formed. The second strand—strategy as practice—assumes the term ‘practice’ 
to study strategy as a doing and as a process (strategizing). It has little interest in practice, 
and its intention is not to contribute to a theory of  practical knowledge, but rather to 
criticize prescriptive and top-down models of  strategy.

A further use of  ‘practice’ is topological. Practice is the place where knowledge and learn-
ing come about, are preserved, transmitted, and changed. The metaphor of  practice as 
a container is the most accredited in the literature since its beginnings with the concept 
of  community of  practice and identifi cation of  specifi c working practices in which practi-
cal knowledge can be studied as knowledgeable collective competence and capacity for 
action. Hence, practice is the site of  knowing and also the site of  organizing (Brown and 
Duguid, 1991). With regard to this ontological meaning of  practice as the site of  knowing 
and organizing, it is interesting to note how it objectifi es practices as empirical objects and 
the building blocks of  an organization, while at the same time blurring the boundaries 
between working and organizing. The terms ‘working practice’ and ‘organizational prac-
tice’ are often interchangeable. Having identifi ed a specifi c practice, the researcher is con-
cerned to describe the activities that constitute it. Studies of  this kind have been conducted 
on fl ute making (Yanow, 2003), the construction of  safety (Gherardi and Nicolini, 2000; 
Styhre, 2009), bridge-building (Suchman, 2000), animal qualifi cation practices (Labatut 
et. al, 2009), and making of  nanoreactors (Olsen, 2009).

A fi nal meaning of  the term ‘practice’ is transformative, and it refers to the fact that 
knowledge transforms itself  through its use: a process which can be studied and described 
in light of  the circuits which reproduce practices and networks of  practices (Brown and 
Duguid, 2001) or of  the texture of  practice (Gherardi, 2006). In this sense, practice con-
stitutes an epistemology of  the relationship between knowing and acting. The question of  
the true value of  knowledge and of  the manner in which it is acquired is replaced by ques-
tions concerning how knowledge circulates, how it is transformed by being transferred, 
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and how it is produced in contexts of  practices. Epistemology usually concerns itself  with 
the conditions for the validity of  knowledge (logic of  verifi cation) or, as in pragmatism, 
with the conditions for the production of  knowledge (logic of  discovery). What is still 
beyond its reach is study of  the epistemological conditions for the circulation of  knowl-
edge, or, in other words, how knowledge transforms itself  through its use; what I term a 
‘logic of  transformation.’

A logic of  transformation implies a relationship of  equivalence or of  non-difference 
between knowing and practicing. The expression designates a relational epistemology in that 
the two terms are ontologically inseparable from the outset (1987), but are instead performed 
in the course of  specifi c material-discursive practices. Let us see in detail what adopting 
a relational epistemology entails, and how practice as epistemology can contribute both 
theoretically and substantively to looking at organizational learning as a situated activity.

THE EPISTEMOLOGY OF PRACTICE

To gain better understanding of  the epistemology of  practice—and therefore move away 
from analysis that privileges action as the product of  actors in a given context—it is useful 
to recall how Ira Cohen (1996) distinguishes between theories of  action and theories of  
practice. We may say that whilst the former theories privilege the intentionality of  actors, 
from which derives meaningful action (in the tradition of  Weber and Parsons), the latter 
locate the source of  signifi cant patterns in how conduct is enacted, performed, or pro-
duced (in the tradition of  Schutz, Dewey, Mead, Garfi nkel, and Giddens). Hence, theories 
of  practice assume an ecological model in which agency is distributed between humans 
and non-humans and in which the relationality between the social world and material-
ity can be subjected to inquiry. Whilst theories of  action start from individuals and their 
intentionality in pursuing courses of  action, theories of  practice view actions as ‘taking 
place’ or ‘happening,’ as being performed through a network of  connections-in-action, as 
life-world and dwelling (as the phenomenological legacy names them, see Sandberg and 
Dall’Alba, 2009).

The adoption of  an ecological model that gives ontological priority to neither humans 
nor non-humans, or discursive practices, constitutes the fundamental difference between 
theories of  action and of  practice. It is in this interpretative framework that the difference 
can be grasped between the study of  practice as an empirical object and the use of  practice 
as epistemology. The difference is based on the attribution to practice of  a realist ontol-
ogy (that objectifi es practices as primary units) and a social constructionist conception that 
does not distinguish between the production of  knowledge and construction of  the object 
of  knowledge (between ontology and epistemology). From this derive different methodologies 
for the conduct of  practice-based studies (Charreire-Petit and Huault, 2008).

One may answer the question as to what type of  epistemology the epistemology of  
practice is by referring to Østerlund and Carlile (2005), who illustrate, through a re-read-
ing of  three classic studies on communities of  practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 
1998; Brown and Duguid, 1991, 1998, 2001), how practice epistemology is based on a 
relational thinking in which the practice is the locus for the production and reproduc-
tion of  social relations. The three studies not only select a specifi c practice to study (Lave 
and Wenger focus on the relation between newcomers and old-timers, Wenger on identity 
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formation, and Brown and Duguid on community knowledge and canonical versus non 
canonical practices) but also choose to study this practice with regard to a limited set of  
relations characterized by specifi c differences, dependencies, changes, and power dynam-
ics. But aside from the specifi c practice that can be studied and the relationships on which 
an author may choose to focus, the main feature of  practice as relational epistemology is 
its focus on the emergence of  relations through ongoing interaction and their normative 
stabilization.

Not only do subject and object defi ne each other within a context of  interaction, but 
the relationship between the material and the discursive comes about as a single phenom-
enon in which materiality is social—as social studies on technology have shown (Law, 
1994)—and the process of  meaning-making encompasses material semiosis. The term 
‘sociomateriality’ has come into use after removal of  the hyphen between the two terms 
(Orlikoswki, 2007; 2009). And the term ‘intra-action,’ coined by Barad (2003; 2007) to 
locate the relationship of  mutual determination between subject and object, has also 
entered the lexicon of  organization studies (Iedema, 2007; Nyberg, 2009) in relation to 
practice as epistemology. In other words, it is in the historically situated context of  a prac-
tice that the knowing subject, the object of  knowledge, and sociomateriality are involved 
in the processes of  ‘becoming’ through which their identities are materially negotiated and 
(re)confi rmed (Chia 2003: 106).

The epistemology of  practice makes it possible to articulate the dynamic that occurs 
between the becoming of  a practice as a socially sustained mode of  action in a given con-
text and the ‘given’ sociomaterial context in which it develops. Practice is situated between 
the given and the emergent as an element in the social order. If, therefore, practice is dif-
ferent from action, if  it is not an ontologically distinct entity, we may ask how a prac-
tice becomes such, what relationship it assumes with other practices, and what effects it 
produces.

THE BECOMING OF A PRACTICE AND ITS STABILIZATION

A metaphor which aptly illustrates the way in which a practice emerges and is socially and 
materially sustained is that of  climbing, as described by Hennion:

What climbing shows is not that the geological rock is a social construction, but that it is a reser-
voir of  differences that can be brought into being. The climber makes the rock as the rock makes 
the climber. The differences are indeed in the rock, and not in the ‘gaze’ that is brought to it. But 
these are not brought to bear without the activity of  the climb which makes them present. There 
is co-formation. Differences emerge, multiply and are projected. The ‘object’ is not an immobile 
mass against which our goals are thrown. It is in itself  a deployment, a response, an infi nite reser-
voir of  differences that can be apprehended and brought into being.

Hennion (2007:100–1)

Hennion thus illustrates the relationship of  co-formation between sociomateriality 
and identity, but he only alludes to the fact that the same relationship exists between the 
doing—climbing—and the knowing: that is, knowing how to read the rock, seeing 
the handholds that become such only at the moment when the climber sees them and 
makes them handholds for his or her next move. This knowing how to read the context as 
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a ‘reservoir of  differences,’ knowing how to identify the handholds for the next action, 
knowing what the next action will be (Garfi nkel’s ‘what next,’ 1996), and possessing the 
vocabulary to talk competently about climbing, are things that are collectively learned, 
transmitted, and transformed during practice and as an effect of  it.

We may imagine what can constitute a handhold for the development of  practical 
knowledge by assembling an ideal toolbox that enables description of  a practice while it is 
being practiced.

Professional vision

We may start with the image of  the climber who looks at the rock with expert eyes and 
for a practical purpose. We may say that the climber possesses and develops by doing 
what Goodwin (1994: 606) has called ‘professional vision.’ He defi nes professional vision 
as ‘socially organized ways of  seeing and understanding events that are answerable to 
the distinctive interests of  a particular social group.’ All vision is perspectival and lodged 
within endogenous communities of  practitioners. An archaeologist, a farmer, or a builder 
will see different things in the same patch of  dirt because they look at it from different 
professional ‘visions.’ The skill of  seeing (and looking) is gained through constant and situ-
ated use of   directions and micro-explanations: the novice is taught how to see (Goodwin and 
Goodwin, 1996); the climber, while climbing, enacts his or her background knowledge 
of  how to look in order to see. The ability to see a meaningful event is the effect of  a 
socially situated activity accomplished through discursive practices which employ specifi c 
professional vocabularies. As we have seen, objects of  knowledge emerge from the inter-
play between a domain of  scrutiny and a set of  discursive practices deployed within a 
specifi c activity.

Three activities shape a domain of  occupational knowledge (Goodwin, 1994):

coding, which transforms phenomena observed in a specifi c setting into the objects 
of  knowledge that animate the discourse of  an occupation;
highlighting, which gives salience to specifi c phenomena in a complex perceptual 
fi eld by marking them in some manner; and
producing and articulating material representations, which embed and structure the 
knowledge produced and transfer it through space and time.

I shall interpret the term ‘professional vision’ in a broader sense in order to include 
both the physical act of  seeing and its outcome, that is, a professional vision as a cul-
ture of  practice. In fact, the same act of  developing a professional vision comprises the 
two principles of  stabilization of  a practice, and its institutionalization. When material 
representations are codifi ed and articulated, some ways of  doing are inscribed in tools 
and artifacts (vocabularies as well); when ‘phenomena’ are highlighted, not only are they 
marked in order to distinguish them, but they are also marked according to an ethical and 
aesthetic code of  practice. When Garfi nkel says that members make settings accountable, 
that is ‘observable and reportable’, he means accountable rationally and morally. Moral 
order and social order are shown to be inseparably intertwined in-and-as the practical 
details of  work interactions (Fox, 2008).

◆

◆

◆
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Aesthetic knowledge

Let us return briefl y to the metaphor and the practice of  climbing. Note that it has 
induced fi rst Hennion and then us (via Goodwin) to use the metaphor of  vision, but to 
neglect another form of  knowledge embodied in the climber, namely touch. A handhold 
is one of  the circumstances that aids the becoming of  the action, but knowing how to see 
a handhold is not enough. For it to be a handhold, the fi ngers must have touched it and 
tested its fi rmness in relation to the climber’s physique and agility. This further elabora-
tion of  the initial metaphor serves to highlight that the activity of  knowing is not only 
situated in a context that furnishes resources for action but is also a bodily activity that 
relies on sensible knowledge and that mobilizes the perceptual faculties of  the fi ve senses. 
Aesthetic knowledge is always involved whenever fl esh-and-blood human beings act. Put 
otherwise, the study of  practices gives visibility to that form of  practical knowledge which 
is anchored in the body, in the sensory faculties, and which is developed in corporeal pat-
terns and cultivated as aesthetic judgment and as the aesthetic code of  a practice.

On the other hand, all this makes practice diffi cult to express verbally both for prac-
titioners and for researchers, who have diffi cult access to this knowledge resource and a 
paucity of  vocabulary with which to describe it. I shall return to the methodological aspect 
later. Here I wish to emphasize that practitioners are in no better position than research-
ers regarding their capacity to know in terms of  objectifi ed knowledge and to express in 
words a savoir faire, an embodied knowledge, and an ability that resides in the fi ngers, the 
eyes, the nose, or the ears. These abilities, which are apparently an individual ‘endow-
ment,’ and seemingly reveal a particular talent, are in reality the effect of  a social practice 
and a collective process of  learning and knowledge transmission.

Discursive practices

 To provide an example of  how language and discursive practices constitute ‘hand-
holds’ for practice, I refer to an article by Geneviève Teil (1998) which describes how she 
learned to develop taste during a course to train the sense of  smell. This sense and the 
professional skills associated with it constitute a fi eld of  expertise in demand by both 
the food and perfume industries. This ability can be learned in the surprisingly short peri-
od of  fi ve days, but its maintenance requires constant practice. In order to study the trans-
mission of  this knowledge, Teil attended the course and conducted self-ethnography as 
well as participant observation.

How, therefore, does one become a taster? Teil describes how learning produced 
changes in tastes and in olfactory practices during the training course, and how this 
brought about a change in the relationship between the novice and the object through:

learning how to manage one’s body and brain, so that the ‘olfactory tool’ is circum-
scribed within the body;
learning how to use it in accordance with collective norms; and above all
learning how to check its operation in a suitable way.

The trajectory of  learning therefore proceeds through (a) feeling (perception of  sensory 
impressions which delimit a context and an olfactory measure, and control over the 

◆

◆

◆
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brain’s interpretations), (b) describing (development of  a classifi catory language with 
which to categorize sensations and to communicate, abandonment of  the hedonism of  
feeling oneself  naive, acquisition of  an expert aesthetics to judge sensations), (c) using (to 
stabilize the link between the odor and its olfactory descriptor, gaining control over appli-
cation of  the metrological criteria that enable measurement of  the relationship between 
describer and odor, and relying on the network of  practitioners in order to heighten the 
performance of  the olfactory tool).

From Teil’s theoretical analysis we learn not only that the learning of  sensory knowl-
edge develops through stages extending from the mundane knowledge of  the novice to 
the mastery of  expert knowledge within a professional community, but also how partici-
pation in the community is contextual to the learning of  an expert language with which to 
express aesthetic judgments.

Discursive practices, as in the community studied by Teil, also support the forma-
tion of  aesthetic judgments and their negotiation within a particular occupational com-
munity. But all occupational communities comprise the collective process of  taste-making 
(Gherardi, 2009) that lays down the aesthetic canons for judgment of  what must be con-
sidered a beautiful practice or an ugly one, a correct but inelegant practice, and so on. 
This reference serves, on the one hand, to emphasize how a certain mode of  practicing 
is sustained by aesthetic (and ethical) criteria intrinsic to the activity itself  and formulated 
during its performance, and, on the other, how situated discursive practices are intrinsi-
cally refl exive, that is, provide their own accountability.

To be noted is that, contrary to a widespread tendency to overestimate the role of  
sharing (shared understanding, shared signifi cation, shared values) in collective action, it 
is non-sharing—or better minimal and partial sharing—that is a circumstance for both 
the action of  looking for signifi cation, and a driver of  constant change in practice which 
comes about through negotiation on meanings and the ethical (Clegg et al., 2007) and 
aesthetic criteria of  that practice. In other words, to use a musical metaphor, it is disso-
nance and not the canon which produces new music (Gherardi and Nicolini, 2002).

The equipped environment

Returning once again to the metaphor of  the climber and the co-production of  handholds 
during a climb, we may ask what happens to the interpretation if  the material environment, 
besides addressing the subject and being in a certain sense ‘active’ in the interaction, is 
somehow equipped to facilitate the climb if  the climber regularly returns to the rock face 
or leaves pegs to help other climbers, or, again, sets up a rock climbing gym. What I want 
to show with this shift of  perspective is that when a practice becomes such—that is, it has 
become recurrent and coalesced into habits—the context of  the practice is very probably 
an equipped context in which the main handholds for regular performance of  the prac-
tice are known; they have been made familiar by repetition of  the practice; they have 
been equipped so as to elicit their habitual use. It is now that artifacts, tools, objects, and 
technologies come into play, and therefore the relationship with materiality (Svabo, 2009) 
which anchors relations and meanings and ‘suggests actions.’ Numerous concepts have 
been proposed to express this interpretative shift from the context as a ‘container’ more 
or less neutral and indifferent to the actions that develop within it to the context as a 
resource (Lave’s ‘arena’ and ‘setting’): the idea of  in-strumentation (Rabardel, 1995) as an 
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arrangement to have a relationship of  instrumentality (i.e. that instruments are not such in 
themselves but become so in the relation with the action that they serve); the affordance 
(Gibson, 1979) of  materiality that suggests its use to support a utilization; the intra-action 
of  Barad (2003) which co-articulates meanings and materialities; the concept of  ‘jigging’ 
(Kirsh, 1995: 37) as a way to prepare and structure the environment. The more complete-
ly prepared the environment is, the easier it becomes to accomplish one’s task.

In other words, the recursiveness of  practices establishes a relationship of  co-produc-
tion with the environment in which not only are the handholds for action discovered in 
the course of  that action, but delegated to these handholds is the execution of  certain 
operations of  the same practice or certain functions, such as reminding (Grosjean and 
Bonneville, 2009), where helping not to forget is anchored in the materiality of  signaling 
artifacts and technologies.

Finally, embedded in the theme of  the equipped environment that anchors activities 
by suggesting to practitioners ‘what next’ in performance of  the practice is a metaphor 
which conveys the sense of  how humans and artifacts intertwine for the fl uid performance 
of  a practice. This concerns the idea of  improvised choreography proposed by Whalen 
et al. (2002) when describing the arrangement of  the objects and the gestures, as well 
as the body, of  a call center operator. Just as choreography is a matter of  space and time, 
so the operator conveys to the caller that the latter’s request is being handled fl uidly—
without impeding the interaction and therefore with competence—by skilful management 
of  an equipped environment and with a cadence that does not leave gaps in the interaction.

Recursiveness as stabilization and legitimation

In my use of  climbing as a metaphor for seeing organizational learning as the becom-
ing of  a discursive and material practice, situated in the relationship between knowing 
and doing, I have tried to highlight both the dynamics of  becoming—as a sequential dis-
covery of  handholds for doing—and the dynamic which stabilizes relations for a recur-
sive and knowledgeable doing. I shall now dwell on this latter dynamic to synthesize how 
stabilization of  a practice—that is, acting on the circumstances in the expectation that 
they will re-occur and therefore form a historical and cultural knowledge which supports 
the practice—is founded as much upon social elements as material ones. Stabilization in 
materiality takes place through anchorings in discursive and technological practices, 
in the artifacts of  the practice, but these are not unconnected from the cultural process 
that a practice institutionalizes by attributing ethical and aesthetic values to the modes of  
doing and stabilizes them as a normative system (creating further artifacts of  the practice 
such as codes, norms, auditing systems, laws). Finally the practice is further stabilized by 
being embedded in a texture of  practice that the action connects and recalls.

THE THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTION 
MADE BY THE STUDY OF PRACTICES

We have seen that importing the concept of  practice into organizational learning studies 
has given rise to a large body of  literature on practice, thus confi rming the intuition of  
Easterby-Smith et al. (2000) that the emergence of  practice as a unit of  analysis would be 
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one of  the most promising developments within organizational learning. Let us now see 
whether we can intuit the components of  a practice theory of  organizations.

An organizational theory is nothing other than a system of  representations, and in this 
case it is based on the idea that ‘organizing’ derives from the practical modes in which the 
entanglement between doing and knowing fi nds its direction and purpose by anchoring 
itself  in materiality and discursiveness.

The base components of  a practice theory of  organizing are given by defi ning practice 
as a collective knowledgeable doing which is socially sustained. The feature which distin-
guishes practice from action is its recurrent nature. The recursiveness of  practices is what 
enables the reproduction of  the organization in its everyday routine. Working practices, in 
fact, are the elements of  shared meaning that allow us to go to work day after day without 
having to invent every morning what we must do, and without having to negotiate it with 
our colleagues. Just as society and social relationships must be reproduced day after day 
and meeting after meeting, so organizations are reproduced every day through the repeti-
tion of  their relational and normative elements. If  a practice were to cease owing to the 
various reasons for which it is practiced, it would no longer be a practice.

The idea that for a practice to be a practice it must be seen as such by its practition-
ers, and must therefore be socially sustained, comprises two notions: fi rst that sustaining 
a practice requires the concurrence of  action, so that it is recurrent; second, that it is 
recurrent because it is institutionalized, that is, sustained by values, beliefs, norms, hab-
its, and discourses. In this process, materiality concurs in the coalescence of  the practice 
through artifacts, the ‘equipped’ environment, the limitation of  interpretative possibilities. 
We can accordingly say that practice also functions as a guide to action. Not only, there-
fore, does practice contain a concatenation of  operations that make sense to practitioners; 
it also provides for its accountability in terms of  good, correct, wrong, beautiful, and 
so on, practice.

Just as the everyday reproduction of  an organization is driven by the recursiveness of  
practices, so the idea of  change has a particular meaning. It should of  course be specifi ed 
that the idea of  reproduction is more similar in its social meaning to the reproduction 
of  the species than to mechanical reproduction by a photocopier. Consequently, intrinsic 
to the reproduction of  practices is the idea of  change as a continuous process, a ‘repeti-
tion without repetition’ (Bernstein, 1996; Clot, 2002a), a dynamic that follows the logic 
of  transformation. Just as an orchestra never repeats its performance of  a symphony in 
exactly the same way, so organizational practices are recurrent but never identical. In a 
certain sense, inherent to the concept of  practice is the operation of  a contingent logic, not 
an a priori rationality, in that the bravura of  practitioners (like orchestra members) resides 
in their capacity to reproduce the ‘same’ performance in spite of  the varying conditions in 
which they do so. This is the criticism that the concept of  situatedness has brought against 
the logic of  formal and rational prescription. The distinctive dynamic of  change in prac-
tice, moreover, does not consist solely in the use of  the resources ‘at hand’ to deal with 
variability and shortages, and thereby reproduce ‘the same’ amid the changeable. It also 
involves the social process whereby practitioners are attached to their practices. Hence, 
refi ning the object of  the practice is to celebrate the ability of  the practitioners, their self, 
and the feelings of  care and pleasure that practicing produces. Put otherwise, practices 
are meaningful to practitioners, they can be objects of  love or hate, and they indubitably 
constitute emotionally involving relations.
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Finally, another theoretical contribution that may be forthcoming from a practice 
theory of  organization consists in resolution of  the dichotomy between organization and 
environment. Practices are more directly and closely interconnected, but every practice 
links with another one. We may therefore say that it is connection-in-action which weaves 
practices into a texture, or into a ‘seamless web,’ to use Star’s expression (1995). A prac-
tice does not stop at the boundaries of  the organization; vice versa social practices extend 
into an organization, just as the knowledge involved in a practice does not stop at the 
boundaries among different professionals.

The way in which the concept of  practice has been appropriated by organization stud-
ies has, I believe, the potential to develop a practice theory of  organization of  which we 
can see today only the fi rst glimmerings. To buttress this opinion of  mine, I shall now 
examine, even if  briefl y, the main substantive contributions made by PBS.

THE SUBSTANTIVE CONTRIBUTION MADE 
BY THE STUDY OF PRACTICES

In focusing on the contribution of  organization studies concerned with practice, and to 
outline the problems studied from this perspective, one must start from the fact that—at 
least within studies on learning and knowledge in organizations—the practice perspective 
has emerged as the third way between mentalism, on the one hand, and the commodifi -
cation of  knowledge on the other (Gherardi, 2000). Hence, the inseparability of  knowing 
and doing is assumed, yet practice-based learning is elusive (Contu and Willmott, 2000).

The interest in working practices arises from the fact that they are opaque: new tech-
nologies are embedded in already-stabilized practices; new technological systems have 
spatially dispersed communities working together. It is therefore necessary to know 
work practices to design technology to support them. Working practices are also opaque 
to their practitioners. The practice perspective has proved very productive when it has 
been linked with action research understood in the broad sense as practice development. 
That is to say, the main benefi ciaries from the description and discussion of  working prac-
tices are the practitioners themselves. In this regard, there are numerous initiatives that 
can be mentioned. The Helsinki Center for Activity Theory and Developmental Work 
Research has a ‘Change Laboratory’ designed to arrange a space comprising a rich set of  
instruments for analyzing disturbances and for constructing new models for work prac-
tice (Engeström, 2000). Opportunities given to homogeneous groups of  practitioners, or 
to groups with members from several departments or organizations, to discuss their work-
ing practices not only foster refl exive learning but also lay the bases for bringing tools 
of  daily work and the tools of  analysis and design closer together—in a new dialectic of  
instrumentalities.

To be emphasized from the methodological point of  view is the potential of  video-
recordings made of  working situations and then shown to practitioners. Video-recordings 
have been widely used by workplace researchers interested in the fi ne-grained analysis 
of  the real-time organization of  work practice (for a review see Hindmarsh and Heath, 
2007). This approach encourages close consideration of  the discursive, embodied, embed-
ded, radically contingent, deeply interactional, and tacit production and organization of  
work practice (Borzeix and Cochoy, 2008).
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We may say that whilst the Change Laboratory is concerned with the intersection 
between working practices and organizational practices, workplace studies are more atten-
tive to the performance and the spatial and temporal details of  work activities and coop-
eration organized through interaction. A more clinical concern is shown by the French 
‘Clinique de l’Activitè’ group (Clot et al., 2002b). Here researchers attempt to create a 
framework that favors the development of  professional experience for the group engaged 
in the co-analytical process aimed at increasing individual subjects’ power to act. The fi rst 
stage is dedicated to the creation of  a group for the co-analysis of  work processes. The 
main idea is that of  self-confrontations and crossed-self  confrontations: subjects are con-
fronted with their activity and then become involved in professional controversies. A cycle 
builds up around what the workers do, what they say about what they do, and ultimately 
what they do about what they say. A similar approach is adopted by a set of  methods—
which Shotter and Katz (1996; and Katz and Shotter, 1996) call ‘social poetics’—for use 
by a group of  practitioners in achieving a more composite grasp of  their own practices, 
and thus to develop them.

What is important in this methodology is less how a group of  people involved in the 
joint conduct and discussion of  a practice respond to each other’s different activities with-
in it than how they are each ‘struck by’ certain fl eeting moments within the ongoing con-
duct of  the practice. The assumption is that these moments ‘gesture towards,’ ‘express,’ or 
‘manifest’ something special in their shared lives together, and suggest connections and 
relations which were previously unnoticed.

My purpose in reporting these four initiatives in what we may call ‘developmental 
practice’ has been to underline how the representation of  practice, by the researcher or 
with the researcher, is a stimulus for explicitation of  that knowledge entangled in doing 
which may enable better verbal expression of  what is known and is enacted in doing, and 
of  which the individual may have scant awareness. At a collective level it is an opportu-
nity for the explicitation and negotiation of  the assumptions implicit in practice and which 
practitioners do not have opportunities to confront. Articulating practice discursively and 
collectively may become the situation where that part of  practice which is obscure because 
it is not perceived or not recorded acquires an objectifi ed existence and becomes a collec-
tive experience for the group (Blackler and Regan, 2009). This may engender a revision 
of  the practices of  organizing.

Finally, it must be pointed out that the methodological contribution to the study of  
practices has been an important factor in the development of  PBS. But it should also be 
said that the representation of  practices, although crucial, is not particularly advanced, 
with the exception of  Nicolini’s (2009) study on projective techniques and of  those by 
Mondada (2003) and Hindmarsh and Heath (2007) on the use of  video-recordings for the 
study of  practices.

CONCLUSIONS

The highly symbolic transition from the term ‘knowledge’ to that of  ‘knowing’ has 
opened the way for a view of  knowledge as fi rst a process and, subsequently, as a practical 
activity. In this way, the community of  organizational learning and knowing scholars has 
appropriated the concept of  practice to develop a practice theory of  organization.
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In the foregoing brief  description of  the developments brought and promises offered by 
the ‘practice turn,’ I have shown how ‘practice’ is a polysemous term with a long pedigree 
in sociology which ideally continues the sociological contribution to the study of  organi-
zational learning. The polysemy of  the term may be an obstacle, but it is also a source of  
interpretative richness.

The richness of  the term is evidenced by the proliferation of  labels intended to unify 
and synthesize the approach, which by so doing have set the bandwagon of  studies on 
practice in motion. We may therefore assume the expression ‘practice-based studies’ (PBS) 
as an umbrella-term which covers a host of  practice-based studies. Within these studies 
two orientations are apparent: one which considers practices to be the object of  empirical 
analysis (the site of  learning and knowing) and one which assumes practice as epistemology.

In privileging the second of  these meanings, I have highlighted that it subtends a rela-
tional vision and an ecological model of  inquiry within which practice is regarded as a 
phenomenon emerging from the entanglement of  knowing and doing. If  we consider the 
becoming of  a practice and its function as a guide for knowledgeable collective doing, we 
can show that the epistemology of  practice enables appropriate exploration of  sensible 
and tacit knowledge enacted in practice, together with the body as an active source of  
knowing, as well as materiality and sociomaterial relations.

I have then explored whether and how a practice theory of  organizations could come 
about and the theoretical and substantive contribution that it could make. Further refl ec-
tion should indicate directions for future analysis. But given the way in which this fi eld 
is fl ourishing in such disorderly and haphazard manner, I would say that exploration in 
any direction is justifi ed. When the one hundred fl owers have given way to more mature 
theoretical inquiry, the problems and aspects that should be explored systematically will 
become clearer.
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4
Psychological Perspectives 

in Organizational Learning: 
A Four-Quadrant Approach

HELEN SHIPTON AND ROBERT DEFILLIPPI

ABSTRACT

Psychological learning theories are assessed along two continua. We start by  examining 
theories which hold that learning is susceptible to control and direction as opposed 
to unfolding naturally in the workplace. Here, we examine behavioral reinforcement 
 theory as well as cognitive learning theory and extend the discussion by highlighting the 
 organizational-level implications of  this perspective. By reference to notions of   distributed 
cognitions as well as social cognitive theory, we examine person/context reciprocity, again 
drawing out the implications for organizational learning. The polar opposite for this 
dimension—which suggests that learning evolves naturally—draws on situated learning 
theory and the logic for ‘learning by doing’ and communities of  practice. A second con-
tinuum in our framework investigates distinctions where individuals as opposed to groups 
have been taken as the focal point of  inquiry. We conclude by examining an area that has 
received relatively scant attention: the role of  emotion in learning.

INTRODUCTION

Psychology has offered multiple insights into the vagaries of  human learning. The litera-
ture has also enriched our understanding of  organizational learning, while at the same 
time opening channels for scholarly debate. For example, questions have been raised 
about positivist as opposed to constructivist perspectives and the role of  context versus 
personal determinism. To what extent are these considerations taken into account where 
the focus is the organization rather than the individual? Another point is whether there 
are missing strands that deserve closer scrutiny, given the emphasis on cognitive processes 
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and what may be broadly termed ‘relational’ factors. We take an overarching approach 
as we address these questions, bringing together key themes, in line with the suggestion in 
the last edition of  this Handbook that the paradigmatic shift in psychology is in this direc-
tion (DeFillippi and Ornstein, 2003).

The purpose of  this chapter, then, is to explore how psychological learning theories 
have been used in the development of  theories about organizational learning. We do so by 
means of  a comparative framework (or typology) which allows us to compare and contrast 
signifi cant themes along defi ned parameters. Utilizing a four-quadrant typology (Shipton, 
2006) we fi rst explore key aspects of  individual learning theory and then turn to theories 
connected with organizational learning, in particular, those which are either drawn from, 
or have strong parallels with, psychological traditions. This way of  assessing the various 
literatures offers a structure for comparing theoretical perspectives across levels of  analy-
sis (for example, individual, team, and organization), while also taking into account dif-
ferent paradigms. Some scholars, for example, view learning as amenable to control and 
direction, while others insist that learning rather unfolds naturally in the workplace. Our 
quest is to identify the main areas where various psychological paradigms have infl uenced 
organizational learning given these identifi ed themes.

The advantages of  using a typology have been described in detail elsewhere (Shipton, 
2006). In short, a typology can subdivide the literature in order to ‘transform the com-
plexity of  apparently eclectic congeries of  diverse cases into well-ordered sets of  a few 
rather homogenous types, clearly situated in a property space of  a few important dimen-
sions’ (Bailey, 1994: 33). Each comparative type is relatively independent of  the other, 
the important point being that there is a basis for comparison across types. Overall, the 
cataloging system offers the opportunity to draw conclusions linked with the profi ling para-
meters that have been pre-defi ned (Bailey, 1994).

With these points in mind, a typology has been devised to categorize (as far as possible) 
individual learning research using a comparative matrix (see Figure 4.1). Along one con-
tinuum, we depict perspectives that focus on how learning may be managed, controlled 
or directed. The contrast is with (relatively) more explanatory or descriptive orientations, 
where learning is conceptualized as a process implicit in day-to-day tasks. Along the other 
continuum we examine the level of  analysis; do authors focus on the individual or are they 
rather concerned about the wider context within which work activities take place? In con-
sidering these themes, we make reference to organizational learning literature. Here, there 
are again contrasting schools of  thought not dissimilar from those highlighted above; on 
the one hand, there are studies where the orientation tends to be either prescriptive or 
normative. In a contrasting line of  thought, scholars have been pre-occupied with how 
learning takes place in situ. Regarding levels of  analysis, just as in the individual learning 
literature there is a distinction between an emphasis on the individual as opposed to the 
wider environment, where exploring organizational learning, perspectives tend to fall into 
one of  two categories: those that adopt a micro perspective, where the focal point of  inter-
est is the individual and the surrounding work group or team, as opposed to those that are 
pre-occupied with organizational-level factors, tending towards a macro orientation.

We reviewed approximately eighty books and journal articles in developing our ideas, 
having been guided in our reading by a number of  principles. Firstly, we looked for semi-
nal studies that have been widely cited and were published in world-leading journals such 
as the Academy of  Management Review, Academy of  Management Journal, Organization Science, 
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Human Relations, Organization Studies, and the Journal of  Management Studies. We next supple-
mented the preceding search by examining more practitioner-oriented books and journals 
which have also signifi cantly infl uenced thinking in this area (e.g. Argyris, 1990; Pedler, 
Burgoyne, and Boydell, 1999; Senge, 1990). To complete the review, we looked at long-
standing seminal texts, such as Kelly (1955), Dewey (1938), Mead (1938), and Bandura 
(1982) whose principles are enshrined in common knowledge and to whom frequent ref-
erence is made in standard academic texts on learning, training, and development (e.g. 
Blanchard and Thacker, 2010; Harrison, 2009; Mankin, 2009). In this way, we hope to 
illustrate general trends in line with the parameters defi ned above, without attempting to 
categorize each and every paper (a task that is clearly impossible within a short book chap-
ter). What follows offers a rough classifi cation of  these literature sources, given that there 
may at times be ambivalence in terms of  where within the framework a certain piece of  
work is positioned. We have attempted to highlight this ambiguity while simultaneously 
presenting a reasonably consistent depiction of  the framework itself.

THE FOUR QUADRANT FRAMEWORK

In the next section, we work through the four-phase quadrant one step at a time, then 
compare and contrast theoretical perspectives for the top half  of  the quadrant (where the 
orientation is primarily based on cognitive processes) with the seemingly greater preoc-
cupation with relationships exhibited by scholars whose work is located in the bottom two 
quadrants. This leads us into considering future directions. In doing so, we refl ect (briefl y) on 

Quadrant 4

Quadrant 2

Quadrant 3

Quadrant 1

Learning is 
susceptible to control 
and direction

Social cognitive 
theory; theory 
of distributed 
cognition

Behavioural 
and cognitive 
learning theory

Theory of 
active inquiry; 
experiential 
learning; 
personal 
construct 
theory; 
symbolic 
interactionism

Socio-cultural 
perspectives 
e.g. situated 
learning 
theory; 
communities of 
practice

Learning an 
individual 
activity

Learning takes 
place in a 
group setting

Learning naturally 
evolves 

Figure 4.1 The Four Quadrant Framework
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the scant attention that has been devoted to emotional factors in learning at both the level 
of  the individual and the organization.

Quadrant one: learning is susceptible to control and direction: 
the individual perspective

Several learning theories can be seen to occupy this quadrant, which suggests that the 
learner is more or less passive and subject to stimuli from the outside environment. Implicit 
is the idea that acknowledged experts are responsible for learners’ progress. Learning is 
achieved by creating an environment which reinforces desirable actions Skinner (1953). 
Here, we bring together both behaviorist traditions, which suggest that learning represents 
‘any change in behavior occurring as a result of  practice or experience’ (Bass and Vaughan, 
1967) as well as traditional cognitive perspectives. For cognitive theorists, learning is not just 
a change in behavior, but rather a change in the way information is processed and the indi-
vidual’s mental schemata built or re-organized (Blanchard and Thacker, 2010). According 
to Piaget (1950), two cognitive processes are crucial for learning: accommodation and 
assimilation. The former term refers to the creation of  new categories or schemata, while 
the latter is used to describe what happens when existing schemata are complemented with 
further information. Both approaches emphasize that some external driver is needed for 
learning to occur, behaviorists highlight the wider environment, while cognitivists instead 
emphasize the need to help learners to develop the necessary cognitive structures. The 
point is that learning can be enabled and controlled by a knowledgeable expert who has 
responsibility for supporting the learner to enable the necessary change.

The notions of  double loop learning (Argyris and Schön, 1978) and generative learn-
ing (Senge, 1990) would also fall into this category. Here, the pre-occupation is again the 
individual, and the suggestion is that individuals can be helped to become more inclined 
to question the logic for performing work tasks, and to better understand their personal 
limitations. According to scholars in this area, people’s so-called defensive thought pat-
terns can be uncovered through creating an environment of  openness and trust so that 
factors likely to inhibit learning are minimized (Argyris, 1990). One could argue that this 
approach is not dissimilar from suggestions by cognitive theorists that appropriate mental 
scaffolds need to be developed through the intervention of  an expert third party.

Shifting the focus from the individual to the organization, one can see parallels with the 
wider literature. The learning organization model, for example, is seen as a context where 
learning improves as a result of  proactive and empowering intervention by senior man-
agement (Sicilia and Lytras, 2005). Individuals are required to be increasingly profi cient 
at articulating the issues they face whilst simultaneously listening actively to others before 
evaluating their input (e.g. Senge, 1990). There is also concern with creating the environ-
ment within which individuals can learn effectively. Thus, organizations should adopt fl at, 
decentralized organizational structures that facilitate open communication and dialogue 
(Pedler, Burgoyne, and Boydell, 1999). Team working facilitates individual growth and 
empowerment, and therefore presents the ideal structural arrangement (Leonard-Barton, 
1998). Other HR systems should be developed in line with this aspiration; for example, 
individuals should have opportunities to participate in organizational decision making 
and reward systems should be designed to recognize the achievement of  learning goals 
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(Armstrong and Foley, 2003; Garvin, Edmondson, and Gino, 2008; Wang and Ahmed, 
2004). Although outwardly there is a concern with organizational-level outcomes (com-
petitive success, profi tability, sustainability, etc), close reading suggests that the predomi-
nant orientation is the individual; furthermore, the underlying premise is that learning 
can be managed and controlled through external intervention.

Quadrant two: learning is susceptible to control and direction: 
the group perspective

Unlike the fi rst quadrant, this part of  the typology encompasses work that is less straight-
forward to classify for several reasons. Scholars whose work is reviewed here generally 
posit a process of  reciprocal determinism—whereby individuals and context have a mutu-
ally reinforcing effect (e.g. Bandura, 1997). This means that individual activities infl uence 
joint, distributed patterns of  knowledge and cognitions, which in turn affect their own 
thinking and behavior (Pea, 1999). The precise boundary between the individual and the 
system to which he or she belongs, or between the person ‘solo’ and more widely distrib-
uted cognitions, is unclear, indeed there are likely to be some cognitions (such as higher-
order knowledge) that are either not amenable to distribution at all or cannot be easily 
passed on to others (Salomon, 1999). Furthermore, mental representations—arising from 
individual thought processes—are seen as necessary in order to precipitate change in 
shared cognitions (denoting again a necessary emphasis on the individual).

Although there is acknowledgement in this quadrant about how the context and wider 
surroundings infl uence individuals, the precise role of  individuals in specifi c settings will 
vary depending upon many factors, such as the need for higher-order knowledge and the 
meaning that is attributed by group participants to the joint activities involved (Salomon, 
1999). To argue that scholars classifi ed here emphasize context while those in the fi rst 
quadrant highlight the individual would be simplistic; however, the emphasis seems to 
be in this second quadrant on unraveling the various strands that shape person/context 
dynamics, especially around learning and change.

The other point of  contention concerns the susceptibility of  learning to control and 
direction, as viewed from this quadrant. Here, there are parallels with the fi rst quadrant. 
Although there is debate about the relative role of  individuals within a social system, there 
is some notion of  there being an external reality that can be aspired towards. Bandura 
(1982), for example, posited a model whereby social infl uence (e.g. observing peers) and 
social persuasion (e.g. having a supportive and positive mentor or line manager) would 
infl uence an individual’s perception about his or her mastery at a given task, show-
ing correlations between mastery perceptions and success in performing to be task high. 
According to this argument (again echoing quadrant one), the main impediment prevent-
ing an individual from gaining mastery may be the reinforcement detected by the individ-
ual in response to his or her actions. Other social psychologists argue that the environment 
is important for learning in a different way: through engaging in joint action (and thereby 
becoming part of  a social system) individuals acquire a ‘cognitive residue’ or increased 
competency that can thereafter be applied to similar situations (Salomon, 1999). Managing 
and directing learning is necessarily complex according to this perspective, but nonetheless, 
where the reciprocal dynamics can be addressed, likely to yield fruitful returns.
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Organizational learning scholars have embraced many of  the insights derived from the 
psychological perspective outlined here. Their debate has been around individual versus 
organizational dynamics; for example, taking the individual perspective, Simon (1991: 125) 
stated that ‘all learning takes place inside human heads and an organization learns 
in one of  two ways: by the learning of  its members or by ingesting new members who 
have knowledge that the organization didn’t previously have.’ Other scholars have rather 
emphasized the infl uence of  organizational systems on individual attitudes, especially 
towards learning (e.g. Antonacopoulou, 2001). Reciprocity across levels is a re-occurring 
theme; novel insights from creative individuals may infl uence the wider work group, 
in turn, impacting on organizational functioning (e.g. Thomas, Sussman, and Henderson, 
2001). According to the so-called ‘4-i’ model, not only do individuals initiate organi-
zational learning (through having a creative idea), they also, together with colleagues, 
implement the change in cognition and/or action required to effect organizational-
level change, and in turn, through feedback processes, are themselves subject to change 
(Crossan, Lane, and White, 1999). This change could be described as a ‘cognitive residue’ 
which is retained by the individual, and necessary for building on-going capability across 
the system as a whole.

Much of  the literature addressing the dynamics of  refl ection in action (e.g. Edmondson, 
2002; Ron, Lipshitz, and Popper, 2006) is driven by a similar philosophical underpinning. 
Setting aside time for assessing how effectively work groups have dealt with their chal-
lenges builds individual competency (so that similar issues can be tackled elsewhere even 
when group members are engaged in different settings). Refl ection may at the same time 
develop distributed cognitions, with group members increasingly cognizant of  shared 
knowledge and able to take account of  other members’ expertise in their own endeavors. 
Arising from this, scholars (e.g. Huber, 1991) have suggested that insights are stored in a 
memory system that is drawn upon by organizational members as required (mirroring ref-
erence to the notion of  cognitive residue).

One can also detect parallels with the sense-making literature insofar as it relates to 
organizational learning. For scholars whose work is explored above (in this quadrant), 
learning is characterized by a process of  dynamic interaction between the learner and his 
or her wider environment, taking into account the perceptual framework that has evolved 
based on earlier experiences (cf. Bandura, 1982). The sense-making literature, taking an 
organizational-level perspective, holds similarly that learning involves a dynamic interplay 
between search, interpretation, and understanding (Thomas et al., 2001; Weick, 1995). 
Search routines alter patterns of  understanding, which in turn produce new ways of  
making sense of  complex and ambiguous experiences. Thus, sense making alters knowl-
edge structures in organizations by heightening the need for change and infl uencing the 
processes whereby knowledge is interpreted. Shared understanding emerges as interpre-
tative routines are internalized, so that learning and understanding become inextricably 
inter-connected. Studies have explored how sense making can be accelerated in line with 
strategic priorities, where, for example, a signifi cant event provides the necessary ‘jolt’ in 
thinking (Christianson, Farkas, Sutcliffe, and Weick, 2009), or where the company effec-
tively conveys the pressing need for change (Kim, 1998).

In some cases, in the above literature, there is a reality to be uncovered and behavior is 
infl uenced by a knowledgeable third party; in other cases, the position is more complex, in 
that interpretation and sense making may infl uence the ‘reality’ derived from complex and 
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ambiguous settings. On the whole, there is a sense that learning can be managed either 
through effective exchange and dialogue, or through interpretation systems and (perhaps) 
appropriate reinforcement. To depict a contrasting perspective, we turn now to the third 
quadrant and review constructivist, rather than positivist, psychological perspectives.

Quadrant three: learning evolves naturally: the group perspective

Those of  a social constructivist persuasion distance themselves from the idea that learn-
ing is an individual activity. Therefore, the separation between individual and organi-
zational perspectives is dissolved. Person/environment interaction is important, but the 
individual is inevitably a product of  his or her environment (Huysman, 2000). Context 
shapes what is learnt and how it is learnt and what is regarded as important. Thus, while 
learning involves self-refl ection, it also involves working with others (Lave and Wenger, 
1991). Gherardi et al. (1998: 274) have stated, for example, that ‘people and groups create 
knowledge and negotiated meaning—in terms of  words, actions, situations and artifacts.’ 
Cognitive processes and conceptual structures are less important than the social engage-
ments that provide a context for learning (Cook and Brown, 1999). ‘Social groups provide 
the resources for their members to learn’ (Brown and Duguid, 2001: 137). This happens 
as groups create knowledge and attribute meaning to certain words, actions, and artifacts, 
giving rise to a collective identity in terms of  what activities are valued and how efforts 
should best be directed (Wenger, 2000).

What further distinguishes work located in this quadrant from the other perspectives 
concerns the way in which knowledge is depicted and the position of  tacit versus explicit 
knowledge. This theme forms a central part of  the ‘situated learning’ approach, which 
examines ideas surrounding ‘knowing’ rather than ‘knowledge’ (Cook and Brown, 1999). 
‘Knowing’ involves gradually and almost subconsciously absorbing and understanding 
what is required to perform well, including the questions to ask, the language to use, how 
and where to best focus efforts. Through story-telling, for example, communities of  practi-
tioners share their experiences of  work using their own unique language and terminology 
(Brown and Duguid, 1991). Accordingly, the way to promote organizational learning is 
to recognize its tacit dimension and to support communities as they develop the mecha-
nisms required for sharing knowledge. By contrast, the various cycles of  organizational 
learning portrayed in quadrant two deal with explicit knowledge and how such knowl-
edge is embedded (e.g. Crossan et. al., 1999). Some theorists whose work logically fi ts 
into quadrant two assess tacit, implicit aspects of  knowledge creation (e.g. Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995; Zollo and Winter, 2002) but their concern is to make explicit and/ or 
codify this element. The ‘practice-based’ approach by contrast holds the ‘tacit’ aspects of  
knowledge creation and articulation to be central and not amenable to management and 
direction-setting.

Several strands of  thought within the organizational learning literature arise from the 
social constructivist perspective described here. Firstly, because knowledge is socially con-
structed, rather than managed or directed by an external party, organizational boundaries 
are more fl uid and less constricting than seems to be implicitly suggested by theorists whose 
work is portrayed in the fi rst two quadrants. The logic seems to be in line with Nahapiet 
and Ghoshal (1998) in that social networks lead to the creation, transmission, and retention 
of  intellectual capital, while going further by emphasizing that networks are not  necessarily 
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contained within any one specifi c context. By contrast, people are likely to gravitate 
towards those with similar professional interests, even where (or especially where) expertise 
is located outside. This development may be heightened in particular settings, for exam-
ple, public sector bodies (given national policy strictures) (Rashman, Withers, and Hartley, 
2009) or knowledge intensive service fi rms (where groups of  fi rms work closely together to 
better meet client needs) (Miozzo, Lehrer, DeFillippi, Grimshaw, and Ordanini, 2010).

Secondly, work has alluded to the characteristics of  source and recipient organizations 
where they are engaged in a process of  mutual learning, stressing the role of  openness to 
experience and the position of  boundary scanners (Rashman et al., 2009). Work draws 
attention to the quality of  the relationship between source and recipient organizations, 
implying that effectively managing such relationships may become increasingly pressing 
as boundaries across organizations are blurred. Thirdly, in a related development, schol-
ars have examined network learning, whereby members of  discrete but inter-connected 
organizations are represented in a collaborative setting where the intention is to learn and 
innovate (Knight and Pye, 2005). Insights from this line of  research suggest that network 
learning can be understood by examining behavioral and cognitive change within the network 
over time, as shared meanings, structures, and commitment evolve in an iterative process. 
Finally, recent work has considered whether the learning organization model itself  deserves 
further attention, taking into account not only internal attributes but also the extent of  
interaction with the external environment (Shipton, Zhou, and Mooi, under review).

Quadrant four: learning naturally evolves: the individual perspective

This quadrant considers theories that emphasize the practice-based nature of  learning. 
Strictly speaking, the orientation is less to do with learning being emergent (as described 
above) and more connected with understanding the extent to which practice and experi-
ence may enrich learning. There are, of  course, many different practice-based interven-
tions (project learning, team-based learning, action learning, personal development plans, 
coaching and mentoring, job shadowing, and buddying to name but a few). This section 
explores underlying psychological perspectives (rather than comprehensively reviewing 
this literature). We fi rst examine project learning, then consider the wider implications of  
this quadrant for organizational learning. The theme of  emotion in learning—alluded to 
here in passing—is discussed in more detail in the fi nal section of  the chapter.

Project-based learning in all its forms emphasizes the importance of  refl ective prac-
tices, which refer to the means by which project participants make sense of  their project 
experience and ponder the meaning of  the experience for themselves and others (Raelin, 
2001). However, project-based learning traditions differ in which focal audience they target 
for refl ection. Action learning interventions often emphasize problem-based refl ections on 
behavior and taken-for-granted assumptions that interfere with individual learning and effec-
tive work performance (Smith, 2001). Action research projects, by contrast, are more oriented 
toward refl ecting on how the organizational and social-cultural context impacts project per-
formance and, by implication, organization learning (Coghlan, 2001). Project-organized 
companies (e.g. construction, high technology) often employ project-learning interventions 
to capture ‘lessons-learned’ from completed projects onto company knowledge management 
databases for re-use by team members on subsequent projects (Keegan and Turner, 2001). 
In echoes of  research examined in quadrant three, community-of-practice and network 
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organization projects employ refl ective practices oriented toward understanding how learn-
ing generated during projects is disseminated to external project sponsors and their relevant 
occupational and industry networks (Ayas and Zeniuk, 2001). Comparative assessments of  
problem and project-based learning approaches have detailed their implications for manage-
ment education and management development interventions (DeFillippi and Milter, 2009).

Project learning research draws upon several theoretical traditions. Kolb (1984), for 
example, in line with Lewin (1946) has drawn attention to the stages involved in learn-
ing from experience, arguing that refl ection, abstract thinking and experimentation are 
necessary for maximum benefi t. Learning arises as a consequence of  focusing on other 
(personal or career-related) goals, and learners can be helped to work through the various 
phases. Given the implication that meaning is unique to each learner, there are parallels 
with scholars whose work is reviewed in quadrant three (the social constructivist perspec-
tive). Project learning in a sense spans quadrants three and four: reality is based on the 
learners’ experiences and perceptions, while at the same time a practical intervention that 
draws on opportunities provided by the work environment (DeFillippi and Milter, 2009).

Mead (1938) also posits that learning is part of  everyday experience, the natural prod-
uct of  an inquiring mind. However, it is rather the mismatch between a person’s anticipa-
tion of  an experience and the experience itself  that provides the momentum for learning 
and change. Perceptual changes arising from an experience are labeled ‘validation’ where 
there is correspondence with anticipation, as opposed to ‘invalidation’ where experience 
fails to meet with expectation. Mead’s ideas are suggestive of  emotion, a theme which is 
further developed below.

Psychological perspectives explored here have been applied to organizational learning by 
means of  generalization. That is, as individuals learn more effective actions, this learning 
will aggregate or spill over to their employing organizations. Like work reviewed in quad-
rant one, the assumption is that organizations learn as a result of  individual learning. For 
example, Kim’s integrated model of  organizational learning is premised on the assumption 
that ‘the mental models in individuals’ heads are where a vast majority of  an organization’s 
knowledge (both know-how and know-why) lies’ (Kim, 1993: 44). His conceptual model 
links individuals’ mental models (frameworks and routines) to individual single and double 
loop learning and suggests that single loop learning has more the character of  conditioned 
behavioral response whereas double loop learning builds on the development of  a higher 
level cognitive processing. At the organization level, it appears that organizational routines 
constitute the shared mental models that determine organizational action. However, these 
shared mental models slowly evolve in response to the mental models of  the individuals 
comprising the organization. Hence, organizational learning is an additive function of  the 
legacy of  those individuals who collectively have contributed to the creation and mainte-
nance of  a shared mental model. This may suggest that the organization’s culture is an 
additive, accumulative function of  the legacy of  individuals’ shared cognitive perspectives.

EMOTION IN ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

Looking across the four-quadrant framework, it seems that emotional and motivational 
factors are either subsumed under broader headings such as ‘learning culture’ (e.g. Pedler, 
Burgoyne, and Boydell, 1996; Garvin et. al., 2008) or condensed to attributes like ‘trust’ 
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(Kang et. al., 2007; Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998). Similarly, although a wide literature 
has annotated the various factors that may facilitate both formal and informal  learning—
such as reward systems (Arthur and Aimant-Smith, 2001), personal commitment to 
self- actualization (Senge, 2006), and openness to new and different experiences (Pedler 
et. al., 1996) (touched on in quadrant one)—it is not clear how these mechanisms infl u-
ence learning at a higher level than the individual. This lack of  attention to emotion has, 
according to some scholars (e.g. Fineman, 2003), led to under-theorization in this area.

Close scrutiny indicates that there are suggestive links. Bandura (1982, 1997), discussed 
in quadrant two, has highlighted the role of  self-effi cacy in learning, suggesting that the 
momentum (and, by implication, the positive feelings) gained through achieving mastery 
may raise expectations and fuel an individual’s willingness to take on new challenges. 
Defensive thought patterns (cf. Argyris and Schön, 1978), by contrast, are laden with fear 
and threat, and likely to undermine double loop learning. According to Kelly (1955), how-
ever, whose work follows on from Mead (1938), seeing emotions as either ‘good’ or ‘bad’ is 
simplistic; instead, emotions signal whether one’s understanding of  the world is evolving 
in the ‘right’ direction (according to expectations). Anxiety, for example, signals that the 
construct system is breaking down and requires revision.

Shifting the focus to the organization, Argyris and Schön (1978) have argued that only 
in an atmosphere of  trust and openness are people likely to share their honest thoughts 
and fears. Vince and Saleem (2004) have shown that a culture indicative of  caution and 
blame inhibits learning. Kang et al. (2007) concur that culture affects learning, but argue 
that exploratory learning may be suppressed in cultures emphasizing strong ties, indicat-
ing instead that exposure to new and different perspectives may be required. The sug-
gestion is that feeling too ‘comfortable’ within a particular setting may not necessarily 
be conducive to deeper-level learning. The sense-making literature too hints at emotion 
(e.g. Christianson et al., 2009). According to this perspective, collective experiences with 
widespread implications prompt shared feelings, which, in turn, trigger new patterns of  
thinking across the organization. Again, emotions are suggested rather than made explicit, 
being associated with punctuations in the sense-making process, suggestive of  the inter-
play between the negative and the positive. The question of  how emotions and cognition 
interact to elicit the learning remains unaddressed.

In terms of  future developments, a number of  considerations are worth taking forward. 
Seeing emotion as somehow separate from cognition may be misleading. Emotion infuses 
both action and thinking, and arises from the socio-political context within which work 
activity takes place. We therefore concur with Fineman (2003) that social-constructivist 
approaches exploring how learning and change occur over time offer scope for assessing 
emotional dynamics in a particular setting. We also endorse theoretical perspectives that 
bring together cognitive and emotional elements (e.g. Kelly, 1955). According to Kelly, 
emotions signal when the existing construct system needs to be revised. Changes in con-
struct systems arise from awareness of  developments in the wider environment, and are 
likely to evolve in a shared way given a common setting. A construct is discarded once the 
person has evidence that it is no longer valid, that is, it no longer enables the environment 
to be effectively anticipated. At this stage, the person experiences anxiety (because a new 
construct has yet to evolve) but in time the construct is adjusted for optimal anticipation 
of  events. Therefore, a sense of  awakening or disturbance is necessary for the re-construal 
process. For example, if  people can see that an existing operation in the company is no 
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longer appropriate they are more likely to search for alternatives that fi t better with their 
construal process (i.e. what needs to happen in order to better anticipate the challenges of  
the environment).

It would be informative to assess what this approach might mean for research located 
in the third quadrant, where social constructivist perspectives currently examine cogni-
tive rather than emotional dynamics. This is also the case for the second quadrant, where 
analysis touches on issues around context and individual agency again without overtly 
addressing the question of  emotion. A more processual perspective on organizational 
learning is suggestive of  the re-construal of  meaning rather than the transfer of  knowl-
edge across the organization in an exchange process (Shipton and Sillince, under review). 
We suggest that learning takes place as people frame meaning in a particular setting 
 rather than through negotiating thought patterns (Argyris and Schön, 1978) or processing 
information (Huber, 1991).

Overall, this discussion leads us to suggest that there may be scope in bringing together 
organizational learning and emotional intelligence literatures (cf. Shipton and Sillince, 
under review). We wonder whether companies that are successful at learning treat emo-
tion as a tool rather than as a barrier. We also ask whether leaders in companies with a 
strong propensity to learn are more aware of  emotion and emotional transitions, making 
an explicit connection between emotion and organizational learning. Approaching some 
of  the questions so might produce a more nuanced understanding of  the way in which 
emotions in a collective setting seem most likely to infl uence learning and change.

CONCLUSION

Using a typology encompassing psychological learning theories across four quadrants, we 
have compared and contrasted various strands in the literature in an effort to detect syner-
gies as well as points of  difference. Doing so has enabled us to explore how psychological 
learning theories have been used in the development of  (some) theories connected with 
organizational learning. To the left side of  the model, theories which are essentially indi-
vidualistic in orientation are reviewed. We have examined behavioral learning theory as 
well as simple cognitive models, in combination with theories that explore how the indi-
vidual interacts with his or her environment to learn, change, and grow. To the right side 
of  the model, we have explored theories such as distributed cognitions and learning-in-
practice that highlight the shared sense of  being that arises from working closely with oth-
ers and the inseparability of  learners from the social system to which they belong. Across 
the horizontal axis, we have reviewed (connected) themes asserting, fi rstly, the amenabil-
ity of  learning to control and direction, and, secondly, the natural evolution of  learning, 
which occurs as people engage with their environments.

There are differences within each set of  quadrants, taking into account the broad param-
eters described above. For example, looking to the left of  the vertical axis, in the fi rst quad-
rant, the individual is essentially passive, at the behest of  his or her environment. Through 
appropriate reinforcement, desired behaviors are produced, which are, in turn, encouraged 
and rewarded by external parties in order to become a habitual state. In the fourth quad-
rant, by contrast, individuals are portrayed as active learners. Learning and progression 
may not necessarily be conscious, but rather a necessary part of  the human condition.
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Turning to perspectives outlined in the top and bottom parts of  the typology, the point 
of  contention is to do with control in learning, where we have asked questions about 
whether scholars perceive there to be an external reality against which learning can be 
held to account. For the fi rst quadrant, the perspective seems to be that knowledge and 
expertise is concentrated in the hands of  specifi c parties (for example, senior managers or 
learning and development specialists) who have responsibility for assisting and enabling 
the learning of  those for whom they are responsible. In the second quadrant this line of  
reasoning is perhaps more subtly portrayed. Rather than people responding directly to 
their environments, it is suggested that there is a fi ltering process whereby a judgment is 
made about how effective or ineffective an action has been in the quest to achieve mas-
tery (cf. Bandura, 1982). The social system infl uences mastery to the extent that there are 
role models portraying ideal behavior and providing guidance and support. The recipro-
cal nature of  learning and the role of  shared cognitions bring to mind several well known 
theories of  organizational learning, such as the ‘4-i’ framework (Crossan et al., 1999) and 
the SECI model posited by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995).

Regarding constructivist perspectives, the typology suggests that there is a focus in 
the bottom two quadrants on how relationships infl uence learning within a work setting. 
Learning is social and is grounded in the concrete situations in which people participate 
with others. Social construction perspectives complement information processing and 
behavioral perspectives by focusing on organizational learning as involving socially medi-
ated processes of  interpretation and sense making. Weick (1995) conceives of  the organi-
zation as a sense-making system that engages in recurring cycles of  enactment, selection, 
and retention. These processes are the means by which the organization evolves as it 
makes sense of  itself  and its environment. The community of  practice literature relies on 
the enactment of  sense making, asserting that learning arises from communities sharing a 
common language, values, and practices. Newcomers to such communities learn through 
participation (Lave and Wenger, 1991).

Recent work has taken a knowledge co-creation and/or network learning perspective, 
which follows on from work reviewed in this quadrant. Because knowledge is socially con-
structed, rather than managed or directed by an external party, organizational boundaries 
are more fl uid and less constricting than is implicitly suggested by theorists whose work 
is portrayed in the fi rst two quadrants. The logic seems to be in line with Nahapiet and 
Ghoshal (1998) in that social networks lead to the creation, transmission, and retention 
of  intellectual capital. Social constructivist perspectives suggest that such networks are 
not necessarily contained within any one specifi c context. By contrast, people are like-
ly to gravitate towards those with similar professional interests, even where expertise is 
located outside. Turning to the applied learning school of  thought (quadrant four), there 
are several theoretical perspectives largely drawn from individual learning literatures. 
Experiential learning theory, for example, draws attention to the stages involved in the 
learning experience; there is, however, a connection with social constructivist theory espe-
cially for interventions where learning tasks are anchored to naturally occurring work 
activity, such as projects (DeFillippi, 2001).

In conclusion, the emphasis across the four quadrants seems to have been on cogni-
tive modeling based on theorizing at the individual level, developed for applicability at 
the level of  the organization, or alternatively in exploring how learning arises informally, 
in a collective setting. The importance of  building productive relationships and learning 
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culture has been widely considered by organizational learning scholars, especially with-
in work located in quadrants two, three, and four. We have suggested that there may be 
scope for developing these areas in future research by taking into account not just the cog-
nitive aspects involved but also emotional dynamics.
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5
Information Technology and the 

Possibilities for Knowledge Sharing

NIALL HAYES1

ABSTRACT

Information technology (IT) has been closely associated with the development of  the great 
majority of  knowledge management initiatives. However, most accounts have focused on 
technical aspects, while few have considered the use of  it in relation to its social context. 
This chapter examines some of  the challenges and opportunities that surround the use of  
IT in knowledge management initiatives from a relational perspective, which views knowl-
edge as being processual, provisional, and highly context dependent. Specifi cally the chap-
ter considers the lessons arising within the relational literature which has considered those 
technologies that have been used most extensively to support knowledge working (intran-
ets, groupware, and databases), and compares and contrasts these insights with the issues 
that arose in a UK pharmaceuticals company which introduced a groupware application 
to support its knowledge management initiatives. Based on these lessons I briefl y consider a 
new set of  technologies (known as Enterprise 2.0), that some commentators are suggesting 
will transform knowledge management. Some practical implications are then provided.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge work is still a relatively new and dynamic area of  research that has emerged as 
a direct response to the changing organizing processes that pervade many  organizations. 
Due to the emphasis on communication and information in knowledge work,  information 
technology (IT) has been closely associated with the development of  knowledge manage-
ment initiatives (Zuboff, 1996; Hayes, 2001). Indeed, Easterby-Smith et al. (2000)  estimate 

1 The author would like to acknowledge the contribution of  Geoff  Walsham to an earlier version of  
this chapter.
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that seventy percent of  publications on knowledge management have focused on the 
design of  information technologies (ITs). In the commercial arena, most knowledge man-
agement initiatives have a strong IT focus, where knowledge is seen as being capable of  
being leveraged through the development of  shared databases and knowledge warehouses 
(Sambamurthy and Subramani, 2005).

The objective of  this chapter is to examine some of  the challenges and opportunities 
that surround the use of  IT in intra-organizational knowledge management initiatives. 
The chapter is structured as follows. Following this introduction, I will review some of  
the key issues that have been reported in the literature to date. Informed by the litera-
ture review, section three outlines a conceptual framework for understanding knowledge 
working through IT. I then draw on this framework to critically review some of  the key 
challenges that arose in a knowledge management initiative undertaken by a UK pharma-
ceuticals company when making use of  a leading groupware technology to support their 
knowledge management initiative. Based on the literature review, framework, and the case 
study, section fi ve briefl y discusses Enterprise 2.0 technologies (E2.0), a current category 
of  technology that some claim offers new opportunities for knowledge working. Section 
six outlines some practical implications primarily with regard to long established knowl-
edge management technologies such as groupware and intranets, but also provides some 
discussion of  E2.0 technologies. The fi nal section presents some brief  conclusions.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This section reviews some key themes in the literature concerned with the role of  IT in 
knowledge management initiatives.

Technologies and knowledge management

Over the last decade and more a plethora of  technologies have emerged that have been 
associated with knowledge management; and specifi cally with the articulation, storage, 
transfer, creation, and retrieval of  knowledge. Though not exhaustive, Table 5.1 high-
lights the most notable IT artifacts and platforms associated with knowledge management 
projects (Alavi and Leidner, 1999). Drawing on Zack (1999a) I distinguish between two 
types of  ITs that have been associated with knowledge management projects: integrative and 
interactive applications. Much of  the academic literature and practitioner accounts have 
focused on integrative applications which take the form of  structured databases that allow 
employees to store and retrieve information on past projects. They also comprise expert 
fi nders, electronic bulletin boards through to best practice reports and working papers 
(Butler and Murphy, 2007; Zack, 1999b; Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Chua, 2004). Interactive 
applications take the form of  email, desk-top conferencing, and discussion forums allowing 
for interactions with other staff  and the garnering of  their views and experiences regardless 
of  physical location (Moffett et al., 2003; Leidner, 2000; Alavi and Leidner, 1999).

With regard to interactive applications, groupware and intranet platforms have dominat-
ed the academic and practitioner accounts to date (they are also the focus of  much of  this 
chapter). Most recently, interactive applications have come to include E2.0 platforms. E2.0 
comprises a number of  technologies that are typically associated with Web 2.0. The key 
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difference being E2.0 technologies are put in place to support collaboration and knowledge 
working within the organization. Key technologies include wikis, blogs, social networking 
and instant messaging, the ability to link out to other pages, and the categorization of  data 
by users through tagging (McAfee, 2006). Tags are furthered through extensions, which is 
a form of  automated tagging through pattern matching algorithms (e.g. Amazon). Such 
technologies are attracting considerable current attention amongst practitioners and are 
claimed to offer new ways to document, distribute, and retrieve knowledge within organiza-
tions (McAfee, 2006). This is a theme that I will return to towards the end of  the chapter.

Understanding knowledge and technology

Within the academic literature, two contrasting epistemological approaches have under-
pinned accounts of  knowledge management: the content and relational perspectives 
(Scarbrough and Burrell, 1997; Tsoukas, 1996). This chapter adopts the latter perspective. 
From a content perspective, knowledge is defi ned as being a predicative truth as it pre-
scribes what to do (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1994; Galliers and Newell, 2000). Knowledge 
is viewed as being able to be codifi ed and stored in repositories, so that knowledge can be 
shared, built upon and retained regardless of  employee turnover (Wasko and Faraj, 2000). 
This perspective is dominant in the information systems literature (see Sambamurthy 
and Subramani, 2005); and much of  this literature has a practitioner orientation and has 
focused on collecting, distributing, reusing, and measuring existing codifi ed knowledge 
(Lam and Chua, 2005; Bansler and Havn, 2004; Cohen, 1998; Knock and McQueen, 
1998). Knowledge is considered to be an economic asset that can be codifi ed, stored, and 

Table 5.1 Key technologies associated with knowledge management

Integrative IT Artefacts Interactive IT Artefacts

Document management Email

Knowledge databases Collaborative authoring

Data mining Discussion forums

Electronic bulletin boards Social networking tools

Knowledge repositories Blogs

Knowledge directories (Yellow 
Pages)

Wikis

Information provision

Expert systems Real time interactions

Workfl ow systems Incremental categorization

IT Platforms

Groupware

Intranet

Enterprise 2.0
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exchanged between individuals within a fi rm (Bohm, 1994; Shin et al., 2001; Pan and 
Scarbrough, 1999; Currie and Kerrin, 2004).

Relational writers are critical of  this dominant view of  knowledge (Lave, 1988; Blackler 
et al., 1997), and suggest that instead of  treating knowledge as being a largely cerebral 
and tradable entity, knowledge should be viewed as being relative, provisional, and pri-
marily context-bound (Scarbrough, 2008; Barley, 1996; Orr, 1990; Blackler et al., 1993). 
Critiques of  much of  the knowledge management literature suggest that  knowledge is 
always embedded and as such can only be shared actively through social groups. Rather 
than knowledge, relational writers argue that the focus of  enquiry should be on the process 
of  knowing and the capability to act (Schultze, 2000; Blackler, 1995; Brown and Duguid, 
1998). Furthermore, many are critical of  the content approach for its weak empirical base 
and prescriptive standpoint (Pan and Scarbrough, 1999). They suggest that exchanging 
knowledge as if  it were an economic asset via IT does not relate to the actual experience 
of  the use of  knowledge management applications within specifi c contexts (Schultze, 2000; 
Galliers and Newell, 2000). Within the literature, this focus on sharing explicit knowledge 
through IT systems has led to the terms ‘information’ and ‘knowledge’ often being used 
interchangeably and uncritically by many authors (Sambamurthy and Subramani, 2005).

Technology-centric

One pervasive theme in the literature has been the dominance of  techno-centric accounts, 
as is exemplifi ed by Sambamurthy and Subramani (2005: 2) who suggest that knowledge 
management involves ‘developing searchable document repositories to support the  digital 
capture, storage, retrieval, and distribution of  an organization’s explicitly  documented 
knowledge.’ Indeed, there has been a preoccupation with the problem of  fi nding the 
 location of  knowledge (Sambamurthy and Subramani, 2005; Massey et al., 2002; Benbya, 
2006; Gray and Durcikova, 2006). Such a position assumes knowledge can be codifi ed 
and stored. Thompson and Walsham (2004) claim this has been at the expense of  the 
more ‘contextual elements of  knowing.’ Here they include a willingness to document and 
share information, an attention to detail, and the establishment of  software tools and 
methodologies to support such changes. Similarly, based on his case studies of  Technology 
Research Inc. and Buckman Laboratories, Zack (1999a) argues that the technology focus 
is a major obstacle to engendering an organizational climate that values and encourages 
co-operation, trust, and innovation (Butler and Murphy, 2007; Butler et al., 2007). Knox 
et al. (2008: 290) are also critical of  such techno-centric accounts, arguing that manag-
ers know that ‘their claims to expertise rest on their ability to perform the reconnections 
between the systems outputs and other more contingent “upstream” practices, situations 
and possibilities’. Thus, they argue that those that adopt a techno-centric perspective do 
not understand or appreciate the ways and the efforts to which the enactments of  some 
people allow for such a perspective to ‘work.’

Domain specifi c knowledge

From a relational perspective, knowledge is viewed as circulating easily when people work 
within a similar domain of  practice, or have experience of  working with other knowledge 
domains. This provides for a shared sense of  what practice is and what the standards for 
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judgment are (Brown and Duguid, 1998). Zack (1999a) argues that due to the shared 
understanding of  practice, integrative applications that allow access to data stored centrally 
are suffi cient to support work between employees from the same domain of  work, though 
others still advocate more interactive applications (Boland and Tenkasi, 1995; McDermott, 
1999). More recently Butler and Murphy (2007) argue that while technologies can assist 
knowledge creation and sharing within domains, they advocate the establishment of  care-
ful rules as to who can contribute posts to specifi c parts of  the knowledge management 
system. This they claim ensures that only those who are expert are able to contribute, and 
reduces possibilities for misunderstandings between staff  from different domains.

Orlikowski (2002) argued that the relative success that Kappa achieved with their 
knowledge management initiative was in part attributable to their ongoing reinforcement 
of  a strong identity. This identity formation, Orlikowski (2002: 267) argued, allowed peo-
ple from across the organization, regardless of  their group or location ‘to internalize and 
identify with a common way of  thinking about and engaging in their product develop-
ment work. This facilitates the communication and coordination of  hundreds of  product 
developers across time (19 time zones) and space (15 geographic locations).’ Orlikowski 
(2002) goes on to explain that it also allowed people across the organization to share a 
common language. Importantly, such identity formation and the development of  shared 
language were between staff  from a similar knowledge domain, and consequently they 
shared aspects of  their practice with each other.

Working between domains of  knowledge

Sharing knowledge between employees with different professional backgrounds is viewed 
as more complex (Newell et al., 2000; Brown and Duguid, 1998; Ruhleder, 1995). Schultze 
and Boland’s (2000a) study of  US Company, a manufacturer of  building materials, found 
that the introduction of  KnowMor, a knowledge management application that bridged the 
different functions and locations, led to changing temporal and spatial work arrangements. 
They provide an example of  the Notes administrators being required to perform not only 
technical activities, as previously, but also to write accounts of  their actions into shared 
databases. Work practice changed in that they would now point users to these entries 
 rather than deal with requests themselves. Schultze and Boland (2000a) explain that the 
new work practices required them to perform a dual role of  acting (in terms of  the techni-
cal change) and accounting self  (in terms of  making explicit their technical work).

A further challenge relates to the limited understandings that can be developed when 
reliance is placed on IT to share knowledge between communities. Brown’s (1998) insight-
ful study of  the use of  the Internet to support knowledge working found that a reliance 
on technology as a means of  transferring knowledge is insuffi cient. Instead he contend-
ed that abstractions recorded and shared on the Internet need to be considered as being 
 inseparable from their own historical and social locations of  practice. McDermott (1999) 
provided a detailed analysis of  why a reliance on abstractions is problematic. He cited the 
case of  a diverse group of  systems designers to illustrate what he termed the diffi culties 
of  thinking ‘outside an expert’s own territory.’ He ascertained that, rather than needing 
each other’s documentation stored on a common database, the system designers needed 
to understand the logic that other designers used in practice, such as the rationale behind 
the combination of  specifi c software, hardware, and service plans. Similarly, Schultze’s 
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(2000) case study of  experts across US Company discovered that each group had their 
own conventions. She explained that the IT professionals emphasized the importance of  
documentation, while the competitive intelligence analysts emphasized secrecy and selec-
tive dissemination (Ruhleder, 1995; Hislop et al., 2000; Hayes, 2000). Currie and Kerrin’s 
(2004:25) case study highlighted how the antagonistic relations between the sales and 
marketing teams were exacerbated following the introduction of  the intranet as ‘Sales 
and Marketing did not share the necessary language and context to effectively exchange 
knowledge.’

Thus, due to the diffi culties of  working between communities, many suggest that atten-
tion needs to be given to the nature of  IT support. Butler and Murphy (2007) argue that 
knowledge management systems need to be designed so that they only allow people with 
relevant experience and insights to contribute to or review specifi c parts of  them (Markus 
et al., 2002). When there is no shared history of  working together, Zack (1999a) argues 
that integrative applications are unsuitable. Instead he recommends the use of  interac-
tive applications that support ad hoc collaboration (such as discussion databases and video 
conferencing).

Establishing social capital and social networks

Based on their study of  an enterprise resource planning (ERP) implementation, Newell 
et al. (2004: 54) argue that a lack of  social capital between organizational members 
from different knowledge domains made it impossible to ‘expose and explore the differ-
ent thought worlds.’ Newell et al. (2004) thus argued that social capital was crucial for 
organizational knowledge to be accessed via an ERP system and integrated effectively 
(Huysman and Wulf, 2004). Similarly, Olivera’s (2000) study of  a consulting company 
found that users placed great effort on interacting with people rather than relying on 
computer based systems such as the intranet. Others have suggested working between 
communities requires the creation of  new facilitating roles. Zack (1999b) emphasizes the 
importance of  appointing facilitators charged with encouraging, interpreting and evaluat-
ing participation in cross-community electronic forums. Storck and Hill (2000) found that 
Xerox unit managers undertook facilitating roles so as to encourage knowledge sharing, 
such as presentations describing their initiatives, questioning participants about what they 
had learned, and electronically circulating what they considered to be key developments. 
Facilitators in Xerox looked for mutual interests, sought to mask differences in hierarchi-
cal status, encourage commitment, and reduce uncertainty (Schultze and Boland, 2000a; 
Storck and Hill, 2000).

Individualism versus collectivism

Orlikowski’s (2002) case of  Kappa found that staff  staved off  a lot of  self  interest by con-
sciously making sure that they allowed all the different groups opportunities to engage 
in discussions, allocated work across functional and geographical boundaries, and reas-
signed staff  to work across the world in different groups. This, Orlikowski (2002: 269) 
claims, provides for the ‘crossing of  temporal, geographic, technical, and political bound-
aries, because it provides for the distribution, and then the integration, of  ideas and 
experiences.’
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Storck and Hill’s (2000) study of  Xerox found that in addition to technology, the relax-
ing of  centralized control had allowed participants to identify with, and be committed 
to, their community rather than to Xerox as a whole. They concluded that within com-
munities, this engendered a climate that allowed for openness, trust, and commitment 
(Huysman, 2004; Pan and Scarbrough, 1999; Malhotra and Galletta, 2003). Newell et al.’s 
(2004) case study found that long established self  interests meant the integration of  dis-
persed organizational knowledge necessary for implementing the ERP system was never 
achieved. Overall, they argued that where people and teams have not worked together 
before considerable effort and resources need to be invested so as to encourage sociabil-
ity and develop an understanding and familiarity with each other. They argue that such 
bonding is essential if  people are to share knowledge for the public good as well as for 
their own self  interests. Without doing this, Newell et al. (2004: 56) claim it will lead to ‘a 
mechanistic pooling of  knowledge that will not produce the knowledge integration leading 
to creativity and innovation that are needed in large-scale IT projects.’ Orlikowski (2002) 
claims the emphasis that Kappa placed on the ongoing education of  their employees with 
regard to their software development expertise, and career mentoring, encourages knowl-
edge sharing (Wasko and Faraj, 2005; Zack, 1999a; Quinn et al., 1996).

In addition, several writers have suggested that reward structures can also encourage 
knowledge sharing. Orlikowski’s (1993) study of  a US consulting company argued that 
both the competitive promotion and fi nancial reward structure led to Notes remaining 
largely unused by consultants. However, she found that the technologists and senior con-
sultants who were not subject to the competitive culture did use Notes more formatively 
(McDermott and O’Dell, 2001; Hislop, 2003; Pan and Scarbrough, 1999; Zack, 1999b). 
Currie and Kerrin’s (2004) case study of  a global pharmaceutical fi rm who were in the 
process of  downsizing also found that sales staff  horded rather than shared knowledge 
with graduate trainees as they feared the trainees may become their replacements. Currie 
and Kerrin’s (2004: 25) case also highlighted that when there is already animosity between 
different groups in an organization ‘the intranet hardened existing cultural cleavages in 
the organization’ rather than manufactured a sense of  community.’

Visibility and control

A fi nal important but often neglected theme to emerge in the literature relates to the 
inseparability of  knowledge management initiatives from issues of  power and poli-
tics (Easterby-Smith et al., 2007). Hislop et al. (2000) found that in a UK nuclear medi-
cine company external expertise and information were utilized by groups as a political 
resource to reinforce and support their particular visions for change. They also described 
how groups supporting the interests of  senior managers received the authoritative sup-
port and fi nancial resources to bring about change. Similarly, Newell et al.’s (2000) study 
found that the introduction of  communication forums reinforced the ‘powerful centrifugal 
forces’ in their fi rm.

Making work and views explicit on IT is also implicated in issues of  power and control. 
Schultze and Boland’s (2000b) study of  US Company indicated how the IT consultants 
would visibly record their work in the databases as a means to protect themselves from 
any blame that may subsequently be leveled by their clients or other consultants. Schultze 
and Boland’s case further indicated how the visibility that KnowMor provided could 
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unintentionally have a negative effect on relationships within US Company. For example, 
one analyst felt that his role had inadvertently been threatened due to the way another 
employee had harnessed the visibility KnowMor provided. KnowMor had allowed this 
latter employee to be aware of  and widely circulate some details about a merger that 
the analyst should have been aware of. The analyst resented the implication that he was 
not doing his job well and responded to the issue by revoking the employee’s access to 
KnowMor. McDermott (1999) argued that, due to the pervasiveness of  politics in knowl-
edge working, one key challenge is not to homogenize views but to encourage diverse col-
laboration and an appreciation of  the context specifi c insights of  members from other 
communities. McKinley (2000) supports this view and warns against IT being used in 
knowledge management projects for surveillance and control activities. In a later study, 
McKinlay (2002: 81) argued that recording one’s knowledge was sometimes viewed by 
staff  in this case as ‘being asked to give myself  away.’

Thus, studies have pointed to the importance of  attending to the link between power 
and making explicit a staff  member’s knowledge, hierarchical power relations, surveil-
lance possibilities, and a competitive culture (Knights, 2008; Knights et al., 1993). Indeed, 
Currie and Kerrin (2004) argue that due to the overtly technological orientation, coupled 
with the broader issues of  culture and power, the possibilities of  IT to mediate knowledge 
sharing are limited.

CONCEPTUALIZING KNOWLEDGE SHARING AND IT

This section draws on the literature review and specifi cally Schultze and Boland’s (2000b) 
work on narrative to develop a conceptual framework (Figure 5.1) pertaining to the ways 
in which knowledge is shared through ITs such as groupware and the intranet (Zack, 
1999a). This comprises ongoing acting (practice) and accounting (textual narratives) 
processes.

Schultze and Boland’s (2000b) study of  US Company found that new work 
 arrangements arose due to the reliance on the use of  IT to work across spatial, tempo-
ral, and functional boundaries. They described how these new work practices required 
employees to perform dual ‘acting’ and ‘accounting’ processes. Acting involved employ-
ees undertaking their work (in their case IT consultancy activities which involved fi xing 
machines and developing new applications) and accounting processes required them to 
record a narrative of  their practice by making explicit their activities and views on the 
various shared discussion forums and lessons learned databases that cut across the organ-
ization’s spatial, temporal, and functional boundaries. Based on this insight, acting and 
accounting can be conceived as comprising of  three ongoing processes, sense making, 
sense giving, and sense reading.

Sense making is akin to what Schultze and Boland (2000b) refer to as an ‘out of  body’ 
experience, where staff  are required to consciously refl exively monitor and make sense 
of  their own on-going activities (what they have done, how they achieved this in specifi c 
 contexts, what their views are, etc.). They do this so they can account for their ongoing 
activity in a textual form and engage in sense giving.

Sense giving involves the provision of  a textual account to others about their activity 
on a shared software application. This could be either an integrative application such as 
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a ‘repository’ or an interactive application such as a shared discussion forum, a lessons 
learned database or a blog technology. Employees are required to account for their activi-
ties on such a technology in a way that is comprehensible to members of  their own or 
other professional domains.

Sense reading refers to the process whereby a person makes sense of  the accounts that 
other staff  have made and then utilizes them in their ongoing activities. Sense reading 
depends on their familiarity with the knowledge domain, practice and political context 
of  the sense giver, not to mention the sense giver’s ability to account for their activity in 
a clear textual form. Importantly, we should not view this as being linear because when 
people make sense of  accounts they are reading they do this by drawing on memories 
of  other accounts they have read, discussions they have had, activities they have per-
formed individually or while working with or observing others (Orr, 1996). Consequently, 
accounting processes are deeply rooted in practice and inherently collaborative and social 
as, even when posting accounts and reading accounts while working on their own, they 
do so by drawing on previous encounters. This is important as Figure 5.1 does not do suf-
fi cient justice to the social nature of  acting and accounting processes. The following sec-
tion draws on a case study; fi rst, to illustrate the applicability of  the acting and accounting 
framework and, second, to furnish the framework further by considering it in relation to 
knowledge domains and political dimensions.

INDICATIVE CASE EXAMPLE: KNOWLEDGE SHARING 
IN COMPOUND UK

Compound UK (a pseudonym) sells pharmaceutical products to hospitals and general 
practices, whilst also undertaking clinical trials of  new drugs with participating doctors 
in Great Britain and Northern Ireland. It is part of  a major multinational company and 

ACCOUNTING (Sense giving) 

T

Sense Sense Sense Sense Sense Sense

ACTING ACTING ACTING

Figure 5.1 Acting and Accounting Processes
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employs around 300 people, half  of  whom are involved in selling activities while the rest 
work in areas such as marketing, accounting, human resources, or as medical experts. 
Lotus Notes (Notes) was introduced as a means to encourage employees to draw on all 
areas of  the organization to work and share information and knowledge across  functional 
and geographic boundaries. Such knowledge sharing was seen as benefi cial not least 
because of  the complexity of  sales situations which involved many different decision 
 makers (such as different doctors, pharmacists, managers, and accountants), just as  clinical 
trials involved many different physicians.

In addition to an electronic mail (e-mail) facility, there were three main uses of  Notes, 
as summarized in Table 5.2. First, it was used to create a strategic selling database to sup-
port the co-operative activities of  staff  from different areas of  expertise (such as sales, 
marketing, and medicine) involved in seeking to secure a sale to a particular hospital or 
general practice. The second and most prevalent use of  Notes was the contact recording 
database. Any employees that visited a client were required to record specifi c details about 
doctors such as the outcome of  the meeting, the doctor’s personal and medical interests, 
and their involvement in clinical trials. Notes databases were also set up that focused on 
issues, products, or a particular role with the intention that employees would discuss rel-
evant issues.

Sharing knowledge explicitly across boundaries

In relation to the framework represented in Figure 5.1, the introduction of  Notes saw 
employees ‘acting’ in terms of  selling products or undertaking clinical trials, and then 
‘accounted’ for their practice by making explicit their activities and views on Notes’ vari-
ous databases which bridged the spatial, temporal, and functional boundaries. In trying 
to make explicit their sales and medical work, employees were required to make sense of  
their own activities in ways that were comprehensible to others (sense giving), and also 
make sense of  (sense reading) and utilize the accounts of  others. Sense making, giving, 
and reading are highly refl exive processes and are inextricably interlinked.

Acting and accounting on role or functional specifi c databases was relatively 
 unproblematic. This was due to the intimate understandings and practice they shared 

Table 5.2 Key uses of  Lotus Notes in Compound UK

Component Intended Opportunity for Participation

E-mail To enable one-to-one communication between individuals

Strategic selling To enable employees in different functions to input their views 
and information in a structured way with the aim of  bring-
ing together the employees’ shared knowledge so that they 
might contribute to a successful sale

Contact recording To enable employees to record and review the views, interests, 
and requirements of  particular doctors

Discussion databases To enable employees to review the thread of  discussions that 
had emerged on a particular issue
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with colleagues working in the same function. This local mastery was sustained not only 
through the use of  Notes, but also through regular formal and informal face-to-face dis-
cussions and interactions.

However, when such practices spanned knowledge domains, acting and accounting 
practices were not as productive. Due to the limited number of  company-wide meetings, 
staff  had little experience of  working directly with colleagues in different functions. This 
left the organization-wide Notes databases as the primary mode of  collaboration. Such 
diffi culties using Notes to work across functions were explained by one medical expert 
who said:

You cannot put this level of  detail into a Notes database, and much of  what 
I do input must be meaningless to others.

Staff  from across the different functions thus viewed much of  what employees were 
able to provide on account of  the shared databases as only being a simplistic representa-
tion of  what they sought to convey (sense giving). Reps themselves were also sometimes 
unsure as to the meanings that others sought to convey in their posts, and they could not 
understand why some people would request further clarifi cations about posts they had 
recorded. This left them feeling ill disposed to record detailed information in the future 
and thus was further implicated in limiting sense making, giving, and reading processes.

This lack of  familiarity with other domains of  knowledge resulted in many employ-
ees experiencing considerable uncertainty about what they required from each other, and 
exactly how they could draw on each other’s expertise. They feared not only that what 
they recorded may be misunderstood but that it might appear stupid or irrelevant to other 
employees, particularly by those in other professional domains. Further, as their use of  
Notes was in addition to their existing activities, many claimed that they did not have the 
time to review and/or contribute to the databases. Indeed, making their activities explicit 
in this way on an on-going basis was alien to most employees who were only typically 
required to account for what they had done when problems arose (Giddens, 1984: 6).

Understood from a practice perspective, overall the framework and the case indicate 
one key challenge pertaining to how knowledge management initiatives typically require 
people to make sense of  the accounts recorded by members of  other professions on shared 
forums and then utilize them in their own activities. The case has indicated that a reliance 
on accounts recorded on discussion forums, in order to collaborate across professional dis-
ciplines, are unlikely to provide a suffi cient insight into the ‘path of  thinking’ or differ-
ent conventions that underpin the logic that other professions draw upon in their practice 
(Schultze, 2000; McDermott, 1999). Sense making, sense giving, and sense reading proc-
esses rest upon the shared practices of  those posting to and reviewing shared databases. 
When practice is not shared then a reliance on refl exively monitoring and making sense 
of  the accounts others have recorded on shared forums will always be limited as they are 
not fully representative of  the histories, activities, and assumptions that underpin their 
formulation. As such, sense giving accounts are only likely to be partial rationalizations 
of  the complexity that underpins their practice (Brown, 1998; Hayes, 2001). This again 
indicates the importance of  recognizing that knowledge cannot be encoded on ITs, and 
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instead is shared through social networks (Hislop et al., 2000). Consequently, for  acting 
and accounting processes to be more productive they will require the ongoing develop-
ment of  social networks and refl exive engagement in joint practice, in addition to solely 
the use of  shared forums (as was the case with the function specifi c databases). This ongo-
ing sense making process provides a basis for people to develop a deeper understanding of  
the assumptions that underpin the work practices and formulation of  accounts recorded 
by members of  different professional groups (Brown, 1998).

Political and normative dimensions participation

This subsection focuses on the ways in which political and normative issues shape the extent 
and nature of  acting and accounting processes. I draw on Hayes and Walsham’s (2000a, 
2000b, 2001) constructs of  political and safe enclaves to do this. Political enclaves describe 
contexts for participation that resemble a public façade, while safe enclaves describe con-
texts for participation that allow for more genuine views and assumptions to be exposed.

Political enclaves. A fi rst important theme pertaining to acting and accounting  processes 
concerns the way senior managers may harness the surveillance capacity that political 
enclaves provide to reinforce their dominant positions (Newell et al., 2000; McKinley, 
2000). Senior managers harnessed the surveillance capacity Notes provided to try to 
ensure that sales reps worked in the ways that they promoted. For example, not long after 
Notes was introduced, the Commercial Director instructed the Notes developer to devise 
a league facility which could indicate centrally how many contact records and strategic 
selling sheets had been completed by each rep. A senior manager would then send out 
electronic messages to fi eld force managers commenting on their reps’ position in the 
league tables. Further, some senior managers would regularly review detailed comments 
and observations that reps had recorded, and contact their area manager if  they thought 
they could be approaching sales or recording contacts better. This confi rmed many of  the 
reps’ suspicions about the intention behind the electronic contact recording and strate-
gic selling databases, namely to increase central surveillance and control. This process of  
surveillance had the effect of  simultaneously increasing the dominance of  senior manage-
ment while reducing the autonomy of  middle managers dealing directly with the sales 
force, which strengthened hierarchical control and reduced trust and co-operation (Pan 
and Scarbrough, 1999; Zack, 1999a; Storck and Hill, 2000).

Such surveillance and control activities infl uenced the extent and nature of  acting and 
accounting processes in Compound UK. When staff  made sense of  their own activities and 
then decided how they would convey (sense giving) this to others, they did this by identifying 
what would be politically and normatively acceptable to senior managers and others that 
may review their accounts. For example, in relation to the contact recording and strategic 
selling databases, even though non-careerist reps saw some of  the use they made of  them 
as being futile, they still felt normatively bound to record a suffi cient amount and in enough 
detail so as to not be identifi ed by senior managers. They felt frustration with their peers for 
having to undertake what they saw as being a futile and time-consuming task.

Similarly on the discussion databases careerist employees harnessed the visibility to indi-
cate to senior managers that they were contributing to the development of  new insights, 
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while also concurring with their views. However, if  non careerist reps disagreed with 
comments posted by senior managers, or those supporting the views of  senior managers, 
 rather than stating this on a database they considered it better not to post their own views. 
Indeed this led to a homogenizing of  views that refl ected those of  senior management. 
Such examples highlight how sense making, giving, and reading processes are inextricably 
interlinked with the political and normative context (McDermott, 1999). Examining the 
latitude which employees have to distance themselves from received wisdom is a funda-
mental challenge for acting and accounting processes (Brown and Duguid, 1991).

In relation to sense making, giving, and reading, such career orientated politicking 
further reinforced the homogenizing of  acting and accounting processes and had cer-
tain implications. For example, careerist reps formulated their activities and accounted 
for them in ways that they thought would meet senior management approval, and hence 
enhance their career prospects. Furthermore, when non-careerist reps made sense of  
the representations others recorded on the cross-functional discussion databases, many 
were aware of  the dominating and careerist undertones that lay behind them. Further 
still, a result of  this politicizing was that many non-careerist employees did not see any 
benefi t to participating in discussions that were dominated by what one rep described as: 
‘ambitious people competing with each other about who could shout the loudest.’ Though 
several studies have made a cursory reference to the importance of  the reward structure 
in knowledge management initiatives, very few have explicitly considered how the career 
reward system can infl uence the shape and nature of  participation. Of  those that have, 
Orlikowski’s (1993) study found that consultants did not make any use of  Lotus Notes as 
it was not associated with either the career or the fi nancial reward structure, while Quinn 
et al. (1996) discovered that modifying the reward structure to emphasize reciprocity was 
vital to the success of  Merrill Lynch’s and NovaCare’s knowledge management initiatives. 
However, neither study highlighted how the visibility that political enclaves provide may 
exacerbate careerist motivations which arise from an individualistic reward structure, and 
how this may assist or hinder knowledge management initiatives. Such an understanding 
thus suggests that accounts of  knowledge management need to be more sensitive to the 
hierarchical, coercive, and competitive nature of  knowledge work (Knights et al., 1993).

Safe enclaves. In contrast, safe enclaves did provide opportunities for productive acting 
and accounting processes (Pan and Scarbrough, 1999; Zack, 1999a; Storck and Hill, 
2000). Some discussion databases were considered to be safe(r) from heavy politicizing 
and careerism. Some non-careerist employees did include themselves in the functional or 
regional specifi c shared databases. On these databases, many non-ambitious reps would 
discuss the ways they had approached sales situations and other areas of  interest that 
they shared. In addition, those employees that had experience of  working with mem-
bers of  other functions would discuss and provide advice to less experienced members of  
their own community on how they could best interact with members of  other functions. 
However, ambitious reps did not make much use of  these local forums, as they viewed 
their time being better spent on career enhancing national discussion forums. In this sense, 
while safe enclaves did provide opportunities for staff  to express their thoughts, and take 
into account the posts of  others (sense reading) in their activities, there were still many 
other employees who did not participate, as they saw their time as being better spent using 
the community wide political enclaves to further their own career aspirations.
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The concept of  safe enclaves suggests that the relative success of  acting and account-
ing processes rested upon several important features. First, they were all domain specifi c, 
which meant that employees felt confi dent that their representations would be understood 
by members of  their own professional domain and that they could easily be made sense 
of  as being genuine. Second, they were all optional, which meant they were not associated 
with the normative control structure. Third, senior managers were not privy to the discus-
sions that occurred on safe enclaves.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ENTERPRISE 2.0 AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Even though E2.0 is still a relatively new technology, many anticipate that it will lead to 
a signifi cant shift in the nature and form of  knowledge sharing (McAfee, 2006). This 
enthusiasm was captured most emphatically by Thomas Davenport (2008) who stated:

If  E2.0 can give KM a mid-life kicker, so much the better. If  a new set of  
technologies can bring about a knowledge-sharing culture, more power to 
them. Knowledge management was getting a little tired anyway.

Proponents claim that E2.0 technologies are easy to use due to everyone’s familiarity 
with posting to and reviewing social networks, blogs, and wikis. McAfee (2006) also claims 
they benefi t from relatively low set up costs as there is no need for sophisticated develop-
ment tools or network infrastructures, nor is there a need for database administrators or 
designers (Whelen, 2007; Warr, 2008). Proponents such as McAfee (2006), based in part 
on the above, claim that this can allow for the potential for new knowledge sharing prac-
tices to emerge. These opportunities derive from its bottom-up orientation which McAfee 
(2006) claims allows for employees being better able to shape the nature and style of  their 
contributions than was previously possible (Gilchrist, 2007). McAfee (2006) further claims 
that this allows employees to feel freer to express their thoughts, views, and knowledge on 
company-wide wikis and blogs than they did on company discussion databases, for exam-
ple. Overall, advocates of  E2.0 technologies claim that they more readily lend themselves 
to becoming a part of  everyday work and, thus, are more representative of  what people 
are doing, and who they are doing it with. Further, by tagging, users are more likely to 
categorize contributions that are related to what they are doing and, thus, result in more 
meaningful search requests and retrievals (McAfee, 2006; Whelen, 2007).

Viewed more critically, and in relation to the case specifi c literature already reviewed, 
such claims are technologically deterministic. Further, while the use of  Web 2.0 technolo-
gies may provide some of  the benefi ts claimed, the use of  such technologies in the form 
of  E2.0 within a specifi c organizational setting will vary greatly. What is lacking is the 
location of  such claims within specifi c organizational contexts. If  we take Orlikowski’s 
(2002) relatively successful case study of  the intranet in Kappa, then we may imagine that 
E2.0 technologies would offer similar and/or new possibilities for knowledge sharing as 
the current intranet system does. However, this possibility would derive primarily from the 
strong identity, the reward scheme, and the fact that knowledge sharing takes place with-
in a specifi c domain of  knowing (Orlikowski, 2002). In Compound UK, one would not 
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anticipate E2.0 technologies necessarily bringing about much change due to the specifi c 
nature of  their socio-political context (Hayes and Walsham, 2001). Why would knowledge 
sharing between professional domains in Compound UK be any more benefi cial with 
E2.0 technology than groupware applications? Why would non careerist reps feel more 
included and thereby post their views on E2.0? Why wouldn’t ambitious reps not write 
blogs and compose wikis to show to their senior managers they are working hard and in 
the ways advocated? Why would a wiki or a blog allow for views not to be homogenized? 
Clearly all of  this is conjecture, but it seems hard to see how E2.0 technologies per se could 
result in signifi cantly different use than the groupware and intranet applications already in 
place. To counter such technologically deterministic accounts what will be fascinating is 
the publication of  a number of  in-depth case studies that explore the possibilities of  such 
technologies in different socio-political contexts. Only then will we better understand if, 
how, and to what extent E2.0 represents old wine in new bottles.

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

This penultimate section draws upon the analysis presented in the previous sections to 
establish guidelines for developers to consider; fi rst, when IT is used to support work 
between communities and, second, for work within communities. The term ‘developers’ is 
a deliberately broad category in order to refer to all those involved in the creation, intro-
duction, and review of  shared forums.

First and foremost, developers need to establish education programs to assist in coun-
tering the diffi culties that have reportedly arisen in relation to acting, accounting, and 
sense-making processes. These programs should aim to provide staff  with an insight into 
the conventions and rationales of  members of  other professional domains and, further-
more, a detailed understanding of  their work practices. To achieve this, the program 
should fi rst consist of  experts from different professional backgrounds making presenta-
tions that outline the typical tasks they perform and the logic that they use to undertake 
their work. They should also present examples of  the different types of  information and 
expertise that they would like members of  other functions to contribute.

Second, to solidify their sense making, giving, and reading processes, participants should 
undertake exercises on the knowledge management application with program partici-
pants from different professional domains, so as to provide them with feedback about how 
they could improve their accounting processes. Third, developers should rebuff  access to 
organization-wide shared databases until they are satisfi ed that each employee’s account-
ing and sense-making processes have reached an adequate level of  competence. Further, 
developers need to develop one-off  programs when there are any signifi cant changes in 
the ways that specifi c professional domains undertake their work, and  especially if  any 
large-scale restructurings take place. Education programs of  this sort will require levels of  
ongoing investment and senior management commitment that is typically not associated 
with groupware implementations (Grudin, 1990), which may be one of  the most diffi cult 
issues to address.

A fi nal guideline for developers to consider is the need for mentors to be assigned to 
less experienced staff. Mentors should be those staff  experienced in working with employ-
ees in the varying professional domains. First, mentors should review the contributions 
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made by less experienced colleagues and advise them how they could better meet the needs 
of  members of  other professions. Second, mentors should assist their charges in making 
sense of  the representations recorded by members of  other professions. Finally, mentors 
should highlight circumstances where in-depth face-to-face interactions may be more ben-
efi cial than relying on representations recorded on the IT.

With regard to E2.0 applications such as wikis and blogs, I would suggest the above 
guidelines would also be relevant. However, in addition I suggest one further norma-
tive guideline relating to education. Orlikowski and Gash (1994) developed the concept of  
technological frames to highlight how it is that people tend to interpret a new technology 
through their existing understandings and experiences of  technology. For example, one 
of  the challenges for groupware has been for users to shift from viewing groupware as an 
individual productivity tool to an application that was put in place to support collabora-
tion (Orlikowski, 1993). With regard to E2.0, while proponents argue that as users are 
already familiar with wikis, blogs, and instant messaging, due to their prior personal and 
recreational use of  the Internet, this may not necessarily be advantageous. Making sense 
of  how to use E2.0 within a specifi c organizational context through a Web 2.0 technologi-
cal frame may be problematical (Warr, 2008). For example, how will prior experiences of  
writing an Internet blog about a particular interest or hobby help in their understandings 
of  posting to a work related audience? Would the same style of  writing be relevant and if  
not what would be? What content should they post? How much practice will those read-
ing their post share with them? Will the requirements and conditions for sense making, 
giving, and reading be substantially different to those relevant to a Web 2.0 technological 
frame? Secondly, the vast majority of  people merely read and review the posts of  others 
on wikis and blogs rather than contribute to them. Thus, an E2.0 technological frame will 
require a change in expectations if  people are also to contribute. I suggest that under-
standing if  and how technological frames shift following the introduction of  E2.0 will be 
vital to shaping the extent and nature of  sense making, sense giving, and sense reading 
activities. Understanding the changes to technological frames, I would suggest, is likely to 
be an important feature of  an E2.0 specifi c education program.

In relation to countering the diffi culties arising from political and normative issues, 
due to the complexity that surrounds how the political and normative context is continu-
ally produced and reproduced, generating guidelines in the relatively prescriptive form 
described so far in this subsection is more diffi cult. However, there are several issues relat-
ing to the symbolism that senior managers exhibit in their on-going use of  shared discus-
sion forums that organizations should bear in mind. Senior managers need to recognize 
that when people account for their activities on shared forums they endeavor to do so in a 
way that they deem to be politically and normatively acceptable to senior managers. They 
do this by continually monitoring the use that senior managers have made of  the discus-
sion forums. This will include the consistency of  the tone and nature of  views recorded, 
how the visibility that the technology provides has been harnessed to monitor and control 
their subordinates’ practice, which discussion forums they have participated in or utilized, 
and their conduct and directives outside the discussion forums. It is important for senior 
managers to recognize that when the symbolism they exhibit leads to participation in dis-
cussion forums being of  a highly political nature many staff  will exclude themselves from 
participating in those forums that they consider to be normatively optional. Furthermore, 
it is also worth noting that sense-making processes are highly dependent on the history of  
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previous organizational restructurings in specifi c contexts, which are often associated with 
increased workloads and new forms of  control, rather than valuing professional auton-
omy. Finally, the above political issues need to be considered carefully when modifying 
the career or fi nancial reward structure to emphasize reciprocity, as has been suggested in 
several previous studies (Zack, 1999a; Pan and Scarbrough, 1999), to analyze how this is 
likely to affect different forms of  careerist and non-careerist activity.

Such implications are also relevant to E2.0 technologies. One could imagine in 
Compound UK, for example, that the tags chosen by staff  will refl ect those contributions 
that are provided by senior managers in an organization rather than necessarily tagging 
the most read or best contributions to a blog or a wiki. Further, one would expect commu-
nications via an instant messenger to be directed at those senior in the organization just 
as the introduction of  email led to senior managers receiving large numbers of  messages 
from ambitious staff  who wanted to be ‘seen’ by their superiors. Further, in many organ-
izations, the motivations for contributing to wikis and blogs would also be to politicize 
rather than merely to post on a blog contributions that were necessarily conceived of  as 
being useful to others. In Kappa, such uses of  E2.0 may not have arisen. Thus, I consider 
that the shape and nature of  sense making, giving, and reading processes relating to E2.0 
will be inextricably interlinked with the organization’s political and normative context.

CONCLUSION

ITs such as groupware, the intranet, repositories, discussion forums, and E2.0 are likely 
to continue to have an ever-increasing role to play in knowledge management initiatives 
as they provide a way to record, store, and access textual accounts of  people’s activities. 
This allows for them to be made accessible regardless of  time or location. This chapter 
has argued for a relational view of  knowledge, and has highlighted some of  the diffi cul-
ties that arise from adopting a content view of  knowledge management, and, specifi cally, 
adopting a technologically deterministic approach. From a relational perspective, knowl-
edge cannot be conceived of  as being an entity that can be possessed, codifi ed, organized, 
and shared in the same way that data and information have been in the past. Instead, 
I have highlighted the importance for both academics and practitioners to view  knowledge 
as being socially embedded and inseparable from practice.

Specifi cally I have offered the concepts of  acting and accounting processes as a lens 
to think through the sense making, sense giving, and sense reading processes that take 
place as people are engaged in sharing knowledge through technology such as groupware. 
I have indicated that what is represented on the screen is merely a snapshot, refl ecting 
an author’s sense-making, giving, and reading abilities which are necessarily limited and 
inseparable from his or her own historical and social locations of  practice. Furthermore, 
I have illustrated how the nature and extent of  knowledge sharing is infl uenced by and 
infl uences each professional domain’s socio-political context. I have also drawn on the les-
sons from the literature, the case, and the conceptual framework to consider how and if  
these issues may differ with regard to E2.0 technology.

Overall, I suggest that there are three important priorities for future research on the 
role of  IT in knowledge management initiatives to consider. First, to examine sense-
 making, giving, and reading activities so as to better understand the activating and acting 
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processes that take place as people make use of  IT when working across diverse profes-
sional domains. Second, I suggest that future studies should also address how the use of  
ITs maintain or change the political and normative context, and what implications for 
knowledge working arise. Finally, I would suggest that future studies could contribute to 
considering how these lessons can be understood in the context of  the development of  
new information technologies such as E2.0.
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Knowledge Management: 

Process, Practice, and Web 2.0

MARYAM ALAVI AND JAMES S. DENFORD1

ABSTRACT

In this chapter, we review the potential role of  Web 2.0 in supporting knowledge creation 
and acquisition, storage and retrieval, transfer and sharing, and integration and application 
in the context of  communities and networks of  practice. We categorize applications based 
on their relative support to two key Web 2.0 principles. The fi rst is that data is the new 
‘Intel Inside,’ leading to the category of  content publication platforms, where the content 
is supported by the social network. This category captures tools such as blogs, multimedia 
aggregators, and wikis. A second core concept is to leverage network effects, leading to 
the category of  social media platforms, where the social network is supported by content. 
This category includes social tagging, synthetic worlds, and social networking software. We 
illustrate each category with cases and identify how different Web 2.0 platforms enable 
both knowledge management process and practice. Finally, we suggest a future evolution-
ary path of  knowledge management-supporting technology through enterprise mash-ups 
and Web 3.0.

INTRODUCTION

Organizational knowledge management is a broad and multi-faceted topic involving 
socio-cultural, organizational, behavioral, and technical dimensions. Subsumed under the 
knowledge management rubric is a large set of  behavioral strategies (e.g. learning organ-
ization and communities of  practice), information-based approaches (e.g. best practices 

1 The authors would like to acknowledge the contribution of  Amrit Tiwana to an earlier version of  
this chapter.
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and competitive intelligence), and technologies (e.g. data mining and knowledge reposi-
tories). Knowledge and knowledge management are not new phenomena. Organizations 
are continuously engaged in the creation or acquisition, accumulation, and application 
of  knowledge. According to Penrose (1959), the accumulation of  knowledge is built into 
the very nature of  fi rms. In the 1990s emphasis on organizational knowledge and knowl-
edge management increased among researchers and practitioners. This can be attributed 
to several factors including globalization of  the economy and markets, volatility of  busi-
ness and competitive environments, and a trend toward knowledge-intensive products and 
services as well as rapid progress in information technologies (Alavi, 2000).

Effective knowledge management in organizations involves a combination of  tech-
nological and social elements. Considering the pervasiveness and advances in informa-
tion technologies, this chapter focuses on the technological components of  knowledge 
management and the potential relationships between technical and social dimensions. 
This focus is based on the premise that large-scale knowledge management initiatives in 
complex organizational settings can be enhanced and facilitated through the application 
of  advanced information technologies. In fact, it can be argued that the availability and 
ubiquity of  certain new technologies such as Web 2.0 tools and high-speed mobile com-
munications can expand, facilitate, and expedite organizational knowledge management.

In this chapter, we fi rst provide a perspective on organizations as knowledge systems 
and describe the four underlying knowledge management processes: knowledge crea-
tion, knowledge storage and retrieval, knowledge transfer, and knowledge application. 
We then present an overview of  various categories of  Web 2.0 technologies and present 
case examples of  their applications in support of  knowledge management processes in 
organizations.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN ORGANIZATIONS

We adopt the knowledge management framework developed by Alavi and Leidner (2001), 
which is based on the view of  organizations as knowledge systems that include four knowl-
edge processes: creation, storage and retrieval, transfer, and application. With over 600 
academic citations at the time of  this writing, this framework has received considerable 
research support and remains valid in the current environment, though we incorporate 
refi nements to the processes based on evolution of  the knowledge management literature. 
In addition to the process view, we also adopt the view of  practice, particularly in terms of  
Brown and Duguid’s communities of  practice (1991) and networks of  practice (2000).

Knowledge management processes

The knowledge-based view postulates that fi rms exist because it is diffi cult to generate, trans-
fer, and apply all the required types of  knowledge via markets. Thus, fi rms can be viewed as 
systems created for creating, storing and retrieving, transferring and sharing, and applying 
the knowledge required for development and delivery of  products and/or services. Some 
authors (Sambamurthy and Subramani, 2005; Takeishi, 2001; Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 
1997) have considered the processes of  knowledge creation, storage and retrieval, transfer, 
and application to be core and fundamental organizational capabilities. These processes, 
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briefl y described below, provide a target of  opportunity for the application of  Web 2.0 tech-
nologies for facilitating and enhancing organizational knowledge management.

Knowledge creation process. Knowledge creation refers to the development of  ‘new’ organi-
zational know-how and capability (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka and Nishiguchi, 2001). There 
are two approaches to organizational knowledge creation: (1) generating new knowledge 
inside the organization and (2) acquiring it from external sources. Knowledge originates 
within individuals or social systems (groups of  individuals) (Alavi, 2000) and can take the 
form of  a cycle of  socialization, externalization, combination, and internalization (Nonaka, 
1994). Some organizations allocate dedicated resources to the knowledge creation process. 
A useful example is employee training and development programs that aim to generate 
knowledge at the individual level. Another example is the establishment of  units or groups 
(e.g. research and development departments) for the purpose of  creating new knowledge. 
At the individual level, knowledge is created through cognitive processes such as refl ection 
and learning. Social systems (i.e. groups) generate knowledge through collaborative inter-
actions and joint problem solving. Information technology (IT) can thus play a role in the 
knowledge creation process through its support of  the individual’s access to existing knowl-
edge sources as well as support of  collaborative interactions among individuals.

Knowledge creation can be viewed as an activity that occurs inside the organization to 
generate new knowledge, whereas knowledge acquisition is focused on assimilating existing 
knowledge from outside the organization (Huber, 1991). The knowledge is ‘new’ to the 
organization and is appropriated to meet the fi rm’s knowledge requirements (von Krogh, 
Nonaka, and Aben, 2001). This differentiation can be important, as some organizations 
may, in fact, prefer externally-acquired knowledge to that which is internally generated 
(Menon and Pfeffer, 2003). Tasks involved in knowledge acquisition include searching for, 
sourcing, and grafting of  knowledge (King, 2007).

Knowledge storage and retrieval process. Knowledge storage and retrieval refers to development 
of  organizational memory (i.e. stocks of  organizational knowledge) and the means for 
accessing its content. We can identify two types of  organizational memory: internal and 
external. Internal memory refers to the stocks of  knowledge that reside within the indi-
vidual or groups of  individuals in an organization. Internal organizational memory as 
defi ned here consists of  individuals’ skills as well as the organizational culture (Walsh and 
Ungson, 1991). External memories contain codifi ed and explicit organizational knowledge, 
and include formal policies and procedure, and manual and computer fi les. The develop-
ment of  external memory in organizations involves three key activities: (1) determining the 
knowledge content of  the memory; (2) determining the sources of  the content and specify-
ing the means of  collecting the targeted knowledge; and (3) developing the content of  the 
external memory and specifying the means of  accessing its content. Most IT initiatives for 
the creation of  organizational memory have focused on the third activity, the development 
of  the external and explicit knowledge stocks and mechanisms for retrieval of  the contents.

Knowledge transfer and sharing process. While knowledge transfer and sharing have been used 
interchangeably, it is possible to differentiate the two concepts. Knowledge transfer takes a 
source-and-recipient view and can be defi ned as ‘the communication of  knowledge from 
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a source so that it is learned and applied by a recipient’ (Ko, Kirsch, and King, 2005: 62). 
The knowledge transfer process involves the transmission of  knowledge from the initial 
location to where it is needed and is applied. Although the concept of  knowledge transfer 
is simple, its execution in organizational settings is not. This is because organizations often 
do not know what they know, and often possess weak systems for locating and transmitting 
different forms of  knowledge within their various locations (Huber, 1991). The lack of  abil-
ity to transfer existing knowledge to the point of  application is a key detriment to organiza-
tions’ realization of  the full value of  their knowledge assets (Argote and Ingram, 2000).

In contrast to the source-and-recipient view of  knowledge transfer, knowledge sharing is 
more concerned with ‘the collective character of  knowledge emerging from interaction 
and dialogue among individuals’ (Renzl, 2008: 207). While knowledge transfer involves 
purposeful communication of  knowledge in a known dyad, knowledge sharing is less-
focused on dissemination, often involving repositories or unknown recipients (King, 2007). 
As opposed to knowledge transfer, knowledge sharing involves trust and community inter-
est (Wasko and Faraj, 2000), as well as politics and self-interest (Hayes, 2011), and hence 
knowledge sharing is the more socially-oriented term.

We can identify three modes of  knowledge exchange in organizations: (1) exchange of  
knowledge between individuals; (2) exchange between individuals and knowledge reposi-
tories (e.g. downloading a report from a document repository, or developing a report and 
storing it in a document repository); and (3) exchange among existing knowledge reposi-
tories (e.g. using RSS feeds to transfer pre-specifi ed knowledge items among existing 
knowledge repositories). The use of  the term exchange is intentional, as each of  these 
modes can take the form of  knowledge transfer or sharing. Considering the various modes 
of  knowledge transfer and sharing, we can identify two models of  IT applications in this 
area: the network model and the knowledge stock model. The network model focuses on 
facilitating person-to-person sharing of  knowledge via establishing digital links between 
them. The stock model, on the other hand, focuses on the electronic transfer of  codifi ed 
knowledge to, from, and between computerized knowledge repositories.

Knowledge application process. Knowledge application refers to the use of  knowledge for deci-
sion making, problem solving, and coordination by individuals and groups in organiza-
tions. Knowledge in and of  itself  does not produce organizational value. Its application 
for taking effective action does. On the other hand, absorption and application of  ‘new’ 
knowledge by individuals is complex. For example, work in the area of  individual cogni-
tion and knowledge structures has demonstrated that, in most cases, individuals in organi-
zational settings enact cognitive processes (problem solving and decision making) with little 
attention and by invoking only pre-existing knowledge and cognitive ‘routines’ (Gioia and 
Pool, 1984). While this tendency leads to a reduction in cognitive load and is therefore an 
effective strategy for dealing with individual cognitive limitations, it creates a barrier to the 
search for and application of  new knowledge in organizations. Thus, IT tools that facili-
tate knowledge application can potentially lead to signifi cant organizational value.

We contend that Web 2.0 technologies provide a platform for enhancing organization-
al knowledge management by providing a ‘fi eld’ for support of  the timing, scope, depth, 
dynamics, and effi ciency of  the underlying knowledge management processes described 
here. In the next section, we provide a complement to the process view through the lens 
of  practice.
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Knowledge management practice

Brown and Duguid (1991) argue that work practice must be examined and understood in 
context, as abstractions of  it distort and obscure its true form. Therefore, knowledge can 
be best understood by examining how it is used in practice (Brown and Duguid, 2001). 
The idea of  knowledge management practice is not, however, antithetical to knowledge 
management process, as both are focused on linking sources of  knowledge to deepen and 
widen knowledge fl ows within organizations (Alavi and Leidner, 1999).

Communities of  practice. Communities of  practice are individuals sharing common  interests 
and the desire to learn from and contribute to a community with their knowledge and 
experiences (Lave and Wenger, 1991). They are characterized by their knowledge- sharing 
orientation, self-organizing nature, self-selective membership, and value proposition 
grounded in knowledge exchange (Smith and McKeen, 2002). In essence, they are an 
organizational expression of  individuals’ need to interact naturally with others who share 
their common understanding of  practice (Plaskoff, 2003).

The process of  internalizing explicit knowledge can be arduous for an individual, 
therefore mechanisms to assist this process should develop in organizations. Refl ecting this 
need, some benefi ts of  communities of  practice include: decreasing the learning curve (as 
they allow new members to fi nd experts and discover fi rm rules); reducing rework (as they 
encourage fi nding artifacts, their developers and their context); and increasing innova-
tion (by leveraging weak ties, building safe environments to test new ideas, and generating 
common interests) (Lesser and Storck, 2001).

Refl ecting their self-organizing and regulating nature, communities of  practice tend 
to fail when mandated or forced (Wenger and Snyder, 2000). However, the benefi ts for 
encouraging them are substantial, as organizational learning is greatly enhanced by pro-
viding individuals with access to relevant communities of  practice (Brown and Duguid, 
1991). One of  the primary methods to cultivate communities of  practice is to provide the 
infrastructure required to support them (Wenger and Snyder, 2000). Within communities 
of  practice, features of  work practice include narration, which adds meaning to sparse 
corporate direction and accumulates knowledge; collaboration, which supports groups 
assembling to face diffi cult problems; and social construction, which develops a commu-
nity identity and shared situational understanding (Brown and Duguid, 1991). Tools to 
support communities of  practice should, therefore, provide support to these features.

As memberships in communities of  practice are self-selected, they are based on inter-
est and not solely expertise (Wasko and Faraj, 2000). This greatly widens the participa-
tion base in comparison to the development of  expert systems (Lado and Zhang, 1998). 
Therefore, a signifi cant challenge and opportunity for knowledge management is the use 
of  peers in place of  experts in the evaluation and refi nement of  knowledge (King, 2007). 
Cho, Chung, King, and Shunn (2008) demonstrated that multiple peers can, in fact, be 
more effective than experts in refi ning knowledge that will be used by their other peers. 
Again, tools supporting these communities should refl ect the value of  the knowledge of  
individual community members.

Networks of  practice. Brown and Duguid (2000) identify communities of  practice as being 
tightly-knit where face-to-face communication is the norm. In contrast, networks of  
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 practice can be conceived as geographically-dispersed but interest-linked individuals who 
share practice but do not necessarily meet face-to-face (Brown and Duguid, 2001). While 
both have shared practice at their core, communities of  practice and networks of  prac-
tice can be seen to exist at different points on a continuum of  strength of  ties, where the 
former are stronger than the latter (Wasko and Teigland, 2004). The weak ties in networks 
of  practice are very important for exposure to new ideas which can lead to knowledge 
creation (Robertson, Swan, and Newell, 1996).

By defi nition, networks of  practice rely on digital links to establish self-organizing, 
open activity systems focused on a shared practice (Wasko and Faraj, 2005: 37) and com-
mon interest. This defi nition leads to differentiation of  networks of  practice from other 
structural arrangements (e.g. project teams) in four key areas (Wasko and Teigland, 2004). 
First, self-organization and voluntary participation allow for a range of  activities, in con-
trast to expected participation in work groups or teams. Second, open participation means 
any individual may use or contribute to the network, which is different from other social 
structures where membership is limited. Third, as an activity system focused on shared 
practice, the value of  the network is in the exchange of  knowledge through mutual inter-
action, which can be contrasted with static document repositories or databases. Fourth, 
the primary use of  digital links means members of  the network are unlikely to know one 
another well, which is differentiated from close knit communities of  practice. Networks of  
practice are important to this discussion as they represent an environment in which Web 
2.0 technologies are applied for support of  knowledge management practice.

In the next section, we provide an overview of  key Web 2.0 technologies, describe their 
role in support of  organizational knowledge management processes and practice, and 
demonstrate their applications through case examples.

THE ROLE OF WEB 2.0 TECHNOLOGIES IN SUPPORT 
OF ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Web 2.0 is the business revolution in the computer industry caused by the move to the internet as 
platform, and an attempt to understand the rules for success on that new platform. Chief  among 
those rules is this: Build applications that harness network effects to get better the more people 
use them.

(O’Reilly, 2006)

Coined by Tim O’Reilly (2005), the term Web 2.0 refers to applications that facili-
tate interactive information sharing, interoperatibility, and collaboration on the World 
Wide Web (Wikipedia.org). Web 2.0 has also been defi ned as ‘the philosophy of  mutually 
maximizing collective intelligence and added value for each participant by formalized and 
dynamic information sharing and creation’ (Hoegg, Martignoni, Meckel, and Stanoevska-
Slabeva, 2006: 13). Each of  these defi nitions focuses more on participation than technol-
ogy. The linkage between knowledge management and Web 2.0 can be seen in the shift 
from process and stand-alone systems to network and collaboration.

A decade ago, we could identify specifi c types of  systems that were designed to sup-
port individual knowledge processes. Knowledge management systems (KMS) can have 
core functionality that supports the coding and sharing of  documents in repositories, the 
development of  knowledge directories, and the creation of  knowledge networks (Alavi and 
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Leidner, 2001). Refl ecting the four knowledge processes, Alavi and Tiwana (2003) speci-
fi ed ITs supporting them in Table 6.1.

McAfee (2006) described knowledge management-supporting IT at the time as being 
comprised of  channels and platforms. Channels encompassed technologies including 
e-mail and instant-messaging, where the audience was small or unique and the distribu-
tion of  knowledge was limited. Platforms encompassed intranets or enterprise portals, and 
while the knowledge was highly visible and shared, it was generally created by a small 
group of  gatekeepers. Channels were generally used more than platforms (Davenport, 
2005). In addition, there has been an evolution away from static integrative IT arti-
facts, such as document management systems, expert systems, and workfl ow systems, to 
 dynamic interactive IT artifacts, such as social networking tools, blogs, and wikis (Hayes, 
2011). Today, elements of  Web 2.0 technologies span the four knowledge processes and 
encompass the power of  communities and networks.

In a Delphi study of  KMS requirements, Nevo and Chan (2007) identifi ed desirable 
capabilities, based upon the four knowledge management processes. First, incorporation 
of  appropriate incentives for knowledge contribution is desirable for creation. Second, 
storage and retrieval should include multimedia capabilities, content management func-
tionality, and a central repository, and enable easy and fast access to knowledge. Third, 
transfer and sharing should also include multimedia, report generation, and presentation 
functionality, and enable collaboration and knowledge sharing. Finally, a customizable 
interface and a ‘push’ strategy for knowledge were desirable for knowledge application. 
These ideal KMS capabilities mirror those available through many Web 2.0 technologies, 
which we will explore in the remainder of  this chapter.

A common characteristic of  all Web 2.0 platforms is their dynamic content, networked 
structure, and online edits, compared to static content, hierarchical structure, and control-
led change of  earlier Web content. A challenge in traditional KMS is the lack of  social 
context surrounding both the content and individuals providing or seeking it (Parise, 
2009). In contrast, Web 2.0 technologies support knowledge management by interlink-
ing the conversations that sustain communities through user-friendly technological tools 
(Kosonen and Kianto, 2009). Levy (2009) compared Web 2.0 and KM principals, fi nding 
a high degree of  correlation between the two. Platform orientation, value of  networks, 
services development, individual participation, collective knowledge, and content as core 
are all principles that apply in both domains.

We have chosen to highlight two of  the most prominent concepts of  Web 2.0 as they 
relate to knowledge management in order to structure this chapter. One of  the core concepts 

Table 6.1 Knowledge management processes

Creation Storage and Retrieval Transfer Application

IT tools E-learning

Collaboration 
support systems

Data warehousing 
and data mining 

Repositories

Communication 
support systems

Enterprise infor-
mation portals

Expert systems  

Decision sup-
port systems
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of  Web 2.0 espoused by O’Reilly (2006) is that data is the new ‘Intel Inside,’ indicating 
that the value resides in content rather than structure or infrastructure. Refl ecting the value 
of  content over form, Web 2.0 tools are generally easy-to-use, lightweight, and primarily 
open-source, lowering barriers-to-entry to participation (Parameswaran and Whinston, 2007). 
A second core concept noted in the defi nition (O’Reilly, 2006), is to leverage network effects.

While all Web 2.0 tools support both concepts by defi nition, we have grouped several 
tools into categories, depending on whether they are platforms that support one  concept 
more than the other. The fi rst category we term content publication platforms, where the 
content is supported by the social network, capturing tools such as blogs, multimedia 
aggregators, and wikis. The second category we term social media platforms, where the social 
network is supported by content, including social tagging, synthetic worlds, and social net-
working software. The term ‘platforms’ is specifi cally used, refl ecting the goal of  Web 2.0 
to view the Internet as a platform and differentiating them from point-to-point channels.

Content publication platforms

We defi ne content publication platforms as Web 2.0 tools whose primary characteristic 
is adherence to the principle of  data being the next ‘Intel Inside.’ Networks’ effects are 
key components to their success; however, the content and the structuring of  interaction 
around it place the network in an enabling role. In this section, we look briefl y at two con-
tent publication platforms—blogs and multimedia content sites—before examining wikis 
in greater detail.

Weblogs, or blogs, are personally authored web pages in reverse chronological order, 
using specialized blogging software to simplify the publication task for end users (Wagner 
and Bolloju, 2005). As blogs are chronological, the content is rarely edited and simply 
accretes, often with critical content being referenced or brought-forward to be rein-
forced. A wide range of  open-source software, primarily PHP or Perl-based, is available 
to support blogs, as are many blog websites, such as Blogger, Wordpress, or LiveJournal. 
Blogs tend to be authored by single users and hence often will present the personal view 
of  the author (Wagner and Majchrzak, 2006). Specifi c types of  blogs can include per-
sonal journals, commentaries on other websites, and knowledge logs (Herring, Scheidt, 
Bonus, and Wright, 2004). In its aggregate form, the proliferation of  blogs is known as the 
blogosphere, which expanded rapidly in the early 2000s (Kumar, Novak, Raghavan, and 
Tomkins, 2004).

Blogs have been identifi ed as supporting both knowledge processes and communities. 
Following Nonaka, Toyama, and Konno’s (2000) work on the concept of  ba, Martin-
Niemi and Greatbanks (2010) suggest that the blogosphere acts as a knowledge creation 
space. As blogs are also storage mechanisms for individuals’ knowledge, Wagner and 
Bolloju (2005) suggest that they can be ‘harvested’ for innovation communities, linking 
this Web 2.0 tool to the knowledge storage and retrieval process. Firms such as IBM have 
demonstrated how blogs can be used to encourage employees to share their knowledge 
(Razmerita, Kirchner, and Sudzina, 2009). Recognition as an expert and its consequent 
generation of  social capital is a key component in developing these knowledge sharing 
communities (Huysman and Wulf, 2006). Blogs have been suggested as a component of  
decentralized, informal knowledge management that can, with appropriate metadata, be 
navigated and their knowledge retrieved (Cayzer, 2004). Finally, as the blogosphere can 
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be navigated through interest-based linkages between blogs (Kumar et al., 2004), it can be 
seen as developing and supporting networks of  practice.

While blogs and wikis can be viewed as conversational technologies supporting knowl-
edge management through the written word (Wagner and Bolloju, 2005), there are other 
Web 2.0 tools supporting a range of  other media types. A core application for these tools 
is podcasting, which enables the sharing of  audio and video on a range of  devices. The 
term ‘podcasting’ comes from a fusion of  the ubiquitous Apple iPod with broadcasting 
(Crofts, Dilley, Fox, Retsema, and Williams, 2005). The technology allows the user to 
decouple the content from the producer’s channel and gain more control over the media, 
allowing for a proliferation of  content sources through multiple channels. Many special-
ized websites—multimedia aggregators—support this proliferation of  media, including 
YouTube.com for video, Last.fm for music, and Flickr.com for pictures.

Multimedia aggregators have an important role to play in knowledge management of  
non-textual information. With many contributors throughout the world, YouTube has 
been effective in sharing knowledge without constraints of  censorship, such as political 
speeches being posted, commented on, taken down, and reposted providing a forum for 
public discourse (Parameswaran and Whinston, 2007). Podcasts are an effective mecha-
nism for transferring knowledge in the form of  the spoken word, which previously had 
been confi ned to its point of  origin or tightly controlled channels (Crofts, Dilley, Fox, 
Retsema, and Williams, 2005). As a repository for non-textual information, with proper 
metadata, these sites support oral and visual capture of  content and support knowledge 
storage and retrieval processes. Finally, multimedia content sites are more than mere stor-
age as they create communities through the tagging of  media, the following of  key con-
tributors, and the generation of  comments.

Content in blogs and multimedia aggregators is contributed individually and, in spite of  
comments by others, remains the unique contribution of  the author. In contrast, wikis are 
content publication platforms that form a collaborative contribution of  the community.

Wikis Wiki is the Hawaiian word for ‘quick’ or ‘fast.’ When Ward Cunningham invented 
the fi rst wiki in 1995, his intent was to publish information rapidly and collaboratively 
on the Internet in a form that was the simplest online database that could possibly work. 
Leuf  and Cunningham (2001) defi ned a wiki as ‘a freely expandable collection of  inter-
linked Web pages, a hypertext system for storing and modifying information—a database 
where each page is easily editable by any user with a forms-capable Web browser client’ 
(2001: 14). Characteristics of  wikis include their collective authorship, instant publication, 
extent of  versioning, and simplicity of  authorship (Prasarnphanich and Wagner, 2009). In 
contrast to the one-to-many monologue form of  most blogs, wikis exhibit a many-to-many 
dialogue form, where participation is more equal (Wagner and Bolloju, 2005).

Stemming from these characteristics, the advantages of  wikis include their ease of  use, 
ability to act as a central repository of  information, tracking and revision features, encour-
agement of  collaboration between organizations, potential to solve the issue of  information 
overload by e-mail, and development of  a trusting culture (Grace, 2009). As they represent 
the collective knowledge of  a community, wikis are suitable for maintaining best practices 
within the community (Wagner and Bolloju, 2005). Given wikis’ open and dynamic nature, 
the key success factor in wiki adoption for fi rms appears to be a corporate culture that values 
collaboration, is less hierarchical, and recognizes innovation (Wagner and Majchrzak, 2006).
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In comparison to the chronological nature of  blogs, wikis are organized by topic. 
Therefore, unlike blogs which append material to older contributions or comment on 
those contributions, contributions to wikis are added directly to the existing body of  
knowledge. One of  the concerns with wikis is their inherent openness, so trust is vital 
within a wiki community (Raman, 2006). Refl ecting this openness and need for trust, 
wikis have been described both as a technology and the social norms that surround its use 
(Prasarnphanich and Wagner, 2009). Functionally, anyone can create a new wiki page, 
add or edit content in an existing wiki page, and delete content within a page, without any 
prior knowledge or skills in editing and publishing on the Web (Raman, 2006). This tech-
nical format requires a supporting social system, which can be described as wiki-etiquette 
or ‘the Wiki way’ (Prasarnphanich and Wagner, 2009). These social norms and supporting 
social system are key components to the network of  practice enabled by the wiki.

An example of  the ‘wiki way’ taking hold in a company can be found in IBM, where 
more than 2000 internal wikis are created and maintained by over 20,000 employees 
(Wagner and Majchrzak, 2006). The introduction of  wikis was not planned, as they were 
often user initiated without the knowledge of  IT management, but were embraced by the 
company. There appeared to be recognition that the communities and networks of  prac-
tice that were supported by wikis were a valuable asset to the fi rm. The use of  wikis is now 
well established at IBM, as individuals previously on wiki-enabled projects initiate wikis on 
their new projects. This degree of  use has been made practical by the implementation of  
a wiki-appliance that creates a new wiki with a single click.

One of  the key applications of  wikis in IBM is in developer networks (Wagner and 
Majchrzak, 2006). Two critical problems with documentation reported by IBM include 
an inability to locate it and the fact that it quickly becomes inaccurate. One senior man-
ager noted that documentation located in a team repository in Lotus Notes or on a shared 
drive often gets forgotten, whereas a wiki can be quickly located. Similarly, documentation 
is frequently inaccurate and diffi cult to update; however, with a wiki it is possible for a 
developer to modify the contents if  an inaccuracy is found. Wikis in this context support 
storage and retrieval of  knowledge for IBM.

Another application is client-facing wikis, with the goal of  creating customer communi-
ties. IBM has been a leader in creating policies for this application, guiding employees’ use 
of  wikis with few unbreakable rules (such as non-disclosure of  fi nancials or unannounced 
product developments) and the aim to refl ect IBM’s knowledge and skills while adding 
value for the customer. Working within these guidelines, the IBM staff  is able to engage 
with clients in creating a collaborative environment for the creation and acquisition of  
new knowledge.

Wikis have been found to be successful in supporting a range of  knowledge manage-
ment processes. In a study of  the use of  a wiki to structure the learning environment of  a 
course in knowledge management, students found that wikis improved collaboration and 
the quality of  work and were effective tools for knowledge creation (Chu, 2008). Openly 
shared collaborative writing, as supported by wikis, has been identifi ed as a new form of  
collaborative knowledge creation (Wagner and Bolloju, 2005), which is primarily due to 
the instant publication of  new knowledge (Wagner and Majchrzak, 2006). Additionally, 
considering Nonaka’s (1994) SECI spiral, a wiki user can externalize his or her knowl-
edge, see it instantly combined with other knowledge, and have it internalized by another 
wiki user, who can socialize it with his or her peers. Wagner and Bolloju (2005) identify 
that best practice communities can benefi t from wikis, suggesting they are strongly  related 
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to the knowledge sharing process. This was supported in the knowledge management 
course study where students could read, amend, and comment on their peers’ work (Chu, 
2008). Storage and retrieval processes are enabled by capturing the current document and 
all previous versions, and by the use of  built-in search tools. Wiki structure of  forward 
and backward links assists in retrieval as the wiki can be navigated from any start point 
(Wagner and Majchrzak, 2006).

Wikis are ideal Web 2.0 tools as they exemplify the leveraging of  network effects of  
communities. The basis of  the success of  wikis as a tool for knowledge management can 
be found in Surowieki’s The Wisdom of  Crowds (2004), where the consensus judgment of  a 
large group of  inexpert individuals (the crowd) can be superior to that of  any individual 
member of  the crowd or even an expert assessor. Supporting the network effects point 
of  view, one study found that new articles tend to be written by different authors from 
the articles to which they are linked; hence the scalability of  wikis is limited less by the 
capacity of  individual contributors than by the size of  the contributor pool (Spinellis and 
Louridas, 2008). Similarly, the age of  a wiki is both an indicator and a contributing factor 
to its sustainability (Majchrzak, Wagner, and Yates, 2006). The longer a wiki exists, the 
more frequently it is accessed, both by lurkers and active participants, and hence the more 
likely it will be to continue.

Wikis are also exemplars of  electronic networks of  practice tools, as the underlying fac-
tors in the benefi ts generated from wikis are based primarily on the participants’ belief  in, 
capacity of, and reliance on collaboration (Majchrzak et al., 2006). Collaborative motiva-
tions for wiki contribution appear to outweigh individualistic ones (Prasarnphanich and 
Wagner, 2009; Wasko and Faraj, 2000). Even so, there are strong individual benefi ts to be 
achieved by participation in corporate wikis that include: enhancing reputation, making 
work easier, and helping improve organizational processes (Majchrzak et al., 2006).

The combination of  collaborative motivation and individual benefi ts makes for a resilient 
form of  organizational knowledge management, particularly from the point of  view of  use 
and misuse. While open wikis have been subject to misrepresentation as a form of  attack, 
internal corporate wikis or closed community-based ones are likely to have minimal malfea-
sance due to their more focused use (Denning, Horning, Parnas, and Weinstein, 2005).

Nonetheless, organizational wikis, as they often include proprietary corporate knowledge, 
have to balance between openness and access control to ensure that critical  knowledge is 
protected (Wagner and Majchrzak, 2006).

Of  the content publication platforms—blogs, multimedia aggregators, and wikis—the 
last may be the most reliant on network effects to be effective, but content is still the core. 
In the next section, we examine social media platforms, where the exploitation of  network 
effects is paramount.

Social media platforms

We defi ne social media platforms as Web 2.0 tools whose primary characteristic is the 
exploitation of  network effects. It is not that content is unimportant, but rather that in 
this grouping it is the social network that is being supported by content. In this section, 
we look briefl y at two social media platforms—social tagging and virtual worlds—before 
examining social networking software in more detail.

Collaborative or social tagging and bookmarking are mechanisms for communities 
to share bookmarks of  Internet resources. Tags and bookmarks are individual metadata 
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linked to a particular web-page, and as such are not content themselves but paths between 
content. Tags can be public or private, supporting either the collective or personal naviga-
tion of  content. Traditional tagging requires users to apply a predefi ned set of  hierarchical 
terms that often takes the form of  a centrally defi ned taxonomy. In comparison, col-
laborative tagging allows individual users to tag content and create connections between 
pages that share something in common (Levy, 2009). A folksonomy is the term coined by 
Thomas Vander Wal to refer to this aggregation of  tags, combining the concepts of  peo-
ple (folk) and taxonomy (Smith, 2004).

Tags refl ect individual users’ schema of  knowledge and the aggregation of  this meta-
data is the main benefi t of  collaborative tagging to knowledge management. Similar to the 
convergence seen in wikis through the collective application of  judgment, collaborative tag-
ging systems also appear to converge on a stable distribution of  tags (Halpin, Robu, and 
Shepherd, 2007), making them supportive of  knowledge storage and retrieval processes. 
Also, social tagging is a mechanism that can support knowledge creation and acquisition, as 
it can identify knowledge that can either be combined with existing organizational knowl-
edge to create something new or absorbed as knowledge that is ‘new’ to the organization. 
The navigation of  the Web by tags supports networks of  practice by combining and organ-
izing the collective knowledge represented by individual community members.

While social tagging supports conceptual navigation of  the Web, virtual worlds are 
conceived to support ‘physical’ navigation within worlds embedded in the Web. Synthetic 
or virtual worlds are three-dimensional graphically-intensive electronic environments 
where members assume a persona and engage in social and commercial interaction within 
a geographically dispersed community (Castronova, 2005). Interaction in virtual worlds is 
synchronous and three-dimensional, as users interact in real time and navigate the virtual 
world itself  rather than web pages. While individuals can develop an image within the 
community based upon contributions to content publication and other social media plat-
forms, image creation is direct in virtual worlds through the selection of  self-presenting 
avatars and their directed interactions with others (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2009). Interest 
in virtual worlds by the business community has been primarily focused on marketing 
efforts within these synthetic environments (Hemp, 2006).

Virtual worlds can be used either to escape reality or to replicate it (Hemp, 2008), and 
it is in this latter use that their value to knowledge management can be seen. Synthetic 
worlds have the potential to assist in knowledge management through the development of  
collective knowledge and common understanding by addressing dispersion of  participants 
(Burley, Savion, Peterson, Lotrecchiano, and Neshnavarz-Nia, 2010). Two of  the key char-
acteristics that help diminish the impact of  distance are social presence and visualization 
(Ives and Junglas, 2008). Virtual worlds allow interaction including the social cues which 
are absent from other distance-spanning tools, providing context to knowledge sharing.

Through social tagging, networks of  common interest can be discerned; through 
synthetic worlds, direct social interaction can take place and networks can be inferred. 
However, only through the use of  social networking software can those social networks be 
made explicit and navigated.

Social networking software. Social networking sites (SNS) and their supporting software allow 
users to manage their contacts, share personal information, and socialize online. Boyd and 
Ellison (2008) defi ne social networking sites as ‘web-based services that allow individuals 
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to (1) construct a public or semi-public profi le within a bounded system, (2) articulate a 
list of  other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list 
of  connections and those made by others within the system’ (2008: 211). Sites can be ori-
ented towards supporting friendships (Facebook.com), shared interests (MySpace.com), or 
professional relationships (LinkedIn.com), among other things. One of  the key benefi ts of  
SNS is the generation and maintenance of  social capital (Ellison, Steinfi eld, and Lampe, 
2007). In keeping with the link to social capital, SNS are useful in the socialization of  new 
organizational members, particularly if  they already have a high degree of  personal use 
(Leidner, Koch, and Gonzalez, 2010; Kane, Robinson-Combre, and Berge, 2010).

SNS fi rst emerged in the late 1990s, with SixDegrees.com recognized as the fi rst 
launched in 1997 to articulate and make visible social networks (Boyd and Ellison, 2008). 
The common core of  SNS is their use of  profi les and links between profi les, which map 
the social network. Users enter profi les that include personal and/or professional informa-
tion and then identify other individuals registered with the site. Depending on the intent 
and culture of  the site, these linkages can be termed ‘friends,’ ‘fans,’ ‘followers,’ ‘contacts,’ 
or other variations. The leveraging of  network effects of  SNS can be seen here in the 
value of  the site being proportional to the number of  users that can be connected. The 
utility of  the networks is in a user’s ability to navigate their contacts’ links in order to 
discover new potential connections. To enable the development of  social networks, SNS 
incorporate conversational mechanisms including commenting (public) and messaging 
(private) communications. Differentiation between SNS can be based upon network intent 
and audience, geographic or language specifi city, or other methods of  segmentation (Boyd 
and Ellison, 2008).

Military Bank (a pseudo name) is an organization in which social networking soft-
ware plays an important role in the fi rm (Leidner et al., 2010). The 2500-employee IT 
department of  the Military Bank was plagued with a sixty to seventy percent turnover 
rate in new hires during its second year of  employment. As a mechanism of  increasing 
retention of  Generation Y hires faced with the tedious nature of  their highly technical 
jobs, the organization deployed Nexus, a Web 2.0 platform to make the job more inter-
esting. Nexus, based on SharePoint included features supporting both work and social 
interactions and was oriented towards the development of  a community of  practice of  
Generation Y IT personnel within the fi rm.

Nexus was seen by executive and middle managers as being responsible for decreased 
turnover, higher morale, and better engagement of  employees (Leidner et al., 2010). 
In addition to the positive emotional responses of  individuals, there were knowledge 
 management-related benefi ts. Social networking tools facilitated establishing social and 
professional ties among new hires. These ties and emotional connections facilitated prob-
lem solving by providing an access to sources of  knowledge and expertise, and encourag-
ing knowledge sharing.

SNS can support knowledge processes by creating the paths through which they operate. 
For example, the groups that organizations use to create knowledge and the external con-
tacts from which knowledge is acquired are both enabled by SNS. An example of  retrieval 
of  internal organizational knowledge in Military Bank was when a member was faced with 
a technical diffi culty and was able to use Nexus to connect with a distant contact to provide 
direct assistance in resolving the issue outside of  the normal bureaucratic request channels 
(Leidner et al., 2010). Similarly, the social capital generated by SNS set the conditions for 
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knowledge sharing within organizations, where mutual friendship can create the required 
trust and motivation to affect the knowledge transfer (Huysman and Wulf, 2006). Finally, 
decision making in organizations is a complex process characterized both by information 
scarcity and overload. SNS can provide linkages to fi nd the individuals in an organization 
with the scarce relevant information amongst the over-abundant irrelevant.

As SNS are focused on networks, their primary benefi t is in the creation and mainte-
nance of  communities and networks of  practice. Social networking software centers on the 
missing context in knowledge management through the navigation of  social networks to 
fi nd relevant content and sources of  expertise (Parise, 2009). In addition to navigation of  
existing networks, Spertus, Sahami, and Buyukkokten (2005) suggested that SNS can use 
topographies of  networks to recommend new communities to users based on membership 
characteristics. SNS have been demonstrated to support pre-existing social  relationships 
more than the establishment of  new ones, effi ciently reinforcing weak ties (Ellison, 
Steinfi eld, and Lampe, 2007). This supports our view of  networks of  practice being pri-
marily, but not exclusively, based on online activity.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this chapter we have explored the information technology dimension of  knowledge 
management, focusing on the emergence of  an increased focus on practice and on the 
applicability of  Web 2.0 tools to support it. We adopted Alavi and Leidner’s (2001) frame-
work that views fi rms as systems generated for creating, storing/retrieving, transferring/
sharing, and applying the knowledge required for development and delivery of  products 
and/or services. We also adopt the concepts of  communities and networks of  practice, 
where both are composed of  individuals sharing common interests and the desire to par-
ticipate in a knowledge community (Lave and Wenger, 1991), while the latter is differ-
entiated by its greater geographical dispersion, decreased face-to-face interaction, and 
reliance on electronic tools (Brown and Duguid, 2001). Our discussion complements and 
extends earlier work by Alavi and Tiwana (2003) that explored the enabling use of  IT on 
knowledge management processes.

Traditional uses of  ITs to support knowledge management have included the support 
of  acquisition and retrieval of  codifi ed knowledge in formal systems (Huysman and Wulf, 
2006). Organizations are expanding and complementing structured knowledge manage-
ment systems with Web 2.0 applications. Wagner and Bolloju (2005) note that many Web 
2.0 applications are conversational in nature, showing less formal structures than tradition-
al knowledge management tools, and hence do not require structured databases of  knowl-
edge interpretation mechanisms. These lightweight tools do, however, require the ability 
to capture content and its social context within a community. In studying the impact of  
Web 2.0 tools in knowledge management, we have focused on differentiation along the 
lines of  primacy of  support for content or social networks, refl ecting two key principles of  
Web 2.0 (O’Reilly, 2006).

We defi ned content publication platforms as Web 2.0 tools whose primary charac-
teristic is the adherence to the principle of  data being the next ‘Intel Inside.’ With their 
accretion of  chronological authored content, blogs form a social space for knowledge 
 creation and sharing, a repository of  individual knowledge, and, taking the blogosphere as 
a whole, a collection of  interest-sharing networks of  practice. Using podcasting as a base 
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 technology to support the proliferation of  audio and visual content, multimedia aggrega-
tors support the storage and retrieval of  oral and visual histories and the communities and 
networks of  practice that are generated and sustained by them. As a topically-organized 
knowledge repository using lightweight software, wikis support easy storage and retrieval 
of  knowledge that can be applied quickly within an organization. With their collaborative 
nature and underlying social norms, wikis facilitate sharing within networks of  practice 
and enable the social space for novel recombination of  existing knowledge in the knowl-
edge creation process.

We defi ned social media platforms as Web 2.0 tools whose primary characteristic is the 
exploitation of  network effects. Through the aggregation of  collaboratively-generated 
metadata on web pages and its convergence to stable distributions known as folksonomy, 
social tagging supports the sharing and absorption of  new knowledge, the storage and 
retrieval of  existing knowledge, and the navigation of  networks of  practice as represented 
by their shared interests. The combination of  characteristics of  virtual worlds that enable 
synchronous interaction of  geographically dispersed individuals in replications of  real-
ity make them effective tools for knowledge sharing through the provision of  social cues 
and visualization and the development of  common understanding needed for knowledge 
application. Social networking software allows users to manage their contacts, share per-
sonal information, and socialize online, functions which are useful for developing a sense 
of  community and linkages with it to apply the four knowledge processes.

Looking at the existing state-of-the-art in IT support to knowledge management, Alavi 
and Tiwana (2003) noted that ITs were starting to overlap the knowledge processes, an 
observation that we have supported in this chapter. While it is the network that is impor-
tant, rather than content, the failure of  SixDegrees.com, an early social networking site, 
was attributed to its lack of  content—users complained that there was little to do once 
networks were created (Boyd and Ellison, 2008). Therefore, pure network with no content 
is unlikely to succeed and pure content with no network is a static, Web 1.0 presentation. 
Following this trend towards convergence of  IT towards supporting processes and prac-
tice, content and networks, we extend our consideration of  future research opportunities 
into two areas: mashups and Web 3.0.

Enterprise mashups are hybrid applications combining data and code from more than 
one existing source. They are ‘situational’ applications, in that they are created to address 
at-hand issues using available resources (Cherbakov, Bravery, Goodman, Pandya, and 
Baggett, 2007). The synergy of  hobbyist programmers, available mashup-making tools, 
mashable data sources, and enterprise mashup hubs has provided a rich environment for 
the proliferation of  these tools (Majchrzak and Maloney, 2008). The open-source origins 
of  many individual Web 2.0 tools make them ideal for mashups which combine multiple 
applications into a single platform. Rapid interoperability is the key benefi t of  mashups, 
which makes the use of  open data sources and application programming interfaces (APIs) 
essential to this technology (Kavanagh, 2010). Many SNS may already be considered 
mashups, for example the integration of  Google Maps within Flickr or the proliferation 
of  third-party applications in FaceBook. The reuse of  existing enterprise applications 
and data to create new services is a key component of  the value propositions of  mashups 
(Majchrzak and Maloney, 2008) which is analogous to the fi rm’s benefi ts of  recombining 
existing knowledge to create new knowledge. In this manner, we would expect the parallel 
development of  best practices in knowledge management and the IT supporting it to be 
benefi cial to the organization and to warrant further empirical investigation.
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The logical extension from Web 2.0 is to Web 3.0, which involves an evolution to the 
Semantic Web and artifi cial intelligence (AI) for platforms and increased personaliza-
tion and mobility for users (Strickland, 2007). The Semantic Web is an initiative started 
by the World Wide Web Consortium to create a technological framework and medium 
for the exchange of  data by automated tools as well as by people (Berners-Lee, Hendler, 
and Lassila, 2001). The AI sub-discipline concerned with constructing models of  the 
world is related to knowledge representation (Lassila and Hendler, 2007). The marrying 
of  AI with semantics was thus conceived to deal with the vast amount of  data on the web 
and a growing interoperability problem (Hendler, 2008), both being signifi cant issues for 
knowledge management. For the user, Web 3.0 will bring increased mobility and person-
alization, leading to a potential increase in personal knowledge management or PKM 
(Razmerita et al., 2009). This will allow for a differentiation between community- or 
organization-oriented Web 2.0-supported knowledge management tools and individual-
oriented Web 3.0-supported PKM tools. The dual impacts of  semantic-enabling and 
PKM are areas for further study.

In summary, Web 2.0 tools have the potential to provide signifi cant support to organi-
zational knowledge management initiatives. Technologies that support collectively-held 
knowledge should facilitate the exchange of  ideas, the provision of  expertise and the 
debating of  issues in the community (Wasko and Faraj, 2000). Important success factors 
that relate to an ideal KMS itself  include ease of  use, value and quality of  knowledge, sys-
tem accessibility, and user involvement (Nevo and Chan, 2007). Web 2.0 tools can be seen 
to meet each of  the success factors that previous developer- or expert-delivered tools may 
not have. We still hold that the information technology dimension of  knowledge manage-
ment, including the exploitation of  Web 2.0 tools, remains understudied. Further empiri-
cal research on this facet of  knowledge management offers unprecedented opportunities 
for connecting and unleashing the potential of  what continues to be the most original 
source of  new knowledge: the human mind.
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Knowledge Creation in Firms

An Organizational Economics Perspective

NICOLAI J. FOSS AND VOLKER MAHNKE

ABSTRACT

Knowledge creation has emerged as a very important organizational practice and has been 
extensively treated in a large body of  academic work. Surprisingly, however, organizational 
economics (i.e. transaction cost economics, agency theory, team theory, and property rights 
theory) has played only a minor role in the development of  the knowledge management 
literature. We argue that organizational economics insights can further the theory and 
practice of  knowledge creation in several ways. Specifi cally, we apply notions of  contract-
ing, team production, complementarities, hold-up, and so on to knowledge management 
issues (i.e. creating and integration knowledge, rewarding knowledge workers, etc.), and 
derive from our discussion refutable propositions, to guide empirical research, that are 
novel to the knowledge management fi eld.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT: PERILS AND PROMISES

During the last decade or so, knowledge management—a set of  management activi-
ties, aimed at designing and infl uencing processes of  knowledge creation and integration 
including processes of  sharing knowledge—has emerged as one of  the most infl uential new 
organizational practices. Numerous companies have experimented with knowledge man-
agement initiatives in order to improve their performance. At the same time, the literature 
on knowledge management has virtually exploded (e.g. Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995; Choo, 
1998; von Krogh et al., 2000; Easterby-Smith et al., 2000; Nonaka and von Krogh, 2009).

Knowledge management would thus seem to be one of  those areas where managerial 
practice and the academic literature develop simultaneously and perhaps even co-evolve. 
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Here knowledge management is not much different from many other management fads 
of  the recent decades such as business process reengineering or total quality management 
that also promise to contribute to competitive advantage—although this is asserted rather 
than carefully demonstrated. The analogy goes further, for knowledge management is also 
akin to these fads in that there is no clear disciplinary foundation for it. Indeed, the under-
pinnings of  knowledge management are a mixed bag, ranging from Eastern philosophical 
traditions over ideas from organizational behavior to notions from information science. 
Strikingly (to us, at least), organizational economics plays a limited role in the empirical 
literature on knowledge management (for recent exceptions see Mahnke and Venzin, 
2003; Foss, 2007; Ambos and Mahnke, 2010). However, the knowledge management 
literature neglects organizational economics at its peril.

Organizational economics looks inside the fi rm by examining the tasks of  motivating 
and coordinating human activity. It is taken up with explaining the nature of  effi cient 
organizational arrangements, and the determinants of  such arrangements. Effi ciency is 
understood in the sense of  maximizing the joint surplus from productive activities, includ-
ing processes of  creating, sharing, and exploiting knowledge. A basic proposition is that 
the costs and the benefi ts of  productive activities—and therefore joint surplus—are 
infl uenced by the incentives, property rights, and ways of  disseminating and processing 
information that structure productive activities. Perhaps as a result of  organizational eco-
nomics playing at best a small role in the evolution of  knowledge management, there is 
seldom any sustained attention to the cost of  knowledge management activities. For exam-
ple, when von Krogh, Ichijo, and Nonaka (2000) in a major survey of  the knowledge man-
agement literature mention cost, they devote four pages (out of  more than 250) to it, and 
then only treat costs of  searching for knowledge, a category of  cost that is only one among 
a multitude of  relevant costs of  knowledge management.1 This neglect of  organizational 
costs is quite representative of  the whole knowledge management literature. Moreover, we 
would argue that even the potential benefi ts of  alternative ways of  organizing knowledge 
management are ill-understood in the literature. On the managerial level, something simi-
lar may be observed. This is, perhaps, best expressed in the words of  a knowledge man-
ager, who recently stated to us that:

[t]he concept of  KM for mutual benefi t seems self-evident for the enthusiasts, 
which only increases their puzzlement when others in their organization show 
apathy or even negative interest in the concept. If  there is no offsetting benefi t 
for sharing knowledge in terms of  money and recognition, or the process by 
which one does so is arcane or bureaucratic, or it is diffi cult to fi nd the right 
fora, then organizational costs rise and participation drops proportionally.

Because neither the relevant costs of  alternative ways of  organizing knowledge in 
organizations, nor their benefi ts are addressed in any systematic manner in the knowledge 

1von Krogh et al. (2000: 122) further observe that ‘search costs are the total costs incurred by an 
organization’s efforts to get individual members or a group to act effectively.’ It is not so: search cost 
is a category that is entirely different from the incentive and coordination costs of  getting ‘members 
or a group to act effectively.’ More on this later.
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management literature, the attendant trade-offs, and how these may be infl uenced by man-
agerial action also remain ill-understood. The result is that the literature does not allow prop-
ositions about optimal knowledge management strategies, and how these vary with changes 
in the relevant parameters, to be made. In other words, in its present manifestation, 
the knowledge management literature does not constitute a managerially relevant con-
tingency framework; it may supply inspiration (and entertainment) for managers, but not 
much in the way of  fi rm guidance.

Lest this be taken as a wholesale condemnation of  knowledge management, let us 
state immediately that the knowledge management literature contains numerous salient 
observations on knowledge processes, that is, processes of  creating, sharing, and exploit-
ing knowledge (e.g. Lyles and Schwenk, 1992; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; von Krogh 
et al., 2000). In addition, the literature does much to identify key characteristics of  knowl-
edge structures that surround knowledge processes in terms of  knowledge type, knowledge 
distribution, complexity, and relatedness (e.g. Lyles and Schwenk, 1992; Weick and 
Roberts, 1993; Galunic and Rodan, 1998). In this chapter, we take some of  these ideas as 
grist for a theoretical mill consisting of  organizational economics. In particular, we focus 
on the coordination and incentive problems that processes of  creating, sharing, and exploiting 
knowledge inside fi rms may give rise to, and how various aspects of  governance may be 
understood as a response to such problems. We thus take steps towards meeting the challenge 
contained in the recent observation that ‘the time is ripe to start addressing learning and 
knowing in the light of  inherent confl icts between shareholders’ goals, economic pressure, 
institutionalized professional interest and political agendas’ (Easterby-Smith et al., 2000).

The remainder of  the chapter is structured as follows. First, we highlight key insights 
from organizational economics, and briefl y sketch general implications for the under-
standing of  knowledge management practices. Second, we show that novel propositions 
about knowledge management may be derived from organizational economics. We also 
address from an organizational economics perspective a number of  central phenomena 
(e.g. fi rm specifi c learning, teamwork, communities of  practice, knowledge integration) 
that have been discussed in the knowledge management literature. Conclusions follow. 
A fi nal reservation: our chosen subject in this chapter is a vast one. Considerable nar-
rowing of  the issues is necessary for space reasons. Thus, in the following we disregard 
knowledge management issues that relate to the matter of  the boundaries of  the fi rm (e.g. 
make-or-buy decisions, joint ventures, networks, etc.), and focus solely on knowledge man-
agement as it pertains to internal organization.2

ORGANIZATIONAL ECONOMICS: A NOVEL PERSPECTIVE 
ON KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Overall

Despite beginning as a theory of  the existence and optimal scope of  the fi rm (Coase, 
1937; Williamson, 1985), during the last twenty years or so organizational economics has 

2We have dealt with the issue of  the boundaries of  the fi rm in the context of  knowledge manage-
ment in Foss (2001, 2002) and Mahnke (2001).
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increasingly been applied to internal organization issues. In particular, it has directed atten-
tion to the coordination and incentive problems that are caused by the pathologies that 
unavoidably accompany an internal division of  labor, such as asymmetric information, 
diluted performance incentives, measurement diffi culties, bargaining problems, moral haz-
ard, duplicative (redundant) efforts, etc. In turn, organizational economists have explained 
how a host of  organizational arrangements, such as various kinds of  authority, payment 
schemes, delegation of  decision rights, etc. serve to alleviate the severity of  such problems.

Beginning our brief  sampling of  organizational economics perspectives, agency theory 
perspectives have predominantly addressed issues related to payment schemes (Holmström, 
1979, 1989) delegation of  decision rights (Fama and Jensen, 1983; Jensen and Meckling, 
1992; Aghion and Tirole, 1997), multitasking (Holmström and Milgrom, 1994), and mana -
gerial commitment (Baker et al., 1999) under assumptions of  moral hazard and asym-
metric information. Transaction cost economics (Williamson, 1985, 1996) and property 
rights insights (Hart, 1995) have been brought to bear on issues related to allocation 
of  rights and design of  contracts when investments in human capital are fi rm-specifi c, 
agents may behave in an opportunistic manner, and contracts are incomplete. Team the-
ory (Marschak and Radner, 1972; Casson, 1994; Carter, 1995) has addressed the opti-
mal design of  organizational structures, given the bounded rationality of  individuals (but 
absent confl icts of  interest). Finally, work on complementarities between organizational 
elements (e.g. payment schemes, delegation of  rights, supervision methods, etc.) (Milgrom 
and Roberts, 1990, 1995) lends strong formal support to the traditional notion that there 
are stable, discrete governance structures that combine organizational elements in predict-
able ways (Thompson, 1967; Williamson, 1996). It is fair to say that the empirical base 
of  organizational economics, in terms of  the number of  corroborations of  predictions of  
these theories, is fairly strong (Shelanski and Klein, 1995; Prendergast, 2002).

Although organizational economics is constituted by a number of  different theories, 
nevertheless there are a number of  common threads in the literature (cf. Foss, 2000). 
On the method level, all of  organizational economics is unabashedly ‘individualistic’ 
in the sense that all organizational phenomena should be explained as the outcome of  
the choice behavior of  individual agents. At the theoretical base, the whole literature is 
concerned with ‘effi ciency,’ that is to say, how resources are allocated so that they yield 
the maximum possible value. Two closely related implications follow immediately. First, the 
organizational economics perspective is intimately taken up with value creation; as 
noted, maximizing the value that can be created is the meaning of  economic effi ciency. 
Second, since the allocation of  resources is (also) a matter of  how the relevant resources 
are governed and organized, and since value-creation is dependent upon governance and 
organization, it follows that an effi ciency perspective allows one to discriminate between 
alternative forms of  economic organization in terms of  effi ciency. Rational actors will 
choose those organizational forms, contracts, and governance structures that maximize 
their joint surplus and will fi nd ways to split this surplus among them.

In turn, the infl uence of  alternative organizational arrangements on value creation 
may be analyzed in terms of  motivation, knowledge, information, and complementarity—
and how alternative arrangements embody different ways of  infl uencing these variables 
(cf. also Buckley and Carter, 1996). These are all in different ways related to those ‘trans-
action costs’ that (in various guises) are central in all organizational economics theories, 
and the size of  which infl uences the value that may be created from organizing and 
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governing scarce resources in particular ways. The value that can be created, in the pres-
ence of  transaction costs, falls short of  what may be created in a world with no problems 
of  motivation, knowledge, information, and complementarity (a ‘fi rst-best’situation), and, 
hence, no transaction costs. While such a world may be imagined, it is not the world of  
managers and other inhabitants of  organizations. However, the above may be manipulated 
so that the organization approaches it. We discuss motivation, knowledge and information, 
and the coordination of  complementary actions seriatim in the following.

Motivation

The motivational assumptions of  organizational economics have been subject to a good 
deal of  scrutiny and critical discussion. Many scholars in, for example, organizational 
behavior, have been critical of  the seemingly cynical assumptions with respect to human 
nature that drive much of  organizational economics analysis. To these critics, opportun-
ism (‘self-interest seeking with guile,’ Williamson, 1996) and moral hazard (i.e. using asym-
metric information to one’s advantage and the other party’s disadvantage after a contract 
has been concluded) are not descriptively accurate. They may furthermore be ‘bad for 
practice’ to the extent that managerial action based on prescriptions from these theories 
may, by treating people as would-be opportunists, lead to self-fulfi lling prophecies (Ghoshal 
and Moran, 1996). However, such motivational assumptions fundamentally serve to high-
light the—presumably undisputed—fact that actors often have very different interests; 
opportunism and similar assumptions are stark ways of  highlighting this. Moreover, the 
motivational assumptions serve to emphasize that economic organizations need to be 
designed with an eye to the possibility that some (by no means all) actors may act in a 
morally hazardous or opportunistic manner.

In the context of  internal organization, the largest effort so far may well have been 
devoted to exploring how various aspects of  internal organization—from accounting 
principles over payment methods to the nature and function of  hierarchy itself—may 
be explained as effi cient responses to various principal–agent problems. Thus, particular 
attention has been paid to differences between input and output-based payment, and 
how the choice between these is determined by the observability of  effort and states of  
nature; the role of  monitoring and of  subjective and objective performance measurement 
(Prendergast, 2002); and of  how a hierarchical structure may constrain ‘rent-seeking,’ that 
is, attempt to infl uence superiors to one’s own advantage (Milgrom, 1988).

One perspective on all this is that various aspects of  internal organization arise to curb 
the resource costs of  agents pursuing their own interests in a way that is harmful to the 
organization. Under an organizational division of  labor, management (and the owners of  
the fi rm) delegates some rights to employees, ranging from the trivial (the right to work with 
the company’s vacuum cleaner) to the all-important (the right to make decisions on major 
investment projects). Management wishes these delegated rights to be exercised in an opti-
mal manner. However, since the right holders cannot be constantly monitored, and since 
performance pay schemes trade-off  incentives and risk, some losses (compared to a full-
information situation) are usually unavoidable. Internal organization arises as a trade-off  
between these losses and the costs of  designing monitoring schemes, incentive contracts, etc.

A particular set of  incentive problems is caused by problems of  managerial commit-
ment. For example, often employees wish to specialize their human capital to the fi rm, 
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thus becoming more productive and hoping to capture some of  the marginal productivity 
created. In other words, they expect to be compensated for their investment. However, 
by specializing in this way, employees become subject to a potential hold-up problem 
(Williamson, 1985, 1996; Hart, 1995). To be sure, the possession of  specialized knowl-
edge may be a strong bargaining lever. However, there is another strong party to the bar-
gain situation, namely the fi rm to which the employee specializes. The implication is that 
employees cannot expect to capture all or even most of  the quasi-rent from their spe-
cialized human capital investments, which harms incentives to undertake the investments 
(Hart, 1995). Strong and credible managerial commitment to not using the hold-up option 
may solve the problem (Kreps, 1990). Another way of  solving the problem is to allocate 
(more) decision rights to employees who undertake human capital investments (Rajan and 
Zingales, 1998). Thus, in professional service fi rms, often employees with a long tenure 
and good demonstrated performance become partners. A fi nal managerial problem has 
to do with managerial interference in the business of  agents to whom the same manage-
ment have delegated rights (e.g. to run their own projects). This ‘problem of  selective 
intervention’ (Williamson, 1985) arises because it is often hard for management to com-
mit to not interfering. For example, it is not possible to make a court enforceable contract 
to prevent managerial interference once decision rights have been delegated. However, 
arbitrary intervention, the breaking of  promises to not intervene, etc., all of  which will 
often be very tempting for management, are very destructive for motivation (Baker et al., 
1999; Foss, 2002).

These incentive problems are clearly relevant to the understanding of  the costs of  
knowledge management practices. To the extent that agents’ human capital invest-
ments consist in the gathering and building-up of  specialized knowledge and skills, they 
are not likely to be willing to share the relevant knowledge and skills with other agents, 
unless they are properly compensated. They are not going to give up a strong bargain-
ing lever without compensation. However, it is often diffi cult to contract over knowl-
edge and skills. Moreover, there is a fundamental problem of  managerial commitment: 
since it is diffi cult to write and enforce contracts on the sharing of  the knowledge and the 
compensation to the employees between those employees who possess important special-
ized knowledge and the fi rm, it is tempting for management to renege on the promise 
after the sharing of  knowledge has actually taken place. Two implications of  direct rel-
evance for knowledge management follow. First, forced knowledge management initia-
tives may well be experienced as hold-ups by those agents inside the fi rm who control 
specialized knowledge and skills. Their future investment incentives are harmed accord-
ingly. Second, unless these agents can expect to be compensated they are unlikely to 
share their knowledge at all. It is likely that the best way to handle this (i.e. to invest in 
human capital and to share knowledge embodied in this capital) is by giving the relevant 
employees appropriate incentives, perhaps even making them partners through providing 
ownership rights.

Asymmetric knowledge and information

Even if  agents can be motivated to take actions (i.e. exploit their decision rights) that 
are ‘incentive-compatible’ with those of  other agents or principals, there is still no guar-
antee that they will also make optimal (i.e. value maximizing) choices. Willingness is not 
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the same as ability. To some extent this is a problem of  information transmission: under 
an organizational division of  labor, no agent inside the fi rm is likely to have all the infor-
mation needed for making an optimal choice, and transmitting all of  this information to 
him or her is prohibitively costly. Delegation may arise as a cost economizing response 
to this. However, it is also a matter of  the often fl eeting, subjective, and tacit character 
of  knowledge—a favorite theme of  the knowledge management literature. As Hayek 
famously argued:

The peculiar character of  the problem of  a rational economic order is determined precisely by 
the fact that the knowledge of  the circumstances of  which we must make use never exists in con-
centrated or integrated form but solely as the dispersed bits of  incomplete and frequently contra-
dictory knowledge which all the separate individuals possess. The economic problem of  society is 
thus not merely a problem of  how to allocate ‘given’ resources—if  ‘given’ is taken to mean given 
to a single mind which deliberately solves the problem set by these ‘data’. It is rather a problem of  
how to secure the best use of  resources known to any of  the members of  society, for ends whose 
relative importance only these individuals know. Or, to put it briefl y, it is a problem of  the utilization 
of  knowledge which is not given to anyone in its totality.

(Hayek, 1945)

Arguably, fi rms face this problem of  dispersed knowledge to a smaller extent than soci-
eties do; however, it is still relevant to them. Firms may cope with the problem in dif-
ferent ways. Again, they may delegate decision rights so that these rights are co-aligned 
with those who possess the relevant knowledge, balancing the attendant benefi ts with the 
agency costs that are caused by delegation (Jensen and Meckling, 1992). However, knowl-
edge sharing is an alternative to this. Thus, rather than delegating decision rights in order 
to better utilize local knowledge, the existing rights structure (i.e. existing authority rela-
tions, payment schemes, organizational structures, etc.) remains unchanged and the rel-
evant knowledge is gathered and shared among those who can make profi table use of  this 
knowledge. Such knowledge sharing is, of  course, a key focus of  knowledge management.

However, in the knowledge management literature, knowledge sharing is often dis-
cussed and endorsed without any examination of  the alternative of  delegating rights so 
that knowledge is better utilized in this way. An organizational economics perspective not 
only identifi es the relevant (organizational) alternatives, but also allows us to say some-
thing about the costs and benefi ts of  these alternatives. Thus, one obvious advantage of  
the knowledge-sharing alternative is that it does not necessarily involve any delegation 
of  decision rights. Knowledge sharing, as portrayed in the knowledge management litera-
ture, may therefore impose smaller agency costs on an organization than the alternative of  
delegating decision rights. However, there are other costs to consider when the choice has to 
be made between the two alternatives of  knowledge sharing and delegating decision rights. 
For whereas knowledge sharing that takes place within an existing organizational structure 
may not impose the same agency costs as delegating decision rights does, knowledge shar-
ing is likely to impose higher costs of, for example, communicating, storing, and retrieving 
knowledge than the delegation alternative. The point is not here that specialized IT sys-
tems have to be set up in order to reach the goal of  knowledge sharing. Rather, the point is 
that knowledge sharing may introduce costs that are caused by the bounded rationality of  
individuals, that is, their limited ability to identify, absorb, process, remember, and so on, 
knowledge. And, of  course, there are costs associated with trying to transform knowledge 
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that only exists in a tacit form into an articulate form. As Hayek (1945) argued, decentrali-
zation economizes on these costs. In fi rms, delegation may be an attractive means of  econ-
omizing on the costs associated with bounded rationality and tacit knowledge (Jensen and 
Meckling, 1992). The bottom line is that a full assessment of  what alternative is superior in 
a specifi c situation—the improved utilization of  knowledge by means of  knowledge shar-
ing or delegation of  decision rights—generates a number of  costs that have to be balanced 
against the relevant benefi ts. In its present manifestation, the knowledge management lit-
erature identifi es neither the relevant alternatives nor the relevant net benefi ts.

The coordination of  complementary actions

Even if  agents can be motivated to take incentive-compatible actions and even if  they 
possess the right information or knowledge (because they are specialists or because this 
information or knowledge is somehow transmitted to them), there is still a problem of  
coordinating actions inside the fi rm. In particular, the more complementary actions are, 
the more closely they need to be coordinated. Through the use of  the price mechanism, 
markets cope well with the coordination problem (Hayek, 1945). However, the more com-
plementary actions are, the more necessary is it to supplement the use of  the price mech-
anism with other mechanisms, such as communication (Richardson, 1972). Firms have 
only limited access to the price mechanism, but they may have privileged access to the 
mechanism of  communication (relative to markets). In this perspective, one advantage of  
knowledge management may actually be that it assists the coordination of  complemen-
tary actions by spreading knowledge, effectively bringing about common knowledge con-
ditions (see Foss, 2001 for such an argument). Knowledge management thus reduces what 
Koopmans referred to as ‘secondary uncertainty:’

In a rough and intuitive judgment the secondary uncertainty arising from a lack of  communica-
tion, that is, from one decision maker having no way of  fi nding out the concurrent decisions and 
plans made by others . . . is quantitatively at least as important as the primary uncertainty arising 
from random acts of  nature and unpredictable changes in consumers’ preferences.

Koopmans (1957: 162–163)

When the acquisition (creation, sourcing) of  knowledge in a fi rm is delegated to spe-
cialist knowledge workers, the fi rm faces this kind of  secondary uncertainty (cf. Buckley 
and Carter, 1999). One possible function of  knowledge management is thus to reduce sec-
ondary uncertainty, although this is not one that is identifi ed in the knowledge manage-
ment literature.

Summing up: Organizational economics aspects of  knowledge management

In the frictionless world that dominated microeconomics textbooks before the revolution in 
information, property rights, and transaction costs economics about three decades ago, there 
are no problems of  motivation, knowledge, information, and coordination. In this nirvana, 
resources, including knowledge resources, are allocated in the best possible way (‘fi rst-best’). 
Contracts can be written and enforced without cost and information is free. Therefore, 
there are no losses from lacking motivation, defective or missing knowledge, or coordination 
that goes wrong. There are no problems of  exchanging knowledge either, so that markets 
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are as effi cient for this purpose as fi rms are. However, in a more realistic world, contracts are 
imperfect so that, for example, it is hard and perhaps impossible to write contracts that com-
pensate those who ‘give up’ (i.e. share) valuable knowledge; commitment (including manage-
rial commitment) may be broken; employees may be held-up by management so that their 
incentives to invest in and share knowledge are harmed, etc. Lest managers live in a paradise 
or nirvana, knowledge management practices are subject to these incentive costs.

The argument so far is therefore that organizational economics is able to illuminate 
the practice of  knowledge management in important ways. In particular, by focusing on 
incentive compatibility problems, particularly as these relate to issues of  investing in the 
production and sharing of  knowledge, organizational economics identifi es important, but 
hitherto neglected, incentive costs and benefi ts of  knowledge management practices. This 
is the reason why organizational economics should be seen as an indispensable part of  
the disciplinary foundation of  knowledge management. In the following section we deal 
further with processes of  knowledge creation and integration in an organizational eco-
nomics perspective.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT: ORGANIZATIONAL ECONOMIC INSIGHTS

In this section, we shall more concretely apply specifi c organizational economics insights 
to two clearly central aspects of  knowledge management: knowledge creation and knowl-
edge integration. The former category encompasses learning (by doing, using, being 
instructed, etc.) and innovation processes such as knowledge combination, while the latter 
refers to how to make best use of  existing knowledge in the fi rm. We develop proposi-
tions based on organizational economics regarding how fi rms may stimulate investments 
by employees in fi rm specifi c knowledge, resolve incentive problems in knowledge-creating 
teams, and make choices between alternative means in the integration of  knowledge, 
including knowledge sharing.

Knowledge creation

It is now almost an axiom that knowledge creation in fi rms lies at the heart of  competi-
tive advantage (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; von Krogh et al., 2000; Nonaka and von 
Krogh, 2009). Expressions such as ‘fi rms learn’ and ‘fi rms know’ have become common-
place in much of  the strategy and knowledge management literature.3 However, it is not 
fi rms as such that learn, and fi rms themselves do not possess knowledge. So-called ‘fi rm 
knowledge’ is composed of  knowledge sets controlled by individual agents. We stress this 
admittedly basic methodological individualist point in order to emphasize the point that 

3Part of  the motivation for the interest in, and growth of, various knowledge-oriented approaches 
to organizations appears to be the widespread belief  that organizational economics approaches to 
organizations have very little to offer with respect to an understanding of  learning processes in fi rms 
(Kogut and Zander, 1992; Madhok, 1996). This is, in our view, something of  a misunderstanding. 
It is true that organizational economics approaches do not conceptualize fi rms as knowledge-based 
entities per se. However, that does not mean that it has little to offer of  the processes whereby knowl-
edge is created in fi rms.
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by focusing on the level of  the individual agent, rather than the fi rm, organizational eco-
nomics highlights questions that are neglected in the knowledge management literature 
because much of  this literature operates on the fi rm level and does not have an explicitly 
individualistic starting point.

In particular, an organizational economics perspective directs attention to the possible 
incentive confl icts that may arise in connection with issues such as, for example,

How can employees be induced to making fi rm-specifi c human capital investments?
How can fi rms enable knowledge creation in teams?

Perhaps somewhat contrary to intuition, such questions are central to successful 
knowledge management in practice and they are particularly prone to an organizational 
economics treatment. This is because processes of  creating knowledge—for example, in the 
form of  innovation projects—are typically risky, unpredictable (the knowledge-to-be-created 
can only be partly foreseen), often long term, labor intensive, idiosyncratic (that is, hard 
to compare to other processes), and often require substantial human capital investments 
(Holmström, 1989). A number of  these characteristics are the basic stuff  that contracting 
problems are made of.4 In the following we discuss a number of  ways in which fi rms may 
motivate employees to expend effort in the production of  new knowledge. In this connec-
tion, we discuss how the return stream from such new knowledge is shared between the 
fi rm and the employee. Thus, the problems of  motivating employees and capturing rents 
from new knowledge are two sides of  the same coin.

We assume throughout that an asymmetric information setting prevails, and that incen-
tive confl icts are present. To see why these assumptions are appropriate ones, consider a 
world where asymmetric information and incentive confl icts (agency problems, hold-up 
problems) are absent. Here, the interests of  the various agents involved in the creation 
of  new knowledge can be easily aligned. First, employees and employers would assess the 
value of  new knowledge in the same way (because information about this is symmet-
ric). Second, bargaining will take place immediately, because the symmetry of  informa-
tion means that there will be no strategic behavior. Third, the employee’s reward for any 
learning investments will be guaranteed since the employer will not attempt to hold-up 
the employee. In a nirvana world where both employee and employer access the same 
information on the value of  ideas and each other’s outside options, inducing optimal 
human capital investment can be achieved by writing complete contracts. If  more realistic 
assumptions are introduced, an incentive perspective on knowledge creation is particularly 

4For example, incentives need to be provided so that agents are motivated to supply an effi cient 
(i.e. second-best) level of  effort, and undertake the required human capital investments; care must 
be exercised in connection with multi-stage projects where the fi rm may wish to stop projects at a 
certain stage and the project leader (who may be better informed) may not; risk-allocation is par-
ticularly pertinent here; etc. This is not to say that understanding knowledge creation is trivial in the 
context of  organizational economics—far from it. In fact, because processes of  knowledge creation 
are more uncertain in terms of  the variance of  the benefi t distribution, and because the distribu-
tion of  those benefi ts over time is harder to anticipate than in the case of  more routine investment 
projects, analysis is comparatively more complicated.
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appropriate, because it stresses not only that agents making learning investments must 
somehow share in the extra surplus from those investments to be properly motivated, but 
also that providing such motivation is no easy matter under asymmetric information, pos-
sibly incomplete contracts, and self-interested behavior.

Earning rents from knowledge creation. The knowledge management literature seldom makes 
clear exactly how the mechanism from knowledge creation to new rents works. However, 
the resource-based view in strategic management has gone some way towards clarifying 
this by identifying a set of  criteria that resources must meet to be sources of  (sustained) 
competitive advantages, such as being valuable, rare, and costly to imitate (Barney, 1991). 
Moreover, the relevant resources should not be fully mobile (Peteraf, 1993). Knowledge 
assets, particularly newly created ones, are particularly likely to meet these criteria (Winter, 
1987). Given this, managers may wish to induce knowledge creation by means of  pro-
viding incentives to employees to upgrade their own knowledge capital and by spending 
corporate resources on having employees do this (e.g. training, setting up incentives, etc.). 
From the perspective of  the fi rm, earning rents from employee upgrading of  knowledge 
is far from trivial. For example, accumulation of  valuable knowledge capital in fi rms may 
require employees to make asset specifi c learning investments. In particular, whether or 
not fi rms are likely to earn rents from employees’ knowledge depends on (1) the type of  
learning investment (e.g. fi rm specifi c or general knowledge); (2) the resolution of  agency 
confl icts in fi rms (e.g. remuneration schemes and promotion rules); and (3) transaction 
costs in labor markets (e.g. signaling and screening). We consider these seriatim.

Types of  learning investments. Firms’ investments in augmenting the knowledge of  their 
employees may be of  two kinds, namely general and fi rm-specifi c ones. Both may increase 
an employee’s productivity, but they have different implications with respect to who is likely 
to appropriate the returns and who will carry the costs of  the investment. General learning 
investments may increase an employee’s productivity in a range of  employment opportuni-
ties. Such general investments include the learning of  languages and generic skills, such as 
learning word processing programs, for example, that are equally useful for current and 
potential employers. Becker (1962) suggests that employees will pay for their general train-
ing, because in competitive markets they are the sole benefi ciaries of  the improvements of  
their productivity. A fi rm will not pay for an employee’s learning of  general knowledge, 
because of  the weakness of  its bargaining position after having made the investment. In 
contrast, the learning of  fi rm-specifi c knowledge restricts an employee’s possibility to cap-
ture returns on this knowledge outside of  the fi rm that undertakes the investment. Becker 
(1962) argues that to the extent that an employee’s productivity increase exceeds his or her 
wage increase after learning, the fi rm can earn rents even if  it alone incurs the costs of  
fi rm specifi c learning investments. As far as such investments are concerned, the relative 
bargaining position of  fi rms is strong because employees cannot credibly threaten to leave 
the fi rm to bargain for higher wages that refl ect their productivity increase after specifi c 
learning investments. Thus, it is very likely that fi rms will appropriate a substantial part 
of  the relevant rents. Of  course, fi rms that undertake more specifi c learning investments 
will also create more rents, because the benefi ts (e.g. in terms of  productivity or increased 
innovativeness) are larger to the fi rm in the case of  specifi c than in general learning invest-
ments. Thus, the following refutable proposition may be put forward:
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P1: Firms with a high ratio of  specifi c to general learning investments will earn and 
appropriate relatively more rents than fi rms with a low ratio.

Inducing fi rm specifi c learning

Consider next the situation from the perspective of  employees. From their point of  
view, learning is an investment of  effort for which they wish to be compensated. Firms 
will have to provide inducements for such investments. However, as we have seen, mak-
ing fi rm-specifi c learning investments restricts an employee’s outside employment options 
(and therefore his or her bargaining power), which will tend to reduce fi rm-specifi c learn-
ing investments below the optimal level. Due to the incentive problem, undertaking these 
investments means becoming more vulnerable to managerial hold-ups. Resolving this 
problem turns on management’s ability to credibly signal that it will not take advantage 
of  employees who by making fi rm-specifi c learning investments have put themselves at 
risk. An organizational economics interpretation of  (benefi cial) corporate culture is that 
it is essentially an embodiment of  such signals (Kreps, 1990). Thus, fi rms with corpo-
rate cultures that credibly signal that management is committed to a non-opportunistic 
approach in dealing with subordinates will induce higher learning investments on the part 
of  employees. Such a corporate culture makes the provision of  incentives credible, so that 
employees correctly believe that management will not renege on promises with respect to 
compensation. With respect to the issue of  providing incentives for employees’ investment 
in fi rm specifi c knowledge, organizational economics suggests at least four solutions:

high-powered incentives (i.e. making employees more of  residual claimants);
promotion rules; and
conferring access to critical resources.
making credible commitments

Consider these in turn.

High-powered incentives High-powered incentives—often represented as the con-
tingent portion of  pay—may be used to induce contributions through providing larger 
shares of  quasi-rents to employees (Williamson, 1996). Firm specifi c learning investments 
may be induced by providing equity to employees (e.g. in the form of  stock options or 
equity) or other high-powered incentives, such as performance pay (Demsetz and Lehn, 
1989; Williamson, 1985). However, offering such high-powered incentives may also lead to 
a number of  distortions. This is the case, for example, when the corresponding costs (e.g. 
of  using the fi rms’ assets) are not borne by those to whom high-powered incentives are 
offered (Holmström, 1989). Thus, as Williamson (1985) argues, this is exactly why incen-
tives in fi rms are often comparatively low-powered. Another problem with high-powered 
incentives is that they expose employees to considerable risks. For example, performance 
(e.g. the value of  stock options) may fl uctuate for reasons beyond an employee’s control. In 
addition, employees may be highly dependent on the fi xed, risk free part of  their income 
if  they lack alternative sources of  income. Risk-averse employees may therefore shy away 
from high-powered incentives. On the other hand, risk estimates may be in the eye of  the 
beholder, and more highly skilled employees may judge risk differently from other employees. 

◆

◆

◆

◆
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Moreover, for incentive pay to be effective, either observability of  output or behavior must 
prevail. If  behaviors or output for tasks cannot be specifi ed as cause-effect relationships 
are not well understood, then high performance ambiguity poses a problem because nei-
ther behaviors nor outputs can be related to specifi c skill acquisition with any precision. 
Thus, the less output and behavior can be pre-specifi ed so as to refl ect employees’ specifi c 
skill development, then the less effective high-powered incentives become (Ouchi, 1980). 
Thus, the following refutable proposition may be put forward:

P2: The use of  high-powered incentives to induce fi rm specifi c learning will be more 
common in fi rms with higher skilled, wealthier employees, and pre-specifi ed output.

Promotion rules The design of  promotion rules is an alternative way of  inducing fi rm 
specifi c learning investments. Consider inducing investments in fi rm-specifi c knowledge 
by means of  ‘up-or-stay’ rules (e.g. the worker is either promoted or stays in the original 
job) relative to ‘up-or-out’ rules (e.g. the worker is promoted or fi red) (Prendergast, 1993; 
Huberman and Kahn, 1988; Gibbons, 1998). Generally, when workers bear the costs of  
acquiring specifi c skills they will do so only if  the wage (Ws) obtainable after skill acquisi-
tion minus their opportunity costs (Cs) exceeds current payment (Wus). The principal will pay 
the wage (Ws) only if  the productivity difference (Ps � Pus) exceeds the difference of  wages 
(Ws � Wus). With ‘up-or-stay’ rules principals distinguish jobs and attach different wages to 
them. This promotion rule creates a tension between needing a large enough wage gap 
to induce the worker to invest and keeping the gap small enough so that the principal is 
willing to promote the worker after the worker has invested (Prendergast, 1993). Gibbons 
(1998) illustrates this point, as follows.

For example, suppose that an untrained worker produces 10 in the easy job, that a 
trained worker produces 20 in the easy job and 30 in the diffi cult job, and that the oppor-
tunity cost of  training is 15. Then training is effi cient (30 � 10 � 15) but we cannot 
fi nd wages that simultaneously induce the worker to invest (wage difference greater than 
opportunity cost, 15) and induce the fi rm to promote a trained worker (wage difference 
smaller than productivity difference, 30 � 20). As a consequence, employees’ investment 
in fi rm-specifi c skills may be low, although such investments would be effi cient. Huberman 
and Kahn (1988) suggest that ‘up-or-out rules’ can solve this incentive problem. For exam-
ple, with this rule the principal makes a commitment to promote the worker after a pre-
specifi ed time span or otherwise fi re him (e.g. tenure in academic jobs, moving up career 
ladders in consultancies). The resulting rat-race creates incentives for investments in fi rm-
specifi c knowledge. To illustrate, consider the example above. As before, specifi c learning 
investments only lead to fi rm rents when they are effi cient (Ps � Pus � 15). If  a worker 
expects promotion, he or she will invest at any wage (W*) which exceeds his or her oppor-
tunity costs plus the best alternative (e.g. W* � WALT �15). The principal promotes the 
worker if  his or her productivity (Ps) exceeds his or her high wage (Ps � W*). Although 
with up-or-out rules there is always a wage (W*) that is low enough to induce the principal 
to promote the worker who has made suffi cient investments in fi rm-specifi c capital, up-
or-out rules come at a cost. Because it is not possible to keep the worker in the fi rm when 
the productivity after investment does not exceed his or her high salary, this up-or-out 
rule may waste investments in fi rm-specifi c skills. This is especially obvious when there are 
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different layers where such up-or out rules apply and workers survive the fi rst rounds but 
drop out at a higher level (cf. Gibbons, 1998).5 Thus, the following refutable proposition 
may be put forward:

P3: Firms utilizing up-or-out rules will induce higher investments in fi rm specifi c 
human capital than fi rms using up-or-stay rules.

Additionally, once employees have invested in fi rm specifi c capital, a fi rm also needs 
to tie employees long enough to the fi rm, so that fi rm specifi c human capital investments 
can be recouped. Turnover of  key knowledge carriers is a major problem in this respect. 
Typically, to prevent turnover from happening fi rms use deferred rewards and pensions, 
which benefi t employees only in the distant future (Milgrom and Roberts, 1990).

Providing access to assets Firms may positively infl uence learning investments by 
providing access to critical resources (Rajan and Zingales, 1998), such as critical knowl-
edge resources. Access may be defi ned as the ability to use or work with a critical resource 
including other human resources. It generates an opportunity for employees to special-
ize relatively to these assets. We earlier analyzed this as giving rise to a potential hold-up 
problem, since the fi rm may hold-up the specialized employee. However, the other side of  
the coin is that specialization to a critical asset in combination with an employee’s right to 
withdraw his or her (also critical) human capital gives him or her considerable bargaining 
power with respect to the sharing of  the surplus from productive activities, that is, bargain 
for a higher salary. It can be shown that when investments are additive (i.e. the total sur-
plus is dependent on the sum of  the investments), granting access and, as it were, giving 
away bargaining power, may be a superior incentive mechanism to induce fi rm specifi c 
learning. In contrast, when investments are complementary (i.e. the marginal return of  
one investment rises in the level of  the other investment), which is likely to take place in 
team-based fi rms, we are back to the familiar hold-up problem (Williamson, 1985; Hart, 
1995). Not only will the employee directly infl uence the size of  the surplus if  he or she 
withdraws their human capital; he or she will also infl uence it indirectly, because his or 
her human capital investments are complementary to the human capital investments of  
other employees. In this situation, it will not be advantageous to grant the employee (too 
much) access (see Rajan and Zingales, 1998 for details).

The three mechanisms above (incentives, promotion rules, access to resources) may be 
substitutes or complements, depending on the circumstances. Thus, tournaments in the 
form of  up-or-out rules may be a substitute for performance pay when employees are suf-
fi ciently risk-averse. Access may replace incentives in the same situation. Promotion rules 
and incentives may be swapped for access, when giving an employee access would be giving 
him or her too much bargaining power. On the other hand, all three mechanisms are 

5This argument holds important lessons for remuneration practices and career paths in consultan-
cies, which employ up-or-out rules. When senior consultants do not make enough investments to be 
qualifi ed as a partner, they are fi red, but their value to the fi rm may exceed their value in the best 
alternative due to previously acquired fi rm-specifi c skills. Firing thus means that fi rms waste fi rm 
specifi c investments in human capital. Thus, although up-or-out rules may be better than up-or-stay 
rules, they are still ineffi cient compared to the fi rst-best.
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often seen together; for example, in consultancies partners have obtained their position 
through a tournament that works according to certain promotion rules, they are granted 
access to assets contingent on learning investments, and they are usually residual claim-
ants. We may now put forward the following proposition:

P4: Firms that resolve incentive confl icts in knowledge production by means of  incen-
tives (and/or promotion rules and/or deferred payment and/or access) will gain 
competitive advantage relative to fi rms that do not use these means.

Making credible commitments The above analysis of  fi rm-specifi c human capital 
has made the simplifying assumption that costs of  concluding labor market transactions 
can be neglected. This, of  course, is not the case as such costs aggravate complications of  
inducing fi rm specifi c investments. Asymmetric information between current and poten-
tial employers is one source of  switching costs in labor markets (Akerlof, 1970). Employees 
must search for new job opportunities and fi rms must search for fi tting employees. In 
this search process, there may be several complications. For example, a current employer 
usually knows more about employees’ human capital and learning ability than potential 
employers do (Spence, 1973, 1974). In wage negotiations employees will have to credibly 
signal to new employers their ability to perform. However, because some employees will 
overstate their ability in order to drive up wages, employers will not only incur costs of  
screening employees, but may also reduce wages offered to account for the risk of  picking 
a wrong employee (i.e. a lemon). If  this is the case, employees willing to switch from their 
current employer would fi nd the wage offered by new employers unattractive. The high-
er transaction costs in labor markets are, the more diffi cult it is for employees to switch 
between employers. By implication, high transaction costs in labor markets lower incen-
tives for employees to invest in fi rm specifi c knowledge without appropriate safeguard-
ing and compensation. Thus, fi rms that operate in labor markets with high transaction 
costs will incur greater costs to induce employee’s fi rm specifi c learning compared to 
fi rms that do not.

One particularly interesting way to induce fi rm specifi c learning in such situations is to 
offer employees the possibility to engage in the acquisition of  certifi ed general knowledge 
such as management training or language and computer skills (Laing, 1994). Employees 
might face lower lock-in as a result, because the acquisition of  certifi ed general skills 
reduces labor market transaction costs such as screening and matching (Spence, 1974; 
Barzel, 1982). Nonetheless, a fi rm offering such general training possibilities to its employ-
ees can benefi t in several ways. First, investments in general skills can increase the pro-
ductivity effects of  fi rm-specifi c skill investments because common knowledge between 
employees facilitates the combination and blending of  specifi c skills (Kogut and Zander, 
1992; Foss, 2001). Second, sponsoring general training as a form of  pay also signals the 
commitment of  employers to their employees (Kreps, 1990), and that their investments in 
fi rm-specifi c knowledge will not be opportunistically exploited. Thus, the following refut-
able proposition may be put forward:

P5: Firms sponsoring certifi ed acquisition of  general skills as a form of  merit pay will 
induce higher employee investments in fi rm specifi c human capital.
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Knowledge creation in teams

Many contributions to the knowledge management literature recommend the use of  teams 
in the form of  work groups, inter-disciplinary, and cross-functional teams to foster knowl-
edge creation (e.g. Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995; Meyer and deTore, 1999; von Krogh 
et al., 2000). Teamwork may bring knowledge together that hitherto existed separately, 
resulting in ‘new combinations’ (Schumpeter, 1950); it may facilitate cross-functional com-
munication, cross-fertilization of  ideas, and enhance worker involvement. Through the 
integration of  knowledge of  individual members, teams may not only blend knowledge 
and insights beyond what individual members may achieve, but the development of  new 
knowledge may also be stimulated by conversations and language-based learning in teams 
(Brown and Duguid, 1991; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). However, while knowledge crea-
tion in teams has its virtues, there are special diffi culties associated with aligning interests 
of  team members (Scott and Einstein, 2001). Not only will teams be particularly prone to 
moral hazard, notably in the form of  shirking, but the right form of  incentive may also 
be contingent on the type of  team at hand. Questions arise that remain neglected in the 
knowledge management literature such as: Who should be rewarded—teams or individu-
als? Who should evaluate contributions of  team members—other team members, a spe-
cialized monitor, or an external manager? What measures of  performance should be used 
and when? An organizational economics perspective suggests that the success of  teams’ 
knowledge-creating efforts depend, inter alia, on (1) the size of  the team, (2) trade-offs 
between individual and team incentives, (3) exclusion rules, and (4) matching the varying 
degrees of  uncertainty to incentive design.6

Free rider problems and team size Alchian and Demsetz provide a classic treat-
ment of  incentive problems in team-production—a process ‘wherein individual coop-
erating inputs do not yield identifi able, separate outputs’ (1972: 779). Where measuring 
individual input productivity and rewarding accordingly become diffi cult, team members 
may free-ride on other team-members’ contribution to knowledge creation. This is so 
because the benefi ts of  withholding marginal effort accrue to each shirking member while 
the resulting losses accrue to the team as a whole. In principle, knowledge production in 
teams could be organized through a set of  bilateral agreements between team members 
who promise best effort and ensure mutual control. However, such agreements are dif-
fi cult to manage and will most likely incur large resource costs; for example, time spent 
on negotiation and haggling means that less time is available for knowledge creation. As 
teams grow in size, the larger these costs become, in fact, they increase exponentially with 

6A further complication prevails when intrinsic motivation is an important consideration. In that 
case, high-powered (extrinsic) incentives may be counter-productive (Kreps, 1997). Moreover, social 
comparison processes may complicate the situation further. When such processes are strong, team 
members may be rewarded as a unit, rather than individually because differential individual rewards 
impede cooperation (Balkin and Gomez-Mejia, 1992; Jones, 1987; Ouchi, 1980). However, some-
times differentiated incentives may be used, particularly when it is up to the team itself  to reward 
performance. Pfeffer and Langton (1993) add that distributive justice relates to individuals’ percep-
tion of  whether they are receiving a fair share of  the available rewards, proportionately to their con-
tribution to the group, personal risk, and responsibility assumed.
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the number of  team members (Rosen, 1991). In addition, free rider problems become 
more prevalent, the larger the knowledge-creating team becomes. Thus, one can derive 
the following refutable proposition:

P6: Knowledge creation in teams will be less effective the larger the team size because 
shirking and free-riding will increase.

Individual and/or team incentives Team size problems are aggravated if  incen-
tives are exclusively allocated to a team as a whole rather than also considering incentives 
for individuals (Laursen and Mahnke, 2001). When capable and willing team members 
are forced to support free riders, they often withdraw effort or else leave the team. On the 
other hand, relying exclusively on individual incentives can inhibit cooperation in teams—
especially when task performance crucially depends on the exchange of  information and 
mutual adaptation (Thompson, 1967; Balkin and Gomez-Mejia, 1992). Nonetheless, 
many recommendations in the knowledge management literature are mistaken when they 
note that individual rewards may be the antithesis to teamwork. An organizational eco-
nomics perspective urges managers not to neglect possibilities to induce individual contri-
butions on which team performance ultimately rests.

One possibility for resolving incentive confl icts in the knowledge-creating team is that a 
team member specializes in monitoring other members’ contributions to generate reliable 
information based on which rewards may be distributed (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972). 
A positive effect of  monitoring is that knowledge about talents is discovered which can be 
used to reduce shirking but can also lead to better recombination or new uses of  skills and 
talent. However, as specialized monitors become increasingly removed from actual team-
work, possible knowledge gaps between those creating new knowledge and those specializ-
ing in monitoring may increase over time, eventually compromising effective monitoring. 
As an alternative, management may provide incentives for achievements of  the group as 
a whole and let the group members distribute team rewards among themselves based on 
subjective performance evaluation (e.g. 360 degree reviews).7 This utilizes the fact that 
team members will often have information about each other’s contributions, behavior, and 
ability that is superior to that of  external management (Gibbons, 1998). Thus, specialized 
incentive procedures may cope with some of  the incentive problems by combining incen-
tives to teams with incentives to individual team members. This leads us to the following 
refutable proposition:

P7: Knowledge creation in teams will be more effective in fi rms that use combinations 
of  team based and individual incentives.

Exclusion rules We mentioned earlier that fi rms often use promotion rules in order 
to solve incentive confl icts by setting up competition between employees. Similar mecha-
nisms may reduce incentive problems in teams. Lazear (1989) suggests that tournaments 
may involve self-selection and exclusion mechanisms. These drive up effort levels, because 

7Such exercises can be associated with 360 degree feedback mechanisms. For a review of  this vast 
and specialized literature, see Baron (1988).
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only those who believe in their survival and exercise effort and skills in a team’s knowledge 
creation effort are attracted (Dillard and Fisher, 1990). In particular, giving teams the right 
to exclude team members (Lazear, 1989; Malcomson, 1998) on the basis of  subjective per-
formance measures (e.g. peer evaluation, group leader assessment, or a combination) is 
clearly relevant in this context.

Setting up tournaments inside fi rms may be a viable control mechanism in team-based 
knowledge creation. But it can also be dangerous. If  tournament rules cannot exclude 
sabotage among team members they may lead to outright breakdown of  knowledge crea-
tion in teams (Lazear, 1989). An exaggerated emphasis on competition may also drive out 
exploration by team members who prefer to make quick wins through exploiting ideas 
of  others rather than exploring new ideas on their own. This has two harmful effects 
on the knowledge-creating team (March, 1994). First, explorers benefi t from developing 
absorptive capacity based on which they can pick up good ideas that others engaged in 
the same team process cannot exploit on their own. The less others involved in the knowl-
edge-creating team are able to develop and exploit ideas themselves, the more important 
it becomes that others can relate to their ideas. Second, as team members increasingly 
engage in exploitation to the neglect of  exploration, fewer ideas are available for exploita-
tion. When competition provides disincentives for exploration and the revealing of  ideas 
openly, the loss of  relative absorptive capacity (Lane and Lubatkin, 1998) among team 
members diminishes the capacity for knowledge creation in the team as a whole.8 Thus, 
we suggest the following refutable proposition:

P8: Knowledge creation in teams will be more effective the more team members are 
entitled to exclude non-exploring team members by self-selection.

Uncertainty and team types Knowledge-creating teams may operate under varying 
degrees of  means and end uncertainty. To illustrate, the knowledge management litera-
ture distinguishes two types of  knowledge-creating teams: ‘communities of  practice’ and 
learning in ‘epistemic groups.’ The former denotes a team of  peers who learn during 
and about the execution of  pre-specifi ed tasks with defi ned outcomes (Lave and Wenger, 
1990; Brown and Duguid, 1991; Brown and Duguid, 1998).9 The key problem is how to 
create knowledge about means whose ends are well known. Examples include how to fi x a 
working process that has broken down, how to deal with customer demands more quickly, 
etc. By contrast, ‘epistemic communities’ deal with knowledge creation for non-routine 
problems whose ends and means cannot be specifi ed ex ante (Cohen, 1998). Here the key 

8In the words of  March (1994: 248): ‘Since returns from exploration are preliminary returns from 
absorbing ideas generated by others, those returns are insignifi cant if  no one else is engaging in 
exploration. As long as nobody else is engaging in exploration, there is inadequate incentive for any 
individual participant—or potential new entrant—to do so.’
9For example, Brown and Duguid (1991) in a study of  informal networks among Xerox repair rep-
resentatives illustrate how informal ‘war stories’ about painstaking customers and unusual repairs 
helped its members to deal with situations in their daily practices that were nowhere in the offi cial 
manuals of  the company. Learning in communities of  practice is task-oriented, in the sense that 
there is less uncertainty about what should be achieved than about how to achieve it.
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problem is how to discover means for ends that are unknown at the time the team starts 
developing knowledge. An example comes from a knowledge management team at a soft-
ware security fi rm that described their situation as follows: ‘In 2–3 years’ time, our com-
pany will be designing security products we don’t know, incorporating technologies which 
haven’t been invented, made in processes yet to be defi ned, by people we have not yet 
recruited.’

One complication of  means and ends uncertainty is that both complicate the provision 
of  incentives in a team. This is because measurement bases for the provision of  incen-
tives become increasingly noisy the less means and end can be pre-specifi ed ex ante. In 
other words: uncertainty leads to performance ambiguity, which complicates the provi-
sion of  incentives (Ouchi, 1980). Only if  performance ambiguity is low does performance 
pay seem effective in aligning confl icting interest. If  this is not the case, variable rewards 
might be appropriate if  pay and control can relate to specifi ed behavior or to other forms 
of  standardization (e.g. processes) which can serve as a basis for measuring performance. 
Unfortunately, to the extent that standardization of  behavior or processes is prevented, 
such as in the case of  many epistemic communities, neither behaviors nor outputs can 
be determined with precision. In this case, Ouchi (1980) suggests, clan control might be 
the solution to promote cooperation and mitigate confl ict of  interest: the basis of  control 
becomes a set of  internalized values and norms. It should be noted, however, that clan 
control can lead to normative fi xation and group thinking that are both detrimental rather 
than conducive to knowledge creation in teams (e.g. Grandori, 2001). Comprehensive 
empirical research regarding managerial control dilemmas in knowledge-creating teams 
remains sparse and inconclusive. However, contrary to popular recommendations in the 
literature to abandon incentives in favor of  normative control altogether,10 recent evidence 
shows that incentives for knowledge-creating teams seem to prevail in practice across a 
number of  industries (Laursen and Mahnke, 2001; Laursen and Foss, 2002). An organi-
zational economics perspective on knowledge creation would not expect otherwise. Thus, 
we suggest the following refutable proposition:

P9: Teams employing combinations of  individual incentives, team incentives, and 
exclusion rules will be more effective at knowledge creation than teams relying on 
clan control.

Nonetheless, as we move from inducing individual learning to knowledge creation in 
teams, complications of  providing incentives have vastly increased. Given these complica-
tions of  knowledge creation in teams, an organizational economics perspective suggests 
that team-based learning is a particularly expensive knowledge-creation mechanism that 
is riddled with many problems that include but are not limited to providing incentives. 

10Recent contributions to the knowledge management literature have suggested creating a knowl-
edge-creating atmosphere (Prusak and Davenport, 1998), generating corporate spirit, or enhancing 
a climate of  mutual care based on reciprocity (von Krogh, 1998). Additionally, appeals are made to 
intrinsic motivation (McGregor, 1960; Deci, 1975), peer recognition, or symbolic rewards such as 
Texas Instruments’ annual ‘best practice celebration and sharing day’ (O’Dell and Grayson, 1998). 
We agree. However, while these possibilities play their part in stimulating knowledge creation, 
explicit forms of  incentives may also supplement them.
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Seen this way, organizational economic insights might serve as reminders that knowledge 
creation in teams yields benefi ts at substantial costs. These may be compared to the ben-
efi ts and costs of  individual learning in fi rms as well as hiring of  external expertise in the 
form of  employment or contingent work, two alternative mechanisms of  organizational 
learning (Simon, 1991).

Integrating knowledge: insights from organizational economics

Organizational economic insights (Coase, 1937; Demsetz, 1988; Jensen and Meckling, 
1992; Williamson, 1985) have already substantially fertilized the literature on knowledge 
in organizations that characterizes the fi rm as a knowledge-integrating institution (Conner 
and Prahalad, 1996; Grant, 1996; Kogut and Zander, 1992, 1993).11 Therefore, this sec-
tion is restricted to briefl y reviewing key insights on knowledge integration needs and 
mechanisms.12

Specialization of  tasks leads to focused learning in narrowly defi ned domains (Smith, 
1978). However, because the division of  tasks also leads to the division of  knowledge, 
knowledge integration may be required when several activities are interdependent and 
individuals need to adapt their action to each other (Thompson, 1967). If  individuals are 
specialized in different knowledge domains this will limit the rate at which knowledge that 
lies outside a narrow specialization can be assimilated, accumulated, and applied (Simon, 
1991; Lane and Lubatkin, 1998). Three coordination mechanisms may be conducive to 
address such knowledge-integration problems—direction, common knowledge, and auton-
omous adaptation—but their effi cacy may vary with varying task dependencies at hand.

Autonomous adaptation is the marvel of  market. As Hayek (1945) argues, markets (be 
they between or in companies) make individuals do desirable things without anyone having 
to tell them how to do them. While the price mechanism economizes on investments in com-
mon knowledge, it only facilitates thin communication among individuals that co-ordinate 
their tasks and action. Its applicability may also be limited to situations where task-
coordination is signifi ed by low uncertainty and low interdependence between tasks that 
make autonomous adaptation possible (Grandori, 2001). Moreover, pricing knowledge in 
exchange faces a fundamental paradox: the value of  knowledge to a purchaser is not known 
until after the knowledge is revealed; however, once revealed, the purchaser has no need 
to pay for it (Arrow, 1984). Second, Arrow also argues that ‘authority, the centralization 
of  decision-making, serves to economize on the transmission and handling of  knowledge’ 
(Arrow, 1974: 69). Demsetz (1988) agrees when he suggests that ‘[d]irection substitutes for 
education (that is, for the transfer of  the knowledge itself).’ For example, employees transfer 

11There are also several studies on product development that have argued that varying degrees of  
knowledge integration is conducive to explain fi rm performance (e.g. Clark and Fuijimoto, 1991; 
Iansiti, 1997; Henderson, 1994). Others suggest that patterns of  common knowledge in the guise of  
combinative capabilities, routines, or core competencies are conducive in explaining differences in 
what fi rms can do well and how they perform (Hoopes and Postrel, 1999; Grant, 1996). 
12For a more detailed review on the relation between organizational economic insights and claims 
associated with a ‘new’ knowledge-based theory of  the fi rm see Foss (1996a, 1996b) and Foss and 
Foss (2000).
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reports and memos rather than the knowledge on which they are crafted; superiors give 
advice on what to do and intervene at times rather than transfer the knowledge on which 
their judgment is based. Building on this argument, Conner and Prahalad (1996) stress that 
authority not only provides a low cost method of  communicating, but also allows the fl ex-
ible blending of  expertise when contingencies emerge that were not foreseeable when, for 
example, an employment contract was concluded. This nicely corresponds to Coase (1937) 
who makes co-ordination by entrepreneurial direction based on employment contracts the 
distinguishing mark of  the fi rm as an institution. Like price coordination, direction econo-
mizes on investments in common knowledge. In addition direction saves communication 
cost not because communication is restricted to thin communications as was the case with 
price coordination, but because communication (be it thin or thick) is restricted to top-
down interaction on particular occasions. However, the application of  top-down direction 
to coordinate knowledge fi nds its limits when superiors do not understand what and how 
results are achieved at a lower level—as is often the case with knowledge work (Foss, 1999, 
2002). Finally, common knowledge (Grant, 1996) in the form of  combinative capabilities, 
routines, shared context or codes, or social capital (Kogut and Zander, 1992, 1993; Nelson 
and Winter, 1982; Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998) may ease coordination, particularly when 
tasks are highly interdependent. However, as a discussion of  knowledge-codifi cation tools 
illustrates, investments in common knowledge and knowledge sharing—both in terms of  
managerial effort (see Zollo and Winter, 2002) and aligning diverging interest (Mahnke, 
1998)—is particularly expensive. Thus, an organizational economics perspective suggests:

P10: Firms investing in common knowledge and engaging in substantial knowledge 
sharing only in the presence of  high task interdependence will outperform fi rms 
that do so even under conditions of  low task interdependence.

CONCLUSIONS

Since its take-off  in the beginning of  the 1970s (e.g. Alchian and Demsetz, 1972), organi-
zational economics has been centrally concerned with what is a very recent recognition 
in the knowledge management literature, namely ‘that social relations and learning proc-
esses do not happen in a political vacuum and, on the contrary, take place in a landscape 
of  interests and differential power positions and relations’ (Easterby-Smith et al., 2000: 
793). Fundamentally, organizational economics represents a body of  theory that allows 
the theorist to understand the nature of  the obstacles to coordination within and between 
fi rms, as well as such issues as how the allocation of  incentives and property rights infl u-
ence the actions and investment decisions of  individual agents (i.e. their human capital 
investments). It does so on the basis of  precise assumptions about technologies (e.g. team 
production, complementarities), the distribution of  information, the allocation of  incen-
tives and property rights, the degree of  rationality and foresight possessed by agents, etc. 
In other words, organizational economics is taken up with the benefi ts as well as the costs 
of  alternative contractual, organizational, and institutional structures. It puts forward 
comparative propositions on this basis.

Organizational economics advances research on knowledge management in organiza-
tions by allowing the derivation of  novel refutable propositions that are of  direct relevance 
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for the empirical research on the practice of  organizational knowledge creation. We have 
provided a number of  examples. More fundamentally, it provides a micro-foundation 
(much needed, in our view) that allows focused research regarding the relation between 
knowledge management, value creation, and value appropriation by the involved stake-
holders. We are confi dent that further research along these lines will continue to be fruitful.
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Organizational Learning, Knowledge, 
Capabilities, and Absorptive Capacity
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MARINA APAYDIN

ABSTRACT

The literature on organizational learning (OL), knowledge management (KM), dynamic 
capabilities (DC), and absorptive capacity (AC) is characterized by the use of  very diverse 
terminology, where concepts often overlap, but it is unclear how all the pieces fi t together.

Recognizing that no single overarching framework has been proposed to clear up this 
conceptual confusion, this chapter proposes a framework that integrates OL, KM, DC, 
and AC, and establishes a theoretical link between these constructs and performance. 
Our integrative model acknowledges the distinct roots of  each fi eld, identifi es conceptual 
boundaries, and establishes relationships between the constructs and fi rm performance. We 
propose this framework as an instrument to facilitate communication between researchers 
in order to avoid the risk of  continuously ‘reinventing the wheel’ in the  learning fi eld.

INTRODUCTION

We started our original chapter published in 2003 in the Blackwell Handbook of  Organizational 
Learning and Knowledge Management by stating that ‘organizational learning’ and ‘knowledge 
management’ had become terms commonly used in the business environment that were 
usually associated with large-budget projects pursued by fi rms convinced that the only 
competitive advantage the company of  the future will have is its ability to learn faster than 
its competitors (DeGeus, 1988). Although early academic discussions about these concepts 
date to the 1960s (Cangelosi and Dill, 1965; Polanyi, 1967), it was not until the 1990s 
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that these topics dramatically captured the attention of  managers, when Senge (1990) 
popularized the concept of  the ‘learning organization’ and Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) 
described how to become a ‘knowledge-creating company.’ It was also in the 1990s when 
the rapid evolution of  information technology and the Internet allowed the development 
of  sophisticated knowledge management tools.

Our concern in 2003 was that, while consultants were providing learning and knowl-
edge management solutions to managers, academics (e.g. Huber, 1991; Simon, 1991; 
Weick, 1991) were expressing their concern about the lack of  consistent terminology, 
cumulative work, and a widely accepted framework that connected the learning and 
knowledge fi elds. Miner and Mezias (1996) even called organizational learning theory ‘an 
ugly duckling in the pond of  organizational theory: interesting, but living on the fring-
es’ (1996: 88). Furthermore, organizational learning (OL) and knowledge management 
(KM) were rarely discussed together. Since then, the fi eld has evolved toward increasing 
integration of  concepts and cross-fertilization of  ideas between organizational learning 
and knowledge management scholars. Academic journals and conferences have been the 
forum in which dialogue and connections have been created. The new challenge in 
the twenty-fi rst century has been the evolution of  two concepts, dynamic capabilities 
(DC), and absorptive capacity (AC), which, again, emphasize the notion of  learning and 
knowledge as critical for organizational success. How all the pieces fi t together, however, is 
not clear and consensus has not been achieved.

The purpose of  this chapter is to provide a conceptual framework that defi nes and 
integrates OL, KM, DC, and AC and establishes a theoretical link between these con-
structs and performance. We begin by defi ning the constructs and acknowledging their 
distinct roots. Then, we establish the fi elds’ domains and their boundaries. It is important 
to note that since these fi elds are in fl ux, the term ‘boundary’ should be interpreted as the 
salient differences that distinguish the fi elds given the current dialogue. Next, propositions 
that integrate OL, DC, KM, and AC, and link them to performance are offered. Finally, 
we present conclusions and directions for future research.

DEFINITION OF CONSTRUCTS

Organizational learning

In defi ning ‘organizational learning,’ we agree with the growing group of  theorists (e.g. 
Argyris and Schön, 1978; Duncan and Weiss, 1979; Miller, 1996) who emphasize the 
interrelationship between cognition and behavior and conclude that the learning proc-
ess encompasses both cognitive and behavioral change. Individuals and groups learn 
by understanding and then acting or by acting and then interpreting (Crossan, Lane, 
White, and Djurfeldt, 1995). The defi nition of  OL adopted for this chapter incorporates 
this thinking: organizational learning is the process of  change in individual and shared 
thought and action, which is affected by and embedded in the institutions of  the organi-
zation. When individual and group learning becomes institutionalized, organizational 
learning occurs and knowledge is embedded in non-human repositories such as routines, 
systems, structures, culture, and strategy (Crossan, Lane, and White, 1999; Nelson and 
Winter, 1982; Walsh and Rivera, 1991). The organizational learning system is comprised 
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of  the continually evolving knowledge stored in individuals, groups, and the organization 
and constitutes the fundamental infrastructure that supports a fi rm’s strategy formulation 
and implementation processes.

Early work in organizational learning, spearheaded by James March (Cohen and 
Sproull, 1996) made use of  learning concepts that were translated from the psychology 
literature on individual learning (e.g. choice, decision making, information processing). For 
example, Argyris and Schön (1978) proposed that organizations learn through individu-
als acting as agents for them. When defi ning single-loop and double-loop learning, they 
explained learning in terms of  individual level error detection and error correction. Today, 
authors offer more comprehensive frameworks of  OL that link the different levels of  
learning and that study learning from a systemic view. Furthermore, the study of  the OL 
phenomenon has been enriched by the contributions from diverse disciplines (Easterby-
Smith, 1997) and new perspectives such as interpretive systems (Daft and Weick, 1984), 
communities of  practice (Brown and Duguid, 1991), dialogue (Isaacs, 1993), and memory 
(Casey, 1997; Walsh and Rivera, 1991). Finally, because of  its intrinsic notion of  change, 
organizational learning research has been associated with questions of  how organiza-
tions evolve, transform (e.g. Barnett, Greve, and Park, 1994; MacIntosh, 1999), and renew 
themselves (e.g. Crossan et al., 1999; Lant and Mezias, 1992; Mezias and Glynn, 1993) in 
order to face the challenges of  a continuously changing environment.

When defi ning organizational learning, it is important to note its relationship to 
the ‘learning organization’ (LO). Senge (1990:1) defi nes a learning organization as ‘a place 
where people continually expand their capacity of  creating results they really want, where 
patterns of  thinking are broadened and nurtured, where collective aspiration is free and 
where people are continually learning to learn.’ Organizational learning and the learning 
organization belong to different streams of  theorizing in the fi eld (Easterby-Smith, Snell, 
and Gherardi, 1998). OL is a descriptive stream, with academics who pursue the question 
‘how does an organization learn?’ In contrast, LO is a prescriptive stream, targeted at 
practitioners who are interested in the question ‘how should an organization learn?’

Knowledge management

In 2003, we noted that, in defi ning knowledge management, a major source of  confusion 
arose from the failure to differentiate ‘knowledge management’ (KM) and ‘ organizational 
knowledge’ (OK). In its origins, the term knowledge management was often used in confer-
ence programs and book titles, but seldom defi ned and incorporated in academic papers, 
where the concept of  organizational knowledge was the one frequently used. Knowledge 
management has been defi ned as ‘the explicit control and management of  knowledge 
within an organization aimed at achieving the company’s objectives’ (Van der Spek and 
Spijkervet, 1997: 43), ‘the formal management of  knowledge for facilitating creation, 
access, and reuse of  knowledge, typically using advanced technology’ (O’Leary, 1998: 34), 
‘the process of  creating, capturing, and using knowledge to enhance organizational per-
formance’ (Bassi, 1999: 424), and ‘the ability of  organizations to manage, store, value, 
and distribute knowledge’ (Liebowitz and Wilcox, 1997: i).

As the fi eld has evolved two main paradigms have emerged: a computational view of  
knowledge management which approaches knowledge management as a process of  iden-
tifying empirically validated facts and managing them through technology, and an organic 
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view of  knowledge management which emphasizes the role of  people, group dynamics, 
social and cultural factors, and networks (Argote, 2005). These two views have been com-
bined in an integrated socio-technological approach to managing actual and potential 
fl ows of  knowledge creation, transfer, and retention (Prieto and Easterby-Smith, 2006). 
Two chapters in this Handbook address the issues within the domain of  KM. Hayes 
(Chapter 5) discusses the role of  information technology within the organic or ‘relational’ 
view of  KM. Alavi and Denford (Chapter 6) adopt a combined socio-technological 
approach and move the discussion forward by assessing the role of  Web 2.0 in KM prac-
tice. They advocate the necessity of  having both technological capability of  information 
processing and relevant social content for a KM platform to be successful.

In contrast to the knowledge management concept, which was initially considered 
a prescriptive term, organizational knowledge is an established theoretical construct. 
Knowledge has been proposed as a key fi rm resource and a source of  competitive advan-
tage. This research is rooted in the resource-based view (RBV) of  the fi rm (Barney, 1991; 
Penrose, 1959). Several authors argue for a ‘knowledge-based’ theory of  the fi rm as a 
theory that explains the organizational advantage of  fi rms over markets (Ghoshal and 
Moran, 1996; Grant, 1996; Kogut and Zander, 1992).

To develop a theory where the creation, transfer, and application of  knowledge is 
the reason why fi rms exist, researchers have engaged in a passionate debate about what 
knowledge is and what forms or types of  it are available (Collins, 1993). Whereas the term 
learning has not been bound up in questions of  veridicality and accuracy, the term knowl-
edge has witnessed many debates. Different philosophical views and conceptual paradigms 
offer different perspectives about what knowledge is and how it can be studied. For exam-
ple, based on their distinct epistemological and ontological assumptions, positivists argue 
that reality is objective and can be comprehended accurately, while for post-modernists all 
meanings are context specifi c. While it is impossible to integrate these theories or resolve 
their disagreements, Gioia and Pitre (1990) propose that there is ‘similarity despite dispar-
ity’ across paradigms, and that a multi-paradigm approach to theory building would help 
researchers achieve a more comprehensive understanding of  organizational phenomena. 
In the study of  knowledge, the positivist view (‘knowledge as justifi ed true belief ’) is the 
predominant one in Western culture and a generally accepted assumption in organiza-
tional theory (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). However, it has been increasingly challenged 
and complemented by more constructivist perspectives that argue that knowledge cannot 
be conceived independently from action, shifting the notion of  knowledge as a commod-
ity that individuals or organizations may acquire, to the study of  knowing as something 
that they do (Blackler, 1995; Cook and Brown, 1999; Nicolini and Meznar, 1995; Polanyi, 
1967). Polanyi’s (1967) work, in particular, has been highly infl uential in defi ning knowl-
edge as dynamic, when he argues that knowledge is an activity, which could be better 
described as a process of  knowing.

Although the knowledge (explicit and tacit) and knowing constructs come from differ-
ent paradigms, we believe that efforts towards integrating them are consistent with Gioia 
and Pitre’s (1990) call for more multi-paradigm research. According to Polanyi (1967), 
explicit knowledge is articulated and specifi ed either verbally or in writing, while tacit 
knowledge is unarticulated, intuitive, and non-verbalizable. Perception, the process of  get-
ting to know an external object by the impression made by it on our senses, underlies 
the paradigm of  tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1967). In perceiving a simple object, there are 
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clues that are unspecifi able, thus, all empirical knowledge has an indeterminate content. 
Building on this work, Cook and Brown (1999) propose that explicit and tacit knowledge 
are not enough to understand the nature of  knowledge and that to account for all some-
body knows, it is necessary to add the notion of  knowing. For them, while explicit and tacit 
knowledge are ‘possessed’ by people, knowing is not about possession, but about ‘practice’ 
and about interacting with the things of  the social and physical world. For example, when 
riding a bike, people use their explicit knowledge about the parts of  a bike and the tacit 
knowledge about how to keep balance on a bike. People possess this knowledge even when 
they are not riding a bike. The difference is that while biking, people practice their know-
ing, that is, they put knowledge into action.

In Figure 8.1, we summarize the relationships we observe between knowledge, 
knowing, and learning. First, knowledge can be obtained through the mind (learning by 
refl ection, anticipatory learning) and through the body (learning by doing, experimen-
tal learning). Second, knowledge is accumulated in our minds (know what, declarative 
knowledge) and also in our bodies (know how, procedural knowledge). Third, know-
ing is practice, it is something we do. Knowing is not knowledge used in action, but 
knowledge that is part of action (Cook and Brown, 1999). Last, learning is the change 
in knowledge and the change in knowing, which involves, as mentioned before, 
changes in cognition and changes in behavior. Knowledge and knowing are the con-
tent of  the learning process, in other words, what we learn or get to know. The main 
distinction between knowledge and knowing is that knowledge is mainly cognitive, 
including the facts and the skills we possess, while knowing is mainly behavioral, it is 
knowledge as action.

In this Handbook, Tsoukas (Chapter 21) continues the discussion about tacit knowledge 
by providing a review of  the previous work on the subject by Polanyi, Nonaka, Takeuchi, 
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and others, and a clarifi cation of  the construct. Contrary to Nonaka and Takeuchi, 
he maintains that tacit knowledge is not hibernating explicit knowledge waiting to 
be articulated: ‘tacit and explicit knowledge are not the two ends of  a continuum but 
two sides of  the same coin: even the most explicit kind of  knowledge is underlain by 
tacit knowledge.’

In addition to the explicit/tacit dimension, recent developments in the fi eld offered a 
plethora of  other dimensions, which are summarized in Table 8.1. Furthermore, anoth-
er important focus of  the organizational knowledge literature is studying the processes 
through which knowledge is created, developed, retained, and transferred (e.g. Argote 
and Ingram, 2000; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Pisano, 1994; Szulanski, 1996). Thus, 
this second branch of  research steps back from the questions about knowledge types and 
forms and emphasizes the need to understand the micro-processes by which knowledge is 
created or acquired, communicated, applied, and utilized in organizations.

Dynamic capabilities

The concept of  ‘dynamic capabilities’ (DC) was introduced by Teece, Pisano, and Shuen 
(1997) to offer a more dynamic perspective of  the resource-based view (Barney, 1991). 
They argue that because the value of  a resource can change over time, competitive 
advantage comes not only from organizational resources, but also from the fi rm’s capabil-
ity to continually create, integrate, and reconfi gure new resources. While building on the 
work of  Teece et al., (1997), Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) provide a different perspec-
tive on dynamic capabilities. They defi ne dynamic capabilities as the process by which 

Table 8.1 Dimensions of  organizational knowledge

Authors Dimensions

Polanyi (1962) Tacitness

Barney (1991) VRIN dimensions

Garyd and Kumaraswamy, (1995) Modularity

Inkpen and Crossan (1995) Channel/means (cognitive-behavioral)

Crossan et al. (1999) Level of  embeddedness (I/G/O/N)

Orlikowski (2002) Actualization (possessed-practiced)

McEvily and Chakravarthy, (2002) Complexity

Argote et al. (2003) Access (internal-external, public-private)

Concentration (degree to which the knowl-
edge is shared by org members

Simonin (2004) Ambiguity

Prieto and Easterby-Smith (2006) Type (technological-social)

Nature (additive-recombinative)
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fi rms use resources, i.e. the ‘organizational and strategic routines by which fi rms achieve 
new resource confi gurations’ (2000: 1007). In contrast to Teece et al. (1997), Eisenhardt 
and Martin argue that competitive advantage ‘lies in the resource confi gurations that 
they  create, not in the capabilities themselves’ (2000: 1106), because dynamic capabili-
ties exhibit commonalities among effective fi rms and become what managers call ‘best 
practices.’

The last decade has witnessed great confusion in the DC fi eld because of  a lack of  
agreement about what dynamic capabilities actually are (Cepeda and Vera, 2007). Some 
defi nitions are prescriptive in nature in the sense that they assume that dynamic capa-
bilities are always good and are a source of  competitive advantage; these defi nitions have 
been criticized as tautological (Priem and Butler, 2001). Furthermore, if  there is always a 
capability behind a capability, we face an infi nite regress problem and it is impossible to 
identify the ultimate source of  competitive advantage (Collis, 1994).

In an effort to understand the true nature of  dynamic capabilities, several authors 
propose the need to differentiate among the types of  processes and routines available in 
fi rms. Collis (1994) distinguishes between a fi rst category of  capabilities, which refl ect 
an ability to perform the basic functional activities of  the fi rm (e.g. plant layout, distri-
bution logistics, and marketing campaigns), and a second category of  capabilities, which 
deals with the dynamic improvement to the activities of  the fi rm. In his detailed treatment 
of  the subject, Winter (2003) defi nes capabilities as ‘high level routine(s)’ which in turn are 
‘learned and repetitious behaviors’ (Winter, 2003: 991). He categorizes capabilities into a 
hierarchy using a mathematical metaphor of  derivatives:

 1. Zero-level operational capabilities (how a company earns a living now).
 2. Dynamic capabilities, which are mathematically speaking ‘fi rst derivatives’ of  oper-

ational capabilities, i.e. their change.
 3. Second-order capabilities are ‘second derivatives’ of  operational capabilities and 

the ‘fi rst derivatives’ of  dynamic capabilities, i.e. their change.

Winter (2003) proposes learning as the ultimate second-order capability, and creates 
an explicit link between the concepts of  organizational learning and dynamic capabilities. 
This hierarchical classifi cation has increasingly been adopted in recent models of  dynamic 
capabilities (e.g. Helfat and Peteraf, 2003; Zahra and George, 2002; Zahra, Sapienza, and 
Davidsson, 2006) and helps to eliminate the tautological fl avor associated with dynamic 
capabilities. In addition, Teece (2007: 1319) establishes an explicit connection between 
dynamic capabilities and knowledge management, when he proposes that ‘dynamic capa-
bilities can be disaggregated into the capacity (1) to sense and shape opportunities and 
threats, (2) to seize opportunities, and (3) to maintain competitiveness through enhancing, 
combining, protecting, and, when necessary, reconfi guring the business enterprise’s intan-
gible and tangible assets,’ and includes knowledge management as part of  the third type 
of  process.

In this Handbook, Teece (Chapter 23) extends this theorizing by connecting DC and 
‘knowledge assets’ with the theory of  the fi rm. Teece argues that the economic theory of  
the fi rm currently dominated by the contracting perspective should be augmented by the 
DC/KM perspective where learning is viewed as a way of  development and maintenance 
of  knowledge assets.
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Absorptive capacity

The concept of  ‘absorptive capacity’ (AC) was fi rst1 introduced by Cohen and Levinthal 
as ‘the fi rm’s ability to identify, assimilate and exploit knowledge from the environment’ 
(Cohen and Levinthal, 1989: 569–570) and the ‘ability of  the fi rm to recognize the value 
of  new external information, assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends’ (Cohen and 
Levinthal, 1990: 128). There have been three recent efforts to review the literature with 
the goal of  reconceptualizing the construct from theoretical and defi nitional perspectives 
(Lane, Koka, and Pathak, 2006; Todorova and Durisin, 2007; Zahra and George, 2002). 
In fact, although the concept of  absorptive capacity was introduced earlier than that of  
dynamic capabilities, the former has been greatly infl uenced by the latter, and absorptive 
capacity is increasingly being positioned as a fi rm’s dynamic capability (Easterby-Smith, 
Graca, Antonacopoulou, and Ferdinand, 2008).

Zahra and George (2002) defi ne absorptive capacity as a set of  organizational routines 
and processes, by which fi rms acquire, assimilate, transform, and exploit knowledge to 
produce a dynamic organizational capability. They were the fi rst to differentiate between 
potential and realized absorptive capacity. Potential absorptive capacity is a fi rm’s capa-
bility to value and acquire external knowledge, but does not guarantee the exploitation 
of  this knowledge. Realized absorptive capacity refl ects the fi rm’s capacity to leverage 
the knowledge that has been absorbed. Zahra and George (2002) also furthered the ideas 
about the role of  the internal knowledge base as an antecedent of  potential absorptive 
capacity, and added (1) activation triggers as moderators of  the relationship between inter-
nal knowledge and potential absorptive capacity and (2) social interaction mechanisms as 
factors that reduce the gap between potential and realized absorptive capacity.

In a critical review, Lane et al. (2006) defi ned absorptive capacity as a fi rm’s ability to 
utilize externally held knowledge through three sequential organizational learning proc-
esses: (1) recognizing and understanding potentially valuable new knowledge outside the 
fi rm through exploratory learning, (2) assimilating valuable new knowledge through trans-
formative learning, and (3) using the assimilated knowledge to create new knowledge and 
commercial outputs through exploitative learning. They concluded that the construct has 
become reifi ed; i.e. become a taken-for-granted, general-purpose concept and identifi ed 
fundamental weaknesses in our understanding of  AC calling for a ‘rejuvenation of  the 
construct’ (Lane et al., 2006). They ask researchers to engage in empirical analysis and 
integrative theoretical work that: characterizes the construct as a capability rather than a 
knowledge asset, focuses at the micro level to broaden understanding of  the role of  team 
cognition, emphasizes the multiple dimensions of  the concept, and considers the impact 
of  team structural factors on the effi ciency of  applying assimilated knowledge.

In fact, an important debate in the AC fi eld has been the dimensionality of  AC 
(Nemanich, 2008). Lane et al. (2006) argued that the concepts of  potential and realized 
AC bias the construct defi nition toward the short-term benefi ts of  AC. They offered a 

1The term ‘Absorptive Capacity’ was fi rst used by Kedia and Bhagat (1988) to describe an 
 organization which has ‘cosmopolitan orientation, existing sophisticated technical core and strategic 
management process,’ which would enable them to effectively manage technology transfers (1988: 
568). However, it was Cohen and Levinthal (1989) who actually introduced AC as a defi ned concept.
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model that returned to the three dimensions identifi ed by Cohen and Levinthal (1990). 
Todorova and Durisin (2007) also made theoretical arguments for explicitly rejecting the 
idea of  potential and realized AC constructs. Their model returned to the roots of  Cohen 
and Levinthal’s (1990) work and then expanded it by incorporating the following learning 
processes as dimensions: recognize the value, acquire, assimilate, transform, and exploit. 
Building on this work and addressing Lane et al.’s (2006) criticisms, Nemanich, Keller, 
Vera, and Chin (2010) recently added team shared cognition to the three traditional 
dimensions of  AC—evaluate, assimilate, and apply capabilities—and argued that these 
capabilities manifest themselves in different levels of  analysis, individual or team.

Finally, linking the AC and DC concepts, and emphasizing the micro-processes involved, 
not just the dimensions, Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) positioned absorptive capacity as a 
dynamic capability and pursued qualitative work that identifi ed power and boundaries as 
central features of  a process view of  absorptive capacity.

Having discussed the roots and defi nitions of  the four constructs of  interest, the next 
section will delineate not only connections, but also the boundaries of  each research area.

DEFINITION OF BOUNDARIES

Figure 8.2 summarizes our conclusions about the domains and boundaries of  the OL, 
KM, DC, and AC fi elds. We see these boundaries as fl uid. They will evolve as the dia-
logue between members of  these fi elds continues.

In Figure 8.2, we show OL, KM, and DC as overlapping fi elds of  research, but we 
recognize that there are topics that are dealt with primarily in one of  the fi elds, and top-
ics in which one fi eld is more advanced in its development than the others. For example, 
we see OL as the most advanced in terms of  providing a multilevel theory of  learning in 
organizations. We also note that OL advances the view of  an OL system or infrastructure 
where organizational level storehouses of  knowledge—strategy, structure, systems, culture, 
and procedures—are aligned. In contrast, we see the KM fi eld focused on creating a 
 knowledge-based view of  the fi rm, where the creation and integration of  knowledge is 
the reason why fi rms exist. Similarly, the dynamic capabilities perspective is unique in 
 providing a dynamic perspective of  the resource-based view of  the fi rm and in suggesting 
the ability to change routines and reconfi gure resources (including knowledge routines and 
knowledge resources) as the ultimate source of  competitive advantage.

The boundary between OL and KM

From a positivist perspective, one basic difference between OL and KM is that where one 
of  KM’s main focuses is understanding the nature of  knowledge as an asset or a stock, 
OL primarily emphasizes the processes through which knowledge changes or fl ows. That 
is, there is a distinction between studying what is learned and studying the process of  learn-
ing, or between studying content and process. Schendel (1996), for example, emphasizes the 
need to understand learning as a process, when he states that ‘the capacity to develop 
organizational capability may be more important in creating competitive advantage than 
the specifi c knowledge gained’ (1996: 6). KM views knowledge as a fi rm resource that can 
lead to sustainable competitive advantage. Thus, we position the knowledge-based view of  
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the fi rm in Figure 8.2 within the boundaries of  the OK domain. Discussion is focused on 
trying to understand what knowledge is, on defi ning knowledge typologies, and contrast-
ing explicit and tacit knowledge and the technical and social mechanisms to support them. 
We conclude that OK has a more content view of  knowledge, while OL is primarily inter-
ested in the underlying processes.

There is a growing agreement in the OL literature that for learning to occur, changes 
in cognition and/or behavior must take place. Whereas the KM literature has a strong 
cognitive side, it also addresses knowledge and knowing as grounded in action and as 
processes that require both cognitive and behavioral activity. Furthermore, constructivist 
approaches to knowledge emphasize that knowledge is constructed in interaction with the 
world, that knowledge is situated in practice, and that knowledge is relational, mediated 
by artifacts, contextualized, and dynamic (Blackler, 1995). We conclude that although the 
OL fi eld has been the most explicit in explaining the cognitive and behavioral aspects of  
the learning phenomenon, KM has extended its focus on cognition, to incorporate the 
action orientation.

- Knowledge types

- Knowledge-based-view of
the firm

- IT solutions and tools for
managing explicit knowledge

- Social processes for managing tacit
knowledge

- KM strategy and tactics

- Resource-based-view of the firm

- Link between DCs and firm performance,
through operational capabilities

- Emphasis on environmental dynamism and the
ability to change routines and reconfigure resources
as the ultimate source of competitive advantage

OL KM
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- Learning as 
knowledge 

processes
- Cognitive & behavioral 
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- OL system and infrastructure: 
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Figure 8.2 Boundaries of  the Organizational Learning (OL), Knowledge Management (KM), 
Dynamic Capabilities (DC), and Absorptive Capacity (AC) Fields
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As suggested earlier in this chapter, OL and KM also overlap, because learning has 
been increasingly defi ned in terms of  knowledge processes. For example, Argote (1999) 
defi nes learning as ‘knowledge acquisition’ and states that learning involves the process-
es through which members share, generate, evaluate, and combine knowledge. On the 
knowledge management side, process views take the form of  ‘life cycle’ models. King, 
Chung, and Haney (2008) offer the most comprehensive of  them consisting of  several 
parallel paths, starting from creation (or acquisition), refi nement, storage, then transfer 
(or sharing), and ending with utilization leading to organizational performance. In addi-
tion, as mentioned in the previous point, knowledge is not viewed as purely cognitive any 
more. Thus, when the notion of  static knowledge is replaced by dynamic knowing and the 
agenda switches from managing knowledge assets to studying the knowledge- associated 
processes, such as creation, retention, and transfer, there is a powerful opportunity to 
unify the insights from both the organizational learning and organizational knowledge 
communities.

When studied from a social constructivist perspective, OL and KM share the recogni-
tion that learning and knowing are situated in practice. This research includes the study 
of  communities of  practice (Brown and Duguid, 1991) and activity systems (Blackler, 
1995; Spender, 1996). The fundamental idea is that it is impossible to separate learning 
from working (Brown and Duguid, 1991) and that knowledge exists in socially-distributed 
activity systems, where participants employ their situated knowledge in a context which is 
itself  constantly developing (Gherardi, Nicolini, and Odella, 1998).

In terms of  the levels of  analysis, several authors in the OL and KM fi elds (e.g. Crossan 
et al., 1999; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) have proposed that 
learning occurs and that knowledge exists at the individual, group, organizational, and 
inter-organizational or network levels. This fourth level of  analysis has attracted a great 
deal of  attention from researchers interested in the role of  learning in alliances, joint ven-
tures, strategic groups, and inter-fi rm relationships in general (e.g. Doz, 1996; Inkpen and 
Crossan, 1995; Lyles and Salk, 1996). An early debate, particularly in the OL fi eld, ques-
tioned the existence of  organizational-level learning. According to Argote (1999), a ‘litmus 
test’ for determining whether organizational learning has occurred is analyzing whether 
organizational knowledge persists in the face of  individual turnover. Furthermore, work 
by Nelson and Winter (1982) describes knowledge at the organizational level and refers 
to organizational routines as the organization’s genetic material, some explicit in bureau-
cratic rules, some implicit in the organization’s culture. As the fi eld has evolved, OL and 
KM researchers seem to agree that organizations are more than the sum of  individuals 
and that by acknowledging the existence of  non-human repositories of  knowledge and 
organizational learning systems (Shrivastava and Grant, 1985), the capacity to learn, to 
know, and to have a memory (Walsh and Rivera, 1991) can be attributed to fi rms.

Once the different levels of  analysis are recognized, the next step is to provide a theory 
that links the levels, explaining the micro-processes by which learning and knowledge at 
one level become learning and knowledge at another level. Schwandt’s (1995) Dynamic 
Organizational Learning Model, for example, moves in this direction. In this model, 
organizational learning is a dynamic social system defi ned as ‘a system of  actions, actors, 
symbols, and processes that enables an organization to transform information into val-
ued knowledge, which, in turn, increases its long-run adaptive capacity’ (Schwandt, 1995: 
370). Four learning subsystems (environmental interface, action-refl ection, dissemination 
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and diffusion, and meaning and memory) and their associated processes explain how indi-
viduals and groups in organizations collectively engage in social actions of  learning. Work 
from Crossan et al. (1999), Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), and Spender (1994, 1996) are 
other examples of  ambitious efforts towards multilevel research. From our analysis of  this 
work, we argue that OL is more advanced than KM in terms of  providing this multilevel 
theory of  how learning occurs at the individual, group, and organizational levels, how 
learning at one level impacts learning at other levels, and how knowledge fl ows from one 
level to the others. When discussing multiple levels of  knowledge, the KM agenda has 
centered on tacit versus explicit knowledge and person to person transfer. For example, 
Spender (1994, 1996) has integrated the tacit and explicit taxonomy with the individual 
and social levels of  analysis to present a matrix of  four types of  organizational knowledge: 
conscious, automatic or non-conscious, objectifi ed or scientifi c, and collective. He discusses 
the ‘action-domains’ of  each of  the four types of  knowledge and describes learning as the 
conversion from one type of  knowledge to another. Still, the cognitive and behavioral 
processes involved in these learning fl ows need to be identifi ed in order to provide useful 
prescriptions to fi rms.

To develop a multilevel theory of  knowledge in organizations, KM also needs to estab-
lish relationships between the different knowledge-associated processes at different levels. 
For example what for one individual is knowledge sharing may be knowledge acquisition 
(learning) for a group or what for one individual is knowledge creation (learning) may be 
knowledge access for a group. In addition, when, for example, the knowledge transfer 
process is discussed at the group level, what is viewed as a transfer of  current knowledge 
in the eyes of  the sender may be seen as the acquisition of  new knowledge by the receiver. 
These examples show that OL and OK involve many knowledge and learning processes 
and that there are signifi cant opportunities for the two fi elds to work together to build a 
theory that relates the processes at different levels of  analysis.

Finally, we propose in Figure 8.2 that the OL literature has most explicitly discussed the 
development of  a learning system or infrastructure, which consists of  embedded learning 
in the strategy, structure, culture, systems, and procedures of  the fi rm. This learning infra-
structure affects and is affected by learning processes and the different elements of  the 
systems need to be aligned with each other for the fi rm to be successful.

The boundaries of  OL and KM with DC

At its core, the dynamic capabilities perspective studies how change in routines and 
resources leads to competitive advantage. Because dynamic capabilities involve change, 
they involve learning—change in cognition and change in behavior, and because 
dynamic capabilities work on routines and resources, they involve knowledge—the most 
valuable, rare, and hard-to-imitate fi rm resource. Winter’s (2003) hierarchy of  capabili-
ties was instrumental in making these connections explicit: operational capabilities rep-
resent how things are currently done (current knowledge), dynamic capabilities change 
operational capabilities, and learning is the ultimate capability that guides the devel-
opment, evolution, and use of  dynamic and operational capabilities (Eisenhardt and 
Martin, 2000).

In one of  the most comprehensive efforts to link knowledge and dynamic capabilities 
explicitly, Zollo and Winter (2002) propose a ‘knowledge evolution cycle’ to describe the 
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development of  dynamic capabilities and operational routines; this cycle enables fi rms 
to change the way they do things in pursuit of  greater rents. The knowledge evolution 
cycle includes four phases: generative variation, internal selection, replication, and reten-
tion. In the variation phase, individuals and groups generate ideas on how to approach 
old problems in novel ways or how to tackle new challenges. The selection phase implies 
the evaluation of  ideas for their potential for enhancing the fi rm’s effectiveness. Through 
knowledge articulation, analysis, and debate, ideas become explicit and the best are 
selected. The replication phase involves the codifi cation of  the selected change initia-
tives and their diffusion to relevant parties in the fi rm. The application of  the changes 
in diverse contexts generates new information about the routines’ performance and can 
initiate a new variation cycle. In the retention phase, changes turn into routines and 
knowledge becomes increasingly embedded in human behavior. There is stark similar-
ity in these learning processes to those that have been well developed in the OL and 
KM literatures.

Building on this work, Cepeda and Vera (2007) delineated the connections between 
KM and DC when they stated that: (1) capabilities are organizational processes and rou-
tines rooted in knowledge; (2) the input of  dynamic capabilities is an initial confi guration 
of  resources and operational routines; (3) dynamic capabilities involve a transformation 
process of  the fi rm’s knowledge resources and routines; and (4) the output of  dynamic 
capabilities is a new confi guration of  resources and operational routines.

Finally, Easterby-Smith and Prieto (2008) have offered an integrative framework of  the 
learning, knowledge, and capabilities concepts. They argue that because learning capabil-
ities act as the source of  dynamic capabilities (Zollo and Winter, 2002) and learning can 
be defi ned in terms of  the processes of  knowledge creation, transfer, and retention, the 
distinctions between knowledge management and dynamic capabilities are more of  termi-
nology than of  essence. Easterby-Smith and Prieto (2008) proposed a complex link to 
performance that can be summarized by the following points: (1) dynamic capabilities 
and knowledge management are fi rst-order capabilities that modify existing resources and 
operational routines over time; (2) learning is a second-order capability that contributes 
to the evolution of  both dynamic capabilities and knowledge management; (3) dynamic 
capabilities themselves do not lead to competitive advantage, but competitive advantage 
depends on the new confi gurations of  resources and operational routines resulting from 
them; and, fi nally, (4) dynamic capabilities enabled by knowledge management are ante-
cedents of  specifi c operational/functional competences, which in turn have a signifi cant 
effect on fi rm performance.

 These connections are presented in Figure 8.2 in the overlapping areas between OL 
and KM, KM and DC, and DC and OL, respectively. In addition, the center of  the Venn 
diagram represents the core of  the learning fi eld, the belief  that organizational learning 
processes underpin changes in routines and resources, that is, in the knowledge base of  
the fi rm. It should be noted that the sizes of  the circles and geography of  overlap are 
not intended to capture depth or breadth. When we consider the unique contributions 
of  each fi eld, we fi nd that KM has contributed a great deal to the epistemological and 
ontological basis of  knowledge and knowing. OL contributes depth in the multilevel proc-
esses that underpin changes in cognition and behavior and these processes are the same 
ones that underpin dynamic capabilities, knowledge management, and absorptive capac-
ity. Dynamic capabilities contribute largely to the type of  activities to which we can apply 
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these learning processes in the drive for competitive advantage. The unfortunate short-
coming in each of  these literatures has been the predominant failure to draw on these 
associated strengths as each seems to try and ‘reinvent the wheel.’ We hope Figure 8.2 
provides an opportunity for researchers to elevate organizational learning processes as the 
fundamental elements underpinning knowledge management, dynamic capabilities, and 
absorptive capacity constructs and theories.

Absorptive capacity and the OL, KM, and DC fi elds

The case of  absorptive capacity is special in the sense that we see this concept as overlap-
ping with different aspects of  the OL, KM, and DC fi elds. AC is a subset of  organiza-
tional learning because it focuses on the value and assimilation of  one specifi c type of  
learning: learning from external sources. AC is also part of  KM and OL because the dif-
ferent dimensions of  AC are OL or KM processes (e.g. evaluating, assimilating, and apply-
ing external knowledge). Finally, AC has been positioned as a dynamic capability that is 
instrumental in changing and reconfi guring routines and resources.

We see absorptive capacity as a research area that builds on concepts from OL, 
KM, and DC fi elds, and that is specialized on the strategic value of  learning and knowl-
edge for technology innovation. An example of  a study that makes AC’s foundations 
in the OL and KM fi elds explicit is recent work by Nemanich et al. (2010), who incor-
porate research on the micro-level learning and knowledge processes into each of  the 
AC dimensions and link AC dimensions to Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) knowledge 
spiral and to Crossan et al.’s (1999) 4I Framework of  Organizational Learning (Crossan 
et al., 1999). We summarize these two models here briefl y before making the connec-
tions to AC.

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) suggest four basic modes of  knowledge creation: sociali-
zation, externalization, internalization, and combination; and four types of  content: 
sympathized knowledge, conceptual knowledge, operational knowledge, and systemic 
knowledge. Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, and Lampel (1998) summarize these ‘four modes of  
knowledge conversion:’

Socialization describes the implicit sharing of  tacit knowledge, often even without the use of  
 language—for example, through experience . . . Externalization converts tacit to explicit knowledge, 
often through the use of  metaphors and analysis—special uses of  language. Combination combines 
and passes formally codifi ed knowledge from one person to another . . . Internalization takes explicit 
knowledge back to the tacit form, as people internalize it, as in ‘learning by doing’. Learning 
must therefore take place with the body as in the mind.

Mintzberg et al. (1998:211)

In their 4I framework of  Organizational Learning, Crossan et al. (1999) argue that 
learning takes place on the individual, group, and organizational levels, and that four sub-
processes link the three levels, involving both behavioral and cognitive changes. According 
to this model, the process of  OL can be conceived as a dynamic interplay among the 
organization belief  system, the behaviors of  its members, and stimuli from the environ-
ment, where beliefs and behaviors are both an input and a product of  the process as they 
undergo change. Mintzberg et al. (1998) summarize the four sub-processes embedded in 
the 4I framework:
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Intuiting is a subconscious process that occurs at the level of  the individual. It is the start of  learn-
ing and must happen in a single mind. Interpreting then picks up on the conscious elements of  
this individual learning and shares it at the group level. Integrating follows to change collective 
 understanding at the group level and bridges to the level of  the whole organization. Finally, insti-
tutionalizing incorporates that learning across the organization by imbedding it in its systems, struc-
tures, routines, and practices.

Mintzberg et al. (1998: 212)

Nemanich et al. (2010) argue that the fi rst two dimensions of  AC, the capabilities to 
evaluate and assimilate external knowledge, are highly cognitive in nature, and thus depend 
on the intuition and interpretation of  individual team members (Crossan et al., 1999). 
Interpretation is also associated with Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) externalization 
process. For Nemanich et al. (2010), the collective assimilation capability requires that 
the unique external knowledge gathered externally by an individual be shared among 
others through social interpretation processes for integration at the team level. In 
the 4I framework of  OL, Crossan et al. (1999) describe interpretation as the process 
of  achieving a shared understanding of  knowledge by reducing equivocality among 
cognitive maps held by team members. Shared cognition is also related to Nonaka 
and Takeuchi’s (1995) socialization and combination processes. Finally, Nemanich et 
al. (2010) argue that the capability to apply external knowledge requires both cognitive 
skills and the collective behavioral skills that are essential to team task effectiveness, 
such as decision making and problem solving. Crossan et al. (1999) describe the proc-
ess whereby teams make mutual adjustments and take coherent collective action as 
integration, which is a learning process of  teams rather than individuals. Integration 
is closely associated with the notion of  internalization proposed by Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995).

Building on the conclusions from this initial review, the following section presents prop-
ositions that relate OL, KM, DC, and AC to fi rm performance.

INTEGRATIVE FRAMEWORK

In this section, we integrate existing work to propose relationships between our constructs 
of  interest and fi rm performance. We defi ne performance as the organization’s success or 
failure in achieving its fi nancial and non- fi nancial (e.g. quality, reputation, growth) goals. 
Our integrative model is shown in Figure 8.3.

Connecting learning types to the capability hierarchy

The study of  organizational learning dates back to the 1930s, when the fi rst work on 
organizational learning curves appeared (reviewed in Argote, 1999). Argyris and Schön 
might be considered the ‘founding fathers’ of  the discussion about the learning types 
of  which they identifi ed three (Argyris and Schön, 1978). ‘Single-loop learning’ occurs 
when a mismatch between intended and obtained outcomes is detected and correct-
ed without changing the underlying routines that govern the behaviors. ‘Double-loop 
learning’ occurs when a mismatch is detected and corrected by fi rst changing the rou-
tines based on a new conception of  the universe. ‘Deutero-learning’ is the second-order 
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learning enacted on single- or double-loop, which can be described as learning to learn 
(Argyris, 2003). This typology has been clarifi ed but not signifi cantly challenged, modi-
fi ed, or connected to the new theories of  knowledge and capabilities since its incep-
tion. Therefore, we based our theoretical development on the premise summarizing this 
conceptualization.

Premise: OL is a comprehensive process consisting of  single-loop, double-loop and 
deutero- learning.

Since OL is conceptualized as a process, the process theory is an appropriate theoreti-
cal framework to employ. A typical process theory holds that similar inputs transformed 
by similar processes will lead to similar outcomes; that there are specifi c necessary con-
ditions for the outcome to be reached. Thus, a process level explanation identifi es the 
generative mechanisms that cause observed events to happen in the real world, and 
the particular circumstances or contingencies when these causal mechanisms oper-
ate (Van de Ven and Poole, 1995). Therefore, OL provides what Bunge (1997) calls a 
‘ mechanismic’ explanation, i.e. an explanation of  the mechanisms which underline a par-
ticular  relationship between constructs.

In contrast to process theories, content theories such as RBV, DC, and others priori-
tize nouns over verbs and provide conceptual explanations of  organizational outcomes 
(Garud and Van de Ven, 2002). In this sense, content theories are more static than process 
theories.

Based on our foregoing discussion, we propose the following connection between OL 
types and different levels of  capabilities. This explanation is visualized in Figure 8.3 via a 
multilayer rectangle representing different types of  OL.

Deutero

Double-loop

Single-loop

KM strategy

Second order
capabilities

DC
First order capabilities

KM
Other types

of DCs

Operational capabilities
Zero-order capabilities

Business
strategy

Organizational
performance

Fit
OL

AC

Figure 8.3 Integrative Framework
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Proposition 1: OL is the mechanism for development or change of  capabilities of  
any order (zero, fi rst, second) whereby single-loop learning is related to zero-order 
capabilities, double-loop learning is related to fi rst-order capabilities, and deutero-
 learning is related to second-order capabilities.

Easterby-Smith and Prieto’s (2008) model proposes that DC, as the fi rst-order capa-
bility, modifi es existing resources and routines over time, whereas OL, as the second-
order capability, mediates between KM and DC and contributes to the evolution of  
both (see fi g. 2 in Easterby-Smith and Prieto, 2008: 243). Our position is consistent with 
Easterby-Smith and Prieto’s approach, but differs from theirs in that we propose that the 
organizational learning system of  processes—including single-loop, double-loop, and 
 deutero-learning processes—is behind all levels of  the capability hierarchy, and underlies 
the creation and development of  dynamic capabilities (including knowledge management 
and absorptive capacity) and operational capabilities. This position is consistent with our 
argument behind Figure 8.2, when we concluded that organizational learning processes 
were the core elements behind the concepts of  KM, DC, and AC. We summarize these 
propositions below.

Proposition 2a: OL is positively related to the development and change of  DC (includ-
ing KM and AC), and of  operational capabilities.

Proposition 2b: DC (including KM and AC) is positively related to the development 
and change of  operational capabilities.

In Figure 8.3, our visual representation also differs from Easterby-Smith and Prieto’s 
(2008) model in that it is presented as a series of  cascading rectangles to highlight the idea 
of  different levels (‘orders’) of  capabilities that correspond to the different types of  OL 
processes.

THE MODERATING ROLE OF A KNOWLEDGE STRATEGY

In Figure 8.3, we link operational capabilities to fi rm performance. Increasingly, dynamic 
capability researchers are agreeing that it is not dynamic capabilities, per se, that lead to 
competitive advantage, but it is the resulting confi guration of  operational capabilities and 
resources—including knowledge—that has an impact on performance (e.g. Eisenhardt 
and Martin, 2000; Winter, 2003). As described earlier, operational capabilities are rooted 
in knowledge and learning and, in particular, in single-loop learning. Thus, the link to 
examine is the relationship between learning/knowledge and performance.

Researchers have opposite views about the impact of  learning and knowledge on fi rm 
performance. On one side of  this discussion are those scholars who establish a positive 
link between these constructs. In their pioneering work, Cangelosi and Dill (1965) men-
tion that improved performance is learning. Later, Fiol and Lyles (1985) propose that, 
irrespective of  the underlying interpretations of  organizational learning, ‘in all instanc-
es the assumption that learning will improve future performance exists’ (1985: 803). 
The perspective of  the knowledge-based view further stresses a positive link between 
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knowledge and performance. It is expected that a particular sub-category of  knowledge, 
which is valuable, rare, inimitable, and non-substitutable (Barney, 1991), would lead to 
competitive advantage.

On the other side of  the discussion are authors (Argyris and Schön, 1978; March 
and Olsen, 1975) who do not see a direct relationship between learning, knowledge, and 
performance. For example, Levitt and March (1988) state that ‘learning does not always 
lead to intelligent behavior’ (1988: 335) and Huber (1991) adds that ‘learning does not 
always increase the learner’s effectiveness or even potential effectiveness . . . Entities 
can incorrectly learn, and they can correctly learn that which is incorrect’ (1991: 89). 
Complementary to this view is Leonard’s (1992) description of  how core rigidities are 
deeply embedded knowledge sets that hinder innovation. Arthur’s (1989) law of  increas-
ing returns also supports the equivocal link between knowledge and performance. While 
having a good base of  knowledge means that a company can leverage it and increase its 
advantage over competitors, having a poor base of  knowledge means that the company 
that is losing advantage can only lose further advantage. Finally, from their review of  the 
OL literature, Crossan et al. (1995) conclude that good performance is not a sign of  learn-
ing and that learning may negatively impact performance in the short term.

In conclusion, OL and KM views of  the impact of  learning and knowledge on per-
formance are diverse. While the OL literature presents an equivocal link between the 
learning process and performance, the knowledge literature suggests that knowledge—if  
recognized as a source of  competitive advantage—explains differences in performance. 
Essentially, the attention is given only to the knowledge that is valuable, rare, inimitable, 
and organized in a manner that enables exploitation.

Empirical efforts have found support for the direct impact of  learning, knowledge, and 
human and social capital on performance (e.g. Appleyard, 1996; Bontis, Crossan, 
and Hulland, 2002; Decarolis and Deeds, 1999; Hitt, Bierman, Shimizu, and Kochhar, 
2001; Yeoh and Roth, 1999). It is important to note that the conclusion of  these studies is 
not that ‘the more learning the better’ or ‘the more knowledge the better,’ but that learning 
that is effective and that knowledge that is relevant may have positive effects on perform-
ance. In our model, we emphasize that when studying learning and knowledge as ante-
cedents of  fi rm outcomes, it is critical that contextual variables, and in particular strategic 
variables, be included. The effectiveness of  learning can only be assessed on the basis of  its 
utility in guiding behavior relative to the organization’s relevant domain (Crossan, 1991).

Capturing this thinking, we include in our integrative framework a fi t construct, which 
represents the fi t or mutual alignment between a fi rm’s business strategy and a fi rm’s 
knowledge management strategy. The notion of  fi t has been extensively used in contin-
gency theories to study alignment among organizational factors such as the environ-
ment, structure, culture, leadership, and the strategy of  fi rms (e.g. Thomas, Litschert, and 
Ramaswami, 1991; Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990). Argote, McEvily, and Reagans 
(2003) explicitly call for application of  the fi t or congruence concept in the fi eld of  OL/
KM. In our third proposition, fi t is a moderator of  the impact of  operational capabilities—
rooted in learning and knowledge—on performance. Building on Teece (2007), we position 
a KM strategy as part of  the development of  the KM dynamic capability that allows fi rms 
to maintain competitiveness through enhancing, combining, protecting, and, when neces-
sary, reconfi guring the business enterprise’s intangible and tangible assets (Teece, 2007). 
We propose that if  learning and knowledge are not relevant to, and  consistent with, the 
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fi rm’s purpose, they do not guarantee positive results. For knowledge to become a source 
of  competitive advantage, fi rms need to match their KM strategy with their business strat-
egy. When a fi rm’s KM strategy matches its business strategy, the impact of  knowledge and 
learning is positive. If  this match is not achieved, knowledge and learning may have no 
impact or even have a negative impact on performance.

In the late 1990s, authors in the OL and KM fi elds started to develop the ‘learning 
strategy’ and ‘knowledge strategy’ constructs. These learning/knowledge strategies can be 
explicit or implicit. Bierly and Chakrabarti (1996) defi ne a knowledge strategy as the set 
of  strategic choices that shape and direct the organization’s learning process and deter-
mine the fi rm’s knowledge base. In contrast to Bierly and Chakrabarti’s defi nition, Zack’s 
(1999) defi nition of  knowledge strategy explicitly includes the notion of  fi t with the fi rm’s 
business strategy. He suggests that a knowledge strategy describes the overall approach 
an organization intends to take to align its knowledge resources and capabilities with the 
intellectual requirements of  its business strategy. Through a knowledge strategy, organiza-
tions identify the knowledge required to execute the fi rm’s strategic intent, compare that 
to its actual knowledge, and recognize its strategic knowledge gaps (Zack, 1999).

There are also initial efforts in the late 1990s and 2000s in the OL and KM fi elds 
towards understanding the dimensions of  an OL/KM strategy. As part of  their knowl-
edge strategy taxonomy, Bierly and Chakrabarti (1996) describe four tensions in the learn-
ing process: the tension between external and internal learning, radical and incremental 
learning, fast and slow learning, and a narrow and wide knowledge base. Building on this 
work, Zack (1999) adds that a knowledge strategy includes decisions regarding the crea-
tion, development, and maintenance of  a fi rm’s knowledge resources and capabilities. 
These decisions are the choices between internal and external knowledge, and between 
exploration and exploitation. These two pieces of  research cut across the KM and the 
strategy fi elds. In addition, Argote (1999) lists several tensions or tradeoffs in the learn-
ing process, which defi ne a learning strategy. These are the tensions between group and 
organizational learning, heterogeneity and standardization, learning by planning 
and learning by doing, and the tension between fast and slow learning. Argote’s (1999) 
work cuts across the OL and KM fi elds. Vera and Crossan (2004) propose a connection 
between different styles of  strategic leadership (transformational and transactional) and 
the different components of  an OL system. Although this work is positioned in the OL/
strategy theoretical domain, it does not presuppose the deployment of  a particular type of  
leadership as an intentional knowledge strategy but suggests mechanisms that leaders can 
use to support the elements of  an OL system.

Given that these three lists of  learning/knowledge choices barely overlap each other, it 
appears that neither list is comprehensive. However, for the purposes of  this chapter, we 
are not interested in providing a comprehensive list of  the dimensions of  a KM strategy, 
but in emphasizing the importance of  studying the impact of  learning and knowledge on 
performance within the strategic context of  the fi rm. In addition to the work of  Bierly 
and Chakrabarti (1996), Argote (1999), and Zack (1999), other authors have introduced 
similar concepts such as ‘learning styles’ (Ribbens, 1997), ‘learning modes’ (Miller, 1996), 
‘learning orientations’ (Nevis, DiBella, and Gould, 1995), and ‘knowledge management 
styles’ (Jordan and Jones, 1997). Table 8.2 summarizes the dimensions discussed in these 
conceptualizations. There is ample room for future research in the integration of  
these concepts and for new studies on this topic.
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Table 8.2 Examples of  dimensions incorporated into learning/knowledge strategies

Author Typology/Taxonomy Dimensions

Bierly and Chakrabarti 
(1996)

Four knowledge 
strategies

• External-Internal learning
• Incremental-Radical learning
• Fast-Slow learning
• Breadth of  knowledge base

Argote (1999) Four tensions in the 
learning process

• Group-Organizational 
learning

• Heterogeneity-
Standardization

• Learning by planning-
Learning by doing

• Fast-Slow learning

Zack (1999) Six knowledge 
strategies

• External-Internal knowledge
• Exploration-Exploitation

Nevis, DiBella and 
Gould (1995)

Seven learning 
orientations

• Knowledge source 
(internal-external)

• Product-process focus
• Documentation mode 

(personal-public)
• Dissemination mode 

(formal-informal)
• Incremental-radical learning
• Value-chain focus 

(design-deliver)
• Skill development focus 

(individual-group)

Hansen, Nohria, and 
Tierney (1999)

Knowledge management 
strategies

• ‘people-to-documents’ and 
‘person-to-person’ KM 
approaches

• Codifi cation-personalization 
strategies

Birkinshaw and 
Sheehan (2002)

Knowledge life cycle and 
its strategies

• Four stages: creation, mobi-
lization, diffusion, and 
commoditization

• Codifi cation-personalization 
strategies

Ribbens (1997) Four organizational 
learning styles

• Random-Sequential knowledge
• Abstract-Concrete knowledge
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Author Typology/Taxonomy Dimensions

Jordan and Jones (1997) Knowledge management 
styles

• Knowledge acquisition
• Focus: internal-external
• Search: opportunistic-focused

• Problem-solving
• Location: individual-team
• Procedures: trial and 

error-heuristics
• Activity: 

experimental-abstract
• Scope: incremental-radical

• Dissemination
• Processes: informal-formal
• Breadth: narrow-wide

• Ownership
• Identity: personal-collective
• Resource: specialist-generalist

• Storage/memory
• Representation: tacit-explicit

The previous discussion leads to our third proposition:

Proposition 3: The fi t between a fi rm’s KM strategy and its business strategy moder-
ates the positive relationship between operational capabilities (rooted in knowledge 
and learning) and fi rm performance, so that the greater the fi t, the more positive the 
relationship between operational capabilities and fi rm performance.

In the next section, we provide conclusions and directions for future research based on 
the discussion in this chapter.

CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The objective of  this chapter has been to reduce the conceptual confusion in the organi-
zational learning, knowledge management, dynamic capabilities, and absorptive capacity 
fi elds by providing synthesis and integration of  these closely related concepts. To achieve 
this purpose, we have critically reviewed previous research in an effort to understand how 
these literatures fi t together and how they can be integrated into a more meaningful con-
ceptual model for both academics and practitioners. We propose the present framework 
as an instrument to facilitate communication between researchers. It is not our intent to 
force fi t the model, but to build on previous research to open up the possibility for pro-
vocative and creative dialogue that will further develop this integrative model.

A key contribution of  this chapter has been to sketch the boundaries of  each of  the fi eld’s 
domains. The conclusion from Figure 8.2 was that the fi elds greatly overlap. Although 
there are topics that are mainly being studied by one fi eld (e.g. the knowledge-based view 
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of  the fi rm in KM, or how processes can be a source of  sustainable competitive advantage 
in DC) and topics in which one community is more advanced in its theoretical develop-
ment (e.g. a multilevel theory of  learning in OL, and the specifi c importance of  acquiring 
external knowledge for innovation in AC), there are also multiple topics that are being 
studied by OL, KM, DC, and AC researchers at the same time. We believe there are 
signifi cant opportunities for each of  the communities to learn from the experience and 
developments of  the others.

In our original 2003 chapter in this Handbook, we called for authors to acknowledge 
multiple literature bases in their work. Since then, learning research has defi nitely moved 
towards increasing integration. We have emphasized in our present discussion the strong 
link between learning processes and knowledge-associated processes and capabilities. For 
example, Argyris and Shön’s (1978) organizational learning types and Winter’s (2003) 
dynamic capability hierarchy have many elements in common, and we think an integra-
tion of  these two models would help to move the still young perspective of  dynamic capa-
bilities forward in its theoretical development. Elevating organizational learning processes 
as the core element of  these diverse theories will go a long way to reduce risks to continu-
ously ‘reinvent the wheel’ in the learning fi elds.

A fi nal conclusion from our model is that learning and the accumulation of  knowledge 
only leads to better performance when they support and are aligned with the fi rm’s strat-
egy. We have argued in this chapter that researchers interested in studying the impact of  
OL, KM, DC, and AC on performance need to be more specifi c about the characteris-
tics of  the knowledge that enhances performance and the conditions under which learn-
ing leads to competitive advantage. We have proposed the fi t between a fi rm’s knowledge 
management strategy as a moderator of  the impact of  learning and knowledge on per-
formance. We see potential in the further theoretical development of  the ‘learning/knowl-
edge strategy’ construct and invite researchers in the two fi elds to work together to defi ne 
the critical decisions or tradeoffs that managers need to address regarding learning and 
knowledge resources in their fi rms.

One important direction of  future theoretical work is to build on Gioia and Pitre’s 
(1990) call for a multi-paradigm approach to theory building and to link, or at least jux-
tapose, the multiple views about knowledge, learning, and capabilities that have been 
created by different paradigms. Although researchers are likely to root their work in the 
assumptions of  one paradigm, it is important to acknowledge and incorporate some of  
the insights coming from multiple perspectives. In our case, we come from a positivist per-
spective, but have tried to emphasize in our analysis the value of  incorporating insights 
from social constructivist and interpretivist paradigms.

A fi nal direction for future empirical work is to test our propositions. In test-
ing them, future research needs to address the choice of  appropriate measures and 
methodology. Several instruments are available in the academic and managerial OL, 
KM, DC, and AC literatures. Furthermore, future research can build on Bierly and 
Chakrabarti’s (1996) operationalization of  a knowledge strategy in the pharmaceuti-
cal industry. To operationalize the fi t between a fi rm’s business strategy and a fi rm’s 
 learning/knowledge strategy, researchers can build on empirical work in contingency 
and confi gurational theories (e.g. Thomas, Litschert, and Ramaswami, 1991; 
Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990) that study fi t among constructs and how this fi t 
impacts performance outcomes.
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To conclude, we hope this study provides researchers in organizational learning, knowl-
edge management, dynamic capabilities, and absorptive capability with a preliminary 
map of  how these fi elds relate to one another. There is much to be learned from each 
domain and we are hopeful that researchers will seek to expand the literature bases from 
which they draw to advance the fi eld as a whole.
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9
Learning Portfolios: An Alternative 

to Learning Organizations

ANTHONY J. DIBELLA

ABSTRACT

The labels and names we give to constructs refl ect our underlying assumptions and theo-
ries yet shape their practical implications and our research agendas. This chapter advo-
cates a view of  ‘organizations as learning portfolios’ and contrasts their characteristics 
with the image of  ‘the learning organization’. In the former, learning is considered an 
innate aspect of  all organizations whose learning styles represent an acquired capability. 
A fi rm’s investments in learning can be allocated and managed within the context of  its 
portfolio. Learning portfolios can be managed to maximum effect when the impact and 
time value of  learning are considered. The role of  chief  learning offi cers is to oversee a 
fi rm’s learning portfolio or architecture. A set of  research implications is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Metaphors and images are powerful tools that shape how we perceive and interact with 
the world (Morgan, 1986, 1993). The presumptions we carry about people, places, and 
things guide our expectations and actions; and the words we use to label, characterize, 
or describe our world embed or refl ect what those presumptions are. It is no different in 
the domain of  organization studies. The labels we give to our constructs carry with them 
meanings and assumptions that, although usually unstated, guide our hypothesis making 
and testing, and the actions of  those who apply our theories.

In this chapter I examine images and characterizations that pertain to the nature of  
learning in and of  organizations. In particular I offer and advocate a view of  ‘organi-
zations as learning portfolios’ by specifying presumptions necessary to substantiate this 
image and identifying critical dimensions and their implications, both theoretical and 
practical. Part of  this elaboration is to differentiate the image from that of  ‘the learning 
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organization’ which has become a customary way to juxtapose the words ‘learning’ and 
‘organization.’ To exemplify an organization as a learning portfolio, I include and draw 
from a case study of  FIAT Auto.

 An image of  ‘organizations as learning portfolios’ affi rms the multi-dimensionality 
of  learning in and of  organizations. This perspective has signifi cant implications for the 
design of  interventions to promote learning and change. Instead of  viewing organizations 
as monoliths and then prescribing singular learning practices that are universally viewed as 
optimal (i.e. ‘best practices’), advocates for organizational effectiveness respond to the 
particularities that exist within complex organizations by choosing to manage multiple 
learning activities. Specifi c activities are valued for their unique contributions and for 
the synergistic possibilities created through their complementarity with other activities. 
What is valued is not the best form or type of  learning but a breadth of  learning activi-
ties, relative effectiveness, and alignment with the organization’s mission.

IMAGES OF ORGANIZATIONS AND LEARNING

Organizations as learning portfolios

Howard Gardner (1993) and Daniel Goleman (1995) have shown that understanding the 
learning capability of  individuals requires more than just testing for IQ. Learning and 
intelligence are multi-dimensional concepts that cannot be determined with a single meas-
ure. Reliance on single measures simplifi es reality but, more critically, devalues ways of  
learning and forms of  intelligence that deviate from social norms.

Much as individuals learn in different ways (Kolb, 1979), so too is the case with organi-
zations. To some extent these differences are a function of  the diverse environments in 
which organizations must operate. For example, in stable environments with established 
products like ketchup or cement, what and how organizations learn will be very differ-
ent from what occurs in industries that are volatile and involve new products or evolv-
ing technologies, such as computer hardware and software. Learning differences between 
organizations also occur as a result of  differences in history, culture, size, and age. New, 
entrepreneurial fi rms are apt to learn differently from larger, established fi rms. This cre-
ates opportunities for fi rms, like Apple’s chance in the 1970s and 1980s to take market 
share away from IBM. However, more critically the social complexity of  organizations 
supports multiple cultural realities or segments (Van Maanen and Barley, 1985), and how 
learning occurs in one segment will differ from how it occurs in another (DiBella, 2001).

Organizational learning style is a function of  how organizations learn as represented by 
the different learning activities that they undertake (DiBella and Nevis, 1998). An organi-
zation’s pattern of  learning activities refl ects its learning style (Shrivastava, 1983). Such 
styles do not indicate how well an organization is learning nor judge the value of  what is 
learned, but they do indicate a great deal about what is learned and how learning takes 
place. In aggregate, a complex organization is bound to support numerous learning prac-
tices that represent different learning styles. These practices and styles constitute the raw 
elements of  an organization’s learning portfolio. By recognizing a range of  learning styles 
within an organization, we can focus on how certain styles are matched to work demands 
and provide complementary or strategic advantages.
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Learning styles represent an organization’s acquired capability. To use that capability 
for competitive advantage, organizational members must fi rst recognize what that capabil-
ity consists of. Identifying current capabilities provides a starting point for strategic action 
to change, augment, or enhance one’s style or portfolio of  styles. Rather than presume 
no existing competence and dictate its development top down, managers work with, and 
from what already exists.

Research has revealed that some organizations have a dominant learning style, while 
many more use a variety of  styles, each of  which provide some learning capability 
(DiBella et al., 1996). Companies with a large portfolio of  styles are apt to have multiple 
competencies and a greater capacity to adapt to change than companies that rely on a 
single learning style. By focusing on a company’s learning portfolio in its entirety, learning 
advocates re-orient themselves from wondering whether the company has the right learn-
ing style (or is, or is not, a learning organization) to considering the complementarity of  
its styles. Instead of  evaluating the style of  a particular part of  a company, the learning 
advocate takes a systems view to consider synergistic possibilities. Recognizing the pres-
ence of  multiple styles within a company can also explain inter-group confl icts and bar-
riers to learning. If  different parts of  a company learn in different ways, then it is highly 
unlikely that knowledge will be transferred across functional or project boundaries. Once 
we recognize such differences, they can be managed as a potential source of  competitive 
advantage.

One possible reason why managers often ignore existing capabilities is their attention 
to the plea that organizations must fi rst unlearn before they can learn (Hedberg, 1981; 
McGill and Slocum, 1993). However, to develop learning capability organizations must 
distinguish between unlearning what they know and do and how they learn as represented 
by their learning portfolio. Managers can then make more informed assessments about 
how present capabilities realize or inhibit learning and whether barriers to improved per-
formance exist because of  what is being learned versus how learning takes place.

Table 9.1 contains a set of  characteristics about learning and organizations. I start with 
the major presumption that learning is an essential process of  all organizations. From this 
core, a set of  related characteristics can be derived.

All organizations learn Rather than face a bi-modal world consisting of  organi-
zations that learn and those that do not, I make the presumption that all organizations 
learn. Hence the notion of  the learning organization is as redundant as the notion of  
hot steam or a breathing mammal. Organizations don’t have to be developed so they can 
learn, they already do.

Source of  learning Learning occurs through the natural social interaction of  peo-
ple being and working together (Brown and Duguid, 2000). Organizations as contexts for 
social interaction naturally induce learning. Learning occurs through the very nature of  
organizational life.

Learning is rooted in culture As cultures, all organizations have embedded learn-
ing processes. For example, acculturation, which every organization must have to integrate 
new employees (Van Maanen and Schein, 1979), is an embedded learning process. As 
organizational culture evolves so too does the nature and process of  learning.
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Organizations are differentiated structures Different organizational units promote 
different behaviors and forms of  interaction. There is differentiation in behaviors and social 
interaction both vertically and horizontally in organizations (Trice and Beyer, 1993). Types 
and forms of  learning vary between these different units. The cacophony of  differences is 
consistent with a view of  complex systems as organized anarchies (Cohen et al., 1972).

Learning styles Organizations learn in divergent ways. There is no one way to learn 
or better ways for organizations to learn. Learning styles will vary across an organization 
that may house multiple styles in different organizational units.

Managerial focal point Managers need to understand the nature of  social interac-
tion in their organizations and how existing behavior and routines engender learning. 
Once management understands how their organizations learn, they can direct those 
learning processes towards what is strategically desirable.

To understand the distinctiveness of  the ‘organization as learning portfolio’ metaphor 
or framework, I now review the quite popular view of  the learning organization. Those 
who advocate for the learning organization carry, like the rest of  us, a set of  presump-
tions about learning and organizations (Edmondson, 1996). These are infrequently stated 
and may be subconscious but can be deduced from the nature of  their writing and its 
implications.

The ‘Learning Organization’

In the 1990s, the learning organization became synonymous with long-term success. As 
elaborated by Arie deGeus (1988) and Peter Senge (1990), the learning organization is 
a template for an organization that continually creates its future by adapting to environ-
mental change and pro-actively shaping its environment. The learning organization is a 
powerful vision and metaphor for change (Calhoun and Starbuck, 2003), but what does 
this juxtaposition of  the words ‘learning’ and ‘organization’ represent?

Table 9.2 contains a set of  characteristics derived from some of  the writing on learning 
organizations. The key point is that presumptions may be derived from the connotations 
of  the term itself.

Table 9.1 Organizations as learning portfolios

Uni-modal world: All organizations have learning capability

Source of  learning: Organizational existence

Culture: Culture is created and survives through embedded learning processes

Organizations are heterogeneous: Complex organizations house different structural units 
and sub-cultures

Learning style: Multiple and complementary, or in confl ict

Managerial focal point: Understanding and appreciating current capability
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Bi-modal world By conceiving of  ‘learning organizations’ and advocating for their 
creation or development, theorists effectively bifurcate the world of  organizations. When 
learning is used as an adjective to describe a particular type of  organization, one underly-
ing assumption is that some organizations learn and others do not. Such a division sug-
gests that learning is optional and not indigenous to the life of  organizations.

Source of  learning Why do some organizations learn and others do not? Learning, 
as a mechanism to foster organizational improvement, does not occur through chance or 
random action but through the development and use of  specifi c skills. Without disciplined 
action or intervention from their leaders, organizations fail to learn due to the impact 
of  the many forces that constrain learning. For example, Senge (1990) states that it takes 
fi ve component technologies or disciplines to establish a learning organization—personal 
mastery, mental models, shared vision, team learning, and systems thinking. What distin-
guishes learning organizations (from non-learning organizations) is their mastery or focus 
on these fi ve disciplines. Another normative modeler (Garvin, 1993) claims that learning 
organizations are skilled at systematic problem solving, experimentation, learning from 
their own experiences and from others, and transferring knowledge.

Culture and learning For organizations to learn, they must have the right culture, a 
learning culture. Mayo and Rick (1993) claim that a learning organization can be recog-
nized by the interdependence of  language and culture. In a similar manner, Beckhard and 
Pritchard (1992) discuss building a learning organization by creating a culture that values 
learning and rewards progress not just results.

Organizations as homogeneous, structured systems Duncan and Weiss (1979) 
explain that learning occurs when organizations match their structures to their environ-
ments in order to maximize the understanding of  members of  action–outcome rela-
tionships. Purser and Pasmore (1992) claim that learning is dependent on the design of  
knowledge work. To maximize learning, the design of  knowledge work must be formalized 
and aligned with the infl uence of  decision makers. These theoreticians base their argu-
ment on the presumption that becoming a learning organization is predicated on hav-
ing the right organization structure or design. Adler and Cole (1993) argue that this is so 
empirically as well. They claim that the work design at NUMMI Motors, the Toyota-GM 

Table 9.2 The learning organization

Bi-modal world: There are organizations that learn and those that do not

Source of  learning: Strategic action promotes the prerequisite conditions

The role of  culture: Organizations must have the right culture for learning to occur

Organizations are homogeneous: Organizations learn systemically or they do not

Learning style: Learning processes are singular and specifi c

Managerial focal point: Innate organizational disabilities which prevent learning
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joint car manufacturing venture, provided greater learning opportunities than did the 
design of  Volvo’s Uddevalla plant. Through standardization of  work methods, NUMMI 
was able to identify problems and areas for improvement that led to learning.

Learning style An oft-cited theoretical distinction in learning styles is Argyris and 
Schön’s (1978) familiar contrast between single- and double-loop learning. More recently, 
‘triple-loop learning,’ learning about learning, has been identifi ed as yet another learning 
style (Bartunek and Moch, 1987; Torbert, 1994). Learning organizations promote double- 
and triple-loop learning since those styles are considered more advanced.

Managerial focal point Learning disabilities occur due to the fundamental ways 
in which individuals have been trained to think and act (Argyris and Schön, 1974, 1978; 
Senge, 1990) and from organizational barriers to discover and utilize solutions to organi-
zational problems (Tucker et al., 2002). Snyder and Cummings (1992) identify the prob-
lems of  amnesia (lack of  organizational memory), superstition (biased interpretation of  
experience), paralysis (inability to act), and schizophrenia (lack of  coordination among 
organizational constituencies). Watkins and Marsick (1993) address three barriers to 
 learning—learned helplessness, truncated learning, and tunnel vision—with the latter 
paralleling Senge’s call for a systems perspective. To avoid or solve learning disabilities, 
organizational leadership must establish the normative conditions essential for learning to 
take place. The focus may be on enhancing competencies of  individual members or teams, 
changing the organizational culture, or redesigning structure or systems (Edmondson, 1996).

CONTRASTING IMAGES: IMPLICATIONS

To talk about developing ‘learning organizations’ means focusing on certain prescribed 
organizational and managerial characteristics. With its emphasis on managerial initiatives 
to establish the pre-conditions or skills for learning, a research agenda based on the need 
for ‘learning organizations’ would be oriented towards micro or individual-based fac-
tors. Another key issue pertains to establishing a vision and moving the fi rm towards that 
vision. By invoking the need for ‘learning organizations,’ theorists lay out a prescription 
for organizational improvement. While visions are powerful tools that motivate, one effect 
is to denigrate rather than appreciate the strengths of  an organization. This implication 
may be one of  the liabilities of  the learning organization fad as suggested by Calhoun 
et al., 2003. Also, to regard learning as somehow antithetical to organizations is contrary 
to appreciative inquiry (Shrivastava, 1999).

To consider ‘organizations as learning portfolios’ produces a view of  learning and 
organizations that is fundamentally different from the prescriptive vision of  the ‘learn-
ing organization’. Instead of  focusing on some future state to be attained through mana-
gerial action and executive leadership, any desire to enhance an organization’s learning 
must focus on understanding the organization as it now exists through its culture and 
differentiated structures. Organizations house diverse learning activities and styles that 
ideally are complementary but may, in fact, be in confl ict.

Instead of  perceiving organizations as some unifi ed, homogeneous, or monolithic 
entity that does or does not learn, one can view learning as innate to all organizations 
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but allow for its different manifestation in different parts of  the organization. Instead of  
focusing on the dilemmas:—Why don’t organizations learn, or how do we build learning 
organizations?—the focusing questions become: What do organizations learn and in how 
many different ways? More specifi c research questions can then be derived, such as: What’s 
in the portfolio? How are the contents of  the portfolio aligned with the mission/vision 
of  the organization? What are the complementarities of  learning styles across the organi-
zation? How are learning processes aligned across the organization? What are the ROIs 
of  the different learning styles?

The notion of  an ‘organization as a learning portfolio’ helps us recognize that fi rms 
may simultaneously support multiple and diverse learning activities (DiBella and Nevis, 
1998; DiBella, 2001). Rather than view an organization that as a whole progresses through 
a series of  learning stages, different components of  a fi rm can function in different stages. 
Instead of  learning stages being regarded or treated as sequential stages (Carroll, Rudolf, 
and Hatakenaka, 2003), they are seen as concurrent ones; and learners themselves function 
simultaneously in multiple learning environments (Plaskoff, 2011, this volume).

FIAT AUTO: CASE EXAMPLE OF A COMPANY’S 
LEARNING PORTFOLIO

The following case was produced from fi eld research I conducted over the course of  two 
trips to Italy. Data were collected through structured and unstructured interviews, par-
ticipant observation, and content analysis of  internal documents. Additional background 
on this case was previously reported elsewhere (Nevis et al., 1995; DiBella et al., 1996; 
DiBella and Nevis, 1998.) The case shows how learning takes place through multiple 
activities supported at FIAT Auto.

FIAT Auto’s learning portfolio

FIAT Auto designs, manufactures, and markets automobiles worldwide under a variety of  
trademarks including Fiat, Lancia, and Alfa Romeo. Staffed by approximately 3000 man-
agers and professionals, Direzione Technica (DT) is FIAT Auto’s engineering division respon-
sible for the design of  new automobiles. DT is organized into functional departments 
which each specialize in a particular aspect of  car design, such as body style or engines.

FIAT Auto once produced vehicles under the Fiat trademark only. Subsequently, it 
acquired Lancia and then Alfa Romeo. Each trademark was produced in separate compa-
nies, which gave FIAT Auto a product focused organization structure. In 1991, the three 
car companies were reorganized as FIAT Auto into a functionally based structure with a 
heavy emphasis on project management. Trademark models are designed by new product 
development teams that reside in staff  groups (piattaforma) responsible for the new models 
of  a certain size or cost, e.g. subcompact, luxury. Staff  from functional units are assigned 
to the piattaformas on a full-time basis to develop new models.

In 1989, FIAT Auto had one of  its most successful years ever. In the same year, its 
CEO authorized benchmarking studies to compare FIAT Auto’s performance to that of  
other world automobile manufacturers and a few consumer durable goods companies. 
Approximately fi fty of  FIAT Auto’s top managers participated in this study by visiting other 
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fi rms and their plants worldwide. The study group discovered that not only was the market-
place changing due to different consumer tastes and expectations, but the processes whereby 
fi rms designed and manufactured products were also rapidly changing. The group became 
convinced that, although FIAT Auto was having a successful year, unless it changed how it 
worked and how it learned, it would lose its ability to compete with global companies.

One of  the process changes DT made was to simultaneous engineering. New product 
development teams now work together in co-location in common, open work areas to facili-
tate communication and coordination. Staff  from the Direzione Technica and other FIAT 
Auto divisions, such as manufacturing and marketing, who are also assigned to the piatta-
formas, work in co-location. Where engineers and other functional staff  once worked sequen-
tially on related tasks, now they work concurrently in parallel rather than in series. In this 
form of  simultaneous engineering, new models are completed without the time delays that 
occurred when components were designed sequentially or when newly designed compo-
nents had to pass from function to function.

In describing the roots of  FIAT Auto’s organizational culture, staff  often refer to Italy’s 
tradition of  paternalistic, religious, and militaristic organization forms. Particular refer-
ence is made to the heavy reliance on authority that stems from rigid, hierarchical struc-
tures and the acceptance of  formal authority. There was signifi cant concern at DT that 
FIAT Auto’s traditional culture generated too much of  a Taylorian division between those 
staff  who did the thinking and those who acted. In the 1990s, DT learned about making 
the transition to a more open and fl exible organization. This transition refl ects the desire 
to shift the style of  management from capo (head, commander) to leader. In the former, the 
framework is to command and obey; in the new framework of  management the focus is 
cooperation and integration.

While discrete projects aimed at improvement and learning have been completed or are 
still underway, management’s aim is to spawn institutionalized processes that facilitate contin-
uous improvement. It is expected that changing the culture, structure, and management style 
at DT will accomplish this. Among the formal mechanisms to spawn learning is the use of  
Total Quality Planning (PQT) to identify areas needing improvement. PQT is required of  all 
organizational units to identify both product and process issues that can be improved upon.

Staff  also expects learning to occur through the very mechanisms whereby work is 
accomplished. DT’s functional departments learn through the acquisition of  know-how 
engineering and the establishment and improvement of  shelf  engineering. Each  functional 
unit is also expected to build a Memoria Technica, a database containing knowledge about 
components and processes. Learning also occurs in the piattaformas through the applica-
tion and utilization of  know-how engineering in car design. In solving design problems for 
specifi c models, functional staff  may generate solutions that, once communicated back to 
the function, may subsequently be applied in the design of  other models.

Learning at FIAT Auto

The experiences at FIAT Auto indicate a concerted effort to build learning capability by 
enhancing and extending the fi rm’s learning portfolio. FIAT Auto has learned through 
acquisition (of  Lancia and Alfa Romeo), through adaptation (of  best practices obtained 
through its benchmarking studies), and through correction via its PQT process. Now shifts 
in work process will create new learning capabilities. For example, the Memoria Technica 
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represents a bureaucratic learning style; the shift to concurrent engineering will create 
communities of  practice; and the change in leadership style represents a shift from a 
learning style of  authorized expert to role modeling.

ANALYZING LEARNING PORTFOLIOS

When an organization’s learning portfolio is examined in its entirety, several questions 
and concerns come to mind. First, what’s in the portfolio now? Answering this question 
requires having an inventory of  the learning practices and profi les that exist throughout 
the organization or fi rm. This inventory of  data about learning provides the basic build-
ing block for analysis. At FIAT Auto, knowledge acquisition, adaptation, correction, and 
communities-of-practice are all supported and used.

A second concern pertains to the relatedness of  the items in the inventory. To what 
extent are the learning practices and styles complementary, in confl ict, or redundant? We 
should expect, for example, that what gets learned at FIAT Auto through its internal meth-
ods of  self-correction and communities-of-practice would complement the more  externally 
focused activities of  acquisition and adaptation. In another work context,  nuclear power 
plants, we would expect to see incremental learning taking place among operations plant 
staff  which would complement the learning of  a research and development unit engaged 
in transformative learning. A transformative or double-loop style, which may lead to unan-
ticipated consequences, would be inappropriate in an environment like nuclear power 
operations where controls are needed to avoid disastrous outcomes.

A third concern about learning portfolios is the extent to which current practices or 
styles align with or match learning needs and work demands. Consider a team or organi-
zation that is in a new industry where innovation is critical to success. If  it has an overem-
phasis on learning practices that support formal dissemination or incremental learning, 
then what’s getting learned (and the speed whereby that learning is disseminated) is apt 
to be less than helpful to the fi rm’s competitiveness practices that support transformative 
learning. In another scenario, if  a fi rm wants to emphasize teamwork, then it should give 
more support to learning practices that promote group rather than individual learning. In 
the auto industry where product innovation is becoming increasingly more critical to suc-
cess, FIAT Auto’s relative emphasis on learning through communities-of-practice should 
outweigh its investments in learning through correction.

The idea that a fi rm’s learning portfolio might be misaligned with its learning needs 
or competitive demands raises the possibility of  portfolio management. How can a fi rm 
manage its portfolio for maximum advantage? What criteria should be followed in mak-
ing portfolio management decisions? How would a managed learning portfolio differ from 
an unmanaged one? These questions suggest that instead of  blindly supporting learning 
practices or not supporting them at all, companies allocate their learning resources within 
their portfolio in such a way as to maximize their effectiveness. Learning capability and 
effectiveness must go hand in hand.

LEARNING PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Managing a learning portfolio requires a sensitivity and appreciation for outcomes; and 
traditionally in most business environments, outcomes or outputs are examined in the 
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light of  inputs. Return on investment, or ROI, has been a key measure that refl ects the 
ratio of  outputs to inputs. Since business people aim to maximize the returns on their 
investments, they make management decisions about their investments using ROI as a 
guiding indicator.

Using ROI as a singular criterion for making management or investment decisions is a 
limiting approach. To determine the value of  outputs and expected returns assumptions must 
be made about the future; and these assumptions can turn out to be invalid. Assumptions are 
also made about linear associations, that an investment (usually fi nancial resources) will be 
converted to some measurable amount of  inputs (material, labor,  process technology) that 
will be converted to an expected set of  outputs (products, services, benefi ts). Over time unan-
ticipated events or circumstances occur which thwart the realization of  the presumed causal 
linkage, as when the cost of  material or labor increases. Consequently, many management 
decisions end up being based on projections that turn out to be inaccurate.

This problem is especially prevalent with learning investments since the period dur-
ing which the returns from learning are realized can be quite lengthy; and the lengthier the 
period of  returns to be gained from an investment, the more tenuous our assumptions. Also 
the usefulness of  learning pertains to its timeliness. When employees learn something in a 
formal training program, such as how to use new software for group collaboration, it’s often 
because they expect to use those new skills right away. In that scenario, the benefi ts and out-
comes from the learning have immediate value. On the other hand, employees sometimes 
learn behaviors (such as how to deal with angry customers or aggressive competitors) that 
they hope they never have to use. If  we never use such behaviors, does that mean they have 
no value and were not worth the initial learning investment? Of  course not, but what cri-
teria should be used to make decisions among learning investments that lead to uncertain 
outcomes?

Another diffi culty in using ROI as a criterion to manage learning investments is that it 
only takes into account tangible assets or returns. When an employee learns a new skill, 
a work team learns how to work better together, or a fi rm develops a new process tech-
nology, nothing tangible is created, but obviously the learning has produced something 
of  value. When managers take the customary route of  basing investment decisions and 
allocating learning resources among practices that generate tangible benefi ts and hence 
promise a higher ROI, they neglect to account for several characteristics of  learning.

INVESTMENT DIMENSIONS TO LEARNING

There are two critical aspects or dimensions to learning that have direct bearing on learn-
ing portfolio management. The fi rst of  these, which I have come to name ‘Learning use,’ 
came to my direct attention while researching and working with clients in healthcare. The 
second, ‘Learning impact,’ came from my consulting work in the fi eld of  education.

Learning use

Some of  the learning that takes place in healthcare involves practices or techniques that 
are used immediately to care for sick patients. Healthcare is a unique context in which 
the effect of  not learning (possible death) is so devastating that medical practitioners 
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and caregivers continually explore new procedures and protocols to help their patients. 
Consequently, they learn new techniques because they are needed immediately to address a 
patient’s condition and thereby improve their well-being, if  not their very survival. Yet as 
part of  their formal training, medical practitioners also learn about illnesses and diseases 
they may encounter at some future date.

One can think of  this comparison as refl ecting a time dimension to the value of  learn-
ing. For some practices the usefulness of  what’s been learned is realized immediately in 
the short term, while for other uses the benefi t comes later on. In industry this contrast is 
refl ected in a manager’s choice between focusing on production activities that create val-
ued outcomes and benefi ts in the short term and investment activities that lead to benefi ts 
in the long term. This contrast may be depicted in the following continuum:

Learning use: immediate    future

The relative timeliness of  when we use or apply what we have learned is an important 
criterion to weigh up when choosing between alternative learning investments. Considering 
a practice in the light of  its learning use (immediate versus future) is a helpful marker.

Learning impact

It is one thing to use or apply what we have learned, it is another to realize the benefi ts 
from that use. For example, while a healthcare practitioner may learn and then use a new 
protocol to assist someone with poor health, whether the use of  that protocol actually adds 
value or creates benefi t to the patient may not be known for some time. In effect, there are 
time lags between the use of  learning and its resultant benefi ts. Consequently, we can’t be 
certain, at the outset, of  the value of  what we’re learning.

For some uses of  learning, the benefi ts are unambiguous, as when emergency room 
staff  uses new protocols to save a patient. In other cases, whether a new form of  surgery 
or a new protocol of  radiation therapy will extend the life of  a cancer patient may not 
be known until some time has passed. Whenever learned attitudes or behaviors are used 
without controls or comparisons, there should always be uncertainty over their impacts. 
Without controls, one cannot be sure whether the outcomes should be attributed to what 
had been learned or some other factor, such as chance, a change in the environment, or 
merely the passage of  time. For example, if  a sick patient is treated in some new way 
recently learned by medical staff  and then feels better, medical staff  cannot be sure that 
the patient would not have felt better without the new treatment.

Thus, while learning may be used immediately, the payoff  from that use may be uncer-
tain or lag behind in time. Often we learn and use new behaviors because the impact is 
empirically known. At other times the impact is unknown, but we invest in learning just 
the same because we believe that the payoff  or benefi t will ultimately be positive. This 
contrast may be depicted in the following continuum:

Learning impact: certain    uncertain

The fi eld of  education is forever having to cope with the challenges of  this  dichotomy. In 
our large research universities, those scholars who teach focus on developing theory whose 
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impact is uncertain, while many of  their students prefer learning which they perceive to 
have certain impact. In primary and secondary education we invest in the schooling of  our 
children with the hope and expectation that they will learn how to lead meaningful and 
productive lives as adults. Of  course, support for education also comes from competitive 
pressures that our children be as successful as possible (even as other competitive pressures 
lead investors to expect that our corporations be as profi table as possible). The uncertain 
but expected payoffs from elementary and secondary education help fuel the coffers of  
many local school committees.

Yet when it comes to supporting education or learning in corporate environments, 
decision makers aren’t quite so generous when they rely on ROI and other business meas-
ures to assess the returns and value of  investments in learning. Learning portfolio man-
agement aims to maximize that value. Considering the learning use and learning impact 
of  a given practice can guide that management process and ensure the effectiveness of  
learning efforts.

ASSESSING LEARNING EFFECTIVENESS

To be learning effectively means investing and allocating resources with an organization’s 
learning portfolio to maximize value. Assessing learning effectiveness involves identify-
ing the relative value of  practices in one’s learning portfolio. Learning use and Learning 
impact can be used as indicators for such an assessment. Any learning practice can be 
scored on the basis of  these two dimensions to determine relative value. (Relative is high-
lighted for emphasis since absolute value cannot be determined; and the focus should be 
on weighing the value of  learning investments compared to one another.) Once practices 
are scored, learning resources can be allocated on the basis of  those scores.

GUIDING LEARNING PORTFOLIOS: THE ROLE 
OF THE CHIEF LEARNING OFFICER

After a company allocates its learning investments, patterns of  learning activity are cre-
ated which culminate in the establishment of  the company’s learning portfolio. As an 
organization’s learning portfolio takes shape, a learning architecture is created with the 
hope that what gets learned adds value. Many fi rms have come to recognize the need to 
take a systems view of  learning and to proactively shape their learning architecture. Many 
fi rms have created corporate universities to oversee all learning activities, while  others 
have developed roles for learning strategists and chief  learning offi cers (CLOs).

Companies that are oriented towards the use of  computers or information technology 
to promote learning have created the role of  the chief  knowledge offi cer. In some cases 
the transition to this role merely involved re-labeling previous job titles such as chief  infor-
mation offi cer or director of  management information systems. In general, their focus is 
on managing and utilizing existing, computerized databases through data mining rather 
than learning portfolio management.

The role of  the CLO is, however, to oversee a company’s learning architecture and 
ensure that what’s in the portfolio actually matches the architecture. Doing so involves sev-
eral activities to design, develop, and maintain learning. First is the task of  designing the 
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learning architecture in the light of  the organization’s culture and learning demands. 
A CLO should take a comprehensive view of  the entire organization or fi rm to under-
stand learning requirements and to profi le current and desired learning. The second task 
is supporting those learning practices required to meet the fi rm’s strategic needs; and the 
third is to evaluate practices for their quality and impact, and redesign the learning archi-
tecture as necessary.

Many fi rms have given their CLOs the role of  running their corporate universities. 
Unfortunately, the activities of  corporate universities emphasize practices that engender 
formal learning such as training and classroom teaching. The domain of  a strategically 
focused CLO should be on all learning practices that exist within the fi rm’s learning 
portfolio and on how best to allocate resources among them.

With a systems view, a CLO looks comprehensively at an organization’s learning port-
folio, sees how it aligns with the strategic demands on the fi rm, and allocates resources 
accordingly. Yet, perhaps more importantly, the role of  the CLO is to be the organiza-
tion’s or fi rm’s learning advocate. As economies transition more and more into the post-
 industrial age with an emphasis on services, companies are placing greater emphasis on 
knowledge management. When fi rms learn by creating or acquiring knowledge, they 
develop a growing capacity for effective action. It is diffi cult to place a value on that 
capacity since it is an intangible asset; a CLO must champion the allocation and use of  
resources that produce such intangible assets.

Learning use and learning impact are important markers to look at in allocating 
resources among alternative learning practices. Yet it is the value created from learning 
practices that many managers view as the ultimate criterion. The challenge for many 
CLOs is to promote learning, which in many cases creates intangible assets, in contexts 
that may only value what is tangible.

TAILORING THEORY AND APPLICATION

As the study of  organizational learning has grown and matured during the past decade, 
it has become increasingly obvious that no single theory, model, or mode of  learning 
applies equally to the diversity of  organizations. If  learning is fundamentally a process of  
adaptation, then what and how organizations need to learn will be a function of  the envi-
ronments in which they operate. While we increasingly share the same global economic 
environment on a macro level, micro operational environments remain distinct. For exam-
ple, the competitive environment (and hence learning demands) of  a city-wide franchise 
of  hair salons is distinct from that of  an inter-state shipping company. No one theory can 
offer applications that are equally effective across the wide array of  operational environ-
ments in which organizations must function (Pettigrew, 2005).

If  our goal is improved or more relevant learning, then our focus needs to be less on 
theory and more on practical learning tools or methods. The need for, and greater rec-
ognition of, tailored learning practices is refl ected in the growth of  research in particular 
contexts. Such research has allowed for the identifi cation and evaluation of  specifi c learn-
ing practices or techniques. In particular, the healthcare fi eld has been a major area of  
interest. That is due in part to the publicity given to medical error and the interest among 
hospital administrators in how a learning environment can reduce preventable accidents 
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(DiBella, 2002). Among the key insights and focal points of  research in healthcare is the 
link between learning and change (Berta and Baker, 2004; Leape and Berwick, 2005) 
and the particular challenges of  retaining learning (Institute of  Medicine, 2004; Tucker, 
Nembhard, and Edmondson, 2007).

Healthcare systems can engender data-, theory-, and practice-rich learning portfolios. 
From teaching hospitals to research labs, post-mortems, experimental drug therapies, and 
innovative surgical techniques, health services offer a range of  learning events and prac-
tices. These different learning activities provide complementary contributions to the devel-
opment of  improved healthcare.

Another domain of  growing interest is the public sector (Rashman, Withers, and Hartley, 
2009) and in particular national security (Darling, Parry, and Moore 2005; DiBella, 2010). 
The military is an especially intriguing context in which to consider learning from a port-
folio perspective. Each service branch of  the military (Air Force, Army, and Navy) has a 
distinct history, performs a different function, and has different values. When it comes to 
learning about military strategy or operations, each service has a different sense of  priorities 
associated with learning and hence invests in different learning activities. For example, the 
Army does far more to reward offi cers who attend formal programs of  graduate study com-
pared to the Navy which values learning-in action, aka on-the-job training (DiBella, 2010).

Yet challenges for the application and implementation of  learning practices and better 
portfolio management remain. In particular, growing competitiveness and fi nancial con-
straints lead to a greater focus on learning that ensures more immediate rather than long-
term gain. Success in application is dependent on tailoring tools to the idiosyncratic nature 
of  different organizational contexts and the pressures for organizational improvement.

CONCLUSION

The image of  a fi rm, company, or organization as a learning portfolio is an alternative para-
digm to the more popular notion of  the learning organization. Its characteristics lead us to 
frame the issue and challenge of  learning in and of  organizations in different ways. It also 
provides a bridge from the processes of  learning to the content of  the knowledge that is gener-
ated and used in our organizations. For if  knowledge is in the notes, learning makes the music.

The result is different research questions and different avenues and approaches for 
interventions. For example, what types of  knowledge are valued across an organization’s 
portfolio and how is that knowledge aligned with its strategic direction? What are the 
diverse ways in which knowledge is acquired, disseminated, and used? How do various 
forms or styles of  learning across an organization confl ict or complement one another? 
Finally, how are resources allocated within the portfolio and how might they be re-allo-
cated to increase a fi rm’s return on its learning investments?

As theorists and practitioners struggle to make their organizations more adaptable and 
more resilient (Deevy, 1995), the call to learning will endure. Until a proven formula for 
learning is found or generated, alternative paradigms will be needed to explore what does 
or does not help executives make their organizations learn. The ‘organization as learning 
portfolio’ broadens the view about how learning and organizations can best fi t together. It 
also legitimizes the idiosyncrasy of  portfolios tailored to maximize learning effectiveness 
in different operational environments.
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Intersubjectivity and 

Community-Building: Learning 
to Learn Organizationally

JOSH PLASKOFF

ABSTRACT

It has been twenty years since the paradigm-shifting introduction of  the constructs of  com-
munities of  practice and legitimate peripheral participation, which have become central to 
understanding learning in both an academic and organizational setting. The  construct has 
not been without criticism—for insuffi cient treatment of  power, for a lack of  historical per-
spective, and for its theoretical slipperiness. What is required to meet this criticism is more 
examination of  those elusive intersubjective elements of  community relationships, identity, 
the negotiation of  meaning. Building communities requires that individuals learn how to 
learn organizationally. A key to developing powerful communities is developing expanding 
circles of  intersubjectivity about what it means to be a community and how to operate as one. 
A philosophy and a methodology have been developed and applied that foster three elements 
of  intersubjectivity (believing, behaving, and belonging) called the APPLE process (assess, 
plan, prepare, launch, and establish). This work derives from the socio-cultural work of  
Vygotsky, Luria, and Leontiev, and develops a way to bridge the theoretical with the practical.

INTRODUCTION1

It has been twenty years since Lave and Wenger (1991) fi rst introduced the constructs of  
communities of  practice and legitimate peripheral participation, considered ‘nothing short 

1Many thanks to my community team, Tom Schwen, the CPSquare Consortium (especially Etienne 
Wenger, Richard McDermott, and Bill Snyder), Marjorie Lyles, Mark Easterby-Smith, and espe-
cially my wife Robyn.
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of  a paradigm shift in the study of  learning’ (Hughes et al., 2007). It has been almost fi f-
teen years since Wenger (1998a, 1998b, 1999) more fully developed the community of  
practice lens. In that time, the construct has been voraciously applied by practitioners 
and academicians alike, in a wide variety of  settings, both live and online (Gunawardena 
et al., 2009). They have served numerous disciplines especially in learning and education 
(Pane, 2010), but also law (Hara, 2009), medicine (Egan and Jaye, 2009) and corporate 
functions and organizational theory (Ha, 2008; Thompson, 2005), and have even infl u-
enced governmental and social theory in general. Arguably unlike any learning construct 
since behavioristic programmed learning, communities of  practice have become central 
to understanding learning in both academic and organizational settings.

Despite its popularity and pervasiveness, or perhaps because of  it, the community of  
practice perspective is not without its criticism and critique. Some point to an insuffi cient 
focus on a particular aspect of  practice or community, such as the role of  power in CoPs 
and the situatedness of  learning (Contu and Willmott, 2003). Others point out a lack of  
historical perspective (Engeström, 2007). Still others bemoan Wenger’s seeming abandon-
ment of  the neo-liberal political undertones of  Lave and Wenger to an overtly conven-
tional managerialism (Hughes et al., 2007). One criticism that takes center stage in most 
critiques, however, is a slipperiness and elusiveness unbefi tting of  a theory of  strong learn-
ing (Barton and Tusting, 2005), which potentially could threaten its theoretical power. 
Interestingly, most of  the criticisms seem to ignore the further comprehensive treatment 
of  communities of  practice (Wenger, 1998a). Indeed, much of  the research focuses pri-
marily on Lave and Wenger (e.g. Fuller, 2007) and pays little attention to the modes of  
belonging, economies of  meaning, reifi cation and participation, and other more phenom-
enological concepts introduced in later works.

Communities, the core of  the human social system, have been studied for decades in 
anthropology, sociology, and psychology. Tönnies (2001), the nineteenth-century sociolo-
gist, distinguishes between Gemeinschaft (the personal community as a living organism) and 
Gesellschaft (society as a mechanical aggregate). Dewey (1916) treats the community’s rela-
tionship to a public education system. Marx, Weber, and Durkheim embrace the collective 
as the foundation for their philosophical systems. Current focus, then, is a continuation of  
a tradition started some hundred years ago examining a human tendency to commune 
that is thousands of  years old. In past and present works, the elusiveness and abstractness 
which serves as a critique of  CoPs needs to be recognized as inherent in the subject mat-
ter itself. Modernity has liquidated many traditional forms of  relating and seeking them 
out is a complex task. As Bauman so keenly points out:

[C]ommunity stands for the kind of  world which is not, regrettably, available to us—but which 
we would dearly hope to inhabit and which we hope to repossess. . . . [I]t is always in the future. 
‘Community’ is nowadays another name for paradise lost—but one which we dearly hope to 
return, and so we feverishly seek the roads that may bring us there. Paradise lost or a paradise still 
hoped to be found; one way or another, this is defi nitely not a paradise that we inhabit and not 
the paradise that we know from our own experience.

(Bauman, 2001: 3)

What is required, then, is to examine those elements that are most diffi cult to put 
our fi nger on: the intersubjective components of  community relationships, identity, the 
negotiation of  meaning through participation and reifi cation that are outlined in Wenger 
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(1998a). This chapter provides one instantiation of  how to theoretically and practically 
address some of  these less tangible elements. It derives from my work as chief   architect 
for a community infrastructure at a global pharmaceutical company. The purpose of  this 
project was to seek ways to expedite the building shared history in communities through 
stable membership. What proved critical was fostering the intersubjective elements 
of  community: identity, models of  belonging, mutual trust, and reciprocity concern-
ing the practice and communities in general. This chapter will examine this work and 
its outcomes.

KNOWLEDGE, COGNITION, AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

To understand why CoPs have attained such visibility in organizational learning, we must 
start with the core epistemological questions of  what constitutes knowledge and how (and 
perhaps whether) it is transferred.

The individualist view

Until recently, behaviorist and cognitivist models have been the primary underlying forces 
infl uencing learning and organizational epistemologies (Von Krogh and Roos, 1995). 
According to these theories, knowledge is an object that can reside outside individuals 
and can be delivered to a learner as one would deliver food as nourishment (Gherardi, 
Nicolini, and Odella, 1998). The primary emphasis has been on individual minds and 
explicit knowledge (Baumard, 1999; Cook and Brown, 1999), knowledge that is easily rep-
resented through a formal symbol system (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Polanyi, 1966).

Employee development, therefore, has taken the form of  event-driven training mech-
anisms for the individual (corporate universities, training, seminars, computer-based self-
studies, etc.) which embody this epistemology. In addition, knowledge management and 
organizational learning champions have emphasized best practice capture, codifi cation, 
and distribution (Fahey and Prusak, 1998; Hansen, Nohria, and Tierney, 1999; O’Dell and 
Grayson, 1998), even when the results are questionable, such as best practice databases that 
are merely ‘information junkyards’ (McDermott, 1998). Although these tools are worth-
while, they represent only a small fraction of  the knowledge that exists and learning that 
can and does take place in an organization. To see this potential requires a paradigmatic 
shift in thinking.

A social view of  knowledge and cognition

While the individualist view is still dominant, a more collective view of  knowledge is 
strengthening. Building on Marx’s and Hegel’s historical materialism, the Russian psychol-
ogists Vygotsky and Leontiev formulated a socio-historical theory of  activity and higher 
mental functions (see Leontiev, 1978; Vygotsky, 1978). This revolutionary approach to 
knowledge and cognition spawned current constructivist thinking, which posits the social 
and constructive nature of  knowledge.

Knowledge, from this perspective, is not an object that is ‘passed physically from one 
to another, like bricks; [it] cannot be shared as persons would share a pie by dividing it 
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into physical pieces’ (Dewey, 1916: 4). Rather, it is socially constructed through collabora-
tive efforts with common objectives or by dialectically opposing different perspectives in 
dialogic interaction (Bakhtin, 1981; Pea, 1993). Knowledge is built into or, perhaps better 
stated, is equivalent to the patterns inherent in culture: in the reifi cations of  artifacts, the 
behavioral patterns, and actions set in history. Thus, explicit knowledge only represents 
the ‘tip of  the iceberg’ (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995), since most knowledge is tacit. Cook 
and Brown (1999) have even postulated that beyond tacit knowledge there is a knowledge 
inherent in practice itself  which they call ‘knowing.’ In this sense, knowledge is a diffused 
and emergent property rather than a discrete entity unto itself.

If  knowledge is distributed, then cognition and intelligence are distributed as well. 
Studies of  airline pilots and ship navigation have shown that completion of  actions and 
problem solving (or cognition) is based on distributed access to information and knowl-
edge and a coordinated shared understanding amongst participants (Hutchins, 1995, 
1996; Hutchins and Klausen, 1998). No person alone can complete an action—it must 
always be the ‘person plus’ (Perkins, 1993), a collective phenomenon. Cognitive resources 
are by no means restricted to people; they can also be embedded in tools, as a calcula-
tor has the ability to compute a square root. The resources to complete any action are 
distributed amongst people, environments, and situations (Pea, 1993); in fact all cultural 
resources, and the coordination and confi guration of  those resources is the collective task 
of  those completing the action.

Implications for organizational learning

The organizational learning implications of  this alternative epistemology are profound. 
First, learning is situated (Brown, Collins, and Duguid, 1989; Gherardi, Nicolini, and 
Odella, 1998; Lave and Wenger, 1991) and contextual, historically tied to the situation 
in which knowledge is being created and used. It is situated in context of  the activity 
or practice, part and parcel of  the work itself. Learning does not only happen in the 
classroom; in fact, most learning results from interaction with co-workers during shared 
collaborative tasks. Learning and meaning are constructed from participation in social 
practice (Star, 1998). Lave and Wenger (1991) describe this learning phenomenon as 
legitimate peripheral participation (LPP). According to this model, learning is not a mat-
ter of  obtaining individual, objective knowledge or formal expertise. Rather, it is the 
attainment of  the subjective perspective of  a group of  individuals engaged in a shared 
enterprise (a CoP) that is contained within artifacts, behaviors, and language. Individuals 
become enculturated (Brown, Collins, and Duguid, 1989) to the group, acting like physi-
cians, cabinetmakers, or insurance claims adjusters in the eyes of  the other practitioners 
in the community. Thus, learning is more about developing an identity and becoming a 
practitioner through social interaction with others than about learning objectively about 
the practice (Brown and Duguid, 1991).

If  learning is situated in practice, then practice precedes knowledge (Hedegaard, 1995). 
Higher mental functions as social processes within the practice manifest themselves exter-
nally fi rst and then are internalized through a transformational process. As Vygotsky states:

It is necessary that everything internal in higher forms was external, that is, for others it was what 
it now is for oneself. Any higher mental function necessarily goes through an external stage in its 
development because it is initially a social function.

(Vygotsky, 1981: 162)
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For Vygotsky, learning appears in two planes, the social plane and the psychological 
plane, fi rst interpsychological then intrapsychological. Internalization occurs as a result of  
a genetic relationship in which those possessing less mature cultural forms of  behavior 
interrelate with those more culturally mature (Wertsch, 1985). Vygotsky calls the distance 
between the actual development level of  individuals using their own means and the poten-
tial development level of  individuals under the guidance of  those more capable the zone of  
proximal development. The apprenticeship model from which Lave and Wenger derive the 
concept of  CoPs demonstrates these Vygotskian principles in action. The longevity and 
evolution of  the community is dependent on the perpetuation of  the practice. This occurs 
through members negotiating meaning, a dialectical interplay of  participation and rei-
fi cation, and through the concurrent negotiation of  identity that membership entails 
(Wenger, 1998a). This process establishes the learning trajectories of  both the novices and 
full member practitioners and indeed of  the community as a whole.

Since knowledge is socially constructed, focus on knowledge creation, rather than 
knowledge transfer, becomes paramount for organizational learning. Knowledge creation 
has been described as a cyclical knowledge conversion process between tacit and explicit 
knowledge comprised of  four conversion steps: socialization, externalization, combina-
tion, and internalization (Nonaka, 1991; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Socialization is key 
to knowledge creation. During socialization, individuals share experiences and develop 
common mental models. Often this happens through dialogue and observation. The con-
cepts generated during this socialization process are then externalized through the use of  
metaphor and analogy, which helps to ‘understand the unknown through the known and 
bridges the gap between the image and a logical model’ (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995: 
67). The model derived from externalization is then systematized through combination. 
Finally, the concept is re-embodied into tacit knowledge through ‘learning-by-doing.’ Note 
the similarity between Nonaka and Wenger’s specifi cation of  how meaning negotiation 
occurs in CoPs. Wenger, however, unlike Nonaka, recognizes that the socialization process 
(participation) is a process affecting the person and the group through the forging of  iden-
tity which then feeds not only the innovation, but also the practice itself.

INTERSUBJECTIVITY: THE KEY TO COMMUNITIES 
AND COMMUNITY BUILDING

From the discussion above, it should be clear that processes such as Nonaka’s socialization, 
Wenger’s participation, and Vygotsky’s zone of  proximal development entail an interhu-
man relationship, or intersubjectivity (Crossley, 1996; Rogoff, 1990; Rommetveit, 1974; 
Wertsch,1985).2 Intersubjectivity is the act of  transcending the private and becoming one 
with the other. As Rommetveit (cited in Wertsch, 1985) states:

The basic problem of  human intersubjectivity becomes . . . a question concerning in what sense 
and under what conditions two persons who engage in a dialogue can transcend their different 
private worlds. And the linguistic basis for this enterprise, I shall argue, is not a fi xed repertory of  
shared ‘literal’ meanings, but very general and partially negotiated drafts of  contracts concerning 
categorization and attribution inherent in ordinary language.

(Rommetveit, in Wertsch, 1985: 160)

2Intersubjectivity derives from the phenomenology of  Husserl (1965) and later appears in the writ-
ing of  Buber (1974) and the existential system of  Sartre (1966).
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Individuals bring different perspectives and preliminary interpretations to a situ-
ation and, through semiotically mediated negotiation, attain a state of  intersubjectivity 
(Wertsch, 1985). Language and other cultural tools that mediate shared activity serve as a 
means of  creating this temporary shared social reality. Thus, one way to view intersubjec-
tivity is the result of  an alignment of  cultural elements.

Identifying common reference points for an activity (experiences and frameworks) helps 
develop intersubjectivity (Rogoff, 1990). Metaphors and analogies, for example, serve as 
good tools for gaining a sense of  intersubjectivity. They develop understanding of  a new 
concept through comparison with one that is already well understood. The depth of  inter-
subjectivity reached, however, can vary. According to Crossley (1996),  intersubjectivity 
can take two forms: radical and egological. In the radical phase, relationships involve an 
unconditional communicative openness between parties and a lack of  self-awareness of  
each individual. The self  and other become one. In the egological phase, the individual 
empathizes with the other by transposing him or herself  into the other’s position. Both 
forms emerge in communities.

If  intersubjectivity is responsible for the effi ciency and effectiveness by which learning 
and activity are carried out, then the converse would also be true; breakdowns in intersub-
jectivity lead to ineffi ciencies in activity. This is only partially true. Activity theory argues 
that contradictions occur among various elements of  an activity (or cultural) system. 
Rules, division of  labor, and tools may be at odds with the overarching objectives or with 
each other. Though contradictions lead to breakdowns in intersubjectivity, they are also 
catalysts for change. If  ‘holes’ in intersubjectivity are explored and new views of  reality 
are constructed as a result, then the system progresses. If  they remain obstacles to activity, 
then they negatively impact the system.

The impact on practice participation is obvious, but how does this impact building of  
communities? First, community building involves developing a stronger sense of  intersub-
jectivity around practice. This may consist of  merely surfacing what is latent, or it may 
require developing a completely new understanding of  the practice itself. Addressing the 
intersubjectivity of  the practice leads to the identity of  the community.

What is more critical, however, is building intersubjectivity the concept of  community. 
Most US organizations assume the primacy of  the individual. Though they express in 
their vision espoused values of  collective action, human resource systems promote radical 
individuals, their true basic assumptions. CoPs, which grew from a collective philosophy, 
challenge this culture. Thus, systematic processes for learning how to operate this way are 
necessary. Since learning and practice are inseparable, learning how to operate as a com-
munity of  practice within a corporation and ‘practicing’ as a community of  practice are 
integrated as well.

FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE: COMMUNITY BUILDING

CoPs have been viewed as naturally forming, informal social phenomena. So, can we cre-
ate CoPs? Creation implies developing something from nothing, and this is not a good 
approach to communities. Community building, however, differs from community creation. 
Where there is practice, there is community. The involvement of  members or the depth of  
relationship in that community may be minimal, but the potential for  community exists. 
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Community building is not creating something from nothing; it is molding what exists and 
catalyzing previously unknown opportunities.

These activities are critical for two reasons. First, communities that have a relatively 
high degree of  relationship and involvement can benefi t from refl ecting on their cur-
rent status and how they can better achieve their desired goals. More important, how-
ever, is introducing community ‘novices’ to how the community model can enhance their 
work and practice. Particularly in companies with strong individualistic cultures, col-
laborative working and a sense of  community may involve very foreign behaviors that 
must be learned. Community building, thus, can be viewed as learning how to learn 
organizationally.

Approaching community building

Community building is culture-dependent. The approach to community building that 
follows is based on the particular challenges inherent in one company’s culture. This 
approach could be called ‘cautiously prescriptive.’ Many of  the frameworks and proc-
esses are modifi cations to or direct borrowings from the work of  others, and the resulting 
frameworks have been shared with practitioners in a variety of  industries to confi rm their 
applicability. No framework, though, is ‘plug and play.’ All cultural interventions should 
be examined and interpreted in light of  the particular cultural challenges and values of  
the target organization.

This approach considers community building learning community behaviors through 
expanding circles of  intersubjectivity that narrow zones of  proximal development in 
community participants. Intersubjectivity expands in four phases of  meaning nego-
tiation. First, the community development team, by defi ning philosophical underpin-
nings, development processes, and desired behaviors, creates a common understanding 
about what constitutes communities. While developing the framework, the team models 
community behaviors. Next, the development group works with a subset of  the poten-
tial community to develop a sense of  intersubjectivity concerning the specifi c practice 
and  communities. This subset then expands the intersubjectivity circle to other poten-
tial members. Finally, community members, through their interactions with others 
outside the community, develop intersubjectivity with non-members. In addition, the 
foundation of  intersubjectivity developed in the community serves to enculturate new 
members. Each step involves a Wengerian negotiation of  meaning, blending participa-
tion and reifi cation. At the same time, an ‘expert’ is able to scaffold the behaviors of  
other individuals in learning community activity, following the Vygotskian principles 
addressed earlier. Figure 10.1 depicts the expanding intersubjectivity circle and how 
groups interact during the development process.

The development process is systematic, yet evolving and fl exible. It is built around an 
underlying philosophy of  what constitutes community, how a community differs from 
other organizational structures (a community ‘vocabulary’), and methods for handling 
existing cultural elements that impact community behaviors. By approaching things 
systematically, the development team is better able to create a common understand-
ing amongst potential community members of  common goals and activities neces-
sary to evolve a community. In the next sections, I will describe these frameworks and 
processes.
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Defi ning communities

Language is critical to developing a sense of  intersubjectivity (Rommetveit, 1974). 
Therefore, the fi rst community development team task prior to facing any community is 
to defi ne the term community of  practice in order to more clearly communicate with potential 
members what constitutes this social structure and how it differs from others. In both the 
corporate and academic worlds, the word community has become confusing. Science students 
have been called a community of  practice (Brown et al., 1993). Some groups in the work 
environment have been referred to as learning communities (Ryan, 1995). Online conversa-
tion groups have been referred to as virtual communities (Smith and Kollock, 1998). Even 
photography clubs or bridge groups have donned the title of  CoPs. Use of  the term com-
munity makes sense semantically since it characterizes well the groups’ unity of  purpose.

Overuse of  the terms community and community of  practice can cause signifi cant prob-
lems for community building, however—a lapse in intersubjectivity caused by misaligned 
vocabulary. Consider two groups in a corporation: a group of  scientists responsible for prod-
uct development and a photography club. Wenger and Snyder defi ne CoPs as ‘groups of  
people informally bound together by shared experience and passion for a joint  enterprise’ 

Development Team

Core team
Community Charter

Assessment

Members
Community action

Preparation

Interactions

Non Members

Figure 10.1 Expansive Intersubjectivity in Community Development
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(2000: 139). According to this defi nition both groups are communities since members share 
a passion for their joint enterprises and have shared histories, experiences, and identities. 
Putting them on equal footing, however, creates potential discrepancies, because the socio-
historical relationship between the scientists’ community and the organization and the pho-
tography club and the organization are different. The scientists’ community contributes 
signifi cantly to the bottom-line profi ts of  the company, and community goals may confl ict 
with management desires and HR systems. Management designed as control systems that 
seek to direct all aspects of  work may unknowingly interfere with community activities and 
growth. This is not the case with the photography club. The scientists’ community offers a 
much more complex development challenge than does the photography club.

Consistency in terminology is also a problem. As CoPs proliferate around a company, 
multiple memberships become commonplace. If  the concept community differs radically 
from group to group, intersubjectivity about community life within the corporation will 
break down, and participation could be threatened.

Arguing semantics in a company is diffi cult: people will continue to call any group a 
community. Two approaches can be taken to labeling communities: (1) distinguish among 
departments, teams, learning communities, and CoPs with those willing to discuss termi-
nology, or (2) defi ne community types for each social structure in the company. No mat-
ter how it is done, distinguishing structure types is critical. Figure 10.2 depicts the four 

• The ‘WHAT’
• Organizational leadership
• Accountability to customer
• Internal focus

Community of Practice 

Learning Community

• The ‘HOW’
• Distributed leadership
• Responsibility to practice
• Internal and external focus

Organizational Community 
(Department)

Work Communities

(Project Teams)

Figure 10.2 Types of  Social Structures
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 organizational structures in this framework. Descriptions of  these categories expand on 
work by Wenger and Snyder (2000).

Most departments (organizational communities) are hierarchical in nature, driven 
by a reporting structure from employee to management to executive leadership. In gen-
eral, they provide employee accountability structures and focus for the project work 
to create company profi ts. Employees identify with departments through their report-
ing structure and are driven by compliance systems, such as performance management, 
succession planning, and reviews. The primary departmental knowledge activities are 
communication and coordination concerning events, projects, promotions, strategy, 
and vision.

The project team is unifi ed by a very specifi c goal—the creation of  deliverables. 
Members are associated with the team through their accountability for a portion of  the 
project. Management systems are similar to departments—performance directly affects 
succession, reviews, and salary increases; management is often hierarchical, with the 
project manager the ultimate decision maker. Though some teams have elements of  com-
munity (common beliefs for example), many, infl uenced by systems of  individual account-
ability rather than team responsibility, still have departmental trappings. The primary 
team knowledge activities are coordination of  tasks, timelines, and resources and commu-
nication about constraints, changes, and barriers.

A learning community in this framework is an informal group that shares knowledge 
about a topic. The topic can be a computer program, a hobby, or a job task. The topic, 
however, is not the members’ dominant work activity. This community is not an organi-
zational structure and is generally free from ties to management structures (performance 
management, salary increases, etc.), and leadership is distributed amongst the members. 
The primary learning community knowledge activities are learning and connection: shar-
ing techniques or ideas, and networking expertise. The photography club treated earlier 
would be an example of  a learning community.

The community of  practice addresses critical work processes. Although some theo-
rists see the fundamental purpose of  a community of  practice as learning (e.g. Wenger, 
1998a) they are also engines for practice innovation and diffusion, since knowledge cre-
ation and learning are inseparable (Brown and Duguid, 1991; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 
1995; Von Krogh et al., 2000). Project teams within departments produce the ‘what,’ 
the deliverable that ultimately provides profi t, either directly or indirectly, for the com-
pany. The community of  practice is orthogonal to the project team (see Figure 10.2), 
providing a venue in which practitioners from a variety of  company settings commit to 
defi ning and refi ning their practice, or addressing the ‘how.’ This creates a double-knit 
organizational structure (McDermott, 1999).

CoPs are the identity containers and ‘shared histories of  meaning’ (Wenger, 1998a: 
89) for members of  the corporation. While a learning community focuses on a supple-
mentary skill, task, or interest, the community of  practice focuses on the dominant work 
done by its members. Members identify themselves both inside and outside the corpora-
tion through their practice (‘I am a cardiologist,’ ‘I am an engineer,’ ‘I am a chemist’), 
and take ownership for their practice, driven by feelings of  responsibility and passion 
for its quality and integrity. Table 10.1 summarizes the attributes of  these four types of  
organizational structures.
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Developing the community-building process

Once these discriminations have been made, the development team can then set its sights 
on developing a community-building process designed to foster intersubjectivity. The 
process presented here has three components: a stage model for community  development, 
the APPLE development process, and the three dimensions of  intersubjectivity. The stage 
model identifi es how a community evolves over time, and is used to educate about com-
munity goals. The APPLE development process provides a step-by-step framework for 
moving a community along the development stages. The three intersubjectivity dimen-
sions describe relationships within communities and serve as the guideposts for all the 
activities in both developing and maintaining a community. Each of  the development 
components will be treated below.

Stages of  community development

Wenger (1998b) defi nes fi ve stages of  development for a community: potential, coalescing, 
active, dispersed, and memorable. During the potential stage, individuals begin to fi nd 
others with common interests but have no structure in which to share their experience. 
During the coalescing stage, the members begin to come together to defi ne their practice, 
to defi ne the function of  their community, and to recognize the potential of  their inter-
connections. During the active stage, the members develop the practice by defi ning arti-
facts, tools, creating relationships, and enhancing the practice. When members no longer 
engage in the practice, the community enters the dispersed stage. The members stay in 
contact and call each other for advice, but the community relationships dissipate. When 
the community is no longer viable, it enters the memorable stage, in which it completely 
dissipates, but the knowledge and experience still resides in its members who tell stories 
about the experience in the community and collect ‘memorabilia’ from it.

Table 10.1 Attributes of  organizational structures

Attribute

Department 
(Organizational 
Community)

Project Team 
(Work Community)

Interest Group 
(Learning 
Community)

Community 
of  Practice

Primary 
Activities

Communication, 
Coordination

Coordination, 
Communication

Learning, 
Connection

Innovation, 
Learning

Member 
Association

‘I report into X’ ‘I am accountable 
for part of  X’

‘I am  interested 
in X’

‘I am an X’

Leadership Organizational Organizational Distributed Distributed

Purpose Accountability 
for customer

Accountability 
for customer

Responsibility 
to self  and 
community

Responsibility 
for  practice and 
community

Motivation Charge for 
career

Drive for 
deliverables

Interest in 
ideas

Passion for 
practice
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Wenger’s stage model provides a useful tool for educating potential community 
members and leaders, creating in them a sense of  common goals and a common 
understanding of  the development direction. An expansion to Wenger’s work is that 
the active stage can be divided into two parallel streams. Some communities are solely 
internally focused (Active I). The members create commitment and connection to each 
other and develop the practice, but the community scope is limited to its boundaries. 
They often remain anonymous or understated in the company. Some communities, on 
the other hand, see their role not only as innovating on their practice, connecting with 
others, and building competency, but also as infl uencing the company by publicly defi n-
ing the role of  their practice in the greater activities and business goals of  the corpora-
tion (Active II). Their infl uencing may include changing work processes to better enable 
their effectiveness, lobbying for retaining or attracting staff, or even altering high-level 
decision making. They may also actively seek to partner with other communities to 
enhance their collaboration and the potential for radically changing their practice. 
Active II is not more evolved or advanced than Active I. These descriptors are merely 
used to help communities defi ne their goals and needs. Figure 10.3 summarizes these 
stages of  development.

APPLE process

Communities form naturally and will do so at the stage at which they are most com-
fortable (Wenger, 1999). A community-building process, however, can help catalyze the 

Stages of Community Development

Time 

COALESCE

ACTIVE I

DISPERSE

MEMORABLE

STAGES

TYPICAL ACTIVITIES

Coordinating

Remembering

Archiving

ACTIVE

Community 
develops the 

practice

Members no 
longer engage 
intensely, many 
members have 

moved on

Loose network 
launches a 
community

Documenting for 
archives, closing 

out activities

Establish CoP 
purpose,members
hip, and schedule

Community has a defined 
practice, established CoP 

processes, and a group identity; 
they are well established and 

going through cycles of 
activities

Engaging

Define practice and processes; 
build relationships, trust and 

commitment; share 
experiences; define best 

practices; initiate newcomers
Community no 

longer exists but 
people still 

remember it

Telling stories, 
preserving CoP 

content

ACTIVE II

Community has defined the 
interconnections between their 
practice and other practices in 
the company or influences the 

organization as a whole

Externalizing

Build relationships outside 
CoP; provide expert advice; 

explore emerging 
technologies; interact with 

other CoPs (internal or 
external to company); serve as 

a lobbying group

Figure 10.3 Stages of  Community Development
Adapted from Wenger (1998b)
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 evolutionary process and provide guidance for more quickly reaching levels of  interaction 
and involvement (Active I or II). Loosely based on traditional system design models, the 
development model presented here leads the developer and the community from identi-
fi cation of  the situation through establishment of  the community. The process bears the 
acronym APPLE to represent the fi ve steps of  the process: assessment, planning, prepara-
tion, launch, and establishment and evolution. Before treating these phases in detail, it is 
important to review the dimensions of  intersubjectivity, since they form the framework for 
community-building activities.

Dimensions of  intersubjectivity: the three Bs

Communities are founded upon relationships built on common understandings, vision, 
values, and beliefs, or intersubjectivity. The three pathways to intersubjectivity are intel-
lectual, social, and emotional (Rogoff, 1990). Based on these three dimensions, this 
model puts forward the three Bs of  community: believing, behaving and belonging.3 
Each of  these three dimensions informs activities from community start up to its con-
tinuing growth and evolution. These three components form a system; none can truly 
exist alone. The dimensions, however, can exist in varying degrees. The key is proper 
balance for the needs of  the group. Segmenting community cohesion and intersubjec-
tivity in this way enables members to identify existing imbalances and needed changes 
in community dynamics.

Believing. Believing encompasses the cognitive, thinking components of  intersubjectivity. 
Key to believing is the establishment of  the community identity and an understanding 
of  the practice. The belief  structure creates a common value system for the members, 
defi nes the community boundaries, and specifi es how the practice holds strategic rel-
evance for the enterprise in which it resides. Believing generally surfaces the specifi c 
problems that the community wishes to address and the mental models and body of  
knowledge needed to solve them. The focus areas should be both long term and short 
term, providing both a framework to strive for in the future and a specifi c set of  prob-
lems to address in the present.

Believing questions

What are the boundaries of  the practice? What is ‘in’ and what is ‘out’?
How is this practice relevant to the success of  the enterprise as a whole?
What are our values?
What is our practice responsible for?
What types of  problems does the community wish to address?

 

•
•
•
•
•

3My study of  Reconstructionist Judaism uncovered the three Bs, but I have been unsuccessful iden-
tifying the specifi c source. They may be the work of  Mordecai Kaplan, the philosopher behind 
Reconstructionism.
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Behaving. As the community develops, members establish ways of  working with each other, 
tools in the domain, and processes and procedures in their practice. These  behaviors 
become accepted by the community and guide communication, actions, and problem 
formulation for members. Behaving focuses on two components: behavioral norms and 
artifacts. First, there is a socially accepted way of  performing tasks that, though it can be 
challenged by innovation, is solidly entrenched in the community members. Second, in 
performing these behaviors, members generate and use artifacts—tools, documentation, 
knowledge bases, websites, and applications—that can facilitate or expedite processes. 
The knowledge of  the community is passed on to existing and future members by becom-
ing embedded in these artifacts.

Belonging. What people believe and how they behave creates a sense of  belonging—an 
emotional feeling that they are part of  joint enterprise with others of  the same mind. 
Belonging is nurtured through personal relationships that must be developed and sup-
ported. Relationships, in this model, thrive on three elements: trust, equal representation, 
and understanding.

At the heart of  productive work relationships and extensive knowledge sharing 
stands trust (Bukowitz and Williams, 1999; Handy, 1995; Lesser and Prusak, 2000). 
Accountability models drive most organizations. This type of  model is built on an indi-
vidualistic reward and punishment system, which, by creating an environment of  judg-
ment, often stifl es risk taking and discourages sharing behaviors. Communities need to 
foster a sense of  trust to counter these external forces, providing a safe environment for 
innovation, testing ideas, and knowledge sharing. Trust is fostered through deep rela-
tionships and through personal interaction and a personal ‘testing’ and understanding 
process.

Most organizations are hierarchically structured, with certain positions imbued 
with a level of  power to direct, evaluate, decide, hire, and fi re. With this stratifi cation 
of  power comes the potential for dissolution of  trust at multiple levels and barriers to 
creating personal relationships required to develop a sense of  belonging. Communities, 
by adopting a distributed leadership model, eliminating corporate ‘castes’ within their 
walls, and allowing all members of  the practice to participate equally, develop thriving 
relationships.

Behaving questions

What knowledge should be shared, created, and documented?
How should members share their insights with each other and collaborate on 
community work?
What tools do members of  the community currently use in participating in 
the practice and what tools need to be created to enable it further?
How does the community determine what practices should be standardized?
How does the community operate outside the boundaries of  the company 
and the community?

 

•
•

•

•
•
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Because multiple voices characterize the community structure, confl ict and disagree-
ment is a norm rather than an exception. Good communities turn disagreements into 
learning experiences and chances to foster understanding. Through managed conversations 
(Von Krogh et al., 2000), members express different opinions, approaches, and philosophies 
and fi nd ways to reconcile differences, combine approaches, and create new knowledge.

Assessment

The purpose of  the assessment phase is to gather information about the current state 
of  the existing or potential community to determine whether community building is 
necessary, and if  so, what direction to take. Generally, communities develop initiators—
 practitioners who have been exposed to the concept and have taken it upon themselves to 
either spark conversations among practitioners or to seek out help in developing a com-
munity. These initiators serve as good information sources about the potential community. 
The assessment phase serves as a good opportunity to educate the initiators about com-
munity development. Dialogue between the development team and the initiators is the 
fi rst opportunity to develop intersubjectivity about communities with potential members, 
positioning them to do the same with new members.

Several criteria determine community readiness: the maturity level (according to the 
stages presented earlier), geographic dispersion, technological comfort (if  technology is 
to be used), and value to the business (if  sponsorship needs to be gained). In addition to 
these criteria, the assessment should focus on the current levels of  the three Bs. The per-
ceived identity should be examined. Excitement and passion for the practice and certain 
topics within it can serve as entry points for community conversations. Questions about 
behaving reveal the current tools and ways that potential members interact, share knowl-
edge, collaborate, and learn. Belonging questions focus on the current levels of  trust and 
relationship among practitioners and how the various members or sites view each other. 
In some cases these data are diffi cult to gather directly from practitioners, especially if  the 
relationships are negative. In these cases, observation of  work processes is helpful as well 
as interviews with individuals who interact with the practitioners who are more objective 
and able to help describe the relationships they have observed.

Belonging questions

What kinds of  activities generate a sense of  unity?
How can members help each other?
How can members generate trust with each other?
How can the community become a safe place for members to try out ideas?
What confl icts exist in the community and how can they help in sparking 
conversations?
Do all members have an equal say? Are some members excluded?
How are new members brought into the community and given a sense of  
belonging?

 

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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From this data, a determination must then be made as to whether a community of  
practice is the right solution, if  there is enough desire for community and passion 
for practice to sustain a community effort and whether the current situation can be 
changed enough to allow the community to be successful.

Planning and preparation

Once the initiators have determined that building a community would benefi t the practice, 
they enter the most important and most intensive community-building activity—planning. 
During this phase the foundations for the community are laid. Once this strategic phase is 
completed, the community prepares for launch, specifying the tactical steps necessary for 
this event. Because the preparation phase is comprised of  relatively mundane tasks, it will 
not be covered in depth here.

The planning phase is critical to community success. Because this work lays the foun-
dation for the future of  the community, commitment and attention to this phase cannot 
be overemphasized. It involves three major tasks: building the core of  the community, 
developing the community charter, and developing strong community relationships.

Building the core group. The fi rst task during this phase is to build a core group. The core 
group serves as the generator of  the community charter and as the engine for the com-
munity. The core group can be analogized to the founders of  a company. As the founding 
leadership of  a company determines its culture (Schein, 1992), so the core group of  the 
community determines the culture of  the community. Therefore, extreme care must be 
taken in bringing members into the core.

Core group members should have a number of  characteristics. The core group should 
represent a mix of  experienced (fi ve years’ tenure) and inexperienced members of  the 
practice. Also, if  the community spans multiple organizations, and most do, the core 
group should represent a mix of  these organizations. This composition provides an inno-
vative spirit that is informed and balanced by experience. Second, core group members 
should personally be willing to participate actively, share willingly, and infl uence others 
to participate. Both passion for the community enterprise as well as a willingness to net-
work with others helps to build enthusiasm and recruit new members into the community. 
Finally, some core group members should be well-respected members of  the practice to 
give legitimacy to the enterprise.

As with any organization, involving too many members too fast prevents effi cient devel-
opment of  intersubjectivity and relationships. Between fi ve and ten core group members 
is optimal. During their recruitment, they should be educated about the development 
process, what their role will be, and how they can help contribute to community success.

To both build relationships and to develop the common understanding about com-
munity work, the community development staff  conducts an all-day session, the result of  
which is the community charter. During this all-day session, the key points and benefi ts 
of  CoPs are reviewed. For learning about communities, analogies prove very helpful in 
developing an understanding about communities and the community values beginning 
to surface. Communities in the workplace have much in common with communities out-
side of  it. Business people participate in communities on a regular basis outside of  work. 
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Yet, they often do not make the connection between these communities and communities 
in the workplace. Analogies help to make this connection.

One analogy compares building a community to creating a city. Most large cities 
were formed near rivers that provide a lifeline of  trade and a source of  water and food. 
In the same way, communities in corporations congregate around a ‘river’—a pas-
sion or need, either that enhances the social environment or ensures the ‘survival’ of  
 workers by enabling them to do their jobs better. For community developers, the sur-
veyors of  the land, the task is to discover the ‘rivers’ where people congregate. Once 
discovered, the land must be surveyed, discovering the enabling peaks and distracting 
valleys, the dangerous mysteries of  diffi cult relationships and the hidden treasures of  
passionate advocates and storehouses of  knowledge. Once the terrain is determined, 
the boundaries are laid—the purpose and domain of  the community. Finally, the social 
norms of  the city are established—the behaviors and ground rules of  the community. 
In the same way that a city’s life evolves and is socio-historical in nature, so is the devel-
opment of  a community. The city continues to grow and change, and so does the com-
munity. This analogy helps the core group clearly understand the process of  community 
development.

The second analogy provides a discussion activity during the all-day session. Core 
group members mentally leave the workplace and examine communities outside of  work. 
First, they think of  a community to which they currently belong. They then list what keeps 
them engaged in that community. Then, they think of  a community that they consciously 
left, and they list why they left. In debriefi ng these ‘attributes’ of  community, the core 
group becomes aware of  some of  the key enablers and barriers that create or prevent 
communal relationships. Not only does this align core group members about the defi -
nition of  community, but it also serves as a basis for the values of  their own particular 
community.

Developing the charter. The charter generated in the all-day session serves as the community’s 
externalization of  its conception of  the three Bs. The charter is generated through active 
brainstorming activities and negotiation by the entire core group, and must have the fi n-
gerprints of  all members. It is comprised of  six components. The Description of  the Practice 
provides a concise description of  the practice on which the community is based. Boundaries 
contain a brief  listing of  who (or what) is part of  the community (within its boundaries) 
and who or what is not (outside its boundaries). Reason for Existence describes an overarch-
ing statement about the purpose of  the community. Values hold a concise statement or list 
of  what the community believes is important and what value it brings to the company. 
Objectives enumerate a list of  specifi c, measurable objectives that the community wishes to 
achieve. Generally these address specifi c issues in the practice. Measures of  Success lists indi-
cators that the community is achieving its objectives. Figure 10.4 is a sample charter from 
one of  our communities.

Once the blueprint has been established, the group prepares to share its work with the 
rest of  the community and to involve other members. The preparation phase educates 
the extended world of  practitioners with the value of  community. If  the group decides to 
launch the community with a meeting, the meeting agenda is prepared, the activities are 
identifi ed, and the logistics are addressed.
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Building relationships in the core The activities that generate the charter naturally 
develop relationships amongst members. Following the creation of  the charter, a number 
of  activities can continue this process. Beginning to work on specifi c projects to benefi t the 
practice, conducting sharing meetings, continuing to strategize how to build the commu-
nity, and working collaboratively on work projects can not only help build relationships, 
but can begin to demonstrate and embody the principles and desired behaviors of  the 
community prior to launch. Launch should not occur until the core group members have 
established strong relationships and had time to behave as community members.

Launch

The launch of  the community has four major purposes. First, it serves as a way of  recruit-
ing new members into the community—of  bringing those from the periphery toward the 
core. Second, it tests whether the charter is compelling. If  feedback from potential mem-
bers shows confusion or resistance, the core group may need to revisit the community 
charter. Third, it educates the organization about communities and how they can ben-
efi t the organization. Finally, it represents an intersubjectivity transition point. The core 
group members begin to take responsibility for community education and developing 

Quantitative Biology Community Charter

Who are We

This is what
we are now

This is what
we are not
now

Why we Exist
What we Value

Community
Objectives

Measures of
Success

Quantitative Biology (QB) is the practice of biological measurement related to drug discovery.

• Bio Research Technology (Bio RT)
• Lead Generation Biology (LGB)
• Lead Generation Technology (LGT)
• Lead Optimization Biology (LOB)
• Information Technology
• Statistical Analysis and Experimental 

Design

To provide an environment that promotes 
trust and teamwork, encourages mentoring 
and knowledge sharing, and promotes the 
development of professional relationships 
across the community.

Increase and encourage the 
sharing of expertise and 

communication

# of active 
participants

Share project histories Increase trust across 
boundaries

• Animal Studies
• In vivo Measurements
• Pharmacogenomics
• Target Identification
• Adme
• Toxicology
• Chemists
• TA Biologists

• Quality science
• Honesty and integrity
• Direct communication
• Collaboration of ideas and 

expertise in QB
• Respect for colleagues in QB

Promote “one team” 
philosophy across entire QB 

community and practice

Establish the community 
and identify initial members

Develop an understanding 
of the processes in all areas

Level of cross 
communication

Increase of 
knowledge sharing

Speed of assay 
transfer

Figure 10.4 Quantitative Biology Charter
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 intersubjectivity about communities and their specifi c community with potential mem-
bers. The community developer transitions into a consultant and coach.

The launch can take a variety of  forms. A ‘metaphoric event’ is very effective. The 
community charter can be communicated in the context of  a meaningful metaphor, 
rather than in a formal business meeting. One of  our communities created a small neigh-
borhood. Participants followed a ‘bus pass’ that directed them to different venues, at which 
core group members explained a portion of  the charter. The optometrist’s offi ce housed 
the vision. At the bank, participants learned about values. By the time participants com-
pleted the trip, they were well-acquainted with the purpose, activities, vision, and mem-
bers of  the community. Another group used the Olympics as its context, with each game 
serving as a discussion point. Others have used a presentation format. The preparation 
phase mentioned earlier is used to delegate tasks and design this event.

Certain messages should be delivered at launch. First and foremost, the community val-
ues and member commitment must be clearly communicated. Potential members need to 
understand that community is commitment to a set of  values, a vision, and relationships. 
Second, management’s expression of  support can give the community legitimacy. Because 
communities are a different way of  working, some individuals need to know that it is accept-
able for them to participate. Communication from a member of  management (however, not 
an insistence on participation) is helpful in sending this message. Third, core group members 
should make clear that active participation in the community is optional, yet desired. Finally, 
the core members should ensure that potential members of  the community know that the 
charter and the community can and must evolve and change. The work done by the core 
group only serves as a base from which to grow. All members have a say in that evolution.

The launch meeting often results in attracting a few to the community concept. 
Immediate involvement of  these individuals is critical. Growth, however, needs to be mon-
itored carefully. Some may still not be attracted to the concept. This resistance naturally 
helps to control growth. Community growth and evolution is a complex topic worthy of  
its own treatment.

DISCUSSION—SOME KEY LEARNINGS FROM APPLYING THE MODEL

Communities provide an enabling context for knowledge creation. The organic and 
informal nature of  the environment needed is often different from that which exists in 
American corporations today (Wenger and Snyder, 2000). The clashing of  the new model 
with old and entrenched ways of  working results in three major issues that should be spe-
cifi cally highlighted in the development and nurturing of  CoPs:

Creating communities is an emotional endeavor driven by passion in an environ-
ment that generally suppresses emotions.
Communities thrive on responsibility; organizations drive through accountability.
Communities hand control to the practitioners; management is often expected and 
seeks to control.

These are not independent issues, and to overcome them requires signifi cant adjust-
ment in the organization and in management’s attitudes toward the structures within 
those organizations.

◆

◆

◆
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Communities and commitment

According to Von Krogh et al., the ‘key quality of  knowledge workers is their human-
ness’ (2000: 12); the goal of  organizational learning, therefore, is to bring out this 
humanness by creating the proper ba (see Nonaka, 1998, for a treatment of  this con-
cept). Humanness arises in our relationships with others through communities. Dewey 
(1916) defi nes this relationship in this way:

[People] live in a community in virtue of  the things which they have in common. . . . What they 
must have in common in order to form a community or society are aims, beliefs, aspirations, 
knowledge —a common understanding. . . . The communication which insures participation in a 
common understanding is one which secures similar emotional and intellectual dispositions—like 
ways of  responding to expectations and requirements.

(Dewey, 1916: 4)

As mentioned earlier, the pathway to this sense of  intersubjectivity is an emotional, 
social, and intellectual endeavor. Common understanding of  aims and beliefs is achieved 
through emotional commitment, active empathy, personal responsibility for the self  and 
others, honesty, and trust.

Unfortunately, though corporations are often good at reaching cognitive consensus, their 
recognition of  the primacy of  relationships and the importance of  emotional connection is 
lacking. Humphrey and Ashford (1994) have shown that many organizations possess a set 
of  ‘feeling rules’—procedures for addressing emotional issues within company guidelines 
that suppress the individual’s expression of  personal emotions. Thus, public expression of  
frustration and enthusiastic celebrations are taboo and are often taken as signs of  weak-
ness or lack of  control. At the same time, corporations invest signifi cant funds in digital 
infrastructures assuming that relationships can be built and enhanced through computer 
networking. Yet, ‘information systems are of  limited usefulness in facilitating a group’s 
commitment to a concept, sharing emotions tied to tacit experience, or embodying the 
knowledge related to a certain task’ (Von Krogh et al., 2000: 27). So, to create this envi-
ronment, a corporation must change some of  its fundamental beliefs about the relation-
ships between workers and what is acceptable and not acceptable in the workplace.

Responsibility versus accountability

What drives the current environment differs signifi cantly from what drives communi-
ties. Companies operate under an individual accountability model. For the pay that each 
individual receives, he or she is expected to deliver a certain amount of  production for 
the corporation. To foster this accountability, corporations have developed and imple-
mented a system of  rewards and punishments, of  monitoring and feedback. This carries 
forward the same accountability model inherent in the school system in which children 
are educated as well as the Judeo-Christian religious frameworks that are infused in many 
cultures. Management’s role is to monitor and enforce this accountability and to ensure 
delivery of  the desired product (thus meeting their accountabilities) for the management 
above them.

Accountability is a control system that enforces with fear from without. Responsibility, 
on the other hand, is commitment established through caring and passion from within (for 
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a description of  the difference between accountability and responsibility, see Dunne and 
Legge, 2001). Unlike the accountability model, individuals driven by responsibility feel 
an emotional tie and commitment to other individuals or entities in their joint enterprise 
who, in turn, have the same emotional tie. They are driven by a common objective and 
intersubjectivity, which determines their coordinated actions.

What many companies do in their implementation of  CoPs is turn to what they know 
best, and overlay an accountability model on the community, tying participation and per-
formance in the community to organizational performance metrics, to end-of-year evalu-
ations, and to salary increases. While this may build accountability to the organization, it 
creates a confl ict for the community members and an inability to fully develop a sense of  
commitment and responsibility within the community. In imposing these systems, man-
agement often tries to make explicit the commitments and relationships with the hope of  
measuring their contribution to the company and use the results to evaluate the individ-
ual. As Baumard points out, however, ‘commitment cannot be reduced to its explicitation’ 
(1999: 204). In support of  this thesis, he describes two examples of  companies that cre-
ated commitment of  groups of  employees from another corporate culture not by lecturing 
them about compliance, making their agreements explicit, or insisting on changing their 
behaviors, but by allowing them to work through their own choices, through discussion. 
While this approach is critical for the development and nurturing of  communities, it often 
creates discomfort for corporate management.

Leadership and management

The implications for management of  the two issues previously covered are profound. In 
this new community model, management must remove the control hat and put on a hat 
of  facilitator and environment creator. The accountability for the deliverables associ-
ated with the department lies in the hands of  the management, but the responsibility 
for the practice that determines how those projects are achieved lies in the hands of  the 
practitioners. Management must trust the wisdom of  practitioners and ‘work for those 
practitioners’ in creating a knowledge-enabling environment that nurtures communities, 
encourages and legitimizes, but does not require, participation, and values direction set-
ting at all levels.

Some companies have tried establishing a new position called global practice leader—
an individual, generally an executive, who is accountable for the performance of  the 
practice at the company. This role can prove problematic for two reasons. First, a title 
attached to a role in the corporation immediately creates a different relationship between 
practitioners at the individual contributor level and the holder of  the title. It creates an 
accountability relationship that has all the trappings of  a reporting relationship. This rela-
tionship often stifl es risk taking, challenges to establishment, and creative thought, since 
there is fear of  being perceived as confrontational, incompetent, or emotional (see above). 
Second, it prevents commitment and responsibility from being established at the level of  
the practitioner, which would more likely produce effective results. What this position does 
is confuse organizational leadership (the vertical plane in Figure 10.2) with community 
leadership (the horizontal plane).

Leadership in a community of  practice is distributed and takes two forms. The fi rst 
form is administrative leadership. The tasks undertaken in this type of  leadership ensure 
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the continuity of  the community from a tactical point of  view—setting up  meetings, 
 distributing information, setting agendas, and facilitating gatherings. It does not carry with 
it the ability to reward or punish, and feedback is provided solely to enhance and enable 
community function. The second form is leadership by mentoring. In this role, those who 
step up to leadership in the community lead by encouraging participation in the com-
munity, connecting individuals who need knowledge from each other, transitioning new 
members and members on the periphery into the core of  the community, and being a 
spokesperson or advocate of  the community outside its boundaries. Leadership must be 
examined carefully in an organization seeking to develop a community culture.

CONCLUSION

As organizational learning takes hold in individualistic companies, employees must learn 
not only the content and techniques of  their domain, but also new ways of  interacting in 
the company—new cultural forms. CoPs are one such structure that promotes learning 
and at the same time requires its members to learn a new way of  behaving.

Communities are houses of  intersubjectivity. They are infused with common understand-
ing of  both the practice and communal activity. Though community creation, which seeks to 
create something from nothing, is unproductive, community development, which catalyzes 
intersubjectivity, the development of  social norms, and the determination of  the identity of  
a practitioner group, is crucial to achieving a strong organizational learning strategy.

Building communities, and organizational learning for that matter, is more about 
removing barriers instituted by the organization that prohibit employees’ natural tenden-
cies to socially construct knowledge, negotiate meaning, and internalize cultural enablers, 
rather than creating specialized learning programs or processes to codify and distribute all 
organizational knowledge. Communities are one step toward allowing people to interact 
naturally.

The work presented here introduces a number of  topics for future work. First, as 
mentioned earlier, these frameworks only treat community startup. How communities 
evolve and change over a period of  time, adopt new members, and adapt to outside 
organizational changes are rich areas for investigation. Intersubjectivity can provide a 
key to these activities as well, but research on this phenomenon is also sorely needed. 
Intersubjectivity literature is primarily philosophical, though many related ideas appear 
in the psychological and sociological literature. Synthesis of  these concepts into a uni-
fi ed genetic conceptual framework and its application to community evolution could be 
very fruitful.

The continued work on this framework will focus on answering three questions. First, 
what type of  leadership in the organization enables communities to thrive? Second, how 
can we further design technological solutions to enable intersubjective relationships in 
communities? Finally, how do the human systems (succession, promotions, and perform-
ance management systems) need to change in an organization with highly intersubjective 
communities? The foundation already created, however, can allow communities to con-
tinue to slowly reintroduce missing elements of  humanness and belonging to meaning-
seeking companies.
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Fads, Fashions, and the 
Fluidity of  Knowledge

Peter Senge’s ‘The Learning Organization’

MIKELLE A. CALHOUN, WILLIAM H. STARBUCK, 
AND ERIC ABRAHAMSON

ABSTRACT

This chapter uses the story of  Peter Senge’s The Learning Organization (TLO) and talks 
about ‘learning organizations’ to illustrate how management fads and fashions affect the 
spread of  knowledge. Some commentators labeled Senge’s successful TLO work a ‘fad.’ 
Implicit in such labeling is derision and suggestion that association with TLO lacks benefi t. 
New management techniques often provoke skepticism and when miracles do not occur, 
receive the same derogatory ‘fad’ label. Is the negativism associated with management fads 
and fashions warranted? Analysis of  the Senge TLO phenomena portrays fads and fashions 
as social processes, intrinsic to social change. They erupt from latency periods and may 
have brief  or long lives. In retrospect, their consequences may be benefi cial or harmful and 
may be short term or long term. Even brief  fads may produce lasting benefi ts. TLO’s story 
shows the complexity of  social change and reveals the fl uidity of  knowledge, as ever-evolving 
fads and fashions weave older ideas into new beliefs and ways of  problem solving.

INTRODUCTION

An organization’s ability to learn, and translate that learning into action rapidly, 
is the ultimate competitive advantage.

Jack Welch
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Peter Senge’s 1990 book The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of  the Learning Organization 
presented a compelling frame for a collection of  ideas and gave structure to a ‘new’ 
TLO concept. Senge explained that people need to conceive of  the world as systems on 
which humans have imposed structures that both serve purposes and impose constraints. 
Senge explained TLO as a process of  understanding and continually working to master 
fi ve important disciplines. Each discipline has at its core a critical truth about a learning 
organization and adds to the total meaning of  TLO. Senge’s rich book was highly success-
ful and attracted enthusiasts. Yet now, twenty years later, many commentators are dismiss-
ing TLO as a fad. This chapter evaluates Senge’s TLO story and uses it to consider the 
contribution of  fads and fashions to knowledge creation.

TLO is more than just a set of  ideas promoted by a specifi c individual. Although TLO 
gained much impetus from its active champion, its emergence followed a latency period. 
Senge did not invent his concept of  TLO out of  nothing. He pulled together ideas that 
had originated separately in various places over several decades. Even the specifi c term 
‘the learning organization’ had appeared in print earlier (Garratt, 1987; Korten, 1980). 
The success of  Senge’s book was partly a result of  its timing. Senge spotted a developing 
societal trend, identifi ed some relevant concepts, placed these concepts into a frame, and 
made the concepts accessible by retelling familiar stories and presenting interesting exam-
ples. Sales of  Senge’s books, public accolades, and formation of  at least two societies testify 
that growing acceptance of  TLO as valuable knowledge had widespread social support. 
Some consultants have promoted efforts to apply Senge’s prescriptions, and some organi-
zations may have benefi ted from trying to apply them.

This chapter describes the history of  TLO and Senge’s role in its emergence as a main-
stream concept. This history suggests two questions. Why did Senge’s book become popu-
lar and retain this popularity through two editions and two decades? Was the popularity 
of  this book a consequence of  its inherent properties or of  its societal context? The chap-
ter addresses these questions by drawing upon research into fads and fashions in business 
techniques. This research suggests that suppliers of  management techniques—academics, 
consultants—promote them as effi cient means to effective ends and also as novel and 
improved. By framing reactions to TLO in terms of  prior research about fads and fashions, 
the chapter also raises questions about the nature of  knowledge and what ‘learning’ means.

THE SUCCESS OF SENGE’S TLO

Peter Senge’s The Fifth Discipline drew millions of  readers and popularized the TLO concept. 
The book presented fi ve techniques or ‘disciplines’ that Senge said ‘must be studied and 
mastered to be put into practice’ within a TLO (1990: 10). Senge defi ned TLOs as:

organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly 
desire, where new and expansive patterns of  thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is 
set free, and where people are continually learning how to learn together.

The book sold over two and a half  million copies, a result that encouraged Senge to say 
more about TLO. Over the following decade, he provided examples of  the application 
of  TLO principles in different contexts. In 1994, he and colleagues published The Fifth 
Discipline Fieldbook: Strategies and Tools for Building a Learning Organization. It has sold over 
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400,000 copies. A second fi eldbook came out in 1999 under the title The Dance of  Change: 
The Challenges to Sustaining Momentum in Learning Organizations. In 2000, Senge co-authored 
Schools that Learn: A Fifth Discipline Fieldbook for Educators, Parents and Everyone Who Cares about 
Education. A revised version of  the original Fifth Discipline appeared in 2006.

Senge created a compelling vision. Jackson (2000: 207) claimed the TLO concept had dra-
matic qualities and inspired ‘followers to see themselves actively engaged in building a learn-
ing organization.’ As popularity of  the TLO concept quickly grew, Senge founded a Center 
for Organizational Learning at MIT in 1991. Emerald Group Publishing launched a jour-
nal named The Learning Organization in 1994. Several prominent business magazines, includ-
ing Business Week and Fortune, published articles about TLO. In 1997, Harvard Business Review 
named The Fifth Discipline as one of  the most infl uential management books in the last sev-
enty-fi ve years. Also in 1997, Senge formed the Society for Organizational Learning, which 
subsequently spawned a journal entitled Refl ections: The SoL Journal and which has developed 
consulting, coaching, conference, and publishing initiatives for its members. In 1999, the 
Journal of  Business Strategy included Senge among the twenty-four people who had exerted 
the greatest infl uence on business strategy during the twentieth century. In 2000 and 2001, the 
Financial Times and Business Week called him one of  the world’s ‘top management gurus.’

Figure 11.1 shows the numbers of  documents that cited The Fifth Discipline from 1990 
through 2005. The graph terminates in 2005 because the more recent data are less and 
less complete, so trends tend to appear to indicate that citations are leveling off  or declin-
ing near the time of  data gathering. Very likely, citations have continued to increase 
since 2005. Three fi elds account for ninety-eight percent of  the documents that cited The 
Fifth Discipline. Documents classifi ed by Google as ‘social science,’ which accounted for 
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forty-nine percent of  the citations, have mainly discussed educational organizations. 
Documents classifi ed as ‘business’ have generated an additional forty-one percent of  the 
citations. Documents classifi ed as ‘engineering,’ which supplied an additional eight per-
cent of  the citations, have mainly discussed information systems.

Citations from the journal named The Learning Organization have also continued to 
increase. Indeed, articles published by this journal have had surprisingly long citation lives. 
A typical article from the early issues received less than half  of  its total citations during the 
fi rst nine years following publication, and the articles published in the journal’s fi rst year 
were still receiving approximately one citation a piece per year, sixteen years later.

TLO’S LATENCY PERIOD

Research indicates that fads and fashions in business techniques typically have latency 
periods during which the techniques have little popularity (Abrahamson and Eisenman, 
2008). Latency may give way to sudden upswings in techniques’ popularity followed 
by equally sudden downswings, resulting in waves of  diverse amplitudes and durations 
(Carson, Lanier, Carson, and Guidry, 2000). Some ideas may achieve wide acceptance 
and popularity; other ideas fail to gain much attention.

Both academic and nonacademic writers had been discussing components of  Senge’s 
TLO for several decades; an emergence and sudden surge in popularity could have 
occurred earlier. They did not. Senge’s book could have been yet another incremental 
contribution to a continuing latency period. It was not. Instead, Senge brought TLO to 
prominence. Why Senge? Why his book? Why in 1990?

TLO and its fi ve component disciplines build on a wide range of  prior conceptual 
developments. Predecessor thinking concerns organizational learning, organization-
al rigidity, learning systems, systems thinking, and even prior discussions of  similarly 
described ‘learning organizations.’ Senge devoted large portions of  The Fifth Discipline to 
the ideas of  other people. Table 11.1 shows the antecedents on whom Senge relied most 
strongly; they include both academics and practitioners.

Although Senge gave credit to the works listed in Table 11.1, he did not mention much of  
the research that had preceded his book. Even without attribution, current knowledge builds 
on prior knowledge. Sometimes similar ideas develop in different camps from a common pool 
of  information, then proceed along different trajectories. Invention races and fi rst-to-invent 
claims made by individuals in different parts of  the world occur often. Senge’s TLO draws 
from a wide range of  prior knowledge concerning systems and organizational learning. Many 
other thinkers were on tangent paths. For instance, Senge did not report that, fi fteen years ear-
lier, Hedberg, Nystrom, and Starbuck (1976: 43) had written about how to keep organizations 
from rigidifying over time and how to foster continuing development. They argued, ‘Designs 
can themselves be conceived as processes—as generators of  dynamic sequences of  solutions, in 
which attempted solutions induce new solutions and attempted designs trigger new designs.’

Academic studies of  organizational learning. As early as 1936, engineers and economists noticed 
that the costs of  producing aircraft grew less as workers produced more aircraft (Argote, 
1999). By the early 1950s, academic economists and management scholars were debating 
the possible infl uence of  evolutionary selection on decision making in populations of  business 
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fi rms (Salgado, Starbuck, and Mezias, 2002). A decade later, Cyert and March (1963) wrote 
about adaptive learning by individual organizations. They characterized organizational learn-
ing as adapting decision rules to circumstances, changing goals and forecasts to refl ect experi-
ence and updated perceptions, modifying goals to make them more realistic, and searching 
where previous searches have brought success. Such ideas have subsequently spawned many 
research studies and generated considerable debate. These studies indicate that organizational 
learning is deceptively treacherous and very likely to disappoint the learners.

Research studies indicate that the efforts of  individual organizations to adapt to their 
environments are generally inadequate and frequently erroneous. Lessons that prove 
valuable in the short run tend to prove harmful in the long run (Hedberg et al., 1976). 
Unpredictable environmental changes may reward organizations that have acted incom-
petently or ineffectively (Starbuck and Pant, 1996). Intra-organizational politics and 
careerism may suppress evidence of  poor performance and create false evidence of  suc-
cess (Baumard and Starbuck , 2005). Because organizations imitate each other, gains that 
organizations make vis-à-vis their competitors disappear rather rapidly (Simon and Bonini, 
1958). Thus, some researchers have pursued the hypothesis that organizational learning 
is primarily a population-level phenomenon: evolutionary variation and selection might 
change the kinds of  organizations that exist even if  individual organizations change very 
little. However, over a decade of  empirical studies showed that changes in organizational 
populations look very like random walks (Carroll, 1983; Levinthal, 1991). After more than 
fi fty years of  thought and study about organizational learning, March (2010: 114) surmised: 
‘Much of  organizational and managerial life will produce vividly compelling experiences 
from which individuals and organizations will learn with considerable confi dence, but the 
lessons they learn are likely to be incomplete, superstitious, self-confi rming, or mythic.’

Nonacademic writing about organizational learning. Some of  the people who have been working 
to facilitate organizational learning give credit to Revans, who wrote about ‘The enter-
prise as a learning system’ (1982). In parallel with Bohm, Argyris, and Schön, on whom 
Senge relies heavily, Revans argued that organizations should not rely on ‘experts’ for 
advice and that groups of  organization members should discuss their own actions and 
experiences in a process he called Action Learning.

At least two authors used the exact term ‘the learning organization’ before Senge did, 
and David Korten (1980) used it a full decade earlier. Korten described fi ve development 
projects in the Third World, and then argued that such projects should not adhere to 
plans that were designed top-down but should develop bottom-up through participa-
tion by people who understand events at fi rst-hand. There will always be errors, and a 
learning organization should welcome evidence about errors as guidance about how to 
perform better. A learning organization also involves local people, takes advantage of  
what they know, and uses resources that are readily available. A learning organization 
integrates research, planning, and implementation. However, Korten was clearly talking 
about development projects that had specifi c goals and somewhat temporary lifespans, 
rather than learning that might go on indefi nitely.

In a book titled The Learning Organization, Bob Garratt (1987) argued that business 
organizations typically have too little open discussion of  issues, with one result being too 
little refl ection about policies and strategies, and another result being too little information 
input from business environments. Garratt saw organizational learning as being the special 
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responsibility of  senior managers, and he proposed that senior executives ought to devote 
more effort to their personal learning and they should try to guide their organizations’ 
continuing development.

In a third work, titled The Learning Company, Pedler, Burgoyne, and Boydell (1988) sought 
to identify properties of  ‘an organization that facilitates the learning of  all its members 
and consciously transforms itself  and its context.’ They pointed to eleven properties that 
would enable such learning. These properties included strategizing as a learning process, 
wide participation by organization members and stakeholders, a culture that encourages 
continuous learning, and helpful accounting and information systems.

Clearly, both the term ‘the learning organization’ and the ideas echoed in The Fifth 
Discipline were well known in the 1980s, especially the late 1980s. Yet, it was Senge’s inter-
pretation of  TLO that caught on and began to spread (Jackson, 2000).

SENGE’S FOCUS

Although Senge acknowledged that he was not the fi rst person to write about organiza-
tional learning, his presentation seems to imply that his ideas have broader relevance than 
prior perspectives. Of  course, he may have been unaware of  the earlier research about 
organizational learning. He could have used the prior research he ignored to bolster his 
case for the need to approach organizational learning differently. The very fact that most 
organizational learning is ineffective or eventually causes problems gives reason for read-
ers to pay attention to new ideas. At the same time, Senge’s lessons do not focus on the 
kinds of  organizational learning that typically do occur. He is not naïve and he recognizes 
that human behavior often impedes learning and that much organizational learning goes 
amiss. He is proposing that a more effective kind of  learning could be occurring. He is a 
visionary who is trying to describe an idealized organizational form that does not exist 
today but, he says, could exist in the future.

What Senge said and how he said it

The Fifth Discipline has unusual properties. This fact should surprise no one, of  course, 
because the book has had extreme success far beyond that of  almost all other books. Even 
if  the book’s success is partly due to its timing and environment, it is unlikely to look exactly 
like less successful books. However, the book has properties that make it both attractive 
and unattractive to readers. Some evidence suggests that The Fifth Discipline is both easy to 
read and yet unread, that its popularity derives in part from its appeal for readers who see 
themselves as unusual, that its ideas have rarely been implemented and implementation 
has yielded unclear results. Does The Fifth Discipline afford a prototype for other books that 
aim at societal infl uence? Or has The Fifth Discipline succeeded because of  its timing and 
despite its idiosyncrasies?

Much of  The Fifth Discipline is very easy to understand, down-to-earth, and practical. 
Within the general themes, the text is fragmented and episodic. This fragmentation of  text 
allows readers to read and digest segments. One need not read an entire chapter, sometimes 
not even an entire page, in order to extract a distinct point. Many of  the segments tell great 
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stories about human behavior, restate truisms, or contain quotable phrases. Although these 
segments fi t into Senge’s broader themes, they also stand alone as epigrams or illustrations 
of  specifi c lessons (Ortenblad, 2007). For example, time delay in physiological reactions to 
ingesting food causes people to eat too much; trying to swim against a strong current may sap 
a swimmer’s strength without producing progress toward shore. Such illustrations let readers 
draw useful lessons whether or not they buy into Senge’s broader themes, and they make the 
lessons easy to remember. At the same time, the broader themes give the book some coher-
ence and create an impression of  communicating a message of  grand signifi cance.

However, the book also forwards ideas that are so abstract that many people do not see 
their value and the ideas are diffi cult and expensive to implement (Smith, 2008). The book 
offers rhapsodic discussion of  interlinked systems, their importance and prevalence. It rec-
ognizes the complexity of  organizational and behavioral challenges. It advocates holistic 
and dynamic appreciation of  social systems (including organizations), and it criticizes 
much management practice as misguided efforts to apply simplistic mental frameworks to 
complex situations. Effective management, it says, requires ‘systems thinking’—appreciation 
for interdependencies and change over time. The book (1990:14) asserts that effective 
organizational learning involves creativity as well as adaptation: ‘it is not enough to sur-
vive. ‘Survival learning’ or what is more often termed ‘adaptive learning’ is important—
indeed it is necessary. But for a learning organization, ‘adaptive learning’ must be joined 
by ‘generative learning’, learning that enhances our capacity to create’. Indeed, Senge 
concluded The Fifth Discipline with titillating predictions about a ‘sixth discipline.’ In an 
obscure manner, he suggested that an intellectual sequel awaits once the fi rst fi ve disci-
plines reach critical mass. Senge (1990: 363) predicted, ‘there will be other innovations 
in the future’ and ‘perhaps one or two developments emerging from seemingly unlikely 
places, will lead to a wholly new discipline that we cannot even grasp today.’

Of  course, his conceptual framework implies that Senge’s prescriptions are themselves 
interdependent and idealistic. He urges people to practice fi ve ‘disciplines,’ which Table 11.2 
summarizes. The disciplines deal with individuals, groups, and whole organizations; and 
they overlap each other to some degree. Indeed, this overlap contributes to making the 
book very dense and diffi cult to synthesize. For example, in his discussion of  systems 
thinking, Senge explains that the mental models are in many ways the results of  the struc-
tures people impose on systems. In their efforts to understand and manage systems, peo-
ple break systems down into more manageable pieces, organize them into structures, and 
then interpret them in these fragmented and organized forms. The structures may be lit-
eral but they are more often concepts about processes, procedures, or hierarchies. These 
imposed structures alter understandings of  the entire system, often making the understand-
ings less accurate. The structures also make systems more complex and hinder people’s 
ability to learn. Thus, Senge prescribes awareness, reassessment of  goals, and open 
exchange of  ideas—individual and group actions—to improve system-wide learning.

Much of  The Fifth Discipline is bizarrely abstract, nearly impossible to decipher, and 
impossible to translate into practical actions. People who have tried to use Senge’s ideas 
have raised questions about The Fifth Discipline’s practical implications. Malone (1997: 72) 
pointed to three problems: (1) TLO has turned into training; (2) TLO had slipped into 
an MIS sinkhole; (3) ‘No one has yet fi gured out quite how an organization “learns” the 
right things.’ Smith (2001) suggested that Senge’s work was ‘simply too idealistic’ and he 
observed that the self-refl ection associated with the fi ve disciplines daunts most people; 
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many employees just want to earn a living and have no interest in the greater ideals of  the 
organization. Ortenblad (2007) reported that managers do not read the book because it is 
so diffi cult to read and he complained that Senge provided no blueprint for implementa-
tion. Senge himself  has expressed disappointment that companies ‘either paid no more 
than lip service to [The Fifth Discipline] or turned their backs on it altogether’ (Senge and 
Crainer, 2008: 71). In 2008, The Learning Organization journal published a fi fteen-year ret-
rospective issue on both TLO concept and on the journal itself. The editor concluded that 
‘although the learning organization concept is deemed narrow and out of  date, it is judged 
to have signifi cant positive infl uence on organizational thinking’ (Smith, 2008: 441).

The foundation of  TLO—systems analysis—may be its weakest component. The Fifth 
Discipline describes ten systems archetypes, which Senge characterized as tools to help 
managers learn systems thinking. The archetypes mix heterogeneous elements at differ-
ent levels of  abstraction—simplistic explanations involving phenomena such as delay 
and eroding goals alternate with complex theoretical descriptions such as the ‘tragedy of  
the commons’ and ‘growth and underinvestment.’ The conglomerate character of  these 
archetypes underscores the substantial challenge of  overcoming human nature and condi-
tioning needed to achieve a broad, systemic mindset.

Senge clarifi ed why people have trouble seeing the bigger picture and why systems think-
ing poses so many problems, but he nevertheless continued to insist that systems analysis 
should be the focal point of  TLO. In doing so, Senge was attempting to override The Law 
of  Requisite Variety, which says that for people to understand their environments, human 
comprehension abilities must be as complex and diverse as the environments (Ashby, 1958). 
However, human rationality is a rather crude and imperfect tool because humans need and 
demand simplicity. When Box and Draper (1969) attempted to use experiments to improve 
factory operations, they discovered that practical experiments have to alter no more than 
two or three variables at a time because the people who interpret experimental fi ndings 
cannot make sense of  interactions among four or more variables. Faust (1984) also observed 
that scientists have diffi culties understanding interactions among more than three variables 
(Goldberg, 1970; Meehl, 1954). Faust remarked that the great theoretical contributions in 
the physical sciences have exhibited parsimony and simplicity rather than complexity, and 
he speculated that parsimonious theories have been very infl uential not because the physi-
cal universe is simple but because people fi nd simple theories understandable.

A real-life example illustrates the constraints that human cognitive limitations place on 
systems analysis. In the summer of  2009, PA Consulting submitted a diagram to the offi c-
ers who were in charge of  US troops fi ghting in Afghanistan. The diagram presented the 
consulting company’s analysis of  the relationships offi cers ought to consider in planning 
military and political strategies—scores of  relationships among scores of  variables such 
as accomplishments, beliefs, capabilities, crime, expectations, fears, interest groups, man-
power, needs, outcomes, perceptions, policies, political support, priorities, resources, set-
backs, territory controlled, and time elapsed. According to Bumiller (2010), the offi cers 
reacted with laughter to this diagram’s impenetrable complexity.

However, the complexity and abstraction of  Senge’s analysis may enable some readers 
to feel proud that they perceive issues and solutions that other people cannot see, and so 
these properties contribute to the development of  a collectivity of  superior insiders who 
appreciate Senge’s message. The support organization Senge created, The Society for 
Organizational Learning, has already drifted away from the ideas in The Fifth Discipline. The 
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Society has recently been promoting ‘Theory U’ which promises to teach us ‘to connect 
to our essential Self  in the realm of  presencing’ and to use ‘principles and practices that 
allow everyone to participate fully in co-creating and bringing forth the desired future 
that is working to emerge through us.’ Similarly, much of  Senge’s own recent writing and 
speaking has centered on the more trendy topic of  sustainability.

When Senge said it: Is TLO just a fad or more than that?

Perhaps The Fifth Discipline has succeeded mainly because it fi ts into its time and place, 
because it captures the spirit of  its age. In his Foreword to the 2006 edition of  The Fifth 
Discipline, Senge explained that he had realized in 1987 ‘that “the learning organization” 
would likely become a new management fad.’ He assumed that the fad would rise and fall 
and he wanted to establish key ideas early on at the beginning of  this fad and especially he 
wanted to infl uence the residual of  ideas that remained after this fad abated.

Various commentators have declared TLO to be a short-term fad—indeed, a fad 
that is ending or has ended. Malone (1997) included TLO in a list of  ‘management fads 
which have come and gone.’ Hodgetts, Luthans, and Lee (1998) claimed that TLO was 
an intermediate stage in a developmental evolution toward ‘world-class organizations.’ 
Scarbourgh and Swan (2001) evaluated ProQuest references to ‘learning organiza-
tion’ and to ‘knowledge management’ from 1990 to 1998, and concluded that TLO had 
become unfashionable and had been replaced by knowledge management. Rebelo and 
Gomes (2008: 294) inferred that ‘academic and managerial interest in these [organiza-
tional learning and TLO] started to wane slightly and the suspicion that organizational 
learning was merely a fashion has increased, as have the critical voices around it.’

Nevertheless, data do not yet demonstrate clearly that enthusiasm for TLO has waned. 
Figures 11.2a, 11.2b, and 11.2c compare the popularity of  TLO with two management 
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ideas that were popular from 1990 to 2005—‘six sigma’ quality improvement and the 
‘balanced scorecard’ assessment of  business performance. The graphs show the numbers 
of  documents that cited The Fifth Discipline and the numbers of  documents that used the 
phrases ‘learning organization,’ ‘six sigma,’ or ‘balanced scorecard.’ Figure 11.2a presents 

Figure 11.2b Normalized Citations About Three Management Ideas 
(Normalized by Citations in First Sixteen Years)
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absolute numbers; many more documents used the phrase ‘learning organization’ than 
used the phrases ‘six sigma’ or ‘balanced scorecard.’ Only forty percent of  the documents 
that used the phrase ‘learning organization’ also mentioned Senge; ‘learning organization’ 
is a broader concept than Senge’s TLO.

To highlight the different shapes of  the curves, Figure 11.2b shows data normalized so 
that all four lines appear to describe the same total number of  documents over the sixteen 
years, and Figure 11.2c shows changes averaged over three years.

Citations to The Fifth Discipline and documents that mention ‘learning organization’ have 
increased more linearly than documents that mention the other two management ideas. 
Both six sigma and the balanced scorecard drew very few citations during the early 1990s; 
then both began rapid growth just before 2000. Rapid growth could be a sign that peo-
ple are becoming more likely to do something as they see more people doing it, possibly 
because prevalence confers legitimacy. When people or organizations adopt an innova-
tion partly because many other people or organizations have adopted this innovation, a 
bandwagon effect occurs. On the other hand, some studies have shown that rapid growth 
in the adoption of  an innovation correlates with a parallel increase in marketing efforts, 
and Abrahamson and Rosenkopf  (1993) ran simulations that showed very small differences 
could have massive impacts on the rise and collapse in the popularity of  innovations. It is 
also worthwhile to beware of  fallacious inferences about the processes that generate time 
series: a given process can generate quite different specifi c series; different processes can 
generate similar series (Starbuck, 2006: 25–26).

Citations to The Fifth Discipline rose very linearly: the annual increases in citations were 
nearly constant from 1993 to 2005. Uses of  the phrase learning organization were some-
what less linear in that the annual increases in citations grew larger over time, approxi-
mately doubling over ten years. Mainly linear growth might refl ect a gradual opening up 
of  multiple new markets, and this interpretation is consistent with some of  the shifting 
currents in the kinds of  people who have cited The Fifth Discipline. All the earliest citations 
came from documents in the English language, and as time passed citations appeared 
in more and more languages. Loosely, one could say that the languages migrated from 
developed economies toward developing economies. There have also been adoption cur-
rents related to occupational groupings. For example, many citations have come from 
documents written by US Naval personnel and very few citations have come from doc-
uments written by other military personnel. Nurses have also shown special interest in 
The Fifth Discipline. Although each of  these occupational groupings probably did engage in 
some bandwagon adoptions, each occupational grouping adopted TLO rather separately. 
With little contagion across groupings, exponential growth was restrained by boundaries 
between occupations, societies, and languages.

There is no clear reason why six sigma and balanced scorecard began spreading rap-
idly around 2000. Both ideas had been latent in the business culture for several decades, 
and although there were triggering events that brought them to the forefront, such trig-
gering events could have happened much earlier or much later. The idea that businesses 
should consider factors other than fi nancial ones originated in France in the early twen-
tieth century, and General Electric developed a multidimensional assessment system for 
its profi t centers during the 1950s. A 1992 article in Harvard Business Review gave balanced 
scorecard new visibility, but Harvard Business Review publicizes many ideas every year and 
1992 was several years before the interest in balanced scorecard began to accelerate. 
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Very high quality became a popular theme in Japan during the 1960s, and this theme 
spread worldwide during the 1970s when it appeared that Japanese companies were hav-
ing remarkable success. During the 1960s, statistical studies of  the PIMS database (Profi t 
Impact of  Market Strategy) indicated that high-quality products are often very profi table. 
Then, in the 1980s, Motorola Corporation combined long-standing ideas about how to 
raise quality into a formal training program that the corporation marketed under the ‘Six 
Sigma’ trademark. For Motorola’s corporate clients, six sigma offered easy implementa-
tion, quantitative measures of  results, as well as some terminological pizzazz. However, 
Motorola’s marketing of  six sigma began almost two decades before interest in the idea 
began to accelerate.

Organizational learning is different. It seems quite unlikely that this idea could have 
started to become very popular before 1990. Although academics had written about organ-
izational learning as early as the late 1950s, such ideas did not migrate into the literature 
of  business practitioners. The phrase ‘organizational learning’ did not appear in Harvard 
Business Review until 1989 and it appeared in Sloan Management Review only once before 1991.

Senge’s TLO is a poor candidate for exponential growth based on imitation. Imitation 
of  managerial ideas is more likely if  the ideas are easy to comprehend, quick to imple-
ment, and capable of  producing visible results. Senge’s ideas are suffi ciently abstract that 
many people do not see their value and they are diffi cult and expensive to implement 
(Smith, 2008). Senge provides no simple prescriptions, and he advocates long-term, per-
sistent commitment to unusual social processes. The benefi ts of  TLO are elusive; there is 
no way to fi nd out what would have happened in the absence of  TLO. Thomas and Allen 
(2006) pointed to a lack of  clear connection between learning and business success, and 
Smith said that some converts to TLO eventually shifted to other approaches after evi-
dence of  business success with TLO was not forthcoming.

The Fifth Discipline may continue to attract audiences less because it provides easy solu-
tions than because it addresses challenging issues of  current relevance. The book deals 
with management issues that have been becoming more and more relevant in affl uent, 
developed economies during the late twentieth century. These issues seem likely to con-
tinue to gain relevance over the coming decades.

Senge wrote about a complex world, with many interdependencies—oligopolistic mar-
kets, corporations and governments that cooperate, externalities. The populace of  this 
world does not have to scrabble around for existence and they aspire to do more than 
merely adapt to their environments; they refl ect on their motives and actions and they 
seek to construct worlds with properties they desire. Workers are not lonely farmers at the 
mercy of  weather or factory workers keeping pace with conveyor belts; they cooperate in 
teams, exchange ideas, analyze, and strategize.

Through the twentieth century, agriculture and manufacturing migrated toward 
developing economies, while the developed economies have shifted toward services. In 
the developed economies, the fastest-growing occupations have included professional and 
technical workers and managers. The US provides an extreme case. By 1990, the infor-
mation sector accounted for three-fourths of  US GNP, and over half  of  US workers were 
doing some type of  information work.

Business in developed economies has been changing conceptually. New kinds of  knowl-
edge-intense and information-intense organizations have emerged that are devoted entire-
ly to the production, processing, and distribution of  information (Starbuck, 1992). These 
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new kinds of  organizations already employ many millions of  people, with the Internet 
supporting new business and career opportunities. As well, facilitated by better telecom-
munications, business fi rms have been creating alliances and forming networks, and these 
larger entities have given business strategists license to think more about constructing envi-
ronments that they desire instead of  adapting to environments that already exist. Current 
thinking about strategic management emphasizes the usefulness of  valuable resources that 
are rare and diffi cult to imitate (Barney, 1991), and many organizations seek to accumu-
late valuable and proprietary knowledge that they can exploit strategically. For instance, 
chemical and pharmaceutical companies employ skilled scientists and spend heavily on 
research aimed at developing proprietary products. Some manufacturing fi rms see experi-
enced and highly trained managers as key assets, and many fi rms have appointed ‘learn-
ing offi cers’ who are charged with identifying useful knowledge and disseminating it to 
personnel who can use it. Managements have shifted focus from a more traditional input-
and-output analysis to dealing with knowledge capital, information systems, logistics, and 
supply chains.

Senge saw these trends and responded to them, and it is unclear what forces might 
defl ect changes from following the trends. It seems likely that information and knowledge 
will grow more and more important in developed economies. In particular, despite the 
fact that computers and electronic communications devices have existed for decades and 
they have become quite prevalent in Europe, Japan, and North America, only a fraction 
of  the world population has use of  computers, e-mail, or the Internet. At the same time, 
technological development has been accelerating. Organizations have been gaining access 
to more data more quickly. As this creates opportunities for surveillance from afar, com-
petitive intelligence has been becoming easier and more productive, supervisors can more 
easily monitor distant subordinates, and organizations can more easily monitor their alli-
ance partners. The technology also gives organizations more freedom to spread geograph-
ically, and they can collaborate effectively without actually merging.

WHAT RESEARCH INTO FADS AND FASHIONS 
SAYS ABOUT TLO’S SUCCESS

TLO’s history illustrates the rise in popularity and dissemination of  a body of  ideas, a par-
ticular way of  thinking. Research about fads and fashions can make some interpretations 
of  TLO’s history more plausible and others less plausible. However, the history of  TLO 
differs from most of  the fads and fashions that researchers have studied. This means that 
much of  the prior research is only indirectly relevant and it suggests some opportunities 
for future research.

The terms fad and fashion encompass a wide variety of  social phenomena. They may 
spread across large populations of  people or organizations, or they may occur within indi-
vidual organizations or small subpopulations. Many business techniques have had very 
short life cycles (Brandes, 1976; Carson et al., 2000). By contrast, Aristotle’s ideas dominat-
ed Western thinking about physics for over two millennia. As well, fads and fashions pro-
duce a wide variety of  consequences, some benefi cial and some harmful, some short term 
and others long term. Indeed, fads and fashions are kinds of  social change, and change 
can be positive or negative, rapid or slow. Abrahamson and Rosenkopf  (1993, 1997) 
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characterized fads as forms of  social change that incorporate contagion, and fashions as 
forms of  social change in which followers imitate fashion setters.

It is helpful to consider fads and fashions as commodities bought and sold in markets. 
Some people and organizations act as buyers and others as sellers. A market perspective 
calls attention to some of  the social structures that facilitate buying and selling and methods 
used to sell ideas. A market perspective aids in understanding the emergence of  a fad and 
explains differences in popularity of  some fads.

The market for business techniques

Senge’s ideas about TLO and his more general ideas about the ‘learning organization’ are 
so ambiguous that they may not qualify as business techniques. They are less specifi c than 
many of  the techniques that have been studied. However, research about fads and fash-
ions in business techniques provides suggestions about the processes affecting the popular-
ity and consequences of  TLO.

Abrahamson (1996) analyzed changes in business techniques in a market frame-
work. The techniques bought and sold in this market bear labels—such as ‘The Learning 
Organization’—that provide concise characterizations for bundles of  ideas, methods, require-
ments, and limitations that may be quite complicated. Both sellers and buyers of  popular 
business techniques characterize them as ‘rational’ and ‘progressive.’ That is, the techniques 
supposedly help business fi rms and other organizations effi ciently transform inputs into high-
ly desirable outputs, and the techniques supposedly improve on previous techniques. The 
emphasis on progressive improvement guarantees that techniques will be constantly chang-
ing and that the sellers of  techniques will claim that newer techniques are better.

Meyer and Rowan (1977) pointed out that criteria for judging rationality or improve-
ment may have weak substantive support; there may be little or no clear evidence about 
effi ciency, effectiveness, or benefi ts. However, the criteria have support from social norms. 
On the supply side, new techniques may allow consulting fi rms and gurus who market 
them to claim specialized expertise. On the demand side, stakeholders may withdraw 
support from organizations that do not use fashionable business techniques, and stake-
holders may confer benefi ts on organizations that do adopt the latest techniques. Stakeholders 
may pursue fl eeting opportunities or espouse new myths about organizational effective-
ness (Abrahamson, 1996). Of  course, societies differ in the degrees to which they value 
progressive change (Rogers, 1962). Competitive markets emphasize progressive change 
because competitors have to out-do each other (Campbell, 1985; Van Valen, 1973).

Several studies have found that claims about the effectiveness of  new business tech-
niques have very often been deceptive in that the buyers made little or no pragmatic use 
of  the techniques (Staw and Epstein, 2000; Wang, 2010). For instance, Zbaracki (1998) 
found that the Total Quality Management (TQM) label was associated with very limited 
pragmatic use of  TQM’s prescriptions, and the superfi cial pragmatic use of  prescrip-
tions that did occur generally yielded poor results. However, users hid the poor results 
behind various organizational facades (Nystrom and Starbuck, 2006), and then told sto-
ries of  TQM’s successful implementation. Westphal, Gulati, and Shortell (1997) inferred 
that, among 2700 hospitals using TQM, early users showed a few performance increases, 
whereas later users tended to communicate TQM’s use only for the rhetorical benefi ts 
they obtained. Chevalier’s (1991) study of  use of  the Quality Circle (QC) label revealed 
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two types of  scenarios. In one scenario, each organization made very limited pragmatic 
use of  QC’s prescriptions but hid the lack of  pragmatic use from stakeholders. In the sec-
ond scenario, managers adopted behavioral approaches that fi t their organizations’ idi-
osyncrasies but that had little to do with QC’s prescriptions. Delacroix and Swaminathan 
(1991) concluded that nearly all organizational changes in the Californian wine industry 
are cosmetic, pointless, or speculative.

For there to be signifi cant changes in business techniques, there must be large numbers 
of  buyers of  these techniques, which in turn means that there must be even larger numbers 
of  potential buyers (Abrahamson and Fairchild, 1999). One way for a pool of  potential 
buyers to develop is for a new technique to produce noticeably better solutions to perva-
sive problems. Although the sellers of  new techniques typically claim that their techniques 
do this, the evidence cited above suggests that the claims rarely have justifi cation. Because 
people have been redesigning and adapting organizations for a very long time, the chanc-
es are remote of  coming up with a genuinely original idea.

A second way for a pool of  potential buyers to develop is for buyers of  an existing 
technique to gradually lose confi dence in it. In part because they face mutually inconsistent 
demands from different stakeholders, managers are endlessly trying to ‘solve’ some intrinsic 
organizational problems that have no solutions (Starbuck, 1994). As a result, techniques 
that supposedly solve these unsolvable problems inevitably disappoint those who have 
bought them. As the disappointed buyers accumulate, they become potential buyers of  
new solutions for the corresponding unsolvable problems. Abrahamson and Fairchild 
(1999) found that people talk about fads and fashions in more positive and emotional lan-
guage while adopters are increasing, whereas the talk becomes more negative and logical 
while adopters are decreasing (Jönsson and Lundin, 1977).

A third way for a pool of  potential buyers to develop is for social or technological evolu-
tion to create new organizational problems. The later part of  the twentieth century brought 
many, many new organizational problems. Because agriculture and manufacturing indus-
tries competed with their counterparts in economies with lower wage levels, developed econ-
omies did less and less farming and manufacturing and shifted toward service industries that 
take advantage of  education. In developed economies, and especially in the US, workers’ 
educational levels rose dramatically. Because educated workers want autonomy and resent 
direct supervision, employers placed more emphasis on teamwork; team members supervise 
each other. Of  course, the demand for organizations to ‘learn’ is partly one of  those unsolv-
able organizational problems: to know what is worth learning requires coping with great 
complexity and predicting the future rather accurately. Therefore, Senge could not propose 
a lasting solution. He could, however, propose a solution that utilized computers and that 
would appeal to more highly educated workers who know how to collaborate in teams.

The marketing of  business technique

Because social norms exert very strong infl uence in the market for fads and fashions, lan-
guage and appearances are key properties in promoting success. Some fads and fashions 
also gain impetus from characteristics of  their purveyors, including academics, consulting 
fi rms, and gurus.

A technique’s name matters. ‘The learning organization’ sounds more proactive and 
progressive than ‘the adaptive organization’ or ‘the reactive organization.’ ‘Six sigma’ 
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sounds quantitative and scientifi c, and quality-improvement personnel who bear the labels 
‘black belt’ or ‘green belt’ certainly sound like they are capable of  signifi cant accomplish-
ments. Buyers of  business techniques use labels to communicate to their stakeholders that 
their organizations are using progressive, rational business techniques.

Jackson (1995: 38) commented, ‘fads tend to recommend solutions which they believe 
hold in all circumstances.’ Prescriptions that allow for many interpretations can be very 
successful. Organizations can clarify, particularize, and use such advice pragmatically in 
very different ways to fi t various idiosyncrasies, from geographic locations (Giroux, 2006; 
Kieser, 1997) to distinctive swaths of  time in different organizational sectors (Morris and 
Lancaster, 2006) or nations (Czarniawska-Joerges and Sevón, 2005). However, potential 
adopters also want or need easy-to-use tools that facilitate initial steps toward implemen-
tation. Many purveyors of  business techniques supply tools for information gathering or 
self-training—questionnaires, forms, frameworks for discussing concepts—and many pur-
veyors offer training.

The purveyors of  business techniques come in at least three varieties. Academics come 
up with quite a few proposals about business techniques, but nearly all of  these proposals 
lack easy means of  implementation so they attract few adoptions. One exception to this 
pattern was a proposal by Richard Hackman, Ed Lawler, and Greg Oldham to ‘enrich’ 
jobs. Academic and mass-market publications by these academics included reports of  fi eld 
research that gave credibility to their ideas and questionnaires for assessing the charac-
teristics of  jobs (Hackman and Lawler, 1971; Hackman and Oldham, 1980). As a result, 
thousands of  HR departments around the world used the questionnaires and attempted to 
redesign jobs.

Other purveyors are consultants. Consultants are continually searching for services that 
will entice clients to hire them (Kieser, 2001). Consultants perform activities such as infor-
mation gathering and training that convert ideas into actions that appear practical. For 
example, in 1970, the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) began to advocate that a com-
pany should have a balanced portfolio of  business activities that include (a) ‘stars’ with 
high market shares and high growth, (b) ‘cash cows’ that generate profi ts, and (c) ‘question 
marks’ that have potential to become stars. BCG’s staff  offered to put on strategic plan-
ning sessions to help client fi rms diagnose their existing strategic portfolios and to develop 
scenarios for future development. However, BCG gained limited advantage from its sche-
ma because it was so appealing, easily understood, and superfi cially logical that many 
other consultants imitated it and it appeared in all of  the strategic management textbooks.

Many new business techniques, although not all, have support and stimulus from gurus 
(Abrahamson and Fairchild, 1999; Gill and Whittle, 1993). To be perceived as a guru, 
someone has to be a compelling spokesperson. Some gurus also serve as living symbols of  
the ideas they promote. However, all gurus have human defects and these defects some-
times undermine enthusiasm for their techniques. Peter Senge has been formally anointed 
a world-class guru by the Financial Times and Business Week, and he exhibits some charac-
teristics that reinforce TLO and some that do not. His photo on the cover of  The Fifth 
Discipline portrays him as boyish and idealistic, and, in person, he comes across as sincere 
and optimistic. However, his workbooks did not provide easily used implementation tools, 
and his efforts to create delivery systems for TLO have been less than successful. The 
Center for Organizational Learning at MIT, which Senge created in 1991, did not deliv-
er solutions; rather it encouraged two score companies to attempt various experiments. 
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Next, in 1997, Senge founded the Society for Organizational Learning, but the members 
of  this society seem to have drifted away from Senge’s own ideas.

In general, research indicates that adoption of  new business techniques involves strong 
reliance on rhetoric, weak results hidden behind facades, and strong claims of  success 
(Hirsch, 1986; Strang and Macy, 2001; Strang and Meyer, 1994). Some business tech-
niques involve easy-to-use implementation tools, other techniques offer very general pre-
scriptions that adopters can interpret in many ways. Senge’s affi liation with a prestigious 
academic institution, the complexity of  his prescriptions, the jargon and scientifi c appear-
ance of  systems analysis, his emphasis on honesty, forthrightness, and collaboration, all 
give the TLO label a cachet. Yet, the idealism is so strong that very few people, if  any, 
would try to implement TLO as Senge prescribes it. Indeed, Senge himself  stated that he 
was talking about a kind of  organization that could possibly exist someday in the future. 
Senge’s audiences have expressed uncertainty about what TLO entails. Worrell (1995: 
353) characterized the ‘complete learning organization’ of  Senge’s design as ‘more of  an 
ideal than a reality’ and noted that fi rms had been adopting only one or two elements 
of  TLO, not the entire package. Ortenblad (2007) collected some very diverse defi nitions of  
TLO, which led him to liken dissemination of  the concept to children’s ‘whisper-
down-the-lane’ game. He remarked that people cite different passages from The Fifth 
Discipline, which, he said, leaves room for dynamic thinking and inspiration. Smith (2008) 
also commented that lack of  clarity of  the concept allows managers, researchers, students, 
and even editors to make TLO into what they wish.

FLUID KNOWLEDGE

All knowledge is imperfect and incomplete. Societies, human capabilities, social relations, 
resources, and technologies, all change. Even very ancient ideas have to be restated using 
modern language and metaphors to make them meaningful to the current age. Thus, how 
knowledge evolves is more important than what knowledge exists already.

Fads and fashions are media for knowledge development. They are a societal form of  
brainstorming where people try on new ideas, often quickly discarding those that do not 
work well; yet retaining others. Fads and fashions are processes by which knowledge accu-
mulates and spreads. They draw upon aspirations, enthusiasm, fear, greed, mass media, 
social infl uence, and social pressure to inform people about new ideas and to induce them 
to investigate the value of  these new ideas. Fads and fashions also make people aware 
that knowledge deteriorates, and they facilitate the discarding of  obsolete ideas. People who 
discover the defi ciencies of  old ideas do so gradually and surrounded by other people 
who are making similar discoveries. The prevalence of  so many fads and fashions provides 
constant reminders that knowledge is transitory, and there are usually several alternative 
ideas being offered as replacements for obsolete older ones (Abrahamson and Fairchild, 
2009; Scarbrough and Swan, 2001).

At a microscopic level, the very process of  change both produces knowledge and makes 
it obsolete. As people attempt change, they take fresh looks at what they have been doing, 
they develop new perceptions and make discoveries, and some of  these have lasting value. 
The discoveries include defi ciencies in older knowledge, and the process of  discovery can be 
exhilarating. As a result, adoption of  a new business technology can improve performance 
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even if  the new technology per se is not a meaningful improvement or if  the ‘technology’ is 
a very ambiguous assortment of  ideas with little practical content (Ogbonna and Harris, 
2002). People who are struggling with very diffi cult, possibly unsolvable, problems need 
visions of  possible improvement to keep them going.

Fads and fashions not only help to update knowledge; they help to formulate future 
knowledge by fostering mutation (Heusinkveld and Benders, 2001). Benders and Van 
Veen (2001: 37) argued that ‘a certain degree of  conceptual ambiguity’ gives a business 
technique ‘interpretive viability’ that frees adopters to redefi ne what the technique means 
and entails. Senge’s TLO possesses such conceptual ambiguity (Ortenblad, 2007). Jackson 
(2000: 207) inferred that The Fifth Discipline uses stories, parables, and well-established the-
oretical arguments to dramatize a ‘socially rooted vision’ that encourages readers to see 
themselves as ‘actively engaged in building a learning organization.’ TLO captures the 
fl uidity of  knowledge. Even if  a fad, it is capable of  dispersing and seeping into the very 
fabric of  a fi rm. By choosing among the book’s numerous stories and aphorisms, readers 
can adapt TLO to a multitude of  complex contexts.
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The Contribution of  Teams 
to Organizational Learning

KATHRYN S. ROLOFF, ANITA W. WOOLLEY, 
AND AMY C. EDMONDSON

ABSTRACT

Organizational learning theorists have proposed that teams play a critical role in organi-
zational learning (Senge, 1990; Edmondson, 2002). Indeed, as organizations become 
increasingly more global, teams are formed to leverage knowledge, to increase effi ciency, 
and to streamline work processes. However, little empirical research clarifi es the link 
between team and organizational learning. In this chapter, we explore three streams of  
literature on team learning as a way to understand how organizations learn. In particu-
lar, we suggest that in order to fully understand organizational learning, research on team 
learning should be expanded from understanding how learning occurs within teams to 
understanding how learning occurs across teams. One way learning occurs across teams is 
when individuals are simultaneously members of  more than one team. Through multiple 
team membership, team learning can cross-fertilize across teams, building organizational 
learning. Therefore, we propose that studying multiple team membership can serve as a 
promising avenue for drawing connections between team and organizational learning.

INTRODUCTION

Many have argued that the main function of  organizational design is to manage and 
direct the time, attention, and fl ow of  information among individuals and organizational 
units (Cyert and March, 1963; March and Simon, 1958; Ocasio, 1997). This function has 
become increasingly challenging over time, as the dynamics of  globalization have exerted 
simultaneous pressures on organizations to be more effi cient and competitive, while at 
the same time increasing the need for learning so that organizations and the individu-
als within them can keep up with new technologies and demands. Though conceptually 
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the time and energy put toward learning and skill development should foster improved 
performance, some analyses suggest that learning and productivity can work at odds with 
one another (Bunderson and Sutcliffe, 2003; Edmondson and Singer, 2008; Ren, Carley, 
and Argote 2006). To accommodate the demands for higher productivity and faster 
 learning, organizations have increasingly turned to using smaller and more fl exible work 
units, such as teams, to accomplish their most important tasks. Over time the use of  teams 
has shifted from team-based work in hierarchical structures, to team-based work in matrix 
structures, and ultimately to team-based work in multi-team systems (Hatch and Cunliffe, 
2006; Hobday, 2000; Malone, 2004; Marks, Dechurch, Mathieu, Panzer, and Alonso, 
2005; Scott and Davis, 2006) in part to enable the knowledge and skills of  individuals and 
smaller units to be leveraged across more projects in more parts of  the organization.

One increasingly common design choice is to assign individuals to multiple teams 
simultaneously. Some surveys (for example, Lu, Wynn, Chudoba, and Watson-Manheim, 
2003; Martin and Bal, 2006; O’Leary , Mortensen, and Woolley, 2011) estimate that 
simultaneous membership on more than one team appears to be the norm for at least 
sixty-fi ve percent of  knowledge workers across a wide range of  industries and occupa-
tions in the US and Europe (Zika-Viktorsson, Sundstrom, and Engwall, 2006). Some 
surveys place the percentage of  knowledge workers who are members of  more than 
one team as high as 94.9 percent (Martin and Bal, 2006) and in at least one company 
(Intel) twenty-eight percent are on fi ve or more (Lu et al., 2003). Multiple team mem-
bership seems especially common in many industries and settings in which learning and 
productivity are both especially critical, including information technology (Baschab and 
Piot, 2007), software development (Shore and Warden, 2007), new product development 
(Edmondson and Nembhard, 2009; Wheelwright and Clark, 1992), some consulting 
fi rms (Milgrom and Roberts, 1992), and education (Jones, 1990), but appears to be wide-
spread in a variety of  other contexts such as auto repair (Madono, 1998) and healthcare 
(Richter, Scully, and West, 2005).

As more teams share members, there is increased resource interdependence among dif-
ferent units of  the organization. Researchers have begun to refer to this as a ‘multi- coupled 
project organization’ (Söderlund, 2002: 428) or as an instance of  intra- organizational con-
nectivity (Lazer and Friedman, 2007), or simply as multiple team membership (MTM) 
(Mortensen, Woolley, and O’Leary, 2007). Intra-organizational connectivity has posi-
tive effects on organizational learning. As noted by Kang, Morris, and Snell (2007), to 
understand organizational learning, it is important to consider the pattern of  relationships 
among parties within a fi rm (Burt, 1992; Coleman, 1988; Uzzi, 1997). As intra-organi-
zational connectivity increases, organizations have more paths along which information 
can fl ow, which increases the likelihood that any two potentially complementary pieces 
of  information will be brought together and simultaneously decreases the likelihood that 
any potentially valuable piece of  information is stuck in one part of  the organization and 
‘lost.’ The more often employees interact, the more opportunities they have to identify 
and utilize idiosyncratic knowledge (Hansen, 1999; Krackhardt, 1992; Nelson, 1989; 
Uzzi, 1997).

High interactivity across teams, such as that arising from shared membership, results 
in more integrated knowledge across those teams (Newell, Goussevskaia, Swan, Bresnen, 
and Obembe, 2007). Intra-organizational connectivity creates built-in boundary spanning 
capabilities across teams and improves information sharing in the organization (Ancona 
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and Caldwell, 1992; Hansen, 1999; Lazer and Friedman, 2007). High levels of  multiple 
team membership create embedded Simmelian ties, which are much stronger predic-
tors of  innovation than weak ties (Tortoriello and Krackhardt, 2010). People will carry 
lessons learned across units, managers at higher levels will have more sources of  infor-
mation about various projects and their staff  (Meyer, 1994), and more opportunities will 
exist for the propagation of  ideas across the organization (Subramaniam and Youndt, 
2005). Nobeoka, Cusumano, and others (Cusumano and Selby, 1995; Nobeoka, 1995) 
have shown how intra-organizational connectivity enhances organizational learning via 
enhanced cross-project learning. Such organizational learning by working across projects 
may break up ‘collaborative dead-ends’ more than simple interaction across team bound-
aries would (Dornisch, 2002) and improve organizational learning (Carlile, 2004; Hansen, 
1999; Lazer and Friedman, 2007; Marrone, Tesluk, and Carson, 2007).

As teams within an organization become increasingly interconnected via shared mem-
bers, organizations are more able to shift individuals fl uidly and quickly from team to team 
to react to changing environmental conditions. In particular, this allows  organizations to 
leverage their dispersed resources in multiple teams without incurring the costs typically 
brought about by restructuring or reassignment, allowing organizations to accomplish 
more with a given set of  resources. This argument is consistent with Lojeski et al. (2007) 
who found that higher organization-wide multi-tasking is a key contributor to organiza-
tional productivity in the last decade.

Despite its advantages, it is possible that organizations can become too intercon-
nected. Organizational slack refers to the supply of  uncommitted resources in the organi-
zation (Bourgeois, 1981; Cyert and March, 1963). Slack resources allow organizations 
to respond to environmental events by allowing time to experiment and refl ect on their 
responses (Meyer, 1982). Even in the absence of  exogenous shocks, organizational slack 
can enable management to experiment with new postures in relation to the environment 
through innovations in new product development (Nohria and Gulati, 1996; Tushman 
and O’Reilly III, 1996) or in management style (Bourgeois, 1981). Such refl ection and 
experimentation is critical for organizational learning. Thus, a reduction in organizational 
slack, which can occur by committing members to too many teams simultaneously, limits 
organizational learning.

In this chapter, we take a closer look at how team learning, both within and across 
organizational teams, serves as a fundamental building block of  organizational learning. 
We start with a review of  the literature on team learning, which has emphasized studies 
of  learning within teams. We then draw connections between this research and a new 
research agenda to examine team learning across teams, with a particular focus on mul-
tiple team membership. Finally, we discuss the practical implications of  how the tension 
between productivity and learning shapes organizational learning strategies in modern, 
global companies.

A REVIEW OF THE TEAM LEARNING LITERATURE

Research on team learning spans a vast range of  organizational settings, research meth-
ods, and dependent variables. Although this diversity in scope is refl ective of  the rich 
array of  learning performed by real teams in organizations, it can also lead to confusing 
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inconsistency in terminology and diffi culty in accumulating fi ndings. Indeed, the fi eld of  
organizational learning is similarly diverse, with a long history of  well-studied, but varied 
theoretical perspectives (for example, Argyris and Schön, 1978; Huber, 1991; Leavitt and 
March, 1988). Given the strength of  each divergent theoretical contribution, we argue 
that a highly specifi ed defi nition of  team learning would sacrifi ce breadth for depth. 
Therefore, similar to defi nitions of  organizational learning, we broadly defi ne team learn-
ing as the processes and outcomes that involve positive change as the result of  investments 
in developing shared knowledge or skill (for a discussion of  different defi nitions of  team 
learning, see Edmondson, Dillon, and Roloff, 2007).

To date, the research on team learning falls into three general streams of  work: 
 learning curves in operational settings (outcome improvement), psychological experiments 
on team member coordination (task mastery), and fi eld research on learning processes in 
teams (group process) (Edmondson, Dillon, and Roloff, 2007). Each of  these research tra-
ditions provides a different contribution to the understanding of  organizational learning. 
The outcome improvement stream is primarily concerned with issues related to learning 
measurement. The task mastery stream research is focused on knowledge management. 
The group process stream examines how to learn. In addition, each of  these streams 
takes a different methodological approach, ranging from small psychological lab groups to 
large-scale organizational improvement efforts. See Table 12.1 for a summary of  the three 
streams of  team learning. By drawing on these three streams of  research, we fi rst review 
team learning from multiple perspectives, then consider how each perspective advances 
our understanding of  organizational learning.

These three streams also vary with respect to how team learning is operationalized 
and to disciplinary foundations. Whereas the outcome improvement and the task mas-
tery streams conceptualize team learning as improved task performance, usually related 
to clearly defi ned tasks with measurable success, the group process stream is more con-
cerned with team learning as adaptive behaviors with the potential to promote success 
when tasks, success, and context are less certain. In addition, the task mastery and group 
process streams draw upon the theoretical foundations of  the social psychology of  group 
dynamics as both focus on interpersonal coordination in teams. On the other hand, the 
learning curve studies largely hail from a more objective conceptualization of  effi ciency 
improvement without a focus on the interpersonal behavior related to improvements.

Despite the differences across streams, team learning research has matured from an 
exploratory, qualitative orientation in the early theory-building phase to a more explana-
tory, quantitative orientation aimed at fi ne-tuning or moderating established models of  
team learning (Edmondson and McManus, 2007). As such, team learning research has 
begun to investigate the mediators that connect antecedents of  team learning to outcomes 
and moderators that specify the contexts and conditions of  team learning. Some mod-
erators tested to date within team learning research include task type (Van der Vegt and 
Bunderson, 2005) and industry context (Zellmer-Bruhn and Gibson, 2006). In addition, 
researchers have shown that learning is different for different types of  teams, such as the 
difference between routine production teams versus innovation teams (Wong, 2004).

These three streams of  team learning research, with their similarities and important 
differences, yield a number of  insights for future research on how team learning serves 
as the foundation of  organizational learning (Senge, 1990). The learning curve stream 
shows that practice and experience are important sources of  learning for improving 
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effi ciency and productivity. Research on task mastery reveals that team learning involves 
knowledge coordination to effectively leverage team resources and skills in task execution. 
The group process work demonstrates that how teams learn is just as important as what 
teams learn, especially in the face of  uncertainty.

Next, we review the related literature in each stream, and in the following section we 
build on this review by outlining how insights from these three streams form a founda-
tion for a new research agenda aimed toward understanding the link between team learn-
ing and organizational learning. In particular, we suggest that considering learning across 
teams, such as through MTM, by leveraging what is known about learning within teams 
can provide an important link between the team and organizational levels of  learning.

Measuring performance improvement: learning curves in teams

Learning curve research at the team level comes from a long and robust history of  study-
ing performance improvements with increased experience over time. In these studies, 
largely initiated in manufacturing settings, researchers documented the link between 
cumulative experience and improvements in operational performance such as increased 
productivity, reduced cost, or improved output. Since the early twentieth century, learning 
curve research has proliferated in the fi elds of  technology management, economics, oper-
ations management, and competitive strategy. For the better part of  its history, this stream 
of  research has focused on the learning at the organizational level of  analysis. However, 
the appeal of  using objective, measurable performance data has attracted attention from 
team learning scholars, albeit later in the century. Whether the studies were focused on 
organizations or on teams, the core theme is that learning, in the form of  experience over 
time, results in improved effi ciency and performance.

Initial studies on learning curves in teams focused on improvement that is coincident 
with experience, or, ‘practice makes perfect.’ For example, in a study of  thirty-six pizza 
franchises, Darr, Argote, and Epple (1995) found that unit cost decreased with experience. 
Similarly, two studies in the medical fi eld found that procedure time decreased and number 
of  procedures increased with experience (Edmondson, Winslow, Bohmer, and Pisano, 2003; 
Reagans, Argote, and Brooks, 2005). Studies in this stream consider the learning curve to 
be relevant at the start of  a new project (product or process). As the project continues the 
learning curve reaches a peak level of  performance and then plateaus as new learning slows 
down. Learning curve studies involve regression analysis models of  longitudinal, quantitative 
outcome data from manufacturing or service organizations. The outcome variable of  inter-
est is usually related to a measure of  effi ciency such as cost reduction, increased productivity, 
or time. Recent research has studied the learning curve using data from multiple groups that 
implemented the same learning goal, and has stressed the importance of  teamwork (such as 
communication and coordination) in generating improvements (Adler, 1990; Argote, Insko, 
Yovetich, and Romero, 1995). In general, learning curve research focused on fi nding and 
understanding differences in improvement rates across teams with the same task.

Studies of  learning curves in teams have identifi ed a number of  factors associated with 
differences in improvement rates. One of  the most widely noted factors is team stability 
(Argote, Beckman, and Epple, 1990; Argote, et al., 1995; Edmondson, et al., 2003). A recent 
study on self-managed production teams in a manufacturing setting showed that team turn-
over disrupts important interpersonal processes such as team learning behaviors and task 
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fl exibility, which are related to successful self  management, in reducing the percentage of  
defects in production (Van der Vegt, Bunderson, and Kuipers, in press). In essence, teams 
with unstable membership improve less quickly than teams with stable membership, espe-
cially when task improvement involves the acquisition of  tacit versus codifi ed knowledge 
(Edmondson et al., 2003).

One reason team stability promotes learning from experience is simply the fact that 
team members who are familiar with each other have better coordination and teamwork 
(Reagans, Argote, and Brooks, 2005). In a study on surgical teams in hospitals, Reagans, 
Argote, and Brooks (2005) demonstrated that learning by doing increased team members’ 
ability to coordinate knowledge at the team level and to improve familiarity with the 
organizational processes linked to the task, especially when teams had membership stabil-
ity. Similarly, a study of  software teams showed that team familiarity—members’ prior 
experience working together—was a signifi cant determinant of  learning and performance 
in a setting where team membership was multiple and fl uid (Huckman and Staats, 2009).

Task stability is another key factor associated with learning curves in teams. A recent 
fi eld study of  forty self-managed production teams in a high technology fi rm showed that 
when tasks are stable—are repetitive or continuous—team structure promotes learning 
(Bunderson and Boumgarden, 2011). The authors argue that when tasks are stable, team 
members that create clear roles and processes have an increased fl ow of  information among 
members and reduced instances of  confl ict. Stability and structure create a safe and predict-
able environment where experience with tasks can lead to improvements. In an earlier and 
smaller sample study, Edmondson et al. (2003) showed that operating room teams that kept 
team members together over successive operations when learning a new cardiac surgery 
procedure reduced procedure time more quickly than teams with less stable membership.

In general, the results of  learning curve studies show that rates of  improvement are 
affected by the way learning is managed within teams. In using fi eld-based research meth-
ods to build on the more traditional analytic approach, researchers have built on an estab-
lished research paradigm on team learning from experience. In particular, the strength of  
learning curve research is its objective and measurable outcome variables with obvious 
practical implications. In addition, teams studied in this stream are often learning the same 
thing simultaneously, offering a view into comparisons across teams while holding the com-
plexity of  organizational contexts in which they work constant. Furthermore, this type of  
learning is likely the most easily translated across different teams and organizational units 
(Argote and Ingram, 2000; Wong, 2004), and thus more easily propagated in an MTM 
environment (O’Leary, Mortensen, and Woolley, 2011). On the other hand, the application 
of  this research is limited to teams that perform repetitive, similar tasks and seek incre-
mental improvements in effi ciency and performance. Many organizational teams face chal-
lenges associated with innovation and radical improvement in highly uncertain contexts 
and, therefore, this work is limited with respect to insights for these types of  teams.

Coordinating Team Knowledge: Task Mastery

A second area of  research is focused on understanding how team members learn to mas-
ter interdependent tasks through knowledge coordination. In this stream, team learning is 
the outcome of  the communication and coordination that results from a shared knowledge 
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base of  team member skills, the task, team resources, and the task context. Success is 
measured in how well a team has learned, and mastered, their tasks.

Task mastery research emphasizes the importance of  leveraging team member knowl-
edge, skills, and abilities to increase the resources available to members during task execu-
tion. This work is primarily concerned with information processing in teams in the form 
of  encoding, storing, retrieving, and communicating information (Wilson, Goodman, and 
Cronin, 2007). To say this another way, fi ndings in this stream stress that teams are best 
able to perform interdependent tasks when members know what each other knows both 
collectively and individually. According to these researchers, team learning is not explicitly 
defi ned, per se, but rather learning is the outcome of  improved performance of  novel tasks.

Through tightly controlled laboratory studies of  primarily student teams, researchers 
consider team learning from a cognitive perspective. Similar to how individuals develop 
knowledge, it is suggested that groups develop team-level cognitive systems that catego-
rize and store collective knowledge. Teams of  university students are assigned tasks such 
as simulating fl ight crews and assembling electronic devices. This type of  research design 
allows for causal inferences about factors of  team learning but is limited in terms of  exter-
nal validity. In addition, team members are often unfamiliar with each other before the 
task and disbanded afterward.

There are many terms for the team-level cognitive constructs studied in this stream 
including terms such as ‘transactive memory systems’ (Wegner, 1987), ‘shared mental models’ 
(Cannon-Bowers, Salas, Converse, and Castellan, 1993), and ‘social cognition’ (Larson and 
Christensen, 1993), among others. Despite different terms, these constructs share in common 
a characterization of  team-level databases that encode, store, retrieve, and communicate 
knowledge in predicting task performance (for example, Hollingshead, 2001; Wegner, 1987).

These team level databases are thought to provide teams with a mechanism to create 
and organize a common understanding of  team member knowledge, skills, and abilities in 
order to leverage team member strengths in task execution. The benefi t of  such a system is 
to enhance team coordination without the need for discussion. Creating a system of  shared 
knowledge enhances team learning by enabling access to unique individual knowledge, pro-
moting team member specialization, reducing redundancies in knowledge or skill, and creat-
ing informal rules about accountability. In general, this type of  team learning is particularly 
important for teams that require diversity in expertise or knowledge to perform a task, such 
as in the case of  product development teams. Developing these types of  team-level databases 
requires effective communication among members, an area that merits further investigation 
given barriers to streamlined communication in modern, global organizations.

Studies on task mastery have focused on a number of  factors associated with perform-
ance of  novel tasks. First, researchers originally found that training team members on 
tasks together, rather than individually, was associated with improved task performance 
(Liang, Moreland, and Argote, 1995). Further research showed that it wasn’t the training, 
per se, that led to improved performance but rather its effects were mediated by the devel-
opment of  a transactive memory system (Moreland and Myaskovsky, 2000).

The development of  transactive memory systems was associated with increased team 
member complexity, accuracy, and agreement in perceptions of  each other’s expertise 
(Moreland et al., 1998), and a greater degree of  tacit knowledge is shared during task execu-
tion (Gruenfeld, Mannix, Williams, and Neale, 1996). Quite notably, Stasser, Stewart, and 
Whittenbaum (1995) suggest that the formation of  an effective transactive memory system is 
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not due to simply mentioning differences in task expertise among members, but rather that 
explicitly recognizing these differences leads to informal schemas of  accountability whereby 
‘experts’ on the team are responsible for storing and retrieving specialized information.

Task mastery researchers have also suggested that teams develop different types 
of  transactive memory systems related to, for example, task work and team processes 
(Mathieu, Heffner, Goodwin, Salas, and Cannon-Bowers, 2000). Of  course, these vari-
ous knowledge systems developed by teams are only useful in so far as they are accurate. 
Certain factors such as team size (Rentsch and Klimoski, 2001), previous task experience 
(Gino, Argote, Miron-Spektor, and Todorova, 2010), or organizational tenure (Smith-
Jentsch, Campbell, Milanovich, and Reynolds, 2001) can inhibit or enhance transactive 
memory system development.

Furthermore, team processes such as communication are critical for achieving suc-
cessful transactive memory system development (Lewis, Lange, and Gillis, 2005; Liang et 
al., 1995; Moreland and Myaskovsky, 2000; Rulke and Rau, 2000; Stasser et al., 1995). In 
particular, team climates that promote open and honest communication are more effec-
tive than climates that are interpersonally threatening. This is critical for diverse teams 
due to the tendency for team members to stereotype others in terms of  the types of  
knowledge and experience they may bring to bear on the task (Hollingshead and Fraidin, 
2003). Candid communication is also helpful for teams to surface unique individual 
knowledge because team members sometimes have a tendency to discuss shared knowl-
edge as a method of  creating social cohesion (Stasser, Stewart, and Whittenbaum, 1995; 
Whittenbaum, Hubbell, and Zuckerman, 1999). Finally, some have suggested that build-
ing team mental models is a highly political process in that team members are particularly 
concerned about how expertise labels affi rm their identity or enhance their self-esteem 
(London, Polzer, and Omorgie, 2005; Walsh, Henderson, and Deighton, 1988).

In summary, the task mastery stream of  research has contributed to an understand-
ing of  team learning by characterizing the cognitive dimensions of  team level knowledge. 
That is, ‘knowing who knows what’ is an important feature of  coordinating and leveraging 
team member strengths in learning together to perform novel tasks. Unlike the learning 
curve conceptualization of  team learning, the task mastery form of  learning is substan-
tially more likely to be disrupted by MTM, as a larger number of  team commitments tend 
to reduce the amount of  time team members spend together which is critical for this type 
of  learning to occur. Furthermore, the studies have predominantly employed  laboratory 
methods, limiting an understanding about how organizational contexts and practices such 
as MTM affect team learning. Researchers have called for fi eld studies to be performed to 
test these lab-based fi ndings in real work contexts (Mohammed, Klimoski, and Rentsch, 
2000). Such studies would help to expand our understanding about where and when 
developing coordinated ways of  storing knowledge in teams is an essential aspect of  the 
team learning process (for an example, see Lewis, 2004).

Learning How to Learn: Group Process

The third stream of  research defi nes team learning as a group process instead of  as a team 
outcome. Studies in this stream generally employ fi eld research methods on work teams in 
real organizations. At its foundation, the group process stream originated from the input-
process-output (I-P-O) model of  team effectiveness, wherein team processes form the link 
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between group inputs such as composition, structure, context, and group outputs such as 
innovation, quality, and performance (Hackman, 1987; see Ilgen, Hollenbeck, Johnson, 
and Jundt, 2005, for a review; McGrath, 1984). Whereas the prior two streams of  team 
learning research have focused on inputs and outputs, the group process stream aims to 
understand the interpersonal processes in teams that constitute team learning. Typically, 
therefore, these researchers observe and measure the learning process in teams, rather 
than using performance outcomes as the measure of  team learning.

Initially, group process researchers investigated the interpersonal processes in teams that 
fostered team learning behaviors. Evidence had begun to emerge that when team work is 
characterized by low quality interpersonal factors, teams are less likely to learn since mem-
bers are not fully engaged and participating in the work due to fear of  ridicule, embarrass-
ment, or other forms of  retribution for their actions (Brooks, 1994; Edmondson, 1996). 
In a study on fi fty-three teams in a manufacturing fi rm, Edmondson (1999) identifi ed psy-
chological safety—a shared belief  that it is safe to take interpersonal risks on the team—
and demonstrated that it was a signifi cant predictor of  learning behavior in work teams. 
Group process work has shown that team leaders can play an important role in promot-
ing team learning by fostering positive interpersonal climates in teams, involving members 
in decision making, clarifying team goals, and managing team boundaries with outsiders 
(Edmondson, 2003; Nembhard and Edmondson, 2006; Sarin and McDermott, 2003). 
When team leaders create a climate that is safe for risky interpersonal behavior, such as 
admitting mistakes, teams are more likely to learn. When teams learn, team performance 
improves as well. In addition to providing a safe climate for speaking up, team leaders can 
also neutralize power differences among team members (Edmondson, 2003; Nembhard 
and Edmondson, 2006; Van der Vegt, de Jong, Bunderson, and Molleman, in press).

Team learning scholars have also been interested in investigating the types of  behav-
iors that promote learning fi rst by broadly conceptualizing learning activities such as 
incremental learning, radical learning, vicarious learning, contextual learning behaviors, 
and local versus distal learning, among others (Bresman, 2006, 2010; Edmondson, 2002; 
Wong, 2004). A study of  twenty-three process improvement teams in hospital intensive 
care units found that learn-what (learning behaviors related to acquiring knowledge or 
know-how) is conceptually distinct from learn-how (learning behaviors related to effec-
tive task strategies) in terms of  the types of  learning behaviors teams engage (Tucker, 
Nembhard, and Edmondson, 2007). Whereas learn-what behaviors were important for 
stocking a team’s knowledge base, only learn-how activities were related to team effective-
ness. Subsequently, the nature and type of  team learning behaviors have been considered 
in greater detail. Recently, Savelsbergh, van der Heijden, and Poell (2009) developed a 
team learning behavior instrument containing eight distinct dimensions of  team learning 
(such as refl ection, feedback seeking, experimenting) and twenty-eight items.

Indeed new tools to measure team learning refl ect the many varied operationalizations 
of  team learning in the group process stream. Edmondson defi ned team learning as ‘an 
ongoing process of  refl ection and action, characterized by asking questions, seeking feed-
back, experimenting, refl ecting on results, and discussing errors or unexpected outcomes 
of  action’ (1999: 353). Wilson, Goodman, and Cronin defi ne team learning as ‘a change in 
the group’s repertoire of  potential behavior’ (2007: 1043). Related constructs such as team 
refl exivity have also been used to defi ne team learning. Team refl exivity is ‘the extent to 
which group members overtly refl ect upon and communicate about the group’s objectives, 
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strategies, and processes, and adapt them to current or anticipated circumstances’ (West, 
2000: 296). Across defi nitions, team learning involves a change in the way teams operate 
as a function of  noticing and correcting problems. Most notably, team learning is consid-
ered to be a verb in this stream. Team learning is also similar to new conceptualizations 
of  adaptation—adjustment to change—in teams (for example, Burke, Stagl, Salas, Pierce, 
and Kendall, 2006; Woolley, 2009) and also to notions of  team refl exivity, or refl ection and 
communication about objectives, strategies, and processes (De Dreu, 2007; Schippers, Den 
Hartog, Koopman, and Wienk, 2003; Schippers, Homan, van Knippenberg, 2009).

Recent work in this stream has employed a number of  dependent variables related to 
team learning such as effectiveness, performance, creativity (Hirst, Van Knippenberg, and 
Zhou, 2009), and innovation, among others. Team performance variables have received 
the most attention, and, whereas the learning curve and task mastery streams operation-
alize changes in performance as a measure of  team learning, the group process stream 
conceptualizes team performance as an outcome of  team learning. Indeed terms such as 
‘performance’ and ‘effectiveness’ are ubiquitous in group process research, but operation-
alizations of  these variables lack consistency. However, these differences are necessary for 
connecting behaviors to outcomes, and, as the team learning literature grows, perhaps 
models of  team learning could become more contingent and precise relative to the types 
of  performance and effectiveness variables of  interest.

In addition, models of  team learning have begun to detail the antecedents, modera-
tors, and contextual variables associated with team learning processes. As these models are 
refi ned, researchers have outlined where, when, and for whom. For example, team learn-
ing works best when teams have an interdependent learning goal whereby members must 
rely on each other to complete teamwork (Bunderson and Sutcliffe, 2003; Ely and Thomas, 
2001; De Dreu, 2007; Tjosvold, Yu, and Hui, 2004). In addition, certain types of  team 
tasks require different degrees of  learning behavior—routine production teams require less 
learning than interdisciplinary action teams (Edmondson, 2003). However, most of  the task 
characteristics explored in this stream of  research are refl ective of  the research setting and 
participants rather than an investigation of  task features (for example, Edmondson, 1999, 
included four types of  team tasks and Wong, 2004, measured task routineness).

More recently, researchers have begun to investigate the effects of  team composition 
on team learning and performance. Researchers suggest that moderate levels of  team 
diversity, in terms of  demographic identity and functional experience, among others, is 
optimal for team learning whereas too much or too little diversity can undermine or over-
burden team learning (Gibson and Vermeulen, 2003; Lau and Murnighan, 2005; Sarin 
and McDermott, 2003; Van der Vegt and Bunderson, 2005). And team diversity is most 
benefi cial when differences among members are balanced rather than divided into strong 
subgroups (Lau and Murnighan, 2005). Indeed team composition is a critical area for 
further investigation as organizations increasingly form diverse teams to leverage unique 
knowledge and experience held by members in organizational learning efforts.

Furthermore, there are a number of  proposed moderators in models of  team learning. 
As discussed, psychological safety—a team climate factor—is an important interpersonal 
moderator of  team learning (Edmondson, 1999). Team identifi cation has been proposed 
as another infl uential moderator, especially as a common identity with others on the team 
can serve to unite diverse individuals and orient them toward a common goal. Van der 
Vegt and Bunderson (2005) found, in a study of  fi fty-seven multidisciplinary teams in the 
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oil and gas industry, that collective team identifi cation moderated the relationship between 
expertise diversity on learning behavior and team performance. When collective identifi -
cation was high, teams experienced greater learning across expertise faultlines than teams 
with low collective identifi cation. When teams are diverse in terms of  power and hierar-
chical position, performance feedback moderates the relationship between power asym-
metry and team learning (Van der Vegt, de Jong, Bunderson, and Mollerman, in press). 
In a study of  forty-six teams in an industrial setting, Van der Vegt and colleagues (in press) 
found that when teams receive group performance feedback, as opposed to individual per-
formance feedback, power asymmetry is associated with higher levels of  team learning, 
and thus greater team performance.

Finally, group process researchers have begun to outline which organizational contexts 
are ideal for team learning. A study of  ninety teams from the pharmaceutical industry 
showed that when teams were interrupted during the course of  their work fl ow, teams 
had an opportunity to refl ect on their current activities (Zellmer-Bruhn, 2003). Further, 
Zellmer-Bruhn and Gibson (2006) determined that organizations that grant teams greater 
decision-making autonomy experienced more team learning activities than teams in 
organizations with strong prescribed practices. Thus, various aspects of  organizational 
contexts can enhance (or inhibit) a team’s opportunities for learning.

This stream provides a detailed look into team learning through the diverse range of  
fi eld research techniques ranging from rich qualitative data to meticulous quantitative 
measures. In addition, researchers in this stream acknowledge that individuals are nested 
within teams and teams are situated within larger organizational contexts through multi-
level modeling techniques (for example, Edmondson, 1999; Zellmer-Bruhn and Gibson, 
2006). However, the diversity of  variables and methods is also limiting in that a compre-
hensive picture of  team learning is diffi cult. It is diffi cult to compare results and to build 
knowledge across disparate terms and measures.

Some of  the fi eld-based fi ndings in the team process tradition also suggest that multi-
team membership (MTM) environments can be designed in such a way to optimize team 
learning and, ultimately, organizational learning. As teams come to recognize the potential 
benefi ts of  the diverse experiences members bring from their work in other teams, they 
can develop routines for capturing and using that expertise. However, the time intensive 
nature of  this form of  learning may also lead it to be swept aside for the sake of  effi ciency. 
This underscores the importance of  team leader behaviors and other moderating vari-
ables (such as team climate) to create the conditions that allow the sharing of  new ideas 
that members may bring in from other teams to become a priority.

DISCUSSION

As work becomes more decentralized and more informally coordinated, members of  
organizations increasingly span the boundaries of  multiple work teams and organizational 
units. Building a knowledge base about learning in these arrangements of  teams and 
smaller work units is thus critical, as they constitute the basis for learning throughout the 
organization. Here, we have highlighted three different perspectives on conceptualizing 
and measuring team learning. Although these three streams of  research involve different 
theoretical orientations, research methods, and samples, it would be shortsighted to say 
they represent the full taxonomy of  learning teams.
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Learning teams are concerned with improving outcomes, coordinating knowledge, 
and developing effective processes to one degree or another. Further, a team’s focus may 
shift from one goal to another as the team’s work evolves, integrating mechanisms that 
have traditionally been the focus of  different lines of  research. Similarly, team-learning 
researchers have begun to consider more than one stream in their research. For example, 
some research in the learning curve stream focused on improving effi ciency by building 
effective group processes (Bunderson and Boumgarden, 2011). Another study combines 
the group process and task mastery streams by investigating the association between team 
learning behaviors (and its antecedents) and mutually shared cognition on team effective-
ness (Van den Bossche, Gijselaers, Segers, and Kirshner, 2006). Therefore, we suggest 
that these streams are useful as organizing frameworks for considering the progression of  
team learning research, and are not meant to be prescriptive divisions for team learn-
ing research in the future. Rather, they highlight some of  the differences in perspectives, 
assumptions, and terms that inhibit coherent progress in understanding these important 
phenomena.

The central argument in this chapter, as discussed at the outset, is that team learn-
ing increasingly takes place across teams rather than just within teams, because many 
organizations have become more complex and less hierarchical. Yet, to date, much of  the 
research on team learning cited here has focused on the learning within focal teams as 
opposed to collective learning among teams. Scholars have begun to explore the theo-
retical implications of  studying learning across teams (for example, Huckman and Staats, 
2009; Woolley, 2009; Nembhard and Edmondson, 2006). Edmondson and Roberto (2003) 
refer to this type of  learning as a team-based learning infrastructure.

Indeed, each stream of  research has something to contribute to our understanding of  
learning across teams: the learning curve stream shows how learning is associated with 
experience, the task mastery stream outlines cognitive mechanisms for organizing team 
knowledge and skill, and the group process stream explores the numerous conditions asso-
ciated with how to learn in teams. In addition, studies within each stream have indirectly 
examined some of  the factors associated with learning across teams.

A few studies in the learning curve stream examined learning and knowledge trans-
fer across teams. In a study of  thirty-six stores in a service organization franchise, Darr, 
Argote, and Epple (1995) found that all the stores improved with experience, but only 
the stores with the same owner shared ideas and transferred knowledge across stores. 
In  addition, Edmondson and colleagues (2003), in their study of  cardiac surgery teams, 
showed that codifi ed knowledge transferred across teams whereas tacit knowledge was dif-
fi cult to transmit across teams. These studies reveal some important features of  learning 
across teams such as: (1) it could be important to have an individual or individuals on both 
the original team and the team to which learning is to be transferred, and (2) teams should 
attempt to surface and codify tacit knowledge in order to transfer learning.

In the task mastery stream, researchers often performed experiments on teams by 
training them on tasks together—then reshuffl ing half  the teams to explore what hap-
pened when members were required to work with new teammates. In one such study, 
Lewis, Lange, and Gillis (2005), found that teams performed equally well on the task irre-
spective of  whether they were trained together and kept intact, or reshuffl ed. This study 
provided early evidence that team members can transmit certain types of  knowledge and 
experience to new teams. More recently, researchers showed that direct experience yields 
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higher team performance than indirect experience (such as learning by watching another 
team perform a similar task), further complicating methods of  multi-team learning 
(Gino, Argote, Miron-Spektor, and Todorova, 2010). Another study in this stream inves-
tigated how teams leverage knowledge introduced by visitors from other ‘foreign’ teams. 
Gruenfeld, Martorana, and Fan (2000) found that although the ‘indigenous’ team was 
likely to use ideas from the foreign team member, they were less likely to surface unique 
ideas from the indigenous team members. This study suggests that knowledge transfer and 
learning across teams is diffi cult due to social processes that determine how team-level 
memory systems are formed.

Finally, the group process stream of  research outlines team learning behaviors related 
to leveraging learning and knowledge across teams. Building on boundary-spanning 
research, Ancona and Caldwell (1992) identifi ed three conceptually distinct forms of  
learning behaviors: experiential team learning, vicarious team learning, and contextual 
team learning. Both vicarious and contextual team learning refer to behaviors that lever-
age extra-team knowledge from other teams within the organization and outside of  the 
organization, respectively. Similarly, Wong (2004) delineated the differences between local 
learning (learning from internal team activities) and distal learning, or learning from ideas, 
feedback, or help from external parties. When engaged in task mastery, distal learning 
actually hampered the team’s performance whereas when engaged in innovation, distal 
learning enhanced team performance. Thus, the nature of  the task can infl uence multi-
team learning.

However, studies such as the ones mentioned have not examined learning across 
teams as the primary focus, but rather as a side-effect of  the study design. Team schol-
ars have called for more careful consideration of  learning across teams (Mathieu, 
Maynard, Rapp, and Gilson, 2008). In particular, individual team members serve as 
conduits of  learning through their simultaneous membership of  more than one team 
(O’Leary, Mortensen, and Woolley, 2011). As mentioned above, researchers estimate 
that knowledge workers are members of  more than one team anywhere between sixty-
fi ve and ninety-fi ve percent of  the time (Martin and Bal, 2006; Zika-Viktorsson et al., 
2006). Given the considerable prevalence of  multiple team membership, it is critical 
for organizational learning scholars to understand how MTM can foster the cross-
fertilization of  learning across teams.

Furthermore, as knowledge and specialization become commodities for  employees—
above and beyond job training and skills—team members are starting to consult extra-
team members with task-relevant knowledge as a form of  internal consulting for team 
learning (Ancona and Bresman, 2007; Bresman, 2010; Edmondson et al., 2001; 
Nembhard and Edmondson, 2006; Zellmer-Bruhn, 2003). Individual team members are 
valued more and more for depth of  knowledge over breadth of  knowledge, increasing the 
level of  specialization of  team member knowledge. As such, transactive memory systems 
are expanding beyond the single team unit to include strategies to leverage knowledge 
from local experts across teams.

However, as research from each of  the three streams shows, there are signifi cant differ-
ences between the types of  tasks that benefi t from the forms of  learning studied (for exam-
ple, learning curve research is focused on repetitive tasks whereas task mastery research 
examines novel, if  well-structured, tasks). As such, the challenge of  learning across teams 
(and of  studying learning across teams) is further complicated by the variety of  tasks and 
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goals linked to these tasks. In particular, team tasks often refl ect different types of  learn-
ing goals, such as improving team productivity or fostering innovation. The nature of  
teamwork is correspondingly different for these goals as well. But, what is the relationship 
between productivity and learning across teams? How do individuals manage different 
goals as members of  different teams? Thus, we will consider how these two linked, but 
distinct, team goals shape the experience of  learning across multiple teams.

Tension Between Productivity and Learning

Learning and productivity are often related (and sometimes confl ated), but conceptually 
distinct and often in tension (Sessa and London, 2006; Singer and Edmondson, 2008; 
Wilson, Goodman, and Cronin, 2007). For example, Bunderson and Sutcliffe (2003) pro-
vide evidence about how team learning can both hurt and help team effectiveness, and 
Edmondson, Dillon, and Roloff  (2007) note how learning and execution are often at odds. 
The same is true at the individual and organizational levels of  analysis. Thus, although 
there is the potential for a reciprocal relationship between productivity and learning, there 
are also features of  the work environment that can foster one at the expense of  the other.

Productivity is generally defi ned as the quantity of  output produced with a given 
amount of  resource (time, personnel, etc.). MTM evolved in some organizations initially 
in an effort to distribute employees’ time across multiple smaller contracts (Mortensen, 
Woolley, and O’Leary, 2007) thus increasing organizational productivity. As the practice of  
MTM intensifi es, particularly for knowledge work, individuals tend to deepen their knowl-
edge base in a particular area and become deep subject matter experts whose knowledge 
is leveraged across an increasing number of  teams. Initially this can provide a vehicle for 
sharing knowledge and skills across organizational units; however, when individuals belong 
to too many teams at once, this can severely limit the availability of  slack resources (in par-
ticular, time) needed to schedule meetings and draw benefi ts from individuals’ knowledge, 
resulting in the opposite effect. Moreover, the opportunity that teams provide to capitalize 
on unexpected opportunities for learning is also limited by multiple memberships. As the 
average number of  team memberships increases, the ability of  teams to meet or talk syn-
chronously declines, often leading members (or project managers) to seek opportunities 
to carve projects into smaller parts so that progress can be made by members asynchro-
nously. Consequently, while MTM can initially promote learning by exposing workers to a 
broader array of  problems and encouraging expertise sharing, when left unchecked MTM 
can inadvertently encourage individuals to greater levels of  specialization, and lead teams 
to create systems with lower levels of  interdependence, undermining learning.

In summary, features of  an MTM environment that lead to diversity of  experience, 
people, and settings may foster learning at the expense of  productivity, while conditions 
that encourage narrower and deeper individual task specialization, emphasizing effi cient 
practices and reducing slack resources, foster productivity at the expense of  learning. This 
tradeoff  is not inevitable, however. For example, trends in medicine that have encouraged 
deeper specialization and a decline in the ability of  collectives to learn have been addressed 
through interventions that enhance coordination, sometimes practices as simple as keep-
ing surgical teams intact (Edmondson, Bohmer, and Pisano, 2001; Edmondson et al., 
2003), conducting a weekly meeting (Gersick, 1989), or using a checklist that prompts 
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 conversations (Gawande, 2007; Pronovost et al., 2006). Thus, understanding the features 
that enhance team learning, coupled with understanding how MTM environments can 
inadvertently undermine it, can be helpful in developing interventions that can preserve and 
enhance team learning practices and, thus, the organizational level learning that can result.

Practical Implications and Future Research Directions

Given the fast pace of  modern team learning environments, simply keeping up with the 
pace of  change is challenging, and producing high performance necessarily requires 
continuous learning. Yet, the pace of  business in contemporary global economies often 
demands results in the short term, creating pressures for organizations to sacrifi ce learn-
ing for productivity. Indeed, by their nature, MTM environments may involve a greater 
emphasis on productivity. Therefore, we suggest that managers should create work cli-
mates that foster learning and openness to increase the chance that quality feedback 
occurs. Studies on psychological safety and team learning have investigated teams in envi-
ronments where productivity is paramount, such as operating rooms, manufacturing facil-
ities, and research and development teams. In particular, as organizations are increasingly 
interested in leveraging the skills of  highly specialized individual team members across 
groups, creating teams where team members feel safe to speak up is critical for success.

Team learning researchers must also perform studies in the same complex environ-
ment. To capture the dynamics of  learning across teams through MTM, researchers 
should implement both quantitative and qualitative data collection strategies. Quantitative 
data collection will allow researchers to connect MTM to important outcomes such as 
performance, productivity, and effi cacy—in the learning curve tradition—whereas qualita-
tive data collection will allow researchers to begin to understand the complex inter-group 
processes and team member experiences, as in the group process tradition. Edmondson 
and MacManus (2007) suggested that both quantitative and qualitative methods of  data 
collection are appropriate for ‘intermediate theory,’ or theories that draw new connections 
across potentially unconnected research paradigms by using established constructs in new 
ways. As such, research on MTM will marry the team and organizational learning litera-
tures with established work in sociological fi elds such as social network theory.

In terms of  data analysis, studying the link between team learning and organizational 
learning will require the use of  multi-level analyses. It will be important to understand the 
individual’s experience of  learning across teams (MTM skills, knowledge, and ability), as 
they are nested in both team-level phenomena (for example, transactive memory systems) 
and in their connection to a greater notion of  organizational learning (for example, adap-
tation to change). These models will help researchers to understand how team learning is 
embedded in the larger context of  organizational learning.

CONCLUSION

Team learning has long been regarded as the fundamental building block of  
 organizational learning; however, relatively few studies have established an empirical or 
methodological connection that clarifi es this relationship. Here, we suggest that by build-
ing on team learning research about learning within teams by investigating learning 
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across teams, through MTM, researchers can begin to draw connections between team 
and organizational learning. In support of  this goal, we reviewed multiple studies that lay 
the  foundation for future research, identifying essential constructs that have been in the 
literature for some years, such as transactive memory and psychological safety, as well as 
new concepts such as multiple team membership that refl ect the changing nature of  work. 
In so doing, we show the promise of  research that examines teams and teamwork to high-
light how today’s complex organizations learn.
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Absorptive Capacity

Taking Stock of  its Progress and Prospects

RAYMOND VAN WIJK, 
FRANS A.J. VAN DEN BOSCH, 

AND HENK W. VOLBERDA

ABSTRACT

As it infl uences the speed, frequency, and magnitude of  innovation, the ability to recog-
nize the value of  new external knowledge, assimilate it, and apply it has rendered absorp-
tive capacity arguably one of  the most prominent constructs examined in organizational 
research. Even though a wealth of  insights on absorptive capacity has been gained, the 
construct has suffered from inconsistent operationalizations, and has been refi ned and 
reconceptualized multiple times. Nevertheless, a large number of  studies have examined 
the antecedents and outcomes of  absorptive capacity. This chapter reviews the literature 
on absorptive capacity with the aim to set the coherent advancement of  the construct. 
To that end, we provide an overview of  how the defi nition of  absorptive capacity has 
evolved, the levels of  analysis involved and how studies have measured the construct, spe-
cifi cally by assessing refi nements, extensions, and reconceptualizations of  the construct. 
Given the inconsistent operationalizations, we review outcomes and antecedents heeded 
in prior research. Specifi cally, we distinguish between antecedents relating to the knowl-
edge absorbed itself, the organization developing it, and the network organizations being 
operated in. Based on the review, we assess the progress made in the past two decades and 
seek to uncover central problems and prospects for future research.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge and learning have become central to a fi rm’s innovativeness and competi-
tiveness (Argote and Ingram, 2000; Bogner and Bansal, 2007; Van Wijk et al., 2008). 
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Since valuable, relevant knowledge is often located outside fi rms’ boundaries, the ability 
of  fi rms and their units to acquire knowledge from external constituents has become a 
critical capability. The importance of  the ability to acquire external knowledge has ren-
dered absorptive capacity arguably one of  the most prominent constructs examined in 
organizational research. Two papers by Cohen and Levinthal (1989, 1990) are generally 
heralded as the seminal contributions and have since been cited extensively in journals 
associated with a variety of  disciplines, ranging from economics to sociology to psychol-
ogy. According to the Social Sciences Citation Index, more than 4000 studies have cited the 
two seminal articles, and if  the current popularity of  the construct is a harbinger of  
the future, many more are to be expected.

Following Cohen and Levinthal (1989, 1990), absorptive capacity emerges as a by-
product of  research and development, and the stock of  knowledge developed confers on 
fi rms the ability to recognize the value of  new external knowledge, assimilate it, and apply 
it to commercial ends. These three capabilities play a critical role in a fi rm’s innovative-
ness and infl uence the speed, frequency, and magnitude of  innovation (Lewin et al., 2010). 
Even though prior research has produced a wealth of  insights on the functioning and 
value of  absorptive capacity, only a limited number of  studies have discussed its scope 
and sought to further develop it (Lane et al., 2006). Studies have relied on a wide variety 
of  measures to gauge absorptive capacity, including patent-based measures, scales, and, 
consistent with Cohen and Levinthal (1990), notably research and development-based 
measures. Since many measures do not capture the richness of  the construct and overlap 
with measures typically used for other prominent constructs, such as knowledge transfer 
and innovation, our understanding of  the nomological network of  absorptive capacity 
has been impeded. As a result, several studies have attempted to redefi ne the construct 
(e.g. Lane and Lubatkin, 1998; Lim, 2009). What is more, studies even sought to refi ne 
(Matusik and Heeley, 2005; Todorova and Durisin, 2007), reconceptualize (Zahra and 
George, 2002), reify (Lane et al., 2006), and rejuvenate (Volberda et al., 2010) the con-
struct. Calls have also been made for a process perspective that uncovers the microfoun-
dations of  absorptive capacity (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008; Lewin et al., 2010).

The popularity of  absorptive capacity has led scholars to empirically examine its rela-
tion to a variety of  antecedents and outcomes in different contexts (Jansen et al., 2005; Lane 
et al., 2001; Lane and Lubatkin, 1998; Lichtenthaler, 2009; Mowery et al., 1996; Szulanski, 
1996; Van den Bosch et al., 1999). In line with Cohen and Levinthal (1990), studies have 
particularly examined the role of  absorptive capacity in innovation, but studies have also 
appeared considering knowledge transfer and performance as outcomes. Antecedents iden-
tifi ed in prior research relate to the characteristics of  the knowledge itself, to the organiza-
tion in which it is developed, and to the dyad or network in which it is applied. In addition 
to a mediating role in explaining innovativeness and performance, studies have also assessed 
the extent to which absorptive capacity moderates relationships where innovation is the 
outcome (e.g. Rothaermel and Alexandre, 2009; Tsai, 2009). Because absorptive capacity 
has appeared an elusive construct and measuring it is fraught with diffi culty, however, the 
insights gained on its antecedents and outcomes harbor suspicion.

In this chapter, we review the literature on absorptive capacity with the aim to advance 
the construct in a more coherent way. We assess the progress made in the past two dec-
ades and seek to uncover problems and prospects for future research. The chapter is struc-
tured as follows. First, based on the seminal contributions of  Cohen and Levinthal (1989, 
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1990), we provide an overview of  how the defi nition of  absorptive capacity has evolved, 
the levels of  analysis involved and how studies have measured the construct. Specifi cally, 
we assess the refi nements, extensions, and reconceptualizations of  the construct in the lit-
erature. Then, we review outcomes and antecedents heeded in prior research. Specifi cally, 
we distinguish between antecedents relating to the knowledge absorbed itself, the organi-
zation in which it is developed, and the network in which organizations operate. Next, we 
review more recent studies that have examined the moderating role of  absorptive capac-
ity in explaining innovation. Finally, based on this review, we address the progress made, 
identify central problems, and forward promising future research directions.

ORIGINS, DEFINITIONS, AND OPERATIONALIZATIONS

Even though Kedia and Bhagat (1988) were fi rst to coin the term absorptive capacity, in 
the context of  technology transfer across nations, Cohen and Levinthal (1989, 1990) are 
generally credited for forwarding the construct. The absorptive capacity construct evolved 
from research instigated in the 1970s and running through the 1980s on the role of  inter-
nal research and development. Studies observed that internal research and development 
has a dual role. It not only shapes a fi rm’s technological innovation, but also allows fi rms to 
keep abreast of  technological developments and assimilate new technology (Tilton, 1971). 
Consistent with studies using an Industrial Organization-based perspective to explain fi rm 
strategy, Cohen and Levinthal (1989, 1990) sought to provide a set of  explanations for 
the dual role of  research and development from that perspective. While their 1989 paper 
focused on fi rms’ incentives to learn and to invest in research and development as environ-
mental opportunities vary from an economics perspective, their 1990 paper centered on 
the role of  cognitive structures and took a more socio-economical approach. Borrowing 
from research on cognition and memory development (Ellis, 1965), in the latter paper they 
argue that individuals learn more effi ciently when the knowledge to be learned is related 
to what is already known and emphasize the cumulative nature of  learning.

Defi nitions

As our understanding of  the construct has progressed over the years, the defi nition of  
absorptive capacity has evolved. An overview of  most prominent defi nitions is given in 
Table 13.1. In their most widely cited paper, Cohen and Levinthal (1990: 128) defi ne 
absorptive capacity as the ‘ability to recognize the value of  new information, assimilate 
it, and apply it to commercial ends.’ This defi nition derives from their earlier defi nition, 
which emphasizes the ‘ability to identify, assimilate and exploit knowledge from the envi-
ronment’ (1989: 569–570). They further argue that this ability is ‘largely a function of  the 
level of  prior related knowledge’ (1990: 128). Firms that have in place a body of  knowl-
edge in a certain domain will improve learning related knowledge. In other words, a fi rm’s 
knowledge base renders three capabilities, which other studies have referred to as com-
ponents (Lane et al., 2001) and dimensions of  absorptive capacity (Lane and Lubatkin, 
1998; Matusik and Heeley, 2005; Zahra and George, 2002). For a fi rm to have absorptive 
capacity it requires (1) the capability to identify, evaluate, and recognize the value of  new 
external knowledge, (2) the capability to assimilate that knowledge into its existing knowl-
edge base, and (3) the capability to exploit it to commercial ends.
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Table 13.1 Defi nitions of  absorptive capacity

Study Defi nition

Cohen and Levinthal (1990) ‘an ability to recognize the value of  new information, 
assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends’ (p. 128).

Lane and Lubatkin (1998) ‘the student’s ability to value, assimilate, and 
commercialize its teacher’s knowledge’ (p. 473).

Zahra and George (2002) ‘a set of  organizational routines and processes by which 
fi rms acquire, assimilate, transform, and exploit 
knowledge’ (p. 186).

Matusik and Heeley (2005) ‘comprises . . . (a) the fi rm’s relationship to its external 
environment (porosity of  fi rm boundaries), (b) 
collective dimension (its structures, routines, and 
knowledge base), and (c) an individual dimension 
(individuals’ absorptive capacities’) (p. 550).

Lane et al. (2006) ‘a fi rm’s ability to utilize externally held knowledge 
through three sequential processes: (1) recognizing and 
understanding potentially valuable new knowledge 
outside the fi rm through exploratory learning, 
(2) assimilating valuable new knowledge through 
transformative learning, and (3) using the assimilated 
knowledge to create new knowledge and commercial 
outputs through exploitative learning’ (p. 856).

Lewin et al. (2010) ‘internal metaroutines [that] involve the regulation of  
activities related to managing internal variation-
selection-retention processes . . . [and] external 
metaroutines . . ., which focus on the acquisition 
and utilization of  knowledge from the external 
environment’ (in press).

Todorova and Durisin (2007) a fi rm’s ability to recognize the value of  new knowledge, 
to acquire it, to assimilate and/or transform it, and to 
exploit it.

Lim (2009) Absorptive capacity consists in three forms, of  which 
‘disciplinary absorptive capacity involves acquiring 
raw scientifi c knowledge in key scientifi c disciplines, 
and converting that knowledge into a form that is 
useful for solving practical problems, [while] domain-
specifi c absorptive capacity refers to the ability to 
acquire knowledge directly related to solving those 
problems, so as to produce commercially useful 
innovations, [and] encoded absorptive capacity refers 
to a fi rm’s ability to absorb knowledge that is already 
embedded in tools, artifacts, and processes’ (p. 1252).
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Firms are not necessarily equally endowed with these capabilities and may not have 
in place all three capabilities to the same degree. To that end, Zahra and George (2002) 
forward absorptive capacity as a dynamic capability. Based on the studies of  Mowery and 
Oxley (1995) and Kim (1998), they introduce a fourth capability in addition to the three 
capabilities identifi ed by Cohen and Levinthal (1990) and defi ne absorptive capacity as 
‘a set of  organizational routines and processes by which fi rms acquire, assimilate, trans-
form, and exploit knowledge’ (2002: 186). Their defi nition explicates that fi rms also need 
the ability to solve problems by transforming and modifying existing knowledge before 
they can exploit external knowledge. Based on the four capabilities, they make distinction 
between potential and realized absorptive capacity as two subsets of  absorptive capacity 
that explain why fi rms vary in their ability to create value from their absorptive capac-
ity. While potential absorptive capacity is a function of  a fi rm’s ability to acquire and 
assimilate new external knowledge, realized absorptive capacity refl ects a fi rm’s capac-
ity to leverage that knowledge through transformation and exploitation. Minbaeva et al. 
(2003: 589) argue that ‘potential absorptive capacity is expected to have a high content 
of  employees’ ability while realized absorptive capacity is expected to have a high con-
tent of  employees’ motivation.’ Similar distinctions have been made between evaluation 
and utilization of  knowledge (Arora and Gambardella, 1994) as well as between knowl-
edge transfer and knowledge application (Bierly et al., 2009). Firms may have the ability 
to acquire and assimilate knowledge but lack the capacity to transform and exploit knowl-
edge. Likewise, fi rms may have the capability to transform and exploit knowledge, but 
lack the capability to acquire knowledge from the environment. Such fi rms may be very 
effi cient in realizing performance improvements, but the effect of  their capability will be 
mitigated by the limited amount of  external knowledge they acquire. Camisón and Forés 
(2010) found that potential and realized absorptive capacity are empirically distinct capa-
bilities of  absorptive capacity.

The empirical study of  Jansen et al. (2005) indicates, however, that acquisition, assim-
ilation, transformation, and exploitation should be viewed as four separate capabilities. 
Their four factor model was found to be superior to a two factor model revolving around 
potential and realized absorptive capacity. In their critique on the value of  studying poten-
tial and realized absorptive capacity as two dimensions, Todorova and Durisin (2007) also 
make a case for considering the distinct capabilities as separate elements of  absorptive 
capacity. Additionally, they suggest reintroducing the capability to recognize the value of  
external knowledge as originally put forth by Cohen and Levinthal (1990). Recognizing 
knowledge is implied by the acquisition capability identifi ed by Zahra and George (2002). 
Todorova and Durisin (2007) make a case, however, that it is a separate process that elic-
its motivation to direct attention to the intensity, speed, and effort involved in acquiring 
knowledge. Moreover, based on research in cognitive science, they argue that transforma-
tion is not necessarily a process following but an alternative to assimilation. Even though 
Zahra and George (2002) also broadly imply this (see also Lane et al., 2006), Todorova 
and Durisin (2007) submit that fi rms may assimilate external knowledge without trans-
forming it if  it fi ts with the present knowledge base. In case new knowledge cannot be 
realistically altered to fi t existing knowledge, fi rms may also need to transform knowledge 
before it is assimilated.

Showing how absorptive capacity aids fi rms in benefi tting from knowledge spillovers, 
Lim (2009) delves into the processes revolving around the different capabilities constituting 
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absorptive capacity. Specifi cally, he contends that absorptive capacity may be present in 
three forms: disciplinary, domain-specifi c, and encoded absorptive capacity. Disciplinary 
absorptive capacity refers to the acquisition of  scientifi c knowledge and the transformation 
of  that knowledge into useful forms for problem solving. Domain-specifi c absorptive capac-
ity involves the ability to acquire additional knowledge to solve those specifi c problems, and 
to apply it to commercially useful innovations. Finally, encoded absorptive capacity denotes a 
fi rm’s ability to absorb knowledge that is already embedded in tools, artifacts, and processes.

Since the variety in the use of  absorptive capacity has led to inconsistent fi ndings, 
Lane et al. (2006) have sought to reify the absorptive construct. To that end, they defi ne 
absorptive capacity as the ability to recognize and understand potentially valuable knowl-
edge through exploratory learning, to assimilate valuable knowledge through transforma-
tive learning, and to create new knowledge and commercial outputs through exploitative 
learning. Absorptive capacity revolves around three learning processes that refl ect the 
innovative nature of  absorptive capacity as emphasized by Cohen and Levinthal (1990). 
Exploration of  new knowledge is necessary for innovation, but needs to be transformed 
before fi rms are able to exploit it.

In an empirical study among 175 German fi rms, Lichtenthaler (2009) argues that the 
exploratory learning process involves recognition and assimilation, the transformative learn-
ing process associates with maintaining and reactivating knowledge, and the exploitative 
process is characterized by the transmutation and application of  knowledge. In line with 
Jansen et al. (2005), he found that a model refl ective of  the basic elements is superior to 
a model of  higher order dimensions. Specifi cally, a six factor model around capabilities 
to recognize, assimilate, maintain, reactivate, transmute, and apply knowledge was supe-
rior to a three factor model around exploratory, transformative, and exploitative learning. 
However, a model in which the three learning processes were included as second order 
factors of  the six fi rst order factors, which subsequently loaded on absorptive capacity as 
a third order factor, proved to fi t the data best. With that, current insights suggest that 
absorptive capacity involves different capabilities.

Levels of  analysis

Prior research has shown that absorptive capacity is a construct operating at multiple lev-
els. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) introduced absorptive capacity as a fi rm-level construct, 
but they emphasize that multiple levels are involved and focus on a fi rm’s organizational 
units to explain how it develops. Since individual members are involved with absorbing 
knowledge within fi rms, they forward that ‘an organization’s absorptive capacity will 
depend on the absorptive capacities of  its individual members’ (1990: 131). Indeed, as 
Lane et al. (2006: 853–854) argue, ‘individuals within the fi rm . . . scan the knowledge 
environment, bring the knowledge into the fi rm, and exploit the knowledge in products, 
processes, and services.’ A fi rm is, however, a social community characterized by an archi-
tecture and organizing principles that make it more than a collection of  individuals (cf. 
Kogut and Zander, 1992). Similarly, absorptive capacity ‘is not . . . simply the sum of  the 
absorptive capacities of  its employees, and it is therefore useful to consider what aspects of  
absorptive capacity are distinctly organizational’ (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990: 131). Similarly, 
Matusik and Heeley (2005) argue that a fi rm’s absorptive capacity has an individual and a 
collective dimension. While absorptive capacity is partly dependent on the knowledge and 
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abilities of  its individual members, it is also dependent on a fi rm’s knowledge that is col-
lectively held in routines, procedures, documentation, systems, and shared experiences. 
Collective knowledge is defi ned by the discrete components of  an organization’s opera-
tions or parts, and an organization’s architecture that enables how routines are developed 
to put a fi rm’s components to productive use.

Taken that absorptive capacity is dependent on a relevant knowledge base, the link 
between absorptive capacity and learning is most evident at the individual level. Cohen 
and Levinthal (1990) derive from cognitive research on memory development (Ellis, 
1965) that individuals learn more when the object of  learning is related to what is already 
known. Research on memory development has shown that accumulated prior knowledge 
enables the ability to store new knowledge into one’s memory and to recall and use it. 
The cumulative nature of  learning and absorptive capacity entails that knowledge devel-
opment is path-dependent and gives rise to specializations.

Since knowledge within fi rms is distributed among various individual members and 
subunits, fi rms have multiple entry points for external knowledge. Firms also coordinate 
interaction between individuals and subunits through communication structures, hence 
absorptive capacity ‘also depends on transfers of  knowledge across and within subunits 
that may be quite removed from the original point of  entry’ (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990: 
131–132). Absorptive capacity rests, therefore, on individuals standing at the interface 
of  both the environment and other subunits. In case external knowledge is dissimilar to 
what is known, an individual can consult other individuals within the organization that 
possess relevant related knowledge. In case the knowledge relates to what is known, indi-
vidual members can translate knowledge in a meaningful way for others or relieve others 
from monitoring the environment. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) contend that organiza-
tions install group members that assume a gatekeeping or boundary-spanning role. 
Boundary spanners maintain ties that enable them to know where relevant knowledge 
resides in a fi rm and enhance individual performance in knowledge-intensive work (Cross 
and Cummings, 2004). Since a gatekeeper forms the point of  entry and is dependent on 
the expertise of  others within its group and the larger organization, designing a structure 
around gatekeepers cannot be disentangled from the distribution of  expertise. The archi-
tecture that brings individuals together in groups and allows them to transfer knowledge 
and information renders a fi rm’s absorptive capacity more than the sum of  the absorptive 
capacities of  its individual members and dependent on the ties between them.

A number of  studies have also begun to examine the role of  absorptive capacity in 
intrafi rm knowledge transfer at the unit or subsidiary level (Tsai, 2001). While subu-
nits need prior related knowledge to be able to evaluate, assimilate, and exploit knowl-
edge originating in the external environment, studies found that absorptive capacity 
is also a critical determinant of  knowledge transfer among peer subunits (Gupta and 
Govindarajan, 2000; Szulanski, 1996). Altogether, current insights illustrate that absorp-
tive capacity is a phenomenon operating at multiple levels in an organization. As Figure 
13.1 illustrates, absorptive capacity ‘depends on the individuals who stand [either] at the 
interface of  . . . the fi rm and the external environment or at the interface between subu-
nits within the fi rm’ (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990: 132).

Other relevant levels of  analysis at which absorptive capacity has been studied include 
clusters of  related industries, such as regions and nations (Wegloop, 1995), and even clus-
ters of  institutionally linked countries, such as the European Union (Meyer-Krahmer 
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and Reger, 1999). Interaction among fi rms, universities, and governments in regions and 
nations shapes innovation infrastructures. To capitalize on such infrastructures, in differ-
ent locations around the world clusters have emerged in which fi rms, universities, govern-
ments, and customers collaborate and drive innovation (Porter and Stern, 2001). Actors 
in a nation, region, or cluster have a stock of  knowledge that creates absorptive capacity. 
Similar to collaboration among individuals shaping a fi rm’s absorptive capacity beyond 
the sum of  the knowledge held by individuals, two-way interactions between fi rms, 
nations, and clusters further enhance the ability of  the region to attract talented individu-
als, companies, and institutes that bring new expertise and knowledge. As such, increasing 
the absorptive capacity of  the economy becomes an important aspect of  public policy 
(Mowery and Oxley, 1995; Keller, 1996).

The notion that absorptive capacity shapes knowledge transfer both between and within 
fi rms is supported by Lane and Lubatkin (1998), but they forward that absorptive capacity 
should be studied at the dyad level and introduce relative absorptive capacity. They argue that 
the level of  absorptive capacity of  a fi rm is not only dependent its own knowledge base but 
also on the knowledge bases of  its interacting partners. If  the knowledge bases of  two fi rms do 
not overlap, they will experience diffi culty learning from each other. Especially in the context 
of  alliances where competitive advantage rests with the dyad, absorptive capacity is essentially 
relative (Lane and Lubatkin, 1998) and even partner-specifi c (Dyer and Singh, 1998).

Operationalizations

One of  the root causes inhibiting progress in our understanding of  the value of  absorp-
tive capacity is that empirical studies have estimated absorptive capacity in a wide variety 
of  ways (see Table 13.2). Cohen and Levinthal’s (1990) core argument centered on the 
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Table 13.2 Operationalizations of  absorptive capacity

Level of  analysis Operationalization Sample studies

Firm level construct R&D measures:
R&D intensity Cohen and Levinthal (1989; 

1990); Mowery et al. (1996); 
Nichols-Nixon and Woo (2003); 
Puranam and Srikanth (2007); 
Singh (2008); Stock et al. (2001); 
Tsai (2001); Zhang et al. (2007a)

R&D expenditures Kamien and Zang (2000); 
Rothaermel and Alexandre 
(2009); Wiethaus (2005)

R&D infrastructure Cassiman and Veugelers (2006); 
Lichtenthaler and Ernst (2007)

Patent stock Almeida and Phene (2004); Bogner 
and Bansal (2007); Frost and 
Zhou (2005); Henderson and 
Cockburn (1996); Rosenkopf  
and Nerkar (2001); Somaya et al 
(2007); Zhang et al. (2007b)

Prior experience Kusunoki et al (1998); Lenox 
and King (2004); Macher and 
Boerner (2006)

Proportion of  foreigners/expats 
in management team

Gupta and Govindarajan (2000); 
White and Liu (1998)

Scales Björkman et al (2004); Camisón 
and Forés (2010); Haas 
(2006); Jansen et al. (2005); 
Lichtenthaler (2009); Lyles and 
Salk (1996); Szulanski (1996)

Publications Cockburn and Henderson (1998); 
Deeds (2001)

Dyad level construct Patent overlap Ahuja and Katila (2001)

Technological 
relatedness/overlap

Mowery et al. (1996); Tallman and 
Phene (2007)

Scales Lane and Lubatkin (1998)

Publications/citations Lane and Lubatkin (1998)

role of  in-house research and development in the acquisition of  knowledge and in innova-
tion. Therefore, they used business units’ research and development intensities as a proxy 
for measuring absorptive capacity. A large number of  studies have also adopted research 
and development intensity as the measure for absorptive capacity (e.g. Nicholls-Nixon and 
Woo, 2003; Puranam and Srikanth, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007a). However, ‘R&D  intensity 
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measures inputs to the creation of  capabilities and indicates little if  anything about 
resultant changes in capabilities’ (Mowery et al., 1996: 82; Helfat, 1997). Research and 
development intensity only coarsely gauges a fi rm’s absorptive capacity and it is not fully 
refl ective of  the multidimensionality of  absorptive capacity. Although research and devel-
opment indeed develops a fi rm’s knowledge base, it neither differentiates between differ-
ent domains in which knowledge is developed nor makes a distinction between capabilities 
to recognize the value, to assimilate, to transform, and to commercially exploit knowledge. 
Moreover, since research and development intensity is measured by dividing its expendi-
tures by sales, it does not indicate the absolute amount of  absorptive capacity. Following 
this train of  thought, a fi rm spending one million dollars on research and development 
with sales of  twenty million dollars would have a higher level of  absorptive capacity than 
a fi rm spending twenty million dollars on research and development with sales of  one 
billion dollars. However, the latter fi rm would arguably have developed more knowledge 
enabling it to assimilate new external knowledge, even though its research and develop-
ment intensity is lower. To address the problem of  the denominator infl uencing the results, 
other studies have focused on the numerator and used research and development expen-
ditures as a gauge for absorptive capacity (Kamien and Zang, 2000), while controlling for 
size (e.g. Rothaermel and Alexandre, 2009; Rothaermel and Hess, 2007).

Since patents are indicative of  accumulated knowledge, another stream of  research has 
used a fi rm’s stock of  prior patents as a measure for absorptive capacity (e.g. Ahuja and 
Katila, 2001; Almeida and Phene 2004; Bogner and Bansal, 2007; Frost and Zhou, 2005; 
Yayavaram and Ahuja, 2008; Zhang et al., 2007b). Measures based on patents to assess 
a fi rm’s knowledge base create an opportunity to differentiate between different types of  
knowledge bases. For example, the number of  patents is indicative of  the depth and rich-
ness of  a fi rm’s knowledge stock, while different patent classes can be used to measure the 
breadth and diversity of  a fi rm’s knowledge stock (Almeida and Phene, 2004). Since data 
on patent stocks of  all partners involved in a collaboration are generally available, stud-
ies have also used patent measures to assess overlap in patents (Ahuja and Katila, 2001), 
which is a proxy for relative or partner-specifi c absorptive capacity. Other measures used 
to assess the presence of  relevant knowledge involve prior experience (Almeida and Phene, 
2004), and the composition of  management teams (Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000) and 
personnel (White and Liu, 1998).

Since the above measures appraise more than absorptive capacity and cannot differenti-
ate between the various capabilities that fi rms need to be able to absorb knowledge, studies 
have resorted to using scales. While some studies have used scales to measure absorptive 
capacity directly as a singular construct (e.g. Lyles and Salk, 1996; Szulanski, 1996), more 
recently studies have begun to use scales to measure the various capabilities separately 
(e.g. Jansen et al., 2005; Lichtenthaler, 2009). Scales have also been used to assess a unit’s 
or fi rm’s knowledge stock (e.g. Björkman et al., 2004; Haas, 2006), as well as overlap in a 
fi rm’s knowledge and technology (Lane and Lubatkin, 1998; Mowery et al., 1996).

The use of  such a variety of  measures for absorptive capacity has obfuscated current 
insights. The proxies used seem to gauge phenomena beyond absorptive capacity and do 
not necessarily correlate. For example, the evidence on the relation between research and 
development intensity, the proxy for absorptive capacity used in the original studies of  
Cohen and Levinthal (1989, 1990), and other variables that measure the various capabili-
ties or dimensions of  absorptive capacity is mixed. While Bierly et al. (2009) found positive 
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correlations for research and development intensity with what may be considered poten-
tial and realized absorptive capacity, others found no relationship (e.g. Lane and Lubatkin, 
1998; Matusik and Heeley, 2005; Mowery et al., 1996). Similarly, Björkman et al. (2004) 
found a non-signifi cant correlation between subsidiary stock of  knowledge and number of  
expatriate managers in the subsidiary, both previously used measures of  absorptive capacity 
(e.g. Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000; Haas, 2006). Kotabe et al. (2007) found a non-signifi -
cant correlation between the quality of  the knowledge stock and research and development 
resources, also two measures of  absorptive capacity that have been used in earlier studies.

Even in studies relying on a single type of  source, consistency in measuring absorptive 
capacity has proven to be paramount. Using a patent database, Frost and Zhou (2005) assess 
the extent to which a subsidiary unit and headquarters engage in joint technical activity by 
measuring research and development co-practice, which is viewed as a fl ow variable that adds 
cumulatively to the stock variable measuring citations by a headquarters patent to a prior 
subsidiary patent. In that vein, their study illustrates that absorptive capacity is cumulative 
and a by-product of  research and development investments. However, they also measure pat-
ent output weighed by patent quality of  both headquarters and subsidiaries, which are indi -
cators of  existing knowledge-based resources. In line with the argument that absorptive 
capacity is dependent on prior knowledge, both headquarters’ patent output stock in one 
period and headquarters’ citations to subsidiary patents in the next are possible estimates 
of  absorptive capacity. The question is whether the quality-corrected patent output meas-
ure or the citation measure is the preferred operationalization. Inter-fi rm patent citations 
are often used as proxies for knowledge transfer (e.g. Jaffe et al., 1993; Kotabe et al., 2007; 
Nerkar and Paruchuri, 2005; Rosenkopf  and Almeida, 2003; Song et al., 2003), of  which 
absorptive capacity is an antecedent and not its equivalent. The patent output measure, on 
the other hand, only seems to capture a fi rm’s ability to exploit its knowledge, and not to 
evaluate and assimilate it. However, patent output determines the number of  patents held 
by a fi rm, which have been used as measures of  the knowledge held by a fi rm (Henderson 
and Cockburn, 1996; Rosenkopf  and Nerkar, 2001) and innovative output (Ahuja, 2000; 
Rothaermel and Hess, 2007). Similarly, others have found a positive effect of  research and 
development spending on co-citations (Deeds, 2001) and patenting performance as meas-
ured by counting patents (Somaya et al., 2007). While patenting performance is indicative 
of  innovative performance, the count measure also gauges absorptive capacity as a higher 
patent count is refl ective of  a larger knowledge base. In contrast, using research and devel-
opment expenditures and intensity respectively, Cattani (2005) and Singh (2008) did not fi nd 
such a relation. While current insights support the argument that research and development 
spending has indeed a side effect in that it develops the knowledge base of  a fi rm in addi-
tion to enhancing innovation, they are also indicative of  the problems in operationalizing 
absorptive capacity. Altogether, different measures assess different dimensions of  absorptive 
capacity as well as elements of  which absorptive capacity is an antecedent or outcome.

OUTCOMES AND ANTECEDENTS

A great number of  studies have examined the antecedents and especially outcomes of  
absorptive capacity. A wide variety of  insights have been gained in the past two decades, 
but such insights have also been obfuscated by the different ways in which absorptive 
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capacity has been operationalized and by the different levels of  analysis at which absorp-
tive capacity’s antecedents and outcomes have been examined.

Outcomes

Research on the various outcomes of  absorptive capacity is extensive (see Table 13.3). 
One of  the main reasons for Cohen and Levinthal (1990) to introduce absorptive capacity 
was to explain the side effects of  research and development and their relation to innova-
tion. In line with their argument, other research has adopted research and development-
based measures as proxies for absorptive capacity to understand its effect on innovation. 
The evidence gained so far is mixed. Current insights lean towards a positive effect (e.g. 
Tsai, 2001), but studies have surfaced reporting negative (e.g. Ernst, 1998) and zero 
(e.g. Singh, 2008) effects of  these measures on innovation. Also more complex relation-
ships have been found. For example, Stock et al. (2001) found that absorptive capacity 
contributes to new product development up to a certain point but then its effect starts 
to decrease and becomes negative. Since research and development-based measures are 
antecedent to absorptive capacity and capture more than absorptive capacity alone, it 

Table 13.3 Outcomes of  absorptive capacity

Outcome Key Studies

Innovation Ahuja and Katila (2001); Cohen and Levinthal (1990); 
Frost and Zhou (2005); Haas (2006); Katila and Ahuja 
(2002); Kotabe et al. (2010); Kusunoki et al. (1998); 
Lichtenthaler (2009); Macher and Boerner (2006); 
Matusik and Heeley (2005); Nerkar (2003); Singh 
(2008); Smith et al. (2005); Tsai (2001); White and Liu 
(1998); Yayavaram and Ahuja (2008); Zhang et al. 
(2007b)

Exploration/exploitation Bierly et al. (2009); Koza and Lewin (1998); Lane et al. 
(2006); Van den Bosch et al. (1999)

Firm performance Bogner and Bansal (2007); Dushnitsky and Lenox (2005); 
Lane et al. (2001); Lichtenthaler (2009); Rothaermel 
and Hill (2005); Steensma and Corley (2000); Tsai 
(2001)

Knowledge fl ows Gupta and Govindarajan (2000); Lane and Lubatkin 
(1998); Lyles and Salk (1996); Matusik and Heeley 
2005); Minbaeva et al. (2003); Mowery et al. (1996); 
Rosenkopf  and Almeida (2003); Song et al. (2003); 
Szulanski (1996; 2000)

Expectation formation Cohen and Levinthal (1990; 1994)

Formation of  alliances Nicholls-Nixon and Woo (2003); Rothaermel and Hill 
(2005); Zhang et al. (2007b)
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remains to be understood whether such curvilinear effect is due to research and develop-
ment investments as such or to absorptive capacity.

The evidence of  studies relying on experience-based measures as a gauge for absorp-
tive capacity is also mixed at best with some studies fi nding positive relationships (e.g. 
Kusunoki et al., 1998; Macher and Boerner, 2006) and others fi nding negative and insig-
nifi cant relationships (e.g. Haas, 2006). In contrast, with few exceptions (e.g. Singh, 2008), 
research relying on patent stocks to measure absorptive capacity tends to be evident of  
a positive relationship with innovation (e.g. Cattani, 2005; Yayavaram and Ahuja, 2008). 
Similarly, studies using scales (e.g. Lichtenthaler, 2009) and personnel measures (e.g. 
White and Liu, 1998) as proxies for absorptive capacity generally found positive effects on 
innovation.

The variety in earlier fi ndings of  the effect of  absorptive capacity on innovation is due 
in part to the different ways in which studies have applied measures of  absorptive capac-
ity. Different measures allow researchers to emphasize distinct aspects of  a fi rm’s knowl-
edge base. As mentioned, patent-based measures have been used not only to measure the 
volume and richness of  a fi rm’s knowledge base by counting patents but also to gauge its 
diversity by differentiating between patent classes that characterize a fi rm’s patent stock 
(Almeida and Phene, 2004; Zhang et al., 2007b). This distinction is especially salient 
because richness and depth of  knowledge enable a fi rm to master technological advances, 
while diversity and breadth of  knowledge render a fi rm’s capability to combine knowl-
edge in new and novel ways (Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Subramaniam and Youndt, 2005). 
Absorptive capacity is a construct to explain why and how fi rms differ in their ability to 
acquire knowledge across organizational boundaries. Because it rests on the presence of  a 
relevant knowledge base and its development is path dependent, fi rms tend to accumulate 
deep knowledge within a technological domain as this enables fi rms to exploit techno-
logical knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990, 1994). A fi rm seeking to innovate beyond 
its current technological trajectory needs to span technological boundaries in addition to 
spanning organizational boundaries, and use knowledge and technologies from domains 
beyond its current product offerings (Rosenkopf  and Nerkar, 2001).

Both mastery of  a single technology and the combination of  different technologies 
may lead to innovation, albeit to different kinds of  innovation. As innovation sheds light 
on the mixed evidence of  the effect of  absorptive capacity on innovation, studies have 
begun to make a distinction between its different dimensions and manifestations. A com-
mon distinction that is refl ective of  the difference between mastering and combining tech-
nologies is between exploitative and exploratory innovations. Exploitative innovations 
build on current knowledge and incrementally refi ne and extend existing products and 
competences, whereas exploratory innovations depart from existing knowledge and aim 
to develop new alternatives (March, 1991). Consistent with Cohen and Levinthal’s (1990) 
argument, Bierly et al. (2009) found that technological relatedness, a measure of  relative 
absorptive capacity, inhibits exploration. The more the technologies of  partnering fi rms 
relate the more effi cient knowledge acquisition will become and fewer opportunities exist 
for making new linkages. Similarly, Bergh and Lim (2008) differentiate absorptive capac-
ity from improvisation and creativity. However, Van den Bosch et al. (1999) contend that 
knowledge absorption may vary in its effi ciency, scope, and fl exibility, and have found 
that effi ciency facilitates exploitation whereas scope and fl exibility contribute to explora-
tion. Lane et al. (2006) take another perspective and argue that absorptive capacity caters 
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for both exploration and exploitation. As part of  their defi nition of  absorptive capacity, 
they submit that the recognition and understanding of  potentially valuable knowledge 
constitute the processes through which fi rms explore new knowledge, while using it is part 
of  the exploitative learning process.

Seeking to further understand the effect of  absorptive capacity on a fi rm’s competitive 
position, studies have also examined its effect on performance. A variety of  studies at the 
inter-fi rm (Lane et al., 2001), fi rm (Bogner and Bansal, 2007; Dushnitsky and Lenox, 2005; 
Rothaermel and Hill, 2005), and unit (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Tsai, 2001) level found a 
positive effect of  absorptive capacity on performance. The effects found are, however, again 
dependent on the operationalization chosen by the investigators. A strong case in point is 
evident in the study of  Steensma and Corley (2000) who used research and development 
intensity, size, and technological relatedness as proxies for absorptive capacity and only found 
relatedness to infl uence a fi rm’s return on investment. In his study on 300 medium-sized and 
large German fi rms, Lichtenthaler (2009) differentiates between the three learning processes 
of  absorptive capacity suggested by Lane et al. (2006) and found that especially the exploita-
tive learning process infl uences fi rm performance. Likewise, Lane et al. (2001) found strong 
evidence that the application of  external knowledge leads to performance increments.

In addition to providing evidence for the performance implications of  absorptive 
capacity, the results of  Lane et al. (2001) suggest that knowledge transfer mediates the rela-
tionship between absorptive capacity and performance. Differentiating between the three 
capabilities characterizing absorptive capacity, they found that the ability to understand 
and assimilate knowledge contributes strongly to the knowledge learned from foreign 
IJV parents. Using a variety of  operationalizations of  absorptive capacity, ranging from 
research and development-based measures to patents to psychometric scales, a growing 
number of  studies indicate that absorptive capacity facilitates inter-organizational learn-
ing (Lyles and Salk, 1996; Mowery et al., 1996; Rosenkopf  and Almeida, 2003). Similarly, 
the insights gained so far point out that absorptive capacity is a critical determinant of  
knowledge transfer across a fi rm’s business units (e.g. Minbaeva et al., 2003; Szulanski, 
1996). In their meta-analytic study, Van Wijk et al. (2008) corroborate the direct effect of  
absorptive capacity on knowledge transfer both across units and across fi rms.

Remarkably, Gupta and Govindarajan (2000) found no signifi cant effect of  absorptive 
capacity on knowledge transfers across peer subsidiaries. Their study on MNC knowledge 
fl ows shows partial support for the role of  absorptive capacity in that it is limited to knowl-
edge that originates in the parent organization and is transferred to subsidiaries. However, 
this fi nding is likely the result of  their operationalization of  absorptive capacity as mode 
of  entry. Although their argument that acquired subsidiaries are less likely to have overlap-
ping knowledge with other subsidiaries than greenfi eld subsidiaries makes sense, entry mode 
encompasses much more than the ability to absorb knowledge. Parent organizations are more 
likely to provide information and knowledge when they set up a greenfi eld subsidiary and will 
continue to do so because such subsidiaries will be perceived as more relevant and requiring 
more attention. In their study on manufacturing facilities in the information and communica-
tions industry, Lenox and King (2004) found that the provision of  information by corporate 
managers enhanced both the adoption of  pollution prevention practices by organizational 
subunits as well as the effect of  subunits’ absorptive capacity on such adoption.

Finally, studies have examined the effect of  absorptive capacity on expectation forma-
tion (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990, 1994) and the formation of  alliances (Rothaermel and 
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Hill, 2005; Veugelers and Kesteloot, 1996; Zhang et al., 2007b). Absorptive capacity ena-
bles fi rms not only to acquire knowledge but, since it involves knowledge of  why certain 
technological trajectories are valuable and of  who knows what, also to assess what may be 
potential future technological advances and the value of  new partners it can collaborate 
with. Moreover, effective absorptive capacity rests on both the ability to communicate inter-
nally and the ability to acquire knowledge externally (Rothaermel and Alexandre, 2009), as 
well as on both internal and external research and development activities (Cassiman and 
Veugelers, 2006; Nicholls-Nixon and Woo, 2003). External knowledge may be supplied by 
potential alliance partners; hence, fi rms with high absorptive capacity are more likely to 
enter into an alliance because their expectations of  its benefi ts are more certain.

Antecedents

In contrast to the outcomes of  absorptive capacity, the antecedents and determinants of  
absorptive capacity have received limited attention. Most insights on the antecedents 
of  absorptive capacity have been gained from research centering on the variables that have 
been used often to operationalize absorptive capacity. An overview of  current research 
illustrates that characteristics of  the knowledge involved are important to consider as they 
infl uence the learning process. Since fi rm or unit absorptive capacity is not simply the sum 
of  the absorptive capacities of  its constituent individual members, however, Cohen and 
Levinthal (1990: 131) make a case for considering the aspects of  absorptive capacity that 
are ‘distinctly organizational.’ Moreover, since absorptive capacity is dependent on the 
knowledge bases of  all actors involved, also dyad and network characteristics have been 
identifi ed. An overview of  the antecedents of  absorptive capacity is provided in Table 13.4.

Table 13.4 Antecedents of  absorptive capacity

Knowledge Characteristics

Prior related knowledge Bierly et al. (2009); Cockburn and Henderson 
(1998); Cohen and Levinthal (1989; 1990); Lane 
and Lubatkin (1998); Lane et al. (2001); Pennings 
and Harianto (1992); Shane (2000); Van den 
Bosch et al. (1999)

Technological overlap/similarity Mowery et al. (1996); Lane et al (2001)

Knowledge richness vs. diversity Almeida and Phene (2004); Argyres and Silverman 
(2004); Katila and Ahuja (2002); Leiponen and 
Helfat (2009); Zhang et al. (2007a)

Complexity of  knowledge Argote and Ingram (2000); Kotabe et al. (2007)

Tacitness of  knowledge Li et al. (2010)

Organizational characteristics

Organizational structure Cohen and Levinthal (1990); Van den Bosch et al. 
(1999); Yayavaram and Ahuja (2008)

(Continued )
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Table 13.4 (Continued )

Organizational characteristics

Centrality of  R&D Argyres and Silverman (2004); Zhang et al. (2007b)

Formalization Jansen et al. (2005)

Communication Cohen and Levinthal (1990); Minbaeva et al. (2003)

Corporate information provision Lenox and King (2004)

Boundary-spanning Cohen and Levinthal (1990); Cross and Cummings 
(2004); Easterby-Smith et al. (2008);

Combinative capabilities Jansen et al. (2005); Van den Bosch et al. (1999)

Coordination mechanisms Jansen et al. (2005)

Incentives Cockburn and Henderson (1998); Minbaeva et al. 
(2003)

Strategic posture/entrepreneurial 
orientation

Bierly et al. (2009)

Financial leverage Bierly et al. (2009)

Power Easterby-Smith et al. (2008)

Socialization mechanisms Björkman et al (2004); Jansen et al. (2005)

Flexibility Lane et al. (2001)

Training Lane et al. (2001); Lyles and Salk (1996); Matusik 
and Heeley (2005); Minbaeva et al. (2003)

Network characteristics

Type of  alliance Arora and Gambardella (1990); Nicholls-Nixon and 
Woo (2003); Steensma and Corley (2000)

Similarity of  compensation 
practices

Lane and Lubatkin (1998)

Similarity of  dominant logics Lane and Lubatkin (1998)

Similarity of  organizational 
structure

Lane and Lubatkin (1998)

Bridging ties/brokerage Cockburn and Henderson (1998); Li et al. (2010); 
McEvily and Zaheer (1999)

Bonding ties/connectedness Cockburn and Henderson (1998); McEvily and 
Marcus (2005)

Trust Dhanaraj et al (2004); Lane et al (2001); Li et al. 
(2010)

Shared vision/goals Gupta and Govindarajan (2000); Li et al. (2010); 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998)

Geographic proximity Frost (2001); Zucker et al (1998)

Cultural compatibility Gupta and Govindarajan (2000); Lane et al. (2001)
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Knowledge characteristics. The basic tenet of  Cohen and Levinthal’s (1990) argument is 
that absorptive capacity is dependent on the level of  prior related knowledge. Studies 
abound underscoring this notion at the unit and fi rm level (Bogner and Bansal, 2007; 
Helfat, 1997; Lane et al., 2001; Shane, 2000; Van den Bosch et al., 1999). Firms and units 
endowed with knowledge and expertise within a domain will more easily learn new knowl-
edge in that domain and closely related domains. In that sense, ‘accumulating absorptive 
capacity in one period will permit its more effi cient accumulation in the next’ (Cohen and 
Levinthal, 1990: 136). The effi ciency and performance benefi ts derived from the cumula-
tive quality of  absorptive capacity lead fi rms and units to build on existing knowledge 
in domains relevant to current operations. The caveat of  being driven by prior related 
knowledge is that fi rms and units may come to search locally and neglect domains that 
are less relevant and familiar (Stuart and Podolny, 1996; Van den Bosch et al., 1999).

The notion that absorptive capacity is dependent on a relevant knowledge base high-
lights the importance of  considering the richness and diversity of  knowledge (cf. Almeida 
and Phene, 2004; Zahra and George, 2002; Zhang et al., 2007b). Knowledge richness 
represents the depth and the extent of  knowledge in domains. Knowledge diversity refl ects 
the breadth and number of  domains in which a fi rm or unit has knowledge. As Cohen and 
Levinthal argue (1990: 131; italics added), ‘learning performance will be greatest when the 
object of  learning is related to what is already known . . . [while] a diverse background . . . 
increases the prospect that incoming information will relate to what is already known.’ 
Thus, both knowledge richness and knowledge diversity interact to determine in which 
domains a fi rm or unit can potentially learn and how well it can do so. Indeed, studies 
have empirically shown that technological relatedness increases a fi rm’s ability to absorb 
new knowledge (e.g. Bierly et al., 2009; Mowery et al., 1996). Since effi ciency and strategic 
considerations marshal fi rms and units to emphasize the most relevant related domains, 
relatedness deepens and enriches a fi rm’s knowledge base and reduces its diversity.

Since units are main entry points for knowledge, fi rms wishing to absorb knowledge 
and develop absorptive capacity require interfaces between units and external constituents 
as well as across units. An important side effect of  the path dependent nature of  absorp-
tive capacity is that units may come to experience diffi culty to share knowledge with peer 
units as they diverge in developing their own knowledge bases. Cohen and Levinthal 
(1990) make, therefore, a distinction between outward-looking and inward-looking absorp-
tive capacity. Outward-looking absorptive capacity facilitates externally-driven research 
and development and the potential to absorb knowledge, whereas inward-looking absorp-
tive capacity fosters internal research and development and the realization of  absorptive 
capacity into exploited knowledge (cf. Nagarajan and Mitchell, 1998; Nicholls-Nixon and 
Woo, 2003; Rothaermel and Alexandre, 2009; Zahra and George, 2002). Firms need to 
maintain a delicate balance between both as ‘excessive dominance by one or the other 
will be dysfunctional’ (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990: 133).

Cohen and Levinthal (1990: 134) argue that the ‘ideal knowledge structure for an 
organizational subunit should refl ect only partially overlapping knowledge complemented 
by nonoverlapping diverse knowledge.’ Knowledge may be differentiated into different 
types. Prior related knowledge is not only characterized by substantive technological and 
product knowledge, but also by basic skills, learning skills, problem solving methods, prior 
learning experiences, and a shared language. In that sense, that two units in a diversifi ed 
fi rm pursuing two seemingly unrelated technologies may be able to acquire knowledge 
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from each other if  they have a shared language and operate using similar problem-solving 
methods. Likewise, units may have unrelated technological knowledge but may have simi-
lar market and managerial knowledge and capabilities that provide an anchor for learn-
ing new, non-overlapping knowledge (cf. Sammara and Biggiero, 2008). Henderson and 
Cockburn (1996) found a positive effect of  the knowledge held by a fi rm in one research 
domain on the knowledge developed in technologically related domains as well as on the 
number of  research domains pursued by fi rms.

Intensity of  effort is required if  a fi rm or unit seeks to acquire non-overlapping knowl-
edge and to develop absorptive capacity beyond domains it is familiar with and in which it 
has prior knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Kim, 1998). When knowledge is com-
plex and comprised of  multiple interconnected components, fi rms and units will experi-
ence diffi culty acquiring and using such knowledge (Levitt and March, 1988). However, if  
some of  these knowledge components are shared or can be understood through analogi-
cal reasoning they may be able to gradually understand knowledge that is completely new 
to them (Gavetti et al., 2005). Learning beyond familiar domains with the aim to create 
new knowledge is most effective at the individual level. Matusik and Heeley (2005) found 
that individual absorptive capacities are more likely to lead to the creation of  new knowl-
edge, whereas collective knowledge is more prone to the extension of  existing knowledge. 
Similarly, Argote and Ingram (2000) argue that transferring knowledge from one site to 
another will be more effective if  accompanied by moving people. People are more capa-
ble of  adapting knowledge to the new context as their knowledge of  how to use the trans-
ferred knowledge is interconnected. Consequently, characteristics of  the knowledge to be 
transferred illustrate that fi rm absorptive capacity is dependent on the interplay between 
individuals and units as well as the links between them (see also Figure 13.1).

Organizational characteristics. Since the distribution of  knowledge cannot be untied from the 
organization, Cohen and Levinthal (1990) argue that absorptive capacity is dependent on 
a set of  organizational characteristics. Van den Bosch et al. (1999) found that organiza-
tional form infl uences absorptive capacity in that organizations with mechanistic proper-
ties are more likely to be effi cient in absorbing knowledge, while organic organizations 
enjoy benefi ts in the scope and fl exibility of  knowledge absorption. In mechanistic organi-
zations, organizational processes are formalized, which allows fi rms to exploit knowledge 
and realize absorptive capacity (Jansen et al., 2005), and research and development is 
more likely to be centralized, which leads to a broadening of  knowledge and capabilities 
(Argyres and Silverman, 2004) and under stable environmental conditions enables fi rms to 
build on existing knowledge effi ciently (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Van den Bosch et al., 
1999). In organic organizations, local managers are closely located to action and are more 
likely to participate in decision making, which allows them to adapt to new circumstances 
and develop absorptive capacity (Gavetti, 2005; Jansen et al., 2005). In other words, fi rms 
that seek to develop absorptive capacity both to build on existing knowledge and to create 
new knowledge require both mechanistic and organic characteristics.

Consistent with Van den Bosch et al. (1999), Yayavaram and Ahuja (2008) found that 
a nearly decomposable knowledge base, which is characterized by clusters of  knowledge 
which are connected and integrated by ties, is most advantageous when it comes to use-
ful inventions, and they discuss how such knowledge bases can be created. Since knowl-
edge bases should be viewed as networks of  knowledge elements in which the ties are as 
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important as the elements themselves, they argue that organization structures should per-
mit differentiation across clusters and include integration mechanisms, such as personnel 
transfers across units, gatekeepers, and rewards for cross-unit innovations. Since ‘fi rms are 
constrained to local search due to cognitive limitations and the lack of  absorptive capacity 
required for long “jumps”, . . . integration between clusters ensures that local moves at the 
level of  a cluster can lead to adaptive walks that span cluster boundaries’ (2008: 357).

Indeed, the evidence that mechanisms facilitating integration between individuals and 
units contribute to absorptive capacity is strongly growing. Creating a mosaic of  links 
between individuals and units enables them (1) to realize that knowledge they assimi-
lated is transformed and exploited (Rothaermel and Alexandre, 2009; Zahra and George, 
2002), (2) to enlist others to absorb knowledge in case the knowledge is unrelated to their 
existing knowledge base, and (3) to relieve others from evaluating and assimilating knowl-
edge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). An important way in which fi rms achieve integration 
is through their combinative capabilities (Kogut and Zander, 1992). To understand the 
impact of  combinative capabilities on absorptive capacity, Jansen et al. (2005) and Van 
den Bosch et al. (1999) differentiate between system, coordination, and socialization capa-
bilities. Based on two case studies, Van den Bosch et al. (1999) found that systems capa-
bilities drive the effi ciency at which fi rms absorb knowledge, whereas coordination and 
socialization capabilities foster the scope and fl exibility in which fi rms absorb knowledge. 
Jansen et al. (2005) found that different types of  combinative capabilities infl uence the dif-
ferent capabilities and dimensions constituting absorptive capacity. Specifi cally, they found 
that coordination capabilities, as manifested by cross-functional interfaces, participation 
in decision making, and job rotation, mostly infl uence the acquisition and assimilation of  
knowledge and a small portion of  transformation of  knowledge. Socialization capabilities, 
such as connectedness and socialization mechanisms, were found to be better predictors of  
the transformation and exploitation of  knowledge. The effect of  systems capabilities was 
more complex in that formalization contributed strongly to the exploitation of  knowledge, 
but routinization had a negative impact on acquisition, assimilation, and transformation.

The study of  Jansen et al. (2005) is one of  the few exceptions having sought to under-
stand the antecedents of  the different capabilities or dimensions that make up absorptive 
capacity. Most studies empirically differentiating the capabilities constituting absorptive 
capacity have made a distinction between the transfer of  knowledge from an outside 
source to the fi rm and the application of  that knowledge, which are broadly understood as 
potential and realized absorptive capacity respectively (Bierly et al., 2009; Minbaeva et al., 
2003; Mowery et al., 1996). Others have made a distinction between the three capabilities 
constituting absorptive capacity initially forwarded by Cohen and Levinthal (1990), and 
underscored that each capability requires discrete organizational processes and that using 
broad dimensions may be suboptimal (Lane et al., 2001). An important insight gained 
from these studies is that training fosters the ability to assimilate and acquire knowledge 
(Lyles and Salk, 1996; Minbaeva et al., 2003), and that competence in training facilitated 
the commercial application of  that knowledge (Lane et al., 2001). Training extends and 
alters organizational members’ knowledge bases, which enables them to assimilate knowl-
edge they were previously not familiar with. Competence in training increases the effi cacy 
in which fi rms and units are able to have organizational members understand, retain, and 
apply knowledge that is complex and causally ambiguous. The ability to acquire and assim-
ilate knowledge is further enhanced by the degree of  fl exibility in adapting to changing 
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circumstances and contexts (Lane et al., 2001). A fi rm’s ability to transform and apply 
knowledge is dependent on internal communication between units and individuals (Cohen 
and Levinthal, 1990; Minbaeva et al., 2003), as well as on the strategy pursued by a fi rm 
(Lane et al., 2001) and the presence of  performance-based compensation schemes and 
incentives (Minbaeva et al., 2003). Bierly et al. (2009) focused particularly on the anteced-
ents of  applying knowledge and made a distinction between exploitation and exploration. 
They found that fi nancial leverage and the presence of  technological capabilities expe-
dites the application of  knowledge to exploitative innovations, whereas entrepreneurial 
orientation fosters the application of  knowledge to exploration.

Network characteristics. Lane and Lubatkin (1998) argue that absorptive capacity is not abso-
lute but essentially relative, and should be considered at the dyad level since the capacity 
for learning is dependent on characteristics of  the interacting parties involved. They found 
that absolute absorptive capacity as measured by research and development intensity has 
limited explanatory power as a predictor of  knowledge absorption. Correspondingly, 
Dyer and Singh (1998) argued that absorptive capacity is inherently partner-specifi c. A 
fi rm or unit may have a substantial knowledge base, but its ability to learn from its partner 
depends on whether part of  that knowledge base overlaps with the knowledge base of  
its partner (Lane et al., 2001; Mowery et al., 1996). In their study of  research and devel-
opment alliances between pharmaceutical and biotechnology fi rms, Lane and Lubatkin 
(1998) found that knowledge overlap determines a fi rm’s ability to learn but that the effect 
of  knowledge overlap is limited to overlap in basic knowledge of  biochemistry since over-
lap in specialized knowledge had no effect. Overlap in basic knowledge facilitates the valu-
ation of  external knowledge extending or related to biochemistry. A specialized knowledge 
base is more likely to be rich and deep and overlap limits the opportunity set of  fi rms to 
learn new knowledge. Corroborating this notion, Kotabe et al. (2007) found that the rela-
tive quality of  knowledge has a positive impact on knowledge transfer, whereas a fi rm’s 
absolute quality of  knowledge diminishes knowledge transfer. Instead, the presence of  
a qualitatively extensive knowledge base leads to more innovation. Moreover, their evi-
dence shows that prior experience with knowledge transfer contributes strongly to both 
knowledge transfer and innovation. Prior experience with knowledge transfer may serve 
as a template that shapes fi rms’ ability to obtain and apply knowledge to innovation, even 
when such knowledge is unrelated to existing knowledge.

Along with prior knowledge, fi rms and units need in place similar knowledge process-
ing systems to facilitate knowledge absorption, especially when such knowledge is new and 
dissimilar to existing knowledge. In keeping with Cohen and Levinthal’s (1990) original 
argument that absorptive capacity has elements that are typically organizational, Lane et 
al. (2001) and Lane and Lubatkin (1998) also studied organizational characteristics at the 
dyad level. Lane et al. (2001) found a positive effect of  trust and cultural compatibility, in 
addition to related knowledge bases, on the ability to understand knowledge. However, 
these effects disappeared when other antecedents were included in the model. Lane and 
Lubatkin (1998) found that similarities in lower management formalization, in centrali-
zation of  research and development, and in compensation practices facilitate the assimi-
lation of  knowledge. The degree of  upper management formalization and management 
centralization were, on the other hand, found to have a negative effect. These fi ndings are 
in line with other studies that found that since local managers are more closely located 
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to the action they should be able to participate in decision-making processes so that they 
can monitor the environment and broaden a fi rm’s knowledge base (Gavetti, 2005; Jansen 
et al., 2005), while centralizing research and development enriches and deepens knowl-
edge (Argyres and Silverman, 2004; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). When fi rms or units 
are similar with regard to these organizational aspects, communication and understanding 
between them is facilitated. Altogether, current insights obtained from dyad level studies 
seem to substantiate that similarities in knowledge mainly infl uence the ability to evaluate 
knowledge, whereas organizational characteristics facilitate the assimilation and commer-
cialization of  knowledge.

In addition to examining the similarities and differences between pairs of  fi rms, studies 
have assessed the effect of  network-level characteristics (see Chapter 22 by Van Wijk et al. 
for an overview). A common approach in such studies is to distinguish between the struc-
tural, relational, and cognitive elements of  the networks in which fi rms and units operate 
and from which they derive social capital (Adler and Kwon, 2002; Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 
1998). Firms and units with a structurally central position in the network possess informa-
tion benefi ts in that they have ties and access to redundant and non-redundant knowl-
edge and are able to bridge these ties. For example, Cockburn and Henderson (1998) 
found that absorptive capacity is driven not only by internal basic research but also by the 
connectedness of  researchers to a wide external community of  other researchers. While 
redundant knowledge overlaps with existing knowledge, a non-redundant tie increases the 
range, novelty, and diversity of  knowledge to which a fi rm or unit has access. By balanc-
ing redundant and non-redundant knowledge, fi rms and units receive valuable knowl-
edge and know how to apply such knowledge to rewarding opportunities (McEvily and 
Zaheer, 1999).

While the ties reaped by a strong structural position in the network facilitate the trans-
fer of  non-complex, explicit knowledge, they are too weak for the transfer of  complex, 
tacit knowledge (Hansen, 1999; Li et al., 2010). Firms and units also need strong relational 
and bonding ties characterized by trust. Trust facilitates knowledge absorption because it 
shapes the confi dence of  the recipient that the knowledge of  the source is reliable and 
valuable, and increases its willingness to extend its efforts in absorbing the knowledge. 
Consequently, strong relational ties enable joint problem solving and the gradual learning 
of  new and often tacitly held knowledge (McEvily and Marcus, 2005).

The ease with which new, unrelated knowledge can be understood, acquired, and 
applied is ameliorated by cognitive social capital, which manifests itself  in the presence 
of  a shared language, shared goals, and shared systems (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998). 
While shared systems and a shared language facilitate understanding and acquiring new 
knowledge (cf. Cohen and Levinthal, 1990), shared goals allow fi rms and units to under-
stand how knowledge consisting of  multiple interconnected components can be applied. 
Marking the presence of  shared values, cultural compatibility also has a positive effect 
on fi rms’ abilities to absorb knowledge, although Lane et al. (2001) found that its effect is 
smaller than the effect of  related knowledge bases. In the same vein, geographic proxim-
ity has been found to positively relate to the capacity to absorb knowledge (Frost, 2001; 
Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000). Geographic proximity enhances the strength of  ties as 
opportunities to interact with partners are multifold. In that sense, Feinberg and Gupta 
(2004) found that the decision of  MNCs to locate research and development in local sub-
sidiaries is driven by potential knowledge spillovers in local markets.
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Finally, prior research has examined the role of  the type and governance structure 
of  the collaboration. Li et al. (2010) found that formal contracts not only assist fi rms in 
the acquisition of  explicit knowledge, but also govern the effect of  shared goals and trust 
on knowledge acquisition. Arora and Gambardella (1990) suggest that fi rms seeking to 
access basic knowledge and to keep track of  technological developments in domains in 
which they lack internal knowledge enjoy effi ciency benefi ts if  they enter into non-equity 
alliances with universities and minority equity investments in other fi rms. Non-equity 
agreements with other fi rms are effectively used to access products that are ready for 
commercialization.

MODERATORS AND ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY AS A MODERATOR

In recent years, studies have emerged examining moderators of  how absorptive capac-
ity relates to its outcomes, as well as the moderating effect of  absorptive capacity on how 
organizational characteristics impact innovation and performance. In particular, stud-
ies have shown that the effect of  absorptive capacity on innovation and performance is 
dependent on the environment in which fi rms operate (Lane et al., 2006; Lim, 2009). Van 
den Bosch et al. (1999) found that in a stable environment fi rms draw more exploitative 
innovations from their absorptive capacity since they are more likely to build on exist-
ing knowledge and increase the effi ciency of  knowledge absorption. In turbulent environ-
ments scope and fl exibility of  absorptive capacity are more important as they allow a fi rm 
to combine diverse knowledge and pursue exploratory innovations. Moreover, fi rms are 
more likely to decentralize their interface with the external environment to units, which 
increases the diversity of  knowledge a fi rm can tap into and renders cross- functional rela-
tions more important (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Jones and Craven, 2001). Lichtenthaler 
(2009) distinguishes between technological and market turbulence has not found a moder-
ating effect on the relation between the distinct dimensions of  absorptive capacity and 
innovation. In contrast, his fi ndings suggest that the effect of  absorptive capacity on 
performance increases as market turbulence and, to a lesser degree, technological turbu-
lence increase.

Following Cohen and Levinthal’s (1990) argument, appropriability regimes faced by 
fi rms and other aspects infl uencing appropriability have been forwarded as moderat-
ing factors (Hurmelinna-Laukkanen and Blomqvist, 2007; Lane et al., 2006). Zahra and 
George (2002) argue that under a strong regime of  appropriability realized absorptive 
capacity is likely to have a stronger effect on sustainable competitive advantage than in 
low appropriability regimes, because rivals will face higher costs imitating knowledge and 
internalizing knowledge spillovers. Unless they face no danger of  exogenous spillovers 
or form a research joint venture, competing fi rms choose distinct research approaches to 
offset spillovers and to limit diffusion of  knowledge to other fi rms (Kamien and Zang, 
2000), especially when absorptive capacity effects are weak (Grünfeld, 2003). However, 
competing fi rms tend to adopt similar research and development approaches if  the prob-
ability grows that their connectedness increases, which subsequently reduces appropriabil-
ity concerns (Lim, 2009; Wiethaus, 2005). Another issue infl uencing the appropriability 
of  knowledge is whether knowledge is tacit or not. Bierly et al. (2009) show that the more 
knowledge is tacit the more the effect of  technological competence and prior experience 
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on exploratory and exploitative innovation increases. Similarly, based on two case studies, 
Van den Bosch et al. (1999) illustrate that systems capabilities enable the combination of  
explicit knowledge across organizational units, while coordination and socialization capa-
bilities enable the externalization of  tacit knowledge.

Recently, studies have shown that absorptive capacity acts as a moderator itself. For 
example, Escribano et al. (2009) and Tsai (2009) have assessed absorptive capacity as a 
moderator of  how knowledge fl ow between partners infl uences innovative performance. 
Similarly, Rothaermel and Alexandre (2009) found that absorptive capacity not only per-
mits a fi rm to pursue ambidexterity in technology sourcing, but also enables it to capture 
more innovation and performance benefi ts resulting from that ambidexterity. Similarly, 
social network studies show and imply that the effect of  social capital on innovativeness 
is moderated by absorptive capacity. Firms may have a substantial or strong social net-
work from which they derive social capital, they also need a prior knowledge base if  they 
seek to learn from the actors in their network (Reagans and McEvily, 2003; Tsai, 2009). 
Moreover, a social network not only provides fi rms with the opportunity to access outside 
knowledge, but also aids in acting on that knowledge (Obstfeld, 2005). Indeed, Kotabe 
et al. (2010) found that the ability to transform and exploit knowledge (realized absorp-
tive capacity) increases the effect of  knowledge acquisition through ties on new product 
performance. However, since research grows showing how positions in a social network 
are antecedent to absorptive capacity, it calls into question whether absorptive capacity is 
driven by social networks or whether it is a condition determining the effi cacy with which 
fi rms deploy their social networks to innovate and become competitive.

PROGRESS, PROBLEMS, AND PROSPECTS

More than two decades after the publication of  Cohen and Levinthal’s (1989, 1990) semi-
nal studies, an astounding number of  studies has appeared taking absorptive capacity as 
one of  the building blocks. Because of  conceptual and methodological problems and chal-
lenges, studies have also sought to refi ne, reconceptualize, reify, and even rejuvenate the 
construct (Lane et al., 2006; Todorova and Durisin, 2007; Volberda et al., 2010; Zahra 
and George, 2002). Our review illustrates that, even though our understanding of  the 
role and value of  absorptive capacity has progressed strongly, problems and prospects for 
future research remain and merit discussion. An overview of  the progress, problems, and 
prospects along the aspects covered in the current review is provided in Table 13.5.

The initial defi nition of  absorptive capacity forwarded by Cohen and Levinthal (1990) 
has been refi ned multiple times and is reaching theoretical saturation. Our review of  
existing research shows that the distinction between potential and realized absorptive 
capacity has recently been most often applied as it is parsimonious and captures proc-
esses of  external knowledge acquisition and the internal transformation of  that knowl-
edge to commercial ends, which underscores the importance of  external and internal 
research and development (Bierly et al., 2009; Rothaermel and Alexandre, 2009; Zahra 
and George, 2002). Lane et al.’s (2006) defi nition revolving around exploratory, trans-
formative, and exploitative learning processes has set the stage for enhancing our under-
standing of  how absorptive capacity may lead to the acquisition and application of  new 
and unrelated knowledge. However, it potentially harbors the predicament that absorptive 
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Table 13.5 Progress, problems, and future research

Progress Future research

Defi nition High Creating uniformity

Defi nition should not broaden operationalizations

Dimensions Medium Consistency in dimensions

Measurement Low Consistency in operationalization

More focus on the nature and type of  knowledge 
stocks and existing knowledge bases for 
operationalizing absorptive capacity

Less reliance on R&D-based and patent-based 
measures as measures of  absorptive capacity

Operationalize different capabilities constituting 
absorptive capacity separately

Include measures that capture cumulativeness and 
learning dynamics of  absorptive capacity

Levels of  analysis Low More focus on individual level and individual 
absorptive capacity, how relationships between 
individuals create unit absorptive capacity, and 
subsequently how inter-unit relations create fi rm 
absorptive capacity

Differentiate effects of  absolute and relative 
absorptive capacity

Outcomes High Study the nomological network of  absorptive 
capacity and its outcomes

Study additional outcomes, such as transfer of  
different types of  knowledge, exploitation vs. 
exploration, and ambidexterity.

Antecedents Medium Studying multiple antecedents to assess their 
strength

Linking antecedents at multiple levels of  analysis

Moderators Low Study the moderating effect of  absorptive capacity 
on relationships of  knowledge transfer variables 
and innovation/performance

Introduce absorptive capacity as moderator in 
social network and capital studies

capacity is equated with its outcomes of  exploratory and exploitative innovations. March 
(1991: 85) stated that the ‘essence of  exploration is experimentation with new alterna-
tives,’ whereas the ‘essence of  exploitation is the refi nement and extension of  existing 
competences.’ Firms may acquire external knowledge they did not previously possess, but 
such knowledge may also refi ne existing knowledge and be more exploitative in nature. If  
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necessary at all, the exploratory learning process is limited to developing in-house exper-
tise and problem solving that complements the activities of  its partners prior to acquir-
ing their knowledge (Mowery et al., 1996). Nevertheless, empirical studies have shown 
that the capabilities underlying absorptive capacity are distinct organizational processes 
and should be studied separately (e.g. Camisón and Forés, 2010; Jansen et al., 2005; 
Lichtenthaler, 2009). Hence, future studies would benefi t from differentiating the distinct 
capabilities constituting absorptive capacity.

A side effect of  the elusive nature of  the construct is that it has not only hampered its 
conceptualization, but also obfuscated its measurement in that studies have adopted absorp-
tive capacity as a building block without questioning its scope and its relationship to other 
constructs. Prior studies have pursued a wide variety of  ways to measure absorptive capac-
ity, but tend to use research and development-based measures. However, our review of  the 
insights gained so far indicates that using research and development intensity as a gauge for 
absorptive capacity does not pay credit to the richness of  the construct (Lane and Lubatkin, 
1998; Lane et al., 2006; Mowery et al., 1996). As a remedy, studies have also relied on pat-
ent-based measures, experience-based measures, and scales. While these measures proxy a 
fi rm’s knowledge stock, they do not necessarily correlate with each other, with research and 
development-based measures and with their antecedents and outcomes. For example, if  fi rm 
size is an antecedent of  absorptive capacity and net earnings an outcome, the mediating 
effect of  absorptive capacity will be substantially stronger if  it is measured using research and 
development expenditures or patent stocks instead of  using a measure assessing prior experi-
ence. There is no general agreement on how to measure absorptive capacity. More precise 
measures are hence needed which more accurately capture the type and nature of  a fi rm’s 
knowledge stock, and appraise the different capabilities underlying absorptive capacity.

A crucial way to deal with the operationalization issue and to advance research in gen-
eral is to study the microfoundations of  absorptive capacity (Gavetti, 2005; Lewin et al., 
2010). First, future research merits from including multiple levels of  analysis in studying 
absorptive capacity. Because individuals and people play a principal role in adapting and 
absorbing knowledge (Argote and Ingram, 2000; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Lane et al., 
2006), further studies on the role of  individuals and their subnetworks and on the inter-
play of  absorptive capacity at the individual, unit, fi rm, and network level are needed. 
Absorptive capacity of  a unit is dependent on the knowledge stocks of  individual mem-
bers and on ties between them. In turn, fi rm absorptive capacity is dependent on unit 
knowledge stocks and on the links between units. Considering the nature and type of  
individual knowledge stocks as well as the tie and network correlates of  individuals (cf. 
Cross and Cummings, 2004) would more precisely uncover how the absorptive capacity 
of  units and fi rms is developed. Multilevel studies would also be able to uncover the ante-
cedents and outcomes at various levels as well as interactions among them.

Second, future research would benefi t from assessing the relative value of  absolute and 
relative absorptive capacity, preferably in conjunction with analyses for actors at multiple 
levels of  analysis. Absolute absorptive capacity centers on the presence of  existing knowl-
edge per se and explains the opportunity set of  actors to acquire and assimilate knowledge. 
In contrast, relative absorptive capacity revolves around knowledge similarities and tech-
nological overlap between interacting actors and explains whether they are able to absorb 
knowledge in specifi c dyads and networks. However, in the context of  alliances, Hoang 
and Rothaermel (2005) examined the effect of  general and partner-specifi c alliance expe-
rience, and found that general experience is a stronger predictor of  alliance success.
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Third, the nomological network surrounding absorptive capacity should be further 
disentangled. In addition to being a function of  prior knowledge, absorptive capacity is 
dependent on organizational characteristics and cannot be detached from organiza-
tional structure (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). However, if  a fi rm’s structure is part of  its 
absorptive capacity, then, for example, so are the social networks creating that structure 
and it becomes inherently diffi cult to differentiate organization from absorptive capac-
ity. It underscores the importance of  considering absorptive capacity at multiple levels of  
analysis, as organizational structure does infl uence individual and unit knowledge stocks. 
Similarly, studies have assessed how combinative capabilities contribute to a fi rm’s absorp-
tive capacity (e.g. Jansen et al., 2005; Van den Bosch et al., 1999). However, as both empha-
size fi rm’s ability to synthesize and apply knowledge, both are dependent on internal and 
external interfaces, and both ultimately lead to new and refi ned capabilities, one may be 
equal, form a subset, or be antecedent to another. Uncovering the nomological network of  
absorptive capacity would also aid studies examining whether fi rms can acquire absorptive 
capacity through acquisitions, alliances, and hiring new employees from competing fi rms. 
Cohen and Levinthal (1990) argue that such means are suboptimal because knowledge is 
often routine-based, tacit, and fi rm specifi c, and cannot be easily integrated in the fi rm. 
In contrast, Rosenkopf  and Almeida (2003) and Song et al. (2003) found that fi rms hiring 
employees from others are able to produce innovations that depend on new and unrelated 
knowledge. Such ability is, however, likely dependent on how new employees are integrated 
and how their knowledge gradually develops the knowledge of  the hiring fi rm.

Finally, the development of  dynamic models is needed. Absorptive capacity is cumula-
tive and essentially a dynamic process. Learning in one period will increase the stock of  
knowledge and improve learning in the subsequent period (Cohen and Levinthal, 1989, 
1990). Studies have shown complementary knowledge and capabilities may be instru-
mental in creating innovations (Helfat, 1997; Nagarajan and Mitchell, 1998). However, 
complementary knowledge does not necessarily have to be related to existing knowledge. 
Longitudinal studies may uncover how fi rms make local moves to acquire knowledge in 
domains in which they do not possess previous knowledge.

Based on a review of  existing insights, our chapter sought to identify the central prob-
lems in absorptive capacity research and forward promising prospects for future research. 
Our review will hopefully motivate researchers into further developing the absorptive 
capacity construct and advance the fi eld of  absorptive capacity in a more coherent way. 
The problems identifi ed will hopefully encourage future research in examining additional 
antecedents and outcomes of  absorptive capacity at multiple levels of  analysis to get a bet-
ter grasp of  how fi rms develop their knowledge base and how they apply it to innovation.
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Social Identity and Organizational 

Learning

JOHN CHILD AND SUZANA RODRIGUES

ABSTRACT

In this chapter we explore the relevance of  social identity for organizational learning. 
Organizational learning is understood to be the acquisition, conversion, and creation of  
knowledge aimed at facilitating the attainment of  organizational goals. We discuss how 
the identities that people internalize as members of  social groups can impact on the 
organizational learning process, and how in turn that process can contribute to the evolu-
tion of  an organization’s identity. Nationality and occupation are important sources of  
social identity in organizations. The range of  national and occupational identities found 
within organizations raises the question of  how management can transcend social identity 
boundaries with the aim of  generating collective learning. When this is achieved, its inte-
grative effect can contribute to the development of  an organizational identity and at the 
same time enhance the identifi cation of  sub-groups with the organization as an entity. We 
close by examining the signifi cance for social identity and learning of  new organizational 
forms and networks, which are presenting new challenges for aligning group social identi-
ties with the goal of  organizational learning.

INTRODUCTION

Writers on organization have recognized the links between identity and learning 
(Brown and Starkey, 2000). However, with some exceptions such as Rothman and 
Friedman (2001), identity and learning are often treated as organizational-level phenom-
ena in ways that are ontologically problematic and which oversimplify analysis of  the sub-
ject. As Edmondson (1999a: 300) has noted, ‘an implicit assumption in many accounts 
of  organizational learning is that organizations are undifferentiated entities, such that 
within-organization variance is immaterial.’ Given that organizational learning is a 
socially constructed process, surprisingly little attention has been paid to the relevance of  
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how organizations are socially constituted in terms of  different groups and their identi-
ties (Child and Heavens, 2001). Variations in the confi guration of  group identities, and 
in their compatibility with what the organization stands for (organizational identity), may 
well contribute to differences in organizational learning performance.

In order to clarify the links between social identity and organizational learning, we explore 
the constituent elements of  both concepts. We begin by examining social identity and its 
sources, among which nationality and occupation are particularly relevant to organizations. 
This leads to a discussion of  how social identity bears upon the process of  organizational 
learning. Case examples of  diverse occupational and national social identities raise the ques-
tion of  how managerial initiatives can transcend identity boundaries with the aim of  gen-
erating a collective learning process. Successful initiatives of  this kind can at the same time 
contribute to the development of  organizational identity and reinforce identifi cation with the 
organization. The closing section considers the signifi cance for social identity and learning of  
the new organizational forms, including networks, which are becoming increasingly prevalent.

SOCIAL IDENTITY

The concept

Some economists view an organization, specifi cally the fi rm, as a nexus of  contracts 
among individuals (e.g. Jensen and Meckling, 1976). This usefully draws attention to the 
economic interests of  organizational members, and to the fact that these interests may 
confl ict both among themselves and with those of  the employer. Nevertheless, it is an 
inadequate perspective because it adopts an atomistic view of  organizations, ignoring how 
they are socially constituted. Organizations are in fact complex systems of  inter-group 
relations and networks. Some groups are employed within the organizational core; oth-
ers contribute to value chains through outsourcing, sub-contracting, and various forms 
of  partnership within a wider organizational network. The behavior and performance of  
these groups is not just defi ned in economic terms, but is also subject to logics of  action 
that arise from what groups stand for in the eyes of  the people who belong to them.

A sense of  belonging to a group is reinforced when it possesses characteristics which 
are compatible with a person’s own individual identity (Strauss, 1959). Indeed, such char-
acteristics may contribute to the forming of  that identity. They simultaneously make for 
uniformity within that group and for distinctiveness from other groups. Groups differ from 
one another in terms of  values, experiences, and behaviors. The dynamics of  social rela-
tions and the subtleties embedded in inter-personal interactions can encourage and rein-
force the sense of  belonging to a group.

Individual identity is related to the way that people conceive of  themselves. 
Psychologists generally associate identity with those stable and enduring cognitive, emo-
tional, and behavioral characteristics that are part of  a person’s biography and career 
(Weigert et al., 1986; Dubar, 1992). Identity is primarily informational and selective in the 
sense that it takes from the environment those sources of  information considered useful 
or functional to the individual’s self-concept (Tajfel, 1982; Turner et al., 1987). This self-
concept is sustained importantly by what people value as their capabilities, including the 
competencies and knowledge they possess.
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Various types of  sources can inform the self: the activities individuals develop, the roles 
they perform in different contexts, and the groups they interact with. In order to inform 
their identity, people draw meaning from sources to which they attach an emotional 
and particular value—‘the signifi cant others’, whether they be a person, a group, or an 
espoused value system (Foote, 1951). The notion of  social identity builds upon this foun-
dation by postulating that, while identity is an essentially subjective phenomenon, it nor-
mally has highly signifi cant social referents. In other words, an individual’s defi nition of  
the self  is based (at least in part) on the group or other social categories to which he or she 
perceives they belong (Tajfel, 1982). Social identity is mostly relational and environmen-
tal in the sense that self-perception changes through the interaction of  individuals with 
other people and with their environments. Goffman’s (1959) concept of  the ‘performed 
self ’ suggests that an individual’s identity can change in the course of  social interaction. 
People interpret and enact their social identities in response to the situations in which they 
fi nd themselves (Weick, 2001).

Students of  organization have become increasingly aware of  the relevance of  identity 
for the expectations and behavior of  organizational members (Hatch and Schultz, 2004). 
According to Ravasi and Schultz (2006: 435), ‘identities reside in shared interpretive 
schemes that [organizational] members collectively construct in order to provide mean-
ing to their experience.’ Albert, Ashforth, and Dutton (2000: 13) comment that ‘identity 
and identifi cation . . . are root constructs in organizational phenomena and have been 
a subtext of  many organizational behaviors.’ The signifi cance of  social identity for organi-
zational behavior in general, and for the process of  organizational learning in particular, 
lies in the way that identifi cation with a particular social group can be a referent for peo-
ple to surface certain cognitive assumptions about themselves in relation to others. These 
assumptions, and the sense that people make of  situations, infl uence the extent to which 
they are prepared to relate positively with those others including sharing their tacit or spe-
cialized knowledge. Social identity thus impinges on the ‘semantic learning’ that Corley 
and Gioia (2003) discuss in the previous edition of  this Handbook. The enactment of  social 
identity, and the potential barriers to collective learning that this introduces, is likely to take 
place primarily under certain conditions, especially those that are interpreted as posing 
a threat to the people concerned and/or when dependence on their membership group 
is perceived to be high (Weick, 1988; Salk and Shenkar, 2001). Moreover, as Corley and 
Gioia (2003) argue, the identity people attach to an organization can be quite fl uid 
and subject to change as they reinterpret what it means to be ‘us’ as an organization.

The main challenge to organizational managements stems from the likelihood that 
individuals may be more inclined to identify with particular groups than with the organi-
zation itself  (Martin, 1992). Identities can develop around a functional role, professional 
membership, gender, nationality, or a particular hierarchical status in an organization 
(Weigert et al., 1986; Ashforth and Mael, 1989). Occupational and national identities are 
of  particular signifi cance. Professionals, technical people, and other specialists may iden-
tify more with their occupational peer group or external reference groups than with their 
employing organizations. Functional specialists who work across the interface between 
the organization and the environment like sales personnel or purchasing offi cers tend to 
identify strongly with clients and partners (Alvesson, 2000). Similarly, it is quite possible 
that the members of  ethnic or national groups working within a multinational corpora-
tion (MNC) or an international strategic alliance (ISA) will identify more closely with their 
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fellow nationals, even those outside the organization, than with groups of  different origin 
(Royce, 1982). Since people can belong to more than one group, it is possible for them to 
have multiple social identities, just as the pluralistic nature of  organizations means that 
they will contain multiple social identities (Pratt and Foreman, 2000).

Occupationally-based identity. It is widely agreed that the strongest occupationally-based 
identity is to be found among members of  the recognized professions. Many professionals 
work in units where they regulate or partially regulate their own work and careers—in pri-
vate practice, professional fi rms, or public service organizations. This applies to most doc-
tors, lawyers, and scientists, as well as to some accountants and engineers. However, many 
engineers and scientists are also employed within managerially-led organizations such as 
business fi rms, where they play a vital role in one of  the most important fi elds of  learning, 
namely product and process innovation. Other less professionally-recognized functional 
specialists such as HRM, IT, and marketing personnel are often heavily involved in organ-
izational learning and change projects within fi rms.

Alvesson notes (2000: 1109) that people who see themselves primarily as professionals, 
albeit broadly defi ned, are likely to have weaker ties to an employing company and may 
as a result be more disloyal to that employer. Evidence suggests, however, that this does 
not necessarily mean that there will be a confl ict between occupational and organizational 
commitments. Professionals who remain with non-professional organizations appear will-
ing to accommodate their value orientations and professional self-perception to mana-
gerial expectations (Child, 1982). A signifi cant factor here is whether non-professional 
organizations can satisfy the aspirations that professionals have for career advancement 
(Wallace, 1995).

Nationality-based identity. Nationality and ethnicity are two other bases for social identity 
that play an important role in contemporary organizations. Considerable attention has 
been paid to the cultural features that map onto different nationalities and their implica-
tions for behavior within organizations (Hofstede, 1991; Trompenaars, 1993). Nationality 
and ethnic group membership are strong life-long social points of  reference for personal 
identity, and it is this identity that motivates adherence to the cultural values and behav-
iors associated with them (Weigert et al., 1986; Bloom, 1990; Sarup, 1996). As organiza-
tions increase their global reach, either through organic expansion or through mergers, 
acquisitions, and alliances, so their need to fi nd a basis for people of  different cultures to 
work together increases correspondingly. Given the intensity of  global competition and 
the rapid rate of  environmental change, much of  this cross-cultural work will be directed 
towards the goals of  innovation and learning.

A particular aspect of  globalization concerns the international transfer of  knowl-
edge. When MNCs acquire local companies, they usually intend to transfer knowledge 
in the form of  standard practices which are embedded in their domestic cultural con-
texts or that have been successful elsewhere. These practices extend beyond purely tech-
nical matters to involve particular ways of  relating to people, authority, space, and time. 
These are sensitive issues because they impinge upon factors associated with social iden-
tity in the local context. What multinational managers understand as ‘best practice’ may 
be viewed by local staff  as inappropriate or even illegitimate in their social and political 
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context (Markóczy and Child, 1995). Differences associated with national cultures have 
been found to hinder knowledge transfer both between and within organizations (Lyles 
and Salk, 1996; Hong, Snell, and Easterby-Smith, 2006). Hence, the argument that a 
transfer of  practices across national cultural boundaries requires their adaptation to local 
norms, or ‘recontextualization’ (Brannen et al., 1997). For this reason, corporate practices 
in areas like product promotion and personnel selection are not necessarily adopted by 
subsidiaries without modifi cation. When imported practices are sensitive to local cultural 
norms, it may be necessary to de-construct and re-construct those practices in order to 
prevent social identity confl ict.

Organizational identity

When corporate strategies affront meaningful values for identity, or go against already 
embedded values, role performance is subject to a struggle between a subjective and an 
objective identity (Berger et al., 1973). People can show how they reject these changes 
by cognitively distancing themselves and withdrawing commitment from these roles or 
from the organization (Burke, 1980; Weigert et al., 1986; Snow and Anderson, 1987). The 
 multiple attachments that people have to roles, institutions, and situations inside and out-
side the place of  work may vary in intensity and in the degree to which they overlap. This 
allows space for accommodation of  identity; by negotiating their involvement, people may 
be committed to their work and/or to colleagues in different groups, without necessarily 
being committed to the organization.

Faced with a plurality of  group identities, managements endeavor to develop organiza-
tional identities that offer a basis for enhancing identifi cation with, and loyalty to, the organi-
zation and accord with their defi nition of  its goals (Alvesson, 2000). A classic defi nition of  
organizational identity is what is central, distinctive, and enduring about an organization’s 
character (Albert and Whetten, 1985). This defi nition, however, presents two problems in 
relation to the analysis of  organizational learning. First, the assumption that organizational 
identity is enduring is inconsistent with the need for contemporary organizations to adapt to 
rapid and substantial external changes, some of  which may require a fundamental redefi -
nition of  their strategic missions. In the extreme case, when adaptation is accomplished 
through merger and acquisition, an organization’s previous identity may be destroyed. 
Adaptation places a premium on the capacity of  organizations to learn, including learn-
ing to develop a new or modifi ed organizational identity. Second, and most germane to 
the theme of  this chapter, there is the danger that a unitary conception of  organizational 
identity overlooks the other social memberships that provide identities for people within an 
organization and the implications these alternative identities have for the process of  learning.

Corporate cultures are designed to enhance organizational identity, and identifi cation 
with it, by creating a notion of  a common enterprise, a sense of  belonging, and a shared 
understanding (Brown, 1995). Most knowledge creation and organizational learning 
requires the members of  different groups to collaborate and also to commit to the organi-
zational goals that inform the investment in learning. The task of  those who manage 
organizational learning is therefore to reconcile group social identities with a wider organ-
izational identity. This can pose a signifi cant challenge. The relations between groups in 
organizations often involve competition for power, status, and reward (Hogg and Abrams, 
1988). Moreover, the collective identity and sense of  common interest among group 
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members are not necessarily aligned to a given employer or network partner. As we have 
noted, professional and national groups may identify more strongly with their peers 
outside the organization in which they are employed or to which they are contracted. 
Organizations can therefore become domains of  contest between group identities and 
the meanings attached to them (Pratt and Foreman, 2000; Brown and Humphreys, 2006). 
Insofar as group identities are associated with perceived interests, they are far from neu-
tral within the ambit of  organizational politics (Rodrigues and Child, 2008). In turn, this 
can present a formidable challenge to securing the openness of  communication and trust 
between different organizational groups that most commentators would see as essential 
conditions for effective organizational learning.

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND SOCIAL IDENTITY

A manufacturing or service value chain relies on the ability to combine and recombine 
the distinct competencies provided by different groups (Teece et al., 1997). These groups 
provide the knowledge and skills that enable organizations both to perform effectively in 
the present and to learn in preparation for the future. Thus, scientifi c professionals con-
tribute knowledge essential to innovation, and foreign partners can provide invaluable 
knowledge for operating in new territories. However, while the source of  their value resides 
in the differentiated competencies held separately by such groups, its realization for effec-
tive organizational learning requires a degree of  reconciliation and integration between 
them. Here social identity can present obstacles.

The social identity of  organizational groups is vested in the systems and bodies of  
knowledge that they perceive they own. Their members attribute symbolic value to that 
knowledge and regard themselves as having a right to arbitrate over this value. The impli-
cations for the management of  organizational learning are very signifi cant. First, the 
identity of  the groups party to an organization will be attached to, and manifest in, their 
existing practices, thus legitimizing such practices as acceptable conventions. Changes to 
practice implicit in a policy of  promoting organizational learning may therefore be per-
ceived as a threat to social identity, with the result that the people concerned exhibit a 
reluctance to undertake the ‘unlearning’ that is a precondition for learning to proceed.

A second implication is that those involved in organizational learning will defi ne its 
legitimate premises, such as learning goals, valid information, and appropriate schemes 
for classifying knowledge, in terms consistent with their social identities. While this diver-
sity provides a richer palette of  resources for learning, the distinct defi nitions and classifi -
cations are quite likely to be contested between the different groups involved. For example, 
Scarbrough’s study of  learning about the possibilities presented by IT for organizational 
redesign in six Scottish fi nancial organizations led him to conclude that each of  the inter-
ested specialist groups fought to promote ‘classifi catory world-views in which their own 
expertise is central’ (1996: 200). If  this confl ict is not resolved, the willingness, indeed abil-
ity, of  different groups to contribute to organizational learning will be compromised.

There is always a potential confl ict between the values and interests signifi ed by occu-
pational, national, and organizational identities. The fi rst two provide a basis for people 
to preserve some autonomy vis-à-vis the organization (even though this autonomy may in 
reality be primarily psychological). By contrast, the creation of  an organizational identity 
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forms part of  a managerial armory not only to encourage knowledge generation but also 
to ensure conformity and control. The case of  ‘WorldDrug,’ a US-owned pharmaceutical 
MNC studied by McKinlay (2001) illustrates how this confl ict can impinge on the capac-
ity to generate organizational learning. In the pharmaceutical sector, accelerating the 
process of  drug development is critical for competitive advantage. Over a fi ve-year period, 
WorldDrug had focused on leveraging employee knowledge of  drug project processes, but 
with little success. Much of  this failure was due to the resistance of  knowledge workers to 
managerial monitoring and attempts to capture their tacit knowledge. This tacit knowl-
edge about the high-level coordinative and improvisational skills essential to successful 
projects constituted the expertise that defi ned the knowledge workers’ identities as experts. 
To surrender that essential tacit knowledge would turn a private asset into a corporate 
one and threaten the core of  the workers’ self-images and interests. McKinlay notes the 
knowledge workers’ sense of  rootlessness within the company as a factor that contributed 
to their reluctance to co-operate with management in transforming their knowledge into 
an organizational property.

Organizational learning, therefore, does not occur naturally. It requires the active 
management of  different social identities and of  the confl ict these differences may entail. 
Managers cannot assume that an existing organizational identity provides an acceptable 
psychological contract for group members to willingly contribute their specialized knowl-
edge and competencies to the learning process. People are likely to be comfortable in shar-
ing their knowledge with others in the social group or category they identify with, and this 
sharing may be facilitated by the use of  a common national or technical language. They are 
likely to be far less comfortable in sharing their knowledge with people outside that group. 
Groups can acquire an identity by developing a unique knowledge about ways of  working 
successfully (Penrose, 1959), and be reluctant to give this away. Nevertheless, cross-group 
knowledge sharing is a requirement for an organization to convert fragmented knowledge 
into a useful generalized form. This means that the knowledge held by, or accessible to, 
individuals or groups has to be transformed into an organizational property, namely knowl-
edge held in a form that makes it potentially accessible to the organization as a whole.

Overall, organizational learning includes three main processes. The fi rst concerns 
the acquisition of  knowledge from external sources. The acquisition of  knowledge often 
involves the process of  knowledge ‘grafting’ discussed by Huber (1991). Here the fact that 
some members of  an organization share a social identity with such sources can facilitate 
the inward transfer of  information and knowledge. For example, scientists employed by a 
fi rm will share a degree of  professional identity with their specialist counterparts working 
in universities or research institutes, and this will often ease their access to information 
from these sources. Similarly, one of  the reasons for joining with local joint venture part-
ners in a different country is the expectation that they will enjoy favorable social ties to 
sources of  local market and political information. The second process is the conversion of  
knowledge from a tacit to an explicit form. Rendering tacit knowledge explicit amounts 
to capturing it for wider organizational use and reducing management’s dependence on a 
limited number of  people who hold that knowledge. Even some explicit specialist knowl-
edge is effectively tacit for the rest of  the organization, and requires conversion to a form 
that is more generally accessible. In this way, knowledge already resident within an organi-
zation can be better exploited. The third process requires a collective contribution of  dif-
ferent social groups towards the creation of  new knowledge deriving from synergy between 
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their distinct competencies. The distinction between knowledge conversion and knowl-
edge creation is consistent with the one March (1991) has made between exploitation of  
existing knowledge and exploration of  new knowledge.

Exploration depends heavily on the external acquisition of  new knowledge, whereas 
exploitation can benefi t both from access to external examples and internal experimenta-
tion. A common occupational identity and shared expertise between specialists located in 
different organizations should facilitate the identifi cation and acquisition of  relevant exter-
nal knowledge. By contrast, the internal absorption of  knowledge and its conversion into 
learning that can be applied may depend importantly on a shared intra- organizational 
identity that crosses specialist boundaries. Research on absorptive capacity indicates 
that a balance needs to be struck between external knowledge acquisition and internal 
knowledge processing for effective learning to take place (Raisch, Birkinshaw, Probst, and 
Tushman, 2009).

Knowledge acquired from external sources will need to be converted into a form that 
is intelligible and useful to the organization; in other words, it needs to be made more 
explicit to other organizational members, especially management. Moreover, imported 
knowledge may only contribute usefully to the organization’s purposes if  it can be brought 
together creatively and synergistically with knowledge held by other specialist groups. 
Here we arrive at the paradox that specialist group identity, when it spans the bounda-
ries of  an organization, is functional for the acquisition of  knowledge but is potentially 
dysfunctional for the conversion and creation of  knowledge. The identity boundaries 
between different groups within organizations or organized networks can render these 
last two processes problematic. For group members may be reluctant to release their tacit 
knowledge to management or to co-operate with people in other groups.

Learning within an organization therefore requires the bridging of  identity boundaries 
on a basis that is acceptable to the parties concerned. For a learning process based on 
inter-group synergies to be accomplished, it is crucial that an integrating frame of  refer-
ence be found. This higher order perspective will presumably refl ect organizational goals 
and, if  accepted by participants in the learning process, should serve to strengthen organi-
zational identity and identifi cation. If  informed by learning, it will also adjust organiza-
tional strategies and practices to better suit the present and anticipated conditions for the 
organization’s success and survival. Successful organizational learning thus strengthens 
organizational identity in the sense of  providing a character (strategy and practices) for the 
organization that is compatible with its present and anticipated conditions. By providing 
a more convincing identity, the learning process should also make it easier for people to 
commit to what the organization stands for and so increase their organizational identifi ca-
tion. Moreover, the experience of  participating in goal-directed learning should enhance 
people’s willingness to commit to the fruits of  their knowledge creation, thus providing 
another means of  enhancing organizational identifi cation.

The alignment of  group identities with organizational identity will be inhibited in cir-
cumstances where radical change is introduced in a purely top-down manner. Radical 
change requires new learning, but a forcing of  the change is liable to inhibit identifi ca-
tion with the new organizational mission except among the group(s) taking the lead in 
introducing the change. Such change implies a considerable adjustment of  intersubjec-
tive meanings for many organizational members, and this may be strenuously resisted 
(Corley and Gioia, 2003). Thus, when the top management of  Telemig, a major Brazilian 
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telecommunications company, tried to introduce a completely new corporate culture 
and set of  practices from the top, it merely succeeded in generating a counter-culture 
(Rodrigues, 1996, 2006). It was regarded as manipulative and failed to create an effective 
climate for organizational learning to support the desired change. In such circumstances, 
many employees shifted the basis of  their attachment to the company to one of  contract 
and economic necessity rather than identifi cation.

The sensitivity of  social identity for organizational learning is liable to vary depending 
on (1) the type of  knowledge involved and (2) whether the organization in question is uni-
tary in form as opposed to being an alliance or network. Three categories of  knowledge 
can be distinguished, each of  which is likely to be perceived differently by the parties con-
cerned in terms of  their social identities. The three categories are, respectively, technical 
knowledge, knowledge about the design of  systems and procedures (systemic knowledge), 
and strategic understanding (Child and Rodrigues, 1996).

Technical knowledge can range from explicit and routine techniques such as statistical 
quality control and market forecasting to more complex and new technologies that evolve 
through a process of  innovation. The process of  acquiring and learning routine techniques 
may be confi ned to individuals or small specialist groups, whereas the development of  new 
technologies will typically involve the contributions of  several specialist groups. Systemic 
knowledge is embodied in systems for budgeting, compensation, and production control, 
in the defi nition of  organizational responsibilities and reporting relationships, and in com-
munication and information systems. This area of  knowledge and its application impacts 
on relationships, across much if  not the whole organization. Since new systems normally 
require a change in organizational behavior and relationships, they are liable to create con-
siderable sensitivity for social identity. Strategic understanding concerns the mindsets of  
senior managers, especially their criteria of  business success and their mental maps of  fac-
tors that are signifi cant for achieving such success. The prospect of  acquiring new strate-
gic understanding can threaten the self-perceived competencies of  senior managers. Their 
social identity as organizational leaders is associated with the policies they have espoused 
and any substantial change in these promoted by strategic learning is liable to undermine 
the legitimacy of  their position. It can be interpreted as a threat to the very basis of  their 
social identity as senior managers, since this identity is nurtured by the claim to a special set 
of  strategic competencies that identify them as a group of  superior standing and privilege. 
The matter is made more sensitive insofar as the information speaking for strategic change 
typically comes from other parties, namely experts within and outside the organization.

For these reasons, within a unitary organization, social identity is likely to be more sen-
sitive for systemic and strategic knowledge than it is for knowledge of  a technical nature. 
Systemic and strategic knowledge, and its application, impinges on a range of  groups 
within an organization. It is largely generated within the organization, though often with 
the help of  consultants, and its development requires the willing co-operation of  several 
different groups or units. Such knowledge, concerning as it does strategy and role def-
initions, comes closer to the core of  an organization’s identity than does knowledge of  
a more technical nature. Technical knowledge is often transferred into an organization 
and does not always have to be shared with other specialties. Several of  its characteris-
tics reduce the social sensitivity of  acquiring technical knowledge. One is that it is often 
expressed in a widely accessible, explicit standardized form, some of  it as international 
standards. Another is that technical knowledge is readily accepted as valid by trained 
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specialists who avoid the ‘not-invented-here’ syndrome by virtue of  their relatively cosmo-
politan identity. Problems, however, tend to arise when the generation of  new technology 
or new applications of  technical knowledge requires the collaboration of  people from dif-
ferent specialties, for then the presence of  different externally validated technical stand-
ards and languages can increase the problem of  integration.

The case of  an alliance or international organizational network can be more complex. 
If  the alliance or network partners are content to transfer technical knowledge between 
themselves, the fact that the gatekeepers for such transfer usually share a similar occupa-
tional identity can serve as a bridge between the organizations. As such, the transfer of  
technical knowledge is not likely to be perceived as carrying strong corporate values 
or involving a kind of  imperialism by one national partner over the other. On the con-
trary, problems are more likely to arise when one partner is attempting to control access to 
its proprietary technology (cf. Hamel, 1991). This can place technical staff  in a situation 
of  dual loyalty and it may rapidly destroy trust between the partners and their staff.

The transfer of  systemic knowledge from one partner to another, or pressure from 
one partner for an alliance to innovate in this area, may be perceived as more threaten-
ing to the recipient organization’s identity. This is especially likely in international alliances 
or networks (Lyles and Salk, 1996). The more that systems introduced from abroad are 
concerned with ways of  organizing and managing people, the stronger the implications 
for social identity. In these areas, systems and procedures brought in from another country 
impinge on issues that are deeply embedded in people’s consciousness of  the appropriate 
social order: on matters such as acceptance of  responsibility, authority and power distance, 
relationships, personal dignity, and social equity. It can also be diffi cult to prove the superi-
ority of  foreign practices. One partner may take their superiority for granted and legitimize 
them as a refl ection of  ‘global standards;’ other partners may resent and resist this.

The case of  strategic learning is different again. Alliances and networks are formed in 
order to benefi t from asset complementarity, scale economies, or enhanced market power. 
To make economic sense they have to achieve a suffi cient degree of  strategic fi t, which 
does not, however, mean that their objectives are identical (Child, Faulkner, and Tallman, 
2005). If  the underlying relationship between partner organizations remains a competi-
tive one, or they regard links to the other partners as essentially short-term, it is unlikely 
that they will be willing to encourage any signifi cant strategic learning by those partners. 
Defense of  their own strategic identity will remain a paramount factor. Even with alli-
ances between developed and developing or transition country partners, in which the 
latter explicitly state strategic learning to be one of  their alliance objectives, the fact that 
they will be obliged to accept a learning role implies an inferior right to strategic control 
over the alliance. They may perceive this inferiority as threatening both their ability to 
protect their interests and their identity as a partner.

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT IN THE ORGANIZATIONAL 
LEARNING PROCESS

The implication of  the above discussion is that the effective management of  organiza-
tional knowledge acquisition, conversion, and creation speaks for policies that are sensi-
tive to social identities and that can reconcile them with new organizational needs. There 
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appear to be two key requirements for such policies to work. The fi rst is to establish 
constructive relationships between the various participating groups based on trust and 
the preservation of  what Edmondson (1999b) calls ‘psychological safety’ for the persons 
involved—in other words assuaging their fears of  failure and personal harm. The sec-
ond is a search for acceptable over-arching goals that integrate the participants’ efforts 
and provide a sense of  direction for the learning process. These points may be illustrated 
by examples from organizational learning processes, involving groups with respectively 
diverse occupational and national identities.

The use of  teams as organizational learning vehicles that constructively reconcile 
identity differences is apparent in the examples below. Senge (1993) observes that ‘teams, 
not individuals, are the fundamental learning unit in modern organizations’ (1993: 10). 
Marshall (2001) sees project teams, comprising members from several contributing social 
groups, as exemplary of  the tension between seeking a team identity (homogeneity) and 
preserving member differences (heterogeneity). Heterogeneity refl ects the different yet 
complementary competencies and knowledge sets required to feed a constructive learning 
process. Homogeneity is required to unify diverse individuals and groups around a shared 
goal-directed activity. The managerial challenge is to resolve this tension in a manner that 
is conducive to organizational learning.

Learning and occupational identities

De Haen, Tsui-Auch, and Alexis (2001) offer the example of  pharmaceutical companies 
that had to learn how to implement new regulations on Good Laboratory Practice (GLP). 
The fi rst individuals in a pharmaceutical company to become familiar with GLP regula-
tions were typically people with responsibility for preclinical drug safety assessment and 
regulatory compliance. However, compliance with GLP regulations required the coopera-
tion of  people from different specialties. Research protocols had to be endorsed by several 
investigators such as a pharmacotoxologist, veterinarian, statistician, manager, and a repre-
sentative of  a quality assurance unit. This degree of  collective compliance threatened the 
identity of  specialists who had previously conceived of  themselves as individual research-
ers, especially as activities falling under GLP regulations became formalized into hierarchi-
cal systems of  standard operating procedures (SOPs). The change was uncomfortable for 
researchers, for whom it sometimes lacked a scientifi c rationale and who had been trained 
to conduct experiments with a degree of  operational fl exibility that fosters chance discovery.

Companies learned to become creative in fostering their employees’ compliance with 
GLP regulations in ways that were consistent with the social identities of  such personnel. 
For example, they encouraged research staff  to take an expert role in the writing of  SOPs, 
and attached acceptable symbols and incentives to the change in ways that met the need 
for peer recognition. They also endeavored to motivate acceptance among researchers by 
encouraging peer pressure within teams. De Haen et al. comment that: ‘The learning unit 
was always a group . . . This focus on groups signifi es at least implicit acknowledgement 
of  a social component in organizational learning needed for the implementation of  GLP 
regulations’ (De Haen et al., 2001: 915).

In ways such as these, managers in the pharmaceutical companies studied were able 
to effect a cultural change among scientifi c staff  that built upon rather than violated their 
social identity. In fact, the application of  GLP regulations eventually encouraged the 
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emergence of  new corporate-wide attitudes towards quality assurance based on the way 
they promote accountability and transparency in the acquisition and manipulation of  lab-
oratory data. The learning process led to staff  eventually accepting the regulations as an 
embedded norm that became, at least in part, tacit in nature. In this respect it provided a 
bridge from group to organizational identity in a way that changed an important aspect 
of  the latter.

Learning and national identities

Many international acquisitions, alliances, and collaborations are made with knowledge 
acquisition or synergistic learning as one of  their objectives. In the case of  international 
technology partnerships, knowledge creation is the primary objective. Yet many such 
arrangements fail and this is often attributed to diffi culties in reconciling the partners’ dif-
ferent national cultures and identities. The role that can be attributed to national identity 
is, however, often diffi cult to isolate because other sources of  friction may be present which 
also stand in the way of  creating the conditions for knowledge transfer, let alone mutual 
learning. For example, the learning intentions of  international partners can be motivated 
by a desire to acquire the other’s proprietary knowledge for competitive reasons, or in 
the case of  an acquisition to subsequently close down the unit supplying the knowledge. 
Differences in the partners’ abilities to learn from each other can rapidly undermine trust 
between them and engender a defensive attitude towards sharing knowledge (Hamel, 
1991). Differences in the partners’ organizational cultures and modes of  working can also 
inhibit the evolution of  effective learning relationships between them, due to factors other 
than nationality such as substantial differences in their size (Doz, 1996).

Heavens and Child (1999) examined the experience of  six international project teams 
created to achieve specifi c knowledge-generating objectives. The cases pointed to prob-
lems caused by differences in national identity, and how the management of  learning 
teams could reduce the gap created by these differences in the process of  developing a 
new shared identity. The role of  personal trust emerged as a vital facilitating factor for 
this process to take place, especially in terms of  key relationships between individual team 
members. Trust informed the dynamics of  team generated knowledge and its transfor-
mation into organizational learning. It also helped the team members to transcend the 
factors defi ning their separate social identities, and that otherwise threatened to jeopardize 
the collective learning process. As closer relationships developed between team members, 
they gradually became more comfortable in sharing their views and knowledge and they 
became more aware of  a common learning goal.

These observations can be illustrated by one of  the cases, a water company. The sce-
nario for cross-national team learning in this case developed through a series of  takeo-
vers. These were prompted by a desire on the part of  the British company to expand in 
a certain business area, with the initial acquisition of  a Swedish fi rm in possession of  the 
required technology. Subsequently, this latter fi rm bought out a smaller, Norwegian com-
pany, whose patents therefore went to the British water company as overall owner. It was 
the work with this smaller company on new waste water processes that was studied, one 
of  a number of  collaborative projects with the Scandinavians.

Issues of  group identity impacted on the work of  the project team, especially in the ini-
tial stages. The company’s head of  technology innovation, who had been with the British 
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company for twenty years, noted that team work with the Swedes and Norwegians, based 
on technology developed by the latter, took a long time to evolve. His mission was to 
establish the ground rules and research program, but he was hindered by the fact that the 
Norwegian company was reluctant to tell him anything. There were two main reasons for 
this: fi rst, the company, being small and therefore vulnerable, feared being ‘emptied out,’ 
with their patents being taken and sold on; second, and more generally, the Norwegians 
have a dislike of  the English on account of  contentious issues relating to their occupa-
tional identity as water engineers such as acid rain, and pollution from UK coastal outlets. 
It was only through withholding knowledge and distorting channels of  information that 
the Norwegian subsidiary felt it could preserve its worth, and therefore its identity and 
security. A lack of  trust held the Norwegians back from contributing to learning by the 
wider organization. It is signifi cant that the initial formal framework of  procedures and 
programs devised for mutual working, and intended also to promote mutual confi dence, 
was insuffi cient to facilitate the learning process.

Barriers to knowledge sharing were becoming apparent about one year into the project. 
The initial barriers, created by fear and mistrust on the part of  the Norwegian subsidiary, 
were overcome primarily through the personal relationship developed by the new project 
manager with his counterpart in Scandinavia. This relationship opened up communica-
tion between the British and Norwegian groups and enabled them to recognize mutual 
benefi ts and objectives. A joint research and development program also served impor-
tantly to assuage the Norwegians’ fears and to provide a bridge across the national divide 
based on a sharing of  their common scientifi c identities. This illustrates the importance of  
perceived goal congruence, a reconciliation of  social identities, and a sense of  psychologi-
cal safety as conditions for team members to share knowledge and so generate organiza-
tional learning. The joint research and development program enabled fi ndings from the 
project to be applied throughout the British and Scandinavian companies. Informants 
agreed that both operational processes, concerning the day to day running of  waste water 
treatment works, and process knowledge—the actual technological processes of  waste 
water treatment—were considerably enhanced through the teamwork that was developed. 
The program was also a symbolic indication of  the new organizational identity that was 
being forged within the international corporate group.

National identities can clearly create sensitivities for learning within international part-
nerships, networks, and MNCs. National identity can manifest itself  in ideas of  national 
superiority both through categorizing other partners’ attitudes as negative and through 
conceiving of  learning as a one-way process. This is particularly common among the 
managers of  MNCs, which are more likely to transfer practices within ISAs unilaterally 
than other fi rms. Child and Rodrigues report examples of  this unilateralism and conclude 
that the defi nition of  one partner as superior may, at worst, ‘lead to a situation in which 
exchanges are unbalanced, information is concealed and people are excluded from oppor-
tunities to learn’ (1996: 53). Even if  there is a strong intention by the partners to learn 
from the strengths of  each other’s practices, their staff  may consider the other’s practices 
to be inappropriate or even illegitimate.

Salk conducted three detailed case studies of  multi-management teams in IJVs that 
throw further light on the role of  social identity as a referent for inter-personal attitudes 
and behavior (Salk, 1996; Salk and Brannen, 2000; Salk and Shenkar, 2001). While not 
focused explicitly on team learning, Salk’s studies elucidate the problems that social identity 
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can create for attaining the shared meanings and behaviors necessary for teams to suc-
ceed in achieving integrated knowledge conversion and creation. She found that although 
the three teams ultimately developed differently, in their fi rst weeks and months they each 
passed through a similar phase of  development which she terms the ‘encounter phase.’ 
During this phase, distinct social identities, primarily based on the members’ nationali-
ties, coexisted and sometimes competed with one another over how the team would work 
and the IJV would function. Cultural stereotyping and the creation of  in-groups and out-
groups characterized all three teams; this resulted from an enactment of  social identity. In 
one of  the IJVs, the dominant enactment of  nationality-based identities within the teams 
persisted for several years. Salk argues that this persistence was partly explicable in terms 
of  reinforcing factors such as a heavy resource dependence on its two parent companies, 
staffi ng the IJV’s management through secondment from the parents, and the threat 
of  market downturn. However, she also draws attention to the way that in this case the 
nationality-based social identities, once established, became ‘a lens mediating the impact 
of  contextual change on the enactments of  the IJV setting and functioning by its mem-
bers.’ (Salk and Shenkar, 2001: 173).

The research we have reviewed points to the importance of  attending carefully to the 
encounter phase in new teams composed of  people who have different social identities. 
People coming together to work on a project create a discursive community which, on the 
one hand, enables them to compare their different perspectives and knowledge but, on 
the other hand, can give them a sense of  being isolated, non-communicating, and even 
in confl ict with others (Gherardi, 2005). Management’s aim must be to encourage them 
to reach as quickly as possible an accommodation that constructively combines their dif-
ferent frames of  meaning and behavioral assumptions. It is important for this reason to 
minimize personal concerns and threats that can induce team members to retreat into the 
psychological refuge of  their separate social identities as an excuse for defensive stereotyp-
ing of  other members and/or of  management.

In the specifi c context of  teams established to generate organizational learning, assur-
ances may have to be offered that a sharing of  tacit knowledge will not be to the detriment 
of  personal careers and employment, efforts made to surface and then constructively over-
come social stereotypes, and care taken to offer the team a clear objective for their work 
which they can understand and accept. Mixed identity teams can offer a rich combination 
of  expertise, experience, and perspective to the learning process, but for this potential to 
be realized conditions of  trust must prevail both within the team and in its relationship 
to management. If  such teams are intended to have a continuing and evolving life, 
encouragement must be given to evolving trust to a point where the dominant social iden-
tity becomes one shared by the participants themselves (Child, 2001).

NEW ORGANIZATIONAL FORMS, SOCIAL IDENTITY, AND LEARNING

The globalization of  markets and rapid advance of  new technology is making competi-
tion increasingly knowledge-based in terms of  the premium attached to innovation and 
to early awareness of  changing market conditions. Non-business organizations are not 
immune either from pressures for new and improved services and responsiveness to public 
demands. These conditions clearly favor organizations that are fast learners and able 
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to change quickly (March, 1995). Consequently, there has been a search for new forms of  
organization that reduce internal identity barriers, or transcend external identity differ-
ences, in the interest of  improving learning capabilities and adaptability.

The new thinking on organization encompasses a move away from rigid bureaucratic 
structures toward the adoption of  fl exible unconventional forms. The contemporary 
design paradigm is shifting away from the hierarchy, in which it is assumed that the most 
valuable knowledge is held by top managers, and toward a ‘distributed network of  minds’ 
(Gibson, 1997:8). Authority, power, responsibility, and resources are decentralized to semi-
 autonomous teams or work groups consisting of  knowledgeable, professional, or multi-
skilled, staff  (Barley, 1996). They can also include relevant ‘outsiders’ such as suppliers 
and customers. These teams and work groups work with a high degree of  local initiative, 
though it is recognized that their knowledge-creating activities need to be goal directed and 
contribute to the wider organization. (Hedlund, 1986; Wellins et al.,1994). Organizational 
teams are today formed around different axes of  social identity such as professional and 
disciplinary groupings, as well as nationality, ethnicity, gender, and hierarchical position. 
Cheney’s (1991) observation that in post-industrial societies organizational rhetoric is about 
the management of  multiple identities is very pertinent to these developments.

One example of  a relatively new organizational form that aims to transcend inter-
organizational identity barriers with the intention of  promoting learning and knowledge 
transfer is the strategic alliance. Globalization has encouraged the formation of  inter-
national alliances between two or more partner organizations coming from different 
 countries. This increasingly common kind of  hybrid organization has to cope with differ-
ences in both organizational and national identities. Alliances with local partners are often 
seen as a means to accelerate learning about new markets that a fi rm seeks to enter (Luo, 
2002). Technology partnerships are undertaken as a means of  sharing knowledge or gener-
ating new knowledge, especially if  the partner organizations possess complementary com-
petencies and/or if  the cost of  innovation is high (Hagedoorn and Schakenraad, 1994).

The strategic alliance formed in 1999 between auto manufacturers Nissan and Renault 
faced considerable differences of  organizational and national identity. This was one of  
the reasons why almost all commentators and industry experts predicted that the alli-
ance would fail. As one said at the time, ‘at their core they [Nissan and Renault] are 
both nationalistic and patriotic, and each believes its way is the right way to do things’ 
(Morosini, 2006: 273). Moreover, Nissan was nearly bankrupt in 1999. However, within 
fi ve years the Renault–Nissan alliance had become one of  the world’s most profi table car 
manufacturers accompanied by a substantial increase in market share. A willingness to 
transcend the different social identities of  the two companies was initially founded on the 
trust built between their corporate presidents and then extended operationally through a 
number of  organizational initiatives which promoted a great deal of  shared knowledge 
exploitation. These initiatives included a mixed leadership team, a common language 
(English), the setting of  a common mission in the form of  a Nissan revival Plan, cross-
country project teams to work on its implementation, and an open communications cul-
ture. As Morosini (2006: 285) notes, these developments created mutual social capabilities 
which became ‘knowledge interactions.’

There can, however, be a negative side to the adoption of  new organization forms. In 
some cases this can breach and destroy the very trust that was manifest in the Renault–
Nissan alliance and had positive results for knowledge generation. For example, the 
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downgrading of  hierarchy involves de-layering and a hollowing out of  middle manage-
ment. The shift towards smaller units, combined with competitive pressures, has led to 
widespread downsizing and layoff  (Cascio, 2002). The push towards greater fl exibility has 
shifted the focus of  the employment relationship from career to contract, undermined 
employment security, and thrown the onus of  ensuring a long-term income stream onto 
the shoulders of  the individual. The distinction between core and non-core activities has 
also increased the differentiation between primary and secondary status employment. 
These developments have often been associated with acquisitions which are intended to 
exploit the assets of  the acquired company while failing to respect the social identity of  its 
members (Rodrigues and Child, 2010).

NETWORKS, SOCIAL IDENTITY, AND LEARNING

Many large organizations are also being deconstructed into systems of  smaller compo-
nents which then form a business or organizational network. Networks are regarded as 
a signifi cant transformation from ‘vertical bureaucracies’ into ‘horizontal corporations’ 
(Castells, 1996). One incentive to form networks stems from the virtue of  small units in 
order to avoid the rigidity, lack of  focus and anonymity of  large-scale organizations. It is 
argued that small units can more readily become ‘self-organizing’ than can larger units, 
and hence pursue their own learning initiatives when the need arises (Handy, 1992; Senge, 
1997). Another incentive is that networks can provide a fl exible means of  quickly achiev-
ing global reach in both supply chains and markets.

Studies in sociology have for some time addressed the question of  how minorities and 
disadvantaged groups develop a social identity in forming relational networks (Proudford 
and Nkomo, 2006). However, the question of  how social identity is developed across 
organizational networks so as to encourage learning within them requires more investiga-
tion. Networks have been defi ned in several ways. A commonly accepted defi nition refers 
to social units that are loosely or tightly connected through shared activities, common val-
ues or interests, whether these units are organizations, groups, or individuals (Brown and 
Duguid, 2001). While it is relatively easy to understand how a group develops a collective 
identity, this is less obvious in the case of  networks. Groups are organized around a mis-
sion or a sense of  common purpose. They are contained within geographical boundaries 
and normally have the facility of  visual contact. Organizational networks on the other 
hand are open ended and physically dispersed, with a membership and scope that may 
not be clearly demarcated.

A recent type of  network which constitutes a form of  social organization and has con-
siderable potential for collective learning is the computer-based social network. These net-
works such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and MySpace have attracted millions of  users. They 
reveal not only how individuals learn from one another through sharing activities and 
interests, but also how this helps them construct self-identity. They also provide an exam-
ple of  how social identity is linked to social capital (Smith, Giraud-Carrier, and Purser, 
2009) and how certain types of  social capital provide opportunities for innovation and 
learning (Wineman, Kabo, and Davis, 2009). The link between social capital and social 
identity is clearly made in Bourdieu’s (1984) work. He suggested that social capital is con-
structed through unique relationships between individuals who recognize their group as 
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possessing distinctive and rare characteristics which are not easily accessible to others. 
Such groups regulate membership through mechanisms of  mutual recognition and 
acquaintance which provide the basis for inclusion and exclusion.

It is impossible to speak of  learning in and through networks without reference to its 
relational dimensions and how people learn in the process of  establishing social connec-
tions. Social identity is important to this equation insofar as when people build personal 
connections they not only outline the contours of  the network but also what it stands for. 
In so doing, they build a common social identity which helps to dissolve barriers to com-
munication and knowledge-sharing. There is evidence that connecting otherwise dispersed 
people within social networks and enhancing coordination between connected individuals 
are both predictors of  innovation, especially when those people have differential contribu-
tions to offer (Obstfeld, 2005; Wineman et al., 2009).

Granovetter (1973) distinguished between networks that are based on strong ties and 
those that are characterized by weak ties. Strong ties are more intensive in nature; they are 
sustained through close kinship and friendship links. Weak ties are based on infrequent and 
impersonal relations. The implication of  strong and weak network ties for learning 
and innovation has attracted interest. Burt (1992, 2004) argues that networks with struc-
tural holes, having low connectivity among those in a network, present opportunities for 
new ideas to be generated, especially if  there are brokers who create links between het-
erogeneous items of  information and fi ll the holes that characterize such networks. He 
suggests that, by contrast, close networks may create redundant information and encour-
age conformity, therefore jeopardizing learning (Burt, 2004). Similarly, Ferrary and 
Granovetter (2009) assume that forming weak ties is essential to learning. They argue that 
the learning basis of  Silicon Valley rests on the development of  multiple and heterogene-
ous connections across networks of  different natures. They suggest that dynamic capabil-
ity is developed as key agents—boundary spanning agents—engage with a multiplicity of  
ties that support the creation and development of  high-tech start-ups. Thus, both the con-
fi guration of  a network and the social capital it contains are seen as sources of  learning. 
Connectivity appears to be a key factor in a network’s success.

However, while the brokering of  structural holes may promote invention, these weak 
networks may not be so effective in putting innovation into practice (Obstfeld, 2005). The 
development of  strong ties is usually associated with locally embedded learning within a 
community of  practice. ‘Situated learning theory positions a “community of  practice” as 
the context in which an individual develops the practices (including values, norms and 
relationships) and identities appropriate to that community’ (Handley, Sturdy, Fincham, 
and Clark, 2006: 642). The notion of  a community of  practice implies that learning is 
interdependent with the process of  forming a network identity. Forming an identity 
encourages stability among the central members of  the network through the development 
of  trust and commitment, and this is likely to encourage the open communication that 
enhances learning (Brown and Duguid, 2001). In turn, the satisfaction of  achieving learn-
ing and new knowledge as a collective product may well enhance the sense of  a common 
social identity (Corley and Gioia, 2003).

Experience to date suggests that achieving learning through organized networks 
presents a managerial challenge, but one that can be met. In some sectors such as bio-
technology, the relevant knowledge for new product development is in any case scattered 
between research institutes, universities, and bio-tech fi rms, while the co-operation of  
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venture capital fi rms is required for fi nancing and that of  hospitals or fi rms specializing 
in clinical trials is necessary for product development and testing. It is proving possible to 
co-ordinate networks of  these separate organizations into effective learning systems 
(Powell et al., 1996). Much depends on developing the managerial skills to handle the 
process so that people do not feel obliged to enact their social identities defensively.

DO NEW ORGANIZATIONAL FORMS THREATEN SOCIAL 
IDENTITY AND LEARNING?

Despite the growing technical possibilities for individuals and organizations to be con-
nected through networks, the restructuring of  many workplaces has detached people from 
a long-term stable association with employing organizations (Littler, 2000; Cascio, 2002). 
This creates insecurity and anxiety for many. It has often been accompanied by a breach 
of  the trust which prevailed between employers and employees (Child and Rodrigues, 
2004), and it therefore weakens the sources of  work-related social identity. Albert, 
Ashforth, and Dutton (2000: 13–14) comment that ‘given the massive corporate downsiz-
ings of  recent years, the decrease in long-term relational contracts in favor of  shorter-term 
transactional ones, and the growth in boundaryless careers . . . the notion of  identifi cation 
with and loyalty to one’s employer, workgroup, or occupation may seem quite quaint, even 
naïve.’ Insofar as identifi cation with organizations is a condition for people to contribute 
to learning within them, this would be ironic because learning is one of  the key processes 
that new organizational forms are intended to promote.

One feature in this trend is the disappearance of  the former supports for occupational 
identity as new organizational forms are adopted. Previously, many specialists could rely 
on occupational credentialism (Collins, 1979) to provide an assured income stream and 
career progression within traditional functionally structured organizations. Today, many 
more people with specialized competencies have to rely on contract work secured on the 
basis of  their standing in the labor market. The rise of  a new educated managerial elite, 
and of  new non-traditional specialties such as brand developers, software designers, and 
fi nancial analysts, has added to the ranks of  knowledge workers and further blurred the 
traditional lines of  occupational identity. Some knowledge workers are typically located 
within the core of  an organizational system, such as senior managers and key technical 
personnel. Others are today more usually hired in on contract in a consulting capacity, 
and this can even apply to groups who used to occupy core roles such as HRM spe-
cialists and maintenance engineers. These developments move the source of  specialist 
identity away from the organized profession, skilled trade union, or other occupational 
association and towards the self-standing individual or specialized fi rms through which 
people offer their services in the market. The shift away from a  credentialist occupa-
tional identity may assist organizational learning by increasing the willingness of  special-
ists to work fl exibly with others in learning-directed inter- disciplinary teams and work 
units. On the other hand, the forced removal of  people from core to periphery, or the 
fear that they may be the next to go, is not likely to motivate them to contribute enthu-
siastically to the organizational learning process. Marketization is likely to limit their 
loyalty to a given organization and may qualify the extent to which they are willing to 
disclose their proprietary knowledge and skills.
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By contrast, national identity appears to have been enhanced rather than weakened by 
the impact of  globalization, and the modern information and communication technolo-
gies that facilitate it. Paradoxically, at the same time as national transactional boundaries 
weaken there is a increased awareness of  cultural differences and a growing celebration 
of  cultural diversity (Robertson, 1995). New technology dramatically improves commu-
nication between the members of  cultural groups and provides opportunities for their 
self-expression. It also appears that people’s awareness of  their own culture and identity 
is promoted by the provision of  more information about other societies or communities, 
which enables comparisons that clarify cultural distinctiveness. This enhanced awareness 
of  national identity may add to the diffi culties of  achieving learning that relies upon inte-
gration between different national groups.

It thus appears that the nature and confi guration of  national and occupational identities 
are changing in the contemporary world. Much of  this change is associated with the evolu-
tion of  new organizational forms. They are presenting new challenges for aligning group 
social identities with the goal of  organizational learning. Indeed, the greatest impact on 
organizational learning may actually come though the way that new forms reduce the iden-
tifi cation people have with any one organization and the commitment they are willing to 
give to it. This puts people into a situation where they may have to devote considerable effort 
to re-establishing their identities through learning new inter-subjective meanings (Corley and 
Gioia, 2003). Many organizations are outsourcing activities and hollowing themselves out. 
This places a premium on the ability of  the remaining core groups to achieve a requisite 
level and quality of  learning though harnessing contributions from others that have become 
externalized. The issue becomes particularly acute with the ‘virtual organization.’

According to Mowshowitz (1994: 270), ‘the essence of  the virtual organization is the 
management of  goal-oriented activity in a way that is independent of  the means for its 
realization. This implies a logical separation between the conception and planning of  an 
activity, on the one hand, and its implementation on the other’. This concept could readily 
deny any sense of  identifi cation with the collective activity to people in the system other 
than those in the leading core group. It is partly for this reason that many corporations 
have been devoting considerable effort to enhancing their public identities, in the form 
of  corporate images and brand names. For, in addition to the market appeal of  strong 
images and brands, it is essential for the leaders of  virtual organizations to create some 
basis of  identifi cation with, and understanding of, their goals if  they are to generate the 
will and purpose to compete with more integrated companies. More specifi cally, there is 
a danger that the further an organization moves towards a virtual form, with arms length 
relationships based on contract rather than personal relationship, the less readily can it 
communicate the tacit knowledge that is essential for successful collective learning.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has explored one of  the lacunae in the fi eld of  organizational learning, 
namely how the process of  such learning is conditioned by the social identities that people 
internalize as members of  groups within organizations. A monolithic focus on organiza-
tional identity at the cost of  overlooking that of  constituent groups is seen to be theo-
retically inadequate and practically misleading. Many organizations today contain a wide 
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range of  groups with their own social identities, often based on occupation and national-
ity. These social identities are sustained importantly by what people value as the special 
capabilities of  the groups or communities to which they belong. The knowledge they pos-
sess is intrinsic to these capabilities. They are therefore concerned to protect this personal 
asset and may be cautious about sharing it either with the members of  other organiza-
tional groups or with management.

Their constituent groups contain potentially valuable learning resources for organiza-
tions. The translation of  that potential into reality, however, requires certain attributes of  
managers. They have to be sensitive to the social identities of  the relevant groups, estab-
lish constructive relationships between the parties to the learning process, and reconcile 
their perspectives with the organizational needs to which learning is directed. Evidence 
from case studies indicates that these requirements can be satisfi ed, principally through 
two policies. The fi rst is to create ‘psychological safety’ for the participating groups as the 
basis for their willingness to contribute to learning. The second is to search for acceptable 
over-arching goals that integrate the participants’ efforts and provide a sense of  direction 
for the learning process. Acceptance of  organizational goals should also furnish an effec-
tive basis for promoting organizational identity, both in the sense of  what an organization 
stands for and the willingness of  its members to identify with that organization.

This chapter has also offered a number of  analytical refi nements that help to iden-
tify issues for further research. First, it has indicated that social identity may impinge on 
organizational learning differently according to whether the latter involves acquiring 
knowledge from external sources or processes primarily internal to the organization such 
as making tacit knowledge explicit and creating new knowledge. Second, it has argued 
that the signifi cance of  social identity for organizational learning depends on the type of  
knowledge involved. It postulated that the sensitivity of  social identity for systemic and 
strategic knowledge is normally greater than it is for knowledge of  a technical nature. 
Third, it has recognized the additional complications introduced by hybrid organizations 
such as alliances or networks, which encompass a myriad of  identities and interests, espe-
cially when they are international. Fourth, and most far-reaching of  all, the chapter has 
signaled the many unknowns brought into the picture by the emergence and evolution of  
new organizational forms.

The emergence of  new organizational forms, which attenuate the attachment that 
many people have to their employer, presents both opportunities and challenges to organi-
zational learning. One of  the prime justifi cations for the new forms lies in their claim to 
promote the capacity to innovate and adapt on the basis of  a superior learning capabil-
ity. It is claimed that opportunities for learning are promoted by the decentralization of  
initiative, the deconstruction of  lethargic bureaucracies into smaller units, and recourse to 
the market or external networks for accessing specialized knowledge. The challenges stem 
from the apparent consequences of  these developments, particularly the ways in which the 
weakening of  social ties to organizations and growing insecurity of  employment jeopard-
ize people’s identifi cation with their employer or even their occupation. The implications 
of  new forms for organizational learning remain a particularly urgent and little under-
stood issue for practitioners, and they present a very large agenda for further research.

It is clear that the ways in which social identity and organizational learning interact are 
complex. They have to be examined at different levels: individual, group, organization, 
and network. The relationship cannot be regarded as simply one whereby social identity 
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impacts on organizational learning. The process of  learning, and achievement, can itself  
be a source of  identity for people and the groups to which they belong. When guided by 
clear goals, under non-threatening conditions, learning activities may serve to align the 
identities of  groups with that of  the organization as a whole. If, however, this alignment is 
not achieved, people are likely to adhere to their more immediate and longstanding social 
identities and may as a result choose to retain their knowledge rather than share it with 
the organization. We have suggested that this issue is becoming particularly acute in the 
changing circumstances of  the contemporary organizational world.
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Organizations, Learning, 

and Emotion

RUSS VINCE AND YIANNIS GABRIEL

ABSTRACT

In this chapter, the authors identify some of  the main organizational learning discourses 
in which emotion has established a foothold and indicate some of  the core insights that it 
has provided, mainly linked to the theories of  emotional labor and socially constructed 
emotions. They then explore in greater detail the emotional dimension of  learning, both 
in classroom settings and in organizations more generally, developing some of  Fineman’s 
earlier arguments regarding the politics of  learning. While acknowledging the signifi cance 
of  the socially constructed aspect of  emotions, they emphasize that not all emotions can 
be easily accommodated, contained, or managed in organizations and not all learning can 
be safely guided towards enhancing organizational objectives. They suggest that learning 
evokes powerful emotional responses, positive and negative, ranging from excited curios-
ity to fear of  failure and humiliation, and that many of  these emotions may be traced to 
childhood experiences. In this connection, they examine transference as a powerful psy-
chological process through which such experiences can resurface in later life, especially 
when people encounter intense authority relations individually or in groups. The chapter 
concludes with an analysis of  the emotional dynamics present in two indispensable aspects 
of  learning, criticism, and caring. They argue that criticism is a vital feature of  feedback 
without which learning is impossible, but emphasize that criticism must be balanced by an 
ethic of  care which supports learning and acts as a container for those emotions that may 
inhibit or incapacitate the learning process.

INTRODUCTION

When a new wave of  immigrants arrives in a country, they often settle in particular parts of  
cities and towns, where they discover ways of  starting their new lives and supporting each 
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other. Such pockets or ghettoes provide relative security as well as ways of   maintaining tra-
ditions and links with the old country. It is tempting to view the study of  emotion in organ-
izations as a wave of  immigration that started some thirty years ago and initially  settled 
in specifi c pockets of  organizational discourses, such as leadership, service inter actions, 
and learning. When Fineman (2003) wrote his contribution to the earlier edition of  this 
Handbook, he rightly complained that learning literature had long disregarded emotion 
or viewed it as an obstacle to cognition and rationality. He also noted that much of  the 
politics of  organizations had been stripped of  its emotional content and expressed ambiva-
lence towards the concept of  emotional intelligence. Here was a concept that promised to 
put emotion back into learning and organizational agendas, but at a considerable price—
that of  turning emotion into an organizational resource to be managed and exploited.

Since the publication of  the fi rst edition of  The Handbook of  Organizational Learning 
and Knowledge Management, emotion has started to diffuse across learning and organi-
zational discourses. A count of  article abstracts containing the word ‘emotion’ in busi-
ness and management journals revealed twenty-fi ve such articles in 2003, the year of  the 
Handbook’s fi rst publication, and sixty-two and seventy such articles in 2008 and 2009 
respectively. In the same period, the number of  article abstracts with ‘knowledge manage-
ment’ or ‘knowledge transfer’ in the same journals rose from eighty-three to 166 and 178 
respectively. It would seem then that emotion continues to be a minority interest but it 
is becoming increasingly embedded in discourses of  management and business—maybe, 
like the second generation of  some immigrants, it is becoming increasingly accepted and 
assimilated in the wider picture.

In this chapter, we shall identify some of  the main domains in which emotion has estab-
lished a foothold and indicate some of  the core insights that it has provided, mainly linked 
to the theories of  emotional labor and socially constructed emotions. We will then explore 
in greater detail the emotional dimension of  learning, both in classroom settings and in 
organizations more generally, developing some of  Fineman’s earlier arguments regarding 
the politics of  learning. While acknowledging the signifi cance of  the socially constructed 
aspect of  emotions, we will emphasize that not all emotions can be easily accommodated, 
contained, or managed in organizations and not all learning can be safely guided towards 
enhancing organizational objectives. We will suggest that learning evokes powerful emo-
tional responses, positive and negative, from excited curiosity to fear of  failure and humili-
ation, and that many of  these emotions may be traced to childhood experiences. In this 
connection, we will examine transference as a powerful psychological process through which 
such experiences can resurface in later life, especially when we encounter intense authority 
relations individually or in groups. The chapter concludes with an analysis of  the emotional 
dynamics we encounter in two indispensable aspects of  learning, criticism, and caring. We 
argue that criticism is a vital feature of  feedback without which learning is impossible, but 
emphasize that criticism must be balanced by an ethic of  care which supports learning and 
acts as a container for those emotions that may inhibit or incapacitate the learning process.

LEARNING, KNOWLEDGE, AND EMOTION

‘Why do people in organizations seek knowledge?’ (Gherardi, 2004: 32) This may seem a 
question that leads to a certain dead end—people obviously look for knowledge in order 
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to solve their problems and to gain advantage of  some sort or other. So what happens if  
they fail to acquire knowledge or if  the knowledge they acquire neither solves their prob-
lems nor gains them any advantage? What happens if  the knowledge they crave turns out 
to redefi ne the nature of  the problems they face or the nature of  the competitive advan-
tage they seek? And what if, as Gherardi (1999; 2004) reminds us, the pursuit of  knowl-
edge becomes an end in its own right, linked to desire, to curiosity, and to fascination with 
the unknown? Far from leading to a dead end, the ‘why’ question at the start of  the para-
graph inevitably leads to a view of  learning and knowledge inextricably linked to emo-
tion and passion—emotions, such as insecurity, fear, and anxiety may drive the quest for 
knowledge while passions of  curiosity, exploration, and discovery may propel the quest 
for learning. Put this way, what seems surprising is that knowledge and learning are ever 
thought about without consideration to the emotions that drive them or the emotions they 
prompt along the way.

Why then are knowledge and learning so frequently considered independently of  emo-
tion and passion? As Fineman argued in 2003, learning and knowledge have long been 
approached in the rationalist tradition as cognitive domains, objective and pure, into which 
emotion can only introduce impurity and subjectivity. Yet, the parallel critical tradition has 
also existed, one that insists that knowledge and learning are inextricably linked to human 
interests (for classic statements, see Freire, 1970, 1996; Habermas, 1972) and, of  course, 
to structures of  domination and subordination (for the currently popular account of  this 
view, see Foucault, 1978, 1980), not least those linked to masculine (Cooper, 1989) and 
colonial (Spivak, 1988) hegemony. But this critical tradition itself, in both its humanist 
and post-structuralist versions, has hesitated to engage with emotion as part of  the dis-
courses of  knowledge and power.

More recently, emotions have started to attract the attention of  different groups of  schol-
ars. This is related to wider social and cultural patterns that have brought emotion to the 
forefront of  social life. Campbell (1989), for example, has argued that the suppression and 
denial of  emotion were cardinal virtues of  Puritanism, the Protestant ethic and even the 
Enlightenment project that saw everything as subordinate to the Commonwealth of  Reason, 
Progress, and Science. Today, by contrast, argues Campbell, under the infl uence of  consum-
erism, Puritanism has given way to a Romantic ethic. This castigates the choking of  emotions, 
raising their free expression near the summit of  values. All emotions, including fear, anger, 
and jealousy, argues Campbell can be vehicles for pleasure provided that we know how to 
express and contain them. ‘Emoting’ becomes a highly popular activity, whether it takes 
place in theatres and television shows, mass public festivals or intimate encounters. Thus, 
the ‘stiff  upper lip’ ethic has given way to the mass demonstration of  near-hysterical feeling, 
exemplifi ed by the outpouring of  emotion following the death of  Princess Diana.

SOME PERSPECTIVES ON EMOTIONS

Currently many different perspectives on emotions are emerging. For example, biologists and 
evolutionary psychologists have been examining how human emotions were ‘hard wired’ 
into the evolution of  our bodies over millions of  years of  adaptation to our natural and 
social environment. Neurologists have explored the relations between the functioning of  the 
brain, emotions, and cognitive processes. By contrast, social constructionists have focused on 
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the subtle ways that different national and organizational cultures shape the ways emotions 
are experienced and expressed. Psychoanalysts and psychodynamic scholars, for their parts, 
have examined how early life experiences infl uence our later emotional experiences. Many 
experimental and other psychologists have pursued the long tradition of  seeking to measure 
emotions and economists have, more recently, sought to link emotions (like happiness and 
depression) to economic indicators like income per capita and unemployment rates.

Something on which all of  these approaches agree is that most emotions are not fully 
willed; we do not choose freely whether and when to have them (although many actors 
become very skilled at experiencing emotions commensurable with their parts). Emotions 
often seem to overpower us and to infl uence our judgments in profound ways. Our deci-
sions and our actions when we feel angry or frightened or enthusiastic appear not to agree 
with the dictates of  reason and prudence. Emotion is often experienced as something 
standing in opposition to rationality—a theme that has been pursued by philosophers 
since Plato and Descartes. Yet, one of  the most consistent and interesting fi ndings of  con-
temporary emotion research is that emotion and cognition cannot be separated. Research 
by Damasio (1994, 1999), Sacks (1995), and others suggests that both thought and emo-
tion reside in the body rather than in an entity called ‘the mind’; also, that emotion is an 
indispensable ingredient of  rational action and rational decisions (though not a guarantee 
that a decision or an action will be rational). An emotional response to a situation always 
precedes a rational appreciation and almost invariably guides it. For example, being in a 
classroom may produce in us responses of  anxiety and panic which inform how we expe-
rience what subsequently takes place in that space.

Theories of  organizational learning draw on several of  these approaches, most espe-
cially the social construction and psychodynamic traditions. The fundamental contribu-
tions of  the former have been in highlighting the extent to which emotions are acquired, 
learnt, and socially constructed. Following Hochschild’s (1979, 1983) pioneering early 
studies, emotional labor came to be seen as part of  the work expected by many people, 
especially in service occupations; the emotions displayed by individuals in their workplace 
came to be accepted as much a part of  the work they do as intellectual or manual work; 
and like intellectual and manual work, people can be trained to do emotional labor. This 
opened up the possibility that emotions are resources at the disposal of  management, and 
that organizations that are able to deploy them effectively, in transactions with customers 
or among employees, can gain some advantage over their competitors. Social construc-
tionist approaches to emotion, therefore, see emotions themselves as experiences, whose 
meanings emerge through culture, communicated through culture and even generated by 
culture. Specifi c cultural events call for appropriate emotional performances of  those par-
ticipating. Inspired by the work of  Goffman (1959), different theorists have argued that 
emotions can be socially constructed just like other social phenomena. Far from being nat-
ural states that take possession of  us, theorists like Heller (1979), Fineman (1993, 1996), 
Mangham (1998), and Flam (1990a, 1990b) argue that emotions are learned, just as the-
atrical roles are learned. And just as theatrical actors learn to experience anger, sorrow, 
joy, or fear when their roles call for them, so too social actors learn to experience feelings 
appropriate to specifi c social settings.

Psychodynamic approaches to emotion, on the other hand, tend to emphasize the invol-
untary character of  emotions, their plasticity and mobility, not in response to external fac-
tors but as a consequence of  psychological work. Thus, envy can easily be transformed into 
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anger, which in turn may give way to guilt, which may manifest itself  in attempts to con-
sole and repair. From a psychoanalytic perspective, emotions are not just ‘movers’ (from 
emovere) but also in motion; it is rare to capture an emotion in a steady state (as when we 
talk of  ‘consuming emotions’); frequently, the act of  capturing the emotion instantly leads 
to its transformation (Antonacopoulou and Gabriel, 2001). In contrast to social construc-
tionist approaches, psychoanalytic approaches insist that there is a primitive, pre-linguistic, 
pre-cognitive, and pre-social level of  emotions, an inner world of  passion, ambivalence, 
and contradiction which may be experienced or repressed, expressed or controlled, dif-
fused or diluted, but never actually obliterated (Gabriel, 1998; Höpfl  and Linstead, 1997). 
As Craib (1998: 110) has eloquently argued

if  we think of  emotions as having a life of  their own, which might be in contradiction to, or 
expressed fully or partially through our cognition to different degrees in different times, we can 
think through all sorts of  situations with which most people must be familiar: experiencing feel-
ings we cannot express to our satisfaction; having feelings that we can express but that others fi nd 
diffi cult to understand; and most important perhaps, the regular experience of  contradictions 
between our thoughts and our feelings.

The distinguishing feature of  psychoanalysis and psychodynamic approaches is the 
assumption of  an unconscious dimension to social and individual life, one in which both 
ideas and emotions may operate (Freud, 1923/1984, 1940/1986). The unconscious is not 
merely part of  a psychic reality which happens to be concealed from consciousness, but 
functions both as a space in which dangerous and painful ideas are consigned through 
repression and other defensive mechanisms, and also as a source of  resistance to specifi c 
ideas and emotions which present threats to mental functioning. Unconscious emotions, 
ideas, and desires often reach consciousness in highly distorted, camoufl aged, or abstruse 
ways. The unconscious is not a marginal or pathological terrain into which we occasion-
ally drift but a space that accounts for a substantial part of  human emotion, motivation, 
and action; even where plausible conscious reasons and explanations are given for a par-
ticular emotional landscape, psychodynamic approaches will examine the possibility that 
unconscious factors are at play, factors that individuals, groups, or entire societies system-
atically repress or deny. Thus, at the cost of  some simplifi cation, while social construction-
ist approaches view emotion as derivative of  social scripts, signs, and scenarios in which 
we become linguistically enmeshed, psychoanalytic and psychodynamic approaches view 
emotions and especially unconscious emotions as generating scripts, signs, and scenarios. 
Where, for instance, the former may identify anger as consequent of  a scenario experi-
enced as insult, the latter may view the experience of  being insulted as derivative of  a 
deeper anger and resentment (Gabriel, 1998).

ORGANIZATIONS, MANAGEMENT, AND EMOTION

Most perspectives agree that emotion contributes to ‘seeing things differently’ (Hochschild, 
1983) and plays a signifi cant part in rational thought and action (Williams, 2001). Asking 
questions about the ways in which emotions are connected to rational decisions raises 
opportunities for new knowledge and action and helps to redress the traditional imbal-
ance whereby ‘emotion is routinely subordinated to rationality’ (Ten Bos and Willmott, 
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2001). It has thus been argued that the tendency of  many managers to rationalize emo-
tion creates additional emotional dynamics which provide opportunities for refl ection, both 
in terms of  understanding organizing processes and revealing the politics of  managerial 
actions (Vince, 2006). Attempts to rationalize away emotions are themselves an exercise of  
political power which generates opportunities for further thought, critique, and develop-
ment; they are themselves elements of  the emotional dynamics of  organizations. Emotion 
is a continuous and integral aspect of  organizing, but this does not mean that emotions 
should be studied separately from the various rationalizations that relate to them. While 
studies of  emotion challenge the dominance of  rationalist assumptions, it is important to 
avoid, fi rst, reversing this emphasis by privileging emotion at the expense of  rationality 
(Ten Bos and Willmott, 2001) and, second, creating a fi xed dichotomy or binary opposi-
tion which locks emotion and rationality into a relationship of  permanent confl ict (Carr, 
2001). Instead, it is more useful to examine how particular organizational dynamics 
emerge, and the contribution that emotion and reason have made to creating and sustain-
ing them. Emotion and reason may defi ne each other, at times reinforcing each other and 
at times generating tensions and arguments.

One way of  drawing emotion and reason closer has consisted of  recent attempts to 
develop the idea of  ‘emotional intelligence.’ Emotional intelligence emphasizes the impact 
that reason can make on emotion. The claim made for this perspective is that it represents 
‘an ability to perceive, to process, to understand, and to manage emotions in self  and others’ 
(Mayer and Salovey, 1997). Proponents of  emotional intelligence maintain that there 
are distinct individual abilities and skills that relate to the explicit management of  emo-
tion; skills that can be developed over time and enhanced by training. Therefore, learn-
ing to perceive and manage the emotions of  others and one’s own is often viewed as ‘an 
important tool in every manager’s kit’ (Ashkanasy and Daus, 2002: 82). Others have seen 
such approaches as being aimed to appropriate and commodify emotional displays and 
private feelings, turning them into ‘yet another technology through which selves become 
enterprising and fl exible . . . its objective (is) the rendering of  subjectivity into a calcula-
ble force. By being made calculable, emotions are made amenable to management and 
control’ (Landen, 2002: 517). The attempt to tame and control emotional displays and 
experiences in organizations represents in its own way a strong desire to avoid confront-
ing complexities of  the relationship between emotion and rationality in organizations. 
The discourse of  emotional intelligence, under the guise of  elevating and honoring the 
emotional dimensions of  organizational life, ultimately subordinates emotions to manage-
rial expediencies and organizational controls. Instead, we advocate a more complex and 
practical understanding to be had from appreciating the interplay between emotion and 
rationality. Our focus is not on individuals’ competences in managing emotions and, ulti-
mately, using them as an instrument of  calculating and instilling compliance in others. 
Instead, we believe that understanding the interplay of  emotion and rationality can pro-
vide a deeper knowledge to inform and guide our actions and relations.

Our discussion of  organizations, learning and emotion can build on the idea that 
‘every organization . . . is an emotional place. It is an emotional place because it is a 
human invention, serving human purposes and dependent on human beings to function. 
And human beings are emotional animals: ‘subject to anger, fear, surprise, disgust, hap-
piness or joy, ease and unease’ (Armstrong, 2000: 1). Here, we are concerned both with 
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individuals’ feelings in organizations and also with the collective production of  emotional 
scripts that help people feel connected to organizational norms and guide their emotional 
responses to different situations. Fineman (2001) has offered a plausible explanation of  
the difference between feelings and emotions. He suggests that feelings are fundamen-
tally private experiences and that emotion can be defi ned as the public performance of  feel-
ings. Emotional displays depend on an audience on which the performance of  feelings 
is designed (consciously or unconsciously) to have a strategic effect. Thus, emotional dis-
plays are regulated by the actor’s internal state as well as political webs of  social rules and 
conventions.

While emotions are always located within webs of  social rules or power rela-
tions, the view of  feelings as private experiences may promote a misleading distinction. 
Psychodynamic theory offers the insight that feelings are not only private experiences, but 
are shaped by and linked to the internalization or denial of  relations with other people 
(French and Vince, 1999). In this sense, therefore, both feelings and emotions are always 
social. In addition, one has to ask who is being represented in the public performance of  
feelings: is the performance of  a feeling (such as outrage, shame or fear) the ‘property’ 
of  an individual, or might it also include those persons and collectives whose infl uences, 
confl icts, and defenses encourage the acting out of  specifi c emotional scripts? The experi-
ence of  being a ‘scapegoat,’ for example, although private and isolating for the target, sug-
gests that individuals can become conscious and unconscious victims and mouthpieces of  
group dynamics or organizational politics. The importance of  this idea within this chapter 
is that such dynamics are not only linked to the labeling of  an individual, but also to the 
unconscious labeling work of  the collective (i.e. the ways in which defi nitions of  ‘how we 
do things here’ emerge and become accepted). The defi nition of  emotions as the public 
performance of  feelings is important and useful because it reminds us that individuals’ 
emotions are not detached from the context within which they are being expressed, man-
aged, and/or organized.

From this perspective an interest in emotion in organizations is not about understand-
ing personal emotions (whether this involves being reintroduced to early experiences, 
developing ‘self-awareness,’ or acquiring ‘emotional intelligence’), so much as discovering 
what emotions say about an organization as a system in context (Armstrong, 2000). Emotions, both 
conscious and unconscious, which are individually felt and collectively produced and per-
formed, are interwoven with politics and power in organizations. Emotion and politics 
inform and recreate each other within organizations.

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING, POLITICS, AND EMOTION

Despite the awareness that reason and emotion defi ne each other, we often imagine that 
organizations are rational places, where we can use our intellectual abilities and our 
knowledge to implement decisions, to problem solve, and to take the organization forward. 
And this is true—we can do this through rational and intellectual endeavor. However, 
rationality is only one aspect of  our experience and our knowledge in organizations. We 
also know that organizations overfl ow with stated and unstated emotions; with complex 
inter-personal relations; and with politics and power. Learning in organizations and the 
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organization of  learning processes are inevitably bound up with political dynamics, with 
power, and with resistance. So, how are we to understand politics in relation to learning? 
Politics is

a term used to describe the activity of  individuals, groups, organizations or institutions in mobilis-
ing resources and enrolling people to support a policy, plan or project . . . politics is a practice of  
securing compliance or consent . . . politics might be the practice of  resistance to the established 
power relations . . . (or) it is just as likely to be a question of  power struggles between different 
groups of  managers

(Odih and Knights, 2007: 336)

In our view, an interest in emotion in organizations should seek to address the ways 
in which emotions, as they interweave with political problems, are individually felt and 
collectively produced and performed. Thus, what seems like collaboration to managers 
may feel like control to their staff; what feels like a concession to managers may be expe-
rienced as an insult by their workers; or what is intended as reconciliation by one group 
may be experienced as a climb-down by another. Learning and knowledge, themselves, 
lie squarely at the heart of  such emotional politics. Who gains and who is denied knowl-
edge? What knowledge is on offer and on what terms? How is knowledge to be used and 
in whose interest? These are all deeply political issues and ones liable to arouse powerful 
emotions in individuals and groups. The complexity of  relations that are mobilized by the 
interplay between emotions and politics create, for example, surprising, self-limiting, inno-
vative, unexpected, uncomfortable, and unwanted structures for action.

The interplay between emotion and politics in organizations concerns how organiza-
tions function as emotional places (not how individuals within organizations can ‘have’ 
or ‘manage’ emotion); it concerns how decisions, strategies, and actions are shaped, 
subverted, and/or transformed by emotions; and it concerns how emotions become 
embedded in cultural and political practices that determine ‘the way we do things here.’ 
Engaging with the interplay between emotion and politics in organizations goes some way 
to unsettling the conventional view of  organizations ‘as rationally ordered, appropriately 
structured, and emotion free life spaces, where the right decisions are made for the right 
reasons by the right people, in a reliable and predictable manner’ (Kersten, 2001: 452). 
Studies that have been concerned specifi cally with the relationship between emotion and 
politics have shown that emotion is essential to control processes, and that emotions need 
to be understood in terms of  the social and political structures of  which they are a part 
(Fineman and Sturdy, 1999). Emotions underpin and infl uence behavior in organizations 
in ways that create distinctive political dynamics and organizing processes (Vince, 2001, 
2002). The generation of  knowledge about the emotions and politics that underpin organ-
izing adds to opportunities for behavior that can ‘unsettle conventional practices’ (Cunliffe 
and Easterby-Smith, 2004). Emotion guides individuals in appraising social situations and 
responding to them, therefore emotional display is part of  an inter-personal, meaning cre-
ating process (Antonacopoulou and Gabriel, 2001).

An important distinction that illuminates the relation between emotion, politics, and 
learning is that between ‘learning-in-action’ and ‘learning inaction’ (Vince, 2008, 2010). 
The phrase ‘learning-in-action’ represents the productive relationship between learning 
and practice. For example, we know that learning can be ‘generative’ in the sense that 
it can underpin improvements in practice over time. Popular, action-based approaches 
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to learning like ‘action learning’ are based on the premise that membership of  action-
 learning groups can assist individuals in the development of  strategic actions, which then 
can be tested and potentially transformed in practice (see Pedler, 2002). However, the 
 politics surrounding learning in organizations also trigger a different and altogether less 
positive dynamic, one that leads to inertia and even paralysis. This is called ‘learning inac-
tion’ because participants in learning groups also have (conscious and unconscious) knowl-
edge, fantasies, and perceptions about when it is emotionally and politically expedient to 
refrain from action, when to avoid collective action, and the organizational dynamics that 
underpin a failure or refusal to act. We often know what the political limits of  learning are 
in our organizations without having to be told; we collude with others in order to create 
limitations on learning; and we are often aware of  what is and is not going to be seen as a 
legitimate result of  our attempts to learn. We are (consciously or unconsciously) aware of  
the organizational dynamics that underpin a failure to act at the same time as we are posi-
tively engaged in learning activities to improve practice. The paradoxical tension of  learn-
ing in organizations is that it is desired and resisted at the same time. Such tensions at 
the heart of  both learning-in-action and learning inaction create anxiety for individuals, 
groups, and organizations.

ANXIETY

Anxiety is an emotion that has been widely discussed in relation to learning. Learning 
involves success and failure, trial and error, triumph and disappointment, presenting indi-
viduals and groups with formidable uncertainties and self-doubts liable to trigger anxiety. 
A common understanding of  anxiety is that it is fear without an object—we can’t easily 
say what makes us anxious. Here, we are using the word in the sense of  an apprehen-
sive expectation, or ‘the expectation of  a danger’—something to be avoided or controlled, 
because it ‘incites the feeling of  being uncomfortable’ (Salecl, 2004). ‘Being uncomfort able’ 
is a common emotional state in organizations; indeed emotions have been described as 
‘uncomfortable knowledge’ within organizations (Vince, 1999). Anxiety is a major aspect 
of  human experience in organizations. We are not using the word anxiety here as a clini-
cal term, but as ‘a primary aspect of  human experience’ (Salecl, 2004). However, cate-
gories applied to the clinical diagnosis of  anxiety also provide a general idea of  the key 
components of  everyday anxiety in organizations. These include: feelings of  being ‘on the 
edge,’ keyed up, wound up, or nervous; the inability to relax; frequent preoccupation with 
painful thoughts; stress that is out of  proportion to the subject matter of  the thoughts; feel-
ing apprehensive, a sense of  being on the brink of  some disaster; feeling restless, a need to 
be ‘doing’/to be on the move; anticipating the worst; and diffi culties in concentration.

Anxiety is an emotion that can emanate from the self, but equally may be co-created 
through interactions between people; it can be infectious both as a paralyzing and as a gal-
vanizing force. Learning anxieties in organizations can affl ict both individuals and groups 
and are capable of  generating both paralyzing and productive effects. For example, anxi-
ety about performing in public can be the very feeling that makes such action possible or 
impossible. Anxiety can provide the energy necessary to risk performing in public, as well 
as underpinning the fear and desire to avoid such performance. This dual potential of  
anxiety, to generate both insight and ignorance (Vince and Martin, 1993; Vince, 1998), 
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has a profound impact on the organization of  learning (as well as individuals’ learning in 
organizations). Its management and containment is therefore an important aspect of  the 
task of  leaders and teachers alike.

An important starting point in understanding anxiety at work may be to recognize that 
‘what really produces anxiety is the attempt to get rid of  it’ (Salecl, 2004). This process 
can be seen within individuals, in groups, and in organizations. For example, consider the 
white manager who is reluctant to provide feedback on work performance with a black 
member of  staff  because she is anxious of  being accused of  racism. The manager’s anxi-
ety has already produced the discrimination she was seeking to avoid. Think of  the MBA 
group that is anxious about the cultural and racial differences in the learning group. Their 
declaration that ‘we are all equal in this group’ makes difference almost impossible to talk 
about. Their anxiety refl ects an unspoken awareness that differences are already making 
a difference in the group, and that it needs to protect itself  from the imagined confl icts 
that might occur if  this subject is spoken about.

Important as the management of  anxiety is, in its very essence, it can generate addi-
tional anxieties, for example, by shifting the blame or making scapegoats of  other people. 
If  I do not want failures to be my fault then they must belong to someone else, to other 
people, or other parts of  the organization where poor management, bad practices, or bad 
attitudes prevail. Anxieties about being seen to fail create blame of  ‘the other’ and such 
blame undermines the ability of  people within the organization to communicate across 
sub-system boundaries or to learn from honest mistakes (Vince and Saleem, 2004). In this 
example, anxiety about problems of  communication is reinforcing communication prob-
lems in the organization. Individual and group attempts to address anxiety are referred 
to by psychodynamic thinkers as psychological defenses against anxiety. Some of  these 
defenses, like shifting the blame or rationalizing away failure, may be conscious. Others, 
however, operate unconsciously as individuals and groups seek to fend themselves off  from 
the unsettling effects of  anxiety. These may include fl ights into fantasy, such as ‘we are 
invulnerable, no-one can hurt us,’ or denial ‘this cannot possibly happen,’ or ‘this could 
never happen again.’ Defense mechanisms then are a group of  psychological processes 
aimed at reducing painful and troubling feelings, notably anxiety, or at eliminating forces 
that are experienced as threatening the integrity or mental survival of  an individual or a 
group. These defenses, including projection, repression, denial, and splitting, seek to pro-
tect individuals, groups, and organizations from pain and anxiety, but the result can be 
precisely the opposite, since they may immerse them in individual or collective delusions 
or wish-fulfi lling fantasies, whose result is to exacerbate organizational problems and fail-
ings. Under such circumstances, failure does not become the mother of  success, as the old 
Chinese saying would have it, but the mother and grandmother of  more failure.

TRANSFERENCE, ANXIETY, AND DEFENSES

If  defense mechanisms generally inhibit learning, then learning (both individually and 
collectively) requires a certain type of  psychological work in identifying, accepting, and 
tolerating the anxieties that it creates. Some of  these anxieties may be triggered by ear-
lier experiences of  failure and disappointment or by threatening feelings of  uncertainty, 
dependency, and vulnerability. Thus, learning is no spontaneous unleashing of  potential 
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but involves overcoming resistances to learning, many of  which operate in unconscious 
and unacknowledged ways. One particular source of  unconscious resistance to learn-
ing lies in each individual’s narcissistic belief  that he or she is already perfect and there-
fore needs no development or change (Freud, 1914/1984). Another source of  resistance
 lies in the conviction that the individual knows what he/she needs to learn and nothing 
beyond it is necessary or desirable. Learning represents a challenge and a threat to all of  
us, endangering some valued ideas, habits, and beliefs about self  and others and generat-
ing an unavoidable degree of  discomfort or even pain.

For these reasons, psychodynamic writers pay great attention to early life learning experi-
ences, its excitements and disappointments, which color subsequent learning in schools, uni-
versities, and, more generally, organizations. Learning is facilitated by an agent of  learning, 
a parent, an older sibling, a teacher, who represents a fi gure of  authority; this fi gure is in 
later life replaced by a leader, teacher, mentor, consultant, or clinician, who acts as the force 
facilitating and unleashing learning (Salzberger-Wittenberg et al., 1983; French 1997). This 
relationship between learner and the agent of  learning is strongly infl uenced by the dynam-
ics of  transference and counter-transference, the complex and largely unconscious emo-
tional forces which bind together student and teacher, practitioner and consultant, patient 
and analyst (Freud, 1940/1986). Transference is a process whereby feelings and images 
towards fi gures of  authority or knowledge are repetitions of  earlier experiences of  relations 
with authority fi gures, notably parents. An important psychoanalytic insight derives from 
the work of  Winnicott (1962, 1964, 1980), who argued that effective learning takes place 
within a ‘holding environment,’ an environment which allows enough space for experimen-
tation and play, which is safe enough without being stifl ing or overbearing. The holding 
environment in organizations, including schools and universities, recreates the experience 
of  the mother’s embrace, an embrace which allows the child to realize that he or she has 
an independent existence in the world without, however, exposing him or her directly to the 
threats engendered by this world. The management of  anxiety then becomes seminal in all 
learning situations, since too much or too little anxiety inhibits learning. Too much anxiety 
and learning is paralyzed; too little anxiety and learning never appears on the agenda.

GROUP EMOTIONS, COLLECTIVE DYNAMICS, AND LEARNING

Moving from individual to collective learning and its associated emotions, our theoretical 
knowledge originates in the work of  Melanie Klein who identifi ed two important mecha-
nisms of  defense against primitive anxiety—particularly the processes of  ‘projecting’ bad 
feelings onto others and ‘splitting’ good and bad objects in order to focus on an ideal. The 
term primitive anxieties represents some of  the overwhelming anxieties experienced by 
all children in early life, including fears of  abandonment and betrayal, persecution, dis-
integration, and mutilation—which can resurface in later life in stressful situations. From 
these foundations, Elliott Jacques (1955) and Isobel Menzies (1960) developed a theory 
of  the use of  social systems as defenses against anxiety, arguing that, in addition to indi-
vidual defenses, individuals and groups develop collective defenses against anxieties. This 
theory ‘makes it possible to articulate the dilemma inherent in organizational life between 
adherence to professed defi nitions of  purpose, and recognition of  unthought purposes . . . 
concerned with providing the subject with an identity—purposes which, when threatened, 
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arouse primitive anxiety’ (Palmer, 2002: 161). When social defenses become dominant 
they also become dysfunctional for the organization as a whole, because defenses support 
organizational members’ detachment from their experience. Social defenses do initially 
reduce anxiety, but they also eventually ‘replace compassion, empathy, awareness and 
meaning with control and impersonality’ (Kets de Vries, 2004: 198).

The inevitable intermingling of  unthought purposes with deliberate intensions high-
lights further the importance of  understanding the continuous connection between power, 
emotion, and learning in organizations (Vince, 2001). The emotions evoked through 
power relations promote a tendency towards defensive behavior; towards the evasion of  
feelings in context; towards the projection of  bad feelings onto others as blame or criti-
cism. One of  the focal points for the intersection of  power and emotion in organizations is 
the relation between a leader and his or her follower. Many approaches to learning about 
leadership emphasize the individual leader’s role infl uence on followers, how in other 
words leaders may draw on specifi c traits, styles, and approaches in more or less effective 
ways. An individual leader may facilitate consensus or may initiate dispersed leadership 
in a group of  followers, but both have to be recognized as political techniques to enhance 
performance through attempts to make hierarchical relations less overt. Looking at this 
emotionally as well as politically, ‘leaders fi rst and foremost spin dreams’ (Gabriel, 1999) 
and they are subject to fantasies, which might stimulate defensive as much as desirable 
behavior. The leader’s desire may be to share authority, to collaborate in a social context 
where ‘none of  us is as smart as all of  us.’ Thus, in organizational settings, individual 
accountability for outcomes in a political environment implies broader power relations, 
where regression to a dynamic of  control often becomes an inevitable compromise.

Leaders stand at the boundary between rational and non-rational decision making, 
between realities and fantasies, helping to assess obstacles and to produce the necessary plans 
to overcome them. To understand leadership in organizations, it is important to understand 
how emotions are connected to fantasy; how fantasies provide hope or discourage action, 
as well as how they are communicated, for example, through projection onto others. The 
leader is never alone; he or she is also a product of  the fantasies of  followers (and vice versa). 
Such fantasies inevitably impact on the emotional and political dynamics and experiences 
surrounding attempts at leadership. The leader may be seen as someone who cares, can read 
my mind, is indifferent, accessible, aloof, omnipotent, unafraid, hopeless, brilliant, externally 
driven, or a fraud. In this way, emotional fantasies may reconfi gure power relations in differ-
ent ways, for instance by casting a leader into the role of  benevolent mother fi gure or satanic 
schemer, and recasting the followers as heroic individualists, passive sheep, or recalcitrant 
children. All of  these projections contribute to the complexity of  leadership relations and 
reinforce the sense in which leadership is a product of  the dynamics between self  and other.

In organizations, it is impossible for leaders to remain dreamers; necessity requires that 
vision be turned into reality, something that inevitably calls for the assistance of  others. 
Emotions, both conscious and unconscious, individually felt and collectively produced and 
performed, are intertwined with the political problems of  leadership. For example, it is dif-
fi cult to uncouple the desire to collaborate in organizations from the compulsion to domi-
nate, or the desire to be protected from the impulse to scapegoat. We often know what good 
leadership feels like. However, leadership can also be an ambiguous process within a social 
and political context, one that mobilizes anxiety and self-doubt, encourages insecurity, 
gives rise to defensive behavior, fosters the development of  avoidance strategies, and 
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leads to detachment from refl ection and from criticism. Our learning about leadership in 
organizations is individualistically orientated in part because this approach makes it easier 
to contain emotions and politics that might be capable of  undermining organizational sta-
bility and create the potential for organizational learning and change. This individualism 
protects organizations by always providing the possibility of  creating a scapegoat when 
things go wrong, replacing him or her, and resuming business as if  nothing had happened, 
thus forfeiting all possibilities of  learning along the way.

The ways in which leadership is exercised are the result not only of  the person who leads 
or the people being led, but also of  the organizational context that shapes leadership. For 
example, team building is seen as an individual skill that can be taught on management and 
leadership development courses. However, it may also be useful to recognize that the team 
builds the individual or individuals who represent and lead them. A team produces the 
behavior of  the leader, as well as the leadership decisions and choices that are voiced, 
through their conscious and unconscious actions and inactions, through the various ways 
in which emotions and politics in a team impact on organizing. And team building itself  
may be a process that is systematically fostered or inhibited by organizational factors small 
and large, ranging from performance appraisals to the physical location of  offi ces.

CRITICISM, LEARNING, AND CARE

Criticism and self-criticism lie at the heart of  learning. We learn from our ability to 
refl ect critically and assess the consequences of  our actions, taking on board the criticisms 
of  others and of  ourselves. But criticism, as every child learns early in life, is painful and 
hurtful: and it is undoubtedly part of  a technology of  power. At its most extreme, criticism 
becomes bullying—incessant nit-picking and fault-fi nding which undermines a person’s 
self-confi dence and serves to perpetuate their subordinate dependent standing. In less 
extreme forms, criticism can still act to maintain hierarchical distinctions, to paralyze the 
willingness to experiment and innovate and to dread the prospect of  failure, humiliation, 
and ridicule. Criticism can easily become internalized as self-criticism which is every bit as 
destabilizing as criticism by an external authority. As psychoanalysis teaches us, the voice 
of  the super-ego can be harsher, more vigilant, more unreasonable, and harder to answer 
back than the voice of  external authority. Yet, criticism is vital for learning. How can it be 
balanced and prevented from unleashing the kinds of  dynamics that we identifi ed earlier?

It is for this reason that we shall conclude this contribution by arguing that criticism 
and critical refl ection are effective prompts for learning when balanced by an ethic of  
care which treats people in their different roles, as students, as subordinates and employ-
ees, as patients, and even as consumers, as ends in themselves rather than as means to 
specifi c ends. Since it was fi rst articulated by Carol Gilligan (1982) in connection with the 
moral development of  young girls, the discourse on the ethics of  care has generated many 
insights in diverse fi elds ranging from international relations to psychology and moral phi-
losophy (see, for example, Held, 2006). In the fi eld of  organizational studies and especially 
in management learning, however, it has been substantially ignored (for an exception, see 
Gabriel, 2009). The ethics of  care sees caring as a vital dimension of  most human inter-
actions and as the foundation of  a particular type of  morality. In contrast to the ‘ethics 
of  justice,’ the ethics of  care does not rely on claims of  universality, absolute judgments 
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of  right and wrong, and perfect virtues. Instead, it is a morality that grows out of  the rec-
ognition that all people are embedded in different webs of  social relations, being depend-
ent on others for their survival and well-being and capable of  supporting others in their 
moments of  need and helplessness.

A large part of  the debate on care concerns its gendered nature, whether in other words, 
women are more disposed by nature, culture, or other factors for caring than men and 
how this affects power relations between the genders (Held, 2006; Kittay, 1999; Kittay 
and Feder, 2002; Noddings, 1986; Tronto, 1993). What seems likely is that while both 
women and men can act in caring ways, at least in Western cultures, caring is associated 
with the feminine principle as against the ethic of  impersonal objectivity, criticism, and 
judgment which represent a masculine or even patriarchal order. Being cared for is what 
every newborn child requires, and caring is attending to the needs of  others with whom 
we feel close and for whom we are prepared to take personal responsibility. Caring is not 
a scripted emotional performance and cannot be reduced to emotional labor. Caring 
involves some of  the qualities that are currently and fashionably grouped under the title 
of  emotional intelligence, yet, unlike emotional intelligence, it entails no suggestion of  
emotional manipulation or deception. Instead, caring involves sensitivity to the emotional 
needs of  the other person and an ability to guide and infl uence these emotions through a 
wide range of  actions, utterances, and expressions. It requires an ability to ‘notice what 
you are noticing’ (James and Ladkin, 2008); and to anticipate the needs and vulnerabili-
ties of  the cared for. And, in spite of  all this, it is a profound mistake to view an ethic of  
care as some kind of  charitable principle of  universal love or as a ‘touchy-feely’ ethic 
of  intimacy. An ethic of  care may sometimes dictate taking diffi cult, hard, and unpleasant 
actions in support of  a person, an institution, or even a thing one cares for.

The ethic of  care does not resolve the anxieties we signaled earlier, nor does it dis-
solve the political realities within which learning takes place; it can, however, contribute 
to learning in a number of  different ways. First, it offers a counter-balance to the ethic 
of  criticism, sustaining learning, especially in its early, tentative stages. Without compro-
mising the commitment to rational discourse and rigorous knowledge, the ethic of  care 
ensures that criticism is exercised in a responsible manner, a manner which tolerates disa-
greement and encourages learning. Within an ethic of  care, criticism never degenerates to 
nit-picking, the compulsive pointing out of  even trivial fl aws with the aim of  establishing 
hierarchies of  authority and privilege. On the contrary, the caring critic acknowledges his 
or her own fallibility and the possibility that his or her judgment may be made in error.

An ethic of  care offers a partial containment of  anxieties unleashed by both the learning 
process and organizational politics. It allows for mistakes to be recognized and corrected, 
it supports experimentation and responsible improvisation, and it promotes respect for 
human fallibility and insecurity. Akio Morita, co-founder of  Sony and a leader known both 
for his toughness and his caring qualities makes the point explicitly in his autobiography:

Mistakes or miscalculations are human and normal, and viewed in the long run they have not dam-
aged the company. I do not mind taking responsibility for every managerial decision I have made. 
But if  a person who makes a mistake is branded and kicked off  the seniority promotion escalator, 
he could lose his motivation for the rest of  his business life and deprive the company of  whatever 
good things he may have to offer later. . . . I tell our people, ‘Go ahead and do what you think is 
right. If  you make a mistake, you will learn from it. Just don’t make the same mistake twice.’

(Morita, 1987: 150)
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The ethic of  care does not function as a universal warm blanket of  unconditional 
positive regard. Far from it—it can involve hard decisions, disappointing news and the 
management of  disillusionment and pain without recourse to comforting untruths and 
false hopes. It can also dictate sharp political action in pursuit, defense, and support of  
individuals, groups, and organizations for which one cares. In this way, the ethic 
of  care may extend to the process of  learning itself  and to the political realities with 
which it is intertwined. It may even extend to the organization itself  as a valued entity, 
one that is cherished by those who work for it, support it, and nurture it. In a memo-
rable piece inspired by the children’s story of  the velveteen rabbit, David Sims (2004) 
has argued that it is love that turns organizations into valued spaces in which people’s 
actions ‘come alive.’ The velveteen rabbit is a children’s toy that, in the story, comes 
to life or becomes ‘real’ only when the child who owns it develops a caring relation 
with it. The story’s theme that love ‘animates’ what it touches is one that has been 
rehearsed endlessly by poets and storytellers, but Sims argues that it may also apply to 
organizations, some of  which generate extraordinary amounts of  loyalty and affection 
among their members whereas others remain objects of  instrumental usefulness and 
emotional indifference. An ethic of  care can in this way neutralize the widely com-
mented cynicism that can so easily affl ict our organizations and their attempt to foster 
a learning culture.

In this chapter, we indicated a number of  different ways in which emotions in organ-
izations enter into the learning processes of  individuals and groups. We suggested that 
emotions neither enhance nor inhibit learning in a direct and straightforward manner; 
and emotions themselves are neither the direct products of  learning nor its raw materials. 
Instead, we proposed that emotional confi gurations in organizations are themselves tied 
up with organizational politics and power and argued that to consider knowledge and 
learning outside organizational politics and power leads to blinkered accounts. Fear of  
failure or criticism, a key emotion in regard of  organizational learning, is also the result 
of  a political set-up focused on punishment and making scapegoats. We proposed, by 
contrast, an ethic of  care that provides a secure environment in which people may learn, 
individually and collectively, from their mistakes and miscalculations, and engage in con-
structive criticism and self-criticism.
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Subtle Learning and Organizational 

Identity as Enablers 
of  Strategic Change
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ABSTRACT

Contrary to recent portrayals, we argue that the relationship between organizational 
identity and organizational learning is not only a strong one, but also one that facilitates 
organizational adaptability to a constantly shifting competitive environment. The implica-
tions of  this relationship are perhaps most powerful in the context of  change because both 
learning and identity are essential to both the strategic and personal aspects of  organiza-
tional change. Most relevant to this volume, this adaptive interrelationship has implications 
for current conceptualizations of  organizational learning that include: (1) the specifi cation 
of  a type of  organizational learning heretofore downplayed in the literature—subtle learn-
ing and (2) the realization that organizational learning can be more subliminal and tacit 
than previously conceptualized and, therefore, can occur out of  conscious awareness or 
without explicit articulation. These implications provide the foundation for inquiry into 
other organizational phenomena closely linked to the learning–identity relationship.

INTRODUCTION

The processes by which organizational members learn to change is intimately intertwined 
with their assumptions about who they are as an organization. Indeed recent research has 
found organizational identity to be a critical though relatively under-recognized factor 
that not only infl uences what is learned, but more importantly how members learn to 
respond to strategic change imperatives (Nag, Corley, and Gioia, 2003, 2007). In this 
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chapter we consider the nature of  the learning–identity interrelationship and attempt to 
draw out some of  the consequent implications for both concepts, as well as implications 
for theorists and researchers who study both phenomena.

Although an overused catchphrase in today’s society, the notion that ‘change is eve-
rywhere; change is everything’ still holds powerful sway over the modern organization. 
Because of  fast-paced market changes confronting most industries, ever-accelerating tech-
nology cycles, insatiable desires for up-to-the-minute business news, and gyrating capital 
markets, as well as capricious terrorism, organizations are faced with tumultuous envi-
ronmental relationships that require constant mindfulness and adaptability. Change is, 
in fact, everywhere in organizations and, to some extent, everything as well, in the sense 
that organizational well-being and even survival depend on organizational adaptability 
(Tsoukas and Chia, 2002).

Our research has discovered new ways in which organizational identity relates to transfor-
mational change. In our earlier conceptions we treated organizational identity as perceptions 
or implicit theories shared by organization members about ‘who we are as an organization’ 
(Albert and Whetten, 1985; Gioia, 1998; Stimpert, Gustafson, and Sarason, 1998). Recent 
research has urged us to enrich this conception of  identity by appreciating a more situated, 
action-oriented, and pragmatic view of  the concept (Carlsen, 2006, 2009; Nag, Corley, and 
Gioia, 2007). Issues of  organizational identity arise not only as the members of  an organiza-
tion attempt to answer the question ‘Who are we?’ but also the questions ‘How do we do 
things?’, ’Why do we do those things?’, and ‘Who should we be in the future?’ Attempting to 
answer these questions also prompts the question ‘Who do others think we are?’ which means 
that identity is closely interrelated with how insiders think outsiders perceive the organization 
(labeled as ‘construed external image’ by Dutton, Dukerich, and Harquail, 1994) and how 
outsiders actually perceive the organization (or reputation, see Fombrun, 1996).

Researchers have argued that because organizational identity involves answers to such 
fundamental questions, it is inherently stable and resistant to change (Albert and Whetten, 
1985; Brown and Starkey, 2000). Our research has demonstrated that this is not necessar-
ily the case, however, and that, quite to the contrary, organizational identity can change 
over relatively short periods of  time (Corley and Gioia, 2004; Corley, Gioia, and Fabbri, 
2000; Gioia, Schultz, and Corley, 2000; Gioia and Thomas, 1996). The underlying means 
by which identity change is possible while appearing to have endurance or continuity is 
that organization members maintain consistent labels for elements of  their identity over 
time, but the meanings and practices associated with these labels change to accommodate 
emergent needs (Gioia, et al., 2000; Nag et al., 2007).

One major upshot of  our theoretical and empirical efforts is the realization that proc-
esses of  organizational learning are essential to the social construction and reconstruction of  
organizational identity in the now-common context of  a fast-changing environment. In a gen-
eral sense, identity construction and reconstruction are intertwined with a continuous process 
of  organizational learning because an organization must continuously ‘relearn’ its identity as 
its enacted environment recursively infl uences further meaning making and action taking.

As our research has progressed, however, we have come to recognize that the type of  
learning involved in this dynamic process differs from the organizational learning typi-
cally described in management research. The predominant approach to studying learn-
ing in and by organizations is one of  tracking overt change or tangible outcomes (Wilson, 
Goodman, and Cronin, 2007). Contrary to this approach, we fi nd that learning associated 
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with organizational identity change tends to be more discreet and based in changes to 
intersubjective meanings and underlying social practices as compared to the overt, 
 knowledge- and behavior-based changes fundamental to the individual-level origins of  the 
psychology and management perspectives on organizational learning (Easterby-Smith, 
1997; Huber, 1991; Miller, 1996). This emerging distinction has forced us to explore more 
deeply the relationship between organizational identity and organizational learning and, 
as a result, to reconsider organizational learning as a theoretical concept.

The basic premise of  this chapter is that processes of  organizational learning are more 
closely interrelated with organizational identity than previously presumed, and that this rela-
tionship is adaptive for the organization. This interrelationship is most evident in the milieu of  
organizational change, where both identity and learning play key roles strategically and con-
textually. The intersection between the two phenomena not only provides a powerful set of  
implications for the continued study of  organizational change, but also produces a number 
of  signifi cant insights for re-conceptualizing aspects of  organizational learning that include:

the formal recognition of  a heretofore underspecifi ed form of  organizational learn-
ing based in intersubjective meanings and practices, which we term subtle learning;
the appreciation that this form of  learning provides the potential for organizational 
learning to be more inconspicuous, and its effects more covert, than previously pre-
sumed; and
the pragmatically important insight that the infl uence an organization’s identity has 
on learning processes can facilitate adaptability for the organization (as opposed to 
previous work depicting it as a constraint on adaptability).

We have two main purposes in writing this chapter that follow from these observations: 
(1) to act as interested outside observers who see value in bringing an identity perspec-
tive to the study of  organizational learning (by highlighting and detailing the adaptive 
 relationship between organizational identity and organizational learning); and (2) to expli-
cate the argument that it is diffi cult to provide a defi nitive defi nition of  organizational 
learning because learning takes so many different forms. Our contention here is parallel 
to Cook and Brown’s (1999) argument that we should distinguish between different types 
of  knowledge (and in our case, learning).

The remaining sections of  this chapter explore more fully these expansions and recon-
siderations of  organizational learning, as well as exploring other implications of  the inter-
relationship between organizational identity and learning. We begin with a discussion 
about the nature of  organizational learning, followed by a more in-depth examination of  
how identity and learning are related at the organizational level. The chapter concludes 
with a discussion of  both the theoretical and practical implications of  this interrelation-
ship, with particular attention paid to those implications involving organizational change.

THE NATURE OF ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

To explore the interrelationship between organizational identity and learning more deeply, 
it is fi rst necessary to articulate our perspective on the nature of  organizational learning. 
Similar to our arguments that organizational identity is more than just a collective version 

◆

◆

◆
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of  individual identity (Corley et al., 2000), we believe that some types of  organizational 
learning are more than just a collective version of  individual learning.

Weick (1991) clearly articulates the strength of  this position in his assertion that depict-
ing organizational learning as following the same processes as individual learning limits 
our ability to gain insight into the phenomenon as a distinctive process in its own right. 
In its essence, Weick’s argument contends that individual-level psychological theories 
of  learning do not adequately describe the organizational learning process because the 
assumptions underlying those theories do not hold for organizations—organizations are 
a different type of  entity than individuals and interact with environments differently than 
individuals. To depict organizations as learning the same way that individuals do results 
in an overly micro-centric view that does not do justice to the unique nature of  organiza-
tional learning as a macro concept.

Weick and Westley (1999) further support this perspective in their citing of  Normann’s 
(1985) and Argote and McGrath’s (1993) work. These researchers embed organizational 
learning in the practices and structures of  groups rather than solely in the cognitions of  
individuals. Learning does not become a macro concept because groups (or in our case 
organizations) have cognitive structures like humans. Rather, it becomes a macro concept 
because learning is embedded in action and social interaction (see Ashforth, Rogers, and 
Corley, in press for a similar argument involving identity); in becoming a macro concept, 
these researchers argue that learning must transcend individual cognition.

Finally, our view of  organizational learning is informed by Cook and Yanow’s (1993) 
conceptualization of  organizational learning as a cultural process. Attempting to circum-
vent the problems they see with viewing organizations mainly as cognitive entities, Cook 
and Yanow examined the Powell Flute Company’s encounter with a technological change 
as an instance of  organizational learning. The Powell Flute Company was world famous 
for making ‘the best fl utes in the world’ using the Powell scale developed by the company’s 
founder. When a new, highly-demanded scale (the Cooper scale) was introduced, the 
members of  the Powell Flute Company had to face questions about who they were and 
how that might change given the advent of  this new scale. Essentially, they were faced 
with a question of  identity: ‘Could the organization make a fl ute with a Cooper scale 
and still be the Powell organization?’ (1993: 383). Cook and Yanow focus on the organi-
zational learning that occurs around this identity issue, especially on how the organization 
learns to ‘change without changing’ and bring the new scale in to their operations without 
disrupting their sense of  collective identity.

What emerges from their analysis is a depiction of  organizational learning as ‘the 
acquiring, sustaining, or changing of  intersubjective meanings though the artifactual vehi-
cles of  their expression and transmission and the collective actions of  the group’ (1993: 
384). The crucial insight here is that organizational learning can involve ‘intersubjective 
meanings’ created and sustained via cultural practices—an insight that has been magni-
fi ed in recent works by Carlile (2002) and Bechky (2003). Similar to Weick and Robert’s 
(1993) notion of  collective mind embedded in group interaction, learning becomes collec-
tive when it is conceived at the level of  social interaction, where ‘boundary objects’ such 
as language, symbols, and consensual practices (all supra-individual notions) facilitate the 
expression and transmission of  shared understanding of  actions and events throughout 
the organization.
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SUBTLE LEARNING

As Weick (1991) points out, conceptualizing organizational learning at a bona fi de collec-
tive level opens up the possibility of  seeing previously hidden or neglected aspects of  the 
phenomenon that differ from learning at the individual level. One such aspect, and an 
important part of  understanding the adaptive nature of  the identity–learning relationship, 
involves the subliminal nature of  organizational learning that is based in meanings, or 
subtle learning. In choosing the label ‘subtle’ to describe this form of  learning, we highlight 
changes in the meanings’ underlying labels, symbols, and, importantly, practices that occur 
without explicit recognition or acknowledgement by those involved with those labels, sym-
bols, or practices. Subtle learning, then, involves changes to the intersubjective meanings 
constituting the core of  a collective’s understanding of  themselves. Instead of  thinking 
of  organizational learning as only involving changes in behavior and/or knowledge, this 
perspective emphasizes that changes in meaning around actions and symbols also form a 
viable conceptualization of  organizational learning.

The ‘deep processes’1 of  subtle learning

By moving the locus of  the learning process away from an emphasis on individual cog-
nition and placing its emphasis on the social interactions and intersubjective meanings 
embedded within a collective, it becomes possible to conceive of  organizational learn-
ing as taking place without the explicit awareness of  learning, without the recognition 
of  learning, or even without the intention to learn by the members of  the collective. It 
thus becomes possible to account for organizational learning that occurs without overt 
acknowledgement because changes in intersubjective meanings can exist and affect future 
cognition and action without members of  the collective overtly recognizing them.

If  a socially shared sense of  meaning changes among the members of  a collective, 
no one member of  the collective need articulate that change to the other members for it 
to be implemented. It can be more subtle because learning and meaning can exist inde-
pendently of  the individual, in the interactions of  the collective. Thus, simply by acting 
 differently and picking up subtle cues based on others’ behaviors, it is possible for mean-
ings to change even without linguistic interaction. Taking this argument even further, we 
can say that, at the extreme, changes in intersubjective meanings might be so subtle that 
not only are they not articulated and made explicit in the collective’s interactions, but that 
they also remain at a tacit level for the individuals within the collective.

A clear example of  this process involves the shifting meaning of  what it is to be a team 
for the members of, for example, a software development group. As the individuals come 
together and begin interacting with one another, a shared sense emerges that they are a 
team because their interactions are based in a consensus-seeking, decision-making process 
in which everyone participates equally to achieve the collective’s goals. Over time, how-
ever, as resource and time constraints arise, the interaction patterns of  these individuals 

1We use the phrase ‘deep processes’ in pointed contrast to Chomsky’s (1964) notion of  ‘deep 
structure.’
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change such that each member takes on more autonomy, preferred task partnerships 
emerge, and important decisions are made individually, all the while accounting for the 
other members of  the team and their shared goals. Even though the members of  the col-
lective might not be aware of  the change or, if  they are, do not articulate it in their verbal 
interactions, the meaning of  what it is to be a team has changed for them. Not only have 
their individual and shared behaviors adapted to meet environmental constraints, but the 
meaning underlying their self-declaration as a ‘team’ has shifted, even though they con-
tinue to use the same label.

Learning has occurred within the collective, even though they might never label it as 
such, or, if  they do, it will not be labeled until an occasion for retrospective sense mak-
ing occurs or until external feedback raises their awareness of  the change. Once it is 
brought to the collective’s attention, it can offi cially be labeled ‘learning’ by those involved 
(Nicolini and Meznar, 1995) and become explicit in their actions and future meaning-
making efforts. Nevertheless, the key point here is that conscious awareness and explicit 
articulation of  the change in intersubjective meaning need not occur for organizational 
learning to take place.

It is even possible to argue that this form of  subtle learning (and the subtle changes 
often accompanying it) is the norm at the organizational level. We are accustomed to 
thinking about learning as an explicit, conscious process that leads to some noticeable 
change in either knowledge or action. Taken in the context of  meaning-based learning, 
however, this assumption seems heavily rooted in individual-level cognitive models of  
learning and, therefore, not as easily applied to the organizational level. Instead, we might 
posit that at the organizational level, subtle learning based in meaning changes is the nor-
mal state and that explicit, conscious learning is the exception. Subtle learning simulta-
neously preserves the past and generates the new. It enables fi nding new ways of  doing 
the same things while still retaining existing meanings or tacitly changes meanings associ-
ated with the same ways of  doing things. The key point here is that this form of  learning 
brings about change that is less threatening because it is more continuous and connected 
to prior learnings.

Knowledge versus meaning making

It is also important to note that the distinction between knowledge and meaning is more 
than merely different labels for the same concept under the organizational learning sce-
nario depicted in this chapter. An important theoretical difference exists between the two, 
in that any element of  knowledge must have meaning ascribed to it before it becomes use-
ful. That is, knowledge can be thought of  generally as ‘what we know,’ whereas meaning 
involves understanding how that knowledge is applicable to the task at hand.

Thus, for instance, it is not that we know a particular competitor is about to release a 
new product that is important, but that such knowledge has meaning in how it will affect 
our strategic actions for the coming year. Meaning construction involves the contextual 
interpretation and reinterpretation of  knowledge. Such interpretation involves discerning 
or constructing novel relationships between the situation and the actions that can be taken 
to address it. In a deep sense, then, we can only understand what a discrete bit of  knowl-
edge means if  we can relate it to the context, and this relationship can only occur through 
the medium of  meaningful actions (Brown and Duguid, 2001; Cook and Brown, 1999). 
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A fuller understanding of  organizational learning requires the appreciation of  ‘knowing’ 
as a dynamic process of  interaction between meanings, narratives, actions, and context. 
Knowledge therefore is not merely a de-contextualized set of  canons, but an evolving 
process of  knowing that inheres in the practices by which actors create new meanings by 
engaging in generative dialogues with themselves, important others, and the emergent 
context (Tsoukas, 2009).

Building on this distinction then, it is possible to conceive of  two different levels of  
subtle learning, with the common foundation being that both involve interpretations 
about knowledge (i.e. about what something that is important to the collective means for 
the collective). At one level, subtle learning is about the meanings underlying particular 
knowledge, whether that knowledge involves an object, event, or person, or even a label 
used to describe an object, event, or person. Subtle learning thus involves a collectively 
shared sense of  what specifi c knowledge means. On a more fundamental level, however, 
subtle learning involves the meanings underlying what and how we do things as a collec-
tive; that is, coming to a collectively shared sense of  how our practices shape who we are 
(Carlsen, 2006; Orlikowski, 2002). It is this deeper level that provides the strongest linkage 
between learning and identity, and where we next turn to provide a more in-depth discus-
sion before exploring the implications of  this interrelationship.

ORGANIZATIONAL IDENTITY ←→ ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

Analogous to the expansion of  the concept of  knowledge, identity, too, ought to be seen as 
a more inclusive phenomenon that inheres in the recursive relationship between meanings 
and action patterns. Identity change therefore entails disruptions and revisions not only in 
perceptions, but also in social practices that provide ‘justifi cational cues’ to people about 
who they are as a collective and why they work in the ways they do. It is therefore possible 
to illustrate, both conceptually and empirically, how organizational identity and organiza-
tional learning are interrelated in an adaptive way. Based on a continuing line of  research 
into the processes of  organizational identity change, we suggest that instead of  focusing 
on the potential for constraints to arise from identity and learning’s mutual dependence 
(which inhibits adaptability), it is insightful to look at the enabling effects provided through 
their interrelationship (which facilitates adaptability).

Both Cook and Yanow (1993) and Nicolini and Meznar (1995) provide some insight 
into the relationship between learning and identity, albeit in a general sense. For exam-
ple, in focusing on the cultural aspects of  the learning undertaken by the Powell Flute 
Company, Cook and Yanow illustrate that learning can infl uence identity by strengthen-
ing or maintaining the current sense members have of  who they are as a collective, or 
it can change that sense and lead to a redefi nition of  ‘who we are.’ Likewise, they also 
suggest that identity can either inhibit or facilitate learning, depending on how the organi-
zation’s members deal with the potential for change in their collective sense of  identity. 
In the end, Cook and Yanow posit that Powell Flute’s learning about a new fl ute technol-
ogy helped to strengthen their collective identity and that no change in identity occurred. 
We would argue, however, that through the meaning-based learning that occurred around 
Powell Flute’s sense of  collective self, their identity did in fact change in a subtle way that 
facilitated adaptation without loss of  identity.
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This is a key point, because treatments of  the identity–learning relationship have 
explicitly reduced it to its inhibiting aspects by emphasizing the constraints placed on 
identity and learning because of  their interdependence. For instance, Brown and Starkey 
(2000: 102) argue from a psychodynamic perspective that ‘individuals and organizations 
are not primarily motivated to learn to the extent that learning entails anxiety-provoking 
identity change.’ They explain that ‘in practice, this means that individuals and organiza-
tions engage in learning activities and employ information and knowledge conservatively 
to preserve their existing identities.’ Thus, they strongly imply that both identity change 
and learning are constrained because of  their mutual dependence on each other.

Likewise, Lant (1999: 185) explains that because identity ‘describes the boundaries of  
the collective [it] infl uences the interpretations of  member fi rms and tends to constrain the 
range of  strategic actions taken . . . both interpretation and actions will tend toward con-
gruence with this identity’ while Weick and Ashford (2001: 711) suggest that ‘individuals 
learning about their own performance or that of  their organization often make trade-offs 
between the desire for accurate information and the desire to defend the ego.’

These perspectives on the identity–learning relationship, however, hinge on the 
assumption that organizational identity is stable and, therefore, changes in organizational 
identity can be disconcerting for an organization and anxiety producing for its members. 
As our work on identity change has demonstrated, though, this conceptualization provides 
a rather incomplete picture of  organizational identity and, in fact, prevents researchers 
from seeing complexities involved in its relationship with other key organizational phe-
nomena. Nowhere is this more evident than in the relationship between organizational 
identity and organizational learning.

The fl uidity of  identity

Because organizational identity consists of  collectively shared beliefs and perceptions of  
what it means to be ‘us’ as an organization, any change in that collective sense necessar-
ily involves changes in intersubjective meanings. As noted above, changes in intersubjec-
tive meanings form the basis of  subtle learning (see Figure 16.1). Yet, those changes are 
not always recognized by the members, nor explicitly labeled as learning, if  recognized. 
Exploring why organizational identity changes and how this process comes about not only 
helps illustrate the adaptive nature of  the identity–learning relationship, it also provides a 
clear example of  subtle learning.

Our original conceptualization of  a malleable identity grew out of  past research on 
organizational identity, image, and reputation that demonstrated the potential for identity 
to change over relatively short periods of  time, but did not explicitly explain it (cf. Corley 
and Gioia, 2004; Gioia and Thomas, 1996). In exploring these empirical examples, we 
posited that images of  the organization communicated by outsiders are noticed by organi-
zation members and spur a social comparison process similar to James’s (1918) ‘looking 
glass self ’ (Gioia et al., 2000).

Specifi cally, members of  an organization (especially top management members) implic-
itly and explicitly assess how they see the organization (i.e. provide answers to such ques-
tions as ‘Who do we think we are?’ and ‘Who do we think we should be?’) in relation to 
how they think outsiders see the organization (i.e. provide answers to questions such as 
‘Who do they think we are?’ and ‘Who do they think we should be?’). Arising from this 
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comparison is either a sense of  discrepancy (‘How we see ourselves does not match with 
how we think others see us’) or a sense of  alignment (‘We see ourselves in a similar way to 
how we think they see us’) (Corley et al., 2000). A perception of  alignment feeds back 
to reinforce organizational identity, whereas a perception of  discrepancy can either result 
in a sense that something must be done in response to the disparity or in an acceptance of  
the discrepancy if  it falls within some ‘zone of  indifference’ (Barnard, 1938).

Regardless of  whether a sense of  alignment or discrepancy arises, identity is reconsid-
ered and reconstructed (and, thus, destabilized to some degree) as organization members 
confront the implications of  others’ views of  their organization. This instability of  identity 
is actually adaptive, in that it allows an organization to cope better with the demands of  
an environment that itself  is undergoing continuous change (Gioia et al., 2000). That is, an 
organizational identity that adapts to changing perceptions while maintaining a sense of  
continuity affords an organization the ability to cope with the changing expectations real-
ized in interactions with a changing environment.

Perhaps the most useful aspect of  our revised conceptualization of  organizational iden-
tity, and the key to understanding its linkage with meaning-based organizational learn-
ing, was the recognition that changes in organizational identity can occur at the level of  
shared meanings that frame the social practices of  organizational members, not just com-
mon language or labels. That is, an organization’s identity consists of  (1) the shared labels 
used to describe the ‘who we are’ and ‘what we do,’ and (2) the meanings associated with 
those labels by members. The seeming stability of  an organization’s identity resides in 
the stability of  the consistent labels used to describe it, whereas the meanings and actions 
associated with those labels often change over time to match external expectations and 
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Figure 16.1 Illustration of  Conceptual Links between Organizational Identity and Subtle Learning
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internal goals. Thus, an organization can claim a stable identity, for instance, as a service 
organization focused on ‘delivering the highest possible quality,’ but the signifi cance of  
such words as ‘service,’ ‘quality,’ and ‘highest possible’ can (and, in some circumstances, 
must) take on different meanings and practices at different times for members of  the 
organization.

Changing the meanings underlying identity is as much a process of  organizational 
learning as a pronounced change to the descriptive labels would be. The biggest differ-
ence, and the reason why the relationship between identity and learning can be adap-
tive, is that the learning can take place below the level of  articulation, and possibly even 
awareness, for the individuals within the collective. Organizational learning occurs subtly 
as members focus on the labels used to describe ‘who we are,’ while the more tacit and 
unexplored meanings and practices underlying the labels change to match the shifting 
environment. This tacit process allows for a comforting sense of  consensus, continuity, and 
stability among interested parties inside and outside the organization, while affording the 
organization the necessary adaptive learning to survive and grow in the face of  changing 
environments. Thus, it is possible for learning to take place in the face of  anxiety about 
changing identity because the identity change (and, thus, organizational learning) occurs 
at the level of  intersubjective meanings embedded in social interaction.

In the context of  Cook and Yanow’s example of  the Powell Flute Company, we suggest 
that, contrary to their original supposition, Powell Flute’s identity did in fact change, albeit 
in a subtle manner that did not undermine the sense of  continuity that was so important 
to its members. The concept of  subtle learning as applied to organizational identity allows 
us the opportunity to see how an organization like Powell Flute can indeed ‘change with-
out changing.’

Changes in the external environment forced the organization to adapt and learn what it 
meant to be Powell Flute by reinterpreting the labels used to describe themselves. Yes, 
it was possible to continue making the best fl utes in the world, regardless of  whether the 
fl utes have the Powell scale or the Cooper scale. The labels used to describe who they were 
remained the same, but their underlying meanings changed to refl ect their new reality. 
The power of  the change resides in its subtlety—the fact that it was subtle and precluded 
the kind of  anxiety often attributed to changes in identity. One might even posit that 
because the change was successful and occurred without the anxiety that this event would 
normally be expected to generate, it helped inculcate change into the culture and break 
down many of  the bases for resistance to change seen in other organizations.

IMPLICATIONS

The interrelationship between organizational identity and learning has a number of  impli-
cations for organizations and for those of  us studying them. Conceiving of  organizational 
learning as occurring subtly, at a tacit level of  collective awareness, affords researchers 
an opportunity to gain deeper insight into a diverse range of  organizational phenomena. 
Some of  the more relevant areas for this Handbook include conceptions of  the ‘learning 
organization,’ leadership and organizational change, knowledge management, and the 
specifi cation of  the type of  learning being examined in future conceptual and empirical 
work on the subject.
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The learning organization

One of  the clearest implications of  this interrelationship is found in discussions of  the 
‘learning organization.’ As one might expect, the majority of  defi nitions of  the learn-
ing organization revolve around the management literature’s individualistic approach to 
explicit organizational learning. Thus, some of  the more traditional defi nitions include 
Pedler, Boydell, and Burgoyne’s defi nition as ‘an organization which facilitates the learn-
ing of  all of  its members and continually transforms itself ’ (1989: 2); Senge’s original 
defi nition as ‘organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create 
the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of  thinking are nurtured, 
where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning how to 
learn together’ (1990: 3—see also Calhoun’s chapter in this volume for more details); and 
a modifi ed version of  this defi nition used by Garvin as ‘an organization skilled at creating, 
acquiring, and transferring knowledge, and at modifying its behavior to refl ect new knowl-
edge and insights’ (1993: 80).

In reviewing this literature, our general expectation was that many of  the insights 
researchers have produced about ‘organizational learning’ ought to translate into a better 
understanding of  ‘learning organizations,’ especially given the apparent intent to create a 
more macro conceptualization of  collective learning. Yet, this does not seem to be the case 
(exceptions can be found among the contributors to this Handbook—see especially diBel-
la’s chapter on organizations as learning portfolios). We feel, however, that the insights 
gained from examining the relationship between identity and learning, and the subtle 
learning that arises through their relationship, are directly applicable to our understand-
ing of  the learning organization. The following questions (and some answers) represent 
our attempt to do just that.

Perhaps the most obvious and enlightening place to start is with the observation that 
to become a learning organization, the organization must undergo some type of  identity 
change. This is an implicit assumption of  most treatments of  the learning organization, 
but making it explicit provides some opportunities for discovery. For instance, must all 
identity changes involve formal, strategically planned efforts? No, as our discussions above 
have illustrated. What then happens to our notion of  the learning organization if  iden-
tity change, and thus organizational learning, occurs subtly and is more emergent than 
planned? One possibility is that the learning organization takes on a defi nition closer to 
‘an organization that is adaptive in its capacity for change’ rather than the grand defi ni-
tions most often found among practitioner writings on the subject.

One of  the original intentions behind of  the conceptualization of  a ‘learning organiza-
tion’ was to make learning explicit and to bring it to a level of  awareness so that learning 
in organizations and by organizations could be better studied, understood, and translated 
into practice. Our reconceptualization of  organizational learning carries with it an inter-
esting twist: that is, to understand learning organizations properly we must account for 
their tacit, out-of-awareness dimensions, as well as their more explicit and evident dimen-
sions. The upshot of  this observation is that if  we want to make manifest the subtlety of  
change and the critical role of  meaning in the process, the best way to do so is to focus on 
the way that change occurs under the cover of  stable labels.

A paradoxical question then arises: How can organizations maintain stability when sta-
bility itself  is rooted in change? This paradox is evident in Barney’s (1998) description 
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of  Koch Industries, an oil exploration company, whose ostensibly stable identity was that of  
a changing organization. The multiple-entendre meanings ascribable to Koch’s own 
description of  their organization (‘We are a discovery company’) vary on several enlight-
ening levels (from the obvious ‘we discover oil,’ to the extensive ‘we discover new ways 
of  doing,’ to the identity-refl ective ‘we discover who we are,’ to the adaptive ‘we discover 
how to learn and how to change’). Similarly, 3M bases their stable conception of  them-
selves on the premise that they continuously change. They continuously invent new prod-
ucts and continuously reinvent themselves so they can continuously invent new products. 
Change as both process and outcome is so frequent and so pervasive and so undramatic 
that it becomes part of  the unnoticed landscape. Subtle identity change and learning are 
everywhere all the time so that changes in identity and learning are almost unremarkable, 
but are always occurring in tandem.

Subtle leadership

Subtle learning also occurs in organizational processes other than organizational iden-
tity change, including the planning and implementing of  strategic change initiatives, 
the development, growth, and intra-action of  teams, and even the day-to-day practices 
that help defi ne an organization’s culture. All of  these activities involve the sense making 
and sense giving efforts associated with leadership (Gioia and Chittipeddi, 1991). Using 
Smircich and Morgan’s (1982) portrayal of  leadership as the management of  meaning, it 
is easy to see how the existence of  a meaning-based form of  organizational learning 
would affect leadership.

One particularly promising area for insight that emerges from considering subtle learn-
ing concerns the role of  leadership in organizational change. If  learning does occur at the 
level of  intersubjective meanings, and thus is subtle enough that it often is not noticed or 
articulated within an organization, then one important aspect of  leadership is the act of  
noticing, articulating, or even instigating changes in intersubjective meanings. These notic-
ing and articulation processes can serve to heighten awareness among the organization’s 
members that adaptive change is occurring and creates the opportunity to capture and 
codify valuable aspects of  the change for future use. As this facet of  leadership develops 
and progresses, subtle learning can become the basis for cultural change around learning 
processes, even helping the organization undergo the types of  transformation necessary to 
become a learning organization.

There are important lessons to be learned on the other side of  this coin, as well. 
Leaders too often presume that if  change is to be successfully implemented, they must 
develop new labels and tout them explicitly to bring their followers’ behavior and think-
ing into line with the proposed new paradigm. This approach often surprisingly produces 
not the hoped-for commitment, but rather an unexpected, increased resistance to change. 
Many organization members become weary and cynical about a ‘fl avor of  the month 
club’ mentality concerning yet another planned change effort that comes complete with 
its own set of  clever new labels. Resistance does not need to be an automatic response 
to change, however, as is evident in our examples of  identity changes involving subtle 
learning.

An alternative approach building on these insights involves the leader focusing on 
maintaining continuity through the use of  familiar and long-held labels, but subtly 
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beginning a process of  changing the meanings underlying those labels. Change that 
is more adaptive and subtle, as opposed to more ‘in-your-face,’ can avoid some of  the 
usual cynicism and resistance and increase the opportunity for collective learning. (Of  
course, we would be remiss if  we did not acknowledge the possible dark side contained in 
this approach to the leadership of  change efforts. The subtlety of  meanings confers 
extraordinary power to those in a position to manipulate them, so Lord Acton’s famous 
dictum—power corrupts, and absolute power . . . —applies even to this apparently incon-
spicuous realm. Most worrisome is that motivated meaning management is a stealth 
 process with the capability to circumvent healthy debates and preferences about the char-
acter of  change. It therefore plays directly to critical theorists’ worst fears that organiza-
tional elites too often manipulate the construction of  reality to favor their own interests at 
the expense of  lower level members.)

Another area where leadership’s role in the management of  meaning is affected by the 
existence of  subtle learning is the area of  knowledge management. Knowledge manage-
ment is often associated with organizational learning, although usually from the perspec-
tive of  the information systems and procedures an organization relies on to exploit the 
knowledge gained through its learning. If  knowledge only becomes valuable once mean-
ing is attributed to it, however, then the management of  meaning, and by extension the 
learning of  that meaning, becomes a key aspect of  knowledge management, so leaders 
have the responsibility to guide that process toward effectiveness. Although this dynamic is 
a direct outgrowth of  recognizing a meaning-based form of  organizational learning, it 
is not often discussed in current treatments of  knowledge management.

On the need for specifi city and clarity

Finally, our discussions of  subtle learning raise important implications for future theo-
retical and empirical considerations of  organizational learning. Perhaps one of  the most 
important implications involves the use of  the term ‘organizational learning’ itself. In 
many ways, this term has become so broad and now subsumes so many varied notions 
that its usefulness as a concept has become limited in both research and practice. Based 
on our own research experiences on the relationship between organizational identity and 
organizational learning, we feel that it is imperative for researchers and practitioners to 
recognize and defi ne multiple types of  organizational learning, each differing in its struc-
ture and process, each fulfi lling different functions within an organization, and each result-
ing in different types of  knowledge.

For instance, we have discussed the covert nature of  subtle learning and the cultural 
processes involved in its occurrence. Subtle learning might also be more likely than other 
types of  learning to lead to tacit, group-level knowledge, or what Cook and Brown (1999: 
392) refer to as ‘organizational genres.’ Organizational genres represent ‘the distinctive 
and useful meanings a given group attaches to its various literary artifacts [as well as] to its 
various physical and social artifacts.’ Although ‘these genres are not explicitly learned or 
known,’ they represent knowledge ‘possessed or “held in common” by that group’ (ibid.) 
and confi rmed or modifi ed through continuing social interaction.

We believe that it is in our best interests as researchers, and in the best interests of  the 
organizations we study and consult with, to be more specifi c and clear about the particular 
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type(s) of  organizational learning to which we are referring when we use this term. We 
hope our explication of  semantic or meaning-based learning (cf. Corley and Gioia, 2003) 
provides the impetus for this kind of  specifi cation. Although past research has discussed 
issues that relate to meanings associated with learning, in this chapter we have attempted 
(1) to specify subtle learning in some detail; (2) to discuss its role in forming a type of  
learning different from more traditional notions of  knowledge- or behaviorally-
based learning; (3) to discuss its impact on the conceptualization of  organizational learn-
ing; and (4) to label it in a fashion that allows researchers to see it as an interesting and 
useful domain for understanding and employing it in their work.

Although some might argue that specifi cation of  another form of  organizational 
learning leads to further fragmentation of  the concept, we feel that the inclusion of  sub-
tle learning within the spectrum of  organizational learning types is a promising way for 
researchers to gain genuine insight into organizational phenomena related to organiza-
tional learning and to help the organizations they work with improve their learning proc-
esses. As researchers become more specifi c about the type of  organizational learning they 
are describing and/or studying, our understanding of  the role learning plays in organiza-
tional behavior and strategy will improve, thus enabling us as researchers to provide valu-
able knowledge for the organizations we study.

CONCLUSION

Our intent in this chapter has been to outline an argument for an adaptive relationship 
between organizational identity and learning. Contrary to (the few) current treatments of  
this relationship, we have attempted to articulate the case that changes in an organiza-
tion’s identity do not necessarily inhibit organizational learning, nor that organizational 
learning most often facilitates the maintenance of  organizational identity. We believe, 
instead, that by focusing on changes to an organization’s identity at the level of  meanings 
(not language or labels), it is possible to see that organizational identity change and organ-
izational learning are mutually facilitative and can help the organization in its adaptation 
to changing environments.

Focusing on this adaptive relationship has also led us to explicate a heretofore under-
specifi ed form of  organizational learning, subtle learning. Subtle learning involves changes 
to the intersubjective meanings underlying a collective’s labels and actions. Contrary to 
most treatments of  organizational learning in the managerial literature, subtle learning is 
found only at a collective level, is more covert and tacit than previously conceived types of  
organizational learning, and provides insight into alternative relationships between organ-
izational phenomena (such as our example of  the adaptive nature of  the organizational 
identity–learning relationship).

The implications arising from subtle learning and the interrelationships among organi-
zational identity and learning pertain to a wide spectrum of  organizational phenomena. 
Our hope is that by clarifying this relationship and specifying the characteristics of  sub-
tle learning, future research can develop a more comprehensive picture of  the complexi-
ties inherent in organizational learning. Instead of  shying away from these complexities, 
we feel it is better to confront them head on. We hope this chapter constitutes a start to 
that process.
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Dominant Logic, Knowledge Creation, 

and Managerial Choice

RICHARD A. BETTIS, SZE SZE WONG, 
AND DANIELA BLETTNER

ABSTRACT

Dominant logic is a conceptual framework for thinking about the process and results of  cog-
nitive simplifi cation in top management teams. It develops and evolves due to the charac-
teristics of  the fi rm’s industry and strategy. With experience and success the dominant logic 
condenses into a variety of  visible and invisible organizational features where it takes on 
a highly durable and self-reinforcing nature. Organizational learning becomes focused 
on current competencies because the dominant logic biases knowledge, know-how, and 
skill accumulation into path dependent pathways ‘preferred’ by the dominant logic. In this 
manner variance and exploration of  alternatives are suppressed. This chapter also reviews 
current research related to dominant logic and potential areas of  future research.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of  this chapter is to discuss the nature of  the general management domi-
nant logic concept (generally referred to below as simply ‘dominant logic’) and to con-
nect it with key issues in learning, knowledge creation, and managerial choice. We also 
speculate on some potentially fruitful avenues for applying and extending the theory of  
dominant logic. This is not intended primarily as a review although many important 
aspects of  a review are necessary to the fundamental purpose of  the chapter. What is 
intended is to extend the usefulness of  the dominant logic concept in understand-
ing and exploring various organizational phenomena and connect it more fi rmly to 
various other concepts and literatures. Those interested in a basic review are referred 
to the original source (Prahalad and Bettis, 1986) and to a variety of  other sources 
(e.g. Bettis and Prahalad, 1995; Bettis, 2000; Ginsberg, 1990; Grant, 1988; Ramanujam 
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and Varadarajan, 1989; Von Krogh and Roos, 1996). Some relevant literature is also 
reviewed later in the chapter.

The concept of  a general management dominant logic arose in response to the need to 
examine why fi rms fi nd it so hard to manage (1) diversifi cation (even ‘related’ diversifi ca-
tion) and/or (2) rapid or discontinuous change in a core or base business (Prahalad and 
Bettis, 1986). Although superfi cially different, the issues of  diversifi cation and change in 
the core business both involve the necessity to change the mental models of  managers. 
Such changes go far beyond the intellectual recognition of  the need to change and have 
proven very diffi cult to accomplish in practice; and practitioner-oriented work by Sull 
(1999) and by Foster and Kaplan (2001) testifi es to the diffi culties involved.

Dominant logic provides a simple and potentially powerful way of  thinking about vari-
ous strategic issues. There are certainly other frameworks for thinking about these issues, 
and we claim no particular advantage for dominant logic. We do believe that it is one 
useful way for organizing refl ection about and thoughtful inquiry into issues related to 
strategic change.

In what follows we fi rst discuss the fundamental nature of  the dominant logic concept. 
We then discuss two concepts important to understanding the impact of  a dominant logic: 
(1) ‘condensation’ of  dominant logic into visible and invisible organizational features and 
(2) ‘variance suppression’ at the dominant logic level, and how it interacts with variance 
suppression effects at other levels of  analysis. We end with two sections reviewing some 
important literature and possible directions for future research.

THE NATURE OF DOMINANT LOGIC

The theory of  a general management dominant logic is one conceptual framework for 
thinking about the process and results of  cognitive simplifi cation in top management 
teams. As Schwenk (1984) suggests, strategic decision making in top management teams is 
subject to cognitive simplifi cation. Top management, as with all humans, employ simplify-
ing decision-making heuristics, such as prior hypothesis bias, adjustment and anchoring, 
illusion of  control, and representativeness, that decrease their ability to appreciate the true 
complexity of  problems and select the best solution.

The dominant logic represents the shared cognitive map (Prahalad and Bettis, 1986) 
and strategic mindset of  the top management team or the dominant coalition, and 
is closely associated with the processes and tools used by top management. There may 
be minor variations in the details of  the individual cognitive maps among top manage-
ment team members, but the major features conform. From a managerial viewpoint, the 
congruence in cognition among top management team members offers advantages of  
effi ciencies, but inevitably, it also introduces the disadvantages of  rigidity. For example, 
the dominant logic may be inappropriately applied in diversifi cation moves or when there 
are changes in the core industry. As Sull (1999) has observed, good companies go bad 
because they insist only on doing what worked in the past.

As shown in Figure 17.1, the dominant logic develops and evolves due to the character-
istics of  the industry and the strategy (or business model) the fi rm uses to compete in this 
industry. Essentially, experience and success in the presence of  reasonable environmen-
tal stability breed shared patterns of  thinking about key strategic and managerial issues. 
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These shared cognitive patterns typically involve beliefs about issues such as causality in 
the industry, appropriate product cost structures, and desirable customer characteristics. 
As discussed below, this cognitive representation of  the dominant logic eventually con-
denses or even ossifi es into a variety of  familiar organizational features where it takes on a 
highly durable and self-reinforcing nature. After condensation the dominant logic defi nes 
as much what the organization cannot do as what the organization can do (discussed below). 
The theoretical foundations of  the shared mental encoding process lie in a variety of  lit-
eratures including operant conditioning, decision heuristics, pattern recognition, cognitive 
simplifi cation, and paradigms. The reader is referred to Prahalad and Bettis (1986) for an 
introductory discussion of  some major foundation literatures.

The dominant logic concept also connects closely to the literature on complex adap-
tive systems (e.g. Axelrod and Cohen, 1999; Holland, 1995; Waldrop, 1992). Bettis and 
Prahalad (1995) point out that the dominant logic can be viewed as an emergent prop-
erty of  organizations. Such a view is entirely consistent with the cognitive mechanisms 
of  individuals mentioned above. These cognitive mechanisms can be viewed as driving 
the micro-dynamics of  agents in an organization. The outcome of  these agents (senior 
managers) interacting with each other and with the common environment and common 
business model (or strategy) is seen at the aggregate level in the emergence of  a dominant 
logic (and many other organizational properties). This emergence process is analogous to 
the way in which the particle mechanics of  a large number of  individual atoms within a 
gas interact with each other and the environment to produce emergent properties such as 
pressure and various thermodynamic relationships.

As an emergent property, it should be noted that the dominant logic is inherently an 
adaptive property as long as neither the domain of  application nor the environment 
changes signifi cantly. It allows the organization to ‘anticipate’ the environment by specifying 
the nature of  cause and effect relationships. It economizes on managerial resources by 
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Figure 17.1 Evolution of  General Management Dominant Logic
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simplifying and speeding decision making. However, this adaptive ability has obvious limi-
tations and carries with it toxic side effects discussed below and in various references.

Condensation of  dominant logic

This section examines how the dominant logic becomes embedded in the major features 
of  the organization over time. The objective is to characterize the essential features of  
what we call the ‘condensation process.’ The objective is not to capture the complete com-
plexity of  this process and its relationship to a myriad of  other issues.

The dominant logic develops over time. The process can be viewed as starting with 
the founding of  a fi rm or with a major disruption of  a fi rm (e.g. bankruptcy or near 
bankruptcy) that invalidates the dominant logic and management systems of  a fi rm. As 
mentioned above and illustrated in Figure 17.1, there is an initial period during which 
the characteristics of  the environment and fi rm strategy drive the formation of  a shared 
mindset among the top management team. Obviously, in the presence of  success (stability) 
this mindset becomes more uniform across managers and stronger over time. Up to this 
point the issue of  signifi cant change of  the dominant logic is largely a matter of  individual 
cognitive change across the top management team. This does not mean that change will 
be easy. However, it is likely to be much easier than when the dominant logic has con-
densed into a matrix of  mutually reinforcing features within the organization.

As this mindset continues to develop, certain concepts and informal processes become 
associated with it within the top management team. For example, the authors have seen 
a fi rm in which ‘cost plus’ pricing became the only accepted way of  thinking about pric-
ing within the top management team. Also, the authors have observed fi rms in which the 
informal capital budgeting decision process among the top management team centered 
on rationing a percentage of  sales proportionally across functions (e.g. manufacturing and 
sales). Increasingly the dominant logic places constraints on: (1) the search spaces associ-
ated with problems, (2) the conceptual frameworks used to help make decisions, and (3) the 
key features of  acceptable solutions. The dominant logic at this point still remains largely 
invisible. It is cognitive with few or no obvious physical manifestations in the organization. 
It can only be examined through discussion with top managers and their direct reports.

As organizations grow and become more complex it becomes necessary and important 
to establish formal structure, procedures, systems, routines, and processes. These are usu-
ally designed in at least rough congruence with the dominant logic. In this sense the domi-
nant logic begins to condense into ‘visible’ organization features. It also becomes ‘invisibly’ 
embodied as a signifi cant part of  the organization value system or culture. Formal struc-
ture, procedures, systems, processes, and controls are the hallmark of  competent profes-
sional management. They standardize, simplify, and expedite decision making in line with 
the needs of  the business. They focus attention on what are to be considered key issues. 
They establish priorities that conform to the strategic imperatives of  the fi rm. In sum, 
they embody the dominant logic in the organizational features that direct attention and 
shape decisions for managers and employees throughout the organization.

By their very nature systems, procedures, controls, and processes are designed to 
be infl exible and diffi cult to change. Signifi cant change in these features is undertaken 
only rarely, after considerable analysis, and at signifi cant cost. Furthermore, they form a 
reinforcing web of  relationships. For example, the job recruitment and selection  routine, 
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and organizational socialization process often result in the employment of  individuals 
who share the organization’s beliefs and values. Like a form of  social control (O’Reilly 
and Chatman, 1996), employees’ beliefs and interpretations of  events, attitudes and 
behaviors become increasingly aligned with the dominant logic. This reinforces the 
existing systems, procedures, controls, and processes, which in turn fortifi es the domi-
nant logic.

Signifi cant change in any one system, procedure, routine, control, or process is likely 
to require signifi cant change in all or others to maintain alignment. All of  these are inter-
dependent (e.g. Siggelkow, 2001) to varying degrees, which makes the nature of  relation-
ships including causality diffi cult or impossible to discern. By contrast many techniques of  
change management, especially process reengineering have led many managers to con-
clude that major organizational changes are not all that diffi cult. However, as Christensen 
and Overdorf  (2000) have observed, processes and systems are not nearly as fl exible and 
adaptable as the proponents of  these techniques suggest.

This process of  condensation may take place over a considerable period of  time with 
the dominant logic becoming more and more condensed. Once it has proceeded very 
far the problem of  changing dominant logics becomes substantially more complex. As 
with physical solids, the process of  moving back to a fl uid state can require enormous 
amounts of  energy if  it can be accomplished at all. The condensation of  a dominant logic 
is an irreversible process. One obviously cannot step backwards along the same path to 
the organization as it existed before condensation of  the dominant logic. Change must 
involve creating a new path in the presence of  a cognitive dominant logic and a mutually 
reinforcing web of  ‘visible’ organizational features and a largely ‘invisible’ value system. 
Ultimately, this must involve unlearning of  the inappropriate dominant logic. Success 
here is usually much more the exception than the rule. Dominant logics are extraordinar-
ily resistant to unlearning.

As illustrated in Figure 17.2, as the process of  condensation moves forward, a rein-
forcing feedback loop is established. The structure, systems, routines, and processes 
designed largely to conform to the dominant logic now provide information, controls, 
incentives, values, and decision rules that mirror the dominant logic to a substantial 
degree. Top management receives information and decision agendas framed in congru-
ence with the dominant logic. Information systems ensure that attention is allocated to 
issues deemed important by the dominant logic. Decision rules are established to con-
form to the dominant logic. Metrics are those deemed important by the dominant logic. 
Controls assure compliance with the dominant logic. Hence a substantial portion of  the 
organization becomes a reinforcing and interdependent system built largely around the 
dominant logic.

The focus narrows throughout the organization. Thoughtful action and creative 
analysis are increasingly displaced by ‘unconscious’ rules, processes, values, and systems 
(Ashforth and Fried, 1988). The capability for thoughtful independent action atrophies 
and decisions increasingly become automatic and habitual. Doing different things or 
even doing things differently becomes more and more diffi cult for the organization. This 
is suggestive of  the common observation that the more successful organizations become 
the more diffi cult they fi nd it to change. Of  course as long as there is no necessity to 
make signifi cant change, the condensed dominant logic can provide a highly  effective 
and effi cient means of  managing the organization. The organization tends toward 
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 simplifi cation, where it gradually weeds out ‘unsuccessful’ practices and builds ‘architec-
tures of   simplicity’ (Miller, 1993). In an earlier era, aligning organizational characteristics 
with strategy was considered the major mechanism of  strategy implementation. In fact 
this paradigm of  tight and long-term alignment of  organizational activities with a ‘semi-
permanent’ strategy is still followed pedagogically in some MBA programs. This is fi ne as 
long as the strategy is robust to the environment, but when signifi cant change is necessary, 
it will be intensely diffi cult.

With continuous reinforcement in place, condensation may move to a stage best 
described as ‘fossilization.’ The organization becomes merely a rigid physical imprint of  
something that was once alive and able to move and to respond to some degree to the 
environment. In this state performance must decline catastrophically before an attempt is 
made to respond. The usual result is the dissolution or acquisition of  the organization.

VARIANCE SUPPRESSION

The condensation process essentially suppresses variance within the organization. As 
discussed above, organizations increasingly emphasize a goal, structure, and/or set of  
routines, procedures, and processes, and preclude the consideration of  others. This down-
ward spiral toward simplifi cation is likely to be the result of  an interaction among sev-
eral variance suppression processes existing at different levels of  analysis, ranging from the 
cognitive top management level to the organizational fi eld level.

Variance suppression occurs at several levels of  analysis (Bettis, 2000). At the industrial 
and organizational fi eld level, forces of  competition and selection (Hannan and Freeman, 
1977) and isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983) result in increasing  homogenization 

General Management
Dominant Logic

Structure, Routines,
Procedures, Systems,

Processes, Culture

Alignment
Loop

Feedback &
Reinforcement
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Figure 17.2 Condensation of  General Management Dominant Logic
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among fi rms. At the strategic group level (Reger and Huff, 1993), homogenization also 
occurs as fi rms in the same industry increasingly share similar beliefs and behaviors 
(Porac, Thomas, and Baden-Fuller, 1989). At the top management team level, the domi-
nant logic also suppresses variance by directing top management decision making, among 
many things, into certain heuristics, models, concepts, beliefs, and types of  analysis. 
Therefore, variance suppression is a general phenomenon that is prevalent in many differ-
ent levels of  analysis.

Variance suppression at each of  these levels is likely to be interdependent. As discussed 
in the earlier section, dominant logic tends toward variance suppression as top manage-
ment increasingly adopts a certain worldview (e.g. heuristic, beliefs, paradigm). How much 
variance it suppresses is likely a function of  the variance the organization faced in the 
organizational fi eld when the dominant logic was developing among the top management 
team. To the extent that more variance was faced during this period, the dominant logic 
is likely to be more robust, but even this has obvious limits. Furthermore, variance is not 
uniform and generic. It has a qualitative component. Different variables can be involved, 
such as technology, customer needs, or social values. Hence the dominant logic may be 
more robust to some variables than others. However, early in their lives, fi rms themselves 
may also be the source of  environmental variance for others in an established industry. 
This is not the same as having to respond to variance caused by other factors. For instance 
Digital Equipment, as a new entrant, increased the variance in the computer environment 
by introducing the minicomputer. Incumbents (e.g. IBM, Burroughs, and NCR) found it 
hard to respond since their logics (and core competencies) were organized around main-
frame computing. However, Digital Equipment subsequently developed a strong dominant 
logic based on the minicomputer. This logic prevented them from responding adequately 
when variance again was increased by the PC.

At the same time that environmental variance affects variance in the dominant logic 
it also affects the adaptability of  the dominant logic. One way to think about this is the 
requisite variety principle from cybernetics, which suggests that the variety within a sys-
tem (or the variety the system is capable of  exhibiting or producing) must be matched to 
the environmental variety that the system faces (Ashby, 1956). The principle of  requisite 
variety plainly suggests that organizations today must be capable of  a greater variety of  
actions or variance, including learning, during a period of  increased environmental vari-
ance. To illustrate metaphorically, consider the design of  airplanes. Fighter planes must 
be designed for more rapid, frequent, severe, and unscripted maneuvers than passenger 
planes because they operate in a rapidly changing, unpredictable, and hostile environ-
ment. The tradeoff  is that they are much less stable than passenger planes and, hence, 
rather unsafe, even in peacetime.

A second way to think about the implications of  variance suppression for organiza-
tional change is in terms of  ecological models of  random variation and selective retention. 
In recent years these models, originating in biology, have shown considerable explana-
tory power in many fi elds. The models have been applied to a variety of  organizational 
issues. For our purposes we will only mention two specifi c areas where they have been 
applied: learning (e.g. Campbell, 1960) and research and development (e.g. Nelson and 
Winter, 1982). (It should be noted that research and development is obviously a very spe-
cifi c kind of  organizational learning.) In the former of  these two cases suppression of  vari-
ance reduces the rate of  learning. In the latter it reduces the likelihood of  a signifi cant 
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 innovation. Obviously, if  variation is suppressed there are profound implications for the 
random variation/selective retention model as it has been applied to various phenomena. 
Again, the implications for dominant logic should be obvious.

A third way to think of  variance suppression that is closely related to the ecological 
approach is in terms of  the exploration–exploitation tradeoff  (March, 1991). Variance 
suppression by defi nition suppresses exploration, which means that the balance between 
exploration and exploitation is altered.

What this all suggests is that we need to give more attention to the non-recursive 
relation ships between variance generation and variance suppression at different levels of  
analysis, and the issues of  tradeoff  between variance generation and suppression at these 
different levels. It is not a simple issue of  more variance increases adaptive capability. Too 
little variance limits adaptation, but too much variance will simply swamp any organiza-
tion. As such, we have to be cognizant of  the tradeoffs, and explore ways in which they 
play out in different situations.

Review of  some relevant literature

Dominant logic has been discussed in terms of  the impact on resource allocation 
(Prahalad and Bettis, 1986) and in terms of  fi ltering information (Bettis and Prahalad, 
1995). While some papers deal with resource allocation (e.g. D’Aveni, Ravenscraft, and 
Anderson, 2004; Grant, 1988), others deal with information fi ltering (e.g. Porac, Mishina, 
and Pollock, 2002; Von Krogh, Erat, and Macus, 2000). Yet others understand domi-
nant logic as a combination of  behavioral and cognitive elements (e.g. Cote, Langley, and 
Pasquero, 1999; Jarzabkowski, 2001; Obloj and Pratt, 2005).

D’Aveni et al. (2004) associate dominant logic with resource allocation. Those authors 
associate resource congruence among lines of  business with effi ciency and profi tability. 
In this case, dominant logic is a strictly behavioral concept and congruence of  dominant 
logic is related to superior performance.

Porac et al. (2002) study growth logics of  entrepreneurial teams using narrative analysis 
and cognitive mapping and show that there are inter-industry patterns in the clustering of  
growth logics. Von Krogh et al. (2000) suggest that the comprehensiveness of  dominant 
logic is related to superior fi rm performance. The authors compared Nokia and Ericsson 
along six categories (internal conceptualization: people, culture, and product and brand; 
external conceptualization: competitors, consumer/customer, and technology). The method 
used by those authors is qualitative text analysis of  annual reports.

Lampel and Shamsie (2000) also see dominant logic mainly as a cognitive concept, an 
information fi lter that then impacts strategic decisions and actions such as venture forma-
tion. Those authors claim that joint ventures that depart more from the corporate logic 
(General Electric in that case) are likely to be terminated earlier than ventures that are 
more consistent with the corporate logic. They argue that the consistency of  the venture’s 
logic with General Electric’s logic creates cohesion (and harnesses entrepreneurial ener-
gies of  the diverse businesses).

There are a number of  empirical papers that base their measures of  dominant logic 
on behavioral and cognitive elements. Cote et al. (1999), who investigate acquisitions, 
see the dominant logic of  the mother fi rm (SNC was the fi rm studied) as rooted in its 
‘administrative heritage,’ which they defi ne as ‘cultural values and historical practices 
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that have been successful in the fi rm’s core business’ (Cote et al., 1999: 928). Hence, the 
authors operationalize the dominant logic in (1) conceptualization of  the role of  the fi rm 
and acquisitions, (2) criteria for choice and evaluation, and (3) organizing and manage-
ment principles. On a more abstract level, the authors come to an interpretative and 
interrelated scheme of  thinking, acting, and evaluating of  the concrete strategic action 
by the management team. A difference in the timing of  these components leads to infe-
rior performance.

Similarly, Jarzabkowski (2001) proposes to understand dominant logic as the composite 
of  three components: embedded administrative processes, top team thinking and acting, 
and the underlying strategic orientation of  the fi rm. The potential of  this operationaliza-
tion relies on the fact that these processes are all encompassing and there is inevitably an 
interaction effect included. The interaction of  these three components is self-reinforcing 
and brings about cohesion. Jarzabkowski associates the cohesion of  the three elements 
of  the organization (in this case the University of  Warwick) with the responsiveness to 
the environment. Obloj and Pratt (2005) and Obloj, Obloj, and Pratt (2010) suggest an 
integrative view of  dominant logic as containing cognitive elements (dominant logic as 
‘information fi lter’) and behavioral components (learning and routines). The latter paper 
compares and contrasts logics of  ventures in a transition economy (Poland).

The existing studies on dominant logic are insightful. Yet, there are still many unstud-
ied or understudied issues. While the main focus of  early empirical research on domi-
nant logic has been diversifi cation and performance, the emergence of  (dominant) logic 
has recently received increased interest with studies focusing on the fi rm level (Obloj 
et al., 2010) and industry level (e.g. Santos and Eisenhardt, 2009). Obloj et al. (2010) 
examine the emergence of  dominant logic in ventures in transition countries. Santos and 
Eisenhardt (2009) study the emergence of  industry logic.

We think there is considerable potential for exploring the emergence of  a dominant 
logic based on the competition of  multiple competing logics. Beyond purely empirical 
considerations (e.g. choice of  context, choice of  method), it is essential to consider a theo-
retical foundation for the emergence of  a coherent dominant logic. Coherence refers to 
how the elements of  knowledge cohere (�lat. cohaerere) or hang together.1 In the strategy lit-
erature, strategic coherence is associated with superior performance (e.g. Black, Hinrichs, 
and Fabian, 2005; Hamel and Prahalad, 1994). Yet, as indicated in earlier contributions, 
dominant logic can be seen not just as a ‘fi lter’ (Bettis and Prahalad, 1995) but also a 
‘blinder’ (Prahalad, 2004). If  a dominant logic is characterized by excessive coherence, 
it is resistant to change when strategic change becomes necessary. Only systematic stud-
ies of  the coherence of  the knowledge structure can reveal more about the positive or 
negative effects of  certain coherence patterns. Several methods such as cognitive mapping 
(Eden, 1992; Eden and Spender, 1998; Fiol and Huff, 1992; Huff, 1990; Walsh, 1995) 
can be used. We believe studying the dynamics of  coherence in a knowledge structure 
or mental map over time offers considerable promise. Changes in cognitive maps have 

1‘On an intuitive level, coherence is a matter of  how the beliefs in a system of  beliefs fi t together 
or “dovetail” with each other, so as to constitute one unifi ed and tightly structured whole. And it is 
clear that this fi tting together depends on logical, inferential, and explanatory relations of  many dif-
ferent sorts among the components of  the system’ (Bonjour, 1985: 107).
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been examined in fi rm level studies (Barr, Stimpert, and Huff, 1992) and industry-level 
studies (Nadkarni and Narayanan, 2007), and specifi c reasoning processes (e.g. Gavetti, 
Levinthal, and Rivkin, 2005) greatly contribute to our understanding of  managerial 
logics. Systematic analyses of  such reasoning processes over time have the possibility of  
revealing features of  potentially successful dominant logics.

SOME FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR THE STUDY OF DOMINANT LOGIC

Multiple dominant logics

By its very nature, dominant logic represents the dominant way in which managers think 
and act. It economizes on cognitive processing by offering a schema to classify environ-
mental cues, and interpret their meanings. However, when the meaning of  environmental 
cues change or the cues themselves change, it is inappropriate. Classifi cation and inter-
pretation of  cues become inappropriate either because new cues are not recognized or 
categorized in inappropriate categories, or strategies to deal with these new cues are 
incompatible. A dominant logic that was once well adapted becomes non-adaptable.

Ashby (1956) argued that requisite variety in the internal environment is required to 
match variety in the external environment. Applied in the context of  logics, this suggests 
that organizations in rapidly changing environments have to move beyond a dominant 
logic, and toward what is best characterized as multiple logics. As population ecologists 
have advocated (Hannan and Freeman, 1977), generalization is preferred over specializa-
tion in changing environments. Having a range of  logics would not only allow organi-
zations to scan and recognize a broader spectrum of  environmental cues, but also select 
responses from a repertoire of  logics. It is both easier and speedier to switch among 
 multiple logics than to ‘unfreeze’ a deeply ingrained dominant logic and develop a new 
dominant logic. In the ideal (and perhaps unrealistic) case, the organization can fl exibly 
change to another logic that is more appropriate as conditions change. Maintaining and 
executing a variety or continuum of  logics might also mitigate against the condensation 
process that deeply and fi rmly embeds a dominant logic. By cultivating several logics and 
a meta-logic for choosing among them, organizations ostensibly could develop multiple 
ways of  perceiving the environment.

PROCESS DOMINANT LOGICS

Discussions of  dominant logic thus far have focused at a general level. We use the term 
to refer to the mindset, casual map, or mental model of  the top management team. 
However, the exact contents in the dominant logic are usually left unspecifi ed. Most of  
the time, we assume dominant logic represents the strategic concepts and causal relations 
among these concepts because it is mostly applied to illustrate the strategies used by man-
agement teams. Of  course, given strategic success, this logic condenses into many other 
visible and invisible features of  the organization.

We want to focus briefl y on the processes that top management teams develop to make 
decisions. Top management teams often develop stable ways of  making strategic deci-
sions. Like most other teams, top management team members over time develop a process 
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logic that guides how they voice opinions, seek information, resolve differences, and make 
the fi nal decision. Previous experiences, political dynamics, preference of  the CEO, and 
interactions among members infl uence the process logic that emerges. Once created, the 
process logic as a component of  the dominant logic endures and guides how strategic 
decisions are made. Unlike the issue-oriented aspects of  a dominant logic that focuses on 
strategic concepts and their causal relationships, a process dominant logic focuses on the 
team processes involved in the top management team.

Considering the process aspects of  dominant logic suggests a richer construct than is 
often envisioned. In addition to strategic issues logic, it also relates to the management 
team’s model of  how decision making should take place, and/or how information should 
be processed within the team. For instance, in Eisenhardt’s (1989) study of  decision mak-
ing in high velocity environments, she found that top management teams in successful 
fi rms use more information, develop more alternatives, engage in a two-tiered advice 
process, and employ quick confl ict resolution methods.

We believe that the study of  the process aspects of  dominant logic in top manage-
ment teams represents a productive ground for future research. As shown in Eisenhardt’s 
study, the decision-making process in top management teams is a key differentiator of  suc-
cessful and unsuccessful fi rms. So far, most of  the discussion of  dominant logic has been 
focused on how heuristics that capture rules of  dealing with strategy develop and persist. 
We believe that it would be equally rewarding to turn research attention to the process 
aspects of  logics that prevail in top management teams. By determining how informa-
tion is sought and processed, process logics infl uence how information, knowledge, and 
opinions are combined to form the fi nal strategic decision. Hence, the process logic of  a 
top management team could help to explain why a particular decision is reached. More 
importantly, as we move toward more turbulent environments, it would be interesting to 
explore the types of  process dominant logics that would allow members to more accu-
rately sense new changes in the environment, and effectively integrate members’ expertise 
to invent new responses.
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ABSTRACT

This study provides a review of  the literature, both conceptual and empirical, on informal 
knowledge fl ows and assesses the impact of  this knowledge on organizational innovation. We 
examine various sources of  informal knowledge such as the hiring of  experts, communities 
of  practice, board inter-locks, and geographic and ethnic communities. The chapter attempts 
to unbundle the process of  knowledge absorption and utilization from informal and individ-
ual sources by analyzing its components to determine how fi rms can develop capabilities in 
search, transfer, and integration that enhance innovation and create competitive advantage.

KNOWLEDGE AND INNOVATION

The quest for identifying and assimilating knowledge that is useful to innovation poses a 
very real challenge for today’s fi rms. Knowledge is now recognized as a key competitive 
asset that forms the basis of  fi rm growth and sustainable competitive advantage (Grant, 
1996). Since organizational innovation can be viewed as a result of  the combination of  
existing and new knowledge (Kogut and Zander, 1992), fi rms that are adept at both sourc-
ing and integrating knowledge are likely to be successful innovators in research and devel-
opment, marketing, and operations.

Firms themselves are crucibles of  knowledge—managerial, operational, and technical. 
However, they must exploit this internal knowledge in conjunction with external knowledge 
to compete successfully, gain profi tability, and grow. Yet, which fi rm can claim to harness the 
potential of  its knowledge fully and effectively? Which fi rm can fi nd (within the organization 
or outside it) all the knowledge needed for innovation? Few, if  any. Until the answers to these 
questions are in the affi rmative, there will always be opportunities for fi rms to increase their 
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operational effi ciency, manage risk, and learn by further developing the capabilities to man-
age knowledge available within the organization or within their environment.

Previous research has extensively studied the various external sources of  fi rm knowledge 
(including competitors, universities, and government bodies) and the formal mechanisms 
used to acquire knowledge (including strategic alliances and acquisitions) (Ahuja and Katila, 
2001; Contractor and Lorange, 2004; Inkpen, 2002; Mowery, Oxley, and Silverman, 1996; 
Ranft and Lord, 2002; Schweizer, 2005). The literature on knowledge spillovers suggests that 
inter-organizational knowledge fl ows that are not captured by market contracts contribute 
to the competitive dynamics of  regions and the success of  organizations. Until the last dec-
ade, comparatively little attention had been paid to understanding informal knowledge fl ows 
across organizations especially those facilitated by the development of  inter-organizational 
social communities. Individual actions such as mobility across fi rms, participation in con-
sortia, and various geographically local, professional, or ethnic activities lead to the develop-
ment of  social communities. These communities provide individuals with potentially useful 
knowledge for innovation. Our chapter seeks to examine these informal, and often indi-
vidual, sources of  external knowledge. The study provides a review of  the literature, both 
conceptual and empirical, on informal knowledge fl ows and assesses the impact of  informal 
knowledge fl ows on organizational innovation. We examine how fi rms can scan for, absorb, 
and integrate knowledge obtained from informal sources. Thus, this chapter attempts to 
unbundle the process of  knowledge absorption from informal and individual sources and 
analyzes its components to determine how fi rms can develop capabilities in search, transfer, 
and integration that enhance innovation and create competitive advantage.

WHY EXTERNAL KNOWLEDGE?

The resource-based view of  the fi rm suggests that internal knowledge, embodied within 
a fi rm’s resources is an important source of  competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). The 
fi rm itself  is often the source of  much of  the knowledge used in innovation. However, 
few fi rms possess all the inputs required for successful and continuous innovation. This is 
partly due to technological dynamism, refl ected in an environment punctuated by compe-
tence destroying or altering technologies, that has forced fi rms to maintain a wide range 
of  technological knowledge and skills (Tushman and Anderson, 1986). Very few fi rms 
can independently develop and master the wide range of  knowledge and skills needed to 
compete in ever-changing innovative environments (D’Aveni, 1994; Lane and Lubatkin, 
1998). Consequently, most organizations will develop a defi cit within their boundaries as 
regards the critical knowledge needed to prosper and grow (Dussauge et al., 2000). Thus, 
although a fi rm’s own research efforts play an important role in innovation, fi rms must 
turn to external sources of  knowledge to maintain their innovative processes.

The notion that fi rms must often turn to external sources to fulfi ll their knowledge 
requirements is hardly new and dates back over fi fty years (Jewkes et al., 1958). Early 
research identifi es that major contributions to a fi rm’s knowledge base often come from 
outside sources. In a classic study of  seventeen research and development laboratories, 
Allen and Cohen (1969) found that vendors, ‘unpaid outside consultants,’ and informal 
contacts with government bodies and universities are important sources of  research and 
development knowledge. Research of  major product and process innovations at Du Pont 
between 1920 and 1950 by Mueller (1962) showed that the original knowledge sources of  
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the most critical inventions were outside the fi rm. More recent research in strategy sup-
ports these arguments, suggesting that knowledge existing outside a fi rm’s boundaries may 
be critical to success (Cassiman and Veugelers, 2006; Escribano et al., 2009; Menon and 
Pfeffer, 2003). Access to a broader knowledge base through external learning increases 
the fl exibility of  the fi rm, critical in a dynamic environment (Grant, 1996). The ‘Yale’ 
survey on appropriability, the results of  which have been discussed in a series of  papers 
by Klevorick et al. (1995), addresses the issue of  external learning by examining inter-fi rm 
knowledge spillovers. In their survey of  650 research and development executives, the 
authors found that though own research and development was rated the most important 
channel of  learning, external knowledge was also extremely important in most industries. 
Theoretical approaches are also being extended to incorporate the importance of  exter-
nal knowledge; the resource-based view of  the fi rm, which originally focused on the role 
of  internal capabilities, now encompasses resources that span fi rm boundaries—often 
embedded in inter-fi rm relationships (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Zollo and Winter, 2002).

INFORMAL MODES OF KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION

Though existing research has emphasized the role of  formal modes of  external learning 
such as alliances (Contractor and Lorange, 2004; Inkpen, 2002; Mowery, et al., 1996) and 
acquisitions (Ahuja and Katila, 2001; Ranft and Lord, 2002; Schweizer, 2005), there is 
also signifi cant evidence that knowledge is transferred across fi rms by informal means that 
may often not be easily identifi able and may not be linked to any formal organization level 
relation ship or contract. From Porter’s (1998) description of  inter-fi rm knowledge fl ows in 
the Italian ceramic tile industry, to Saxenian’s (1991) rich ethnography of  semiconductor 
engineers sharing knowledge in Silicon Valley, and Liebeskind et al.’s (1996) description of  
communities of  practice in biotechnology, informal mechanisms of  knowledge transfer seem 
to play an important role in facilitating organizational learning. In her seminal work discuss-
ing the ‘invisible college of  scientists,’ Diana Crane (1972) recognizes the fact that commu-
nities exist across organizations and these communities facilitate knowledge fl ows between 
their members. These communities have a strong social dimension (common language and 
norms) that governs the fl ow of  knowledge between individuals often across fi rms, universi-
ties, and research institutions. These links act as informal bridges across fi rm and geographic 
boundaries (Allen and Cohen, 1969). Though the importance of  these communities to 
inter-fi rm knowledge fl ows has been commonly acknowledged, there is need for further con-
ceptual and empirical research that assesses the implications for organizational innovation 
and learning. In the next section we review the main modes of  informal knowledge fl ows 
across fi rms facilitated by social communities (including those linked to individual mobility, 
ethnicity, geography, board inter-locks, and communities of  practice) and subsequently eval-
uate the implications of  these knowledge fl ows for innovation and learning. The informal 
social communities are not mutually exclusive—indeed they often overlap and build on each 
other—but each has a signifi cant stream of  research associated with them.

Mobility, hiring, and knowledge

An important mechanism for the transfer of  knowledge across fi rm boundaries is through the 
mobility of  people. Several primarily descriptive studies suggest that people are an important 
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conduit of  inter-fi rm knowledge transfer (Malecki, 1991). Most early research suggests only 
a connection between mobility and knowledge fl ows, offering, at best, indirect evidence. For 
instance, Markusen et al. (1986) fi nd that regions with high concentrations of  technical work-
ers attract new high technology investment. In technology intensive industries as well, there 
are numerous descriptive studies of  people carrying knowledge across fi rms (Hanson, 1982). 
In the semiconductor industry, interviews with engineers reveal many anecdotes of  inter-fi rm 
knowledge fl ows associated with the mobility of  engineers (Saxenian, 1991).

The most direct evidence linking mobility of  engineers to inter-fi rm knowledge transfers 
may be accomplished through patent records. Almeida (1996) shows that after a semicon-
ductor fi rm hired a new engineer, there was a signifi cantly greater tendency for the hiring 
fi rm to cite the prior patents of  the newly employed engineer than would be expected given 
its technology profi le. In addition, Song et al. (2001) demonstrate that during the early stage 
of  development of  Korean semiconductor fi rms, the practice of  bringing US-educated and 
US-employed nationals back home leads to similar patenting practices. An important mech-
anism for the transfer of  knowledge across fi rm boundaries is through the mobility of  people. 
Song et al. (2003) examine the conditions under which learning-by-hiring is more likely to 
be successful. Using patent applications from software engineers who moved from US fi rms 
to non-US fi rms, the authors demonstrate that mobility is more likely to result in inter-fi rm 
knowledge transfers if  the hiring fi rm is less path dependent, if  the hired engineers possess 
technological expertise distinct from that found in the hiring fi rm, and if  the hired engineers 
work in non-core technological areas in their new fi rm. They also demonstrate that domestic 
mobility and international mobility are similarly benefi cial to learning-by-hiring.

How does the knowledge obtained from mobility help fi rm innovation? Rosenkopf  and 
Almeida (2003) demonstrate that the effectiveness of  mobility increases with technological 
distance and is particularly helpful to overcome the challenge of  learning from geographi-
cal distances. Tzabbar (2009) shows that the recruitment of  experts from other organiza-
tions is positively associated with technological repositioning particularly in the case of  
hiring scientists who are experts in areas in which the fi rm does not have existing compe-
tence. Internal factors like breadth and the existence of  star researchers moderate this rela-
tionship. In a recent study, Corredoira and Rosenkopf  (2010) fi nd that hiring can result in 
bi-directional knowledge fl ows and learning. Not only does the hiring fi rm gain knowledge 
but the fi rm that lost employees also appears to learn from the hiring fi rm. This suggests 
that mobility facilitates the formation of  social relationships across fi rms that then permit 
the two-way fl ow of  knowledge. Furthermore, the authors fi nd that outbound mobility is 
a particularly relevant knowledge channel between geographically distant fi rms, but its 
importance decreases for geographically proximate fi rms since other knowledge channels 
exist within regions. Similarly, looking at the international dimension of  inventor related 
knowledge fl ows, Oettl and Agrawal (2008) fi nd that the inventor’s new country and fi rm 
gains from the infl ow of  inventors and that there is also a reverse fl ow of  knowledge. These 
studies suggest that hiring across organizations helps creates conduits for knowledge trans-
fer across them, and perhaps even leads to the formation of  inter-organizational and inter-
country social communities that facilitate the fl ow of  informal knowledge.

Geographically mediated communities and knowledge

Research points to the importance of  geographic proximity in facilitating knowledge fl ows 
through the formation of  spatially clustered social networks (Rogers and Larsen, 1984). 
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Localized knowledge sharing has been a well observed phenomenon through history. Allen 
(1983) points to the importance of  knowledge sharing across organizations as a force in 
maintaining the supremacy of  the nineteenth century steel industry in England. Case studies 
of  regional clusters in Italy (Piore and Sabel, 1984) and Baden-Wuerttemberg in Germany 
(Herrigel, 1993) indicate extensive knowledge fl ows through networks in these regions. Why 
does co-location matter to the transfer of  knowledge? Common to Alfred Marshall’s (1920) 
‘industrial districts’ and Porter’s (1998) localized industry ‘clusters’ is the idea that industry-
specifi c knowledge develops in geographically concentrated locations. This phenomenon is 
true not only of  traditional, craft-based industries, but also of  high-technology industries. 
This in turn leads to greater knowledge transfers between fi rms, due to the similarity in their 
knowledge bases and to the extensive linkages that develop within a region. In a recent arti-
cle, Tappeiner et al. (2008) suggest that the geographical clustering of  innovation may be 
best explained not so much by the direct fl ows of  knowledge across neighboring organiza-
tions but by the underlying social networks and the commonality in the shared cultural and 
institutional setting that organizations and their employees share. Hence, some of  the advan-
tages of  geography to knowledge acquisition and innovation may be indirect.

A question worth investigating is whether these geographically-mediated knowledge 
fl ows will grow less important in the face of  globalization. For instance, Ponds et al. (2010) 
fi nd that knowledge spillovers between universities and fi rms do take place locally but are 
not restricted to inter-regional fl ows. The authors do not separate formal and informal 
knowledge fl ow across organizations. In an extensive study of  patents, Sonn and Storper 
(2008) fi nd that the localization of  inter-organizational knowledge fl ows has increased 
across time. Perhaps as more information becomes available to the individual and organi-
zation, local communities embedded in geography act as fi lters to highlight what knowl-
edge is viewed as salient and therefore relevant to innovation and learning. In fact, Alcácer 
and Chung (2007) suggest that this phenomenon of  geographically mediated informal 
knowledge fl ows is used strategically by multinational fi rms when deciding the location of  
activities to maximize knowledge infl ows and minimize outfl ows.

So why do localized knowledge fl ows exist? Though linkages between fi rms could 
develop across geographic distances, proximity enhances the development of  complex 
networks (Almeida and Kogut, 1999). Locational proximity reduces the cost and increases 
the frequency of  personal contacts which serve to build social relations between players 
in a network (Saxenian, 1991; Zucker et al., 1998) that can be appropriated for learning 
purposes. Further, proximity builds common institutional and professional ties that help 
construct a context for knowledge transfers (Saxenian, 1991). In fact, Saxenian (1991) 
relates the dynamism and the vitality of  Silicon Valley to the extensive networking both 
at the fi rm level (between fi rms and universities, buyers and suppliers, venture capitalists, 
etc.) and between individuals within the region. Porter’s (1998) description of  the localized 
Italian ceramic tile industry points to close and repeated interactions between the various 
small businesses in the region.

Ethnic communities and knowledge

Aldrich and Waldinger (1990) describe an ethnic community as having members of  com-
mon culture and origin who are aware of  their membership in a group. Ethnic social 
communities confer the benefi ts of  social interaction, common value systems, and trust 
based relationships that facilitate social cohesion that can enhance the economic success 
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of  its members (Iyer and Shapiro, 1999; Tsai and Ghoshal, 1998). One well-researched 
area in economic sociology is the entrepreneurial role played by ethnic groups (Greene 
and Butler, 2004). In technology intensive industries, scholars point to the role of  ethnic 
communities in facilitating not just entrepreneurship, but also innovation (Saxenian and 
Hsu, 2001). Saxenian (2002) believes that ethnic communities offer a fl exible mechanism 
for transferring knowledge between participants even across distant regional regions. 
Similar to arguments made by Light (2002), she posits that immigrants often view them-
selves as outsiders to the mainstream community and consequently foreign-born engi-
neers and scientists forge social relationships based on their national identity that enable 
the exchange of  information and know-how. This would suggest that  membership in 
ethnic communities should enhance an individual’s and, therefore, his or her organiza-
tion’s innovativeness.

However, membership in an ethnic community could be a double-edged sword. After 
all, being embedded in any social community provides both opportunities and constraints 
(Uzzi and Lancaster, 2003). Porter (1998) suggests that the sense of  altruism is especially 
strong in ethnic communities and helps bind community members together but this could 
lead to over-embeddedness. Karra et al. (2006), in their case study of  Balkan immigrant 
communities, fi nd that the strong sense of  solidarity in the community does lead to over-
embeddedness. Individuals are tied so strongly to the expectations of  others in the com-
munity that their relationships with other non-ethnics are constrained (Bowles and Gintis, 
2004) and they do not break away from these constraints due to the solidarity norms that 
bind the community. Porter (1998) cites the example of  the narrow lines of  business prac-
ticed by San Francisco’s ethnic Chinese community to suggest that in many cases ethnic 
communities force solidarity on their members and the current practices and ways of  
thinking stifl e the availability of  new knowledge. This solidarity could take place to the 
extent to which an individual’s ability to innovate or seek new ways of  doing things is sup-
pressed. Another way ethnic communities may stifl e innovation is that, due to specializa-
tion and local learning, there could exist a lack of  diversity of  knowledge and expertise 
within the community, and therefore knowledge, resources, and competences obtained 
from the community could have limited usefulness.

Similar to the idea of  path dependence in evolutionary economics, sociologists since 
Becker and Granovetter have referred to the idea of  cumulative causation whereby his-
torical decisions and actions determine future possibilities. Of  course community norms 
and expectations can play a role in forming and directing the actions of  individuals along 
particular paths. Waldinger (1994) attributes the dominance of  Egyptian and Indian engi-
neers in the New York City bureaucracy to cumulative causation where historical actions 
by early community members lead others to view possibilities and opportunities through 
a narrow historical lens. This leads to a continued reliance on community knowledge and 
ideas even when opportunities elsewhere may exist. The case study by Karra et al. (2006) 
suggests that this can lead to lock-in. They observed that individuals infl uenced by habit, 
social expectations, and limited world views continued to be a part of  the ethnic com-
munity long after they played a constructive role or after it was useful. In a recent study, 
Almeida and Phene (2010) analyzing innovation infl uences of  immigrant Indian inventors 
in the US fi nd that this informal knowledge can have both positive and negative effects on 
innovativeness. While at low levels of  interaction, ethnic communities can enhance inno-
vation, as their infl uence increases innovation can actually be suppressed.
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Communities of  practice and knowledge

Lave and Wenger (1991) gave birth to the concept of  communities of  practice while 
examining apprenticeship as a learning model. The concept captured the idea of  a com-
munity within an organization that collectively acts as a teacher to a new apprentice. Since 
community based learning is not limited to novices, and applies to numerous contexts 
and situations, the concept was quickly applied to more general learning and knowledge 
exchange situations. Brown and Duguid (2001), who worked mainly on the theoretical 
foundation of  communities of  practice, linked the concept to collective and social learn-
ing theories. They observed that learning and knowledge exchange is social and comes 
largely from experience with, and the relationship to, others. Communities of  practice are 
institutions whose participants are informally bound by common activities and by what 
they have learned through their mutual involvement in these endeavors (Wenger, 1998). 
They can be seen as ‘informal, spontaneous, self-organized groups of  individuals who 
share knowledge, solve common problems and exchange insights and frustrations based 
on the similar work roles and a common context’ (Lesser and Prusak, 2000). Since com-
munities are not limited to organizations, they can be extremely important mechanisms 
for facilitating the fl ow of  knowledge across organizations.

Scientifi c and technological communities can be seen as examples of  communities 
of  practice. Researchers have long studied how scientists interact with each other and 
under which socially constructed rules and norms they work. For example, Crane (1972) 
investigated the importance of  individuals in creating knowledge bridges across organi-
zations and the ‘invisible college’ of  scientists that helps to diffuse knowledge within sci-
entifi c communities. Her work is similar to related studies by Tushman (1977) and Allen 
and Cohen (1969) who argue about the positive effects of  boundary spanning activities 
by certain individuals who are well-connected internally and externally. Boundary span-
ning scientists can use their social ties to develop links to experts in other fi rms, universi-
ties, and research institutions, and thereby act as informal bridges across organizational 
boundaries.

More recent research builds on this theme and tends to examine the effect of  knowl-
edge exchange by scientists on innovation. Looking directly at the benefi ts of  fi rm–uni-
versity collaboration, Cassiman et al. (2008) analyze the effect of  science linkages to 
innovation performance at the patent level. The authors demonstrate that citations in 
scientifi c publications are not the main driver to explain forward citations, but they are 
positively related to their generality and geographical dispersion. Moreover, they illus-
trate that science linkages, at the fi rm level, matter more for forward citations with the 
exception of  emerging technologies. Particularly, non-science related patents which have 
no scientifi c linkages are less frequently and less easily cited than comparable patents of  
fi rms with science linkages. When looking at the impact of  high level scientifi c output on 
patents, Gittelman and Kogut (2003) fi nd that publications, collaborations, and science 
intensity are associated to patented innovations; however, important scientifi c papers are 
negatively associated with high-impact innovations. The authors conclude that scientifi c 
and marketable innovations follow a different underlying logic and that the direct move 
from science to patent is more diffi cult and complex than previously assumed (Gittelman 
and Kogut, 2003). George et al. (2002) examine the effect of  science linkages on patent 
variables and show that fi rms (in the Biotech sector) with university linkages have lower 
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research and development expenses though they have higher levels of  innovative output. 
However, they do not fi nd support for the proposition that companies with university link-
ages show greater fi nancial performance than similar fi rms without such linkages (George 
et al., 2002). An explanation for the, at best, mixed fi ndings regarding the performance 
implication of  fi rm–university collaborations is provided by Murray (2002). She argues 
that the underlying social structures are very different between ‘science’ and ‘technology,’ 
but that they co-evolve. Furthermore, she shows empirically that neither co- publishing 
nor citations as predicted from current literature drives performance, it is rather the 
co-mingling through founding, licensing, and consulting. Therefore, both theoretical and 
empirical studies suggest that knowledge exchange between scientists and engineers can 
have positive effects on fi rm innovation.

Board interlocks and knowledge

Board interlocks are another example of  inter-organizational relationships that permit 
individual-level and informal knowledge exchange that potentially impacts corporate 
behavior and performance. The literature on board interlocks suggests that senior execu-
tives who sit on the boards of  multiple fi rms form a unique social community and that the 
interaction within this community infl uences fi rm behavior. Even though board appoint-
ments are a formal and institutionalized function, they provide board members with a 
context in which to develop informal relationships resulting in knowledge exchange that 
extends beyond task specifi c information.

Since the 1980s research on board interlocks has produced numerous insights about 
their signifi cance and usefulness and this stream of  research has grown more prominent 
during the 1990s. Initial research conceptualized interlocks as a means of  simultaneous 
cooperation and competition and as vehicles to reduce risk (Johnson et al.,1996; Murray, 
2002). In further research, the learning and knowledge transfer aspects of  board interlocks 
have also been highlighted. For instance, Useem’s (1984) research explicitly discussed the 
learning effects of  board interlocks as opposed to the control advantages these inter-fi rm 
linkages provided. He argued that interlocks provide managers with an additional source 
of  knowledge regarding the latest business practices and developments in the broader 
business environment.

The social networks created by common board memberships have some specifi c charac-
teristics that differentiate them from other informal exchange mechanisms. Board appoint-
ments enable executives to acquire and discuss knowledge related to new business and 
environmental trends at the highest organizational level (Haunschild and Beckman, 1998). 
These peer based interactions are otherwise less common for top-level executives. This 
high level interaction can be useful for benchmarking, identifying the adoption of  new or 
different practices, and helping to clarify and evaluate these new practices (Davis, 1991; 
Gulati and Westphal, 1999). It is worth noting that the direct interaction between board 
members ensures the transfer of  tacit components of  knowledge. Hence, board member-
ship provides executives with a context for social interaction that helps defi ne the ‘unwrit-
ten rules and traits of  the game’ (Westphal et al., 1997).

Not only do interlocks expose managers to new knowledge, but the direct contact 
between high level executives within an institutional setting is likely to make this knowledge 
appear more trustworthy. For example, in many countries (including the US), interlock 
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partners are prohibited from being direct competitors and this reduces potential confl icts 
of  interest (Zajac, 1988). A high level of  trust created in part by the institutional setting 
probably motivates executives to share reliable knowledge (Haunschild and Beckman, 
1998). Empirical research on board membership has documented several cases in which 
the exchange of  knowledge—understood as knowledge of  certain business practices—has 
directly infl uenced fi rm behavior. For example, Davis (1991) shows that fi rms are more 
likely to adopt a ‘poison pill’ as a takeover defense mechanism when their managers had 
board interlocks with fi rms that had already adopted poison pills. Haunschild (1993) 
investigated the type of  knowledge transmitted by acquirers to other potential acquir-
ers within board settings. She found that private information was not shared—rather it 
was broader knowledge related to ‘how to’ do things and other normative information. 
In another study of  acquisitions and board interlocks, Haunschild and Beckman (1998) 
analyzed the interaction of  alternative and often informal knowledge channels including 
business roundtables, business press, consultants, and private contacts with board inter-
locks on acquisition related knowledge. The paper fi nds that certain alternative knowl-
edge channels (e.g. business roundtables) reduce the impact of  interlocks while others (e.g. 
business press coverage) reinforce it. The authors argue that business roundtables provide 
rather similar knowledge as board interlocks whereas business press coverage of  acqui-
sitions is a complementary knowledge source. In a related study, Gulati and Westphal 
(1999) investigate the effect of  interlocks on alliance formation. A CEO–board relation-
ship characterized by independent board control reduces the likelihood of  alliance for-
mation by prompting distrust between corporate leaders, while CEO–board cooperation 
in strategic decision making appears to promote alliance formation by enhancing trust. 
In a recent study on alliance formation, Rosenkopf  and Schleicher (2008) illustrate that 
interlocks and the participation in cooperative technical organizations facilitate alliance 
formation. However, interlocks only infl uence alliance formation positively when the com-
mon  director serves as an offi cer in one of  the fi rms. Hence, board interlocks can be seen 
to provide useful knowledge related to strategic decision making and organizational and 
managerial innovation.

THE STAGE OF ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION 
AND INFORMAL KNOWLEDGE

The previous section highlighted the fact that knowledge from informal external sources 
drawn from various social communities can play an important role in organizational inno-
vation. However, effectively utilizing this knowledge is not without its challenges. We sug-
gest here, that organizational learning from external and informal sources can be seen 
to have three distinct stages. The fi rst stage involves the fi rm (or its employees) scanning 
the environment as it searches for informal knowledge useful to managerial, technologi-
cal, or organizational innovation. Thus, the fi rst stage is concerned solely with identifying 
potentially useful knowledge. Once the sources of  potentially useful knowledge have been 
identifi ed, the next challenge is to access and transfer this knowledge from the external 
constituent to the fi rm. It is in the second stage of  transfer that knowledge actually crosses 
fi rm boundaries, and is brought in to the fi rm and becomes a part of  the fi rm’s internal 
knowledge stock. Finally, the organization must integrate the transferred knowledge with 
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its internal knowledge to utilize it effectively and create value. In this last stage, we are 
concerned with the recombination of  knowledge within fi rm boundaries that results in 
innovation. Given that informal sources of  knowledge are important for organizations, yet 
varied and sometimes hard to identify, we examine the implications of  this on each of  the 
steps of  innovation and learning.

The nature of  search for external knowledge

How do fi rms search for external knowledge? An important idea emerging from the evo-
lutionary perspective is that learning and search for external knowledge is typically ‘path-
dependent’ (Nelson and Winter, 1982).This idea implies that a fi rm’s past experience and 
expertise shapes its future decisions and hence the patterns of  its knowledge search. The 
notion of  path dependence is intertwined with that of  local search. The concept of  local 
search, embedded in evolutionary theory (Dosi and Nelson, 1994; Nelson and Winter, 
2002) suggests that a fi rm, when seeking to innovate, will consider options in the neigh-
borhood of  its current activities, thus making radical change less likely. Research in organ-
izational learning (Cyert and March, 1963; March and Simon, 1958) also makes a similar 
point regarding the search for new knowledge. This literature suggests that  boundedly-
rational decision makers rely on established organizational practices to drive the search 
for knowledge. Organizational theorists see learning as a process that involves trial, 
feedback, and evaluation. If  too many parameters in the learning process are changed 
simultaneously, the ability of  the fi rm to engage in meaningful learning is attenuated 
(Teece et al., 1997).

The evolutionary perspective of  the fi rm suggests that routines, or ‘socially constructed 
programs of  action’ drive organizational behavior. These routines are relatively stable and 
greatly infl uenced by the experience and history of  the fi rm and the individuals therein 
(Baum and Ingram, 2002; Nelson and Winter, 1982). Firms thus recognize and absorb 
external knowledge close to their existing knowledge base and utilize them in established 
ways (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Hence, even as fi rms seek to expand their knowledge 
stocks by looking externally, the resultant search processes are restricted to familiar and 
proximate areas. Thus, the search for new knowledge is often restricted to a fi rm’s current 
area of  expertise and experience.

The local search argument assumes signifi cant importance in the innovatory activi-
ties of  the fi rm. Given the great size and uneven topography of  all research projects that 
the fi rm is faced with, it turns to the ‘neighborhood concept’ to create an optimal strat-
egy to allocate innovative effort across different technologies (Nelson and Winter, 1982). 
Technological learning tends to be local and opportunities for learning will be ‘close in’ 
to previous activities (Teece, 1988). The technological opportunity of  a particular fi eld of  
investigation will determine the strength of  local search. Cantwell (1993) demonstrates that 
technological diversifi cation has been greater for chemicals and pharmaceuticals than for 
electrical and electronic-related fi elds. He attributes this to the greater opportunities 
for innovation within the electrical and electronic fi elds than in chemicals and pharma-
ceuticals. Even for industries like semiconductors that are characterized by tremendous 
technological opportunities, technological search can be expected to remain fairly local.

It is not just technological search that is local but also geographic search. Studies of  
innovation and technology diffusion point to the geographic localization of  knowledge. 
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Jaffe et al. (1993) analyzed patent citation data to demonstrate that fi rms and universities 
acquire knowledge from others in geographically proximate locations. A key reason for 
geographically localized knowledge fl ows, research suggests, is the establishment of  inter-
fi rm linkages between fi rms in the region (Saxenian, 1991). These relational linkages may 
be formalized, such as alliances and supply relationships (Von Hippel, 1988), or informal, 
such as regional social networks (Rogers and Larsen, 1984) and mobility of  engineers 
(Almeida and Kogut, 1999). Firms exploit these regional relationships to access knowledge 
from other local fi rms. Thus, the underlying reason for geographically local search is both 
organizational and relational in nature.

There are some advantages to local, contextually-bounded search: it restricts the 
breadth and, therefore, the cost of  the search process. Geographically and technologi-
cally proximate search also results in the acquisition of  knowledge that can be more easily 
recognized and managed by the organization’s existing routines and members. However, 
local search restricts the possibilities for innovation through recombination, since it blocks 
out the acquisition of  novel and more distant knowledge. Indeed, Levitt and March 
(1988) warn of  competence traps and Leonard-Barton (1992) suggests that core capabili-
ties associated with existing routines can become core rigidities as circumstances change. 
Recent studies in the area of  strategic management share the view that, given technologi-
cal change and the dynamic nature of  competition, fi rms must move beyond local search 
to compete successfully over time. Porter (1998) points to the emergence of  geographi-
cally dispersed but specialized regions in various technologies and industries, emphasizing 
the need for geographically distant search. Kim and Kogut (1996) show that the dynamic 
of  competition has encouraged semiconductor fi rms to diversify across technological sub-
fi elds to maintain their competitive edge. Rosenkopf  and Nerkar (2001) demonstrate that 
external exploration in distant technological domains yields innovations with more impact 
on a broader set of  technological areas. No wonder March (1991) suggests that fi rms bal-
ance local search (exploitation) with more distant search (exploration).

One of  the ways to achieve such a balance is by extending fi rms’ scanning capabili-
ties through the utilization of  informal conduits of  knowledge. A fi rm’s scanning capabil-
ity enables it to scan the environment and to recognize potentially useful knowledge in 
both local and distant contexts. So how can fi rms enhance their ability to stay abreast of  
new ideas and knowledge and, if  necessary, innovate in emerging or new areas? Recent 
research gives us some hints about how fi rms may acquire and utilize the knowledge and 
capabilities to facilitate technological or organizational change. The evidence is that exter-
nal, especially informal mechanisms can be used to absorb knowledge distant from a fi rm’s 
current expertise. At the formal and organizational level, Karim and Mitchell (2000) show 
that acquisitions can reinforce previous business activities (resource deepening) or help 
them undertake new and ‘path-breaking’ activities (resource extending). Rosenkopf  and 
Almeida (2003) show that fi rms can acquire knowledge informally from geographically 
or technologically distant domains through informal (mobility) means and this knowledge 
helps them reach beyond the localness of  search processes. At the individual level, Song 
et al. (2003) both highlight the tendency towards local search and point to one way of  
overcoming it: by hiring experts from other countries and fi rms. Hiring was only useful 
when the new engineers and scientists were employed outside a fi rm’s core areas. Hence, 
existing evidence suggests that in some instances external informal sources may be useful 
in helping organizations adjust their technological trajectories.
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Why do informal sources help organizations scan more broadly? In technology, knowl-
edge inputs and exchanges conducted at the individual level can provide them with 
an early and clearer picture of  the emerging scientifi c and technological landscape and 
this expands the view of  scientifi c and technological possibilities available to the fi rm. 
These external individual linkages across organizations can extend, not only the spec-
trum of  possible scientifi c, technological, or managerial advances within the fi rm but, 
just as importantly, the perception of  what is attractive (and unattractive) to them. Inputs, 
obtained and refi ned through external interaction and scientifi c collaboration, allow 
a fi rm to perceive global (rather than just local) optima and hence broaden the search 
process. Therefore, informal knowledge obtained through individual actions can play an 
important role in allowing fi rms to move beyond the constraints of  local search but there 
is a need for fi rms to recognize the importance of  this knowledge and specifi cally create 
routines that allow for the identifi cation and subsequent absorption of  this knowledge.

The sourcing and transfer of  external knowledge

Recognizing the importance of  outside knowledge does not necessarily permit a fi rm to 
access and transfer it. Nor does it explain which fi rms are best able to access knowledge 
or why fi rms are attentive to knowledge from certain sources and less attentive to others. 
To facilitate knowledge transfer fi rms must develop linkages to outside sources of  knowl-
edge that act as conduits for knowledge transfer (Cassiman and Veugelers, 2006; Dyer 
and Singh, 1998; Escribano, et al., 2009; Menon and Pfeffer, 2003). It is these conduits 
that channel the externally available knowledge, and determine which knowledge the fi rm 
actually uses in the innovative process. Of  course, as outlined in the previous section, fi rms 
use a number of  mechanisms that enable them to create conduits to external sources of  
useful knowledge. Besides traditional supply arrangements and the forming of  strategic 
alliances (Mowery et al., 1996), the informal mechanisms include the hiring of  scientists 
and engineers and the appropriation of  informal networks in geographically proximate and 
other settings (Baum, Calabrese, and Silverman, 2000).

The utilization of  mechanisms to access knowledge from external organizations (for-
mal and informal) is facilitated by the possession of  valuable internal knowledge, since a 
fi rm’s or individual’s knowledge base makes it more attractive to other organizations for 
the sharing of  knowledge. For instance, Von Hippel (1988) describes how possession of  
knowledge serves as a prerequisite to arriving at inter-fi rm technology agreements that 
permit knowledge sharing and transfer. Thus, the ability of  the fi rm to build and actively 
utilize mechanisms for external knowledge transfer is termed sourcing capability. Similar 
to scanning capability, it stems from the fi rm’s internal knowledge base and the knowledge 
of  the individuals employed by the fi rm.

Sourcing capability refl ects the fi rm’s ability to internalize knowledge existing in the 
environment and bring it within the scope of  its own boundaries. For a fi rm to be success-
ful at sourcing knowledge, it must understand the knowledge to be transferred, articulate 
it by coding it to facilitate transfer, and transfer it by using well-established reliable rou-
tines and then decode it once it has been transferred. This process is challenged when 
the fi rm draws upon knowledge obtained from numerous individual and often informal 
sources. The implication of  obtaining knowledge from informal sources is that the sources 
of  knowledge may be numerous and they are not restricted to identifi able levels of  the 
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hierarchy. Further, much of  this knowledge may not coincide with the existing knowledge 
base of  the fi rm or even match the established trajectories of  innovation within the fi rm. 
It may, therefore, be more challenging to recognize the salience or the potential of  newly 
acquired knowledge. Yet, absorbing this informal knowledge could be of  critical impor-
tance, especially in dynamic industries. Hence, fi rms must develop new and wide-ranging 
routines that have been established to code and decode informal knowledge. This calls for 
a fl exibility of  organizational systems, processes, culture, and structures that recognize and 
validate knowledge that may emerge from unexpected and unconventional sources. Thus, 
while traditional thinking suggests the development of  a few standardized routines that 
emphasize the reliability and durability of  knowledge transfer routines, the extensive scope 
of  knowledge from informal sources indicates the need for versatility of  these routines and 
suggests that the underlying ability to articulate, code, and decode should be extended or 
applied to many types of  knowledge. Firms with such fl exible sourcing capabilities can 
transfer external knowledge from the environmental context to the fi rm. This leads to the 
last stage in the knowledge management process, integration.

Integrating knowledge

After knowledge has been absorbed from external sources and been transferred within 
fi rm boundaries, the challenge is to integrate it with knowledge existing in other parts of  
the fi rm. It was Schumpeter who fi rst pointed out that innovation takes place by ‘carry-
ing out new combinations’ (1939: 65). Henderson and Clark’s (1990) concept of  architec-
tural knowledge reinforces this idea, suggesting that a critical feature of  a fi rm’s innovative 
ability may be the broader managerial capability to combine or link together knowledge 
within the fi rm. Thus, integration appears to be an important stage in innovation and 
value creation and may be specially challenging when external and informal knowledge 
sources are involved. The importance of  the integration of  knowledge within the fi rm 
becomes especially critical for fi rms with dispersed knowledge bases and for organization 
in dynamic technology environments.

The processes by which this geographically, technologically, and organizationally distrib-
uted knowledge is brought together by the companies may be different from the continual, 
intense knowledge sharing that has been advocated by some exponents of  ‘the learn-
ing company.’ The key process is integrating specialized knowledge drawn from different 
locations—what Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) refer to as ‘knowledge combination’ to cre-
ate ‘systemic knowledge.’ The key to effi cient integration from diverse external knowledge 
sources is the use of  loosely-coupled modular designs that permits different individuals 
and groups to input their knowledge without overloading channels of  communication 
and learning capacity of  various units. For instance in interviews with engineers of  semi-
conductor design fi rms, Fujitsu explained that its VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word) 
processor chip (used primarily for mobile phones, video compression, and other media-
rich processing) was developed jointly by design teams in Tokyo, San Jose, and Frankfurt, 
but with each team working on specifi c modules and subsystems (these included a 16-bit 
instruction set, a 32-bit instruction set, a media instruction set, digital signal instruction 
set, and fl oating point instruction set). Segmented modular designs did not mean, however, 
that knowledge from different sources was reduced to codifi ed knowledge capable of  elec-
tronic transmission. Successful problem solving required linking with multiple knowledge 
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bases often from a range of  external sources: with university researchers on fundamental 
science, with customers on the functional and technical requirements of  new products, 
with manufacturing engineers from a range of  fi rms over fabrication issues, and with dif-
ferent design teams in order to access parallel experience and stimulate creative thinking. 
Most of  these knowledge bases required accessing experience-based, intuitive knowledge 
of  the tacit kind. A key characteristic of  successful design teams was the ability to make 
full use of  the form of  computerized design tools and the company’s library of  designs, 
while exploring new opportunities through drawing upon the deeply-engrained know-how 
of  seasoned engineers and the creativity and persistence of  younger team members. Tacit 
knowledge is accumulated through experience and is inherently uncodifi able. The trans-
fer of  tacit knowledge depends not only upon trial-and-error imitation but also cultural 
and social context. This cultural and contextual knowledge is a function of  socialization, 
often over a substantial period of  time. So what capabilities should the fi rm emphasize to 
enable knowledge integration within its boundaries? Just as scanning capability and sourc-
ing capability enhance search and transfer stages of  the knowledge management process, 
we posit that combinative capability improves the stage of  integration.

The fi rm’s combinative capability is its ability to combine existing knowledge for 
innovation. This managerial ability of  course, requires the transfer of  knowledge from 
the points of  access, with the boundary spanners and gatekeepers to other locations 
within the fi rm where this knowledge can be usefully exploited. How do organizations 
develop this combinative capability? The scale and scope of  the fi rm’s knowledge stock 
which is enhanced by external (often informal) knowledge increases the potential for 
re- combinations within the fi rm. However, to capitalize on this potential, fi rms need to 
develop internal mechanisms that enable re-combinations. The role of  internal commu-
nication systems is crucial in this regard especially since the sources and users of  poten-
tial knowledge are likely to be numerous. Zenger and Lawrence (1989) point out that the 
ability to communicate knowledge across organizational sub-units depends in part on the 
prevalence of  a shared language and culture. But mere communication of  knowledge may 
not be suffi cient to ensure its exploitation. The nature of  innovation and the tacit and 
complex nature of  knowledge may require that several individuals and sub-units interact 
actively across extended periods of  time to build new products or processes (Westney and 
Sakakibara, 1986). To facilitate this knowledge integration process, fi rms must establish 
intra-organizational mechanisms, processes and systems to link individuals with access to 
external knowledge and various sub-units across time.

INFORMAL KNOWLEDGE AND INNOVATION: NEXT STEPS

We have identifi ed external knowledge drawn from informal sources (often linked by social 
communities) and the internal knowledge management process as the central process 
through which fi rms create innovation. Our inquiry into the sources of  knowledge and 
the process by which it is utilized offers further insights into the literature on knowledge 
and innovation. We believe our study highlights the importance of  knowledge from exter-
nal informal sources. It also points to some of  the challenges faced by fi rms in effectively 
utilizing this knowledge. By unbundling the components associated with utilization of  this 
knowledge, we attempt to shed new light on the challenges faced by fi rms as they attempt 
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to build and protect internal knowledge and yet fully utilize knowledge from external, and 
often informal, sources. The knowledge management process associated with innovation 
consists of  three related yet distinct sub-processes: the search for external knowledge, its 
subsequent sourcing and transfer, and fi nally its integration.

We suggest that the fact that informal sources play an important role in enhancing 
organizational innovation has implications for how we design innovation processes in par-
ticular, but also organizational structures, systems, and processes in general. The challenge 
associated with designing and managing organizations has an added dimension and the 
processes get more complex as the process gets closer to culminating in value creation to 
innovation. The design and choice of  different mechanisms of  knowledge transfer must 
take careful account of  the nature of  the knowledge management process (e.g. the extent 
to which it seeks to replicate knowledge, to combine knowledge, or to create new knowl-
edge through problem solving), the sources of  knowledge (external versus internal, formal 
versus informal) and the types of  knowledge being transferred (in particular, the less codi-
fi able the knowledge, the richer the communication medium needs to be).

While fi rms have made huge strides in the use of  information technology to transfer 
information and support communication worldwide, the next level of  the innovation chal-
lenge lies in the design and operation of  organizational structures, management systems, 
and shared values and behavioral norms that can facilitate the movement of  comple-
mentary knowledge and link together different modes of  communication and knowledge 
transfer.
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Knowledge Sharing in Organizations: 

The Role of  Communities*

GEORG VON KROGH

ABSTRACT

Because it has become a central construct in theory and research, knowledge is utilized 
to explain and predict behavior at all levels. Knowledge not only links cognition and 
action, it also integrates individual and collective levels of  analysis. This chapter addresses 
the need for research on how cognition and action could be tied to organizational per-
formance. The key questions are: why, and under what circumstances, do people share 
knowledge in organizations? Inherent in this exploration are three important features 
of  knowledge: knowledge is a function of  our justifi ed true beliefs; knowledge enables 
action; and knowledge is both explicit and tacit. In this chapter, the issue of  knowledge 
sharing will be examined through a collective action framework, and two possible solu-
tions to the sharing problem will be identifi ed: the use of  agency and the nurturing of  a 
communal resource. The chapter also discusses how this nurturing can be achieved.

INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing body of  work in organization behavior, organization theory, stra-
tegic management, information systems, technology and innovation management, mar-
keting, and in the fundamental disciplines of  economics, psychology, and sociology that 
makes knowledge a central construct in theory and research. Common to most of  these 
contributions is the intent to demonstrate the power of  knowledge for explaining and pre-
dicting behavior, at the level of  societies and economies (Stehr, 1994); industries (Arthur, 

* I am grateful for comments from Hilde Brune, Marla Kameny, Marjorie Lyles, Margit Osterloh, 
Petra Kugler, Mattaeus Urwyler, Sebastian Spaeth, and one anonymous reviewer. The paper is based on 
von Krogh (2002)
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1997); fi rms and institutions (e.g. Nelson and Winter, 1982; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; 
Grant, 1996; Spender, 1996; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Sabherwal and Sabherwal, 2005); 
networks (Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000); groups (Osterloh and Frey, 2000); and individuals 
(e.g. Cziksezentmihalyi, 1988). On the one hand, the knowledge construct has evolved 
since the cognitive revolution in the 1950s, and now bridges the chasm between cognition 
and action (von Krogh, Roos, and Slocum, 1994; Varela, Thompson, and Rosch, 1991). 
Knowledge gives rise to an array of  behavioral patterns, decisions, and task solutions, 
observable in competent behavior. On the other hand, knowledge integrates individual 
and collective levels of  analysis; what used to be a construct reserved for individual-level 
analysis, is now used by many scholars to explain and predict how individuals and groups 
mutually infl uence their thinking and acting (Nonaka and von Krogh, 2009).

For the purpose of  this chapter, three important features of  knowledge will be con-
sidered. The fi rst is justifi ed true beliefs. Individuals justify the truthfulness of  their 
observations of  the world, which depend on a unique viewpoint, personal sensibility, 
and individual experience (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). When we have knowledge, we 
make sense of  a situation by holding justifi ed beliefs and committing to them.1 Second, 
knowledge enables action. Our beliefs and our commitment to them enable our actions 
in a situation, for example formulating a problem or resolving a task (Stehr, 1992; 1994; 
Nonaka and von Krogh, 2009). Third, knowledge is both explicit and tacit (Nonaka, 
1994). Some knowledge can be put on paper, formulated in sentences, or captured in 
drawings. Engineers, for example, convey knowledge of  a product design through draw-
ings and specifi cations, making what they know explicit. Yet, other kinds of  knowledge 
are tied to the senses, movement skills, physical experiences, rules of  thumb, and intuition 
(Merleau-Ponty, 1995). Such tacit knowledge can be costly to describe to others. Putting 
together the pieces of  a high-precision luxury watch, for instance, or interpreting a com-
plex seismic readout of  an oil reservoir, demands knowledge that cannot be found in a 
procedure or easily conveyed to an apprentice. While the idea of  tacit knowledge makes 
intuitive sense for most people, managers often have a hard time coming to grips with it 
on a practical level. Recognizing the value of  tacit knowledge, that is, fi guring out how to 
use it to enhance task performance, has become the key challenge for knowledge manage-
ment practice in many organizations (Choo, 1998; Schulze and Hoegl, 2006).

Because of  the merging of  collective and individual cognition and action, and the 
power of  explaining and predicting, scholars of  organizational learning and knowledge 
management addressed the need for a more coherent body of  research on how cogni-
tion and action could be tied to organizational performance. The central quest for knowl-
edge management research became performance enhancement through various activities, 
enabling conditions, and information and communication technology tools that took into 
account the serendipitous and ambiguous nature of  knowledge (Kluge, Stein, and Licht, 
2001; Serenko et al., 2010). The research opportunities along these dimensions are still 
vast, but in order to progress fruitfully, we need to pay more attention to one of  the core 
questions that bridges the chasm between individual and collective levels: why, and under 
what circumstances, do people share knowledge in organizations? While we understand how 
knowledge sharing occurs—for example, by organizational units transferring best  practices 

1For a discussion see von Krogh, Ichijo, and Nonaka (2000).
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(Szulanski, 1996)—recent research suggests this problem has yet to be fully understood 
(Gaechter, von Krogh, and Haefl iger, 2010).

In this chapter, light will be shed on the issue of  knowledge sharing through a collective 
action framework, and two possible solutions to the sharing problem will be identifi ed: the 
use of  agency and the nurturing of  a communal resource.2 Whether or not a community 
is a resource for knowledge sharing depends on the interests of  its affi liates. Generally, we 
do not assume that people in organizations have stable and shared interests (March, 1962). 
However, if  there is some evolutionary stability of  contributing to and benefi ting from the 
community, over time, people may explore opportunities for joint learning in accordance 
with their interests. In this chapter some conditions enabling this stability will be discussed.

THE PROBLEM OF KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Knowledge sharing is found in most knowledge-management activities, from capturing 
and localizing knowledge, transferring knowledge and technology, to knowledge creation. 
The intent in capturing and localizing knowledge in the organization is to enhance the 
potential for linking and integrating knowledge dispersed throughout the organization, 
and to improve the effi ciency of  doing so (Davenport and Prusak, 1996; Choo, 1998). 
Knowledge and best-practice transfer within and between organizations is not a one-way 
activity; it is a sharing process, involving trial and error, feedback, and mutual adjustment 
(Szulanski, 1996; Powell, 1998; Kaeser, 2001). While the early literature on knowledge 
and technology transfer between and within organizations hinged on a simple model of  

2A third solution refers to organization size, but space does not allow for further discussion here. For 
some collective action problems, the individual’s benefi t from participation depends on the success 
of  a collective enterprise; and the success of  the collective action hinges on the number of  people 
who participate (Chong, 1991). This is a so-called ‘critical mass’ argument. If  many people in the 
organization share their knowledge, more individuals might be interested to join and share as well, 
since sharing ex ante has provided a strong and valuable combination of  individual experiences and 
benefi ts. Under conditions of  diverse and distributed interests, the likelihood of  more people being 
interested in collective action increases with the size of  the organization (Oliver and Marwell, 1988). 
In a large organization it is likely that more people take an interest in sharing knowledge, even if  
structure and incentive mechanisms are not conducive to sustaining the sequence of  these activities. 
There might be altruists interested in helping others to learn, but also self-interested individuals who 
fi nd each other and discover opportunities to realize their immediate need satisfaction, or engage in 
sharing because they are deprived of  other organizational resources (Darrah, 1990). There might also 
be ‘pockets,’ functions, departments, or areas in the organization, where extensive knowledge shar-
ing has become an integral part of  introducing newcomers into the fi rm (March, 1991), and where 
people feel ‘obliged’ to share by some professional code (Ferner, Edwards, and Sisson, 1995). An in-
depth case study of  organizational behavior in a consultancy showed that some professionals might 
even choose to leave a fi rm that lacks those pockets of  sharing necessary to advance their careers 
(Ram, 1999). However, there is a cost involved in sharing knowledge that might rise with size of  the 
group (Grant, 1996; see also Oliver and Marwell, 1988), in particular if  the knowledge to be shared is 
tacit, and rates of  learning and sharing slow down. Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) suggest that before 
knowledge can be shared, individuals must realize the potential for sharing and the benefi ts involved, 
and that the cost of  identifying opportunities for sharing increases with the size of  the organization.
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information communication, new contributions in this area understand knowledge and 
technology transfer as a model of  knowledge sharing and local knowledge (re)-creation 
(for a review, see von Krogh and Koehne, 1998). In theories of  knowledge creation and 
innovation, the sharing of  tacit knowledge among participants in an innovation process 
precedes the articulation of  new concepts, the appraisal and justifi cation of  these con-
cepts, and product prototyping (Leonard and Sensiper, 1998; von Krogh, Ichijo, and 
Nonaka, 2000; Nonaka, von Krogh, and Voelpel, 2006).

Often, apprentice training is used as an example of  sharing, especially of  tacit knowl-
edge. Sharing tacit knowledge entails self-observation, refl ection, and immersion in the rou-
tines of  the master, as much as it does observation and imitative learning by the apprentice 
(Polanyi and Prosch, 1975). It also involves transformation of  masters’ cognition, as the 
training of  apprentices confronts masters with new experiences that are tightly connected 
to, if  not caused by, the performance of  their own routines. Additionally, apprentices 
might bring a ‘fresh’ view to the tasks, which may help masters to perform them differently 
(Perkins, 1981). Masters’ refl ections on their own routines are indistinguishable from their 
observation of  apprentices’ attempts to re-create those routines at comparable standards 
of  performance. Of  course, it is this indistinctness of  observation and refl ection that could 
be said to be the very essence of  being a ‘master.’ In this system of  master and appren-
tice, masters’ routines will change as a result of  observation and refl ection but to what 
extent, and in which direction, is dependent on individual masters’ interest and willing-
ness to adopt a shared identity with the apprentice (see Cohen, 1985). Some authors claim 
that good apprenticeship training can only be achieved when masters’ routines include the 
observation and refl ection that comes with training (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986).

This example of  tacit knowledge sharing reveals an important insight. If  knowledge 
sharing is knowledge re-creation, as outlined, it could be construed as a sequenced collective 
action problem rather than the communication of  information, representation of  tasks, and 
procedural knowledge (see Gaechter, von Krogh, and Haefl iger, 2010). Sharing, in its sim-
plest form, needs a knowledge giver, e.g. master, and knowledge receiver or ‘re-creator,’ 
e.g. apprentice, and a sequence of  activities. The giver must be interested in transmitting 
knowledge, and the receiver must be interested in applying it; in both cases, cognition and 
action are altered. The receiver becomes a giver, who, by combining the new knowledge 
with gained experiences, rewards the giver with knowledge; and the giver in turn becomes 
the receiver.3 As Merleau-Ponty (1995) remarked, individual learning often aims at produc-
ing a ‘maximum grip’ in a situation. Working in isolation, individuals direct their percep-
tion and positioning in relation to a task so that they can optimally control task execution 
and performance. This implies ignoring the presence of  others during task performance. 
However, in a master–apprentice relationship, the ‘other’ becomes an integral part of  task 
performance, cognition, and action simply because there is a master or apprentice observ-
ing, commenting, helping, or maybe even ignoring the person performing the tasks.4

3 I am very grateful to a reviewer for pointing out that this process could alternatively be put in 
terms of  Vygotsky’s concept of  ‘zones of  proximal development,’ in which the process of  knowledge 
sharing turns into a mediated social activity. For an analysis of  this concept, see Wertsch (1985).

4 When the master ignores the apprentice, this could be a sign of  disinterest, dissatisfaction, or 
doubt. In any event, the task performance and learning of  an apprentice who wants to look good in 
the eyes of  the master will most certainly be affected.
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Knowledge and interest are inter-dependent,5 so interests should have an effect on 
knowledge sharing. For the purpose of  this discussion, we use a broad understand-
ing of  interests based on Schutz (1970); a specifi c motivational focus determining an 
 individual’s defi nition of  the situation as well as his particular rules of  conduct,  objective, 
or intent.6

As the literature on cognitive psychology shows, individual interest infl uences indivi-
duals’ learning in a specifi c situation (Bruner, 1979), for example, how much of  a particular 
subject matter they are willing to study and absorb. Stories people tell of  their expertise 
and experience also reveal that their interests are varied and manifold and tightly con-
nected to their own areas of  tacit and explicit knowledge, history of  action, and task per-
formance (von Krogh, Ichijo, and Nonaka, 2000). Organizations create opportunities for 
people to realize their individual interests through learning; organizational task systems 
allow individuals to invest in learning and build expertise that is considered more or less 
costly, valuable, and even legitimate (see also discussion in Gourlay, 2006).

Were it not for the variation in individual interest throughout an organization, knowl-
edge sharing would be a straightforward activity, without much shirking, guile, or resist-
ance. In an organization populated only by altruists, who are interested beyond all else in 
helping others to learn, knowledge sharing would not represent a major issue to research-
ers concerned with organizational effi ciency and innovation (Collard, 1978). However, 
 empirical studies in many fi elds, for example Bruno Latour’s work on how science pro-
ceeds as a collective enterprise, show that there are diverse and distributed interests behind 
knowledge production, barriers to knowledge sharing and people who fi nd ways to teach 
less than they learn from others (e.g. Latour, 1987, 1993). Paul Carlile (2002) has shown 
that people’s long-term investments in areas of  expertise, for example in engineering disci-
plines, make them reluctant to share knowledge with representatives from other areas, and 
they tend to be very conscious of  ‘boundaries’ and diverse interests, which separate their 
work practices from those of  other disciplines. Darrah’s (1990) ethnography of  a high-
tech manufacturing fi rm is also interesting in this respect. Fearing the loss of  authority, 
manufacturing engineers who had full information about product design and specifi ca-
tions were reluctant to share this with front-line workers. As a (negative) result, the fi rm’s 
attempts to lower quality costs by training led to more frustration than skill enhancement 
among the workers. Recent laboratory experiments have also confi rmed that sharing 
explicit knowledge might easily break down with even the slightest change in the (eco-
nomic) incentives affecting people’s interests. We developed a game-theoretic model show-
ing that explicit knowledge sharing is an activity with multiple equilibria (Gaechter, von 
Krogh, and Haefl iger, 2010). Since there are many outcomes of  knowledge sharing, we 
conducted an experiment involving 228 undergraduates. While we found more knowledge 
sharing than initially predicted, we also found that knowledge sharing depends on social 

5 The writing of  Foucault (1980) gives a very good indication of  how this interdependence has 
played out throughout human history. In contrast to Foucault, for example, Max Weber was con-
cerned with ‘legitimate power’ arising from superior, sophisticated technical knowledge of  opera-
tions (Weber, 1978).

6 I deliberately defi ne interests broadly because of  the later need to capture their situational nature 
when elaborating on the evolutionary nature of  communities.
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preferences, for example, fairness. When people feel others benefi t unfairly from what they 
share, they may be more reluctant to cooperate; this effect may be even more pronounced 
for tacit than for explicit knowledge. These studies, which pay explicit attention to people’s 
diverse and distributed interests, conclude that knowledge sharing is a highly fragile and 
uncertain activity.7

A theory that explains why and under what conditions the collective act of  knowl-
edge sharing occurs, must take into account a variety of  interests and personality traits, 
including self-interest and individuals who seek to maximize their own utility (see Ostrom, 
2000).8 Given the sequencing of  activities and self-interest, free riding on others’ knowl-
edge is also of  some concern (e.g. Olson, 1967). A free rider chooses to receive a higher 
payoff  for defecting than for cooperating, even though contributors get a higher payoff  
if  they all cooperate (Olson, 1967; Hardin, 1968; Mannix, 1991). Here, knowledge free-
riding is taken to mean that an individual learns but hides the learning process from the 
knowledge giver (Gaechter, von Krogh, and Haefl iger, 2010). Sometimes, the free rider 
will be able to obtain the same, or even more, benefi ts from the knowledge as a contributor 
(see also von Hippel and von Krogh, 2001). This raises the question, if  people are prepared 
to give knowledge, why should others be interested in reciprocating?

It should be noted that diverse interests in the organization do not necessarily have 
a negative effect on organizational outcomes: think of  innovation. Since knowledge 
and interest are connected, in the sense that individual interests infl uence an indi-
vidual’s learning, it stands to reason that diverse interests give rise to the miscellany 
and creativity organizations need to extract value from sharing knowledge. Moreover, 
when the ‘mean level’ of  knowledge in a group is not suffi cient for solving a particu-
lar problem, diverse interests may well facilitate knowledge sharing (e.g. Oliver, 1993). 
For example, a team of  (self-interested) engineers might realize that the fi rm has not 
been effi cient in adopting a new manufacturing technology, because they lack the 
basic knowledge needed for its implementation. Yet, engineering pride or a concern 
with building human capital makes each individual engineer interested in  acquiring 
the new knowledge. This might be highly complex and demanding, requiring the 
 dedicated effort of  several people studying and acting together. Even if  individu-
ally each thinks this new technology has potential for very different reasons, selfi sh 
or  otherwise, the only way to realize individual interests is to learn jointly, especially 
under time pressure.

Given distributed and diverse interests, there are several ways to theorize why, and 
under what circumstances, people share knowledge in organizations. Two fruitful areas 
are concerned with agency and the community.

7 Similar conclusions have been reached in other studies of  collective action in an organization 
 setting, such as Monge et al. (1998), McCaffrey, Faerman, and Hart (1995), Cabrera and Cabrera 
(2002).

8 A similar discussion is continuing in economics, where the topic is how psychological research 
modifi es conceptions of  an individual’s utility function. An important insight is that people occa-
sionally depart from pure self-interest, to pursue ‘other-regarding’ goals, like altruism, fairness, and 
retaliation (Rabin, 1998).
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AGENCY IN KNOWLEDGE SHARING

In general, problems in collective action can be resolved by an agency 9 (management, 
for example) enforcing a regime of  cooperation while outside the process itself. While an 
agency might enforce knowledge sharing in the organization, it might have limited con-
cern for the details of  the knowledge shared, and so its control might focus more on the 
structure for sharing, effectiveness of  sharing, fairness and distributive justice, punishing 
free-riders, and so on. For example, a manager of  a sales team might try to organize and 
motivate personnel to share information and experience in building customer relations, in 
order to improve the overall team sales performance.

The agency can make structural choices where changes are intended to increase points 
of  contact or networks of  organization members (Kransdorf, 1998). At the modest end of  
the scale, as Grant (1996) suggested, knowledge can be shared by forming a group that 
engages in problem solving and decision making. This alternative is particularly relevant 
if  the task’s complexity is very high and face-to-face interaction is needed to perform it. 
Moreover, management might create a unit to direct and oversee knowledge sharing. A 
comparison of  manufacturing costs between a fi rm’s activities in various countries might 
reveal strong differences. Case studies have shown that in order to exploit these differ-
ences, management typically creates a new knowledge management unit, or a knowl-
edge and technology transfer unit whose task is to identify best practices among selected 
plants, and then foster the transfer and leverage of  these practices throughout the fi rm on 
a worldwide basis (Dixon, 2000; von Krogh, Ichijo, and Nonaka, 2000; Kriwet, 1997). 
Typically, such units identify technologies and practices to be shared, document practice, 
structure knowledge, create manuals for training plant operators and other key people, 
revamp procedures, and encourage plants to participate in the practice-sharing program, 
and monitor progress (O’Dell and Grayson, 1998; Lu, Mao, and Wang, 2010).

At the larger end of  the scale of  organizational changes, Nonaka and Takeuchi’s 
(1995) case studies show that management can choose a multi-layered organizational 
structure—what they term the ‘hypertext organization:’ a business system layer that 
covers the main tasks and business processes of  the fi rm; a project layer where people 
collaborate to create new knowledge and innovation; and a knowledge-based layer 
that comprises organizational memory (e.g. positions, databases, organizational culture, 
etc.), and which  organization members can access when needed for projects or operational 
activities. Employees of  such organizations network on at least three different levels when 
solving operational tasks, working on projects, and storing and structuring knowledge. 
This networking is also instrumental in knowledge sharing between the various layers, and 
makes the organization increasingly adaptive to changes in the environment (Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka, von Krogh, and Voelpel, 2006).

9 An agent here means a person or group that exerts the power to produce an effect, and agency 
refers to the activities of  this person or group. Agency is exogenous to the community. It is key to 
think of  this solution as more encompassing than management in a company, since individuals in 
the organization may fi nd various ways actually to enforce regimes of  cooperation, like another col-
league or an entity outside the organization.
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Between these two extreme structural solutions to the sharing problem, we typically 
fi nd the matrix organizational structures that combine business activities with a regional 
focus, or a functional focus with an industry or customer focus. The matrix structure is 
intended to increase the interconnectedness of  functions, departments, groups, and 
regional centers. Decision making and resource allocation are federative rather than cen-
tralized (Doz and Prahalad, 1981). Resource allocation results from a bargaining process 
between the units, and thanks to the federative form, each unit in the matrix has an incen-
tive to specialize, or in other words, create centers of  excellence and knowledge that do 
not overlap, while seeking knowledge from other units as needed to conduct local tasks 
(Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1986).10 However, as Bartlett and Ghoshal (1986) pointed out in 
their early writings on the topic, the matrix is more than a structure; it is a ‘frame of  
mind.’ This implies that performance expectations for both vertical and horizontal activi-
ties require extensive knowledge sharing, but that for such structures to work, local indi-
vidual interests must be refl ected in the overall corporate agenda, and effective human 
resource management must be put in place. In other words, organizational structure must 
be ‘translated’ into individual behavior (Gibbons, 1998).

The knowledge management literature comes to similar conclusions. Because human 
interest and tacit knowledge are often involved, there are strong limitations to structural 
solutions to the knowledge-sharing problem (see also Boisot, 1998; Grant, 1996; Tsai, 
2002). Simply increasing people’s exposure to functions, projects, and knowledge—and 
even to other people—fails to safeguard collective learning in the fi rm. Making a regional 
head talk to the supply chain expert at the corporate center will more often than not 
necessitate a real fl ow of  technical expertise to other regions. Hence, within the agency 
solution, the knowledge management literature suggests that well-functioning HR man-
agement systems are imperative. Management can create management support sys-
tems, monetary or career incentives for individual organizational members, and conduct 
employee performance appraisals that take into account individuals’ interests and attempts 
to share knowledge and information (e.g. Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Davenport and 
Probst, 2000; Grant, 1996; Pedler, Burgoyne, and Boydell, 1991). Management’s invest-
ment in information and communication technology (ICT), including search capabilities, 
document management, messaging connectivity, expert systems, and pattern-recognizing 
technologies, all of  which enable knowledge sharing, is strongly related to this emphasis 
on HR management systems (Allee, 1997; Alavi and Leidner, 2001). Yet, as case stud-
ies have shown, in modern organizations, although ICT enables people to connect more 
effectively, team performance and knowledge sharing are linked to individual and team-
based incentives (Govindarajan and Gupta, 2001).

In those instances where tacit knowledge cannot be codifi ed, sharing it between peo-
ple is slow, costly, and uncertain, as was pointed out in the early work on knowledge in 
organizations (Kogut and Zander, 1992). Hence, the tacit nature of  knowledge and the 
collective actions of  knowledge sharing pose limitations to HR management systems. 

10 Grant (1996) argued that because of  individuals’ bounded rationality, effi ciency in knowledge 
production requires specialization. Likewise, in a large organization, units have an incentive to 
specialize further and the agency’s role must be to identify opportunities for sharing knowledge as 
necessary between units, facilitating a bargaining process between units to make knowledge fl ow.
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In an important paper, Osterloh and Frey (2000) discussed whether self-interested indi-
viduals are motivated to share knowledge extrinsically, through material incentives such 
as money, or intrinsically, through the activity itself. Intrinsically motivated individuals 
act for their immediate need satisfaction, for example, for the inherent joy of  perform-
ing a task. In the sharing of  tacit knowledge in particular, intrinsic motivation outweighs 
extrinsic motivation. Material incentives cannot make people change their interest in 
codifying and sharing their tacit knowledge; neither can contracts assure effective and 
effi cient knowledge sharing. The classic option through which organizations can achieve 
team production (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972) breaks down with tacit knowledge sharing, 
because there is no way for team members to monitor each other’s sharing behavior.11 If  
monitoring and sanctioning possible free-riding behavior is challenging for team members 
themselves, it is even more so for any outside agency that must base disciplinary action 
on retrieved information about individual team members’ performance. Hence, intrin-
sic motivation, by which team members realize immediate need satisfaction by working 
together to solve complex tasks, is a prerequisite for (tacit) knowledge sharing.

However, it is important to know the conditions under which intrinsic motivation 
operates, one of  which relates to cadence. Immediate need satisfaction might be a strong 
motivation for some organizational members, but the sequencing of  activities involved 
in knowledge sharing12 depends on the type of  knowledge to be shared, as well as other 
individuals’ rates of  learning. Experiments have shown that if  learning is slow, the rate at 
which people acquire tacit knowledge differs greatly (Shanks and Johnstone, 1998), and 
so immediate need satisfaction might fail to satisfy individual needs and provide suffi cient 
stimulation for a change in individual interests. Moreover, the acquisition of  tacit knowl-
edge has uncertain outcomes. Since tacit knowledge is associated with both physiological 
and cognitive structures (Merleau-Ponty, 1995), people may differ greatly in their capacity 
to act, even after a long period of  learning. In fact, it may be years before the apprentice’s 
task performance comes within reach of  the master’s. Worse, some people may never 
reach the master’s level.

THE COMMUNAL RESOURCE

The remainder of  this chapter examines the role a community plays in explaining why peo-
ple share knowledge in organizations. A brief  review is provided of  some of  the key litera-
ture on communities within and outside the organizational context, followed by a discussion 

11 Of  course, it is possible to observe certain knowledge-sharing behavior in a team. For example, a 
team member may take an active part in problem solving and decision making by offering valuable 
suggestions and contributions and by involving and integrating team members. This behavior can 
be observed by others. However, other team members will not know to what extent one individual 
has really shared everything she knows of  value to the team. More importantly, if  knowledge is tacit 
it can be costly to codify and beyond the reach of  individual refl ection and identifi cation (Polanyi 
and Prosch, 1975). Hence, the interest in sharing knowledge, even beyond what people thought they 
knew, becomes a crucial factor for sustained sharing in the community.

12 Recall that knowledge sharing is a sequential collective action problem.
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on how diverse and distributed interests may infl uence knowledge sharing in communities. 
Assuming that organizations are populated by people with dynamic rather than static inter-
ests, the chapter ends with an examination of  how opportunity structures and the social 
norms of  care and authenticity could have a positive impact on knowledge sharing.

The term ‘community’ is derived from a classical sociological premise that people 
form social bonds through shared norms, traditions, identity, and solidarity. Historically, 
the concept of  community stands in contrast to society, where competition, individualism, 
and self-interest rule (Toennies, 1887; Durkheim, 1893; Weber, 1978). Communities have 
their own languages, rituals, norms, and values that can only be developed and refi ned 
over a long period of  time. Members of  a community develop a shared and deep sense 
of  identity through intense and sustained communication. Interestingly, this deep sense of  
identity, and the traditions, solidarity, and long-standing norms that come with it, can cre-
ate a binding commitment among community members to mobilize large-scale societal 
changes. Sociologists have noted that when people experience grievances, or entrepre-
neurs see opportunities for action, feelings of  solidarity can bind them together in collec-
tive action (Calhoun, 1986, 1994; Cohen, 1985; Fantasia, 1988).

Building on a long tradition in sociology, anthropology, and economics, a grow-
ing number of  authors have focused on the role of  communities in knowledge sharing. 
For example, the literature on rural and peasant communities emphasizes how farmers 
and village inhabitants acquire the skills of  productive farming without depleting natu-
ral resources. Through processes of  socialization, the very subtle rules and skills of  farm-
ing are transferred from one generation to the next (see Foster, 1965). Related to this, a 
very important stream of  work on occupational communities has shown how people who 
practice similar work develop a shared identity related to their occupations. Shared iden-
tity and work practice enable mutual learning, as well as solidarity (e.g. Van Maanen and 
Barley, 1984; Orr, 1996).

The Internet has become increasingly important for communication within and 
between organizations. Another literature stream reports on the characteristics of  virtual 
communities, where protecting the anonymity of  individuals often takes precedence over 
membership selection on the basis of  social categories such as occupation. Anonymity is 
not a trivial issue. It enables a free fl ow of  information between community members; for 
example, individual sharing is not inhibited by the fear of  possible future retaliation due 
to the contents of  messages (Myers, 1994). Virtual communities typically exist because 
people share an interest in exchanging information and explicit knowledge on particular 
topics at low cost (e.g. Rheingold, 1993; Castells, 1996; see also Wasko and Faraj, 2005). 
Research on communities of  interest has focused on groups that are topic as well as 
 relationship based. However, in these communities, anonymity might be less pronounced 
than for virtual communities. Learning and exchange of  information are central activi-
ties in communities of  interest, and interactions are mostly limited to the personal needs 
of  members to obtain explicit knowledge and information at low cost and high speed. 
Common engagement in work, such as joint projects and tasks, is rare (e.g. Amstrong and 
Hagel, 1995). Virtual and interest communities do not necessarily bind people together by 
occupation or socialization into a village, rural district, or peasant group.

In contrast, there is an interesting stream of  work relating to ‘imagined communities.’ 
Here, people ‘imagine oneness’ with others whom they have neither met nor seen. The 
foundation of  this solidarity is a set of  simple, effective socially transmitted constructs, 
such as an area of  expertise or nationality. Imagined communities can be powerful forces 
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for large-scale social change (Anderson, 1983; Calhoun, 1991). Case studies of  communi-
ties for knowledge-sharing have observed that people tend to identify with similar groups 
of  experts throughout the organization, even though they have never met face to face. 
This identifi cation, in turn, seems to impact positively helping behavior across organiza-
tional boundaries (von Krogh, Nonaka, and Ichijo, 1997). Work on micro-communities of  
knowledge has argued that collective identity is formed as people jointly engage and com-
mit to processes of  knowledge creation.

The most systematic exploration of  communities in organizations can be found in the 
practice-based perspective on organizational learning (Wenger, 1998; Brown and Duguid, 
1991; Lave and Wenger, 1991; Lave, 1988; Orr, 1996). These studies provide insight into 
the social fabric of  communities, how they work, and the conditions that enable or con-
strain them. A community of  practice is characterized by members who share work activi-
ties and engagement, work together over a certain period of  time, and develop a shared 
identity, language, artifacts, norms, and values. Learning through imitation, observation, 
narration, and storytelling gives rise to shared knowledge.

Returning to our initial problem, although communities are interesting for understand-
ing how individuals behave apolitically and altruistically (Wolin, 1961) and how knowl-
edge and learning happen in social practices (Tsoukas, 1996), systematic attention must 
also be paid to the collective action problem of  knowledge sharing that results from the 
distributed and diverse interests of  the individuals who comprise these communities (For a 
critique of  the practice-based view of  organizational learning, see Yakhlef, 2010.) A com-
munity acts collectively without outside intervention from an agency. In this sense, it exists 
outside the organization (see Bennis et al., 1958), and is not regulated by formal structure 
and incentive mechanisms, control, and sanctions (Wenger, 1998). A community attracts 
people around common tasks, work, knowledge, and experience, as well as emotions such 
as liking and empathy. Also, a community has a certain stability of  affi liation over time;13 
it has multiple and direct relations between the actors (Taylor and Singleton, 1993), and 
there is some level of  common information (cues) about other members’ knowledge. 
The negative returns to size apply; not all needs can be satisfi ed immediately in 
knowledge sharing. However, the community could be a resource for knowledge sharing 
because the satisfaction of  needs is suspended and the natural sequence of  activities well 
preserved. This point will be scrutinized more closely later.

A community is different than the production team (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972). The 
community is established, developed, and maintained by its affi liates in a manner of  self-
production. The production team to some extent relies on the agency that allocates a 
complex production task and external inputs, performs external monitoring of  production 
output, and sanctions the team. Empirical evidence has shown that communities produce 
less collective action when outside agencies monitor community activities and appropriate 
resources (Schmitt, Swope, and Walker, 2000). Yet, communities and production teams 
face the same challenge of  self-monitoring. Within the production team, members can 
observe each other and sanction internal processes. If  interests and effort diverge strongly 
in the production team and the community, members and affi liates can sanction others; 
but in the production team, members can appeal to an outside agency and rely on it to 

13 I think the word ‘affi liation’ is more appropriate than ‘membership’ here in order to highlight the 
informal nature of  the communal resource.
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take corrective and punishing action. However, as Osterloh and Frey argue, the problem 
is one of  motivation and interests rather than agency function (2000). If  knowledge to be 
shared is tacit, even self-monitoring can fail to produce the expected results. Also, tacit 
knowledge is shared if  people are intrinsically motivated, but, as mentioned earlier, this in 
turn requires immediate need satisfaction related to tasks.

Because communities can be conducive to sharing knowledge, they can appropriately 
be termed resources (von Krogh, 2002; Spaeth et al., 2008).14 Taylor and Singleton (1993), 
basing their argument on Coase (1960), suggest that where the community displays a high 
degree of  collective interests, it can lower social (transaction) costs (Coase, 1960; Taylor and 
Singleton, 1993). First, affi liates of  a community have access to information (cues) about 
others’ knowledge. This is a resource because it reduces the affi liate’s costs of  searching for 
knowledgeable people in the organization. This is particularly relevant for communities 
where people share work practices or some set of  common tasks and problems (Wenger, 
1998). Second, bargaining costs are lower in a community because beliefs, preferences, and 
interests are shared. Stable affi liations in a community make it easier to conclude agree-
ments between individuals, and relations on many fronts make it easier for individuals to 
make trade-offs that compensate for differences in cooperative gains between the parties 
in question. Third, the level of  shared interests, expectations of  continued interaction, and 
direct and manifold relations among individuals all reduce the monitoring costs involved in 
enforcing compliance in knowledge-sharing. Here it is important to note the multiplex 
character of  relationships. In a community where interests are shared, relationships are 
enduring, and affi liates have options for seeking out who they will share knowledge with, 
affi liates are likely to attempt to share their best knowledge, even when tacit. In the types of  
communities described by Taylor and Singleton, recurring interactions give precedence to 
collective interests over self-interest (e.g. group utility). This has been described as a process 
where the community gains its own collective identity (Stoecker, 1995).15

For the organization in question, reduced monitoring costs and no need for an agency 
could potentially make the community a valuable resource. As an example, for a func-
tioning community, management does not have to design a formal system for knowledge-
 sharing, monitoring members’ behavior, and enforcing compliance with system procedures 
and rules. Knowledge-sharing happens due to the internal dynamics of  the community 
and the gradual establishment of  a collective identity (Kogut and Zander, 1996). The 
community also allows individuals to specialize and apply their knowledge to complex 
tasks within the fi rm (Grant, 1996). The community is also a resource because for many 
reasons—liking and emotion, deprivation, experience, etc.—it attracts individuals to identi-
fi able social and virtual gatherings where people share interests, tasks, and knowledge.

Yet, the problem of  knowledge-sharing is only partly resolved. As mentioned earlier, 
a common thread in the literature on communities within organizations seems to be 
that organizational members have a collective interest in sharing knowledge. In general, 

14 The term ‘communal resource’ was fi rst introduced by Taylor and Singleton (1993), although I 
use it differently here.

15 This situation is different than so called one-shot collective action. This is a class of  problem that 
introduces very different reasoning, where the construct of  ‘communal resource’ does not readily 
apply (see Franzen, 1995).
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interests in organizations are very diffi cult to make meaningful, stable, and valid; and 
they are subject to constant bargaining and drift (March, 1962; Devine, 1999). Because 
communities comprise affi liates who are subject to changing work demands and condi-
tions, an interesting dilemma arises. An organizational member may be accused of  not 
being a responsible affi liate on the one hand, and of  not being self-interested on the 
other (Hardin, 1968). In organizations that comprise communities, people are rewarded 
not only for sharing knowledge within the community, but also for being self-interested, 
rational, and free riding, in order to advance their career and improve their fi nancial posi-
tion (for related discussions, see Fife, 1977; McCay and Jentoft, 1998). In organizations 
where knowledge-sharing communities are explicitly fostered, supported by top manage-
ment, and endowed with slack resources, this dilemma could potentially be powerful. 
A community consists of  people with diverse and distributed interests, and it would be 
overly simplistic to assume that their individual interests would stabilize over time.

It follows from the discussion so far that the ‘community’ should not be defi ned by its 
level of  shared interests, but rather by what we may call its evolutionary stability. In other 
words, the community is not a communal resource per se. Even if  collective interests can-
not be assumed, there is no reason to exclude the possibility of  stable, multiplex, and 
direct relations between affi liates. Depending on the context of  community interactions, 
an individual’s interests, namely motivational focus, defi nition of  a situation, personal 
objectives, and guidelines for conduct, evolve over time. As Massey (1994) points out in 
her criticism of  Taylor and Singleton (1993), some communities are more inauspicious 
for collective action because of  these possible changes in people’s interests. Think of  a 
community within the organization based on physical proximity, shared grievances, hob-
bies, or friendship, without much systematic knowledge sharing. For example, construction 
engineers might have strong friendships built around playing a game of  cards at night, 
but might have very varied levels of  interest in others’ technical know-how beyond this 
hobby, as well as rules of  conduct, such as ‘no shop talk.’ Moreover, in some communities 
it might be diffi cult to start knowledge sharing, because of  a wish to conform and avoid 
later retaliation and punishment for breaking the rules. Conversely, think of  a vibrant and 
creative community, where affi liates’ diverse and distributed interests threaten the social 
fabric. The point of  departure for defi ning a community should be to what extent it is 
able to maintain its community characteristics over time despite this diversity. For defi ning 
a communal resource, the start point is whether the community shares knowledge without 
the prerequisite of  an agency to monitor and enforce cooperation.

So communities can be resources, or perhaps even liabilities, and there is a need to 
examine the conditions under which knowledge sharing can take place without the 
agency.16 There are at least three factors associated with knowledge sharing in the com-
munity: opportunity structures, care, and authenticity.

16 Interestingly, in their analysis of  the community’s ability to solve environmental problems, McCay 
and Jentoft (1998) come to very similar conclusions. Some environmental problems can be traced 
back to community failure rather than a failure of  the market or environmental agencies. Although 
their analysis tackles a different complex of  problems, their study shows that researchers need 
to show care in identifying both positive and negative factors associated with collective action in 
communities.
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Opportunity structures

Opportunity structures refer to the benefi ts of  sharing knowledge in the community 
and occasions for doing so. Since interest and knowledge are intimately connected, and 
since it takes more effort to identify sharing possibilities if  affi liates have diverse interests 
(irrespective of  community size), the opportunity structure of  a community is a par-
ticularly important factor in the problem of  knowledge sharing. The way opportunities 
present themselves to affi liates helps create structures for sharing relationships within the 
community. These structures hinge on factors such as individual and collective benefi ts 
of  knowledge sharing; the cost of  knowledge sharing; the sequence of  knowledge-sharing 
activity; the history of  sharing activities in the community; the search for sharing oppor-
tunities; affi liates’ diverse and distributed interests, knowledge, and experience; bargain-
ing; and helping behavior. The community is an arena or, as Nonaka and Konno (1998) 
understand it, a number of  ‘places,’ (Japanese: Ba) where affi liates can realize diverse inter-
ests over time as they see fi t. Narrow opportunity structures imply that knowledge-shar-
ing benefi ts can only be realized through a limited number of  relationships with affi liates, 
sharing very specifi c knowledge at very specifi c times and places. In contrast, broad oppor-
tunity structures involve more relationships that share broader knowledge, in a continuous 
manner, and in several virtual and physical places (see Diemers, 2001). In other words, an 
opportunity structure can be within each affi liate’s immediate reach, both cognitively and 
manipulatively. Cognitively, individuals within the community can imagine their interests 
being realized through cooperation with others, and how this realization could happen. 
Manipulatively, individuals can take concrete action to meet physically or virtually with 
other community affi liates in order to realize these opportunities.

The concept of  opportunity structures does not rely on affi liates having full knowledge 
of  others’ knowledge; by our defi nition of  knowledge this would be impossible. If  this 
were the case, the social cost of  monitoring compliance with knowledge sharing would not 
have been a problem. However, in his studies of  the transfer of  tacit knowledge involved 
in the design and manufacture of  highly complex technologies, MacKenzie (1998) found 
that evoking an interest in sharing at a particular time and place needed only a cue about 
other affi liates’ capabilities. The cue is both a stimulus to perception and a hint about how 
to behave in certain circumstances. Typically, in a work community, people will observe 
someone who performs tasks with originality, high precision, speed, and diligence. This 
individual’s performance might be based on long-standing experience with the task. Other 
affi liates take cues from how the task is performed and how that performance differs from 
their own way of  solving tasks (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986).

Although cues about knowledge can elucidate opportunities for sharing, a lot of  shar-
ing is likely to be improvised in the community. It is this system of  cues that Tilly (1999) 
referred to when he described a situation of  collective action as ‘deep improvisation,’ 
where people do not necessarily follow predefi ned behavioral scripts (like in a wedding 
ceremony), but where strong social ties and a shared interpretation of  cues allow peo-
ple to improvise collectively (e.g. a jazz orchestra). A history of  interaction among affi li-
ates allows deeply improvised knowledge sharing within the community (see also Vendelo, 
2009). People will send and interpret cues about when, where, and how knowledge shar-
ing is appropriate. A wink, the wave of  a hand, or a cough invites the apprentice into the 
master’s workspace. A shake of  the head and a sigh urge affi liates to approach the master 
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and learn what has gone wrong. A system of  cues allows sharing in a community to pro-
ceed without unnecessary interruption. Individuals can coordinate the realizations of  
their interests at a particular time and place, for example, avoiding everyone intruding on 
each other’s activities all the time. In this sense there is a relationship between the system 
of  cues in a community and social cost, both in terms of  searching for knowledge and of  
bargaining about suitable times for sharing it. A system of  cues is particularly useful for 
guiding the level, time, and type of  interaction needed for sharing tacit knowledge, which 
must be shared on the fl y. However, as Tilly (1999) underscores, collectively meaningful 
cues take a long time to evolve and learn, and easily mutate under conditions of  discon-
tinued interactions, for example, where turnover of  group members is high.

In order to sustain collective knowledge sharing under adverse conditions, opportu-
nity structures could rely less on a system of  cues and deep improvisation, and more on 
behavioral rituals. In this case, the community will attempt to create a routine for its own 
knowledge sharing and expect everyone to engage in it. Such rituals could encompass the 
introduction of  newcomers into the community, discussion platforms, weekly debriefs of  
tasks and activities, morning speeches and breakfast meetings, coffee breaks, trading posts, 
poster sessions, a ‘speaker’s corner’ where people can state what’s on their mind regarding 
the work of  the community, and so on. However, rituals like these do not foster the spon-
taneous and impromptu realization of  interests, and therefore might work better for shar-
ing explicit rather than tacit knowledge.

Opportunity structures may be costly to identify and realize as the community grows 
in size. A large community will have an abundance of  cues, more attempts at spon-
taneous sharing, and many rituals that serve the interests of  powerful individuals. The 
comm unity’s efforts to monitor free-riding can also be important for its ability to sustain 
knowledge sharing. Several solutions to the free-rider problem have been suggested, such 
as convincing participants that they are engaging in long-term cooperative relationships 
(Axelrod, 1984); convincing participants to contribute using their particular resources, 
skills, and interests at various points in the unfolding collective action, where a match is 
found with a particular task (Granovetter, 1978; Oliver, et. al, 1985); convincing individ-
ual contributors that the importance of  ‘group fate’ outweighs the cost of  contributing 
(Schwartz and Paul, 1992); and convincing participants with diverse interests that they 
can trade control and participation over a range of  ends (Coleman, 1973). However, most 
contributions to the concept of  collective action note that the free-rider problem can be 
overcome in the creation and deployment of  selective incentives (Friedman and McAdam, 
1992; Oliver, 1980).

Selective incentives can be both monetary (for example, a non-participation fi ne) and 
non-monetary and, all else being equal, free riding is better dealt with when the com-
munity is small enough for selective incentives to be used effectively. Selective incentives 
are either positive (reinforcing behavior) or negative (changing behavior) and they are 
directed not at the group as a whole, but to each individual within it (Olson, 1967: 43–52; 
Fireman and Gamson, 1979; Taylor and Singleton, 1993). Selective monitoring of  indi-
vidual efforts is easier in a small group where people meet and communicate face to 
face (Ostrom, 1998). It is important to consider how this plays out in the realization of  
opportunity structures through cues and rituals. First, common knowledge of  cues takes 
time and might involve considerable investment on the part of  the individual newcomer 
to the community. The community determines affi liation on the basis of  how well the 
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newcomer has learned to interpret the cues necessary for knowledge sharing (Tilly, 1999). 
It is unlikely that a potential free rider would make this investment to engage in knowl-
edge sharing with such uncertain outcomes.17 Hence, there may be self-selection among 
extrinsically- and intrinsically-motivated people. Second, rituals give easier access to the 
community and formalize opportunity structures; the community could be expected to 
attempt to restrict its access to newcomers and deploy non-monetary selective incentives 
more strictly.

A typical immaterial selective incentive to mobilize people for collective action is 
member ship of  social categories (Friedman and McAdam, 1992; Tajfel, 1982). Empirical 
studies in sociology show that people tend to classify themselves and others in terms of  
cognitive categories (Turner, Brown, and Tajfel, 1979; Tajfel, 1982). Collective identity 
can be defi ned as

people’s sense of  who they are in terms of  some meaningful social category (e.g. occupational, 
gender, status, age, Community of  Practice member, presence on the intranet, tech-clubs, etc.) 
that distinguishes how they interact with those inside from those outside the category

(Roy and Parker-Gwin, 1999).18

Larger ritual-based communities benefi t by bestowing credentials on affi liates, based 
on their observed efforts and/or skills. Individuals derive utility from these credentials if  
they give privileged access to resources, knowledge, social relations, status reputation, and 
so on. Hence, a value can be assigned to the social category that will be affected by past 
and current community affi liation. The higher the category’s value in the mind of  the 
affi liates, the more effective the non-monetary selective incentive.

In the larger community, opportunity structures tend to be less robust, since social 
relationships become increasingly scattered and ephemeral, and interests become more 
diverse. Therefore, the value of  credentials might decrease with increasing community 
size (more people have access to scarce resources). Also, when the community increases in 
size, the impact of  any individual’s participation in knowledge sharing is negligible, and a 
self-interested, rational individual will choose to free ride under those conditions (Hardin, 
1968). The cost of  an individual’s decision to free ride is spread over a greater number 
of  people and the cost of  organizing and using selective immaterial incentives to induce 
individual cooperation increases as well (Marwell and Oliver, 1988). It becomes even 
more costly for each group member to monitor and sanction others’ free-riding behavior. 
Eventually, as the group grows, monitoring costs outgrow sharing costs, and could jointly 
outweigh the rewards from knowledge sharing itself. In addition, the value of  the social 
category could become depleted, making it less attractive for newcomers to join the com-
munity. The expected outcome is that the opportunity structure will be underprovided 
and the value of  the communal resource will decrease.

Affi liates’ limited attention and cognition, and the cost of  realizing knowledge sharing, 
make opportunity structures a constraint on the communal resource. As far as the practice 
of  knowledge management is concerned, a popular way of  facilitating knowledge sharing 

17 Free riders can only appraise the value of  knowledge once they have learnt the system of  cues.

18 I used ‘collective identity’ here in a rather narrow sense. Some would include social norms, tradi-
tion, social relationships, and processes in identity (Stoecker, 1996).
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in many organizations is through so-called ‘technical share fairs’ or ‘knowledge fairs’ (e.g. 
Davenport and Prusak, 1998). These are large exhibitions held over several days where 
research and engineering teams, technical groups, and so on, can exhibit information 
about their projects, areas of  expertise, and technical pursuits. Some will already belong 
to a community of  technical specialists at a research site. Others will not be affi liated with 
any particular community, but will discover new opportunities for establishing a commu-
nity and sharing knowledge. Through these fairs, organizations enlarge the opportunity 
structure for knowledge sharing. The fair might also contribute to the evolutionary sta-
bility of  the community, whereby social relations are reinforced and new ones are cre-
ated. However, in spite of  the abundant opportunities such fairs offer, it is not at all clear 
whether individuals will coordinate knowledge sharing. A fair might simply be a pleasant 
break in a somewhat dull and repetitive workday. For sharing to be enabled in an evolu-
tionary stable manner, the right social norms have to be in place.

Care

A non-monetary selective incentive would result from members creating and enforcing 
social norms (‘Thou shalt . . . Thou shalt not . . .’) that compel affi liates to knowledge 
sharing in a customary fashion (e.g. Heckatorn, 1993). When the number of  believers in 
the social norm increases, affi liates derive utility from the conformity of  behavior to the 
norm, both due to reputation in the community as well as the individual’s taste towards 
conformity (Hess, 1998). In effect, strong socialization and loyalty to the social norm could 
moderate free riding in the group (Ferre, 1982; Hirschman, 1970; Ostrom, 1999).

Care is a social norm in human relationships, and implies trust, active empathy, access 
to help, lenience in judgment, and the extent to which all of  these are shared in the com-
munity (von Krogh, 1998).19 Care can entail concrete action in helping others but does 
not necessarily do so. Depending on the needs of  the recipient, care can mean merely 
presence and intimacy, without action. Moreover, care is suffi cient to induce helping in 
others (Egan, 1986). In caring for another, a care provider may give information and sup-
port for task execution, integrate an individual socially, give guidance, and enhance social 
bonds, as well as help to choose what output of  task performance is to be presented to 
a larger audience. However, assisting is not necessary for care to be relationship quality 
(Mayeroff, 1971). As stressed throughout this chapter, organizations are populated with 
individuals who have different interests and personalities. The only requirement for care 
to be a social norm is for more than one individual, even the self-interested, to derive util-
ity from complying with it.

Let us look more carefully at these four dimensions of  care and how they relate to 
knowledge sharing. First, the more affi liates trust each other to share knowledge, the lower 

19 An observer of  open source software (OSS) development projects, such as the operating system 
Linux, Himanen (2001) suggests that care is one of  the most important social norms of  communi-
ties of  OSS developers. Care involves experienced programmers helping newcomers to learn and 
improve the code others have made by debugging it. Although people are normally in widely dis-
persed locations, they work cooperatively over the Internet. Social norms make interactions and the 
expectations of  individual programmers easier to express and comply with.
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the social costs, as Taylor and Singleton (1994) mentioned (see also Nonaka and Takeuchi, 
1995; Szulanski, 1996).20 Second, the more leniently people judge others’ knowledge, 
experience, and behavior, the more likely it is that diverse and distributed interests persist 
among affi liates in the community. Interaction can happen in spite of  diverse interests; 
opportunities for knowledge sharing might emerge at a later point in time, when affi liates 
suspend their immediate realization of  their own interests for the benefi t of  the commu-
nity. Lenience also means that affi liates accept diverse rates of  learning in the community. 
As we saw, learning rates may differ immensely among individuals, particularly for tacit 
knowledge, and a great deal of  time can elapse before the giver realizes returns, if  at all. 
In addition, newcomers into the community have to learn cues, especially where rituals 
are vague or absent. Lenience could be particularly important for integrating newcomers 
with different learning rates.

Active empathy, the third component of  care, means that affi liates assess and under-
stand others’ interests and needs. Empathy is the attempt to put one’s self  in others’ shoes, 
understanding their particular situation, interests, skills levels, successes, failures, opportu-
nities, and problems (von Krogh, Ichijo, and Nonaka, 2000). Active empathy is the proac-
tive attempt by community affi liates to understand the interests of  others observed in 
ongoing conversations in the community. It allows many different interests to co-exist over 
time, and should impact positively the learning and the use of  subtle cues needed for the 
sharing of  tacit knowledge.

Fourth, while active empathy prepares the ground for helping behavior, care in the com-
munity also has to develop into real and tangible help when necessary. In the relationship 
between master and apprentice, for instance, the master teaches the design of  a tool, how 
to use it, how to maintain it, where to acquire it, and so on. The master shows by example 
what to do to reach good task performance, listens to the apprentice’s concerns and ques-
tions, and also extends a helping hand by being actively involved in the apprentice’s task 
performance. But this interest in helping can be accompanied by various levels of  access 
to the helper. Help might be offered based on an affi liate’s own experience, by knowledge 
sharing, or simply by sharing the burden of  the task, and learning together. As a social 
norm, care, through helping behavior, should moderate the free-rider problem in larger 
communities where knowledge sharing plays out as a deep improvisation rather than a rit-
ual. Levels of  trust and active empathy, as important as they are for knowledge sharing, 
may provide very vague information about people’s compliance with the social norm, their 
inclusion or exclusion from the community. However, levels of  access to help and levels of  
help given can be directly observed. Hence, where opportunity structures are narrow due 
to individual affi liates’ lack of  interest in helping, their future community status might be 
endangered; yet if  helping matters to them, they are likely to change their behavior.

It was observed earlier that, in the communal resource, the natural sequence of  the col-
lective activities of  (tacit) knowledge sharing must be preserved. When affi liates exhibit 
strong trust, active empathy toward each other, a strong inclination to help, as well as leni-
ent judgment, this should have a positive impact on the suspended satisfaction of  individual 
needs and the realization of  interests. Imagine a community of  engineers who have worked 
together for several years, all of  whom know each other, and where there has been some 

20 Given the defi nition of  interests in this chapter, shared interests are not a prerequisite for trust.
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stability in relations. Enter a young engineering school graduate. Some affi liates exhibit a 
high level of  help toward the newcomer, trying to integrate this person into the community. 
The newcomer will have to learn cues, rituals, and behavior according to social norms. 
Some experienced engineers might also recollect some long-gone feelings from their own 
inauguration process, where an experienced person took the time to introduce the ‘sub-
tle stuff ’ of  the community. Because of  the engineers’ empathy with the newcomer, he or 
she is treated leniently. The newcomer gives no immediate learning feedback, so there is 
no immediate need satisfaction for the others from giving this help. Furthermore, without 
cues about the newcomer’s capabilities, there is no guarantee that he or she will be a valu-
able affi liate of  the community in the future. Learning the secrets of  engineering in this 
way, where the opportunities of  sharing are found, based on cues about what experienced 
engineers are capable of  doing, the newcomer will eventually contribute new methods and 
theories from his or her education. It is care that allows for evolutionary stability—that is, 
for the community to persist as a resource for knowledge sharing.

Authenticity

When interests are shared in the community, we can assume that the ‘best’ knowledge will 
be spread among affi liates. In the absence of  self-interested people or free riders, there is 
no reason why people should hide important details about task performance, pass on false 
information, sub-optimal procedures, unwarranted lessons, etc. However, where interests 
are diverse and distributed, it is possible that the social norm ‘authenticity’ could have an 
impact on the community as a resource for knowledge sharing. Authenticity means that 
legitimate knowledge in the community is shared directly with the source in a way that 
ensures its genuineness, accuracy, validity, and reliability. The master–apprentice dynamic 
illustrates what this means. An apprentice observes the genuine know-how of  the master 
fi rst-hand. The accuracy of  their shared knowledge depends on the apprentice’s ability to 
observe a certain level of  detail in the master’s work. Validity, in turn, refers to the master’s 
and the apprentice’s mutual ability to appraise observations, interpretations, and under-
standing of  task performance. Validity also refers to the extent to which knowledge shared 
with the apprentice can also be extended to similar or different tasks the apprentice has to 
perform. Reliable knowledge enables the apprentice to resolve repeated tasks. Reliability, in 
turn, depends on affi liates’ interests in applying shared knowledge in the collective action 
process. Hence, we have to revisit the system of  social norms outlined thus far.

Care is a social norm from which people derive utility by giving. However, if  care is 
the only norm in social relationships, the community might end up with more knowledge 
giving and limited collective knowledge sharing, or in other words, little learning and 
using. In the case of  authenticity, people derive utility from searching out valid and genu-
ine knowledge, but since sharing is a matter of  collective action, people also derive utility 
from making this knowledge reliable by using it.

The best way to understand valuable authentic knowledge in the context of  this chap-
ter is to view it as cues about what others are capable of  in terms of  above-average per-
formance in the community at large, in particular in a master–apprentice relationship. 
However, as mentioned, at one extreme communities can be self-preserving, conform-
ing, retaliatory, and punitive, penalizing people who try to branch out and be inven-
tive. Massey (1994) found that collective action is highly unlikely in groups with strong 
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social norms and diverse interests, due to the social costs faced by individuals pursuing 
their own courses of  action. Standing out in the crowd by proposing new ideas or criti-
cizing the work of  others could invite retaliation and exclusion from the social category 
(see also Hirschman, 1970).21 Further, a community might have affi liates who detest any 
new knowledge, even if  the benefi ts are immediate and collective. Rejection could be 
warranted by the costs of  bargaining about what is really ‘valuable’ knowledge, or the 
unlearning of  previous lessons learned. Individual interests in rejecting new knowledge 
could quickly transform into a collective protest against any new idea that someone tries 
to introduce into the community. The well-known not-invented-here (NIH) syndrome is a 
good example of  such behavior; people who have worked hard and long to achieve a cer-
tain level of  task performance might fi nd it extremely diffi cult to change routines that have 
proved successful in the past (Kluge, Stein, and Licht, 2001). Even though new knowledge 
can have a potentially signifi cant impact on people’s task performance, those who would 
be in favor of  trying the new way will withdraw their engagement in the process.

Perhaps NIH syndrome indeed results from a lack of  authenticity. If  authenticity is a 
social norm, the closeness of  observation matters for the acceptance of  new knowledge, and 
hence, new knowledge is best introduced by affi liates of  the community. However, willing-
ness to be taught by others is key to recognizing individual differences and accepting the new 
lessons as well. Furthermore, sharing depends on care among those with superior knowledge, 
and not necessarily collective interests associated with their knowledge, as in ‘If  I learn from 
you, you might not want to learn much from me, except for the way I apply that knowledge.’

For example, the newcomer to the engineering community might fi nd that in some 
areas of  practice, it is worthwhile learning lessons from experienced engineers. However, 
there are new methods that are more productive and will enhance the performance of  the 
whole community, such as the use of  a computer aided design (CAD) system. The experi-
enced engineer might take cues about the newcomer’s extraordinary and repeated ability 
to fi nish technical designs in a fraction of  the time that it used to take. The newcomer may 
supply the other engineers with documents and manuals on the use of  these systems. If  
care is strong, he might even personally teach the use of  these systems to other engineers. 
In turn, some may take great interest in learning and using the newly shared knowledge. 
This sharing requires cues about capable behavior, and assumes that most community 
affi liates would be content to receive genuine, accurate, valid, and reliable solutions from 
those who have experience and insight. These experienced individuals in turn must be will-
ing to share their experience with the new systems. This example underlines that interest 
in both teaching and learning is diffused widely in the community (among old timers as 
well as newcomers).

To summarize, communal resources are impacted by a community’s characteristics, 
including the degree to which affi liates’ interests are diverse and distributed. In particular, 
three factors taken together—opportunity structure, care, and authenticity—should impact 
knowledge sharing where interests are diverse and distributed. Opportunity structures here 
work as a constraint on knowledge sharing. As a social norm, care positively impacts affi li-
ates’ ability to suspend the immediate satisfaction of  needs and to search for opportunities, 

21 In this sense, when social norms evolve, affi liates’ social costs can be offset by anonymity (Massey, 
1994) offered, for example, through electronic means of  communication.
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in spite of  diverse interests. As a social norm, authenticity positively impacts affi liates’ abil-
ity to realize ‘better’ knowledge within opportunity structures, to learn, and to improve. For 
example, in a community where there are ample opportunities for knowledge sharing, affi li-
ates trying to determine with whom they want to interact will search out cues about others 
who demonstrate superior knowledge related to their interests and tasks at hand. Care in 
relationships makes affi liates patient with respect to returns on the knowledge they share, 
and allows them to realize varied interests, learning speeds, and behavior. It is important to 
note that even if  interests are shared, the community can be characterized by opportunity 
structures, care, and authenticity. However, the argument does not assume a priori collec-
tive interests in sharing knowledge among affi liates, although the more collective the inter-
ests, the more powerful the communal resource for solving the problem of  the social costs 
involved in the sequential collective action of  knowledge sharing.

CONCLUSION AND RESEARCH IMPERATIVES

Knowledge sharing is a key process in many knowledge management activities, includ-
ing the capture, transfer, and creation of  knowledge. If  we abandon the idea that knowl-
edge can be shared as a simple process of  communicating information, it might be more 
appropriate for future theory and research in knowledge management and organizational 
learning to consider knowledge sharing a problem of  collective action among actors with 
diverse and distributed interests. The literature proposes different solutions to this problem 
that are worth examining. The fi rst is to install an agency external to the knowledge-shar-
ing process that structures, incentivizes, and monitors knowledge sharing, and punishes 
defi ant behavior. Several problems are associated with this solution, such as choosing the 
right incentives for sharing and obtaining suffi cient information for overseeing sharing 
activities with some degree of  certainty.

Second, the communal resource reduces the social costs of  sharing knowledge, elimi-
nating the need to resort to an agency or to large numbers of  organizational members. 
However, where interests are diverse and distributed, the effectiveness of  the commu-
nity as a communal resource depends on its opportunity structures and social norms. 
Opportunity structures for knowledge sharing work on cues observed among people in 
the community. These cues cover both task performance and ways to share knowledge. 
In terms of  behavior, communities can deeply improvise or provide rituals. Care is a 
social norm that gives rise to trust, active empathy, helping behavior, and lenient judg-
ment. Authenticity is a social norm that gives credence to knowledge directly observed in 
action, as well as the willingness to accept new knowledge. Hopefully, it has been demon-
strated that the evolutionary stability of  the community matters for a theory of  knowledge 
sharing in organizations, assuming people in an organization hold diverse and distrib-
uted interests that change over time. Several poorly understood factors gain signifi cance 
in determining whether or not the community will reduce the social costs of  knowledge 
sharing. Hence, the role of  the community as a resource has still to be determined.

A number of  research questions arise out of  this discussion that should interest any 
knowledge management and/or organizational learning scholar who cares about the 
communal resource. In the vein of  the literature on communities within and outside 
organizations, the existence of  community has been assumed a priori. However, as Wenger 
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(1998) argues, there are distinct phases in the formation of  a community that should be 
taken into account. Future research might investigate the characteristics of  community 
formation processes further: which support knowledge sharing? A related question con-
cerns community composition. Both communities of  practice and occupational com-
munities consist of  people who share work, tasks, problems, and some level of  expertise. 
Nevertheless, during the process of  community formation, a central question to pursue 
might be whether the new affi liate’s background, diversity, and distribution of  interests 
impact the effectiveness of  knowledge sharing, as well as the duration of  the community.

One consequence of  basing the defi nition of  a community on concepts of  collective 
action (e.g. Olson, 1967; Taylor and Singleton, 1993) is that researchers should consider 
the activities going on within the community as well as its evolutionary stability. Therefore, 
a community that ceases to operate is just as interesting as communities that survive 
over long periods of  time. A number of  important questions about evolutionary stabil-
ity emerge: How are opportunities for knowledge sharing found in the initial stages of  
community formation? What are the changes in opportunity structures as the community 
ages? To what extent do changes in opportunity structures explain the dissolution of  com-
munities? One could argue that the infl ow of  newcomers refreshes viewpoints and regen-
erates an urge and interest in new insights. How do opportunity structures change with 
fl uctuations in affi liation? Does a constant infl ow of  newcomers really refresh viewpoints 
and regenerate new insights? What is the optimal turnover rate of  affi liates and how does 
this relate to community size?

Furthermore, as Brown and Duguid (1991), Cook and Brown (1999), and Wenger 
(1998) argue, communities of  practice need available resources and time to develop. 
A similar argument is found in studies of  collective action. Meeting in so-called free spaces 
where resources and time are available, affi liates can act without being subject to agency 
monitoring; they can build social ties outside the existing social structures and develop 
particular shared norms (Polletta, 1999). Some of  these free spaces might initially develop 
on the Internet or Intranet (Townsend, 2000). What is the relationship between ICT and 
the emergence of  free spaces for community formation? What is the relationship between 
investments in ICT and emerging opportunity structures for knowledge sharing? What 
are the consequences of  giving affi liates anonymity when sharing (explicit) knowledge? 
How is the norm of  authenticity affected by the use of  ICT?

Care is a social norm in the community from which individuals derive utility. It would 
be interesting to investigate further the emergent rewards related to caring. What fac-
tors impact on evolving care in community relationships? Do some caring people lead by 
example? What is the relationship between care and the integration of  newcomers into 
the community? What is the role of  care in the relationship between master and appren-
tice? Previous work has identifi ed costs to this social norm as well (von Krogh, 1998). Care 
can be misused as a strategy of  over-helping by ignoring what people really need. 
Care can be used as a strategy of  taking others to their own party. What is the relationship 
between care and over-helping behavior, and what is the consequence of  over-helping for 
knowledge sharing in the community? Researchers working on issues in HR management 
should observe that studies of  caring occupations, such as nursing, have identifi ed poten-
tial burnout among people who are expected to act both compassionately and effectively 
(Pines and Aronson, 1988; see also Sarason, 1985). In many service organizations, ranging 
from entertainment parks to consulting fi rms, ‘customer care’ is often the  responsibility 
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of  communities. As Van Maanen (1991) observes, people who are expected to care for 
the well-being of  customers while downplaying their own (often negative) emotions form 
strong bonds of  solidarity and mutual compassion. Would a community among people 
who are expected to trade in emotions be related in any signifi cant way to negative condi-
tions, such as burnout or high personnel turnover? How does the pressure for externally-
oriented care relate to the emergence of  social norms in such communities? Moreover, 
an issue that deserves attention in the research on learning in service organizations is 
the effect of  externally- and internally-oriented care on the individual worker—in other 
words, how much care can people take? Research on knowledge management and organi-
zational learning in service organizations, particularly those trading in sentiments, which 
is blind to the role of  social norms and individual emotions will be neither insightful 
nor practical.22

Schwart and Tomz (1997) show formally that over time, agency can have great advan-
tages over the community in terms of  securing superior expertise and knowledge. The 
reason is that social norms maintained by the community but not questioned by the out-
side agency could have an adverse impact on accepting and integrating new knowledge (as 
argued earlier). This fi nding also raises questions about the potentially negative impact of  
error-tolerance or lenient judgment. What is the interplay between lenient judgment and 
the cost of  identifying valuable new knowledge? Also, there might be a noteworthy differ-
ence between tacit and explicit knowledge. If  authenticity is at work, how can affi liates deal 
with the difference between ready-made explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge evolving 
through learning, in terms of  quality and robustness? People might have a lot to learn 
from sharing an expert’s trial-and-error with a task, fl awed lessons, systematic report-
ing of  experiences, etc. However, cues about valuable new knowledge are often recog-
nized after the fact, that is, as ready-made knowledge. Furthermore, in terms of  reducing 
learning time, preference might be given to explicit rather than tacit knowledge, even at 
the expense of  authenticity.

And fi nally, as mentioned initially, many knowledge management researchers are 
interested in community and fi rm performance. Can we measure community perform-
ance, and if  so, what are the best measures to use? How should we study community 
performance empirically? Researchers, in particular those interested in strategic manage-
ment, should investigate what characteristics of  a community impact fi rm performance. 
Moreover, in some industries, such as investment banking and management consulting, 
fi rms have hired whole teams rather than single individuals. If  these teams display the 
community characteristics outlined in this chapter, it would be interesting to investi-
gate and explain changes in the communal resource as it moves to a new organizational 
‘home.’ Related to such investigations, what are the characteristics of  capabilities that 
make fi rms outperform the industry average in terms of  picking, developing, and deploy-
ing communal resources (Makadok, 2001)? Do some fi rms actually learn to distinguish 
communal resources from communal liabilities? And do they have some particular com-
munity nurturing capabilities that make these communities more effective than those in 
other fi rms at reducing the social costs of  knowledge sharing?

22 The work of  Sandelands (1988), Foner (1995), Fisher, Nadler, and De Paolo (1983) provides a 
starting point for further exploration of  this issue.
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A starting point for answering these questions could be to investigate community perform-
ance and the interaction effects of  HR management systems. Empirical studies have shown 
that the quality of  HR and HR systems matters for the implementation of  strategy and 
impacts on fi rm performance (see Huselid, 1995; Slater and Olson, 2000; Lee and Miller, 
1999). However, as reasoned in this chapter, communities and HR management systems can 
pull employees in two directions: individuals derive utility both from being self-interested and 
hoarding knowledge, and from sharing knowledge in accordance with social norms emerging 
in the community. Are there particular characteristics of  HR management systems, beyond 
incentives that are conducive to knowledge sharing in communities? In those instances where 
communities change their organizational home, and individuals change their exposure to 
HR management systems, these interaction effects could be more pronounced.

Knowledge management and organizational learning as a fi eld of  inquiry has never 
been more exciting. As a construct, ‘knowledge’ offers a powerful bridge between cogni-
tion and action at individual as well as social levels. This, in turn, improves our under-
standing of  how organizations work, and how individuals operate within, with, and 
without organizations. For those who take a serious interest in knowledge, learning and 
organization, the future is fi lled with opportunities, challenges, and questions.
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ABSTRACT

While the creation and transfer of  organizational knowledge have been the focus of  inten-
sive investigation by management researchers, another aspect of  the dynamics of  knowledge 
in organizations—‘organizational forgetting’—has received much less attention. This 
aspect of  organizational knowledge is, therefore, much less well understood than knowledge 
creation and transfer despite some recent encouraging efforts. In this chapter, we explore 
the notion of  organizational forgetting and argue that it is an indispensable complement to 
theories of  organizational learning. In addition, we argue that attempts to manage organi-
zational learning and knowledge must also include efforts to understand and manage forget-
ting. We conclude with a discussion of  an agenda for research on organizational forgetting.

INTRODUCTION

The imposing architecture of  the Hotel Lutetia dominates the corner of  Rue de Sevres 
and Rue de Babylone in Paris. The hotel has been renowned for more than a century for 
its beautifully decorated rooms, its impeccable service, and, not all that surprisingly for 
a Parisian luxury hotel, its gourmet restaurant. But this fi ne hotel has not always been 
simply a hotel. When the German Army entered the city during WWII, its commanders 
requisitioned the hotel to act as the Headquarters of  the Abwehr Leitstelle, the French 
branch of  the German Army’s secret service.* And, in order to keep the hotel operating, 
the German army kept a signifi cant part of  the hotel staff  on in their usual jobs.

This created a number of  confl icts of  interest for the retained staff. One of  the most 
critical problems centered on the restaurant’s impressive wine cellar that included some 
of  the most prestigious and expensive French wines to be found in the city. The hotel 
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staff  took pride in the quality and variety of  the cellar. So much pride, in fact, that when 
it became clear that the German Army would requisition the Lutetia, they decided they 
had to do something to protect the cellar. The decision was quickly made to eradicate all 
traces of  the cellar, believing that if  it were ‘forgotten’ it would survive the war. The staff  
proceeded to wall up the door that led to it and to hide or destroy all copies of  the wine 
list. From an organizational point of  view, the cellar was ‘forgotten’ by the hotel.

But it was not quite so simple. The new occupants of  the building became suspicious 
when the staff  claimed they could not serve wines selected by the German offi cers to 
accompany their meals, and their suspicions grew stronger when wine lists dating from 
the pre-occupation days were found. Upset by this evidence, the German offi cer in 
charge of  logistics ordered a thorough search for the wine cellar, and then demanded to 
see the building’s blueprints. To his great frustration, he could fi nd neither and, faced with 
more pressing problems than a mysteriously absent wine cellar, dropped the matter.

After the war, and following a brief  stint as a sorting center for returning French prisoners 
of  war, the Lutetia once again became a luxury hotel. As the staff  had hoped, the cellar had 
survived the war unscathed, and once the door was restored, the restaurant once again 
had one of  the fi nest wine cellars in Paris. However, by that time all copies of  the old wine 
list had disappeared, and the hotel had to embark on the time consuming task of  making 
a new inventory of  the cellar; a problematic task as old wines don’t like to be disturbed 
and the task involved re-cataloguing the whole cellar bottle by bottle.

The story of  the Hotel Lutetia raises a number of  interesting questions for researchers 
interested in organizational knowledge. First, the decision to organizationally ‘forget’ the wine 
cellar highlights the fact that although the focus in the literature has been on organizational 
learning, in some situations organizations may need to get rid of  existing knowledge rather 
than develop new knowledge; in other words, to forget rather than to learn (Bettis and 
Prahalad, 1995; Hedberg, 1981; Lyles and Schwenk, 1992; Nystrom and Starbuck, 
1984; Starbuck, 1996). Forgetting is an intuitive concept, and it is a regular feature of  eve-
ryday life; but how does the notion apply to organizations?

The diffi culty experienced by the Lutetia when it tried to eliminate all traces of  its cel-
lar points to the fact that forgetting is often not an easy task. In some circumstances at 
least, it requires signifi cant management effort and attention to succeed and, as the reap-
pearing wine list attests, success is anything but guaranteed. This leads to our second ques-
tion: how should managers manage forgetting?

Third, the accidental loss of  all copies of  the wine list is a good example of  a less positive 
form of  forgetting where an organization forgets something that it needs to remember. 
Organizations not only learn to do new things, but also forget to do things that they were 
able to do in the past. Research and practical experience show that organizational 
knowledge generally decays over time, and that valuable knowledge is often lost. But how 
this process works, how this kind of  forgetting can be minimized, and how the organizational 
impact of  forgetting can be reduced are not yet well understood.

*See Delarue, Jacques, Histoire de la Gestapo, Paris Arthème Fayard,1962. The authors are thankful to 
His Excellency Mr E. Calcagno y Maillmann, Ambassador of  the Argentine Republic to France for 
referring the anecdote to us, and to Ms Virginie de La Fresnaye, Chargée de la Communication of  
the Hotel Lutetia for corroborating signifi cant parts of  the vignette.
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In this chapter, we argue that the intense research focus on organizational learning has 
obscured the equally important process of  organizational forgetting, and that the ongoing 
discussion of  organizational learning needs to be complemented by a much clearer idea of  
how organizations ‘forget’ or ‘unlearn.’ In spite of  signifi cant and growing empirical evidence 
(Akgun, Byrne, Lynn, and Keskin, 2007; Argote and Epple, 1990; Fernandez and Sune, 
2009) supporting the existence of  ‘knowledge decay,’ ‘unlearning’ (Nystrom and Starbuck, 
1984; Starbuck, 1996), or ‘forgetting’ (Carlson and Rowe, 1976; Smunt and Morton, 1985; 
Wickelgren, 1976), insuffi cient attention has been paid in the literature to the processes under-
lying the loss of  organizational knowledge. Furthermore, while there has been some encour-
aging recent empirical (Martin de Holan and Phillips, 2004) and theoretical (Tsang and 
Zahra, 2008) work attempting to develop a comprehensive theory of  organizational forget-
ting, there is still some distance to go to understand the types of  organizational forgetting and 
how they relate to one another. Furthermore, we agree with Benkard’s (2000) contention that 
‘the strategic implications of  organizational forgetting have not been studied,’ and believe this 
is detrimental to our full understanding of  the dynamics of  organizational learning, both for 
organizational theory and strategy (Besanko, Doraszelski, Kryukov, and Satterthwaite, 2010).

We present our argument in four steps. First, we provide an overview of  the concepts of  
learning and forgetting and explain their common roots. Second, we distinguish between 
the two dominant schools of  thought regarding organizational forgetting. Third, we 
present a comprehensive model of  forgetting that integrates and extends existing views on 
the topic. We conclude by discussing some of  the ramifi cations of  a theory of  forgetting 
for management research and practice and present some directions for future research.

LEARNING CURVES AND KNOWLEDGE DECAY

Organizational learning is commonly defi ned as modifi cations in the knowledge base of  
an organization induced primarily, but not exclusively, by the organization’s experience 
(Huber, 1991). It is perceived as essential for sustained competitive advantage (Aldrich, 
1999; Argote and Ingram, 2000; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Kogut and Zander, 1992; 
Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; Rumelt, Schendel, and Teece, 1994; Teece, Pisano, and 
Shuen, 1997), as well as for strategic renewal (Crossan and Bedrow, 2003). Unsurprisingly, 
the concept of  organizational learning has been of  enduring interest to researchers and 
practitioners alike, and the chapters of  this volume are a testament to the progress that 
has been made in understanding organizational learning.

At a practical level, organizational learning is the ability of  an organization to create 
answers to problems that need to be solved, or to create a better answer to existing problems 
(Argote, 1999; Miner and Anderson, 1999; Miner and Mezias, 1996). It refers to the different 
processes by which organizations add to their stock of  knowledge and to their repertoire 
of  capabilities. Learning occurs most obviously when an organization encounters unusual 
events for which it has no solution in its collection of  standard operating procedures (e.g. 
Cyert and March, 1963) and is therefore forced to do things in novel ways. More specifi -
cally, learning happens when the solution that has been found to that particular problem 
for which there was no solution is formalized in routines (Cyert and March, 1963; Nelson 
and Winter, 1982), rules (Levitt and March, 1988; Schulz, 1998; Schulz, 2001), operating 
procedures (Cyert and March, 1963), mental models, and dominant logics (Bettis and 
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Prahalad, 1995) that enable the organization to make further decisions and to take more 
actions in the future.

Early studies of  learning in organizations were mostly based on learning curve models, 
which established a positive relationship between the experience gained by performing sim-
ilar activities and gains in productivity. The theoretical details of  gains-through-experience 
were fi rst suggested by Wright, who showed a non-linear relationship between the average 
direct labor needed to produce a unit, and the cumulative number of  units produced 
(Wright, 1936).

Thereafter, a large number of  studies documented this ‘learning-by-doing’ and ‘learning-
through-experience’ phenomenon such as Rapping (1965) who observed large gains in 
productivity in the production of  war vessels, with average annual increases of  ‘about 
40 per cent.’ The same phenomenon was found in the production of  rayon (Hollander, 
1965), nuclear plants (Joskow and Rozanski, 1979), and ships (Searle and Goody, 1945), 
and also, later, in service organizations such as pizza parlors and hotels (Darr, Argote, and 
Epple, 1995; Martin de Holan and Phillips, 2004b).

At their core, learning curve models establish a positive relationship between experience 
and productivity: as organizations repeat a similar task, they learn, leading eventually to 
an accumulation of  knowledge that translates into improved outcomes. Experience in 
these studies was usually assessed by cumulative production of  similar units with relatively 
stable technology, and effi ciency is seen to increase at some predictable rate with cumula-
tive production. Several authors provide useful reviews of  this literature (for a detailed 
review, see Adler and Clark, 1991; Argote and Epple, 1990).

Because of  their apparent simplicity and intuitive appeal, learning curves quickly became 
popular among practitioners as useful instruments for cost estimation and control (Dutton, 
Thomas, and Butler, 1984). At the same time, they were a kind of  ‘black box’ and suffered 
from several limitations. In particular, there was a lack of  understanding of  how learning 
from experience occurred in organizations and a lack of  clear boundary conditions that 
would allow practitioners to understand under what circumstances learning through repeti-
tion would occur and when it would not (Abernathy and Wayne, 1974; Yelle, 1979, 1985).

Furthermore, one important conundrum rapidly became evident: because cumu-
lative production can only increase over time, productivity should only rise over time 
also (Sterman, 2000). But this contradicts both intuition and what is observed in prac-
tice: often, performance in organizations deteriorates even in the presence of  increasing 
cumulative volumes of  production. Accordingly, the idea that knowledge accumulated by 
organizations can also deteriorate, decay, or otherwise disappear began to appear in the 
literature along with concerns with the ways it accumulates. These early learning curve 
studies led to both the blossoming of  learning research and the beginnings of  a concern 
with forgetting. This concern with forgetting was also encouraged by a small number 
of  early theoretical discussions (Carlson and Rowe, 1976; Hedberg, 1981; Nystrom and 
Starbuck, 1984; Starbuck, 1996; Wickelgren, 1976).

However, in spite of  this trickle of  work and the general interest surrounding the con-
cept (Besanko et al., 2010; Easterby-Smith, Antonacopoulou, Simm, and Lyles, 2004) 
organizational forgetting failed to gain traction among mainstream researchers. This is not, 
of  course, to say that no research on forgetting has followed these early discussions. In early 
research, processes of  forgetting or unlearning were mentioned explicitly by a few authors 
(Bettis and Prahalad, 1995; Day, 1994a, 1994b; Hedberg, 1981; Lyles and Schwenk, 
1992; Nystrom and Starbuck, 1984; Starbuck, 1996), but seldom as the main object of  the 
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research, and often as a serendipitous fi nding that did not fi t quite well with theory. Anand 
and associates, for example, present a clear example of  forgetting as part of  their argument, 
although the notion itself  is not subsequently developed in their discussion.

Managers at the propulsion systems division of  a major aerospace company selected an engineer to 
become the in-house expert in a new technology. In a wave of  management changes, the champi-
ons of  the technology all moved out of  the division. The expert engineer was reassigned to normal 
duties. After another wave of  change management, it became apparent that the technology was 
critical, but no one remembered that there was an expert on staff, and the process was repeated.

(Anand, Manz, and Glick, 1998: 798)

Similarly, but from a more practitioner-oriented perspective, Peters (1994: 128) argues 
that forgetting (or unlearning) is important for the performance of  the organization, but 
doesn’t take it much further than this vivid vignette:

The issue for Ford Motor Co., home of  the original whiz kids, and others in the 1980s was 
forgetting—that is, unlearning the habits attached to a once-viable way of  life. . . . In 1938 the 
company tried to build a small car and failed miserably. ‘Small car’ was translated by Ford’s engi-
neers into ‘shrunken big car’. A stubby, expensive, over-engineered product emerged. Not only was 
Ford snared by yesterday’s routines (big-car design was the only variety the fi rm’s engineers knew), 
but it then overlearned from its 1938 error—that is, ‘We don’t know how to build small cars.’

More recently, however, a number of  researchers have begun to explore the nature 
and consequences of  organizational forgetting, and some empirical evidence (Argote and 
Epple, 1990; Benkard, 2000; Darr et al., 1995; Epple, Argote, and Devadas, 1991; Martin 
de Holan and Phillips, 2004b) has begun to emerge, showing that the knowledge base of  
an organization can deteriorate, sometimes quite rapidly, which suggests that knowledge 
retention should be seen as a process requiring managerial effort and attention (Ocasio, 
1997), and one that is prone to errors and mishaps.

From almost the beginning, then, both theoretical work and empirical fi ndings gave 
rise to the concept of  ‘organizational forgetting,’ highlighting that an organization not 
only acquires new knowledge, but also loses knowledge, either purposely or voluntarily. 
We will explore the literature on involuntary and purposeful forgetting in the next section.

UNLEARNING AND FORGETTING

As we discussed above, researchers have generally taken one of  two approaches to knowledge 
loss. On the one hand, a number of  writers have adopted Peters’ approach and point 
to the importance of  unlearning (Hedberg, 1981; Lyles, 1988) in breaking the inertia of  
past learning in the face of  environmental change (Hannan and Freeman, 1984; Miller, 
1993, 1994; Miller and Friesen, 1980; Romanelli and Tushman, 1986; Rumelt, 1995). 
Unlearning from this perspective is understood as a voluntary effort to rid the organization 
of  knowledge that is no longer needed. This argument highlights the fact that organiza-
tions must somehow unlearn old routines and practices in order to learn new and more 
appropriate ways of  doing things.

On the other hand, writers have also argued that organizations may forget accidentally; 
that is, knowledge may be lost without any explicit desire to eliminate the knowledge from 
the organization. Authors have documented how an organization’s pool of  knowledge 
may dissipate rapidly and unintentionally (Argote, Beckman, and Epple, 1990; Darr et al., 
1995; Epple et al., 1991), and how this involuntary forgetting can have serious negative 
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effects on productivity, profi tability, and competitiveness (Argote, 1999: 60). We will consider 
these two views in the following subsections.

Unlearning

In discussions of  unlearning, it is often argued that organizations must unlearn old 
practices in order to allow them to learn new ways of  doing things. Learning from this 
perspective involves not just the creation of  new knowledge, but also the active elimination 
of  existing knowledge, especially when the new knowledge collides in some signifi cant way 
with existing knowledge (Martin de Holan, 2006). From this perspective, unlearning is positive; 
when old knowledge prevents the organization from adjusting to the new requirements of  
the environment, unlearning is the solution.

This view of  unlearning has largely been inspired by Hedberg (1981). In his seminal 
work, Hedberg claimed that unlearning was a necessary complement to the notion of  
organizational learning. He argued that unlearning is distinct from learning, but concep-
tually necessary to understand how organizations learn because ‘knowledge grows and 
simultaneously becomes obsolete as reality changes’ (Hedberg, 1981:3). As a result, organ-
izations need to unlearn; that is, to engage in a ‘process through which learners discard 
knowledge’ (Hedberg, 1981: 18).

At the core of  this thinking is the idea that organizational learning necessarily hap-
pens in a pre-existing organizational context with a pre-existing stock of  knowledge. This 
‘canvas’ over which learning happens has been conceptualized as a set (a ‘collection of  
individual elements’), or as a network where ‘knowledge elements are connected to other 
elements or not’, creating a variety of  connections and dependent relationships that vary 
in strength and direction (Ahuja and Novelli, 2010). Newstrom (1983) was one of  the fi rst 
to challenge the ‘clean slate fallacy’ (the idea that learning occurred in a void and did not 
interact in a signifi cant way with existing knowledge). He proposed a typology of  learning sit-
uations where the signifi cance of  unlearning depended on the motivations of  the change. 
According to his typology, new knowledge that aimed to create a new behavior would 
require a limited amount of  unlearning, whereas new knowledge whose objective would be 
to replace one behavior with another would require a considerable amount of  unlearning. 
He defi nes unlearning as the ‘process of  reducing or eliminating preexisting knowledge or 
habits that would otherwise represent formidable barriers to learning’ (Newstrom, 1983). 
From this defi nition, it is easy to see how managing unlearning could be benefi cial for the 
organization.

Many other researchers have utilized this idea that unlearning is necessary for new 
learning to occur. For example, Anand and colleagues (1998: 806) noted that there are 
circumstances when ‘the existing memory may be an obstruction rather than an aid.’ 
The disruption and recreation of  parts of  the organization’s memory may therefore be 
required. Similarly, Crossan and associates argue that ‘the tension between assimilating 
new learning (feed forward) and using what has already been learned (feedback) arises 
because the institutionalized learning (what has already been learned) impedes the assimi-
lation of  new learning’ (Crossan, Lane, and White, 1999: 533).

While these researchers have generally taken a behavioral learning approach focusing 
on routines and standard operating procedures, other researchers (e.g. Bettis and Prahalad, 
1995; Miller 1990, 1994) have adopted a more cognitive view and argued convincingly that 
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the failure to discard or ‘unlearn’ old dominant logics is one of  the main reasons why organ-
izations fi nd it so diffi cult to adjust their behavior to new environmental conditions, even 
when they see clear evidence of  changes in their environment. Noticing the diffi culty that 
organizations have with diversifi cations, even related ones, and with rapid and or discon-
tinuous change in a core business, these authors argue that it is not necessarily a problem 
of  routines alone, but of  collective representations of  the world that make alternative views 
diffi cult or unlikely, and that prevent organizational members from either noticing the need 
for change (Freeman, 1999) or interpreting the changes to understand their consequences, 
making them blind to stimuli from their environment (Kiesler and Sproull, 1982).

Prahalad and Bettis (1995) are particularly notable in this line of  thought as they claim 
that dominant logics, which are ‘the mental maps developed through experience in the core 
business,’ are often applied inappropriately in other circumstances. Because these dominant 
logics represent the shared cognitive map and the strategic mindset of  the top management 
team in an organization, they are closely related to the processes and tools used in the 
organization and, consequently, with the types of  behaviors that can be enacted and with 
those that cannot. (Bettis, Wong, and Blettner, 2010). Consequently, old dominant logics 
are one of  the most important factors preventing organizations from discarding old knowl-
edge, and a crucial part of  organizational knowledge to unlearn when circumstances 
require, because they are ‘inherently adaptive properties as long as neither the domain of  application 
nor the environment changes signifi cantly’ (Bettis et al., 2010).

From this perspective, dominant logics represent the cognitive view of  learning, where 
learning is seen as a lens that allows the organization and its members to understand in a 
collective way the environment in which it operates and the adequate responses to that envi-
ronment. Unlearning is seen as the ability to discard an old logic in order to provide room for 
a new one: ‘strategic learning and unlearning of  the kind involved in the dominant logic are 
inextricably intertwined’ (Bettis and Prahalad, 1995: 10), ‘before strategic learning . . . can 
occur, the old logic must in a sense be unlearned by the organization’ (Bettis and Prahalad, 
1995). This is so because as organizations grow and become more complex ‘it becomes 
necessary to establish formal structure, procedures, system, routines and processes (which) are 
designed in at least rough congruence with the dominant logic’ (Bettis et al., 2010).

The crux of  this approach, regardless of  whether it is behavioral or cognitive, can be 
succinctly summarized as follows: ‘fi rms that can unlearn and reframe their past success 
programs to fi t with changing environmental and situational conditions will have a greater 
likelihood of  survival and adaptation’ (Lyles, 1988: 87). Ultimately, this approach sees 
unlearning as a fundamental dimension of  change, because, as Tsang and Zahra (2008) 
argue in their exhaustive review, ‘unlearning refers to the discarding of  old routines to 
make way for new ones’ (Tsang and Zahra, 2008). From this perspective, unlearning is 
best defi ned as the act of  eliminating or discarding knowledge voluntarily, without necessarily 
the creation of  new knowledge, although there is often a close association.

Forgetting

A parallel stream of  research has focused on the negative consequences of  forgetting. This 
perspective is concisely summarized by Day (1944: 44): ‘Organizations without practical 
mechanisms to remember what has worked and why will have to repeat their failures and 
rediscover their success formulas over and over again,’ wasting resources in the process. 
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In sharp contrast with the unlearning view, researchers here emphasize the importance of  
not losing knowledge, claiming that avoiding forgetting is critically important in order to 
maintain performance levels previously reached by the organization.

The notion of  knowledge dissipating is particularly at odds with the standard learning 
curve theory and models, which establish a positive relationship between experience and 
productivity. Although learning curve studies are generally limited to production settings, 
the theory has been extrapolated to other dimensions of  organizational learning, perhaps 
excessively (Abernathy and Wayne, 1974). In spite of  the robust fi ndings supporting learn-
ing curves in operations research (for a detailed review, see Adler and Clark, 1991; Argote 
and Epple, 1990), involuntary loss of  knowledge (forgetting) has been well documented in 
intermittent production settings (Carlson and Rowe, 1976). Evidence that interruptions 
(either predictable interruptions, such as a national holiday, or random ones, such as a 
faulty machine) introduce considerable knowledge loss and consequently reduce learning 
rates has been documented for over half  a century (Hirsch, 1952). This strongly suggests 
that in situations where changeovers and other interruptions make cumulative production 
non-continuous, learning arising from experience is followed by forgetting, which is fol-
lowed by relearning (Carlson and Rowe, 1976). Bailey, for example, studies how interrup-
tions in a process could impact the rate of  forgetting and the rate of  future relearning 
(that is, the amount of  learning needed to achieve a state similar to the one reached in the 
past by the same organization) (Bailey, 1989).

These fi ndings could, of  course, simply be attributed to the interruption. However, simi-
lar results were found in continuous production settings where no interruption or resetting 
took place. Benkard (2000), for example, found that only sixty-one percent of  the ‘stock 
of  experience’ existing at the beginning of  the year survived at its end. In other empirical 
studies available (Argote, 1990; Darr et al., 1995), knowledge retention (conceptually, the 
complement of  knowledge deterioration) was even lower, in the range fi ve to fi fteen percent. 
The third, and most recent paper (Thompson, 2007) found lower, though ‘still signifi cant,’ 
rates of  forgetting, highlighting the diffi culty of  rigorously assessing forgetting.

Nevertheless, these studies show that the stock of  knowledge of  the organization diminishes 
as time passes, because organizational forgetting depletes it in a way that organizational 
learning cannot compensate. More importantly, they hint that knowledge retention is far 
from automatic as a naïve view of  the learning curve would suggest. Furthermore, discover-
ing how to perform an activity at a certain level of  performance and being able to sustain 
the activity over time are far from the same thing.

In addition, researchers have begun to explore the important strategic ramifi cations of  
these observations. For example, Besanko et al. (2010) claim that ‘if  learning-by-doing can 
be “undone” by organizational forgetting, this raises the question whether organizational 
forgetting is an antidote to market dominance.’ This important observation grows out of  the 
fact that to the extent the market leader has more to forget than market followers, organi-
zational forgetting should affect the market leader more than the followers and therefore 
work to equalize differences among fi rms. As a result, organizational forgetting suggests 
that improvements in competitive positions that grow out of  organizational learning will 
be more transitory than those based in other aspects of  the fi rm.

While work on the causes of  involuntary forgetting does not provide a full account, 
some simulations and experiments have been run focusing on the role of  turnover and struc-
tural design on rates of  learning and forgetting (Carley, 1992; Devadas Rao and Argote, 
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2006). Carley (1992), for example, theorizes that personnel turnover has an effect on 
organizational performance because knowledge is lost as personnel leave. Bailey (1992) 
studies how interruptions in a process could impact the rate of  forgetting and the rate of  
future relearning (that is, the amount of  learning needed to achieve a state similar to the 
one reached in the past by the same organization); and in a similar vein, Argote hypothe-
sizes that knowledge depreciation may happen because ‘products or processes change and 
render old knowledge obsolete . . . , organizational records are lost or become diffi cult to 
access . . . [or] member[s] turnover’ (Argote, 1999: 52–53).

Among the theoretical explanations for the cause of  involuntary forgetting, we fi nd the 
inability to codify knowledge in a way that can be captured by the organizational memory 
system, as is the case when there is signifi cant individual or collective tacit knowledge 
involved that has not been made explicit by the organization (Nonaka, 1994). In these 
cases, organizational learning involves not simply the creation of  new knowledge, but also 
the capacity to crystallize knowledge into routines (Nelson and Winter, 1982).

In that vein, Martin de Holan and associates (2004a), propose that ‘knowledge enter-
ing an organization must be introduced in the organization’s memory system, else the 
organization will rapidly forget the new knowledge.’ They go on to argue that the degree 
of  retention of  new knowledge depends on the effort put into integration, hinting that 
knowledge acquisition and the integration of  that knowledge into the organization are 
two distinct activities that require managerial attention, and probably different tools to 
manage effectively.

These studies suggest that in addition to unlearning as a positive event that helps the 
organization adapt to its environment, forgetting is an organizational phenomenon that 
can also have negative consequences: very much like learning, context matters in order to 
evaluate the outcomes of  forgetting. In addition, available research shows that even in the 
most formalized of  knowledge settings, knowledge retention and learning-by-doing is far 
from perfect and/or automatic.

A COMPREHENSIVE MODEL 
OF LEARNING AND FORGETTING

The apparent contradiction of  these two streams of  work—knowledge loss as simultaneously 
necessary and competence enhancing and also unwelcome and competence destroying—
requires some sort of  theoretical explanation. It also raises the question of  whether there 
are other types of  knowledge loss. Beginning with these observations, we have developed 
a framework useful in understanding the types of  knowledge loss that occur in organizations 
(see Figure 20.1). First, we begin by differentiating types of  knowledge loss based on the 
intentionality associated with it. Focusing on the intention behind knowledge loss allows us 
to change the onus from the outcomes of  the process of  forgetting (e.g. whether it was good 
or bad for the organization) to the organizational activity that preceded it. At its most basic, 
all forms of  knowledge loss are the same; it is the relationship between the knowledge loss 
and the intention behind it that makes it positive or negative. In refocusing on intentionality, 
we can capture the role of  managers in the process and provide a more useful set of  categories 
of  knowledge loss: in the fi rst case, the intention is that forgetting shouldn’t occur; in the 
second, it is that unlearning should.
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In addition to intentionality, the degree of  embeddedness of  the knowledge that is lost 
needs to be taken into account. From our empirical work on knowledge loss, we believe it is 
important to differentiate between recent learning that has not yet been deeply incorporated 
into the routines of  the organization, and pieces of  knowledge that have been part of  the 
organization’s stock of  knowledge for a long time and are therefore deeply embedded. We 
also found that the degree of  embeddedness made a signifi cant difference to how and why 
knowledge was lost, and we therefore argue for its use as a second dimension in our typology.

From these two dimensions, four types of  organizational forgetting emerge: forgetting, 
unlearning, failed innovation, and aborted learning. These four types are presented and dis-
cussed below. We also provide a few illustrative vignettes for each of  the categories drawn 
from a research project that we conducted and that served as the basis for a series of  papers 
on the dynamics of  forgetting (Martin de Holan and Phillips, 2004b), the management of  
organizational forgetting (Martin de Holan, Phillips, and Lawrence, 2004) and forgetting as 
a strategic activity for the organization (Martin de Holan and Phillips, 2004a).

Forgetting: the involuntary deterioration of  embedded knowledge

We focus in this section on the degradation of  knowledge after it has become embedded 
in the organizational memory system. As discussed above, we refer to this form of  knowl-
edge loss as forgetting. In our research, we observed several instances of  forgetting where 
performance unexpectedly fell after having reached a level that was deemed satisfactory 
for some time. In these situations, instead of  observing continued increasing gains in pro-
ductivity and/or quality as cumulative output increased, we observed either higher costs 
or lower quality, or sometimes both. In these cases the learning curve predictions held, but 
only for a period: after reaching a plateau, the output then decreased. Furthermore, in 
some cases it was not just a matter of  quality; the organization was, after a time, completely 
unable to invoke the routines that led to the satisfactory performance, regardless of  the 
quality of  the performance it had attained in the past.

New knowledge
Established
knowledge

Unintentional FAILED INNOVATION FORGETTING

Purposeful ABORTED LEARNING UNLEARNING

Figure 20.1 Modes of  Organizational Forgetting
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We attributed that change in performance to an involuntary loss of  established knowledge. 
A hotel manager in our study described the process as follows:

We calculate the daily cost of  food and beverages. As soon as a new manager 
(of  Food and Beverages) starts, he starts well, and then there is a phase where 
you have to watch closely (or the cost of  food will increase again). In a kitchen, 
the cost depends on how closely you watch everything. That is fundamental. 
You have to see what goes out, what comes in, and you have to monitor that 
very closely. As soon as (the manager) stops checking that, his performance 
(cost of  food in relation to quality) goes down. We have seen that with our 
Cuban chefs. We hire one of  them and in two weeks the cost of  food is sky-high, 
and only then it stabilizes. We haven’t been lucky with them.

(Resident Manager, Key Hotel)

Based on our evidence, we can suggest that for traditional learning effects to occur, 
organizations need to initiate activities that ensure the learning is incorporated into the 
stock of  knowledge, and then that it is maintained over time. Our fi ndings give support 
to the view that learning and maintaining the acquired knowledge are two distinct activi-
ties that require signifi cant managerial attention but are intrinsically different in nature. 
Furthermore, more and better maintenance activities will be needed to ensure lower 
rates of  forgetting. It is not simply the level of  attention given to the maintenance of  the 
stock of  knowledge, but also the quality of  that attention that infl uences the levels of  
retention (or, as mentioned by Argote, 1999, the dissipation rates).

Unlearning: The purposeful destruction of  established knowledge

The second dimension of  knowledge loss identifi ed is unlearning; that is, knowledge loss 
that is actively desired by the organization. As one of  the hotel managers in our study 
observed:

The Canadian (managers of  the hotel) act as if  this were some suburb of  
Montreal. They still have to understand that we are in Cuba and that certain 
things cannot be done their way. They want us to use their system (developed 
and tested in Canada), and that system does not work here, we need new ways 
of  doing things that take into account the specifi cities of  the country.

(Resident Manager, Montelimar Hotel)

In these situations, unlearning was needed primarily as a way to make room for new 
knowledge; discarding knowledge that had once been functional for the organization but 
was now acting as a hindrance to required learning. Another insight we can draw from 
this statement is that unlearning is a separate process from the process of  learning. It is 
distinct from it, but in at least some cases has an important infl uence on the outcome of  
the learning process.
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From our fi ndings, we argue that the rate of  learning that an organization can exhibit 
is infl uenced by the rate of  unlearning that the organization can deploy at a certain moment. 
Since unlearning involves the elimination of  knowledge that is no longer needed, its existence 
infl uences the rate at which knowledge can be absorbed and, in extreme cases, whether 
future learning can happen at all.

The overall effectiveness of  knowledge mobilization (including organizational learning, 
but also knowledge transfer from within the organization and vicarious learning) is likely 
to be infl uenced by the presence or absence of  unlearning. When organizational learning 
requires that new routines and new standard operating procedures replace old ones, proc-
esses of  forgetting can infl uence the success of  these learning processes by facilitating or 
making more diffi cult the assimilation of  what has been learned. These observations can 
be applied in parallel to the ones mentioned by Newstrom (1983): with the exception of  
the situation in which the objective of  learning is simply to create a behavior that did not 
exist previously, all the other categories (sustaining previous behavior, increase or decrease 
behavior or skill level, add new behavior to repertoire and replace behavior with another one) 
will require less effort in the presence of  unlearning and, conversely, will be more effortful 
when unlearning is not present or is poorly managed.

Also, the need for unlearning can be related to the quality of  the memory systems of  
the organization. As Devadas Rao and Argote (2006) argue, ‘[u]nderstanding why organi-
zational knowledge depreciates involves understanding where organizational knowledge 
is stored or retained in the organization’s memory.’ Building on these ideas, it is clear that 
the quality of  the organizational memory system will have a strong infl uence on the rates 
of  learning and forgetting: better, more developed memory systems will tend to retain 
knowledge longer, as the behaviors and the cognition will be deployed in a more compre-
hensive way in the organization, and will have more material supports than otherwise. In 
situations where memory systems are more developed, unlearning will be more important.

Failed innovation: the inability to integrate new knowledge

This sort of  knowledge loss is related to the inability to integrate new knowledge into the 
organization once the original problem is solved. That is, a failed innovation occurs when 
knowledge is transferred from another organization, or created by the organization itself, 
but is not retained: the solution does not ‘stick.’ When this happened in our study, we 
observed that an organization was able to perform a task for the fi rst time, but was unable 
to achieve the same level of  performance the second time around, or in some cases even 
unable to perform it again at all.

In this case, what had been learned had dissipated rapidly; it involuntarily disappeared 
from the organization almost immediately after it was created. We found several instances 
of  failed innovation in our research, and there was a clear common theme among the 
managers we interviewed. For example, ‘if  you do not follow-up, it is back to step 1’ or 
‘you go on vacation, and when you are back, the standards are gone.’ Although initially 
we hypothesized that these were examples of  failure to transfer or to create knowledge, we 
later realized that the organization had been able to use that knowledge, but only for short 
periods of  time.

For example, a gala dinner for the elite of  the country and diplomatic representatives 
from abroad was organized at one hotel with great success: the general impression was that 
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the quality of  the premises, the food, and the service were impeccable. Yet, a few weeks later, 
a much more modest gathering failed, as the quality of  the food and service was mediocre. 
Subsequent failures moved the organization to cancel its plans to add receptions to its service 
offering, depriving it of  a profi table source of  income. As one manager explained:

I think it’s easy to get to a high standard; it’s not diffi cult. I can go to another hotel 
and we can have the best meal (banquet) tomorrow there, without a problem, the 
best service for one day. But to keep it, to keep the standard is very diffi cult.

(Food and Beverage Manager, Withwind Hotel.

This quote suggests that the integration of  knowledge into an organization’s memory 
system is a diffi cult task with often imperfect results. We can hypothesize that the rates 
of  knowledge dissipation are closely related to the quantity and quality of  the efforts put 
in by the organization to store that knowledge, and to the quality of  the memory system 
itself. More intense management effort and attention may lead to lower rates of  dissipation, 
while less effort (or no effort at all) will likely produce a very high dissipation rate.

Our fi ndings and the hypothesized relationships formalize Day’s idea:

[O]nce knowledge has been captured . . . it won’t necessarily be retained or accessible. Retention 
requires that the insights, policies, procedures and on-going routines that demonstrate the lessons 
are regularly used and refreshed to keep up-to-date.

(Day, 1994b: 23)

Without organizational members’ effort to retain knowledge, forgetting is inevitable. 
Simple innovation or transfer is not enough. Rather, management attention must be spent 
as much on ensuring the new knowledge is embedded in the organization’s memory as it 
is on its innovation in the fi rst place.

Aborted learning: avoiding the integration of  new knowledge

Innovation is often a central concern of  organizations, but not everything that is new is 
useful or desirable. As one hotel manager pointed out:

[At fi rst] we imported the structure [sets of  rules and procedures and formal 
descriptions of  jobs] of  Superb Hotel, and very quickly we realized that it did 
not work well here, perhaps it was because there were no foreigners among us, 
or maybe because our managers were not prepared for it. And we saw contra-
dictions appearing at all levels, and our operating procedures were not imple-
mented, and the same hierarchical level that decided on their implementation 
had to check to make sure they were actually applied. Then we decided to 
change the structure, to work differently so we would not drown in meetings 
that did not get the problems solved.

(General Manager, Caribbean Hotel)
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In this case, the organization developed new knowledge (a new structure was adopted, 
new operating procedures were introduced, and new patterns of  communication established), 
but it became apparent that what the organization had learned was not appropriate, and 
the managers had to move quickly to break the new routines, change the new structure, 
and re-establish more workable routines and structures.

Although in the case cited above the knowledge had been transferred from another 
organization in the form of  a structure, similar phenomena were observed in organiza-
tions that had developed their own knowledge in the form of  successful innovations. We 
observed that organizations that were good at innovating also had to be good at forget-
ting, because they had no a priori guarantee that their innovation would be adequate for 
their organization in the particular context they found themselves. Organizations that 
created solutions for problems had to be prepared to acknowledge that the solution they 
had found may not be adequate for the overall organization and had to be dropped before 
it became embedded in the memory system.

In more general terms, organizations skilled at knowledge creation and learning in 
general often seemed to be in the situation where they needed to discard what they had 
developed. Many experiments meant a lot of  forgetting, and inadequately managing this 
process led to a decrease in performance as organizations picked up undesirable innova-
tions. Successful innovative organizations probably possess more and better mechanisms 
to prevent new knowledge from entering their memory systems.

CONCLUSIONS AND NEW AVENUES FOR RESEARCH

You can’t live without an eraser. 
Gregory Bateson

Organizational knowledge has proven to be a very fruitful concept. It has provided 
researchers with a useful frame for exploring a wide range of  topics, as the diversity of  the 
chapters in this volume attests. Yet, while researchers have gained a much better under-
standing of  how knowledge is created and transferred, there are still important dynamics 
of  knowledge that remain unexplored. In this chapter, we have begun to discuss one of  
these dynamics, knowledge loss, and its role in knowledge processes in organizations.

We hope it is clear from our discussion up to this point that knowledge loss plays an 
important role in the dynamics of  knowledge, a much more important role than its current 
status in the literature would indicate. While there have been some initial empirical inves-
tigations, the study of  knowledge loss has been largely neglected, and as a consequence we 
are still theorizing without much evidence.

Our own empirical work indicates that organizations spend considerable time either 
trying to unlearn something that is no longer (or never was) functional or trying not to forget 
things that are highly valued but in danger of  being lost. In fact, the organizations we 
studied spent much more time on these activities than they devoted to knowledge creation 
or transfer. Managing knowledge loss was a major management concern and consumed a 
surprising amount of  time and effort. Both anecdotal evidence and initial empirical work 
are telling us that knowledge loss is important and deserves a much more central role in 
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theorizing about knowledge. Researchers need to respond to this and explore the causes 
of  knowledge loss and the mechanisms that underlie it in much more detail.

More specifi cally, there are several areas that deserve further exploration. First, we 
have seen that some types of  knowledge loss are involuntary, what we call forgetting in 
our framework. Further research should explore the causes of  forgetting, and the types 
of  errors and mishaps that increase forgetting rates. More specifi cally, we need to explain 
why knowledge that is stored in an organization’s memory deteriorates over time, and 
what mechanisms prevent different parts of  the organization from retrieving stored 
knowledge. Furthermore, we know that rates of  forgetting vary across industries, but we 
don’t know why. And it would be useful to know whether rates of  knowledge dissipation 
differ between organizations in the same industry, or even within the same multi-unit 
organization, and why. In short, we need to pay more attention to the causes of  forgetting, 
and try to understand under what circumstances forgetting happens.

Second, some knowledge loss is voluntary; what we have termed unlearning. We have 
argued that this type of  knowledge loss can be understood as an organizational capability 
that can lead to increased rates of  learning and change. Because of  the theorized impact 
of  unlearning (and even more a lack of  unlearning) in the success of  change efforts, of  
particular interest would be studies that shed light on exactly how and why unlearning has 
an impact on success. Furthermore, it is clear from the discussions above that organizations 
often need to unlearn and that managers are often involved in unlearning, but how does 
it actually work? How do managers do it and what are the strategies they use to create 
unlearning? These are critical questions for researchers interested in the theory and 
practice of  knowledge management.

Third, we have little understanding of  why some new knowledge is successfully integrated 
into the memory system while other new knowledge is not. A promising avenue for researchers 
would be to study where knowledge is embedded in the organization (i.e. routines, struc-
tures, understandings, assets) and to explore the factors that prevent or facilitate knowledge 
from being embedded in each one of  these dimensions. Knowledge may well crystallize in 
some cases and in other cases may not, but why and how remain to be explored.

Our study highlights the contextual nature of  forgetting: while forgetting was a common 
phenomenon in the organizations we studied, the effect of  forgetting is context-dependent. 
If  critical knowledge was forgotten, then competitiveness was lost and forgetting would 
have been better avoided. But, if  the forgotten knowledge was extraneous or was actively 
interfering with the application of  more appropriate knowledge, then forgetting was a 
positive occurrence. In some cases, managing to avoid organizational forgetting is critical; 
in others, managing to maximize the loss of  organizational knowledge is equally adap-
tive. This renews the call for more studies of  learning and forgetting, as the question is 
always there: learning and forgetting are important but what are they, why do they occur, 
and when can we expect them to happen?

In sum, how organizations can unlearn the things they want to unlearn, and avoid for-
getting the things they do not want to forget, is an important question for management 
researchers. Furthermore, it is a question that has not been studied suffi ciently to date and 
has the potential to make a much more signifi cant contribution to our understanding of  
the dynamics of  organizational knowledge. Our discussion in this chapter begins to draw 
together a number of  threads from the literature, but much further research and writing is 
required to come to a deeper understanding of  this fascinating phenomenon.
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21
How Should We Understand Tacit 

Knowledge? A Phenomenological View

HARIDIMOS TSOUKAS

ABSTRACT

In this chapter I argue that tacit knowledge has largely been misunderstood in organization 
and management studies, mainly because of  the tacitly (!) accepted cognitivist framework and 
the associated conduit metaphor of  communication. I present a phenomenological critique 
of  the cognitivist view, especially as the latter has been manifested in the work of  Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, by drawing on, primarily, Polanyi and, secondarily, more recent phenomenological 
philosophers such as Dreyfus and Taylor. I argue against the conversion model of  tacit 
knowledge and present an alternative account, which acknowledges the possibility of  the 
articulation (albeit perennially incomplete) of  tacit knowledge when skilled activities are 
obstructed. In such a case, practitioners cease to be absorbed in their skilled performances 
by subsidiarily drawing on familiar patterns, thus becoming focally aware of  how their tasks 
at hand are accomplished. Distinctions underlying skilled performances thus come to the 
fore, becoming available for inspection and re-punctuation. The latter occurs most effectively 
when individuals are engaged in productive dialogical interactions.

‘Nisi credideritis, non intelligitis. (Unless ye believe, ye shall not understand.)
St Augustine (cited in Polanyi, 1962:266)
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Something that we know when no one asks us, but no longer know when we are 
supposed to give an account of  it, is something that we need to remind ourselves of.

Ludwig Wittgenstein (1953: No.89; italics in the original)

The act of  knowing includes an appraisal; and this personal coeffi cient, which 
shapes all factual knowledge, bridges in doing so the disjunction between sub-
jectivity and objectivity.

Michael Polanyi (1962:17)

[My interlocutor] draws from me thoughts which I had no idea I possessed.
Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1962: 354)

INTRODUCTION

Maybe Aristotle was right to optimistically assert that ‘all men by nature desire to know’ 
(Aristotle, 2006:3), but it is doubtful whether he could have anticipated the drastic changes the 
concept of  ‘knowledge’ would undergo in the course of  time. Philosophers such as Toulmin 
(1990), MacIntyre (1985), and Feyerabend (1999), among others, have helped us see how 
radical the change has been. Roughly, until the Middle Ages knowledge was conceived in 
essentially classical Greek (particularly Aristotelian) terms: knowledge was primarily self-
knowledge and the search for the virtuous life; it did not so much imply the exercise of  the 
individual cognitive faculty as the ability to participate effectively in a larger collective; it was 
context-dependent and infused with values. By contrast, with the mechanization and secu-
larization of  the world in the modern age, knowledge acquired a strongly utilitarian meaning. 
It gradually became identifi ed with abstraction, general principles, and the ability to obtain 
results; it no longer incorporated ultimate values but acquired descriptive neutrality. Phronesis 
gave way to episteme, and praxis to theoria. Peter Drucker (1993) usefully pointed out that one of  
the key events that refl ected the changing meaning of  knowledge in the eighteenth century 
was the publication of  Encyclopedie in France (edited by Diderot and d’Alembert between 1751 
and 1772). For the fi rst time knowledge ceased to reside in the heads of  certain authoritative 
individuals. It was extracted from socio-material practices, taking instead the form of  a manual, 
which contained generic statements, describing how the world works. In Drucker’s words, 
the Encyclopedie ‘converted experience into knowledge, apprenticeship into textbook, secrecy 
into methodology, doing into applied knowledge’ (Drucker, 1993).

The increasing decontextualization of  knowledge in the modern age has led to theoretical 
(or codifi ed) knowledge acquiring a central place in the functioning of  modern (especially, 
late modern) societies. Daniel Bell aptly captured this change as follows:

Knowledge has of  course been necessary in the functioning of  any society. What is distinctive 
about the post-industrial society is the change in the character of  knowledge itself. What has 
become decisive for the organization of  decisions and the direction of  change is the centrality 
of  theoretical knowledge—the primacy of  theory over empiricism and the codifi cation of  knowledge 
into abstract systems of  symbols that, as in any axiomatic system, can be used to illustrate many 
different and varied areas of  experience.

(Bell, 1999: 20) (italics in the original)
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Indeed, it is hard today to think of  an industry that does not make systematic use of  
‘theoretical knowledge.’ Products increasingly incorporate more and more specialized 
knowledge, supplied by research and development departments, universities, and research 
and consulting fi rms; and organizational processes, ranging from production to logistics and 
marketing, are increasingly based on systematic research that aims to optimize their 
functioning (Drucker, 1993; Mansell and When, 1998; Stehr, 1994). Late modernity is the 
age of  theoria par excellence. Or is it not?

If  one takes a closer look at how theoretical knowledge is actually used in practice, one 
will see the extent to which theoretical knowledge itself, far from being as self-sustaining 
and explicit as it is often taken to be, is actually grounded on tacit commitments. Even the 
most theoretical form of  knowledge, such as pure mathematics, cannot be a completely 
formalized system, insofar as it is based for its application and development on the skills 
of  mathematicians and how such skills are used in practice (Collins, 2001). To put it dif-
ferently, theoretical knowledge necessarily contains a ‘personal coeffi cient’ (Polanyi, 1962: 
17). Late modern knowledge-based economies certainly make great use of  codifi ed forms 
of  knowledge, but that kind of  knowledge is inescapably used in a non-codifi able (non-theo-
retical) manner. Ironically, it is the rapid proliferation of  theoretical knowledge that has 
made us refl exively aware of  its tacit presuppositions.

The signifi cance of  tacit knowledge and/or cognate concepts (i.e. intuition, know-how, 
procedural knowledge) for the functioning of  organizations has not escaped the attention of  
organization and management theorists since the early days of  the fi eld. This has been espe-
cially so in the work of  practitioners who systematically refl ected on their practice (Barnard, 
1968; Follett, 1924; Vickers, 1983) as well as in the research of  some leading organiza-
tional scholars who took cognition seriously (Argyris, 1999; Schön, 1983; Simon, 1965). 
However, ‘tacit knowledge’ did not really take off  before the mid 1990s with the publication 
of  Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) infl uential The Knowledge-Creating Company (for more recent 
formulations, see Nonaka and von Krogh, 2009; Nonaka et al., 2006). Ever since then the 
concept has decisively entered the management theory and practice vernacular.

And quite rightly so: tacit knowledge underlies all skillful action, an important feature of  
organizational life. Organizational members know lots of  things about what they do although, 
paradoxically, when they are asked to describe how they do what they do, they often fi nd it hard 
to express it in words (Ambrosini and Bowman, 2001; Cook and Yanow, 1996: 442; Eraut, 
2000; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Harper, 1987; Tsoukas and Vladimirou, 2001). Gregory 
(1999: 198), for example, an outstanding salesman, describes his frustration at being unable 
to teach other salesmen in the classroom. What is true of  selling is also true of  practicing law 
(Spaeth, 1999), medicine (Patel et al., 1999) and management (Hatsopoulos and Hatsopoulos, 
1999). Effective performance depends on knowledge that cannot be explicitly formulated in full.

Although the importance of  tacit knowledge is now widely recognized, and in spite of  
several studies that have sought to further explore the concept, there are still several mis-
understandings surrounding it. The main one is that tacit knowledge is still mostly seen 
on the conversion model: as knowledge awaiting its conversion to explicit knowledge. The 
prevalent conceptualization has been a cognitivist one (Varela et al., 1991): tacit knowledge 
is thought to be a cognitive state awaiting its symbolic representation—its conversion to 
explicit knowledge. In that sense, tacit knowledge is merely a weak form of  explicit knowl-
edge; we simply need to retrieve it. Of  course, in so far as tacit knowledge is a mental 
phenomenon, it should be accessible to consciousness (Searle, 1992). However, there are 
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non-cognitivist ways in which tacit knowledge may be accessed, but these have not been 
widely explored in management studies (cf. Sandberg and Pinnington, 2009; Yanow and 
Tsoukas, 2009).

Nonaka and his associates certainly deserve credit for having done the most to bring 
tacit knowledge to our awareness, but their conceptualization has had its problems, as sev-
eral researchers have pointed out (Cook and Brown, 1999; Gourlay, 2006; Styhre, 2004; 
Ribeiro and Collins, 2007; Tsoukas, 1996; Tsoukas and Vladimirou, 2001). Although it 
could be argued that conceptualizing something as elusive as tacit knowledge is bound to 
be problematic, this need not be the case. Tacit knowledge remains intractable only within 
a cognitivist framework that sees cognition as a computational program that operates on 
symbolic representations (Cleeremans, 1997: 226). In such a framework there is no space 
for tacit knowledge since the latter cannot be symbolically represented. By contrast, within a 
phenomenological framework (such as the one adopted here), tacit knowledge has a special 
place: it is a sine qua non condition for explicit knowledge to exist. We get access to tacit 
knowledge through action and in retrospect. Aspects of  tacit knowledge may be articulated, 
which, however, is not the same as ‘converted’ or ‘translated’ to explicit knowledge. To para-
phrase Weick (1995: 18), we do not know what we know until we see what we have done.

The purpose of  this chapter is to suggest a phenomenological (mainly Heideggerian) 
perspective through which tacit knowledge may be viewed. Such a framework, I will 
argue, dispels the misunderstandings that have arisen and suggests a more fruitful way 
forward. I will fi rst explore the nature of  tacit knowledge by drawing primarily on Polanyi 
(the inventor of  the term, whose philosophy largely follows a phenomenological, espe-
cially Heideggerian, line of  thinking) and secondarily on more recent phenomenological 
philosophers, notably Dreyfus and Taylor. Then I will explore how tacit knowledge has 
been understood in management studies. More specifi cally, I will critically explore how 
Polanyi’s phenomenological understanding of  tacit knowledge has been interpreted by 
Nonaka and Takeuchi, the two scholars who, more than anyone else, have helped popular-
ize tacit knowledge in management studies, and whose interpretation has been adopted by 
several management authors (see for example, Ambrosini and Bowman, 2001; Baumard, 
1999; Boisot, 1995; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Devlin, 1999; Dixon, 2000; Dyck et al., 
2005; Leonard and Sensiper, 1998; Spender, 1996; von Krogh et al., 2000; for exceptions 
see Brown and Duguid, 2000; Cook and Brown, 1999: 385 and 394–395; D�Eredita 
and Baretto, 2006; Gherardi, 2006; Gourlay, 2006; Styhre, 2004; Kreiner, 1999; Ribeiro and 
Collins, 2007; Tsoukas, 1996: 14; 1997: 830–831; Wenger, 1998: 67). Following this I will 
fl esh out a phenomenological understanding of  tacit knowledge, focusing on how the lat-
ter may be articulated, and will conclude with a summary of  the argument.

PERSONAL KNOWING, TACIT KNOWLEDGE, AND SKILLFUL 
PERFORMANCE: A PRIMER IN POLANYI

Personal knowing

One of  the most distinguishing features of  Michael Polanyi’s work is his insistence on over-
coming well established dichotomies, such as theoretical versus practical knowledge, sci-
ences versus the humanities or, to put it differently, his determination to show the common 
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structure underlying all kinds of  knowledge. Polanyi, a chemist turned philosopher, was 
categorical that all knowing involves skillful action and that the knower necessarily partici-
pates in all acts of  understanding. For him the idea that there is such a thing as ‘objective’ 
knowledge, self-contained, detached, and independent of  human action, was wrong and 
pernicious. ‘All knowing,’ he insists, ‘is personal knowing—participation through indwell-
ing’ (Polanyi and Prosch, 1975: 44; italics in the original).

Take, for example, the use of  geographical maps. A map is a symbolic representa-
tion of  a particular territory. As an explicit representation, a map is, in logical terms, no 
different from a theoretical system or a system of  behavioral rules: they all aim at ena-
bling purposeful human action, that is, respectively, to get from A to B; to predict; and 
to guide behavior. We may be familiar with a map per se but to use it we need to be able to 
relate it to the world outside the map. More specifi cally, to use a map we need to be able 
to do three things. First, we must identify our current position on the map (‘you are here’). 
Secondly, we must fi nd our itinerary on the map (‘we want to go to the National 
Museum, which is over there’). And thirdly, to actually reach our destination, we must 
identify the itinerary by various landmarks in the landscape around us (‘you go past the 
train station, and then turn left’). In other words, a map, no matter how elaborate it is, 
cannot read itself; it requires the judgment of  a skilled reader who will relate the map 
to the world through both cognitive and sensual means (Polanyi and Prosch, 1975: 30; 
Polanyi, 1962: 18–20).

The same personal judgment is involved whenever abstract representations encounter 
the world of  experience. We are inclined to think, for example, that Newton’s laws can 
predict the position of  a planet circling round the sun, at some future point in time, pro-
vided its current position is known. Yet this is not quite the case: Newton’s laws cannot do 
that, only we can. The difference is crucial. The numbers entering the relevant formulae, from 
which we compute the future position of  a planet, are readings on our instruments—they 
are not given, but need to be worked out. Similarly, we check the veracity of  our predictions 
by comparing the results of  our computations with the readings of  the instruments—the 
predicted computations will rarely coincide with the readings observed and the signifi -
cance of  such a discrepancy needs to be worked out, again, by us (Polanyi, 1962: 19; 
Polanyi and Prosch, 1975: 30). Notice that, like in the case of  map reading, the formulae 
of  celestial mechanics cannot apply themselves; the personal judgment of  a human agent 
is necessarily involved in applying abstract representations to the world.

The general point to be derived from the above examples is this: insofar as a formal 
representation has a bearing on experience, that is to say the extent to which a represen-
tation encounters the world, personal judgment is called upon to make an assessment of  
the inescapable gap between the representation and the world encountered. Given that the 
map is a representation of  the territory, I need to be able to match my location in the ter-
ritory with its representation on the map if  I am to be successful in reaching my destina-
tion. Personal judgment cannot be prescribed by rules but relies essentially on the use of  
our senses (Polanyi, 1962: 19; 1966: 20; Polanyi and Prosch, 1975: 30). To the extent this 
happens, the exercise of  personal judgment is a skillful performance, involving both the 
mind and the body.

The crucial role of  the body in the act of  knowing has been persistently underscored 
by Polanyi (cf. Gill, 2000: 44–50). As said earlier, the cognitive tools we use do not apply 
themselves; we apply them and, thus, we need to assess the extent to which our tools match 
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aspects of  the world. Insofar as our contact with the world necessarily involves our somatic 
equipment—‘the trained delicacy of  eye, ear, and touch’ (Polanyi and Prosch, 1975: 31)—
we are engaged in the art of  establishing a correspondence between the explicit formula-
tions of  our formal representations (be they maps, scientifi c laws, or organizational rules) 
and the actual experience of  our senses. As Polanyi (1969: 147) remarks, ‘the way the 
body participates in the act of  perception can be generalized further to include the bod-
ily roots of  all knowledge and thought. . . . Parts of  our body serve as tools for observing 
objects outside and for manipulating them’.

Rules, particulars, and tacit knowledge

If  we accept that there is, indeed, a ‘personal coeffi cient’ (Polanyi, 1962: 17) in all acts of  
knowing, which is manifested in a skillful performance carried out by the knower, what 
is the structure of  such a skill? What is it that enables a map-reader to make competent 
use of  the map to fi nd his or her way around, a scientist to use the formulae of  celes-
tial mechanics to predict the next eclipse of  the moon, and a physician to read an X-ray 
picture of  a chest? For Polanyi the starting point towards answering this question is to 
acknowledge that ‘the aim of  a skillful performance is achieved by the observance of  a set 
of  rules which are not known as such to the person following them’ (Polanyi, 1962: 49). A 
cyclist, for example, does not normally know the rule that keeps his or her balance, nor 
does a swimmer know what keeps him or her afl oat. Interestingly, such ignorance is hardly 
detrimental to their effective execution of  their respective tasks.

The cyclist keeps his or her balance by winding through a series of  curvatures. One 
can formulate the rule explaining why the cyclist does not fall off  the bicycle—‘for a given 
angle of  unbalance the curvature of  each winding is inversely proportional to the square 
of  the speed at which the cyclist is proceeding’ (Polanyi, 1962: 50)—but such a rule would 
hardly be helpful to the cyclist. Why? As we will see below, this is partly because no rule is 
helpful in guiding action unless it is assimilated and stored in the unconscious mind. It is 
also partly because there is a host of  other particular elements to be taken into account, 
which are not included in this rule and, crucially, are not—cannot be—known by the 
cyclist. Skills retain an element of  opacity and unspecifi city; they cannot be fully accounted 
for in terms of  their particulars, since their practitioners do not ordinarily know what those 
particulars are; even when they do know them, as for example in the case of  topographic 
anatomy, they do not know how to integrate them (Polanyi, 1962: 88–90). It is one thing to 
learn a list of  bones, arteries, nerves, and viscera and quite another to know how precisely 
they are intertwined inside the body (Polanyi, 1962: 89).

This is the reason why, contrary to what Collins (2007: 258) argues, ‘somatic-limit 
knowledge’ cannot ‘be converted into explicit rules.’ Ribeiro and Collins (2007: 1431) 
defi ne ‘somatic-limit knowledge’ as ‘knowledge that is tacit only because it is so com-
plex that human beings can master it only though socialization—that is guided instruc-
tion in a social group’ (Ribeiro and Collins, 2007: 1431). Collins (2007: 259) invites us 
to join a thought experiment to demonstrate the contingently tacit nature of  somatic-
limit knowledge. Imagine conditions, he says, in which you could cycle so slowly, as for 
example would be the case in the lower gravitational fi eld of  the Moon, that when you 
were in danger of  falling over, this would happen so slowly as to enable you to read 
and follow a set of  balancing instructions that would allow you to regain your balance. 
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If  that were to be the case, the limits of  somatic knowledge would be overcome. In cer-
tain conditions, somatic-limit knowledge can be turned to explicit knowledge, argues 
Collins (2007: 258).

However, this does not seem to be a particularly convincing claim. The rules of  bike-
riding cannot be used by humans when cycling not due to the size of  our brains and the 
speed of  our mental operations, as Collins (2007: 258) implies, but because of  our embodied 
involvement in a skillful action. More is going on in bike-riding than is captured by formal 
rules, although we do not explicitly know what; personal knowledge is ‘logically unspecifi -
cable’ (Polanyi, 1962: 56). We cannot logically know the bodily particulars of  skillful per-
formance that lapse from our consciousness, since attempting to fi nd out would stop the 
performance. The price we pay for skillfully carrying out a task is partial ignorance of  
how we do so. We come to know the particulars in terms of  ‘their contribution to a rea-
sonable result’ and, insofar as this is the case, ‘they have never been known and were still 
less willed in themselves’ (Polanyi, 1962: 63). We are, of  course, capable of  formulating 
rules, and as Collins points out, Polanyi himself  formulated the rule for bike-riding, but 
he also pointed out that the reason we cannot ride by following his rule is that ‘there are a 
number of  other factors to be taken into account in practice which are left out in the for-
mulation of  this rule’ (Polanyi, 1962: 50).

How, then, do individuals know how to exercise their skills? In a sense they don’t—
know how ignorance cannot be eliminated. ‘A mental effort,’ notes Polanyi (1962: 62), ‘has 
a heuristic effect: it tends to incorporate any available elements of  the situation which are 
helpful for its purpose.’ Any particular elements of  the situation which may help the pur-
pose of  a mental effort are selected insofar as they contribute to the performance at hand, 
without the performer knowing them as they would appear in themselves. The particu-
lars are subsidiarily known insofar as they contribute to the action performed. As Polanyi 
remarks:

this is the usual process of  unconscious trial and error by which we feel our way to success and 
may continue to improve on our success without specifi ably knowing how we do it—for we never 
meet the causes of  our success as identifi able things which can be described in terms of  classes of  
which such things are members. This is how you invent a method of  swimming without know-
ing that it consists in regulating your breath in a particular manner, or discover the principle 
of  cycling without realizing that it consists in the adjustment of  your momentary direction and 
velocity, so as to counteract continuously your momentary accidental unbalance.

(Polanyi, 1962: 62, italics in the original)

When engaged in action, we cannot identify the subsidiary particulars that render our 
action possible. This has nothing to do with the speed of  our mental operations, but is an 
ontological feature of  skilled action. Our tacit knowledge of  subsidiaries is rather manifested 
in our patterns of  action (Taylor, 1991b: 308; 1995: 68–69).

There are two different kinds of  awareness in exercising a skill. When an individual 
uses a hammer to drive a nail (one of  Polanyi’s favorite examples—see Polanyi, 1962: 55; 
Polanyi and Prosch, 1975: 33), that individual is aware of  both the nail and the hammer 
but in a different way. One watches the effects of  his or her strokes on the nail, and tries 
to hit it as effectively as possible. Driving the nail down is the main object of  the person’s 
attention and they are focally aware of  it. At the same time, that individual is also aware of  
the feeling in the palm of  their hand of  holding the hammer. But such awareness is subsidiary: the 
feelings of  holding the hammer in the palm are not an object of  the hammerer’s attention 
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but an instrument of  it. The watching of  the action of  hitting the nail is caused by being 
aware of  it. As Polanyi and Prosch (1975: 33) remark: ‘I know the feelings in the palm of  
my hand by relying on them for attending to the hammer hitting the nail. I may say that I have a subsidiary 
awareness of  the feelings in my hand which is merged into my focal awareness of  my driving 
the nail’ (italics in the original).

The structure of  tacit knowledge

If  the above is accepted, it means that we can be aware of  certain things in a way that is 
quite different from focusing our attention on them. One has a subsidiary awareness of  
holding the hammer in the act of  focusing on hitting the nail. In being subsidiarily aware 
of  holding a hammer the individual sees it as having a meaning that is wiped out if  that 
person focuses attention on how they are holding the hammer. Subsidiary awareness and 
focal awareness are mutually exclusive (Polanyi, 1962: 56). If  we switch our focal atten-
tion to particulars of  which we had only subsidiary awareness before, their meaning is lost 
and the corresponding action becomes clumsy. If  a pianist shifts his or her attention from 
the piece being played to how his or her fi ngers are moving; if  a speaker focuses his or 
her attention on the grammar being used instead of  the act of  speaking; or if  a carpen-
ter shifts his or her attention from hitting the nail to holding the hammer, they will all be 
confused. We must rely (to be precise, we must learn to rely) subsidiarily on particulars for 
attending to something else, hence our knowledge of  them remains tacit (Polanyi, 1966: 
10; Winograd and Flores, 1987: 32). In the context of  carrying out a specifi c task, we 
come to know a set of  particulars without being able to identify them. In Polanyi’s (1966: 4) 
memorable phrase, ‘we can know more than we can tell.’

From Figure 21.1 it follows that tacit knowledge forms a triangle, at the three corners 
of  which are the subsidiary particulars, the focal target, and the knower who links the two. It 
should be clear from the above that the linking of  the particulars to the focal target does 
not happen automatically but is a result of  the act of  the knower. It is in this sense that 
Polanyi talks about all knowledge being personal and all knowing being action. No knowl-
edge is possible without the integration of  the subsidiaries to the focal target by a person. 
However, unlike explicit inference, such integration is essentially tacit and irreversible. 
Its tacitness was earlier discussed; its irreversible character can be seen if  juxtaposed to 
explicit (especially deductive) inference, whereby one can unproblematically traverse 
between the premises and the conclusions. Such traversing is not possible with tacit inte-
gration: once an individual has learned to play the piano they cannot go back to being 

Figure 21.1 Personal Knowledge
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ignorant of  how to do it. While pianists can certainly focus their attention on how they 
move their fi ngers, thus making the performance clumsy to the point of  paralyzing it, the 
musician can always recover their ability by casting their mind forward to the music itself.

With explicit inference, no such break-up and recovery are possible (Polanyi and 
Prosch, 1975: 39–42). When, for example, examining a legal syllogism or a mathematical 
proof  an individual proceeds orderly from the premises, or a sequence of  logical steps, to 
the conclusions. Nothing is lost and nothing is recovered—there is complete reversibil-
ity. The mathematician can go back to check the veracity of  each constituent statement 
separately and how it logically links with its adjacent statements. Such reversibility is not, 
however, possible with tacit integration. Shifting attention to subsidiary particulars entails 
the loss of  the skillful engagement with the activity at hand. By focusing on a subsidiary 
constituent of  skilful action one changes the character of  the activity one is involved with. 
There is no reversibility in this instance.

The structure of  tacit knowing has three aspects: the functional, the phenomenal, and 
the semantic. The functional aspect consists in the from–to relation of  particulars (or sub-
sidiaries) to the focal target. Tacit knowing is from–to knowing: we humans know the 
particulars by relying on our awareness of  them for attending to something else. Human 
awareness has a ‘vectorial’ character (Polanyi, 1969: 182): it moves from subsidiary par-
ticulars to the focal target (cf. Gill, 2000: 38–39). Or, in the words of  Polanyi and Prosch 
(1975: 37–38), ‘subsidiaries exist as such by bearing on the focus to which we are attending 
from them’ (italics in the original). The phenomenal aspect involves the transformation of  sub-
sidiary experience into a new sensory experience. The latter appears through—it is created 
out of—the tacit integration of  subsidiary sense perceptions. Finally, the semantic aspect is 
the meaning of  subsidiaries, which is the focal target on which they bear (See Table 1).

Table 1 The three-dimensional structure of  tacit knowing

The functional dimension:◆

From-to knowing: we know the particulars by relying on our awareness of  them for 
attending to something else.
The phenomenal dimension◆

The transformation of  subsidiary experience into a new sensory experience.
The semantic dimension◆

The meaning of  subsidiaries (i.e. the focal target on which they bear).

The aspects of  tacit knowing in Table 1 will become clearer with an example. Imagine 
a dentist exploring a tooth cavity with a probe. The exploration has a functional aspect: 
the dentist relies subsidiarily on his or her feeling of  holding the probe in order to attend 
focally to the tip of  the probe exploring the cavity. In doing so, the sensation of  the probe 
pressing on the dentist’s fi ngers is lost and, instead, he or she feels the point of  the probe as 
it touches the cavity. This is the phenomenal aspect, whereby a new coherent sensory 
quality appears (i.e. the dentist’s sense of  the cavity) from the initial sense perceptions (i.e. 
the impact of  the probe on the fi ngers). Finally, the probing has a semantic aspect: the 
dentist gets information by using the probe. That information is the meaning of  his or her 
tactile experiences with the probe. As Polanyi (1966:13) notes, the dentist becomes aware 
of  the feelings in his or her hand in terms of  their meaning located at the tip of  the probe, 
which is being attended to.
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We engage in tacit knowing through virtually anything we do: we are normally una-
ware of  the movement of  our eye muscles when we observe, of  the rules of  language 
when we speak, of  our bodily functions as we move around. Indeed, to a large extent, our 
daily life consists of  a huge number of  small details of  which we tend to be focally una-
ware. When, however, we engage in more complex tasks, requiring even a modicum of  
specialized knowledge, then we face the challenge of  how to assimilate the new knowledge—
to interiorize it, dwell in it—in order to get things done effi ciently and effectively. Polanyi 
gives the example of  a medical student attending a course in X-ray diagnosis of  pulmonary 
diseases. The student is initially puzzled: ‘he can see in the X-ray picture of  a chest only 
the shadows of  the heart and the ribs, with a few spidery blotches between them. The 
experts seem to be romancing about fi gments of  their imagination; he can see nothing 
that they are talking about’ (Polanyi, 1962: 101).

At the early stage of  training the student has not assimilated the relevant knowledge; 
unlike the dentist with the probe, the student cannot yet use it as a tool to carry out a 
diagnosis. The student, at this stage, is a remove from the diagnostic task as such: cannot 
think about it directly; the student rather needs to think about the relevant radiological 
knowledge fi rst. If  training is persevered with, however, ‘he will gradually forget about the 
ribs and begin to see the lungs. And eventually, if  he perseveres intelligently, a rich pano-
rama of  signifi cant details will be revealed to him: of  physiological variations and patho-
logical changes, of  scars, of  chronic infections and signs of  acute disease. He has entered 
a new world’ (Polanyi, 1962: 101).

This is a useful illustration of  the structure of  tacit knowledge. The student has now 
interiorized the new radiological knowledge; the latter has become tacit knowledge, of  
which the student is subsidiarily aware while attending to the X-ray itself. Radiological 
knowledge exists now not as something unfamiliar, which needs to be learned and assimi-
lated before a diagnosis can take place, but as a set of  particulars—subsidiaries—which 
exist as such by bearing on the X-ray (the focus) to which the student is attending from 
them. Insofar as this happens, a phenomenal transformation has taken place: the heart, 
the ribs, and the spidery blotches gradually disappear and, instead, a new sensory expe-
rience appears—the X-ray is no longer a collection of  fragmented radiological images 
of  bodily organs, but a representation of  a chest full of  meaningful connections. Thus, 
as well as having functional and phenomenal aspects, tacit knowledge has an important 
semantic aspect: the X-ray conveys information to an appropriately skilled observer. The 
meaning of  the radiological knowledge, subsidiarily known and drawn upon by the stu-
dent, is the diagnostic information received from the X-ray: it tells the student what it is 
that is being observed by using that knowledge.

It should be clear from the above that, for Polanyi, there is no difference between tan-
gible (artifactual) things like probes, sticks, or hammers on the one hand, and intangible 
(symbolic) constructions such as radiological, linguistic, or cultural knowledge on the 
other—they are all tools enabling a skilled user to get things done. To use a tool properly 
we need to assimilate it and dwell in it. In Polanyi’s (1969: 148) words, ‘we may say that 
when we learn to use language, or a probe, or a tool, and thus make ourselves aware of  
these things as we are our body, we interiorize these things and make ourselves dwell in them’ 
(italics in the original). The notion of  indwelling, strongly reminiscent of  a Heideggerian 
vocabulary (Dreyfus, 1991; Winograd and Flores, 1987; Spinosa et al., 1997), is crucial for 
Polanyi and turns up several times in his writings. It is only when we dwell on the tools we 
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use, make them extensions of  our own body, that we amplify the powers of  our body and 
shift outwards the points at which we make contact with the world outside (Polanyi, 1962: 
59, 1969: 148; Polanyi and Prosch, 1975: 37). Otherwise, our use of  tools will be clumsy 
and will hinder getting things done.

We interiorize tools (artifactual and symbolic alike) when we are socialized into a socio-
material practice (Benner, Hooper-Kyriakidis, and Stannard, 1999: 30–47; Polanyi, 1962: 
101). For example, Gawande (2002), a surgical resident at a Boston hospital, gives a vivid 
account of  his socialization in medical practice. Through dealing with particular incidents 
of  patients, initially under the supervision of, and later in collaboration with, more experi-
enced members of  his practice, the trainee surgeon was learning to use the key categories 
implicated in a surgeon’s job. Through his participation in this practice he was gradu-
ally learning to relate to his circumstances ‘spontaneously’ (Wittgenstein, 1980: 699), that 
is to say, ‘uncritically’ (Polanyi, 1962: 60): to use medical equipment, to recognize cer-
tain symptoms, to relate to colleagues and patients. The needles and how to use them in 
patients’ chests, the X-rays and how to read them, and his relationships to others were not 
focal objects of  thought for him, but subsidiary particulars—taken-for-granted aspects of  
the normal setting in all its recognizable stability and regularity.

The ‘spontaneous’ aspects of  the activities practitioners undertake are primary and 
constitute what Wittgenstein (1979: 94) calls the ‘inherited background,’ against which 
practitioners make sense of  their particular tasks (Shotter and Katz, 1996: 225; Taylor, 
1993a: 325, 1995: 69). Practitioners are aware of  the background but their awareness is 
largely ‘inarticulate’ (Taylor, 1991: 308) and implicit in their activity (Ryle, 1963: 40–41). 
The background provides the frame that renders their explicit representations compre-
hensible (Dreyfus, 1991: 102–4; Taylor, 1993a: 327–328; 1995: 69–70). As Wittgenstein 
(1979: 473–479) aptly noted, the basis of  a socio-material practice is activity, not knowl-
edge; practice, not thinking; certainty, not uncertainty. With the help of  more experienced 
others we fi rst learn to act, that is to accept the certainties of  our particular socio-material 
practice (e.g. to use needles, to recognize the symptoms of  pulmonary disease, to relate to 
patients) and, thus, relate spontaneously to our surroundings, and later we refl ect on them. 
Experience comes fi rst, refl ection later.

Thus, in Gawande�s case, the trainee surgeon was not training his mind alone, but 
also his hands and his whole body (how to interact with patients; the sort of  footing he 
should be on with senior others). He may not have had descriptive terms for that embod-
ied understanding—the manual dexterity he was developing with regard to feeling the 
human skin, for example. His embodied understanding was rather manifested in patterns 
of  appropriate action, namely action that conformed to a sense of  what was right. More 
generally, as Taylor (1991: 309) notes, agents’ actions are responsive to this sense of  right-
ness, although the ‘norms’ underlying their actions may be unformulated or in a fragmen-
tary state.

The interiorization of  a tool—its instrumentalization in the service of  a purpose—is 
benefi cial to users for it enables them to acquire new experiences and carry out more 
competently the task at hand (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 2000). Compare, for example, one 
who learns driving a car to one who is an accomplished driver. The former may have 
learned how to change gear and to use the brake and the accelerator but cannot, yet, inte-
grate those individual skills—the learner driver has not constructed a coherent perception 
of  driving, the phenomenal transformation has not taken place yet. At the early stage, 
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the driver is conscious of  what needs to be done and feels the impact of  the pedals on 
his or her foot and the gear stick on his or her palm; the driver has not learned to uncon-
sciously correlate the performance of  the car with the specifi c bodily actions he or she 
undertakes as a driver. The experienced driver, by contrast, is unconscious of  the actions 
by which he or she drives—car instruments are tools whose use has been mastered, that 
is interiorized, and the experienced driver is therefore able to use them for the purpose 
of  driving (Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 2000). By becoming unconscious of  certain actions, the 
experienced driver expands the domain of  experiences he or she can concentrate on as a 
driver (i.e. principally road conditions and other drivers’ behavior).

The more general point to be derived from the preceding examples is formulated by 
Polanyi (1962: 61) as follows:

we may say . . . that by the effort by which I concentrate on my chosen plane of  operation I suc-
ceed in absorbing all the elements of  the situation of  which I might otherwise be aware in them-
selves, so that I become aware of  them now in terms of  the operational results achieved through 
their use.

This is important because we get things done, we achieve competence, by becoming 
unaware of  how we do so. Of  course one can take an interest in, and learn a great deal 
about, the gearbox and the acceleration mechanism but, to be able to drive, such knowl-
edge needs to lapse into unconsciousness.

This lapse into unconsciousness . . . is accompanied by a newly acquired consciousness of  the 
experiences in question, on the operational plane. It is misleading, therefore, to describe this as 
the mere result of  repetition; it is a structural change achieved by a repeated mental effort aiming 
at the instrumentalization of  certain things and actions in the service of  some purpose.

Polanyi (1962: 62)

Notice that, for Polanyi, the shrinking of  consciousness of  certain things is, in the 
context of  action, necessarily connected with the expansion of  consciousness of  other 
things. Particulars such as ‘changing gear’ and ‘pressing the accelerator’ are subsidiarily 
known, as the driver concentrates on the act of  driving. Knowing something, then, is 
always a contextual issue and fundamentally connected to action (the ‘operational 
plane’). My knowledge of  gears is in the context of  driving, and it is only in such a con-
text that I am subsidiarily aware of  that knowledge. If, however, I were a car mechanic, 
gears would constitute my focus of  attention, rather than being an assimilated particular. 
Knowledge has a recursive form: given a certain context, we black-box—assimilate, inte-
riorize, instrumentalize—certain things in order to concentrate—focus—on others. In 
another context, and at another level of  analysis (cf. Bateson, 1979: 43), we can open up 
some of  the previously black-boxed issues and focus our attention on them. In theory 
this is an endless process, although in practice there are institutional and practical limits 
to it.

In this way we can to some extent ‘vertically integrate’ our knowledge, although, as said 
earlier, what pieces of  knowledge we use depends, at any point in time, on context. If  the 
driver happens to be a car mechanic as well as an engineer he or she will have acquired 
three different bodies of  knowledge, each having a different degree of  abstraction, which, 
taken together, give his or her knowledge depth and make him or her a sophisticated 
driver (cf. Harper, 1987: 33). How, however, the driver draws on each one of  them—that 
is, what is focally and what is subsidiarily known—depends on the context-in-use.
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Moreover, each one of  these bodies of  knowledge stands on its own, and cannot be 
reduced to any of  the others. The practical knowledge a driver has of  their car cannot 
be replaced by the theoretical knowledge of  an engineer; the practical knowledge an 
individual has of  their own body cannot be replaced by the theoretical knowledge of  a 
physician (cf. Polanyi, 1966: 20). In the social world, specialist, abstract, theoretical knowl-
edge is necessarily refracted through the ‘life world’—the taken-for-granted assumptions 
by means of  which human beings organize their experience, knowledge, and transactions 
with the world (cf. Bruner, 1990: 35).

TACIT KNOWLEDGE IN MANAGEMENT STUDIES: 
THE GREAT MISUNDERSTANDING

Tacit knowledge in the SECI model

As mentioned earlier, ‘tacit knowledge’ has become very popular in management studies 
since the middle 1990s, thanks, to a large extent, to Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) infl u-
ential The Knowledge-Creating Company. The cornerstone of  Nonaka and Takeuchi’s theory 
of  organizational knowledge creation (the so-called SECI model) is the notion of  ‘knowl-
edge conversion’—how tacit knowledge is ‘converted’ to explicit knowledge, and vice versa 
(Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995: 61). The authors distinguish four modes of  knowledge con-
version: from tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge (socialization); from tacit knowledge to 
explicit knowledge (externalization); from explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge (com-
bination); and from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge (internalization). Tacit knowl-
edge is converted to tacit knowledge through observation, imitation, and practice, in those 
cases where an apprentice learns from a master. Tacit knowledge is converted to explicit 
knowledge when it is articulated through concepts, models, hypotheses, metaphors, and 
analogies. Explicit knowledge is converted to explicit knowledge when different bodies of  
explicit knowledge are combined. And explicit knowledge is converted into tacit knowl-
edge when it is fi rst verbalized and then absorbed and internalized by the individuals 
involved.

The organizational knowledge creation process proceeds in cycles (in a spiral-like fash-
ion), with each cycle consisting of  fi ve phases: the sharing of  tacit knowledge among the 
members of  a team; the creation of  concepts whereby a team articulates its commonly 
shared mental model; the justifi cation of  concepts in terms of  the overall organizational 
purposes and objectives; the building of  an archetype which is a tangible manifestation of  
the justifi ed concept; and the cross-leveling of  knowledge, whereby a new cycle of  knowl-
edge creation may be created elsewhere (or even outside of  the organization.)

To illustrate their theory, Nonaka and Takeuchi describe the product development 
process of  Matsushita’s Home Bakery, the fi rst fully automated bread-making machine 
for home use, which was introduced to the Japanese market in 1987. There were three 
cycles in the relevant knowledge-creation process, with each cycle starting in order to 
either remove the weaknesses of  the previous one or improve upon its outcome. The fi rst 
cycle ended with the assemblage of  a prototype, which, however, was not up to the design 
team’s standards regarding the quality of  bread it produced. This triggered the second 
cycle which started when Ikuko Tanaka, a software developer, took an apprenticeship with 
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a master baker at the Osaka International Hotel. Her purpose was to learn how to knead 
bread dough properly in order to ‘convert’ later this know-how into particular design fea-
tures of  the bread-making machine under development. Following this, the third cycle 
came into operation whereby the commercialization team, consisting of  people drawn 
from the manufacturing and marketing department, further improved the prototype that 
came out of  the second cycle, and made it a commercially viable product.

To obtain a better insight into what Nonaka and Takeuchi mean by ‘tacit knowledge’ 
and how it is related to ‘explicit knowledge’ it is worth zooming into their description of  
the second cycle of  the knowledge-creation process, since this is the cycle most relevant 
to the acquisition and ‘conversion’ of  tacit knowledge. Below I quote in full the authors’ 
description of  this cycle (references and fi gures have been omitted).

The second cycle began with a software developer, Ikuko Tanaka, sharing the tacit knowledge of  
a master baker in order to learn his kneading skill. A master baker learns the art of  kneading, a 
critical step in bread making, following years of  experience. However, such expertise is diffi cult 
to articulate in words. To capture this tacit knowledge, which usually takes a lot of  imitation and 
practice to master, Tanaka proposed a creative solution. Why not train with the head baker at 
Osaka International Hotel, which had a reputation for making the best bread in Osaka, to study 
the kneading techniques? Tanaka learned her kneading skills through observation, imitation, and 
practice. She recalled:

‘At fi rst, everything was a surprise. After repeated failures, I began to ask where the master and 
I differed. I don’t think one can understand or learn this skill without actually doing it. His bread 
and mine [came out] quite different even though we used the same materials. I asked why our 
products were so different and tried to refl ect the difference in our skill of  kneading.’

Even at this stage, neither the head baker nor Tanaka was able to articulate knowledge in any 
systematic fashion. Because their tacit knowledge never became explicit, others within Matsushita 
were left puzzled. Consequently, engineers were also brought to the hotel and allowed to knead 
and bake bread to improve their understanding of  the process. Sano, the division chief, noted, ‘If  
the craftsmen cannot explain their skills, then the engineers should become craftsmen.’

Not being an engineer, Tanaka could not devise mechanical specifi cations. However, she was 
able to transfer her knowledge to the engineers by using the phrase ‘twisting stretch’ to provide a 
rough image of  kneading, and by suggesting the strength and speed of  the propeller to be used in 
kneading. She would simply say, ‘Make the propeller move stronger,’ or ‘Move it faster.’ Then the 
engineers would adjust the machine specifi cations. Such a trial-and-error process continued for 
several months.

Her request for a ‘twisting stretch’ movement was interpreted by the engineers and resulted in the 
addition inside the case of  special ribs that held back the dough when the propeller turned so that 
the dough could be stretched. After a year of  trial and error and working closely with other engi-
neers, the team came up with product specifi cations that successfully reproduced the head baker’s 
stretching technique and the quality of  bread Tanaka had learned to make at the hotel. The team 
then materialized this concept, putting it together into a manual, and embodied it in the product.

(Nonaka and Takeuchi: 1995: 103–106; italics in the original)

How should we understand tacit knowledge?

Nonaka and Takeuchi�s underlying assumption is that tacit knowledge is knowledge-on-
its-way-to-symbolic-representation: a set of  rules, as yet unformulated, that symbolically 
represent the activity an actor is involved in. The authors seem to think that what Tanaka 
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learned through her apprenticeship with the master baker can be ultimately crystallized 
in a set of  propositional ‘if-then’ statements (Tsoukas, 1998: 44–48), or what Oakeshott 
(1991: 12–15) called ‘technical knowledge’ and Ryle (1963: 28–32) ‘knowing that.’ In 
that sense, the tacit knowledge involved in kneading that Tanaka picked up through her 
apprenticeship—in Oakeshott’s (1991: 12–15) terms, the ‘practical knowledge’ of  knead-
ing; and in Ryle’s (1963: 28–32) terms, ‘knowing how’ to knead—the sort of  knowledge 
that exists only in use and cannot be fully formulated in rules, is equivalent to the set of  
statements that represent it, namely it is equivalent to technical knowledge.

Tacit knowledge is thought to have the structure of  a syllogism and, as such, can be 
reversed and, therefore, even mechanized (cf. Polanyi and Prosch, 1975: 40). What Tanaka 
was missing, the authors imply, were the premises of  the syllogism, which she acquired 
through her sustained apprenticeship. Once they had been learned, it was a matter of  
time before she could put them together and arrive at the conclusion that ‘twisting stretch’ 
and ‘the [right] movements required for the kneading propeller’ (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 
1995: 103–106) were what was required for designing the right bread-making machine.

However, although Nonaka and Takeuchi rightly acknowledge that Tanaka’s appren-
ticeship was necessary because ‘the art of  kneading’ could not be imparted in any other 
way, e.g. ‘through reading memos and manuals’ (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995: 103), they 
view her apprenticeship as merely an alternative mechanism for transferring knowledge. 
In terms of  content, knowledge acquired through apprenticeship is not thought to be 
qualitatively different from knowledge acquired through reading manuals, since in both 
cases the content of  knowledge can, ultimately, be formulated in rules—only the manner 
of  its appropriation differs. The mechanism of  knowledge acquisition may be different, 
but the result is the same.

The ‘conduit metaphor of  communication’ (Lakoff, 1995: 116; Reddy, 1979; Tsoukas, 
2005) that underlies Nonaka and Takeuchi’s perspective—the view of  ideas as objects 
which can be extracted from people and transmitted to others over a conduit—reduces 
practical knowledge to technical knowledge (cf. Costelloe, 1998: 325–326). However, 
while Tanaka, clearly, learned a technique during her apprenticeship, she acquired much 
more than technical knowledge, without even realizing it (Cleeremans, 1997; French and 
Cleeremans, 2002): she learned to make bread in a way that cannot be fully formulated in 
propositions but only manifested in her work. To treat practical knowledge as having a pre-
cisely defi nable content, which is initially located in the head of  the practitioner and then 
‘translated’ (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995: 105) into explicit knowledge, is to reduce what 
is known to what is representable, thus impoverishing the notion of  practical knowledge. 
As Oakeshott remarks:

a pianist acquires artistry as well as technique, a chess-player style and insight into the game as 
well as a knowledge of  the moves, and a scientist acquires (among other things) the sort of  judg-
ment which tells him when his technique is leading him astray and the connoisseurship which 
enables him to distinguish the profi table from the unprofi table directions to explore.

(Oakeshott, 1991: 15)

As should be clear from the preceding section, by viewing all knowing as essentially 
‘personal knowing’ (Polanyi, 1962: 49), Polanyi highlights the skilled performance that all 
acts of  knowing require: actors do not explicitly know all the rules they follow in the activ-
ity they are involved in. Like Oakeshott (1991), Polanyi (1962: 50) notes that ‘rules of  art 
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can be useful, but they do not determine the practice of  an art; they are maxims, which can 
serve as a guide to an art only if  they can be integrated into the practical knowledge 
of  the art. They cannot replace that knowledge.’ It is precisely because what needs to 
be known cannot be specifi ed in detail (Cleeremans, 1997) that the relevant knowledge 
must be passed from master to apprentice. It is not a question of  mental speed, as Collins 
(2007: 258–259) implies, but of  radical ignorance: even the master does not fully know what 
he or she knows; a lot of  that knowledge is embodied and no descriptive terms to express 
it are possessed.

However, what cannot be expressed may well be manifested. And what may not be lin-
guistically imparted may well be imitated.

To learn by example is to submit to authority. You follow your master because you trust his man-
ner of  doing things even when you cannot analyse and account in detail for its effectiveness. By 
watching the master and emulating his efforts in the presence of  his example, the apprentice 
unconsciously picks up the rules of  the art, including those which are not explicitly known to the 
master himself. These hidden rules can be assimilated only by a person who surrenders himself  to 
that extent uncritically to the imitation of  another.

(Polanyi, 1962: 53)

Like Polanyi’s medical student discussed earlier, Tanaka was initially puzzled by what 
the master baker was doing—‘at fi rst, everything was a surprise’ (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 
1995: 104), as she put it. Her ‘repeated failures’ were due not to lack of  knowledge as 
such, but due to not having interiorized the relevant knowledge yet. When, through prac-
tice, she began to assimilate the knowledge involved in kneading bread—namely, when 
she became subsidiarily aware of  how she was kneading—she could, subsequently, turn 
her focal awareness to the task at hand: kneading bread, as opposed to imitating the master. 
Knowledge now became a tool to be tacitly known and uncritically used in the service 
of  an objective. ‘Kneading bread’ ceased to be an object of  focal awareness and became 
an instrument for actually kneading bread—a subsidiarily known tool for getting things 
done (Winograd and Flores, 1987: 27–37). For Tanaka to ‘convert’ her kneading skill into 
explicit knowledge, she would need to focus her attention on her subsidiary knowledge, 
thereby becoming focally aware of  it. In that event, however, she would no longer be 
engaged in the same activity, namely bread kneading, but in the activity of  thinking about 
bread kneading, which is a different matter. The particulars of  her skill were ‘logically 
unspecifi able’ (Polanyi, 1962: 56): their specifi cation would logically contradict and practi-
cally paralyze the performance at hand.

Of  course, one might acknowledge this and still insist, along with Ambrosini and 
Bowman (2001) and Eraut (2000), that Tanaka could, ex post facto, refl ect on her kneading 
skill, in the context of  discussing bread kneading with her colleagues (the engineers), and 
turn it into explicit knowledge. But this would be a problematic claim to make for, in such 
an event, she would no longer be describing her kneading skill in toto but only its techni-
cal part: that which is possible to represent in rules, principles, and maxims—in short, in 
propositions. What she has to say about the ‘ineffable’ (Polanyi, 1962: 87–95) part of  her 
skill, that which is tacitly known, she has already ‘said’ through her action—the kneading 
of  bread (cf. Oakeshott, 1991: 14; Janik, 1992: 37). As Polanyi so perceptively argued, you 
cannot view subsidiary particulars as they allegedly are in themselves for they exist always 
in conjunction with the focus through which you attend to them, and that makes them 
unspecifi able. In his words:
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Subsidiary or instrumental knowledge, as I have defi ned it, is not known in itself  but is known in 
terms of  something focally known, to the quality of  which it contributes; and to this extent it is 
unspecifi able. Analysis may bring subsidiary knowledge into focus and formulate it as a maxim 
or as a feature in a physiognomy, but such specifi cation is in general not exhaustive. Although 
the expert diagnostician, taxonomist and cotton-classer can indicate their clues and formulate 
their maxims, they know many more things than they can tell, knowing them only in practice, 
as instrumental particulars, and not explicitly, as objects. The knowledge of  such particulars is 
therefore ineffable, and the pondering of  a judgment in terms of  such particulars is an ineffable 
process of  thought.

(Polanyi, 1962: 88)

If  the above is accepted, it follows that Tanaka neither ‘transferred’ her tacit knowl-
edge to the engineers, nor did she ‘convert’ her kneading skill into explicit knowledge, as 
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995: 104 and 105) suggest. She could do neither of  these things 
simply because, following Polanyi’s and Oakeshott’s defi nitions of  tacit and practical 
knowledge respectively, skillful knowing contains an ineffable element; it is based on an 
act of  personal insight that is essentially inexpressible.

ARTICULATING TACIT KNOWLEDGE

Even if  the above is accepted, we still need to address a nagging question: how are we to 
understand Tanaka’s concept of  ‘twisting stretch,’ which turned out to be so crucial for 
the making of  Matsushita’s bread-making machine? If  this concept did not help ‘convert’ 
tacit to explicit knowledge, what did it do? Or, to put it more generally, does the ineffabil-
ity of  skilled performance imply that we cannot talk about it? That the skills involved in, 
say, bread making, managing, teaching, selling, diagnosing patients, and so on will ulti-
mately be mystical experiences outside the realm of  reasoned inquiry? Are there ways to 
improve a practical activity if  its core remains ineffable?

As argued earlier, a socio-material practice provides its members with an inarticulate 
background against which practitioners make focal sense of  their particular tasks. When 
socialized in a practice, its members learn how to use the key distinctions that defi ne it 
(for example, what constitutes competence, orientation to time, relations to others, etc.) 
(Tsoukas, 2009a: 943; 2010: 50; Yanow and Tsoukas, 2009: 1349–50). Through engage-
ment in the world of  their practice, its members acquire familiarity with it, which, later, 
they may seek to formulate explicitly in thought. Hatsopoulos and Hatsopoulos (1999: 
144–5), for example, describe how, through trial and error, they discovered the usefulness 
of  certain business principles, such as an empathic approach to employees, seeking diver-
sity of  backgrounds on the board, and understanding investors’ non-fi nancial motives.

Increased familiarity helps practitioners interiorize the tools they use in their practice 
and, thus, focus on the tasks at hand. Repeated experiences in the carrying out of  tasks 
are unconsciously linked by practitioners to form a pattern (Klein, 1998: 31–33, 2003: 
21). Patterns enable practitioners to recognize situations as typical or anomalous, and 
thus adopt relevant courses of  action. Knowledge of  patterns is tacit: repeated experi-
ences, organized in patterns, are internalized and subsidiarily drawn upon by practition-
ers when faced with particular tasks. Patterns have a radial structure: the latter is formed 
around a relatively stable part made up of  prototypical (central) members and an unstable 
part made up of  non-prototypical (peripheral) members, radiating at various conceptual 
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distances from the central members (Johnson, 1993; Lakoff, 1987). For example, Cimino 
describes this in the context of  medical practice as follows:

It is only by seeing patient after patient that the recognition patterns develop. From these experi-
ences, the physician can build a set of  case prototypes by which to compare future patients. These 
prototypes can help recognize patterns . . . They can also help the physician recognize when 
something is out of  place

(Cimino, 1999: 116; for several similar examples, see Klein, 1998, 2003)

The radial structure of  practical experience is important since it enables practitioners 
to judge prototypicality and to spontaneously undertake appropriate action (Klein, 1998: 
149) without making tacit knowledge of  patterns explicit. Rather, focal awareness of  a 
particular issue subsidiarily draws on familiar patterns in the undertaking of  action. In 
such cases, the practitioner is absorbed in the task at hand: he or she spontaneously copes 
with (responds to) the solicitations of  the task at hand (Dreyfus, 1991: 69). When, how-
ever, the results of  action undertaken do not meet the practitioner’s tacit expectations, his 
or her absorbed coping with the situation calls for deliberate refl ection. What was previously 
subsidiary now becomes focal (Patel et al., 1999: 95–96).

For example, Yanow and Tsoukas (2009) describe how Dr T., an experienced professor 
of  psychology, deviated from his fl ow of  teaching to respond to a feeling of  puzzlement he 
had momentarily sensed in his students. ‘What was previously transparent or subsidiary—
namely, what he needed to do, as he had done many times before, to explain the subject 
of  his lecture—becomes more explicitly focal,’ note Yanow and Tsoukas (2009: 1356). 
Accordingly, Dr T. improvises and inserts a relevant example in his presentation. Notice, 
however, that the tacit background, the ‘unexplicited horizon’ (Taylor, 1995: 68) within which 
Dr T. was acting, is not something of  which he was simply unaware as I am unaware of  
Phobaeticus chani, allegedly the longest insect in the world, recently discovered in Borneo. 
Rather, his unawareness was different: it was focal unawareness. The background was 
known, albeit subsidiarily, and could, thus, be in principle articulated. ‘What I bring out to 
articulacy,’ notes Taylor (1995: 69), ‘is what I ‘always knew,’ as we might say, or what I had 
a ‘sense’ of, even if  I didn’t ‘know’ it.’ The background has a paradoxical status. ‘It can be 
made explicit, because we aren�t completely unaware of  it. But the expliciting itself  supposes 
a background’ (Taylor, 1995: 70).

Thus, when Dr T shifts his attention from being absorbed in the task at hand (i.e. lec-
turing) to the tool with which he was accomplishing it (e.g. what example to use to illus-
trate his point), that shift occurs against a new background—that of  a temporary breakdown, 
namely a mild disruption of  absorbed coping, which forces Dr T. to pay deliberate attention 
to how he is accomplishing the task at hand (Dreyfus, 1991: 72–3; Yanow and Tsoukas, 
2009: 1352). The new background, created by disruption (temporary breakdown), makes 
it possible for aspects of  the old background to be articulated. This is a process that can 
go on and on.

To put it differently, at any point in time, aspects of  the background within which a 
particular task is carried out may be brought to awareness when probed in the context of  
a temporary breakdown. We are not aware of  the full implications of  what we do until 
we encounter an obstacle—a Platonic aporia—that forces us to look back at the patterns 
we tacitly know in order to resume our action afresh (Patel et al., 1999: 96; Cleeremans, 
1997: 227). Thus, looked at patterns serve as ‘displays’ (Weick, 1977: 279) available for 
inspection: actors can articulate further what was already included in the background in 
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an inchoate form. To paraphrase Weick (1995: 23), actors discover their tacit knowledge 
by undertaking action and observing the consequences. Since, as argued earlier, subsidiar-
ies are manifested rather than specifi ed, their patterns are accessed when they are given the 
opportunity to be displayed. Displays are brought forward (and thus a new background is 
created) by temporary breakdowns, thus forcing actors to refl ect, even momentarily, on 
what they do.

What do we do when we refl ect on our absorbed coping? We re-punctuate the distinc-
tions underlying the practical activities we are involved in. We pay attention to certain 
hitherto unnoticed aspects of  our activities and see connections among items previously 
thought unconnected (D�Eredita and Baretto, 2006: 1834; Weick, 1995: 87 and 126). 
Through attention-drawing forms of  talk (e.g. ‘look at this,’ ‘have you thought about this in 
that way?’, ‘try this,’ ‘imagine this,’ ‘compare this to that’) we are moved to re-view the sit-
uation we are in, to relate to our circumstances in a different way. From a Wittgensteinian 
perspective, Shotter and Katz summarize succinctly this process as follows:

to gain an explicit understanding of  our everyday, practical activities, we can make use of  the 
very same methods we used in gaining that practical kind of  understanding in the fi rst place—
that is, we can use the self-same methods for drawing our attention to how people draw each oth-
er’s attention to things, as they themselves (we all?) in fact use!

(Shotter and Katz, 1996: 230)

Notice what Shotter and Katz are saying: we learn to engage in practical activities 
through our participation in socio-material practices, under the guidance of  people who 
are more experienced than us (MacIntyre, 1985: 181–203; Taylor, 1993b); people who, 
by drawing our attention to certain things, make us ‘see connections’ (Wittgenstein, 1958: 
No.122; see also Shotter, 1993; 2005), similarly to the way in which the master baker was 
drawing Tanaka’s attention to certain aspects of  bread kneading. Through her subse-
quent conversations with the engineers, Tanaka was able to articulate her understanding 
of  the kneading activity she had been involved in, by having her attention drawn to how 
the master baker was drawing her attention to kneading—hence the concept of  ‘twisting 
stretch’ came up. It is in this sense that Wittgenstein talks of  language as issuing reminders 
of  things we already know: ‘Something that we know when no one asks us, but no longer 
know when we are supposed to give an account of  it, is something that we need to remind 
ourselves of ’ (Wittgenstein, 1958: No.89; italics in the original).

In other words, in her apprenticeship, Tanaka came eventually to practice ‘twisting 
stretch’ but she did not focally know it. She needed to be ‘reminded’ of  it. How did it 
happen? Dialogically, through conversational interactions with the engineers (Tsoukas, 
2009a, 2009b). ‘Twisting stretch,’ as I have explained elsewhere (Tsoukas, 2009a: 947), is a 
new distinction—a novel combination of  two concepts, created through extensive dialogi-
cal exchanges between Tanaka and the engineers, whereby the property of  the modifi er 
(‘twisting’) applies to the head concept (‘stretch’), thus providing an image of  the kneading 
movement required. (For additional mechanisms whereby new distinctions come about, 
see Tsoukas, 2009a, 2009b).

More generally, when dialogue is productive we have opportunities to recursively punc-
tuate our understanding and, thus, see new connections and ‘[give] prominence to dis-
tinctions which our ordinary forms of  language easily makes us overlook’ (Wittgenstein, 
1958: No.132). As Merleau-Ponty (1962: 354) so perceptively remarked, when engaged 
in a productive dialogue, ‘[my interlocutor] draws from me thoughts which I had no idea 
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I possessed.’ Through dialogical exchanges we are led to notice certain aspects of  our 
circumstances that, due to their familiarity, remain hidden (‘one is unable to notice some-
thing—because it is always before one’s eyes’ (Wittgenstein, 1958: No.129). This is, then, 
the sense in which, although skilled performance is ultimately ineffable, it nonetheless can 
be talked about: through dialogically reminding ourselves of  it, we notice certain impor-
tant features which had hitherto escaped our attention and can now be seen in a new 
context. Consequently, we are led to relate to our circumstances in new ways and, thus, 
see new ways forward.

CONCLUSIONS

Tacit knowledge has often been misunderstood in management studies, largely because 
of  the tacitly (!) accepted cognitivist framework and the associated conduit metaphor of  
communication adopted by researchers. While Nonaka and Takeuchi were among the 
fi rst to see the enormous importance of  tacit knowledge in organizations and systemati-
cally explore it, their interpretation of  tacit knowledge as knowledge-not-yet-symbolically-
represented—namely, knowledge awaiting its ‘translation’ or ‘conversion’ into explicit 
knowledge—an interpretation that has been widely adopted in management studies, is 
erroneous: it ignores the essential ineffability of  tacit knowledge, thus reducing it to what 
can be formulated in rules.

I have argued here that tacit and explicit knowledge are not the two ends of  a con-
tinuum but two sides of  the same coin: even the most explicit kind of  knowledge is under-
lain by tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge consists of  a set of  particulars of  which we are 
subsidiarily aware as we focus on something else. Tacit knowing is vectorial: we know the 
particulars by relying on our awareness of  them for attending to something else. Since 
subsidiaries exist as such by bearing on the focus to which we are attending from them, they 
cannot be separated from the focus and examined independently, for if  this is done, their 
meaning will be lost. While we can certainly focus on particulars, we cannot do so in the 
same context of  action (the inarticulate background) in which we are subsidiarily aware of  
them. Moreover, by focusing on particulars after a particular action has been performed, 
we are not focusing on them as they bear on the original focus of  action, for their meaning 
is necessarily derived from their connection to that focus. When we focus on particulars 
we do so in a new context of  action (a new inarticulate background), brought about by a 
temporary breakdown. Thus, the idea that somehow one can focus on a set of  particulars 
and convert them into explicit knowledge is unsustainable.

The ineffability of  tacit knowledge does not mean that we cannot discuss the skilled 
performances in which we are involved. We can—indeed, should—discuss them, pro-
vided we stop insisting on ‘converting’ tacit knowledge and, instead, start recursively 
drawing our attention to how we draw each other’s attention to things. Dialogical inter-
actions help us re-orientate ourselves to how we relate to others and the world around 
us, thus enabling us to talk and act differently. We can command a clearer view of  our 
tasks at hand if  we ‘re-mind’ ourselves of  how we do things so that distinctions which we 
had previously not noticed, and features which had previously escaped our attention, may 
be brought forward. Contrary to what some scholars suggest (Ambrosini and Bowman, 
2001; Sternberg et al., 2000), we do not so much need to operationalize tacit knowledge 
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(as explained earlier, we could not do this, even if  we wanted to) as to fi nd new ways of  
talking, fresh forms of  interacting, and novel ways of  distinguishing and connecting. Tacit 
knowledge cannot be ‘captured,’ ‘translated,’ or ‘converted’ but displayed—manifested—
in what we do. New knowledge comes about not when the tacit is converted to explicit, 
but when tacit knowledge is re-punctuated (articulated) through dialogical interaction.
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ABSTRACT

Reviewing the growing body of  literature on how networks facilitate the management and 
organization of  knowledge, in this chapter three types of  networks are discerned: social 
networks, alliance networks, and organizational networks. Studies of  social networks have 
mainly focused on how the structural and relational characteristics of  ties infl uence knowl-
edge seeking and transfer. Research on alliance networks has mainly concentrated on how 
fi rms access the multiple complementary knowledge bases of  partners in an alliance port-
folio, and on how knowledge is acquired among fi rms. Studies of  organizational networks 
have centered on how different structures and management processes facilitate knowledge 
creation and transfer within fi rms. Since each research stream has contributed uniquely to 
the study of  knowledge and networks, this chapter emphasizes how these three network 
types complement each other. Finally, studies examining the creation of  relational and 
alliance capabilities are reviewed. The insights developed in this chapter are employed to 
identify promising future research directions.

INTRODUCTION

Both knowledge and networks are crucial to many organizations (Arikan, 2009; Cross and 
Cummings, 2004; Zaheer and Bell, 2005). The competitive landscape propels fi rms to 
innovate and explore new opportunities, so as to outmaneuver competitors and achieve 
a competitive edge. Since knowledge is a bedrock ingredient of  innovation, it has become 
signifi cant to success (Grant, 1996). However, the knowledge required to innovate is not 
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always readily available within a fi rm. To meet such defi ciencies, fi rms can create knowl-
edge internally or they can acquire knowledge through external constituents (Van Wijk 
et al., 2008). Networks benefi t fi rms in gaining access to knowledge, in facilitating learn-
ing processes, in transferring knowledge, and in fostering knowledge integration and crea-
tion. In this chapter, state-of-the-art and received insights of  how networks facilitate the 
management and organization of  knowledge and learning are reviewed and consolidated, 
while prospective research avenues are discussed.

The study of  knowledge and networks in the management fi eld traces its origins back 
to the 1950s and 1960s, with seminal contributions such as those of  Cangelosi and Dill 
(1965), Penrose (1959), and Evan (1965). Over the years, research in knowledge and net-
works has developed into two strong individual research streams. Recently fi rms have 
started to establish networks to gain access to and facilitate the organization and manage-
ment of  knowledge. Research in which knowledge and networks are examined conjointly 
has therefore gained momentum predominantly during the past decades.

Networks are characterized by linkages between actors that are created in a tempo-
ral or semi-temporal fashion, commonly centering on a problem or issue (Baker, 1992). 
Actors in the network seek to access each other’s resources, to learn from each other and 
to integrate each other’s knowledge so as to solve the problem or to pass the issue, and a 
new series of  linkages can be formed with the same or a different set of  actors.

Firms progressively develop and nurture networks as a means to seek and trans-
fer knowledge, yet their use has been surrounded by ambiguity. The term ‘network’ has 
become an evocative metaphor ascribed to many collaborative ventures or relationships 
(Baker, 1992; Jones et al., 1997; Nohria, 1992). The ambiguity surrounding networks 
has two main antecedents.1 First, the study of  networks involves multiple units and levels 
of  analysis. Second, networks have advanced both as an analytical tool employed by 
researchers and as a governance mode applied by organizations (Nohria, 1992; see also, 
Koka and Prescott, 2002; Tsai and Ghoshal, 1998). The disparity in units and levels of  
analysis at which networks have been studied, and the different applications of  networks 
have emerged and evolved along three streams of  research: social networks, alliance net-
works, and organizational networks.2 Mainly used as an analytical tool, a social network 
perspective considers every organization or set of  organizations as a network regard

1Two alternative uses of  the term ‘network’ exist that confound its meaning, but are beyond the 
scope of  this chapter. First, by mentioning ‘networks’ in economics, scholars often refer to ‘network 
economies’ or ‘network externalities,’ which are present when goods interface with other goods, 
entailing conversion, consumption, and imitation effects. Especially imitation effects are impacted by 
knowledge-related considerations, since they occur when mimetic behavior brought about by inter-
fi rm information fl ows drives fi rms to imitation (Majumdar and Venkataraman, 1998). Second, 
when considering the implementation of  networks, often reference is made to information technology 
networks that link computers throughout an organization. While these networks certainly contribute 
to the sharing of  knowledge within and across fi rms, and even contribute to the development of  
a ‘network fi rm’ (Antonelli, 1988), they do not typically emphasize and rely on richer face-to-face 
communications (Nohria and Eccles, 1992).
2This distinction is in line with other typologies commonly used in network studies such as intracorporate, 
strategic alliances and industrial districts (Inkpen and Tsang, 2005).
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less of  governance mode and structure. Alliance networks and organizational networks, on 
the other hand, have emerged as discrete modes of  governance. Although the three per-
spectives are non-mistakenly concerned with network organization, each has contributed 
uniquely to the study of  knowledge and networks. In this chapter, the facilitatory role of  the 
three types of  networks in seeking, transferring, integrating, and creating knowledge will be 
reviewed. Additionally, because some research streams have recently appeared instrumental 
to others, the areas are heeded in which the streams complement one another.

The chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, main conclusions drawn from 
research on the manifestation of  knowledge in social, alliance, and organizational net-
works are presented. In the third section, the performance implications of  networks and 
knowledge are heeded. Then, it is considered that networks by themselves may be a form 
of  knowledge. In the fi nal section, current understanding of  knowledge and networks is 
discussed and future research directions are suggested.

KNOWLEDGE IN THREE NETWORK TYPES

The study of  how various types of  networks foster the management and organization of  
knowledge has been conducted under three banners: social networks, alliance networks, 
and organizational networks. The origins of  the different research streams, as well as their 
applications, contributions to knowledge research, main parameters, and performance 
implications are listed in Table 22.1.

Social network perspective

Having its origins in sociology and anthropology, the study of  social networks goes by 
the notion that ‘the structure of  any social organization can be thought of  as a network’ 
(Nohria and Eccles 1992: 288), and that the actions of  network actors are shaped and con-
strained because of  their position and embeddedness in the network (Nohria, 1992). Or, 
as Lincoln (1982: 26) argues, ‘to assert that an organization is not a network is to strip of  
it that quality in terms of  which it is best defi ned: the pattern of  recurring linkages among 
its parts.’ A social network perspective entails not only that all organizations are social net-
works, but also that the environment is a network of  other organizations. With that, social 
network analysis provides management scholars with a tool to examine relations between 
actors, ranging from individuals and units (Brass and Burckhardt, 1993; Tsai and Ghoshal, 
1998) to fi rms and groups of  fi rms (Rowley et al., 2000; Wasserman and Faust, 1994), in 
which ‘network’ is essentially a construct created by the investigator. In that sense, it has 
also led to the economics critique that fi rms are far from atomistic agents but embedded in 
networks that infl uence competitive actions (Granovetter, 1985; Uzzi, 1997).

Social network research centers on the ties between actors and focuses on their con-
tent and benefi ts. Tie content may consist of  assets, information, and status (Galaskiewicz, 
1979). With the emergence of  knowledge as a strategic asset (Grant, 1996), much research 
in social networks has come to center on how ties facilitate the seeking and subsequent 
transfer of  knowledge. Tie benefi ts occur in the form of  access, timing, and referrals (Burt, 
1992). Access denotes the role of  network ties in providing actors with access to parties 
and their knowledge. Timing allows actors to obtain information and knowledge sooner 
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than actors without contacts. Referrals involve the provision of  information by actors in 
the network to the focal actor on available opportunities.

Since the benefi ts of  ties are critical to understanding how social networks infl u-
ence seeking and transferring knowledge, a body of  research has begun to focus on 
social capital, which involves ‘the actual or potential resources embedded within, avail-
able through, and derived from the network of  relationships possessed by a social unit’ 
(Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998: 243). Social capital involves the goodwill others have 
towards an actor, which is a valuable resource providing benefi ts in the realm of  obtain-
ing infl uence, facilitating solidarity, and getting superior access to information and 
knowledge (Adler and Kwon, 2002). Although organizations may benefi t from having 
social ties, not all organizations possess comparable levels of  network resources. Such 
heterogeneity depends on specifi c features of  social networks that determine the value 
of  social capital.

Main parameters. A common theme among social network studies is to describe the network 
position and ties of  an actor in terms of  its structural and relational embeddedness in the 
network (Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999; Uzzi, 1997). In studies of  social capital an equivalent 
distinction is made to indicate the value actors derive from their position in the network. 
In addition to structural and relational social capital, Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) 
forward cognitive social capital as a third dimension. Structural capital refers to the struc-
ture and confi guration of  the network in terms of  (mutual) contacts to one another. It 
involves the number of  social ties maintained by an actor and the centrality of  an actor in 
its network. Relational capital describes the kind of  relationships actors have developed, 
and manifests itself  in the strength of  ties. Tie strength refl ects the closeness of  a relation-
ship between partners, and increases with frequency of  communication and interaction 
(Hansen, 1999). Cognitive capital indicates the resources that provide shared representations 
and systems of  meaning, and is embodied in shared language and codes that facilitate 
learning, and common understanding of  collective goals (Inkpen and Tsang, 2005; 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998).

In a study on the origins of  networks, Gulati and Gargiulo (1999) suggested that, in 
addition to the structural and relational dimensions of  embeddedness, an actor’s posi-
tional embeddedness is an important characteristic. It indicates the extent to which actors 
derive information benefi ts from the ties and the network itself. Since network actors not 
only differ in number but also in characteristics, Koka and Prescott (2002) differentiated 
such benefi ts into volume, richness, and diversity of  information and knowledge. Volume 
and richness refer to the quantity and quality of  knowledge and information respectively. 
Diversity emphasizes the variety of  knowledge and information available to network 
actors. These dimensions contribute to reconciling the different views as to how networks 
contribute to knowledge acquisition, innovation, and performance.

Two views have emerged as to which network typology creates most benefi ts when it 
comes to knowledge transfer (Burt, 1997; 2000; Coleman, 1988; Uzzi, 1997). The fi rst view 
emphasizes the benefi ts of  maintaining a strong structural position, and has been referred 
to as brokerage theory. It puts much emphasis on bridging social capital, which alterna-
tively has been labeled linking or external social capital (Adler and Kwon, 2002). It stresses 
that the information benefi ts accruing to an actor are highest when that actor is central 
to the network and has a key role in bridging and linking multiple smaller actor networks 
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between which no direct links exist. Every piece of  information and knowledge must go 
through the central actor if  it travels from one network to the other, making the central 
actor structurally autonomous and bridging structural holes. Brokerage theory views the 
network as an opportunity for entrepreneurs to exploit by seeking partners that are non-
redundant and bring new and diverse information. Such diversity leads to fi rm heteroge-
neity in the development and acquisition of  competitive capabilities (McEvily and Zaheer, 
1999), as well as in the generation and appropriation of  rents (Blyler and Coff, 2003).

The second view has been referred to as closure theory and takes that actors in a dense 
network enjoy most benefi ts from the network. Actors in a dense network share the same 
direct and indirect ties and are structurally equivalent. Because returns on investments in 
the resources needed to maintain the network are more certain, densely connected actors 
are likely to develop strong ties to redundant others. In that sense, this view focuses more 
on maintaining strong relational ties and it centers on bonding social capital, which has 
also been cited as communal or internal social capital (Adler and Kwon, 2002). A strong 
relational tie increases the opportunity to share richer information. The development of  
bonding positions also entails that the network is reproduced due to its value in preserving 
the social capital of  an individual.

An ongoing debate has revolved around whether brokerage opportunities derived 
from a centralized position or closure accruing from relationally embedded ties foster 
knowledge transfer (Burt, 2007; Levin and Cross, 2004; Uzzi, 1997). Studies distinguish-
ing between structural and relational properties of  social networks show how these dif-
ferences may manifest in specifi c contexts (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998). Gargiulo and 
Benassi (2000) found that actors positioned in brokerage roles were better able to adapt to 
environmental changes, and that the network closure produced by cohesive ties fostered 
stability. Likewise, Lyles and Schwenk (1992) assert that a loosely coupled knowledge 
structure fosters adaptation. In contrast, the studies of  Ahuja (2000a), Kraatz (1998), 
and Walker et al. (1997) found supporting evidence that cohesive and strong ties, which 
are information-rich, fostered adaptiveness by increasing innovation. Hite and Hesterly 
(2001) found that in the early growth stages of  fi rms networks are likely to be dense, 
closed, and relationally embedded. In later growth stages, fi rms are likely to exploit struc-
tural holes in a balance of  embedded, arm’s-length relations. Likewise, Soda et al. (2004) 
found that the value of  brokerage and closure is dependent on whether a structural posi-
tion is current and a relational tie has proved its value in the past.

In an infl uential study of  inter-unit knowledge transfer, Hansen (1999) found that one 
of  the moderators infl uencing the value of  a strong structural or relational position is the 
complexity of  knowledge. He concluded that cohesive ties are less likely to allow fi rms to 
adapt to changes in coordination requirements, because strong ties are prone to network 
inertia and nodes in the network stay within their network. However, complex knowledge 
may contribute to joint problem solving (McEvily and Marcus, 2005) and to the novelty of  
innovation, and thus adaptation (cf. Galunic and Rodan, 1998). Social capital can there-
fore act as a resource, but also as a constraint in enforcing norms and values among net-
work members and in developing political and cognitive lock-ins (Grabher, 1993). Hansen 
(1999) found that a trade-off  exists in the use of  ties when searching for relevant knowl-
edge and transferring knowledge. This search-transfer problem indicates that weak ties 
are most effective for searching knowledge and transferring non-complex, easy-to-codify 
knowledge, and that strong ties characterized by close interaction and communication 
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are necessary for transferring complex, diffi cult-to-codify knowledge. A similar result was 
found by Uzzi and Lancaster (2003) who argue that publicly available, hard knowledge is 
best transferred through an arm’s length contract while the transfer of  private knowledge 
benefi ts most from an embedded tie.

Since studies on networks and knowledge have been inconsistent in the measure-
ment of  network variables, recent studies have started to explore the extent to which 
the structural features of  brokerage and closure act as opposites in explaining knowledge 
search and transfer, and the extent to which they associate with the relational feature 
of  tie strength. Often prior studies have inferred structural properties from a relational 
variable (e.g. Hansen, 1999). Reagans and McEvily (2003) found that both brokerage 
and closure ease the transfer of  knowledge independent of  complexity. The evidence 
of  a later study (Reagans and McEvily, 2008) indicates that structural and relational 
properties of  networks are mutually reinforcing and promote both knowledge search 
and transfer but in different ways. Likewise, Tsai and Ghoshal (1998) found that both 
structural and cognitive social capital contribute to relational social capital, which sub-
sequently increased knowledge combinations. In a study relating knowledge and power, 
Reagans and Zuckerman (2008) also show that non-redundancy generates greater 
potential returns, but that these returns are balanced by the more certain returns that 
result from having redundant partners. Both brokerage and closure serve as a locus of  
performance improvement and innovation because they provide access to different types 
of  knowledge that may be unavailable otherwise. Cross and Cummings (2004) found 
that a strong structural position may account for both current and future performance 
in that centrality in the information networks facilitates access to current knowledge and 
centrality in the awareness network fosters the opportunity to act on future opportuni-
ties. Hence, both structural and relational capital have been suggested to provide an 
effective mechanism for seeking and transferring knowledge, as well as the creation of  
learning capabilities (Adler and Kwon, 2002).

Complexity of  knowledge and the different dimensions of  social networks and capital 
have been instrumental yet not suffi cient to explain the ways in which networks contribute 
to knowledge transfer. An important moderating characteristic is the absorptive capaci-
ties of  the actors involved in the exchange relation. Absorptive capacity is built on prior 
knowledge endowments: the more knowledge a fi rm possesses in a certain knowledge 
domain, the easier it is to learn new things in that domain (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). 
Since studies of  social network often take the dyad or network level of  analysis, the role 
of  absorptive capacity is especially salient. At the dyad level, absorptive capacity is rela-
tive (Lane and Lubatkin, 1998) and partner-specifi c (Dyer and Singh, 1998). Because the 
knowledge bases of  the actors differ, the capacity to absorb knowledge from one partner is 
different from the capacity to absorb knowledge from another partner. When the knowl-
edge stocks of  actors in a network overlap, learning and knowledge transfer are fostered. 
An increasing number of  studies found that relatedness in technologies, knowledge, and 
resources facilitates the creation of  new linkages between actors, the transfer of  knowl-
edge and innovation (Ahuja, 2000a, 2000b; Stuart, 1998; Tsai, 2000).

Another characteristic examined in a variety of  studies is the role of  reputation and 
trust. Reputation primarily infl uences the search for knowledge, as it facilitates the cre-
ation of  new linkages. As Granovetter (1985: 490) argues, individuals have ‘widespread 
preference for transacting with individuals of  known reputation’. Prestigious fi rms that 
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have a track record of  producing signifi cant innovations and fi rms positioned in crowded 
network pockets where many innovations take place have more opportunities to create 
new ties (Stuart, 1998). Firms that have no information about the capabilities and inten-
tions of  actors in the network will fi rst look for fi rms that have established a good reputa-
tion, because this creates a basis of  trust. As such, trust is found important to network 
formation and maintenance: trust preserves the network through repeated ties and the 
creation of  relational capital, which contribute to the development of  trust (Gulati, 1995; 
Kale et al, 2000).

Alliance network perspective

Alliance network research focuses on network organization as a governance mode inter-
jacent to market organization and fi rm organization and has its main roots in the eco-
nomics discipline, mainly transaction-cost economics and socio-economics. Following 
transaction cost theorizing, fi rms choose an alliance when the costs they incur in negotiat-
ing, enforcing, and monitoring contracts are lower in cooperation than those associated 
with buying assets on the market and with making assets within their own fi rm (Powell, 
1990; Williamson, 1975, 1985). A large part of  alliance research has traditionally focused 
on joint ventures and strategic alliances that allow fi rms to reduce risk, to share costs, to 
enjoy economies of  scale, and to block competitors. Additionally, fi rms use alliances as a 
means to access complementary resources and knowledge and to learn from their partners 
(Barringer and Harrison, 2000; Doz and Hamel, 1998; Kogut, 1988).

From a knowledge perspective, fi rms enter into alliances (1) to gain access to new 
knowledge and pool the knowledge bases of  the partners involved or (2) to internalize the 
knowledge of  the partner (Grant and Baden-Fuller, 2004; Inkpen and Dinur, 1998). Firms 
may have knowledge bases that are complementary or co-specialized so that innovation 
and competitive advantage only emerge when the knowledge of  the alliance partners is 
brought together (Dhanaraj et al., 2004; Dyer, 1996, 1997; Larsson et al., 1998; Lavie, 
2006). Especially in turbulent and converging industries, fi rms’ product and knowledge 
domains may not be consistent. Organizations may not be able to develop products 
because they lack the necessary knowledge. Such inconsistencies trigger fi rms to look out-
side for knowledge. For example, Toyota cooperates with its suppliers as well as rival auto-
motive companies in a diverse network to learn from each other and to be on the forefront 
of  industry trends (Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000).

The emphasis in alliance research has moved from studying individual alliances at 
the fi rm or dyad level to multiple alliances in a complex network (Doz and Hamel, 1998; 
Goerzen, 2005). As Koka and Prescott (2002: 797) argue, ‘fi rms have to go beyond tradi-
tional cost-benefi t analyses of  particular individual alliances . . . [and] need to evaluate 
particular alliances not only in the context of  the other alliances that they already possess 
but also in the context of  the entire network of  relationships.’ A diverse set of  coopera-
tions provides a fi rm access to a larger and broader knowledge base that it can tap into 
(Baum et al., 2000; Mitchell and Singh, 1996; Powell et al., 1996). Since using multiple 
alliances as a means to improve performance requires more coordination, in addition to 
studying alliance networks per se alliance research has come to focus on how fi rms confi g-
ure their alliances as part of  an alliance portfolio (Baum et al., 2000; Sarkar et al., 2009; 
Tiwana, 2008).
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Main parameters. Insights into main determinants of  knowledge transfer in alliance net-
works have emerged from two types of  studies. In addition to more recent research on alli-
ances at the network level, studies that focus on individual alliances at the fi rm and dyad 
level have enriched our understanding of  the antecedents and consequences of  knowledge 
access and acquisition in alliances. For example, in his study of  eleven US–Japanese alliances, 
Hamel (1991) found that learning outcomes were dependent on the intent of  the partners, 
their transparency and their receptivity. Mowery et al. (1996) found that knowledge trans-
fers between alliance partners increase as they share a common knowledge base, and that 
competition moderates this relationship since fi rms operating in industries with the same 
primary SIC tended to transfer less knowledge among each other. Learning in external net-
works is fraught with competitive motivations (Gnyawali and Madhavan, 2001), which may 
result in learning races. The ability to internalize knowledge and thus the outcome of  such 
learning races is dependent on the relative market scope of  the partnering fi rms and the alli-
ance (Khanna, 1998; Khanna et al., 1998). The more the scope of  the alliance overlaps with 
the scope of  the fi rms involved, a relatively large share of  common benefi ts would accrue to 
both fi rms, once they have internalized each other’s knowledge and are able to co-develop 
new products within the scope of  the alliance. Such learning within the alliance scope is 
likely facilitated because overlap in fi rm scope probably renders the knowledge bases of  the 
involved fi rms partially overlapping as well, and this increases relative absorptive capacity 
(Lane and Lubatkin, 1998; Kumar and Nti, 1998). Partners may also appropriate perma-
nent private benefi ts from the alliance, which accrue to fi rms when they are able to apply the 
knowledge they acquired to markets beyond the alliance.

In a study covering the alliances of  147 MNCs, Simonin (1999) found that ambiguity, 
which relates to knowledge tacitness and complexity, negatively impacts knowledge trans-
fer. Cultural and organizational distance between partner fi rms is also found to negatively 
infl uence knowledge transfer, because such distance increases the ambiguity associated 
with inter-partner learning. Simonin’s (1999) fi ndings suggest, however, that as alliances 
become older fi rms are able to overcome problems associated with complexity, because 
fi rms develop alternate joint problem-solving styles and partner-specifi c collaborative 
know-how (cf. Dyer and Singh, 1998; Kumar and Nti, 1998) that enable them to adapt to 
each other and overcome problems associated with complexity.

Distinct interdependencies and complexities inherent in tasks lead to coordination costs 
(Gulati and Singh, 1998). Alliances are essentially incomplete contracts. Partners face the 
risk of  opportunistic behavior emerging and knowledge leaking (Baum et al., 2000). 
Such risk is dependent on the motivations of  the partners, the value creation logic driving 
the alliance and the resources involved in the alliance. Therefore, for alliances with different 
purposes and in which different types of  resources are involved, fi rms use different gov-
ernance structures (Das and Teng, 2000). The choice for governance structure and the 
extent to which fi rms enjoy competitive advantage is further infl uenced by whether fi rms 
create relation-specifi c assets and knowledge sharing routines. Such assets and routines not 
only create idiosyncratic inter-fi rm linkages to combine knowledge and other resources in 
unique ways (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Mesquita et al., 2008).

Governance structures are differentiated by the degree of  formalization (Vlaar et al., 
2007) and the amount of  hierarchical controls (Gulati and Singh, 1998). When appro-
priation or opportunistic behavior is an issue, fi rms were found to use joint ventures 
and other equity-based arrangements as governance mode (Baum et al., 2000; Gulati and 
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Singh, 1998). Das and Teng (2000), however, suggest that fi rms may wish to use different 
governance modes depending on whether they bring property-based or knowledge-based 
resources into the equation. They argue that a joint venture is only worthwhile if  the part-
ner provides knowledge and the focal fi rm provides property-based resources, because a 
joint venture allows a fi rm to gain direct access to knowledge. A minority equity arrange-
ment is more benefi cial when the focal fi rm itself  brings into the alliance knowledge-based 
resources, as a hostage without the creation of  a separate entity will allow it to protect its 
knowledge from dissipating to its alliance partners.

Dyer and Singh (1998) argue that, in addition to the creation of  formal hostages, effective 
self-enforced governance can occur informally through trust and reputation. Based on a 
study assessing whether fi rms in alliances fi nance the activities of  their partners, Stuart 
(2003) found that the structural position of  a fi rm in its alliance network infl uences the 
governance structure chosen in its alliances, as a structural position harbors a reputation 
effect and infl uences the knowledge potential partners have about the focal fi rm. As in 
social networks, trust is crucial in external networks and forms a substitute for price and 
authority as the coordination mechanism (Bradach and Eccles, 1989). Trust leads fi rms to 
make relation-specifi c investments and to create repeated ties with their partners and vice 
versa. Goerzen (2007) found evidence that forming repeated ties with the same alliance 
partners has a negative infl uence on the economic performance of  fi rms at the corporate 
level, especially in uncertain environments. In that sense, he disconfi rmed the transaction 
cost perspective that repeated ties lead to more effi cient governance arrangements and 
mitigate challenges of  acculturation and integration. While repeated ties create trust, they 
also lock out potential partners that possess new knowledge and may lead fi rms to exploit 
existing routines rather than exploring new ones (Zaheer and Bell, 2005). Firms need to 
confi gure their alliance network so that both diverse partners are bridged to increase inno-
vation potential and strong relations are developed to develop integration capacity. Such 
a balanced network allows fi rms to use their alliances to both create innovation potential 
and realize that potential. In other words, it enables them to both explore and exploit, 
consequently becoming ambidextrous (Lavie and Rosenkopf, 2006; Tiwana, 2008).

Beyond dealing with partner coordination through relational governance, management 
of  an alliance portfolio requires coordination among alliance partners. As fi rm boundaries 
blur and a fi rm’s alliances become part of  a wider ecosystem (Iansiti and Levien, 2004), 
different alliance partners in a fi rm’s portfolio cater for the resources it does not possess. In 
case a fi rm seeks to acquire knowledge from multiple partners, it needs to develop absorp-
tive capacity. Since absorptive capacity is dependent on a relevant knowledge base, it is 
inherently relative and partner-specifi c (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Lane and Lubatkin, 1998). 
In that vein, Kumar and Nti (1998) suggested that fi rms leverage absorptive capacity so 
that knowledge absorbed from one partner may increase the ability to absorb knowledge 
from another partner. Hence, the coordination of  knowledge and strategies across a fi rm’s 
alliance portfolio increases the success of  a fi rm (Sarkar et al., 2009).

Organizational network perspective

Research on organizational networks is mainly rooted in the management fi eld, notably 
in the fi eld of  international business. An organizational network’s advantage is its ‘ability 
to create new value through the accumulation, transfer, and integration of  different kinds 
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of  knowledge, resources, and capabilities across its dispersed organizational units’ (Nohria 
and Ghoshal, 1997: 208). Studies increasingly address the problems multinational fi rms 
face in transferring knowledge across their subsidiaries and in putting to effective use their 
distributed knowledge stocks in different locations. In that sense, they center on network 
organization as a feature of  organizational design or as a form of  organizing alterna-
tive to, for example, functional and multidivisional organization forms (Doz et al., 2001; 
Hedlund, 1994; Nohria and Ghoshal, 1997).

Organizational networks cater for the problem that ‘knowledge is a resource that is dif-
fi cult to accumulate at the corporate level . . . [and] those with the specialized knowledge 
and expertise most vital to the company’s competitiveness are usually located far away 
from the corporate headquarters’ (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1993: 32). Subsidiaries and 
organizational units need to transfer knowledge among each other, because knowledge 
deemed valuable in one location may be valuable in other parts of  an organization. When 
fi rms enter into alliance networks, little or no change takes place in internal organiza-
tion. Organizational routines remain unimpaired and often prevent fi rms from deploy-
ing knowledge acquired externally as ambitiously internally (Ghoshal and Bartlett, 1997). 
These developments have triggered the emergence of  an alternate corporate model that 
marks ‘the selective infusion of  market mechanisms into hierarchy and hierarchy into 
markets’ (Zenger and Hesterly, 1997: 210). Alongside relying on alliances, this corporate 
model relies on intraorganizational networks to foster knowledge creation and integration 
inside a fi rm’s boundaries.

Typically, organizational networks make use of  organic systems of  management, 
which are characterized by dispersed knowledge, horizontal knowledge transfer, and 
decentralized decision making (Burns and Stalker, 1961). They also depend on projects, 
less bureaucracy, open communication (Thomson, 1965), and are mainly self-designing 
(Hedberg et al., 1976). While the foundations of  organizational networks were laid down 
in the 1960s, in international business, organizational networks have recently gained inter-
est and have been further examined in studies on transnational corporations (Bartlett and 
Ghoshal, 1989), differentiated networks (Nohria and Ghoshal, 1997), integrated networks 
(Ghoshal and Bartlett, 1997), and metanational organizations (Doz et al., 2001). They also 
feature center stage in studies of  organization forms such as cellular organizations (Miles 
et al., 1997), horizontal organizations (Ostroff, 1999), hypertext organizations (Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995), and N-form corporations (Hedlund, 1994). Scholarly interest in these 
organizational forms has been progressing mainly because the proportion of  fi rms with 
characteristics indigenous to network organization is increasing (Pettigrew et al., 2000).

Main parameters. A central theme in studies of  how organizational networks infl uence 
knowledge transfer and integration is organization design. Ghoshal and Bartlett (1997) 
argue that the emphasis on strategy, structure, and systems so common in many organi-
zations is changing towards purpose, processes, and people in organizational networks. 
Subsequent studies are indeed evident of  this change as they emphasize that the most 
common barriers to collaboration and knowledge transfer revolve around the unwilling-
ness and inability of  people and units to share knowledge and help others (Hansen and 
Nohria, 2004; Szulanski, 1996; 2000). Ability and motivation are therefore central con-
cerns of  multinational corporations seeking to accumulate, integrate, and apply knowl-
edge across different locations (Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000; Minbaeva et al., 2003), 
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especially when faced with an opportunity (Argote et al., 2003), and are more effectively 
addressed by focusing on processes and people.

Structure in organizational networks remains important as it shapes ability and moti-
vation by forming the context in which processes and people operate. Since co-locating 
knowledge and decision rights increases a unit’s competitiveness (Doz et al., 2001; Jensen 
and Meckling, 1992), units in organizational networks are autonomous and granted 
operational and strategic responsibility. While this allows units to develop knowledge 
stocks attuned to local environments, units also become differentiated. Since stocks of  
knowledge developed by one unit may be effectively used by other units, in organizational 
networks integration mechanisms are in place connecting knowledge stocks through 
knowledge fl ows. Using an agent-based model, Siggelkow and Rivkin (2005) show that 
decentralization of  decision-making power to local managers who can respond to idi-
osyncratic, local events and share knowledge laterally is a preferred structure when envi-
ronmental turbulence increases in the face of  high complexity. They also found, however, 
that the centralization of  a hierarchical fi rm may be equally effective in such an envi-
ronment as a select few can act speedily and decisively. Other studies suggest that the 
outcomes of  adopting a (de)centralized design may be suboptimal and that combining 
hierarchy and network principles into one structure is most valuable. Networks are based 
on the principles of  multiplication and combination rather than on the principle of  divi-
sion so characteristic of  hierarchies (Hedlund, 1994), yet hierarchy remains indispensable 
to reach certain decisions quickly, to resolve disputes, and to obtain employees’ allegiance to 
an organization’s mission and objectives (Powell, 1990). A combination of  these mecha-
nistic and organic structures allows fi rms to pursue both exploration and exploitation 
and to become ambidextrous (cf. Raisch and Birkinshaw, 2008). Insights into how and 
the extent to which hierarchical and network structures need to be combined into one 
organization are, however, still inconclusive.

In addition to formal organization, changes in management and leadership style facili-
tate ability and in particular motivation to transfer knowledge (Hedlund, 1994; Hansen 
and Nohria, 2004; Pettigrew et al., 2003). Organizational networks require a manage-
ment philosophy that is evident of  an organic management system in which ‘a network 
structure of  control, authority, and communication’ (Burns and Stalker, 1961: 121) is 
present. A commanding and monitoring role of  the senior management team is ineffec-
tive to facilitate knowledge transfer. Organizational networks are better served by senior 
managers that act as architects and catalysts of  network processes (Hedlund, 1994). 
Instead of  allocating resources based on formal control mechanisms, executives of  organi-
zational networks facilitate the leveraging of  knowledge and resources by institutionalizing 
common norms and values that breed a culture of  trust, reciprocity and collaboration 
(Ghoshal and Bartlett, 1997; Powell, 1990). As a consequence, whereas in many organiza-
tions knowledge fl ows are primarily vertical from headquarters to units, in organizational 
networks knowledge fl ows are also confi gured horizontally among units (cf. Aoki, 1986). 
Senior managers in organizational networks are horizontal knowledge brokers ‘linking 
and leveraging the company’s widely distributed resources and capabilities,’ rather than 
vertical information brokers (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1993: 33).

The majority of  studies have focused on how organizations infl uence the ability to 
transfer knowledge. While motivation to transfer knowledge is mainly infl uenced by char-
acteristics of  the organization, ability is additionally infl uenced by characteristics of  the 
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knowledge itself. For example, a variety of  studies at the unit level found that the cre-
ation of  vertical and horizontal knowledge fl ows in and out of  a unit is dependent on 
whether old or new knowledge needs to be combined (Schulz, 2001), the volume of  the 
unit knowledge base, the degree to which knowledge is codifi ed, the extent to which 
knowledge is specialized (Schulz, 2003), the relatedness of  knowledge (Hansen and Løvas, 
2004), the absorptive capacity of  the unit, the value of  the unit knowledge stock (Gupta 
and Govindarajan, 2000), and the degree of  ambidexterity (Mom et al., 2007). Similar 
fi ndings have been reported in other studies with regard to the role of  absorptive capacity 
(Szulanski, 1996; 2000), knowledge codifi cation (Zander and Kogut, 1995), and knowl-
edge specialization (Brusoni, 2005). Studies assessing organizational characteristics facili-
tating knowledge transfer have focused on the richness of  transmission channels (Gupta 
and Govindarajan, 2000), integration mechanisms (Hansen and Nohria, 2004; Jansen 
et al., 2009), decentralization (Frost et al., 2002), incentives (Zenger and Hesterley, 1997), 
informal networks, and formal organization structure (Hansen and Løvas, 2004). Recently, 
studies have emerged examining how organizational and knowledge characteristics inter-
relate. For example, Szulanski et al. (2004) found that the positive effect of  trustworthiness 
on knowledge transfer vanishes as causal ambiguity of  the knowledge transferred becomes 
high. This negative effect may diminish when transmission channels become richer (cf. 
Daft and Lengel, 1986).

Cross and Cummings (2004) found that organizational structure renders some ties 
more important than others and may provide some actors with access to more knowledge 
and information. As a consequence, not every unit or subsidiary is equally embedded in 
an organizational network. Gupta and Govindarajan (1991) created a typology of  sub-
sidiary roles that centers on the strategic context of  the subsidiary and the knowledge fl ow 
pattern involved. For example, subsidiaries that receive and distribute much knowledge 
are more integrated into the whole MNC network and play a central role in worldwide 
activities. On the other hand, subsidiaries who hardly share knowledge are likely to have 
the local expertise to innovate and implement knowledge and products tailored to local 
markets. Different subsidiaries will, therefore, differ as to their lateral interdependence, 
global responsibility and authority, and their need for autonomous initiative. In that sense, 
integrated subsidiaries will be more dependent on integrative mechanisms, corporate 
socialization, and communication than local players. Likewise, in integrated subsidiaries 
managers will be assessed on behavior more than on outcome, they need to be more toler-
ant of  ambiguity, and their bonuses will be based more on the performance of  multiple 
subsidiaries than the subsidiary that they are primarily responsible for.

Recently, a variety of  studies have emerged examining how the power structure of  an 
organization infl uences knowledge transfer. Monteiro et al. (2008) found that knowledge 
transfers between subsidiaries in MNCs typically occur between highly capable members. 
Units with expert status are likely to share more knowledge as it increases their power 
(Borgatti and Cross, 2003; Mudambi and Navarra, 2004). Wong et al. (2008) found that 
units that possess critical, non-substitutable, and central knowledge, and thus are deemed 
to have higher status and to be more powerful, are more likely to receive knowledge from 
others, but that this is dependent on the goal interdependence of  the units involved. 
Andersson et al. (2007) found that subsidiary power is not only dependent on the impor-
tance of  the subsidiary but also on the knowledge of  corporate headquarters about the 
subsidiary’s local network. Importance of  the subsidiary has two confl icting roles in that 
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it increases the power a subsidiary can exert, but also increases the likelihood that corpo-
rate headquarters has developed knowledge of  that subsidiary’s network and can lessen its 
power, which poses it a dilemma in that curtailing a subsidiary’s power and infl uence may 
lead to a reduction in the subsidiary’s interest in contributing to the overall performance 
of  the MNC.

NETWORKS: INTEGRATIVE PERSPECTIVES

Given that every organization or set of  organizations is essentially a social network 
(Lincoln, 1982), concepts of  social network methods especially have been applied to 
understand how alliance and organizational networks emerge, function, and perform. 
Most notably, social network analysis has been deployed to increase our understanding 
of  how fi rms obtain and use information about partner needs, knowledge, competen-
cies, and reliabilities in their search for potential alliance partners (Gulati, 1995). Firms 
searching for partners are more likely to resort to their networks and choose their past 
partners or their partners’ partners if  they are faced with high levels of  partnering uncer-
tainty (Rowley and Baum, 2008). Information about partner reliability and competencies 
received increases trust, reduces the likelihood of  opportunistic behavior, and infl uences 
the choice for governance structure. However, information about the capabilities and will-
ingness of  partners to cooperate may be more or less imperfect, which raises search costs. 
Reliable information may be diffi cult to obtain before an alliance is initiated, and thus 
fi rms face concerns of  adverse selection and moral hazard. One way fi rms can overcome 
the possibility of  opportunism occurring and obtain reliable information is to capitalize on 
the personal social ties between members of  an alliance through which they obtain infor-
mation about the reputation of  a partner (Gulati, 1998; Ring and Van de Ven, 1994). In 
that sense, social network analysis has been instrumental to explain endogenous aspects of  
network formation (Gulati and Gargiulo, 1999). In the same vein, social network analysis 
has been instrumental in explaining intraorganizational linkage formation (Hansen, 2002; 
Tsai, 2000). In a meta-analytic review, Van Wijk et al. (2008) use concepts deployed in 
social network analysis to understand the antecedents and consequences of  knowledge 
transfer in alliance and organizational networks.

In addition to explaining network formation, social network analysis has been applied in 
order to understand the performance benefi ts of  alliance and organizational networks. For 
example, in a study of  the Canadian biotechnology industry, Baum et al. (2000) found that 
startups can enhance their innovative performance by entering into alliances and by confi g-
uring them into a network through which access to diverse information and capabilities is 
provided. Similarly, using social network methods, a variety of  studies (e.g. Dhanaraj et al., 
2004; Hansen et al., 2001; Koka and Prescott, 2002) examined the role of  structural and relational 
embeddedness on performance of  alliances in different environments. Singh and Mitchell 
(1996: 112) argue that ‘businesses that are able to work closely with current partners while at 
the same time identifying possible new partners are likely to succeed in an industry marked 
by ongoing technological change.’ The studies of  both Rowley et al. (2000) and Uzzi (1996) 
found that in exploitation-favoring environments, which are stable and predictable, strong 
ties between partners have a positive infl uence on performance. In exploration-favoring 
environments, which are turbulent and unpredictable, weak ties are more important for 
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performance. Continuous formation of  new relationships with diverse partners allows fi rms 
to maintain access to a broad knowledge base, which contributes to innovation and explora-
tion. At the same time fi rms need to develop stable and strong relationships, which enable 
them to develop deep knowledge, which is essential in stable environments.

Since it has application in a variety of  contexts and across a variety of  levels, social 
network analysis is at the root of  developing more general network theories (Jones et al., 
1997) and of  understanding how networks shape knowledge creation and transfer. Yet, even 
beyond social network methods, concepts used to understand the characteristics, function-
ing, and value of  one type of  network are increasingly used in the context of  another net-
work. For example, Lane and Lubatkin (1998) argue that relativity of  absorptive capacity 
not only applies to partners within alliance networks, but could also explain learning proc-
esses between units in organizational networks. Indeed, absorptive capacity has been found 
important in social networks (Ahuja, 2000b; Tsai, 2001), alliance networks (Dyer and Singh, 
1998; Lane et al., 2001), and organizational networks (Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000; 
Szulanski, 1996). Likewise, Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) argue that an alliance network 
needs a hub fi rm that occupies a central position in the network, spans structural holes, 
bridges positions, and orchestrates activities in the network. By the same token, Gupta and 
Govindarajan (2000) argue that corporate headquarters in MNCs continue to play a pivotal 
role in coordinating knowledge transfer between subsidiaries. Studies by Goerzen (2005) and 
Hoffmann (2005) show that successfully reaping benefi ts from an alliance portfolio requires 
coordination and the creation of  synergies across internal units and subsidiaries.

MNC subsidiaries can tap into a variety of  internal and external knowledge sources 
to produce innovations (Phene and Almeida, 2008). Andersson et al. (2002) found that 
the embeddedness of  MNC subsidiaries in local networks has a positive impact on sub-
sidiary performance and on the development of  new products in the MNC. The extent 
to which subsidiaries become embedded in local business networks is, in turn, dependent 
on the extent to which the subsidiary provides technology within the MNC (Andersson et 
al., 2007). Similarly, Almeida and Phene (2004) found that subsidiaries maintaining close 
linkages to a local network of  diverse partners contribute to innovation within the MNC 
as it enables them to tap into broad knowledge. While subsidiaries provide diverse, broad 
knowledge to an MNC’s innovations, the necessary rich, deep knowledge is provided by 
the MNC itself. Tsai (2001) found that the degree to which such central network positions 
lead to increased innovative and fi nancial performance is dependent on the capacity of  
units to absorb the diverse knowledge they have access to. To create synergies and to com-
mercially use the knowledge that they share and receive, subsidiaries of  an MNC need to 
balance demands from their alliance network and their position in the organizational net-
work, while the MNC aligns the network of  subsidiaries. In that sense, these fi ndings may 
partially explain why MNCs provide different roles and power to the subsidiaries across 
the organizational MNC network (cf. Gupta and Govindarajan, 1991).

NETWORK CAPABILITY

The study of  knowledge and networks is not limited to how knowledge and knowledge 
transfers manifest in networks. As managing networks is fraught with diffi culty, studies 
increasingly focus on the benefi ts of  developing network capabilities. Research in social 
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networks has focused on how relational capability increases the effi cacy in which actors 
operate in their networks (Kale et al., 2000). Likewise, in the context of  alliances, studies 
show that fi rms with alliance capabilities are more successful in their alliances (e.g. Anand 
and Khanna, 2000; Dyer et al., 2001; Kale and Singh, 2007; Lyles, 1988). As fi rms enter 
into alliances and alliance networks, they gain alliance experience. In their study of  alli-
ances in the manufacturing sector, Anand and Khanna (2000) found that fi rms learn to 
create more value as they accumulate experience, but only in the context of  more exten-
sive forms of  collaboration, such as joint ventures. Since experience builds cumulatively, 
fi rms may become inert and may misattribute it across different contexts. Hence, fi rms 
need to learn from their experience and build know-how (Dyer et al., 2001; Kale and 
Singh, 2007), particularly of  different alliance phases, such as partner search, negotiation, 
alliance management, and learning (Simonin, 1997). Gulati (1999) found that greater net-
work alliance formation capabilities increase the chance that fi rms enter into alliances in 
the future (see also, Lyles, 1988). On the basis of  a longitudinal case study, Lorenzoni and 
Lipparini (1999) proposed that the capability to interact with other fi rms improves learn-
ing and knowledge access and transfer. Simonin (1999) found that collaborative knowl-
edge mitigated the negative effects of  knowledge complexity, as well as the detrimental 
effects of  cultural and organizational distance on learning.

The positive benefi ts gained through alliance capabilities have led many fi rms to develop 
a unit or multiple units dedicated to the alliance function (Hoffmann, 2005; Kale et al., 
2002). In the context of  alliance learning, ‘knowledge consists . . . also of  the know-how 
regarding cooperation . . . [and] of  identifying who will cooperate and who has what 
capabilities’ (Kogut et al., 1993: 77). A unit devoted to managing a fi rm’s alliances facili-
tates the articulation, codifi cation, sharing, and internalization of  experiences learned in 
various alliances, provides a central point to develop alliance capability, and subsequently 
leads to greater alliance success (Kale and Singh, 2007). By creating and integrating 
alliance knowledge in a special unit, fi rms seek to increase external visibility, to enhance 
internal legitimacy, to provide internal coordination, to intervene in alliances (Dyer et al., 
2001), and to facilitate alliance portfolio management (Hoffmann, 2005). These capabilities 
determine the effi cacy in which fi rms act as hubs in an alliance network (Dhanaraj and 
Parkhe, 2006). However, a fi rm enters into alliances often at the business unit or subsidiary 
level. As a consequence, the degree to which a fi rm can learn from its various alliances 
is determined by a fi rm’s internal knowledge sharing process. The sharing of  knowledge 
that organizational networks facilitate at the same time facilitates the development of  new 
alliance networks. In that sense, an alliance function serves as a tertius iungens in that it 
introduces disconnected units within the organization and facilitates new coordination 
among them as well as among a fi rm’s alliance partners (cf. Obstfeld, 2005).

PROGRESS AND PROSPECTS

Research into how knowledge is created and integrated in networks has made substantial 
progress over the past decades. The topic has spawned so much interest that recently more 
quantitative reviews using meta-analytic techniques have emerged to further our under-
standing of  the antecedents and consequences of  knowledge transfer within and across 
companies (e.g. Van Wijk et al., 2008). Research into networks has developed under three 
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banners. The thrust of  social network analysis is that every organization is a social net-
work, and that a social network can be used to disseminate knowledge and information. 
Alliance networks have been established as a governance mode to gain access to knowl-
edge unavailable within a fi rm’s boundaries. Organizational networks have emerged to 
facilitate the management of  that knowledge internally.

Despite the insights and understanding gained, a substantial number of  avenues for 
future research still remain. Most promising future research avenues essentially provide 
further cross-fertilization across the three network types, and apply concepts employed to 
examine one type to further understand the functioning of  another. One such concept 
is the role of  governance mode and organizational structure. For example, Stuart (2003) 
illustrated how a fi rm’s structural and relational position may infl uence its choice for the 
governance structures used in its alliances. However, much remains to be discovered. For 
example, to co-develop products alliance partners may have to make relation-specifi c 
investments (Dyer and Singh, 1998). Such investments may lead partner fi rms to behave 
opportunistically and a governance structure that creates control. They also signal trust 
and may increase a fi rm’s relational capital, requiring less control through governance. 
Likewise, received insights indicate that a strong structural position achieved through cen-
trality provides knowledge access (Tsai and Ghoshal, 1998; Van Wijk et al., 2008). Actors 
may, however, be central in a strong administrative hierarchy, as a CEO or headquarters 
is, or may be central in an organizational network with only one layer, where an individ-
ual other than the CEO or a unit other than headquarters may be the most central actor. 
In that vein, the informational benefi ts accruing to a central actor may be moderated 
by organization structure. In that vein, the differentiation of  units as to their structural 
and relational embeddedness and organization structure infl uence the ability of  fi rms to 
develop alliance capability.

Studies may also incorporate other organizational characteristics. Typically, nodes in 
organizational networks are conceptualized as units, but they can also be products, activi-
ties, resources, and knowledge. Since each of  the dispersed organizational units controls 
unique knowledge and resources giving rise to differentiated activities and abilities, these 
classes of  variables are related to each other in the overall structure of  the network. Units 
in an organizational network manufacturing a single product for a local market are more 
likely to perform specialist activities and to develop deep knowledge of  those activities. 
In contrast, units producing multiple products for multiple markets are likely to develop 
broad knowledge covering the variety of  activities they perform. Since absorptive capac-
ity is dependent on the presence of  a relevant knowledge base and the degree to which 
the knowledge bases of  two units are overlapping, how do specialist and generalist units 
absorb knowledge from each other? Absorptive capacity was found to be an important 
determinant of  knowledge transfer in social (Ahuja, 2000a), alliance (Lane and Lubatkin, 
1998), and organizational networks (Jansen et al., 2006; Szulanski, 2000; Tsai, 2001). Since 
absorptive capacity is relative and partner-specifi c, fi rms face a trade-off  in investing in 
deep, specialist, and broad, generalist knowledge with a variety of  actors both within and 
outside organizational borders. Argote et al. (2003) argue that knowledge transfer within is 
easier than across organizational boundaries. If  absorptive capacity is so central to knowl-
edge transfer regardless of  organizational boundary, which measures do fi rms with an 
organizational network take to foster the development of  absorptive capacity, especially 
in cases where a fi rm has many specialist units with non-overlapping knowledge? Since it 
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can trace individual actors, social network analysis may prove a valuable tool to advance 
our understanding of  the interplay between alliance and organizational networks, provided 
concepts are incorporated that are typically employed outside the realm of  social networks.

A related prospect for future research is further examination of  barriers to knowledge 
transfer and learning in networks. While the most frequently cited studies of  knowledge 
transfer address a variety of  facilitators and barriers, much remains to be understood. 
Darr et al. (1995) found that knowledge was shared between stores of  the same franchisee, 
but not of  different franchisees. Since franchisees generally operate under the same brand 
and organization, boundaries that infl uence knowledge transfer here are likely legal. 
Another reason may be power issues, which potentially are a critical barrier to knowledge 
transfer (Andersson et al., 2007). In other frequently cited research, absorptive capac-
ity (Mowery et al., 1996), causal ambiguity and arduous relationships among interacting 
parties have been found to be among the most important barriers to knowledge transfer 
(Szulanski, 1996; 2000). Geography may also play an important role. Intraplant transfers 
were found more common than interplant transfers, especially when the geographical dis-
persion of  plants increased (Argote et al., 1990; see also, Schulz, 2001). Research in this 
area may be informed by studies on regional networks and clusters, in which fi rms have 
chosen to be co-located in order to allow knowledge to be transferred (Arikan, 2009).

We also still do not understand the extent to which fi rms with an extensive alliance 
network operate with organizational networks more often and more effi caciously than 
fi rms with less developed alliance networks, and vice versa. Firms endowed with a substan-
tial amount of  alliances increasingly develop alliance capabilities that allow them to create 
more value as experience in allying and in transferring knowledge increases (Anand and 
Khanna, 2000; Simonin, 1997). Coordinating alliance partners facilitates the creation of  
such capabilities (cf. Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006; Hoffmann, 2005; Sarkar et al., 2009), 
but also requires an organization equipped with systems and processes to share knowledge 
(Kale and Singh, 2007).

Likewise, knowing how to operate an organizational network may make fi rms more 
adept to network in alliance portfolios as well. This also raises the question as to whether the 
components that make up alliance capability are developed simultaneously or sequentially. 
Firms that have an organizational network in place may have developed a coordination 
capability that enables them to more effi ciently and effectively create new alliance capa-
bilities because that capability can be applied to coordinate alliance partners as well.

Another promising future research avenue involves exploring how the organization of  
knowledge in various networks contributes to organizational ambidexterity. Studies defi ne 
ambidexterity as the ability to both exploit existing and explore new knowledge and have 
typically focused on its organizational antecedents (Raisch and Birkinshaw, 2008). For 
example, studies have examined how leadership (Jansen et al., 2008), formal and infor-
mal integration mechanisms (Jansen et al., 2009), cross-functional interfaces, and decision-
making authority (Mom et al., 2009) infl uence organizational ambidexterity. Since many 
antecedents that have been studied differentiate organizational networks, such studies sug-
gest that these networks foster ambidexterity. Recently, studies have examined how alliance 
networks contribute to organizational ambidexterity, and have done so borrowing con-
cepts from social network studies such as the role of  prior (Lavie and Rosenkopf, 2006), 
bridging, and strong ties (Tiwana, 2008). Research on how the organization of  knowledge 
in networks leads to ambidexterity is, however, still in its infancy, which endorses studies 
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seeking to understand how organizations use the three network types concurrently in 
becoming ambidextrous.

Space limitations prevent us listing the whole array of  a seemingly endless number 
of  promising future research avenues, but a fi nal avenue for future research that would 
advance our understanding of  knowledge in networks is differentiating knowledge into 
various types. Studies typically make a distinction between explicit information and tacitly-
held know-how. Even tacitly-held knowledge comprises more than just know-how, and also 
includes know-what, know-when, know-where, know-who, and know-why components 
(Garud, 1997; Kogut et al., 1993). Studies of  social networks have begun to make a distinc-
tion in type of  knowledge, albeit coarse, by considering the role of  transactive memory 
(cf. Soda et al., 2004), which relates to know-who, know-where, and know-when. 
Likewise, Tyler and Steensma (1995) found that executives with technical experience 
were more favorable of  entering into a technology alliance than executives without that 
experience were. Such issues may be investigated by considering the different compo-
nents of  knowledge. The knowledge set of  executive managers is different from that of  
functional managers. In that sense, differences in knowledge sets may place enormous 
demands on organizations, especially if  they enter into alliances mostly at the business 
level for it likely requires more internal coordination. Firms may even choose to decentral-
ize knowledge regarding who knows what and where knowledge resides, but may centralize 
know-how and know-what.

In sum, research into knowledge and networks has made substantial progress. The fi eld 
of  study is wide, however, and in its current state has left investigators with a variety of  
open terrains that deserve academic pursuit. Although fi rst attempts at cross-fertilization 
have emerged, the three network types heeded in this chapter have been dealt with mostly 
separately. One of  the main avenues for gaining further understanding of  how networks 
facilitate learning, knowledge creation, and knowledge integration is consideration of  the 
three networks in a complementary way. We hope the issues and questions raised in this 
review will set the stage for many future studies.
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Knowledge Assets, Capabilities, 

and the Theory of  the Firm

DAVID J. TEECE* AND ABDULRAHMAN AL-AALI

ABSTRACT

Knowledge assets such as technical and organizational know-how undergird each fi rm’s 
competitive position. Such assets are generally embedded in routines, the well-established 
and largely uncodifi ed patterns that fi rms have developed for fi nding solutions to particu-
lar problems. Learning, the maintenance and development of  these assets, is an inherently 
collective, organizational process that is grounded in, but surpasses, the experience and 
expertise of  individuals.

Effective organizational learning—a continuous process in most industries—requires 
dynamic capabilities. These capabilities are activities that can usefully be thought of  in 
three clusters: sensing opportunities (building new knowledge), seizing those opportunities 
to capture value, and transforming the organization as needed to adapt to the require-
ments of  new business models and the competitive environment.

As sources of  knowledge have become more organizationally and geographically dif-
fuse, the coordination skills of  managers are particularly important. Many of  the resources 
to be coordinated can lie outside the boundaries of  the fi rm as easily as inside; the extent 
of  vertical integration must be carefully calibrated to refl ect an array of  strategic factors.

The economic ‘theory of  the fi rm,’ currently dominated by the contracting perspec-
tive, needs to be augmented to account for these new factors, particularly the superior-
ity of  the fi rm over markets for the creation, transfer, and protection of  intangible assets. 
Complementarities and co-specialization are advanced as two emerging concepts of  par-
ticular relevance to a new theory of  the learning fi rm.

* I’d like to thank the editors for many helpful comments. Greg Linden also provided substantial 
help with this chapter.
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INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, knowledge and learning are seen as key factors impacting economic 
organization. In particular, the dynamic capabilities framework is used to explain how the 
distinctive experience-based and knowledge-based assets of  fi rms drive their vertical (and 
lateral) integration, their heterogeneity, and indeed, their very existence. Mainstream eco-
nomics has employed ideas from organizational learning in a piecemeal fashion (Boerner, 
et al., 2001). The resource-based view (RBV) of  the fi rm, in which resources are built 
through experiential learning, can inform economic models (Conner, 1991) and business 
arrangements more generally.

In competitive market environments, fi rms must build assets and capabilities that ena-
ble positive differentiation. Knowledge assets such as technical and organizational know-
how can provide this differentiation. Accordingly, they can undergird a fi rm’s competitive 
position.

Knowledge is often embedded in routines, the well-established and largely uncodifi ed 
patterns that fi rms have developed for fi nding solutions to particular problems (Nelson 
and Winter, 1982). More formal types of  knowledge assets, such as patents, can also sup-
port competitive advantage.

Although the organizational knowledge that undergirds distinctive capabilities tran-
scends the knowledge of  individual fi rm employees, it must nonetheless be created and 
applied through the management of  employees. With respect to knowledge assets, an 
important class of  employees is that of  experts (literati and numerati), whose manage-
ment requires limited hierarchy, fl exible teams, and performance-based incentives (Teece, 
2011). Entrepreneurial managers with superior skills in asset orchestration are also vital to 
successful value capture.

Whereas fi rms may once have derived (and in some industries still do) advantage over 
rivals primarily from the effi cient management of  large scale manufacturing investment 
(Chandler, 1990), fi rms increasingly build competitive advantage and hence long-term 
profi tability mainly through the creation, ownership, transfer, orchestration, and protec-
tion of  non-tradable (intangible) assets. Knowledge itself  is of  course the prime example 
of  an intangible asset.

An economic question of  particular importance as more industries embrace out-
sourcing is why hierarchically-managed fi rms exist at all. Why not just organize the same 
activities using a nexus of  contracts? Would a plethora of  arm’s-length contracts suffi ce to 
organize economic activity? If  not, why not? These issues go to the heart of  the ‘theory of  
the fi rm’ and are discussed later in this chapter.

KNOWLEDGE ASSETS AND LEARNING

Knowledge assets such as technical and organizational know-how undergird each fi rm’s 
competitive position. Such assets are partially embedded in routines, the well-established and 
largely uncodifi ed patterns that fi rms have developed for fi nding solutions to particular prob-
lems. Learning, which is necessary for the maintenance and development of  these assets, 
is an inherently collective, organizational process that is grounded in, but surpasses, the 
experience and expertise of  individuals (Fiol and Lyles, 1985; Simon, 1991) and individual 
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competence. Ideally, this collective learning permits the organization to transcend indi-
vidual-level bounded rationality (Teece et al., 1994). Value can also derive from the unique 
combination and alignment of  intangible assets that entrepreneurs and managers assemble.

The pioneering description of  organizational learning in Cyert and March (1963) saw 
learning as crisis driven and short term in focus, and infl exible to managerial intent. But 
for the fi eld of  strategic management, the key insight from Cyert and March was that 
the adaptive (and often path dependent) learning of  fi rms, as embodied in their stand-
ard operating procedures, accounts for fi rm heterogeneity (Pierce et al., 2002). This 
notion, coupled with the insights of  Penrose (1959) about the role of  fi rm ‘resources’ 
in growth and innovation, eventually gave rise to the RBV of  the fi rm. Over time, the 
dynamic capabilities framework (Teece et al., 1997) emerged as the dominant RBV-rooted 
approach to strategy.

In the dynamic capabilities framework, organizational learning (which is in part 
dependent on the orchestration talents of  top management) is at the heart of  a fi rm’s 
capabilities. Effective organizational learning (and its associated value creation and cap-
ture) requires dynamic capabilities, and vice versa (Easterby-Smith and Prieto, 2008).

This section reviews the nature of  fi rm resources and then outlines the dynamic capa-
bilities framework. Dynamic capabilities can usefully be thought of  in three clusters: sens-
ing opportunities (building new knowledge), seizing these opportunities to capture value, 
and transforming the organization as needed to adapt to the requirements of  new busi-
ness models and the competitive environment.

Resources/competences

The core building blocks of  stable and growing organizations are resources. Resources 
are fi rm-specifi c (generally intangible) assets that are diffi cult, or impossible, to imitate. 
Intangible assets are usually quite differentiated. They are stocks rather than fl ows.

Firm-specifi c assets are idiosyncratic in nature, and are diffi cult to trade because their 
property rights are likely to have fuzzy boundaries and their value is context dependent. 
As a result, there is unlikely to be a well-developed market for resources/competences; 
in fact, they are typically not traded at all. They are also generally diffi cult to transfer 
amongst fi rms. Examples include process know-how, customer relationships, and the 
knowledge possessed by groups of  especially skilled employees.1

Competences are a particular kind of  organizational resource. They result from activi-
ties that are performed repetitively, or quasi-repetitively. Organizational competences 
enable economic tasks to be performed that require collective effort. They are usually 
underpinned by organizational processes/routines. Indeed, they represent distinct bundles 
of  organizational routines and problem-solving skills.2

1While the industrial workforce has always contained individuals with high education and/or 
exceptional talent, the economic signifi cance of  such literati and numerati has become more important 
as the traditional sources of  fi rm profi tability have been undermined (Albert and Bradley, 1997: 4). 
The nature and management of  the fi rm’s ‘expert talent’ are discussed later.
2Organizational competences have their roots in the work of  Simon (1947), Nelson and Winter 
(1982), Winter (1988), Teece et al. (1994), and Dosi et al. (2000).
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In short, ordinary competence defi nes suffi ciency in performance of  a delineated 
organizational task. It’s about doing things well enough, or possibly very well, without 
attention to whether the economic activity is the right thing to do. Competences can be 
quantifi ed because they can be measured against particular (unchanging) task require-
ments. The level of  a competence can be benchmarked; the assessment of  a compe-
tence does not require that the activity be aligned with the fi rm’s environment and other 
assets/competences.

Some processes undergirding competence are formal, others informal. As employees 
address recurrent tasks, processes become defi ned. The nature of  processes is that they are 
not meant to change (until they have to). Valuable differentiating processes may include 
those that defi ne how decisions are made, how customer needs are assessed, and how 
quality is maintained. Organizational learning in these cases may evolve toward formal 
rules or remain as heuristics.3

As an organization grows, its capabilities are embedded in competences/resources and 
shaped by (organizational) values. Organizational values defi ne the implicit norms and rules 
of  the organization. They determine how it sets priorities with respect to how employees and 
affi liates work together.

While economics has often modeled fi rms as homogeneous, or asymmetric only in 
their access to information, the ‘resource-based view’ of  the fi rm recognizes the unique 
attributes of  individual fi rms. In the 1980s, a number of  strategic management scholars, 
including Rumelt (1984), Teece (1980, 1982, 1984), and Wernerfelt (1984) began theo-
rizing that a fi rm earns rents from leveraging its unique resources, which are diffi cult to 
monetize directly via transactions in intermediate markets.

As mentioned earlier, value can derive not only from routines but also from unique 
combinations of  highly differentiated intangible assets. Such assets are traded only occa-
sionally, if  at all. Put differently, the markets on which they are bought and sold are very 
‘thin.’ The ownership and orchestration of  non-tradable (intangible) assets can therefore 
be a basis for long-term profi tability in what we normally think of  as competitive (fi nal 
product) markets.

The Internet and the explosion of  markets for everything have vastly expanded the 
number and type of  goods and services that are readily accessed externally (Teece, 2000). 
As more and more activities become available from suppliers, the range of  domains (thin 
markets) in which competitive advantage can be built narrows.

One class of  very thin markets is the markets for intangibles. Intangible assets remain 
especially diffi cult—although not impossible—to trade. This is particularly true for knowl-
edge assets and, more generally, ‘relationship’ (e.g. customer or supplier) assets. Knowledge 
assets are tacit to varying degrees and are both diffi cult to trade and costly to transfer 
(Teece, 1981a, 2000). So are relationship assets. Because the market for intangibles is thin 
and riddled with imperfections, this favors internalization (vertical or lateral integration) 
of  the mechanics of  capturing strategic value. Certain assets are more valuable to one 
fi rm than another, and because markets are thin, such assets, if  procurable, can often be 
bought on the cheap.

3Evidence is mixed as to whether rules or heuristics are more desirable for fi rm performance. See 
Bingham et al. (2007) for an empirical study that supports heuristics and Zollo and Singh (2004) for 
an example of  benefi cial codifi cation.
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Dynamic capabilities

‘Resources’ such as intangible assets suggest stocks, not fl ows. However, for long-term 
competitive advantage, resources must be constantly renewed (Teece, 2009). The logic of  
renewal is amplifi ed in fast-moving environments such as those characteristic of  high-tech 
sectors (e.g. computers). However, a need to renew resources can also occur in ‘low-tech’ 
industries (e.g. home construction).

A framework is needed to help explain how business enterprises build and then renew 
their resource base, keeping it aligned with what’s needed to serve customers and meet or 
beat the competition. The framework we offer is called dynamic capabilities.

Dynamic capabilities are the fi rm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfi gure inter-
nal and external resources/competences to address and shape rapidly changing business 
environments (Teece et al., 1990, 1997; Teece, 2007a). They determine the speed at, and 
degree to which, the fi rm’s idiosyncratic resources/competences can be aligned and rea-
ligned to match the opportunities and requirements of  the business environment. The 
goal is to generate sustained abnormal (positive) returns.

Dynamic capabilities may sometimes be rooted in certain change routines (e.g. product 
development along a known trajectory) and analysis (e.g. of  investment choices). However, 
they are more commonly rooted in creative managerial and entrepreneurial acts (e.g. pio-
neering new markets). Nevertheless, the learning that takes place in the dynamic capabili-
ties framework is inherently collective, requiring coordinated search and communication 
in order to be effective (Pierce et al., 2002).

The essence of  resources/competences as well as dynamic capabilities is that they can-
not generally be bought; they must be built. As noted above, dynamic capabilities measure 
the capacity to build new intangibles when necessary and to align and realign, integrate 
and reintegrate such intangibles so that they are tuned to the business environment. 
Sensing, seizing, and transforming are meta-level categories of  such attributes (opportunity 
seizing and adjustment mechanisms). Firms with these attributes can evolve and co-evolve 
with the business environment. Such capabilities create the potential for long-term profi t-
ability because markets do not price most resources/intangible assets at their real value to 
the buyer when the buyer possesses scarce complementary and, especially, co-specialized 
assets (Teece, 2007b). However, the required resources/intangible assets may not yet exist. 
They must fi rst be built or created. In these situations, the business enterprise can create a 
distinctive competitive advantage by building the assets ahead of  its competitors.

The sensing and seizing categories in the dynamic capabilities framework are similar to 
two activities discussed in the management literature as potentially incompatible within a 
single organization: exploration and exploitation (March, 1991). Exploration (e.g. research 
on a potentially disruptive technology) has a longer time horizon and greater uncertainty 
than exploitation (e.g. selling mature products). The two types of  activities require differ-
ent management styles; one solution is an ‘ambidextrous organization’ where two sepa-
rate subunits with different cultures are linked by shared company-wide values and senior 
managers with a broad view—and appropriate incentives (O’Reilly and Tushman, 2004; 
O’Reilly et al., 2009).

As discussed above, a fi rm’s basic competences, if  well honed, enable it to perform its 
current activities effi ciently. However, whether the enterprise is at present making the right 
products and addressing the right market segment, or whether its future plans are appro-
priately matched to consumer needs and technological and competitive opportunities, is 
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determined by dynamic capabilities. Dynamic capabilities, in turn, require the organi-
zation (especially its top management) to develop conjectures, to validate them, and to 
realign assets and competences for new requirements. They enable the enterprise to prof-
itably orchestrate its resources, competences, and other assets in order to take account of  
changing market and technological circumstances.

Dynamic capabilities are also used to assess when and how the enterprise is to ally 
with other enterprises. The expansion of  trade has enabled and required greater global 
specialization. To make the global system of  vertical specialization and co-specializa-
tion (bilateral dependence) work, there is a need (indeed an enhanced need) for fi rms to 
develop and align assets and to combine the various elements of  the global value chain so 
as to develop and deliver a joint ‘solution’ that customers value.4

There is another realm in which dynamic capabilities are especially salient. Not infre-
quently, an innovating fi rm will be required to create a market, such as when an entirely 
new product is offered to customers, or when new intermediate products must be traded. 
Dynamic capabilities, particularly the more entrepreneurial competences, are a critical 
input to the market creating (and co-creating) processes.5

To summarize, dynamic capabilities refl ect the capacity a fi rm has to orchestrate activities 
and resources/assets within the system of  global specialization and co-specialization. They also 
refl ect the fi rm’s efforts to create/shape the market in ways that enable value to be created 
and captured. Dynamic capabilities require change routines and more. Fast-moving envi-
ronments require modifying, or, if  necessary, a complete revamping of  what the enterprise 
is doing so as to maintain a good fi t with (and sometimes to transform) the ecosystem and 
markets that the enterprise occupies. Some of  this change management can be routinized. 
Some cannot.6 Microfoundations and organizing principles have been laid out elsewhere 
(Teece, 2007a). The following is a brief  overview of  the major dynamic capability categories.

The continuous renewal enabled by dynamic capabilities requires an ongoing set of  
activities and adjustments that can be divided into three clusters: (1) identifi cation and 
assessment of  an opportunity (sensing), (2) mobilization of  resources to address an opportu-
nity and to capture value from doing so (seizing), and (3) regular realignment (transforming). 
These activities are required if  the fi rm is to sustain itself  as markets and technologies 
change, although some fi rms will be stronger than others at some or all of  these.

One could imagine that a market economy would allow individuals and organizations 
to specialize in one of  the three capability clusters. However, the markets for opportunities, 
inventions, and know-how are riddled with ineffi ciencies and high transaction costs, and 
most entrepreneurs are forced to bundle these activities together (i.e. do all three).7

4Co-specialization has strong implications for organization and strategy (Teece, 2007a).
5The entrepreneurial creation and co-creation of  markets is often required to ensure the generation 
and appropriability of  returns from innovation (Pitelis and Teece, 2009). The Internet keeps gener-
ating a myriad of  such requirements every day.
6Entrepreneurial activity, inside or outside an enterprise, is by its nature non-routine.
7The market for opportunities is imperfect due both to problems of  conveying the merits of  ideas 
and also because of  opportunism, which can lead to the ‘lemons’ problem identifi ed by Akerlof  
(1970). In general, entrepreneurs will be reluctant to ‘sell’ or simply license ideas they believe are 
undervalued. The outcome thus tends towards internalization. For an early statement of  some of  
these issues, see Teece (1981).
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The relative importance of  the competences and adjustment mechanisms that con-
stitute sensing, seizing, and transforming varies according to circumstance. To simplify 
the analysis of  dynamic capabilities even further, they can be grouped into two essential 
classes of  activities: creating value and capturing value (see Table 23.1).

Dynamic capabilities are most relevant in a regime of  rapid change, a condition that 
prevails in a growing number of  industries. The global economy has undergone drastic 
changes that have accelerated the rhythm at which fi rms innovate. The decreased cost 
of  communication and data fl ow, the reduced barriers to trade, and the liberalization of  
labor and fi nancial markets in many parts of  the world are forcing fi rms to confront agile 
and/or low-cost competitors early in life. This in turn has caused fi rms to undertake a 
major revision of  their innovation strategies, such as a greater reliance on open innova-
tion, which changes how fi rms must learn and ‘store’ new knowledge.8

Table 23.1  Activities conducted to create and capture value
(organized by clusters of  dynamic capabilities)

Sensing Seizing Transforming

Creating 
value

• spotting opportunities • investment discipline • achieving 
recombinations

• identifying opportuni-
ties for research and 
development

• commitment to research 
and development

• conceptualizing new 
customer needs and 
new business models

• building competencies

• achieving new 
combinations

Capturing 
value

• positioning for fi rst 
mover and other 
advantages

• intellectual property 
qualifi cation and 
enforcement;

• managing threats

• determining desirable 
entry timing

• implementing business 
models

• honing the business 
model

• leveraging complemen-
tary assets

• developing new 
complements

• investment or co-invest-
ment in ‘production’ 
facilities

8The enablement of  open innovation by new technologies is in some ways the mirror image of  the 
‘Second Industrial Revolution,’ when earlier improvements to communications (telegraph) and 
transportation (railroad) induced a period of  vertical integration on a continental scale with an 
emphasis on in-house research and development (Chandler, 1990).
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KNOWLEDGE ASSETS AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

This section looks more closely at how the dynamic capabilities framework connects 
resources to performance through the creation and capture of  value in markets.

Creating value with innovation

Despite its obvious importance, a theory of  how fi rms create value is largely missing 
from the standard economics literature. To the extent it is addressed, the industrial 
organization literature dwells almost entirely on the funding of  R&D, fi guring (implic-
itly) that the R&D expenditure is the main driver of  innovation. However, R&D activ-
ity is only one of  several factors likely to determine the generation of  new ideas.9 The 
concept of  dynamic capabilities—the sensing, seizing, and transformation that ongoing 
innovation requires—provides a broader framework to help one understand how fi rms 
create value.

Sensing is an entrepreneurial activity—whether conducted by a new or an existing 
fi rm—that involves the identifi cation and conceptualization of  opportunities both within 
and beyond prevailing technological paradigms (Teece, 2008). It involves cognition. As 
markets evolve, changes in consumer needs, product technologies, and the competitive 
positioning of  other companies can threaten a fi rm’s existing position or open the pos-
sibility of  a new or better one. In some cases, as stressed by Kirzner (1973), the entre-
preneur/manager may have differential access to existing information relative to rivals. 
More often, sensing opportunities involves scanning, interpretation, and learning across 
technologies and markets, both ‘local’ and ‘distant’, that are also visible to rival fi rms 
(March and Simon, 1958; Nelson and Winter, 1982). O’Reilly et al. (2009) describe well 
how IBM learned from its mistakes, having missed several emerging new market opportu-
nities despite being involved in their early creation.10

In reality, management teams often fi nd it diffi cult to look beyond a narrow search 
horizon tied to established competences (Levitt and March, 1988). Henderson (1994) cites 
General Motors, Digital Equipment, and IBM as companies that faced major problems 
from becoming trapped in their deeply ingrained assumptions, information fi lters, and 

9The literature on cumulative innovation, with its emphasis on optimal patent policies (e.g. 
Scotchmer 1991), captures some of  the larger context for innovation, as does that on learning from 
customers (e.g. von Hippel, 1998).
10‘For example, IBM developed the fi rst commercial router but Cisco dominated that market. As 
early as 1996, IBM had developed technologies to accelerate the performance of  the web, but 
Akamai, a second-mover, had the product vision to capture this market. Early on, IBM devel-
oped speech recognition software but was eclipsed by Nuance. Technologies in RFID, Business 
Intelligence, e-Sourcing, and Pervasive Computing all represented disturbing examples of  missed 
opportunities for the company. In each instance, the conclusion was that IBM had the potential to 
win in these markets but had failed to take advantage of  the opportunity.’ (O’Reilly et al., 2009: 85).
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problem solving strategies. O’Reilly et al. (2009) put IBM’s problems down to six factors, 
including the lack of  discipline for evaluating new business opportunities.11

Seizing an opportunity requires investments in development via further creative and/
or combinatorial activity that addresses the opportunity with new products, processes, or 
services. It may involve building a necessary new competence or identifying an appropri-
ate external alliance that can secure access to one. It can be aided by new organizational 
processes and structures, as IBM has discovered with its emerging business opportunities 
process. However, it took the leadership of  Lou Gerstner to get this set up, indicating that 
it is not just routines and processes which undergird dynamic capabilities.

Transformation of  the fi rm itself  is the third capability required for creating (and cap-
turing) value. Sensing and seizing marked out a path for the creation of  value, but over 
time the fi rm still needs to periodically consider (and reconsider) its own ‘fi t’ to the current 
opportunities it plans to exploit and the new possibilities it plans to explore (Siggelkow and 
Levinthal, 2005). Management must assess the coherence of  the fi rm’s business model, 
asset structure, and organizational routines with respect to its environment. Yet commit-
ment to existing processes, assets, and problem defi nitions makes this extremely hard to 
do, especially in a fi rm that is currently performing satisfactorily.

Organizational innovation can allow the fi rm to escape unfavorable path dependen-
cies. These dependencies themselves limit the speed and scope of  the innovations that 
can be implemented (Teece et al., 1994). Reconfi guring the fi rm is costly in terms of  both 
money and morale. When a planned innovation is incremental, routines and structures 
can probably be adapted gradually. Stinchcombe (1990), for example, describes how fi rms 
may make small adjustments to their structure as new information progressively reduces 
environmental uncertainty. Radical organizational innovation can potentially be accom-
modated by a ‘break out’ unit where new capabilities are established before being intro-
duced to the fi rm as a whole (Teece, 2000).

Organizational innovation has a long history. As Chandler (1962; 1977) and 
Williamson (1975; 1981) have chronicled, the large, multidivisional (M-form) organiza-
tion has its roots in the development of  line-management hierarchies by the nineteenth-
century railroads, which needed a system to manage a continent-spanning organization. 
In the twentieth century, large corporations such as DuPont and General Motors gradu-
ally shifted from a functionally organized (U-form) structure to an M-form structure that 
relieved top management of  responsibility for operational details. Related innovations 
such as the conglomerate and the multinational forms allowed organizations to span a 
wider array of  activities and locations than ever before.

11IBM’s internal analysis of  why the company had missed past emerging market opportunities 
yielded six major reasons: (1) ‘The existing management system rewards execution directed at short-
term results and does not value strategic business building;’ (2) ‘The company is preoccupied with 
current served markets and existing offerings;’ (3) ‘The business model emphasizes sustained profi t 
and EPS improvement rather than actions oriented towards higher price/earnings;’ (4) ‘The fi rm’s 
approach to gathering and using market insight is inadequate for embryonic markets;’ (5) ‘The com-
pany lacks established disciplines for selecting, experimenting, funding, and terminating new growth 
businesses;’ and (6) ‘Once selected, many new ventures fail in execution.’ (O’Reilly et al., 2009: 85).
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Organizational innovation has continued, with the benefi ts of  greater decentralization 
being ‘rediscovered’ as the enterprise grows. John Chambers, the CEO of  US network 
equipment company Cisco Systems, described how the management structure of  Cisco 
changed some fi fteen years after its founding: ‘In 2001, we were like most high-tech 
companies—all decisions came to the top 10 people in the company, and we drove things 
back down from there’ (McGirt, 2008).

Cisco developed a more decentralized and collaborative management system, with a 
network of  councils and boards entrusted and empowered to launch new businesses, and 
incentives to encourage executives to work together fl exibly. Chambers claimed that ‘these 
boards and councils have been able to innovate with tremendous speed’ (ibid.). Yet just a 
few years after saying this, Chambers dissolved the majority of  the councils to overcome 
the bureaucratic sclerosis that had set in.

Organizational innovation is not only an important form of  creating value but of  cap-
turing it as well. Armour and Teece (1978) showed that the petroleum industry fi rms that 
fi rst adopted M-form structures retained a profi t advantage until the innovation was even-
tually replicated generally throughout the industry by the early 1970s. Subsequent studies 
(Teece, 1981b) showed this same result across multiple industries.

Capturing value (profi ting) from innovation

Companies that rely too heavily on creating value without an eye for the market will not 
perform well commercially. Many engineering-driven companies’ brilliant ideas have 
never found (or created) a market. Invention without a commercialization strategy and 
access on competitive terms to complementary assets is unlikely to lead to commercial 
success. Although it is possible to disseminate some innovations (e.g. software over the 
Internet) without using complementary assets, most industrial innovations will not achieve 
marketplace success without deployment of  considerable resources and complementary 
assets into production, distribution, and promotion.

For the value capture process, ‘sensing’ includes detecting the right timing for mar-
ket entry. In some cases it’s benefi cial to be a fi rst mover while in others it may be more 
advantageous to exploit a gap left by a pioneer.

‘Seizing,’ however, is the core competence cluster for capturing value and is encom-
passed by the profi ting from innovation framework, which is discussed below. The capabil-
ities involve choosing an appropriate mechanism for the protection of  intellectual property 
(e.g. trade secrets versus patents), deciding which activities must be performed by the fi rm 
or procured in the market, and crafting a business model.

A business model (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002; Teece, 2010) defi nes a product’s 
value proposition for customers and how the fi rm will convert that to profi t.12 A business 
model is an organizational and fi nancial architecture which embraces and integrates in a 
consistent fashion (1) the feature set of  the product or service; (2) the benefi t (value proposition) 

12Economics has for the most part not investigated business models. Some specifi c cases have been 
analyzed, especially the ‘bundling’ or ‘tying’ of  goods for joint sale, typically discussed in an antitrust 
context (e.g. Adams and Yellen, 1976), and the provision of  public goods (e.g. Demsetz, 1970). Even 
business studies have been slow to say what a business model is and why it matters.
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to the user from consuming/using the product or service; (3) the market segments to be 
targeted; (4) the ‘design’ of  revenue streams and cost structure; (5) the way products/serv-
ices are to be combined and offered to the customer; and (6) the mechanisms by which 
value is to be captured.

Google, the leading Internet search engine, incorporated in 1998, provides clear exam-
ples of  these business model elements in action. Initially, the company’s investments in 
proprietary search algorithms and computing resources made it the most popular search 
engine on the Internet, but these innovations did not translate directly to profi ts. In late 
2000, the company began auctioning ads linked to specifi c keywords (a system similar to 
that already employed by a competing search site, GoTo.com). Google recognized that 
part of  its appeal was the minimalist design of  its web site, and it has limited ads on the 
site to simple text. It was Google’s combination of  innovation, awareness of  how it pro-
vided value both to search users and to advertisers, and a system for turning the advertis-
ing into revenue—and then into profi t—that provided the foundation for the company’s 
ongoing success.

To seize the opportunities created by innovation, innovators must excel at understand-
ing not only customer needs, but also the possible future evolution of  technology, costs, 
and customer willingness to pay. Even a successful business model, however, is insuffi cient 
to assure sustained profi tability when imitation is easy. When hard to imitate—or when 
used to pioneer a winner-take-all market—a business model can be a source of  sustained 
profi tability.13

The business model also encompasses a fi rm’s strategy toward its rivals. Positioning 
within fast-moving industries often takes the form of  a standards competition, either in 
the market (e.g. Windows versus Mac) or through political maneuvering within a coopera-
tive organization (e.g. the International Organization for Standardization).14 Ownership 
of  a successful standard has numerous potential benefi ts, including licensing revenue, 
privileged access to new technologies, and infl uence over the technology trajectory.

Seizing and transforming capabilities allow fi rms to refi ne and expand their business 
models in order to exploit new opportunities or defend against new competitive threats. 
They are the means by which organizations remake parts of  themselves, possibly redrawing 
the fi rm’s boundaries to respond to changes in the business environment. A reformulation 
of  the business model may require radical shifts in the supply chain, asset ownership, or 
sales channels to ensure continued/improved value capture.

In fast-moving market and technology environments, fi rms must be ready to continu-
ously reinvent themselves. Netfl ix is a good example of  a fi rm that went through multiple 
business models in a short period of  time. The initial Netfl ix business model was based on 
a pay-per-rental service, but this pricing model was unpopular and the company almost 
failed. It was clear to management Netfl ix had to rejig its business model and, between 
September and October 1999, it relaunched itself  with a subscription model. For a fi xed 
monthly fee, subscribers could rent any number of  DVDs per month, limited only as to 

13Features of  markets that can produce winner-take-all outcomes include those in which network 
externalities (Katz and Shapiro, 1986), switching costs (Klemperer, 1987), or learning economies 
(Krugman, 1987) confer a substantial incumbent advantage.
14David and Greenstein (1990) provide a review of  the extensive literature on the economics and 
competitive consequences of  compatibility standards.
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the number held at any one time. The model was supported by a system of  regional dis-
tribution centers which ensured next day delivery to over 90% of  subscribers. The Netfl ix 
business model was further refi ned as management fi gured out customer preferences and 
willingness to pay. The company had to adapt again as rental-via-download became a 
viable option. Since January 2008, Netfl ix has offered its subscribers unlimited use of  the 
media it has available for streaming over the Internet.

Over the past two decades, our understanding of  value capture from innovation and 
the link to fi rm strategy has expanded dramatically. A stream of  research has stressed the 
importance of  the architecture of  the enterprise (especially the boundaries of  its owner-
ship and its control of  complementary assets) for improving the chances of  sustainable 
success when new technologies are commercialized. The role of  supporting institutions 
and public policy—especially appropriability regimes—has also been highlighted.

This body of  work has come to be known as the profi ting from innovation (PFI) 
framework15 and was the topic of  a special issue of  Research Policy in 2006 (v.35, n.8). PFI 
addressed a puzzle that had not been well explained in the previous literature, namely: 
why do highly creative, pioneering fi rms often fail to capture the economic returns from 
innovation? The original framework (Teece, 1986) cites several examples (e.g. EMI in 
CAT scanners, Bowmar in calculators), and the phenomenon does indeed endure. The 
fi rst-generation PC manufacturers all but disappeared from the scene (and even IBM, 
which pioneered the Microsoft-Intel PC architecture, exited the business in 2005 by sell-
ing its PC business to a Chinese company, Lenovo). Xerox (PARC) and Apple invented 
the graphical user interface, but Microsoft Windows dominates the PC market with its 
follow-on graphical user interface. Netscape invented the browser, but Microsoft captured 
more of  the market. Apple’s iPod was not the fi rst MP3 player, but it has a commanding 
position in the category today. Merck was a pioneer in cholesterol-lowering drugs (Zocor), 
but Pfi zer, a late entrant, secured a superior market position with Lipitor.

At fi rst glance, it is tempting to say that these examples refl ect the result of  Schumpeterian 
gales of  creative destruction where winners are constantly challenged and overturned 
by entrants.16 Indeed, entrants with potentially disruptive innovations are almost always 
waiting in the wings, but many of  the cited cases involved mostly incremental/imitative 
entrants rather than the radical breakthroughs typically invoked in accounts of  Schumpeterian 
competition.

More importantly, there is ample variance in the outcomes from entry, with many cases 
where fi rst or early movers captured and sustained signifi cant competitive advantage over 
time. Genentech was a pioneer in using biotechnology to discover and develop drugs, and 
thirty years later was the second largest biotechnology fi rm (and the most productive in 

15The core paper in the profi ting from innovation (PFI) framework is Teece (1986). The intellectual 
origins of  the framework can be traced to Williamson (for his work on contracting), to Abernathy 
and Utterback (for their work on the innovation life cycle), to economic historians like Nathan 
Rosenberg and Alfred Chandler (for their work on complementary technologies), to Nelson and 
Winter (for their work on the nature of  knowledge), and to Schumpeter (for his focus on the need 
for value capture). See Winter (2006) for a review of  PFI’s intellectual origins.
16There is a long literature on the role of  new entrants in dislodging established fi rms. See 
for instance, Anderson and Tushman (1990), Clark (1985), Henderson and Clark (1990), and 
Christensen (1997).
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its use of  research and development dollars) right up to its acquisition by Hoffmann-La 
Roche in 2009. Intel invented the microprocessor and still has a leading market position 
more than thirty years later. Dell pioneered a new distribution system for PCs and, despite 
recent challenges and many would-be imitators, remained the leader until it was bypassed 
by Hewlett-Packard in 2007. Toyota’s much studied ‘Toyota Production System’ has pro-
vided the auto maker a source of  competitive advantage for decades despite numerous 
and sustained attempts at imitation, with the company fi nally becoming the world’s big-
gest car manufacturer in 2008.

The profi ting from innovation framework (Teece, 1986, 2006; Pisano and Teece, 2007) 
provides an explanation as to why some innovators profi t from innovation while others 
lose out—often to rank imitators—and why it is not inevitable that the pioneers will lose.

The fundamental imperative for profi ting from an innovation is that unless the inventor/
innovator enjoys strong natural protection against imitation and/or strong intellectual 
property protection, then the potential future stream of  income is at risk. The relevant 
appropriability regime is thus critical to shaping the possible outcomes.

Appropriability regimes can be ‘weak’ (innovations are diffi cult to protect because 
they can be easily codifi ed and legal protection of  intellectual property is ineffective) and 
‘strong’ (innovations are easy to protect because knowledge about them is tacit and/or 
they are well protected legally). Regimes differ across fi elds of  endeavor, not just across 
industries or countries.

The degree to which knowledge about an innovation is tacit or easily codifi ed also 
affects the ease of  imitation, and hence appropriability. The tacitness of  knowledge var-
ies to some extent over the product cycle. New products and processes are often highly 
nuanced. Thus, in the pre-paradigmatic phase of  technological innovation (Abernathy 
and Utterback, 1978; Teece, 1986), the tacit component is likely to be high. Once a domi-
nant design emerges, the rate of  change of  product design slows, and there is then the 
opportunity, if  not the need, to codify technology. However, more rapid rates of  innova-
tion mean that there frequently isn’t time to codify (make explicit) new knowledge even 
when it is technically feasible to do so.

Patents can in some cases be used to capture returns by slowing imitators and other 
rivals. However, patents rarely, if  ever, confer strong appropriability, outside of  special 
cases such as new drugs, chemical products, and rather simple mechanical inventions 
(Levin et al., 1987). Many patents can be ‘invented around’ at modest costs (Mansfi eld 
et al., 1981; Mansfi eld, 1985).17 They are especially ineffective at protecting process inno-
vation. Often patents provide little protection because the legal and fi nancial requirements 
for upholding their validity or for proving their infringement are high, or because, in many 
countries, law enforcement for intellectual property is weak or non-existent.

The inventor of  a core technology can also seek complementary patents on new fea-
tures and/or manufacturing processes, and possibly on designs. The way the claims in the 

17Mansfi eld, Schwartz, and Wagner (1981) found that about sixty percent of  the patented innova-
tions in their sample were imitated within four years. In a later study, Mansfi eld (1985) found that 
information concerning product and process development decisions was generally in the hands of  
at least several rivals within twelve to eighteen months, on average, after that decision was made. 
Process development decisions tend to leak out more than product development decisions in practi-
cally all industries, but the difference on average was found to be less than six months.
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patent are written also matter. Of  course, the more fundamental the invention then the 
better the chances of  a broad patent being granted; and granted in multiple jurisdictions 
around the world.

While a patent is presumed to be valid in many jurisdictions, validity is never fi rmly 
established until a patent has been upheld in court. A patent is merely a passport to 
another journey down the road to enforcement and possible licensing fees. The best pat-
ents are those that are broad in scope, have already been upheld in court, and cover a 
technology essential to the manufacture and scale of  products in high demand.

In some industries, particularly where the innovation is embedded in processes, trade 
secrets are a viable alternative to patents. Trade secret protection is possible, however, only 
if  a fi rm can put its product before the public and still keep the underlying technology 
secret. Many industrial processes, including semiconductor fabrication, are of  this kind.

The conundrum that managers confront beyond protecting the innovation itself  is at 
least twofold. First, most innovations require complementary products, technologies, and 
services to yield value to users. Hardware requires software (and vice versa); operating 
systems require applications (and vice versa); digital music players require digital music 
and ways of  distributing digital music (and vice versa); mobile phones need mobile phone 
networks (and vice versa); web browsers and web search engines require web content (and 
vice versa); airlines require airports (and vice versa). In short, technology must be embed-
ded in a system to yield value to the user/consumer. Value capture becomes more diffi cult 
if  other entities control required elements of  the system.

Secondly, the delivery of  product/process innovation requires the employment not 
just of  complements but of  many inputs/components up and down the vertical chain of  
production. Hence, when the inventor/innovator isn’t already in control of  the necessary 
inputs/components, the profi tability of  the inventor/innovator will be considerably com-
promised by whatever economic muscle is possessed by owners of  required inputs/com-
ponents. The fi rm must be prepared to change its assessment over time as the identity of  
the bottleneck asset may change due to innovation elsewhere in the system.

An obvious implication of  this framework is that the fi rm’s endowment of  expert talent 
(literati and numerati), however brilliant, doesn’t by itself  guarantee that the organization 
will capture much of  the value from innovation. Absent quality entrepreneurial managers, 
good intellectual property protection, and/or some control over complementary assets, 
superb performances by literati and numerati are likely to be in vain.

A THEORY OF THE LEARNING FIRM

The economic ‘theory of  the fi rm,’ currently dominated by the contracting perspective 
pioneered by two Nobel laureates, Ronald Coase and Oliver Williamson, needs to be 
augmented to account for these new factors, particularly the superiority of  the fi rm (i.e. 
internal organization) over ‘markets’ for the creation, transfer, protection, alignment, and 
realignment of  intangible assets. Complementarities and co-specialization are advanced 
as two emerging concepts of  particular relevance to a new theory of  the learning fi rm, an 
organization ‘which has the capacity to learn effectively and hence to prosper’ (Easterby-
Smith and Lyles, 2003: 2).
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Context

As explained above, fundamental changes in the global economy are changing the way 
fi rms develop and deploy new knowledge. More open and competitive trading regimes 
have increased the importance of  know-how and other intangible assets. There are sig-
nifi cant implications for the theory of  the fi rm, if  such a theory is to connect meaningfully 
with the contemporary economy.

This section begins by introducing some of  the theories of  the fi rm that have 
emerged outside mainstream economics. Subsequent sections use the dynamic capabili-
ties framework to reconsider the ‘problems’ for which fi rms are the solution, showing 
the complementarity of  the contracting and capabilities perspectives. The fi nal section 
argues that a more complete theory of  the fi rm will recognize that fi rms exist in part to 
compensate for weak or non-existent markets for know-how. For the economic system 
to work, entrepreneurs and managers are required to orchestrate the resources/compe-
tences needed for creating and capturing the value of  an innovation. Without manag-
ers and management, economic theory cannot explain the evolution and growth of  the 
economy.

One would hope that the theory of  the fi rm would provide some insight into fi rms as 
they exist today. Unfortunately, whether one uses the lens of  transaction costs (e.g. Coase, 
1937; Williamson, 1985), ownership perspectives (e.g. Hart and Moore, 1990), incen-
tive perspectives (e.g. Holmstrom and Milgrom, 1994), or other ‘modern’ theories of  the 
fi rm, nicely summarized and illustrated by Roberts (2004), the many theories available 
today still seem to caricature fi rms, at least those engaged in learning and innovation. 
Mainstream economics must reconceptualize how markets and market processes relate to 
learning and innovation and to the theory of  the fi rm if  economic theory is to have both 
relevance and rigorousness.

Furthermore, as Gibbons (2005) has noted, many theories of  the fi rm today can more 
properly be characterized as theories of  the boundaries of  the fi rm. Gibbons further 
points out, following Cyert and March (1963), that the term ‘theory of  the fi rm’ is more 
apt for descriptive and prescriptive models of  fi rms’ decision-making processes. Gibbons 
provides an excellent survey of  four theories of  the fi rm—what he calls (1) rent seeking, (2) 
property rights, (3) incentive systems, and (4) adaptations. He makes oblique reference to 
the resources/capabilities approach which he ‘expects . . . to play key roles in future for-
mal theories of  the fi rm.’ This section and those that follow are designed to turn some of  
Gibbons’ perceived potential into actuality. The capabilities approach recognizes values in 
all four streams and incorporates some ideas from each.

First, however, a little history: to help overcome blatant defi ciencies in standard 
production-function theory of  the fi rm, transaction cost economics arose. Coase and 
Williamson were the pioneers. Both received Nobel Prizes in recognition of  their sig-
nifi cance. Williamson himself  sees the ‘relation between competence and governance 
as both rival and complementary—more the latter than the former’ (1999a: 1106). 
Knowledge-based theories indirectly respond to challenges raised by Winter (1988), 
Demsetz (1988), and others. Emanating from the fi eld of  strategic management (e.g. 
Wernerfelt, 1984; Teece, 1982, 1986), they show considerable capacity to inform the 
theory of  the modern fi rm.
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Dynamic capabilities, co-specialization, and transaction costs

Ronald Coase in his classic (1937) article on the nature of  the fi rm described fi rms and 
markets as alternative modes of  governance, with a profi t-seeking orientation causing the 
choice between them to be made so as to minimize transaction costs. The boundaries of  
the fi rm are set by bringing transactions into the fi rms so that at the margin the costs 
of  internal organizing are equilibrated with the costs associated with transacting in the 
market. The Coasian fi rm has a simple decision-making calculus that supposedly explains 
the fi rm’s boundaries. How resource allocation decisions inside the fi rm are made is not 
addressed in Coase’s analysis of  the nature of  the fi rm.

A substantial literature has emerged since 1937 on the relative effi ciencies of  fi rms and 
markets. This literature, greatly expanded by Oliver Williamson (1975, 1985) and others, 
has come to be known as transaction cost economics. It analyzes the relative effi ciencies 
of  governance modes: markets and internal organization, as well as intermediate forms or 
organization such as strategic alliances.

Contractual diffi culties associated with asset specifi city are at the heart of  the relative 
effi ciency calculations in transaction cost economics. When irreversible investments in spe-
cifi c assets are needed to support effi cient production, then the preferred organizational 
mode is internal organization. Internal organization minimizes exposure to the hazards of  
opportunistic recontracting and allows more fl exible adaptation (Williamson, 1975, 1985).

In some ways, but not in others, the dynamic capabilities approach is consistent with a 
Coasian perspective. It conceptualizes the fi rm and markets as alternative modes of  gov-
ernance. However, the selection of  what to organize (manage) internally versus through 
alliances or the market depends on a number of  factors somewhat outside the realm of  
traditional transaction costs, including the availability and the non-tradability of  intangi-
ble assets, capabilities, and to some extent on what Langlois (1992) has termed ‘dynamic 
transaction costs.’18

The notion of  ‘non-tradability’ advanced earlier and elsewhere (Teece, 1980) does not 
precisely match Coasian or Williamsonian concepts of  ‘transaction costs.’ There is never-
theless a strong relationship between specifi c assets and non-traded or thinly traded assets. 
However, there are reasons why assets are not traded (or are thinly traded) that do not 
relate to asset specifi city and transaction costs as such. For example, there may be no via-
ble business model for licensing certain types of  know-how in disembodied form.

Indeed, many companies will simply not license what they consider ‘strategic’ techno-
logical assets, especially not to direct competitors. The reason, at one level, is because a 
contract cannot be written that would compensate the licensor for the likely loss of  cus-
tomers if  the licensee uses the licensor’s technology to compete against the licensor.19 
Theoretically, a licensor ought to be indifferent between own sales and the sales of  a 
licensee if  the royalty rate is set to enable royalties to equalize with lost profi ts. However, 
such arrangements are rarely, if  ever, seen, in part because there is likely to be ambiguity 
with respect to which customers and what sales are actually lost to the licensee (a standard 

18Langlois defi nes dynamic transaction costs as ‘the costs of  persuading, negotiating, coordinating 
and teaching outside suppliers’ (1992: 113).
19One could ‘license’ such technology by buying the entire enterprise, which would most likely 
involve paying a change-of-control premium.
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transaction cost issue). Accordingly, it is uncommon in the actual world to see exclusive 
licenses (to direct competitors) when the licensor is able to sell in the same territory. At 
another level, it may simply be because there are differences in expectations with respect 
to the profi t potential associated with the use of  the technology. There are also likely con-
cerns with respect to whether the licensor or the licensee will capture the ‘learning by 
using’ know-how associated with exploiting the technology. Negotiating and contractu-
ally specifying and monitoring sharing arrangements are also likely to be, as Williamson’s 
framework suggests, very diffi cult.20

In short, the business model that fi rms use to capture value from innovation is usually 
one that involves selling products that contain new knowledge embedded in their design 
and manufacture. It is rare that fi rms will rely entirely on an unbundled business model in 
which patent/trade secret licensing is used as a mechanism to capture value from know-
how. Rambus, Inc, and Dolby Labs are amongst the exceptions. Their success with this 
business model has not been unambiguously positive, especially for Rambus.21

In capabilities-based theories of  the fi rm, the concept of  co-specialization is particu-
larly important (Teece, 1986, 2007a). Assets that are co-specialized to each other need to 
be employed in conjunction with each other, usually inside the fi rm (Teece, 1980). Co-
specialization and the organizational challenges associated with achieving scope econo-
mies and seizing new opportunities isn’t the emphasis in the path-breaking scholarship of  
Ronald Coase, Armen Alchian, Harold Demsetz, or Oliver Williamson. However, it is a 
phenomenon that requires (theoretical) attention. Some is provided below.

Cospecialized assets are the building blocks of  fi rms. Building and assembling co-
specialized assets inside the fi rm (rather than accessing them through a skein of  contracts) 
is not done primarily to guard against opportunism and recontracting hazards, although 
in some cases that may be important. Instead, because effective coordination and align-
ment of  assets/resources/competences is important, but diffi cult to achieve through the 
price system, special value can accrue to achieving good alignment. This is more easily 
done inside the fi rm. Achieving such alignment through internalization goes beyond what 
Barnard (1938) has suggested as the functions of  the executive—which he sees in achiev-
ing cooperative adaptation.

The imperative for internalization is not just a matter of  minimizing Williamsonian 
transaction costs. Rather, at least in the dynamic capabilities framework, the distinctive 
role of  the (entrepreneurial) manager is to ‘orchestrate’ co-specialized assets. Performed 
astutely and proactively, such orchestration can: (1) keep co-specialized assets in value-
creating alignment, (2) identify new co-specialized assets to be developed through the invest-
ment process, and (3) divest or run down co-specialized assets that no longer yield special 

20Accordingly, Coca-Cola is unlikely to license its secret formula, and W.L.Gore is unlikely to license 
the technology behind Gore-Tex fabrics to anyone other than its wholly or partially owned sub-
sidiaries. TSMC will likewise be reluctant to license its key semiconductor processes to competitors, 
except with severe restrictions and circumstances of  high trust. Brands that signal particular val-
ues (e.g. Lexus, Tiffany) are likewise rarely licensed, partly for contractual reasons, partly for other 
reasons.
21Rambus, a supplier of  specialty technology for memory chips, has had to fi nance years of  litiga-
tion with memory chip manufacturers that have led to mixed results, including the invalidation of  
some patents in whole or in part (see, e.g. Cummings, 2010).
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value. These goals cannot be readily achieved through contracting mechanisms in part 
because of  dynamic transaction costs (the costs of  negotiating, etc.) but also because there 
may not be a competent entity to build or ‘supply’ the assets that are needed. In short, 
capabilities must often be built, they cannot be bought, and there is limited utility in labe-
ling this conundrum as a transactions cost problem.

Rather than stressing opportunism (although opportunism surely exists and must be 
guarded against), the emphasis in dynamic capabilities is on building specialized assets 
(that cannot be bought) and on change processes (to keep the enterprise aligned with its 
business environment). These processes include research and development, remolding 
the business architecture, asset selection, and asset orchestration. In dynamic capabili-
ties, ‘small numbers’ bargaining is at the core, as in Williamson (1975). Importantly, the 
emphasis in dynamic capabilities is not just on protecting value from recontracting haz-
ards; it’s also on creating the assets that in transaction cost economics become the object 
of  rent appropriation.

The basic unit of  analysis for dynamic capabilities is not the transaction (as in transac-
tion cost economies) but the fi rm and the (largely intangible) specifi c assets it creates and 
controls. To the extent that the emphasis in dynamic capabilities is on deals and contracts 
(explicit or implicit) it is less concerned with avoiding opportunism and more concerned 
with embracing opportunity. However, there is also considerable emphasis on ‘produc-
tion,’ learning, and innovation. These considerations are largely absent from alternative 
theories of  competitive advantage and from alternative theories of  the fi rm.

The fundamental economic ‘problems’ to be solved by the (learning) fi rm

As earlier sections made clear, the fundamental problems solved by the learning fi rm are 
not just coordination to overcome high transaction costs (and other issues fl owing from 
incomplete contracts) but also the design of  opportunity and value capture mechanisms. 
These mechanisms can help solve the appropriability problems and help create the new 
organizational capabilities needed to address new opportunities as they arise. These theo-
retical challenges require the joining of  transaction cost economics and capabilities theory. 
The problems associated with creating and capturing value are as important as coordina-
tion and incentive design in defi ning the nature of  the (learning) fi rm.

Likewise, the economic problem being addressed here has little to do with incentive 
design and principal–agent problems. Managing expert talent (literati and numerati) has 
less to do with metering and monitoring to detect and punish opportunism than it has to do 
with detecting, monitoring, and metering opportunity.

Alchian, Demsetz, and Williamson have all emphasized opportunistic free riding as one 
organizing principle. This clearly is an important issue. Williamson assumes, correctly so, 
that human actors are boundedly rational, self-interest seeking, and opportunistic. The 
dynamic capabilities framework emphasizes other (arguably less ubiquitous and une-
venly distributed but nevertheless more salient) traits of  human nature: (1) entrepreneur-
ship and pursuit of  high-risk/high-reward opportunities, and (2) foresight and acumen. 
Williamson (1999a) appears to recognize that skills and foresight are not uniformly distrib-
uted. He quotes businessman Rudolf  Spreckels—‘Whenever I see something badly done, 
or not done at all, I see an opportunity to make a fortune.’ Williamson comments: ‘Those 
instincts, if  widely operative, will infl uence the practice and ought to infl uence the theory 
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of  economic organization’ (1999a: 1089). This statement invites a capabilities-based the-
ory of  the fi rm.

There are other differences between transaction cost and capabilities perspectives. 
Williamson makes the transaction the unit of  analysis, with (the degree of) asset specifi city 
a key explanatory variable in organizational design. In dynamic capabilities, complemen-
tary assets and the degree of  their co-specialization are important explanatory variables. 
The fi rm is the focus if  not the unit of  analysis.

The utility of  transaction cost economics and related frameworks for make-buy-ally 
and related governance decisions are not in dispute. But transaction cost economics leaves 
us without an understanding of  the distinctive role of  the manager. Executives must not 
only choose governance modes (between market arrangements, alliances, and internal 
organization), they must also understand how to design and implement different govern-
ance structures, to coordinate investment activities, and to design and implement business 
models, and choose appropriability strategies.

A dynamic knowledge-based theory of  the fi rm is not at odds with Coase, Williamson, 
Hart, Moore, and others. In the dynamic capabilities framework, opportunism is not held 
in abeyance, nor are principal–agent and incentive issues ignored. But the essence of  the 
learning fi rm lies in the generation, confi guration, and leveraging of  knowledge assets and 
organizational capabilities to allow the owners (shareholders) to create and capture value.

While the understanding of  the existence and growth of  the fi rm can be assisted by 
transaction cost theory, the advantages of  organizing economic activity inside the fi rm go 
well beyond savings in transaction costs, however these are manifested. Advantages also 
fl ow from the ability of  entrepreneurial managers to combine idiosyncratic co-specialized 
assets not just to achieve ‘scope economies,’ but to create and capture value by offering dis-
tinctive services (solutions) to customers while solving the fi rm’s appropriability problems.

Each of  these ‘problems’ has a transaction cost dimension; but, in some cases, over-
reliance on the transaction cost economics apparatus will add unnecessary baggage. If, for 
instance, one wants to understand issues surrounding creating value, not simply protecting 
value created, transaction costs can only go part of  the way. The fi rm’s routines for sens-
ing, seizing, and transforming can provide a basis for profi tability well beyond the avoid-
ance of  contracting costs and hazards.

There is empirical evidence that outsourcing decisions do not depend on transac-
tion cost (asset specifi city) considerations alone. Studies show that ‘system effects’ such as 
interdependencies and complementarities (Monteverde and Teece, 1982)22 and capabil-
ity advantages (Argyres, 1996) impact economic organization in a statistically signifi cant 
manner. These studies seem to indicate that boundary placement infl uences production 
learning and impacts research and development effi ciency (Armour and Teece, 1980), 
resulting in lower costs and superior innovation potential.

What then is the role of  managers in the theory of  the fi rm? They are not prima-
rily micromanaging creative people to stamp out opportunistic behavior. Nor are they 
merely engaged in adaptive sequential decision making. Rather, they are helping the 
organization to create and implement the systems and structures that enable the fi rm 

22This article is often cited as refl ecting empirical support for transaction cost economics, which 
indeed it does. But the variable for systems effects has more explanatory power and is consistent 
with the capabilities perspective advanced here.
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to sense opportunities, act on them, and transform as the environment changes, which 
inevitably it will.

Opportunism is controlled not just through metrics and internal organization moni-
toring, but also through high commitment cultures/values. Innovative fi rms in which a 
great deal of  learning must take place to commercialize new ideas typically need strong 
values because it’s diffi cult in the loosely structured internal environments that innova-
tion requires to defi ne and measure performance and implement rigid controls. Incentive 
issues are powerful as well; creative and entrepreneurial activities need to be encouraged 
and rewarded.

The complementarity between capabilities-based views and contractual/transaction 
costs/property rights views is hopefully apparent. It has been remarked on by this author 
elsewhere, as well as by others (e.g. Foss, 1996).23

The transaction cost economics perspective clearly needs dynamic capabilities, and 
vice versa. Transaction cost economics assumes what might be referred to as capabili-
ties neutrality. In transaction cost economics, so called ‘production costs’—which might 
be thought of  as a proxy for the fi rm’s level of  (operational) capability—are assumed to 
be the same across organizational types so that the choice between market and non-mar-
ket arrangements swings entirely on transaction/governance costs. This assumption is a 
natural connection point to capabilities theory, which clearly indicates that the levels of  
capabilities are themselves a function of  managerial activity/excellence (or lack thereof). 
Differences in capabilities can lead to wide disparities in ‘production’ costs within an 
industry. The very essence of  the fi eld of  strategic management is built on the recogni-
tion that fi rms are different—not just in governance, but with respect to other features too 
(Rumelt, Schendel, and Teece, 1991)—and that this drives performance differences.

The (dynamic) capabilities framework, which posits that knowledge assets and their 
(dynamic) management have become central to profi t maximization in an era of  glo-
balized commerce and information, suggests a new theory of  the fi rm, one that is consist-
ent with the observation of  Alfred Marshall that:

‘capital consists in a great part in knowledge and organization: and of  this some part is private 
property and the other part is not. Knowledge is our most powerful engine of  production—
organization aids knowledge.’

(Marshall, 1898: 213)

The proposed new capabilities-based theory opens up the black box of  the fi rm and 
injects, into economic theory, new considerations which are generally not central to the 
theory of  the fi rm as commonly presented.

Recapping complementarities, co-specialization,
and the scope of  the (learning) fi rm

The theory of  the (learning) fi rm has benefi ted, and can benefi t further, from a more rig-
orous exploration of  the concepts of  complementarities and co-specialization. The earliest 

23The Profi ting From Innovation framework (Teece, 1986) illustrates how a contracting framework is 
useful as a tool for building a (dynamic) capabilities-based theory of  the fi rm (see also Winter, 2006).
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use of  the idea of  complementarities in economics can be traced to Edgeworth (1881). 
Early applications to the economic development literature include Hirschman (1958) and 
to the innovation literature can be found in Rosenberg (1979; 1982) and Teece (1986). 
Work on complementarities in a strategic context includes Teece (1980), Milgrom and 
Roberts (1990a, 1990b), and Miller (1988).

Rosenberg notes: ‘Time and again in the history of  American technology it has happened 
that the productivity of  a given invention has turned on the availability of  complementary 
technologies . . . these linkages are both numerous and of  varying degrees of  importance’ 
(1979: 26–27). Furthermore,

the growing productivity of  industrial economies is the complex outcome of  large numbers of  
interlocking, mutually reinforcing technologies, the individual components of  which are of  very 
limited economic consequences by themselves. The smallest relevant unit of  observation, there-
fore, is seldom a single innovation but, more typically, an interrelated clustering of  innovations.

(Rosenberg, 1979: 28–29)

Complementarities exist when various activities reinforce each other in such a man-
ner that performing multiple activities together lowers/(raises) cost, increases economies/
(diseconomies) of  scope, or otherwise improves/(depresses) payoffs.24 More technically, 
complementarities exist when the mixed partial derivatives of  a cost function or a payoff  
function provide positive returns at the margin associated with one variable increasing as 
the levels of  other variables increase too. Doing more of  one activity increases the returns 
from doing more of  another. The aggregate economic value achieved by combining two 
or more complementary factors therefore exceeds the value that would be achieved by 
applying these factors in isolation.

Of  course, as pointed out by Teece (1980), this in and of  itself  has no direct implica-
tion for the theory of  the (boundaries of  the) fi rm, although it has powerful implications 
for economic organization more generally. The existence of  positive complementarities 
indicates the advantage of  having separate activities occur together. However, without 
more structure to the concept, one cannot predict where the individual fi rm boundaries 
should lie, because contractual arrangements exist that, in theory, can enable joint activi-
ties to take place without common ownership of  the parts.

While the importance of  complementarities is now being recognized, the approach still 
needs additional specifi city (with respect to causal relationships amongst key constructs) to 
allow it to morph fully into a falsifi able theory. Put differently, a robust theory of  comple-
mentarities that provides economic insight is yet to emerge. While there is little doubt that 
complementary relationships exist among heterogeneous factors inside the fi rm (and 
that these can impact fi rm performance), the contexts in which such interactions occur is yet 
to be adequately specifi ed. However, some evidence has been assembled. Monteverde and 
Teece (1982), while testing for the importance of  asset specifi city in predicting outsourcing 
decisions for General Motors and Ford, also found that a ‘systems effect’—defi ned as ‘the 
degree to which any given component’s design affects the performance or [system-level 

24The notion of  complements has gained mathematical tractability through the concept of  super-
modularity (Topkis, 1978, 1987; Milgrom and Roberts, 1994). For an excellent review of  the litera-
ture, see Ennen and Richter (2009).
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integration] of  other components’ (1982: 210)—was statistically signifi cant in explaining 
both fi rms’ outsourcing decisions. The longstanding notion of  strategic ‘fi t’ is obviously 
consistent with notions of  complementarity.

It should be noted that the notion of  complementarity can be applied at a high level 
of  aggregation, as with the Toyota System of  production, or at a high level of  specifi city, 
such as the complementarity between the (integrated) design and manufacture of  automo-
bile components, e.g. an exterior grill and headlamp assemblies (Monteverde and Teece, 
1982). Parmigiani and Mitchell (2009) use the example of  automobile dashboards, which 
they note typically consist of  multiple, interrelated, complementary components. Both 
levels of  aggregation seem to provide insights, suggesting the power and generality of  the 
complementarity insights.

Complementarities expressed through their mathematical corollary (supermodularity) 
break from classical economics. Most classical economics models of  production recognize 
only traditional ‘factors of  production’ like labor and capital and assume homogeneity 
with respect to the distribution of  these factors amongst fi rms. The standard production 
function sees no benefi t from the use of  particular inputs—in the sense that, apart from 
diminishing returns related to fi xed factors, there is no special signifi cance to the identity 
of  particular factors of  production (Teece and Winter, 1984). Moreover, everything is infi -
nitely divisible—indeed, twice differentiable—and fi rms maximize some objective func-
tion subject to constraints. Complementarity does not require divisibility; changes in one 
variable may require discrete (non-incremental) changes in another.

With production functions of  the standard kind, decision makers need only equate 
marginal revenues to marginal cost and they will deliver global maxima in output. 
There are serious issues with this theory surrounding the search for, and the discovery 
of, a global maximum, if  one exists. Complementarity modeled as supermodularity ena-
bles some departures from this extreme caricature by at least recognizing local maxima. 
It also accepts that payoff  functions may be discontinuous. Design choices are recog-
nized as being discrete and not necessarily continuous. These perspectives have received 
endorsement from organizational ecologists and strategic management scholars including 
Levinthal (1997), Porter and Siggelkow (2008), and Teece (2007a).

However, capabilities theory at present runs the risk of  providing more ex post ration-
alization than ex ante guidance with respect to the particulars of  the requirements—with 
Teece (1986, 2006) being the possible exception since these papers are quite explicit about 
the contexts in which complementary assets are important for capturing value from a spe-
cifi c innovation. These papers are also able to specify when complementary assets should 
be included inside the boundaries of  the enterprise.

Toward a unifi ed theory of  the fi rm

Knowledge-based theories of  the fi rm see business organizations as accumulating capa-
bilities in path-dependent ways. Recognizing, creating, and exploiting complementarities 
is very much at the core of  what fi rms do. Sustained ‘abnormal’ or ‘supernormal’ prof-
itability occurs because factor markets for certain types of  assets (particularly intangibles 
and idiosyncratic physical and human assets) are not fully effi cient. To take full advantage 
and earn superior profi ts, fi rms need to sense, seize, and transform in ways that exploit 
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ineffi cient factor markets. Indentifying and securing combinations and permutations of  
assets which enable the enterprise to address customer needs is key.

As fi rms build the microfoundations needed to sense, seize, and transform, all the while 
exploiting complementarities, they lay the foundations for sustained above-average profi t-
ability. There is nothing in Ronald Coase’s or Oliver Williamson’s work to explain how 
fi rms identify and exploit complementarities and develop competitive advantage. This 
raises the question of  how the Coase/Williamson conceptualizations of  the fi rm relate to 
dynamic capabilities.

As stated earlier, the knowledge and contracting perspectives are complementary theo-
ries/frameworks. No theory of  the fi rm can ignore contractual issues. But neither Coase 
nor Williamson see a fi rm as a pure nexus of  contracts. Nor do they see fi rms as merely 
‘social communities in which individual and social expertise is transformed into economi-
cally useful products and services by the application of  a set of  higher-order organizing 
principles’ (Kogut and Zander, 1992).

There is clearly a way for knowledge-based theories and transaction cost perspectives 
to be brought together. Arrow (1974) provided a commanding and potentially unifying 
insight. He observed that the reason fi rms exist is not simply due to high transaction costs; 
rather, markets in some situations simply do not work and there is market ‘failure.’25 One 
can perform a thought experiment and conclude that if  the transactions were forced into 
a market, transaction costs in such circumstances would be very high; but it’s perhaps sim-
pler to just recognize that there are many circumstances where internal organization is 
clearly a necessary and superior way to organize, and it is desirable for innovative activity 
to take place inside a fi rm orchestrated by entrepreneurial managers and surrounded by 
some kind of  management structure.

For purposes of  building an applied theory of  the learning fi rm, it is important to spec-
ify the contexts in which these market failures are prevalent. The most important (and 
also the most under-researched) domain within which organization inside the fi rm is likely 
to be necessary is the creation, transfer, protection (appropriability), and orchestration (so 
as to exploit complementarities) of  know-how and other intangibles.

As the author noted three decades ago:

unassisted markets are seriously faulted as institutional devices for facilitating trading in many 
kinds of  technological and managerial know-how. The imperfections in the market for know-how 
for the most part can be traced to the nature of  the commodity in question.

(Teece, 1981a: 84)

The market is also imperfect as a tool to create know-how. One can ‘buy in’ technol-
ogy more easily than one can have it created through a contractual agreement and then 
transfer it in. ‘Creation’ must frequently be done internally, even though external sourcing 

25Arrow acknowledged that in some cases markets might simply not exist. Williamson (1971), in 
his best-known statement on market failure, which he still endorsed 28 years later (Williamson, 
1999b), restricted his attention to those that were ‘failures only in the limited sense that they involve 
transaction costs that can be attenuated by substituting internal organization for market exchange’ 
(1971: 114).
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is usually a necessary complement to own development. ‘Co-creation’ is perhaps the more 
helpful concept.

It is only after industrially relevant know-how is fi rst created that it can be traded (via 
licensing arrangements). Even once it is created, mutually benefi cial trades frequently 
don’t happen because the property rights covering know-how may be poorly defi ned 
(fuzzy),26 the asset diffi cult to transfer, or its use diffi cult to meter. Internal resource alloca-
tion within the fi rm (a managerially directed activity) is the only viable alternative.

Moreover, because of  complementarities and co-specialization, many intangible assets 
may be more valuable when they can co-evolve in a coordinated way with other assets. 
The ability to assemble unique confi gurations of  co-specialized assets, as in the case of  
systemic innovation (Teece, 2000), can, therefore, enhance value. Rosenberg (1979) seems 
to go further and argues that such coordination and clustering is necessary for value to be 
created.

In short, managers often create great value by assembling particular constellations of  
complementary and co-specialized assets, especially knowledge assets, inside the enter-
prise to produce highly differentiated and innovative goods and services that customers 
want. This process of  identifying, assembling, and orchestrating constellations of  comple-
mentary and co-specialized assets is a fundamental function of  management—and points 
to the fundamental nature of  the modern fi rm. It’s different from the Coasian fi rm.

In a globalized, knowledge-based economy, fi rms can secure short-term advantage 
from the coordination of  bundles of  diffi cult-to-trade assets and competencies, at least 
when such assets are scarce and diffi cult to imitate. Advantage that is sustainable over a 
longer term, however, can only fl ow from unique abilities possessed by business enterprises 
to continuously shape, reshape, and orchestrate those assets to create new technology, to 
respond to competition, achieve critical market mass, exploit complementarities, and serve 
changing customer needs. The particular (non-imitable) orchestration capacity of  a busi-
ness enterprise—its dynamic capabilities—is the irreducible core of  the learning fi rm. It 
cannot be reproduced simply by assembling a constellation of  contracts.

Fundamentally, business fi rms know how to do things. Most fi gure out how to adapt 
and possibly even shape their environment to some (small) degree. As noted earlier, even 
Harold Demsetz was willing to see the fi rm as a repository of  knowledge.

However, it is not clear that many economists are willing as yet to recognize the impli-
cations of  fi rms being repositories of  knowledge and instruments for learning. One excep-
tion is Sidney Winter who correctly notes, ‘it is the fi rms, not the people who work for the 
fi rms, that know how to make gasoline, automobiles, and computers’ (1982: 76).

Organizational capabilities are what explain why an enterprise is more than the sum 
of  its parts. They also help explain why the profi ts of  the enterprise cannot be completely 
competed away in factor markets. Employees can come and go to a certain extent and the 
organization can continue without interruption.

Mainstream theory too often takes production functions and production sets as given, 
ignores complementarities and co-specialization, and fails to explain capabilities and het-
erogeneity amongst fi rms even in the same industry. Mainstream theory also completely 

26See Teece (2000) for discussion of  the fuzzy boundaries associated with intellectual property rights.
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sidesteps the problem of  how fi rms actually perform the tasks of  storing the knowledge 
that underlies productive competence, transferring it internally (or externally), augment-
ing it in value-enhancing ways, and identifying and exploiting complementarities.

CONCLUSION

Learning and knowledge caution on the essential contributions of  the fi rm to the post-
industrial economy. In this chapter, a theory of  the fi rm has advanced that goes beyond 
traditional industrial views of  the enterprise. It is a perspective that views the genera-
tion, transfer, utilization, and protection of  know-how as the essence of  the enterprise. 
Learning in this perspective involves both learning inside the enterprise and learning 
about the changing needs of  customers. Such learning, if  accomplished continuously, 
undergirds dynamic capabilities, and these in turn undergird the competitive advantage 
of  the business enterprise.
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The Human Side of  Dynamic 

Capabilities: a Holistic 
Learning Model
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ABSTRACT

In this chapter we review extant literature on dynamic capabilities with a view to move the 
debate towards the development of  a positive theory on antecedents, consequences, and 
boundary conditions to the development and effectiveness of  dynamic capabilities. To do 
so we propose to broaden the defi nition of  the object of  change beyond purely behavioral 
constructs such as processes and routines and to embrace the challenge of  understanding 
how fi rms learn to infl uence the evolution of  subtler aspects of  human nature, and funda-
mental behavioral antecedents, such as emotions, motivation, and identity.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of  this chapter is to extend the literature on dynamic capabilities (hence-
forth DC) to incorporate a more holistic model of  human behavior, which includes 
micro-foundational elements, such as emotion, motivation, and identity, so far kept out-
side the debate around the evolution and consequences of  DCs. The differential abil-
ity of  fi rms to manipulate resources and routines to adapt to market and stakeholder 
expectations is in fact key to our understanding of  competitive advantage (Teece, Pisano, 
and Shuen, 1997) and of  strategic initiatives and processes such as mergers and acqui-
sitions (M&A), product development, and knowledge management (Eisenhardt and 
Martin, 2000; Zollo and Winter, 2002). The construct itself  has been capturing a grow-
ing attention from infl uential scholars of  different fi elds coming from a wide variety of  
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backgrounds and contributing to a more fi ne-grained understanding of  change dynamics 
within organizations (Di Stefano, Peteraf, and Verona, 2010; see also Teece, Chapter 23 
in this volume).

In a particularly infl uential statement for the development of  the debate, Teece (2007) 
calls for a better understanding of  the micro-foundational aspects of  DC, echoing similar 
invitations from both critics (Felin and Foss, 2005) and contributors (Zollo and Winter, 
2002) to the DC approach. In an attempt to provide a partial response to these calls, our 
intention is to move beyond defi nitional debates in the already rich landscape of  DC lit-
erature (Bromiley, 2009) and to shift the focus towards the development of  a more com-
plete model of  antecedents, consequences, and boundaries to the effectiveness of  DCs. 
The inclusion of  theoretical linkages of  this sort appears to be important at this time not 
only because they are at least partially overlooked in our current understanding of  capa-
bility dynamics. It is important also because empirical inquiry is still largely missing in this 
central domain for strategic management research, in part due to the missing articulation 
of  these causal links.

In the effort to address this challenge, we propose a model that can accommodate the 
diverse nature of  DCs with respect to the objects of  change that they aim to act upon and 
can better serve the call for a better understanding of  micro-foundations of  strategy. In 
doing so, the model will include antecedents at both the organizational and the individ-
ual levels of  analysis, as well as behavioral, cognitive, and emotional components of  the 
change outcomes, which will then infl uence various aspects of  performance. To illustrate 
the conceptual arguments, we will refer to cases and illustrative examples derived from 
the product development, the M&A, and the social/environmental sustainability contexts, 
since these are all processes that require, for their successful deployment, the reconfi gura-
tion of  operating processes, structures, and resources, that is (by defi nition) the exercise of  
DCs as understood by some of  the leading authors in the fi eld (Helfat et al., 2007; Teece 
et al., 1997; Zollo and Winter, 2002; Winter, 2003).

In the remainder of  this chapter we will fi rst review the notion of  DCs and then 
develop a theoretical model with the holistic traits described above. Finally, an agenda will 
be proposed for future work on both the theoretical and empirical fronts.

A REVIEW OF THE CONCEPT

The dynamic capability (henceforth DC) perspective has emerged in the last two decades 
as a promising attempt to untangle the complex problem of  describing how fi rms learn to 
adapt their internal and external resource confi gurations and processes to shifting expec-
tations and market conditions in pursuit of  competitive advantage. In their original defi ni-
tion of  the concept, Teece, Pisano, and Shuen posit:

We refer to this ability to achieve new forms of  competitive advantage as ‘dynamic capabilities’ to 
emphasize two key aspects . . . The term ‘dynamic’ refers to the capacity to renew competences 
so as to achieve congruence with the changing environment . . . The term ‘capabilities’ empha-
sizes the role of  Strategic Management in appropriately adapting, integrating, and reconfi guring 
internal and external organizational skills, resources, and functional competences to match the 
requirements of  a changing world.

(Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997: 510)
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The fact that the achievement of  ‘new forms of  competitive advantage’ and of  
‘congruence with changing environment’ is premised as a constitutive component of  
the concept rather than as a goal in pursuit of  which the ‘renewal’ is made, has cre-
ated signifi cant debate in the literature. The difference is not trivial, for at least two 
reasons. First, it implicitly equates change with adaptation which is clearly false. The 
ability of  a fi rm to change its confi guration of  resource and capabilities does not nec-
essarily generate better fi t with a rapidly changing environment, since the direc-
tion of  change requirements might be wrongly perceived. Second, the inclusion in the 
defi nition of  the achievement of  the result (competitive advantage), rather than simply 
the pursuit of  it, generates a well-known tautology (Zollo and Winter, 2002) which makes 
either the notion of  DC or the notion of  competitive advantage redundant. Even more 
worryingly, it makes it impossible for scholars to study the key question ‘under what con-
ditions does the presence of  DC in fi rms generate competitive advantage?’: arguably one 
of  the most interesting questions in the fi eld of  strategic management today.

Alternative formulations that avoid this problem are those proposed by Zollo and 
Winter:

A dynamic capability is a learned and stable pattern of  collective activity through which the 
organization systematically generates and modifi es its operating routines in pursuit of  improved 
effectiveness.

(Zollo and Winter, 2002: 340)

And by Helfat et al., in which the notion of  performance outcomes has completely 
disappeared:

A dynamic capability is the capacity of  an organization to purposefully create, extend or modify 
its resource base. The resource base of  an organization includes tangible, intangible and human 
assets (or resources) as well as capabilities which the organization owns, controls or has access to 
on a preferential basis.

(Helfat et al., 2007: 4)

Moving beyond the defi nitional debate about the construct itself, there are several con-
tributions about the characteristics and boundaries of  the notion of  DCs. In contrast to 
normal organizational capabilities, DCs are usually considered a higher-order phenom-
enon (Collis, 1994) because they build, integrate, and reconfi gure existing resources and 
capabilities (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003). In this sense, DCs differ from ordinary capabilities 
since they are concerned with change, rather than with the contribution to the production 
or the delivery of  a product or service to customers. Winter (2003) clarifi es this point calling 
ordinary capabilities ‘zero-level capabilities’ in that they allow the fi rm to ‘earn a living’ by 
creating something valuable for a customer. Whenever the same fi rm triggers established 
patterns of  actions (routines) dedicated to the identifi cation and execution of  change in 
the way it does so (for example, through innovation activities or reorganization processes), 
it would put into practice a ‘fi rst-order’ capability, a change routine, a so-called DC. The 
fundamental condition for the existence of  a DC, therefore, is the presence of  a stable and 
repeatable pattern of  action to address the change requirement, which (1) distinguishes 
the phenomenon from the execution of  ad hoc problem-solving and implementation 
of  a change process, and (2) makes DCs a relatively rare phenomenon compared to the 
ubiquitous ad hoc problem solving and change execution processes that any organization 
produces at any given time, across locations, and within all of  its functional activities.
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From a temporal standpoint, DCs are viewed as stable patterns of  action that poten-
tially build a string of  temporary advantages by adding, integrating, and reconfi guring 
resources, which amount to sustained advantage once the entire pattern is taken into 
account (Blyler and Coff, 2003). DCs are therefore considered to be in the foreground of  
specifi c business processes, such as corporate acquisitions, resource allocations, reorgani-
zations, and the management of  product and (even more) process innovation (Eisenhardt 
and Martin, 2000: 1107, Zollo and Winter, 2002) whenever these business processes are 
carried out through the triggering and execution of  change routines, rather than (solely) 
through ad hoc problem-driven search and solution implementation activities.

For the purpose of  the present chapter, it is important to note that all these (and other) 
conceptualizations of  DCs have in common the often implicit assumption that the object 
upon which DCs produce their effects is fundamentally of  a behavioral nature: that is a 
pattern of  action, a process, an operating routine, or any form of  group activity charac-
terized by some level of  stability and predictability. This approach misses the fundamental 
aspect that organizational capabilities specifi c to managing change can hardly be reduced 
to the management of  behavioral change.

Consider the example of  the management of  organizational change in the context of  
post-acquisition integration processes, which some organizations (a small minority in most 
industries and countries) have learned to handle through specialized change routines, 
therefore by exercising DCs. Can the ability to manage the integration of  the acquired 
unit be reduced to the conversion of  the information systems or the replication of  report-
ing and control processes? Clearly not. The (dynamic) capability to manage post-acqui-
sition integration change needs to include, for example, the capacity to understand and 
align emotional conditions felt by the personnel of  the acquired unit with those of  the 
acquirer (Huy, 1999). Even more profoundly, the capable acquirer will have developed 
processes to assess the cultural traits of  the acquired unit, decide whether and what needs 
to be aligned with potentially confl icting traits present in the acquiring organization, and 
design appropriate types of  interventions to achieve the desired type and level of  align-
ment. A third, related aspect of  fundamental importance for the success of  most types 
of  post-acquisition change processes relates to the use of  motivational levers to create 
the necessary emotional and identity condition that can produce the degree and type of  
behavioral alignment that is aimed for. Again, some acquiring fi rms (not many) undergo 
these motivational change processes (Gottschalg and Zollo, 2007) by triggering specifi c 
patterns of  action that aim to facilitate, for instance, the en masse socialization of  the 
employees of  the acquired fi rm to the ‘way things are done’ in the acquiring one.

These non-behavioral objects of  change are not included in the original notion of  
dynamic capabilities, despite their obvious relevance in many (if  not most) types of  organi-
zational change processes. They start, instead, being considered within the notions of  
‘intangible resources’ and ‘human assets’ mentioned in the consensus defi nition proposed 
by Helfat et al. (2007: 4). This defi nition goes a long way towards the recognition of  the 
type of  ‘objects’ of  change that we refer to in the post-acquisition integration example. It 
does not highlight, however, the differences between the received notion of  dynamic capa-
bilities aimed at behavioral adjustments and the notion of  DCs required to adapt the more 
tacit and subtle aspect of  human interactions (motivation, emotions, and identity, in partic-
ular) to environmental or contextual requirements. For example, one can easily consider the 
case of  an acquiring company that has developed excellent competencies in the handling 
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of  change processes related to its procedures, systems, and operating routines in general. 
However, that same acquiring fi rm might be particularly bad at handling the change proc-
esses related to the more subtle human aspects, such as motivation, identifi cation, and emo-
tional status. Vice versa, a competitor might have much more developed procedures for the 
human interaction side of  things in a post-acquisition context and be a lot less competent in 
handling change at the system and operating routine level. As noted by Vince and Gabriel:

the interplay between emotions and politics in organizations concerns how organizations function 
as emotional places (not how individuals within organizations can ‘have’ or ‘manage’ emotion); it 
concerns how decisions or actions are shaped, subverted, and/or transformed by emotions; and it 
concerns how emotions become embedded in cultural and political practices that determine the 
‘way we do things here.’

(Vince and Gabriel, Chapter 15 in this volume)

The distinction between these two aspects of  the notion of  dynamic capabilities is 
necessary, we argue, if  we want to make progress on some of  the key theoretical ques-
tions related to dynamic capabilities. In the quest to identify and assess the role played 
by potential antecedents to the development of  DCs, for example, it seems sensible to 
expect that organizational characteristics conducive of  the development of  DCs aimed 
at changes in operating routines might be quite different from the factors explaining how 
fi rms learn to adapt motivations, emotions, and identity traits. Ditto for the consequences 
produced by the deployment of  DCs. Depending on the type of  task at hand and the type 
of  performance objective aimed at, the impact of  a fi rm’s capabilities to adapt operating 
routines, as opposed to those specifi c to the adaptation of  emotional/motivational states 
might be more or less relevant for both a model of  organizational change and for models 
of  organizational performance.

A ‘HOLISTIC’ FRAMEWORK OF DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES

The distinction made above between the (relatively) well-known characteristics of  DC con-
nected to the adaptation of  behavioral patterns, and the hitherto under-explored notion 
of  DC connected to the adaptation of  antecedents to behavioral change is at the core of  
our proposed contribution. We use the word ‘holistic’ to indicate that the conceptual 
framework developed considers both notions of  DC, those focused on the adaptation of  
fi rm behavior (operating capabilities in particular) and those focused on the adaptation 
of  behavioral antecedents, such as cognition (e.g. cognitive frames) and motivation. The 
framework proposed is considered ‘holistic’ (complete) also because it aims to encompass, 
albeit in highly abstract and general terms, all the general categories of  explanations for 
the formation and evolution of  DC. As such, it will try to move beyond the role of  learn-
ing processes highlighted by prior literature (Zollo and Winter, 2002) and consider the 
role of  both organizational as well as individual traits in shaping the development of  DC. 
Finally, the proposed framework aims to be holistic also in terms of  identifying both the 
evolutionary and the technical aspects of  performance highlighted by Helfat et al. (2007) 
to include notions of  appropriateness in the direction of  change (evolutionary fi t), as well 
as of  economic effi ciency in the change process itself  (technical fi t, i.e. with value pro-
duced larger than the costs necessary to produce it). The overall logic of  the framework is 
summarized in Figure 24.1.
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The analysis is divided into three steps. We fi rst focus on the mediations of  behav-
ioral and non-behavioral objects of  change in shaping both the fi rm’s evolutionary and 
technical fi t. We then move on to consider the broad sets of  factors that might distin-
guish one fi rm’s ability to develop DC from another, over and above the notion of  learn-
ing capabilities, which have already been discussed in the received literature. Finally, the 
dynamic nature of  the framework is considered, including potentially important feedback 
loops that might shed new light on the advantages in order to expand the notion of  DC to 
include the non-behavioral aspects of  organizational change.

Mediating factors on the DC-performance link

The central point of  departure from the received literature consists in the observation 
that, to fully capture the impact of  DC on evolutionary and technical fi tness, it is neces-
sary to consider not only operating routines and organizational processes as objects of  
change, but also changes in cognitive and emotional/motivational traits of  individual 
members of  the organization, as well as shared cognitive and emotional/motivational 
traits among groups of  individuals (eventually, albeit rarely, including all the members of  
the fi rm).

For instance, the absence of  change in the case of  Polaroid when faced by a techno-
logical discontinuity in the business of  digital imaging was related to cognitive inertia 
(Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000) connected to the implicit framing of  the competitive challenge 
facing Polaroid, and of  its strategic response. It was Polaroid’s inability to adapt its man-
agers’ mental models that led to the origins of  the failure to adapt its competitive strategy 
and consequent operating routines to the rise of  digital imaging. Similarly, Kodak and 
Anderson Co. have not been able to leverage the cognitive fl exibility of  their employees 
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Figure 24.1 A Model of  DC Antecedents and Consequences
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while coping with disruptive change respectively in the business of  imaging and the busi-
ness of  consulting (Henderson and Kaplan, 2005). More recently, and along this line of  
reasoning, Danneels (2010) has described the inability of  Smith Corona to face disrup-
tive change in its typewriter business as an absence of  dynamic capabilities specifi c to the 
adaptation of  cognitive frames, fi rst, and consequently of  operating processes.

All the previous examples have in common a defi nition of  cognition in terms of  ways 
to frame the strategic challenge facing the fi rm (Schneider and Angelmar, 1993) and of  
the strategy connected to facing such challenge. Other cognitive traits that can be sub-
ject to systematic change processes through the deployment of  DC might have to do with 
organizational identity traits connected with answers to questions like: what is the purpose 
of  the company’s existence and what defi nes or limits its role(s) within its social and eco-
nomic environment (organizational identity)? What does it stand for (organizational val-
ues)? How are things done over here (organizational culture)?

In addition to all these cognitive dimensions, upon which the extended notion of  DC 
that we have proposed displays its effects, there are several emotional and, in particular, 
motivational dimensions that also require specifi c attention. Gottschalg and Zollo (2007), 
for example, identify the mechanisms through which fi rms might learn to manipulate 
motivational levels of  their managers and employees, encompassing explicit, normative 
implicit, and hedonic implicit motivations (Lindenberg, 2001). They also identify condi-
tions under which these types of  DCs generate sustainable competitive advantage, as well 
as conditions in which the advantage is not likely to be sustainable.

Besides motivational processes and connected organizational competencies for their 
static deployment as well as dynamic adaptation, the study of  non-behavioral and non-
cognitive objects of  organizational change can be particularly vast, even though poorly 
appreciated. Consider all the dimensions of  emotional traits that characterize in a sta-
ble, albeit not fi xed, manner any organization. Positive effects (happiness, joy, excitement, 
etc.) are typically connected not only to stronger motivation to pursue the interests of  the 
fi rm, but also to all sorts of  intermediate goals such as creativity and innovation, capabil-
ity development and transfer, and socially responsible decision making (Crilly et al., 2008). 
Negative effects, such as anger, frustration, and sadness (to name just a few), are typi-
cally connected to the opposite type of  outcomes generated by positive effect. However, 
the causal linkages might be neither symmetric nor linear. For example, a moderate 
level of  frustration is normally considered to be necessary in order to stimulate search 
for improved solutions, whereas anger with the status quo might be conducive to positive 
energy towards the initiation and/or acceptance of  change. The key question, which has 
received very limited attention so far by scholars (Huy, 1999) concerns the development 
of  processes dedicated to the change of  these emotional traits within fi rms. DCs special-
ized in the manipulation of  emotional traits are typically very diffi cult to observe in fi rms, 
but most of  the processes connected with the internal communication function are geared 
towards the (more or less deliberate) adaptation of  emotional traits.

Factors explaining the origins and the evolution of  dynamic capabilities

The question related to the origins and development of  DCs has received increasing 
attention from scholars, as the debate on the defi nition and content of  DCs converged 
to some consensus (Zollo and Winter, 2002; Winter, 2003; Helfat et al., 2007). The most 
immediate explanations have to do with learning processes of  a different nature that are 
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expected to be at the basis of  the development of  any organizational capability, whether 
of  dynamic nature or not. They have to do, for instance, with experience accumulation 
and learning-by-doing mechanisms, with deliberate investments in learning processes such 
as knowledge articulation and codifi cation activities, as well as with vicarious learning and 
other imitative processes.

For the purpose of  this chapter, however, we will focus on other factors that are not 
specifi cally related to learning processes but might nonetheless infl uence the ability of  
fi rms to undertake change processes through the development and deployment of  DCs. 
Their discussion can be organized with respect to the level of  analysis at work: organiza-
tional versus individual traits.

Organizational traits. To date, the conceptual and empirical effort directed towards the 
unbundling of  the genesis and evolution of  DC has been primarily devoted to studying 
the organizational base of  the actions behind sustained product innovation. In an inter-
industrial analysis of  several product development projects, Leonard-Barton (1992) iden-
tifi ed individual skills, technical systems, managerial systems, values, and norms as the 
key interrelated dimensions of  the dynamics of  sustained product innovation. Tushman 
and O’Reilly III (1997) also linked the nature of  capabilities specifi c to the management 
of  continuous product development to similar organizational variables and highlighted 
how an ambidextrous organization might prevent a fi rm falling into the trap of  too much 
exploitation with no exploration. Verona and Ravasi (2003) found analogous results 
in the longitudinal analysis of  a leading fi rm in the hearing-aid industry. According to 
their study, continuous product development was based on the ability to create, combine, 
and reconfi gure knowledge. These three knowledge-based processes relied on the inter-
connection among organizational variables (namely, actors, physical resources, structure 
and systems, and organizational culture) and the ability of  the fi rm to let them coexist 
within a loosely-coupled structure. Likewise, the work of  Colanelli-O’Connor (2004) has 
recently investigated the organizational antecedents to the development of  DCs specifi c 
to the management of  radical product innovation. Findings show that these antecedents 
are deeply rooted in a system based on an identifi able organizational group, the prac-
tice of  project management (a clear role system and a clear system of  objectives), and a 
loosely-coupled organization, on an appropriate endowment of  skills and talent, and on a 
(somewhat loosely defi ned) strong leadership. By comparing non-innovative and innova-
tive organizations in mature industries, Dougherty, Barnard, and Dunne (2004) present an 
empirically-grounded theory that explains how the DC for sustained product innovation 
is closely linked to the organizational dynamics of  power and control. Finally, Blyler and 
Coff  (2003) point also to social capital as a key variable at the basis of  a DC’s formation 
and, consequently, at the basis of  rent appropriation.

Beyond the sustained innovation context, there is comparably less work dedicated to 
the development of  DCs in the management of  organizational tasks of  similar strategic 
importance, such as the selection, negotiation, and integration of  corporate acquisitions, or 
the management of  internal change geared towards the integration of  principles of  social 
and environmental (in addition to economic) sustainability. The reason why these other 
contexts might be very important for the development of  the study of  DC is that the man-
agement of  M&A processes and the integration of  social and environmental sustainability 
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are organizational challenges that require particular attention to non-behavioral objects 
of  the change process, such as the ones highlighted earlier: shared cognitive frames, beliefs 
and values, as well as collective emotional and motivational dynamics.

To illustrate, consider the recent evolution of  the M&A literature specifi c to the prob-
lem of  explaining performance variations studying the effects of  experiential (Haleblian 
and Finkelstein, 1999; Hayward, 2002) and deliberate (Zollo and Singh, 2004) learning 
processes as antecedents to DCs specifi c to the management of  organizational change 
related to the post-acquisition integration phase. What has been signifi cantly under-
explored, though, is the infl uence of  other fi rm traits as antecedents of  these specifi c types 
of  DCs. What distinguishes some of  the most successful acquirers from the others is still a 
matter of  discussion in academic as well as practitioner debates, but it seems clear that it 
cannot be reduced to superior learning practices. By way of  example, Charles O’Reilly’s 
(1998) case on Cisco Systems focuses on specifi c organizational structures and HR man-
agement practices to explain Cisco’s ability to integrate successfully high-tech start-ups 
and to retain the vast majority of  their founders. In another example, GE Capital’s com-
petence in integrating acquired companies in the fi nancial services sector is attributed to 
the development of  innovative organizational arrangements, for example the novel role of  
‘integration manager’ in a process leadership position, coupled with the business leader 
in the specifi c organizational unit of  GE (see Ashkenas et al., 1998), and other process-
specifi c innovations that are rooted in GE’s organizational capacities to attract, motivate, 
and develop management talent, as well as in cultural traits that favor the emergence of  
managerial innovation.

The third context that we want to offer as illustrative example of  DCs that could help 
identify the role of  organizational traits in the evolution of  these change capacities has to 
do with the signifi cant efforts that an increasing amount of  companies across industries 
and countries are making to understand and cope with the increasing demand by several 
types of  stakeholders (employees, customers, suppliers, local communities, and, recently, 
even shareholders) to integrate principles of  social and environmental sustainability within 
their operations, their strategic decision-making processes, and, eventually, even in their 
cultural fabric (Freeman, 1984; Donaldson and Preston, 1995; Blair and Stout, 1999; 
Freeman et al., 2010). Almost by defi nition, responding to these challenging expectations 
requires the development and deployment of  DCs specifi c to the change of   operating 
routines related, for instance, to the interactions with suppliers, customers, and local 
authorities in the communities where the fi rm operates. More challenging, and core to 
the argument in this chapter, is the change challenge connected to the more subtle aspects 
of  the organization: the cognitive mindsets and shared beliefs that identify the purpose of  
work within the organization and the way it is supposed to compete and thrive, the cul-
tural traits that could facilitate or hinder the openness to inclusion of  stakeholders in the 
strategic decision-making processes of  the fi rm, the motivational dynamics that affect (and 
are affected by) not only the system of  incentives but also the type of  social norms and of  
organizational identity traits that characterize the fi rm.

Individual traits. The development of  this broader and more holistic notion of  DC that 
encompasses the fi rm’s ability to change not only its operating capabilities and resourc-
es, but also the other non-behavioral aspects of  the organization that might infl uence 
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sustainable performance, is also infl uenced by characteristics of  individual traits. In fact, 
it is worth noting that some of  the organizational traits highlighted by the literature on 
sustained innovation, such as skills, talent, and leadership, are really individual rather than 
collective constructs. In general, however, there is a broad recognition that human agency 
is fundamental to the explanation of  the quality and the performance outcomes of  the 
new product development process. Indeed the effectiveness and effi ciency of  the devel-
opment of  new products has been shown to be a direct consequence of  the actions per-
formed by project leaders and team members of  new product development projects, senior 
management involved in new product development decisions, as well as customers and 
suppliers involved in the process (for reviews, see Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995; Verona, 
1999). For instance, Krishnan and Ulrich (2001) reviewed research in product devel -
opment with respect to the sequence of  decisions made during the new product 
development process. This business process, which they consider a ‘black box,’ involves 
hundreds of  decisions. Leveraging solely the literature in decision science or operations 
management, the authors identifi ed in particular thirty major decisions made within 
organizational units dedicated to product development.

The decision-making activity behind new products and the role of  human agency in 
the process give room to the importance of  individual traits such as cognitive frames and 
beliefs, emotions, motivations, and identity. For instance, the recent work by von Hippel 
(2005) has shown how the alignment between the manufacturers’ development process 
activities and customers’ values favors the emergence of  new products. Similarly, in the 
case of  Ducati it has been shown how the alignment of  values and norms and, more gen-
erally, of  identity favors the exchange of  knowledge between customers and members of  
the new product development team in the community of  creation of  new products called 
Tech Café (Sawhney et al., 2005).

With respect to the role of  cognitive traits, recent work has shown their relevance 
in relation to opportunity recognition for entrepreneurial ventures (Shane and Ulrich, 
2004). At the same time, though, Cardon et al. (2009: 517) show the importance and the 
positive role of  entrepreneurial passion as a driver of  opportunity recognition, pointing 
to the need to build a comprehensive (‘holistic’) model of  opportunity recognition that 
encompasses both the cognitive and the emotional processes in human psyche. Beyond 
opportunity recognition, recent work focused on the role of  motivation of  entrepre-
neurs and team members in new ventures for the quality of  new product development 
(Shane and Ulrich, 2004). With respect to psychological traits of  individuals involved 
in new ventures, Hmieleski and Baron (2009), for instance, demonstrate how disposi-
tional optimism (the tendency to expect positive outcomes even when they are not jus-
tifi able) is negatively related to the performance of  their new ventures; they also show 
how this relationship is strengthened when moderated by industry dynamism and past 
experience.

These contributions exemplify, should it be necessary, the signifi cant potential for the 
future development of  our understanding of  innovation processes provided by a seri-
ous investment in the exploration of  the individual level antecedents to DC, sometimes 
referred to as the micro-foundations of  innovation processes. For what concerns the M&A 
context, the discourse on the micro-foundations of  M&A processes and performance is 
still in its embryonic stage. With very few exceptions, the literature has tackled the quest 
to understand M&A-related capabilities as a fundamentally collective phenomenon. This 
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is understandable, since a corporate acquisition typically involves all the organizational 
functions of  the acquired organization and, in all cases of  operating, cultural or at least 
structural integration, the corresponding functions within the acquiring unit. However, the 
development of  a fi rm’s ability to handle the most complex phases of  the M&A process, 
which are normally considered to center on the integration phase (Haspeslagh and 
Jemison, 1991), might be heavily infl uenced by individuals playing a particularly impor-
tant role in these processes. In most cases of  a sophisticated acquirer (Cisco Systems, Intel, 
GE Capital, Electrolux, Dow Chemical, to name but a few), the individuals heading the 
corporate development unit will shape the processes and the decisions characterizing their 
fi rm’s approach to the integration phase in line with the objective requirements of  the type 
of  fi rms acquired and the rent generation logic of  each acquisition. More subtly, they will 
also shape those processes and decisions in alignment with their own convictions (derived 
from their cognitive representations and frames) about how an acquisition should be han-
dled, in alignment with their psychological dispositions vis-à-vis decision-making processes 
in general (e.g. consensus orientation), the emotional components of  the integration proc-
ess (e.g. resistance to change, uncertainty-driven anxiety, frustration and anger, hope and 
excitement, etc.), and the motivational dynamics that play such a signifi cant role in the 
alignment and integration process (  Jemison and Sitkin, 1986; Buono and Bowditch, 1990). 
However, what has not been tackled at all in the received literature is the role of  the cor-
porate leader in shaping, for better or worse, the way the fi rm learns how to cope with the 
complexities of  the post-acquisition integration phase (Fubini et al., 2006). The authors 
identify several ways in which the corporate leader can infl uence the post-merger proc-
esses, including the way the fi rm learns to handle the key challenges during and after the 
completion of  the integration phase. Despite these initial results, however, this line of  work 
is still very much an open fi eld since there is a lot more to understand on how individual 
traits of  leaders and corporate development executives might infl uence the development 
of  M&A-related DC.

In the third context considered, the one related to the embedding of  social and envi-
ronmental sustainability principles within the fi rm’s operations, strategies and cultural 
traits, the study of  fi rms’ capabilities related to those internal change processes has yet 
to materialize in any empirical (or even theoretical) result. To the best of  our knowl-
edge, there are only a few case studies that attempt to unpack the learning challenge 
related to both sense making on the direction of  change required and to enacting the 
internal changes against the resistance of  internal and external stakeholders. Zadek 
(2004), for example, studied Nike’s painful experience following the sweatshop scan-
dal in the mid-1990s to conceptualize the challenge in terms of  internal and external 
learning and change processes, but that can only be considered an initial exploration 
in largely uncharted territory. The fi eld needs to begin a signifi cant investment in the 
identifi cation of  the factors explaining superior performance in adapting internal proc-
esses to the evolution of  multiple key stakeholders’ needs and interests, and to refocus its 
attention to external stakeholder engagement practices towards the analysis of  internal 
learning and change processes (Zollo et al., 2007). In that sense, the research agenda 
of  scholars focusing on the study of  social and environmental sustainability converges 
and overlaps with the one pursued by the larger fi eld of  scholars with a general interest 
in organizational learning and change, and, more specifi cally, in the origins and conse-
quences of  DC.
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Dynamics and feedback loops

The focus of  our argument above has been on the need to extend the received notion of  
DC to encompass a broader set of  objects of  learning and change (i.e. the non-behavioral 
aspects of  the fi rm, beyond operating routines) as well as of  antecedents to the learning 
and change process itself  (organizational and individual traits, beyond learning processes). 
The call for extension of  the theory of  DC is not motivated solely by the need to build 
a more comprehensive model of  organizational evolution, though. It is fundamentally 
driven by the observation that by extending the model to the dynamics of  non-behavioral 
antecedents and consequences of  DC, we might be able to observe and describe qualita-
tively different features of  the dynamic interaction among the variables considered.

To illustrate, consider the version of  the model exemplifi ed by the sequential chain 
of  causation from learning to change (i.e. DC) to operating routines proposed by Zollo 
and Winter (2002). In this received version of  the story, the causation can only go in one 
direction, with learning processes infl uencing the development of  capabilities (dynamic as 
well as ‘static’), and with DCs infl uencing the development of  operating capabilities and 
resources. If  one, however, considers the extended version of  the model proposed, the 
unidirectionality in the causation chain might not apply any more. More specifi cally, 
the ‘holistic’ notion of  DC will infl uence the evolution of  organizational traits that are in 
turn likely to infl uence at least some of  the non-behavioral factors, at the organizational 
as well as individual level, that shape the ability of  the organization to produce DC. It is 
the nature of  these feedback loops that might allow future scholars to build a more com-
plete picture not only of  how business organizations evolve over time, but also (and most 
interestingly) about the interdependence between the evolutionary processes at the organi-
zational and the individual levels (Figure 24.2).

To illustrate, consider the case of  DCs specifi c to the integration of  sustainability 
within the various dimensions of  the fi rm, both behavioral (i.e. operating routines) and 
non-behavioral (e.g. cognitive framing of  the strategic challenges, cultural traits, 
and emotional dispositions) in nature. Whereas it is diffi cult to imagine that changes 
in operating routines will infl uence ‘backward’ the development of  the DC that might 
have created and eventually shaped them, that is quite possible when the infl uence of  
DC on cognitive and emotional components of  the fi rm is taken into consideration. For 
instance, consider a fi rm that has developed a DC in adapting the cognitive frames of  its 
managers related to the purpose of  existence of  their company to include the improve-
ment of  the well-being of  the communities in which it operates. That fi rm will not only 
see its management change their decision-making patterns to include, for example, an 
explicit evaluation of  the social and environmental consequences of  their decisions, and 
perhaps to suggest process adjustments aimed at engaging the most relevant stakeholders 
in the decision itself. Most likely, that fi rm will also see its managers invest in learning to 
change internal processes, motivations, emotional traits, and social norms, thereby devel-
oping and upgrading the fi rm’s collective DC specifi c to these sustainability domains. 
Ditto if  the objects of  change in the DC are the psychological dispositions of  manag-
ers and entrepreneurs towards more caring for and openness with, for example, the 
key stakeholders of  the enterprise (employees, customers, partners, and the local com-
munities) in addition to the shareholders. Again, those dispositions might trigger learn-
ing processes which will further develop the same DC that initiated or developed them, 
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creating, therefore, a positive feedback loop, a potential virtual cycle between holistic 
notions of  DC and the non-behavioral objects of  change. Note, by the way, that the 
presence of  a positive loop does not necessarily mean that fi rms will spiral up (or down) 
to infi nite levels of  openness and caring for stakeholders (or lack thereof). The loops 
could simply follow each other with smaller and smaller magnitudes, therefore reaching 
a steady state in this dynamic system at high levels of  DC, high levels of  openness and 
inclusiveness in strategic decision making of  stakeholders, and eventually high levels of  
evolutionary fi t (assuming that openness and inclusiveness are part of  the expectations 
and interests of  stakeholders).

CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we reviewed the extant literature on dynamic capabilities with a view to 
move the debate towards the development of  a positive theory on antecedents and con-
sequences of  the development and effectiveness of  dynamic capabilities. To do so we 
proposed a framework that broadens the object of  change beyond purely behavioral 
constructs such as processes and routines, and embraces the challenge of  understanding 
how fi rms learn to manipulate subtle aspects of  human nature such as emotions, motiva-
tion, and identity. The core claim is that a broader notion of  DC which includes non-
behavioral aspects in both the objects and consequences of  their deployment as well as 
in the factors explaining their origins and evolution will not only improve the descriptive 
power of  the model of  organizational evolution and long-term performance, compared 

Antecedents

Learning

Organizational Traits

(Autonomy 
Shared Frames,

values, etc)

Individual Traits

(Competences,
creativity,

responsiveness, etc.)

Dynamic 
Capabilities

Consequences

Operating Routines

Objects of action of DC

(culture, purpose,
strategic logic)

Figure 24.2 The Feedback Loops
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to the received one based on solely behavioral mechanisms (learning, change, and operat-
ing routines). It will also produce a qualitatively different (and potentially powerful from a 
descriptive standpoint) set of  dynamics among its main components. The non-behavioral 
objects of  the change action of  these holistic DCs could in fact infl uence the evolutionary 
patterns of  the DCs themselves, potentially creating positive feedback loops which will 
enhance the self-generated emergence of  change dynamics over and above the  deliberate 
action of  top management. The consequences could be particularly virtuous in terms 
of  evolutionary and technical fi t, if  the management can appreciate the importance of  
these evolutionary processes, leverage the power of  their change dynamics, and guide 
them appropriately towards the achievement of  evolutionary and technical fi t.

The argument has been developed and illustrated with the help of  three managerial 
contexts, which provided some grounding into the change decisions that managers make 
and the change capabilities necessary to make them in the appropriate way. They are the 
new product development, the post-acquisition integration, and the social and environ-
mental sustainability challenge. The managerial implications from the consideration of  a 
broader concept of  DCs, which includes the subtler aspects of  human nature that ante-
cede the overt behavioral outcomes, will be specifi c for each of  the contexts analyzed. All 
those implications will have in common one important feature, however: they will poten-
tially allow corporate managers and leaders to understand how to unleash the power 
of  the human side of  dynamic capabilities, leveraging the emergent nature of   evolutionary 
change, and thus signifi cantly amplifying, if  properly guided, the fi rm’s capacity to gener-
ate and sustain technical and evolutionary fi t.
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ABSTRACT

We examine the received research on organizational knowledge structures with a special 
focus on their link to innovation. We note that the literature has used the term knowl-
edge structure to represent three quite distinct components of  organizational knowledge: 
the cognitive templates used by management, the content knowledge of  the organization, 
and the transactive systems used by an organization to organize its knowledge. We use the 
term organizational knowledge-base as an abstraction to capture the aggregative entity 
that includes these three components. We then examine the research to identify six pri-
mary dimensions along which organizational knowledge-bases differ: size, content, veridi-
cality, degree of  differentiation, degree of  integration, and embeddedness. We identify 
the three common mechanisms by which organizations search for innovations, recom-
binant, cognitive, and experiential search and examine the implications of  the knowledge-
base dimensions in the context of  these mechanisms. This discussion also helps to locate 
derived dimensions of  organizational knowledge-bases such as relatedness, decomposabil-
ity, and malleability. We then review the organizational antecedents that shape organiza-
tional knowledge-bases and conclude with some thoughts on key areas of  future research 
in this literature.
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If  only HP knew what HP knows—
Lew Platt, HP CEO (in Sieloff, 1999)

A dramatic growth in organizational knowledge over the past few decades has made 
the problem of  developing appropriate structures for capturing and storing knowledge in 
organizations especially salient. Concomitant with this growth in organizational knowl-
edge and increased need for knowledge structuring, intensifying competition and high 
rates of  technological obsolescence have created a need for greater and faster innovation 
in many industries. Addressing the challenges posed by these two problems, of  structuring 
knowledge and managing it for innovation, are key tasks for organization theorists in 
the knowledge economy. Surveying and structuring the emergent literature in these 
domains, and thus cumulating our understanding of  the relationship between knowledge 
structures and innovation, is the key objective of  this chapter. Additionally, marking the 
current state of  knowledge in this area is useful for identifying key problems and chal-
lenges that remain unaddressed and, therefore, for highlighting the gaps in our current 
understanding of  these problems.

The organizational literature has defi ned and represented knowledge structures in 
several different ways, sometimes with slightly different meanings. Commonly, knowl-
edge structures have been conceived of  as cognitive templates. For instance, at the indi-
vidual (rather than organizational) level Walsh (1995) suggests ‘A knowledge structure is 
a mental template that individuals impose on an information environment to give it form 
and meaning.’ Similarly, at the organizational level Lyles and Shwenk (1992) suggest that 
‘knowledge structure refers to shared beliefs at the organizational level. Further, these 
beliefs have a structure.’ As they elaborate, ‘the concept of  knowledge structures deals with 
goals, cause-and-effect beliefs, and other cognitive elements.’ Further, in their conceptualiza-
tion, knowledge structures are characterized by some core features which remain invariant 
over long periods of  time and some peripheral features which change (Lyles and Schwenk, 
1992). Core features refer to the set of  ‘beliefs and goals on which there is widespread 
agreement,’ while peripheral elements include knowledge about sub-goals and about 
the behavior or steps necessary to achieve the goals specifi ed in the core set. Peripheral 
knowledge is open to much more debate and disagreement within the organization (Lyles 
and Schwenk, 1992). Similarly, in describing dominant logic, Prahalad and Bettis (1986) 
refer to knowledge systems, beliefs, theories, and propositions that have developed over 
time based on the manager’s personal experiences. In other words, the term ‘knowledge 
 structures,’ as emphasized by Galambos et al. (1986), has often referred to the cognitive 
structure underlying top-down or theory-driven information processing.

However, other authors (e.g. Walsh, 1995) have noted that organizational knowledge 
per se, includes not just process knowledge such as cognitive fi lters and beliefs, shared per-
spectives, and mental maps, but also content knowledge that includes information about 
(for instance) technological, production, and marketing concepts and relationships (e.g. see 
Yayavaram and Ahuja, 2008). Thus, knowledge about manufacturing of  semiconductors, 
the properties of  various types of  integrated circuits, and the payment history of  various 
customers are all parts of  the content knowledge of  a semiconductor manufacturer.

Finally, a third set of  authors have drawn attention to another component of  organ-
izational knowledge—the set of  procedures or transactive systems that are used by the 
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organization for encoding, storing, retrieving, updating, and communicating organiza-
tional knowledge (Hollingshead, 2001; Wegner 1986; Lewis, Lange, and Gillis, 2005). 
Thus, who knows what, where specifi c pieces of  knowledge are stored in the organization, 
and how they are to be retrieved are the kinds of  knowledge stored in the transactive sys-
tems of  an organization.

Clearly, any attempt to understand the implications of  an organization’s knowledge 
structures for innovation should encompass an analysis of  not just organizational knowledge 
about beliefs, goals, and cognitive templates but also the organization of  the substantive, task 
related content knowledge held by the organization as well as the transactive systems used by 
the organization to maintain, grow, and utilize its knowledge (see Figure 25.1). Accordingly, 
to facilitate our analysis of  knowledge structures we synthesize the above notions of  cognitive, 
content, and transactive knowledge in an organization to introduce the notion of  an organi-
zational knowledge base.i

We will use the concept of  an organizational knowledge-base as a key organizing 
construct for this review. In its simplest sense an organizational knowledge-base refers to 
‘what an organization knows.’ It is in essence a summation of  the knowledge contained 
in the organization. Such knowledge may consist of  ‘content’ knowledge about technolo-
gies, markets, products, customers, routines, or ‘cognitive’ knowledge such as beliefs, tem-

i Making a distinction between different types of  organizational knowledge has a long tradition in 
the literature. For instance, in a distinction similar to the distinction between procedural and declar-
ative knowledge (Rogers, 1983; Winter, 1987; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Moorman and Miner, 1998; 
Tippins and Sohi, 2003), Kogut and Zander (1992) categorize organizational knowledge into infor-
mation and know-how based knowledge. Information, as declarative knowledge, consists of  a state-
ment that provides a state description and know-how, like procedural knowledge, is a description 
of  what defi nes current practice inside a fi rm. Cohen and Bacdayan (1994) emphasize the impor-
tance of  organizational routines as a crucial component of  organizations’ knowledge in determining 
their performance and identify organizational routines as being part of  what they defi ne ‘procedural 
memory,’ i.e. memory for how things are done that encompasses cognitive as well as motor activities 
(Cohen and Bacdayan, 1994).

Cognitive Templates Transactive Arrangements

Content Knowledge

Figure 25.1 Organizational Knowledge-Base
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plates, cognitive frames, and heuristics or ‘transactive’ knowledge about how to access or 
update content knowledge. The organizational knowledge-base may reside in electronic 
or  physical media, but also organization members, procedures, routines, and organiza-
tional structures. Knowledge-bases can be distinguished from ordinary databases in two 
ways. First, while databases are simply logical, structured classifi cations of  data into logical 
 categories and can be used to systematize, enhance, and expedite large scale intra- and 
inter-fi rm knowledge management (Alavi and Leidner, 2001), knowledge-bases also include 
conceptual maps that outline the interdependencies across contents, and include interpre-
tations and beliefs about the data, as well as routines and rules for the storage, mainte-
nance, and retrieval of  the data themselves. Second, following from this, databases have 
usually an electronic or a physical manifestation. Knowledge-bases may however reside in 
people, relationships, organizational structures, and routines. Thus, all databases will be a 
part of  a knowledge-base but a knowledge-base may not be captured entirely in databases.

The organizational knowledge-base construct is also related to, but distinct from, the 
construct of  organizational memory (see Walsh and Ungson, 1991). As defi ned by Walsh 
and Ungson, the construct of  organizational memory refers to ‘stored information about 
a decision stimulus and response that when retrieved, comes to bear on present deci-
sions.’ Thus, organizational memory is derived from an organization’s past experience 
and includes knowledge that is retained and recalled in the context of  a specifi c decision 
stimulus. An organizational knowledge-base however has a broader scope of  covered 
knowledge—it includes elements of  knowledge that have not necessarily emerged from 
the organization’s past experience or are not related to or recalled in the context of  spe-
cifi c decision stimuli.

Note that the relationship between the three components of  the organizational 
knowledge-base is likely to be bidirectional within each dyad. A management’s cogni-
tive template is likely to infl uence both the nature of  content knowledge the organization 
accumulates and the kind of  transactive systems it puts in place. In turn though, the con-
tent knowledge accumulated by an organization is likely to infl uence the cognitive tem-
plates of  the management as well as the type of  transactive systems it uses. Finally, the 
nature of  transactive systems themselves may infl uence the content of  a knowledge-base 
as well as the cognitive templates of  the management.

ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE-BASES

Authors using this broader concept of  organizational knowledge have sometimes invoked 
one of  three broad abstractions to represent an organizational knowledge-base. First, they 
have used the concept of  a set (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Kogut and Zander, 1992, 1996; 
Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Ahuja and Katila, 2001; Nerkar and Roberts, 2004). A set 
representation assumes that an organization’s knowledge can be represented as a collec-
tion of  individual, discrete elements or quanta. A set representation enables the quantifi -
cation of  an organization’s knowledge-base, is broad based and generic, and allows basic 
algebraic operations to be performed such as union and intersection. All these properties 
can be usefully exploited in organizational knowledge contexts.

For instance, the cardinal number of  a set can be used to serve as an indicator of  
the size of  an organization’s knowledge-base, and can thus be used to describe both the 
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absolute size of  a knowledge-base as well as its relative size in a comparison between two 
knowledge-bases (Ahuja and Katila, 2001). The elements can refl ect technical knowl-
edge, knowledge about individual routines or procedures, or even organizational beliefs 
or heuristics (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Grant, 1996; Nerkar 
and Roberts, 2004). Operations such as union and intersection can be meaningfully 
interpreted in the organizational context as the aggregation of  knowledge-bases (for 
instance through mergers, alliances, acquisitions, franchising) and the degree of  overlap 
or relatedness between two knowledge-bases, respectively (Kogut, 1988; Lyles and Salk, 
1996; Simonin,1999; Khanna, Gulati, and Nohria, 1998; Inkpen, 2000; Gupta and 
Govindarajan, 2000; Ahuja and Katila, 2001; Sorenson and Sorensen, 2001). These prop-
erties can also be used to model the processes by which innovation occurs, such as recom-
bination, or to explore the implications of  knowledge depth and breadth. For instance, 
an organization’s depth of  knowledge can be conceived of  as its frequency of  reuse of  its 
existing knowledge elements while breadth of  knowledge can be conceived in terms of  the 
number of  knowledge elements in the knowledge-base (Katila and Ahuja, 2002).

However, representing a knowledge-base as a set also introduces limitations. First, 
the notion that all knowledge may be represented as discrete quanta or units may not 
be a useful simplifi cation in specifi c contexts. Second, very importantly, the set abstrac-
tion assumes that the individual elements are all stand-alone pieces of  knowledge, without 
connection to any other knowledge elements inside or outside the knowledge-base. Yet, 
most knowledge is usually related to and understood in the context of  other knowledge. 
This limitation suggests that an alternate concept of  organizational knowledge that allows 
the possibility of  representing the knowledge elements with some recognition of  the links 
between elements of  knowledge may be a superior alternative in some cases. This sug-
gests the possibility of  at least two distinct representations incorporating this  feature—the 
organizational knowledge-base represented as a matrix (Grant, 1996; Dyer and Singh, 
1998; Helfat and Raubitschek, 2000; Eppinger, Sosa, and Rowles, 2004; Grant and 
Baden-Fuller, 2004; Siggelkow and Rivkin, 2005; Ethiraj, 2007), or as a network (Hansen, 
2002; Reagans and McEvily, 2003; Yayavaram and Ahuja, 2008; Galunic and Rodan, 
1998; Almeida and Phene, 2004; Owen-Smith and Powell, 2004; Nerkar and Paruchuri, 
2005; Inkpen and Tsang, 2005).

The work on complexity theory and Simon’s seminal work on the design of  organiza-
tions (Simon, 1957; 1962; 1973) provides the precedent for the matrix representation of  
knowledge. In its simplest form this entails the listing of  all knowledge elements as the two 
dimensions of  a matrix with the actual cells of  the matrix being denominated as ones or 
zeros (Steward, 1981; Smith and Eppinger, 1997) to indicate the presence or absence of  a 
linkage between the knowledge elements. The relation specifying the presence of  a one or 
zero can be defi ned in many different ways to refl ect interdependencies of  various types. 
This matrix can then be used to understand non-obvious relationships between knowledge 
elements, including potentially by using the power of  matrix algebra.

An alternate, but similar, approach to addressing the issue of  potential relationships 
between elements of  knowledge is to conceive of  the organizational knowledge-base as 
a network with the nodes representing individual bits of  knowledge and the ties repre-
senting connections between specifi c pieces of  knowledge. So considered, ties could rep-
resent many different forms of  relationships. For instance Yayavaram and Ahuja (2008) 
defi ne a tie between two knowledge elements as a coupling, the decision by an inventor or 
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 manager to consider two elements of  knowledge jointly thus either using them together or 
not using them at all. According to them,

couplings thus refl ect an organization’s revealed beliefs about which elements of  knowledge are 
most likely to work well together and should be combined and, conversely, what kind of  ele-
ments are unrelated to each other and do not need to be considered jointly. Couplings can vary 
in their intensity, going from strong (elements X and Y are always considered together) to weak 
(X and Y are considered together occasionally) to non-existent (X and Y are always considered 
independently).

(Yayavaram and Ahuja, 2008)

They then demonstrate the use of  coupling and knowledge elements to articulate the 
knowledge network of  individual fi rms. The network representation of  a knowledge-base 
is fairly general in that, as the above illustration shows, ties can be used to represent a wide 
variety of  dependence relationships and can also be permitted to vary in strength (Ghoshal, 
Korine, and Szulanski, 1994; Hansen, 2002; Schulz, 2003; Levin and Cross, 2003).

To understand the implications of  these various conceptualizations of  organizational 
knowledge-bases it would be useful to have in mind the basic models through which we 
expect knowledge to create innovations. It is to this task that we turn our attention next. 
A survey of  the literature suggests at least three broad (non-exclusive) processes through 
which innovations are commonly created—recombinant search, cognitive search, and 
experiential search (March and Simon, 1958; Cyert and March,1963; Nelson and Winter, 
1982; Huber, 1991; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Galunic and Rodan, 1998; Fleming, 
2001; Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000; Winter, 2000; Fleming and Sorenson, 2004; Gavetti, 
Levinthal, and Rivkin, 2005).

THREE MECHANISMS OF INNOVATION SEARCH

Recombination as a mechanism for innovation can be traced back to at least Schumpeter 
(1934). More recently various organizational and strategy scholars have described the 
concept of  recombination (Fleming, 2001; Kogut and Zander, 1992) with Fleming (2001) 
providing a seminal treatment of  the recombinant process as it pertains to innovation 
search. As Fleming notes, inventions are fundamentally composed of  combinations of  
prior existing components into new syntheses or the recombining of  existing combina-
tions (Fleming, 2001; Fleming and Sorenson, 2004; Fleming, Mingo, and Chen, 2007; 
Nasiriyar, Nesta, and Dibiaggio, 2010). Such recombinations may result in entirely new 
products and services or the application of  existing products to new markets and uses (see 
Fleming and Sorenson, 2004, for famous examples). Pure recombination may however 
lead to the generation of  far more combinations than can be meaningfully evaluated. 
To avoid a combinatorial explosion or ‘complexity catastrophe’ (Fleming and Sorenson, 
2001) some decision rule needs to be invoked to reduce the set of  combinations to a feasi-
ble number. Yayavaram and Ahuja (2008) suggest that ‘coupling’ may be one mechanism 
that organizations use to reduce the number of  combinatorial choices to a meaningful 
number. Thus, recombination may work through the combining of  ‘coupled’ groups of  
elements rather than individual elements.

Cognitive search processes work through the exercise of  a causal reasoning logic 
(Fleming and Sorenson, 2004; Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000), the most common  prototype 
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of  which is the scientifi c method. The inventor begins with an abstract model of  the 
phenomenon of  interest (Holland et al., 1986; Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000) and tries to 
understand the cause–effect mechanisms that underlie its behavior. To understand these 
cause–effect mechanisms the inventor may resort to one of  two common processes, 
deduction or induction (Novelli, 2010). Deduction entails the identifi cation of  causes from 
systematic analysis using the tenets of  established principles and general laws. These prin-
ciples depict an architecture of  relationships, a big picture of  the terrain that the inventor 
can explore using causal reasoning and prior to or without observation of  the phenom-
enon. In induction the researcher attempts to generalize backward from a set of  observa-
tions to discover a common pattern that he or she uses as the basis of  a general model of  
the phenomenon. Having understood the underlying causal effects the inventor can now 
design new products and processes that incorporate elements leading to desirable out-
comes and eliminate elements that lead to undesirable effects.

When the process or product sought to be innovated upon is complex, embodying 
many simultaneous interactions, formulating a cognitive model of  the process to engage 
in cognitive search may not be practical. In such situations experiential search processes 
may still provide a mechanism for innovation. Rather than rely upon a reasoned logic to 
explain the effects of  a proposed change (impractical given the relative complexity of  the 
change), in experiential search the inventor actually tries out the proposed change and 
then decides whether or not to accept the resultant product or process. Experiential search 
processes thus lead to innovation through a variation-selection-retention cycle. The deci-
sion maker varies an existing product or process and receives feedback from the environ-
ment on the performance of  the entity after the mutation. If  this feedback suggests that 
performance is improved following the mutation, the mutation is retained and the new 
version of  the product or process is adopted. Subsequent variations continue the cycle of  
change leading potentially to further new products or processes.

Experiential search processes commonly differ from cognitive search processes on three 
key dimensions: the mode of  evaluation, the range of  alternatives considered, and the 
location of  the search (Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000). Cognitive processes, since they can 
operate through the application of  logic, may sometimes not require online evaluation. 
Logical analysis may suffi ce to provide an answer to whether some proposed change is a 
good idea or not. However, for experiential search processes putting the application into 
practice is necessary. Hence evaluation is, of  necessity, on-line (Gavetti and Levinthal, 
2000). Given the need to evaluate the effect of  a proposed change experimentally, the 
number of  alternatives that can be considered is also smaller than with cognitive search. 
Finally, experiential search is likely to be more incremental or local than cognitive search. 
Since the logic of  experiential search involves assessing the effects of  a change before 
accepting the change, it militates against simultaneous experimentation with multiple 
changes because the performance effects of  the several changes would be confounded 
making it diffi cult to isolate what changes were benefi cial and should be retained and what 
others were harmful (Sorenson, 2003).

Experiential search is also the basis of  analogical reasoning (Gick and Holoyak, 1980; 
Gavetti, Levinthal, and Rivkin, 2005). Analogical reasoning deals with using experiential 
knowledge to cope with novel environments. It involves mapping from a source context 
of  prior experience to a new target context (Gick and Holoyak, 1980). When the organi-
zation faces unfamiliar problems, analogizing managers choose a subset of  the problem 
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characteristics they believe distinguishes similar problems from different ones. Then, they 
transfer from the matching problem high-level policies or principles that guide search in 
the novel context (Gavetti, Levinthal, and Rivkin, 2005).

DIMENSIONS OF ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE-BASES

We now examine the relationship between the concept of  an organizational knowledge-
base and the three key innovation search processes. Understanding the implications of  var-
ious knowledge-base dimensions becomes more meaningful, with the prior understanding 
of  the innovation search processes in mind. We follow Walsh’s suggestion that research-
ers focusing on the knowledge structure construct in relation to management need to 
address several distinct issues. First, in accordance with his suggestion, we survey the prior 
research to ‘uncover the attributes’ of  knowledge structures that managers use. Second, 
following Walsh (1995), we need to understand the implications of  these knowledge struc-
tures for consequences of  relevance to managers; specifi cally we focus on the relationship 
between these various dimensions of  knowledge structures and organizational innova-
tion performance. Finally, in keeping with Walsh’s third precept we try to ‘uncover the 
origins’ of  organizational knowledge structures, i.e. understand the key determinants that 
shape knowledge structures in any organization. Going forward, unless it is contextually 
necessary, we use the term organizational knowledge-base everywhere as the term collec-
tively captures all types of  knowledge structures.

Research on organizational knowledge-bases has identifi ed several key attributes or 
dimensions on which knowledge-bases differ. We focus on six such primary dimensions: 
size, content, veridicality, differentiation, integration, and embeddedness. However, in 
the course of  the discussion we also mention some key ‘derived’ attributes of  knowledge-
bases such as decomposability, malleability, and relatedness. The distinction between the 
primary and derived attributes is that derived attributes emerge from the interaction or 
implications of  primary attributes (see Figure 25.2).

Size

Knowledge-base size refl ects ‘how much’ an organization knows. In the context of  recom-
binant innovation, the size of  a knowledge-base determines its recombination possibili-
ties and, hence, its inventive potential (Fleming, 2001; Ahuja and Katila, 2001; Puranam, 
2001). In the simplest conception the size of  a knowledge-base should be a refl ection of  
the resources committed by an organization to gain knowledge, for instance its research 
and development spending. However, the literature has identifi ed several leveraging strat-
egies by which fi rms increase the de facto size of  their knowledge-bases by tapping into 
extra-organizational sources of  knowledge. These include alliances with other fi rms 
(Kotabe and Swan, 1995; Lane and Lubatkin,1998; Mowery, Oxley, and Silverman,1996; 
Powell, Koput, and Smith-Doerr, 1996; Stuart, 2000; Rosenkopf  and Almeida, 2003), 
investments through corporate venture capital units into start-ups (Dushnitsky and Lenox, 
2005; Wadhwa and Kotha, 2006; Benson and Ziedonis, 2009), more effective organiza-
tional learning arrangements or location decisions that enable the fi rm to impound more 
of  the knowledge created from prior searches (Zollo and Singh, 2004) or geographically 
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Figure 25.2 Antecedents and Consequences (Dotted line relationships are not within the scope of  
this study)

Primary Dimensions

Derived Dimensions

Organizational
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Knowledge Base
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• Malleability
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proximate organizations (Jaffe et al., 1993, Almeida and Phene, 2004; Lahiri, 2005; Singh, 
2009), investments in absorptive capacity that enable a fi rm to internalize more of  the 
spillovers from public science (Van den Bosch, Volberda and de Boer, 1999; Lenox and 
King, 2004), from competitors and complementors (Bowman and Hurry, 1993; Schilling, 
2002; Lichtenthaler, 2009), or investments in network ties that enable them to occupy 
favorable positions in inter-organizational networks and, thus, foster the absorption of  
knowledge spillovers (Baum, Calabrese, and Silverman, 2000; Ahuja 2000; Owen-Smith 
and Powell, 2004).

Grafting new knowledge onto their knowledge bases through acquisitions is another 
mechanism by which fi rms expand knowledge-base size (Ahuja and Katila, 2001; Ranft 
and Lord, 2002; Puranam, 2001; Puranam, Singh, and Zollo, 2006; Puranam and 
Srikanth, 2007). In this context researchers have identifi ed that a key issue is the inte-
gration paradox (Ahuja and Katila, 2001; Puranam, Singh, and Zollo 2006; Ranft and 
Lord, 2002). For grafted knowledge-bases to enhance the recombinant capacity of  the 
fi rm, the acquired and acquiring fi rm’s knowledge-bases have to be integrated. However, 
this integration may entail signifi cant organizational disruption and may thus compro-
mise innovative capability. Investigation of  these ideas shows that whereas the absolute 
size of  an acquired knowledge-base is positively associated with subsequent innovation 
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(providing support for the recombination effect) large relative size of  an acquired 
 knowledge-base reduces innovation possibly by creating knowledge integration problems 
(Ahuja and Katila, 2001). Further, research suggests that as a given knowledge-base exploits 
its recombination potential, its need for recharging the knowledge-base with new elements 
that can be recombined grows (Fleming, 2001). Supporting this basic logic researchers fi nd 
that fi rms facing recombinant exhaustion as indicated by their building on long chains of  
patents are more likely to invest in science, presumably as a means of  adding new recom-
binant fodder (new elements) to their knowledge-base (Ahuja and Katila, 2004).

Merging knowledge-bases through acquisition integration may lead to fairly nuanced 
implications. For instance Puranam and Srikanth (2007) fi nd that structural integration 
may enable fi rms to exploit the available existing knowledge (the empirical construct) but 
potentially at a cost to the development of  the capabilities inherent in the acquired fi rm 
(knowledge in the latent sense). Puranam, Singh, and Zollo (2006) show that the effects of  
structural integration are contingent; fi rms that are early in the product development tra-
jectory may be hurt by structural integration, but such effects may be attenuated for fi rms 
with more developed innovation trajectories. Puranam, Singh, and Chaudhuri (2009) 
indicate that under certain conditions coordination between the acquired and acquirer 
knowledge may be better achieved through mechanisms other than structural integration. 
Finally, it has been proposed that the nature of  the knowledge (tacit or explicit) may also 
signifi cantly affect successful integration of  knowledge following an acquisition (Ranft and 
Lord, 2002).

The size of  the knowledge-base is not only affected by the organization’s capability to 
acquire new knowledge, but also by its capability to unlearn (deliberately) or its tendency 
to forget (unintentionally). Unlearning is necessary when established knowledge can con-
stitute a barrier to further learning and has to be removed to make room for new knowl-
edge (Bettis and Prahalad, 1995; Lyles and Schwenk, 1992; De Holan and Phillips, 2004, 
2010). Forgetting, or the unintended loss of  knowledge elements, can be productive (when 
obsolete knowledge is lost) or unproductive (when useful knowledge elements are lost).

Content

Content refers to the subject matter of  the knowledge-base or the identity of  the indi-
vidual elements of  knowledge. It is ‘what’ the organization knows. The most obvious 
use of  the content of  a knowledge-base is in terms of  recognizing its overlap with other 
knowledge-bases. Such an approach can be used to operationalize the concept of  related-
ness between organizational knowledge-bases of  different organizations (Mowery, Oxley, 
and Silverman, 1996; Ahuja and Katila, 2001). Research suggests that in the context of  
acquisitions moderate degrees of  overlap between knowledge-bases lead to productive 
innovation performance after an acquisition (Ahuja and Katila, 2001). Similarly, the risk 
of  knowledge appropriation is also likely to be higher in the context of  knowledge related-
ness (Mowery, Oxley, and Silverman, 1996).

In recognizing what an organization knows it is important to note the possibility that 
an organization’s knowledge-base may extend beyond the organization’s boundaries 
(Rosenkopf  and Nerkar, 2001). Firms often use leveraging strategies or absorptive mecha-
nisms to expand their knowledge-bases beyond their organizational boundaries. Such 
strategies could be informal, such as know-how exchange (Von Hippel, 1978; Rogers, 
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1983), or formal, such as licensing (Teece, 1986; Arora, Fosfuri, and Gambardella, 2001). 
Indeed, research suggests that some of  the most important inventions may occur when 
fi rms use knowledge from beyond their own boundaries (Rosenkopf  and Nerkar, 2001).

Noting this possibility we can make a distinction between an organization’s knowledge 
from within its boundaries and that from beyond its boundaries. The latter may imply a 
broader search space available to the organization than the in-house experience would 
indicate; however, assessing the eventual value of  such external elements of  knowledge 
is more complicated. On the one hand, the mastery of  knowledge situated outside the 
organization may be more limited and, further, the perceived value of  internal versus 
external knowledge may differ with external knowledge subjected to a ’not invented here’ 
bias that may limit its actual use by the organization (Katz and Allen, 1982). Conversely, 
knowledge obtained from outsiders could be valued more than internal knowledge 
because it appears more special and unique (Menon and Pfeffer, 2003). More broadly it 
appears that the relative utility of  internal versus external knowledge is contingent on a 
variety of  factors such as team composition, the proportion/number of  local members 
versus cosmopolitans (Haas, 2006), characteristics of  the knowledge-base such as size, 
specialization, and codifi cation (Schulz, 2003), and even the perceptions of  (or lack of) a 
shared or superordinate social identity (Kane, 2010).

Many different types of  knowledge can be distinguished in talking about the content 
of  a knowledge-base, but we will make a special note of  just two kinds—technical knowl-
edge versus scientifi c (Rosenberg, 1982; Brooks, 1994). Although it would appear that in 
science-driven sectors of  the economy a knowledge-base that is signifi cantly devoted to 
science may be an advantage, research suggests the need for caution in drawing such con-
clusions. Science can increase the recombinant potential of  a knowledge-base by the iden-
tifi cation of  new elements, or provide a cognitive map of  the landscape that can be used 
for search and recombination (Fleming, 2001; Fleming and Sorenson, 2004). It can also 
help to guide trial and error or experimental search (Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000); and 
it forms a very important basis for cognitive search (Ahuja and Katila, 2004; Gavetti 
and Levinthal, 2000). Yet, in spite of  these advantages an excessive commitment to science 
may be detrimental to innovation because the institutional ethos of  science is fundamen-
tally different from technology (Stern, 2004). Science is about solving abstract problems, 
basic enquiry, and broad dissemination; technology is about creating pragmatic artifacts, 
commercial utility, and value appropriability. The confl icts between these modes of  opera-
tion can undercut the science payoff  to a technological knowledge-base (Gittelman and 
Kogut, 2003).

Veridicality

Veridicality refers to the fi t between the external or ‘true’ information environment of  an 
organization, and the refl ection of  that environment in the organization’s knowledge-base 
(see Fiol and Lyles, 1985; Fiol, 1994; Walsh, 1995; Huber, 1991). A perfectly veridical 
organizational knowledge-base would imply that there is no difference between the reality 
of  the true world and its image in the organization’s cognition. This attribute is important 
because managerial and scientifi c decisions in an organization depend upon the infor-
mation context perceived by the decision maker, not on what the true state of  the world 
might be outside. Although at fi rst glance higher veridicality might appear to be an 
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 unmitigated virtue (Hogarth, 1980), thoughtful analysis by scholars suggests that such a 
simplifi cation or judgment may be premature for several reasons.

First, as Starbuck and Milliken (1988) and Walsh (1995) note, managers may not be 
well served by having the complexity of  the real world replicated inside the organiza-
tion’s knowledge-base. Au contraire, functionally effective knowledge-bases may entail the 
suppression of  some elements of  knowledge and the highlighting of  others. Perceptual 
fi lters that amplify some information and attenuate other information may be critical to 
managerial action (Starbuck and Milliken, 1988; Walsh, 1995). For instance, McNamara, 
Luce, and Thompson (2002) fi nd that a cognitively parsimonious classifi cation of  the 
competitive environment is more predictive of  fi rm performance than an in-depth repre-
sentation of  it.

Second, inaccurate knowledge-bases and templates can in themselves be the basis 
of  learning (Weick, 1991; Yayavaram and Ahuja, 2008). Experiential or trial-and-error 
learning is often the way that complex realities are uncovered. Such realities often take the 
form of  interdependence relationships between knowledge elements. In the absence of  a 
veridical map of  reality fi rms make assumptions about such interdependencies and act 
upon them. Their resultant experiments confi rm or invalidate these assumptions. Under 
either circumstance this leads to an increase in the knowledge of  the real world as either a 
true dependency is discovered or an assumed one is found to be falsifi ed (Yayavaram and 
Ahuja, 2008).

Third, the existence itself  of  a true reality that is mirrored by fi rms’ knowledge-bases 
is questioned by some research streams which suggest that there isn’t such a thing as an 
objective reality, rather the world is subjectively defi ned (Berger and Luckmann, 1966) and 
different interpretations of  reality coexist. Under these premises the utility of  a knowl-
edge-base does not depend on the accuracy with which it represents the external envi-
ronment: rather it is situationally dependent and has to be evaluated on the basis of  the 
actions that can be derived from it and the conditions of  use (Weick, 1991; Walsh, 1995). 
If  there is no such thing as a ‘true reality’ the idea of  accuracy associated with the concept 
of  veridicality can be used to identify the accuracy with which fi rms’ knowledge-bases 
refer to the ‘consensually defi ned environment,’ i.e. the environment that constitutes the 
standard for organizations (Krackhardt, 1990). Under these circumstances less veridicality 
may be associated with greater system-level variety and innovation (e.g. Huber, 1991) for 
two reasons.

First, in the absence of  defi nitive veridical mappings of  the external informational 
environment fi rms need to make their own simplifying assumptions about such mappings. 
Such assumptions may increase the salience of  different knowledge elements differentially 
across organizations, leading some to develop some elements of  knowledge more than others 
(Yayavaram and Ahuja, 2008). Further, at the fi rm level a cognitive representation that 
moves away from the consensually defi ned environment may be the basis of  new actions 
and strategies that have not already been implemented by other fi rms in the industry and 
may lead to more or breakthrough innovations.

Second, fi rms may generate more variety and potentially increase their innovative 
capabilities by increasing the salience of  different knowledge elements differentially 
within the organization. Indeed organizations do not necessarily rely on a unique shared 
cognitive map. Rather, several representations may coexist within the same fi rm. For 
instance, Huber (1991) suggests that the wider the variety of  interpretations held by the 
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organization’s various units, the wider the range of  the organization’s potential behav-
iors. Similarly, Fiol (1994) fi nds that learning involves the development of  new and 
diverse interpretations of  events and situations and it is fostered when managers actively 
encourage the development of  different and confl icting views of  what is thought to be 
true, while striving for a shared framing of  the issues that is broad enough to encompass 
those differences.

The literature on interpretation and sense making (e.g. Daft and Weick, 1984; Milliken, 
1990) suggests that fi rms scan the environment to collect information and then imple-
ment a process of  information interpretation, which involves translating events to develop 
shared understandings and conceptual schemes. Two features of  this sense-making proc-
ess are important in the context of  studying organizational knowledge-bases. First, organi-
zational politics, organization structure, and managerial actions may all infl uence the 
fi nal ‘truth’ that is recognized within the organization (Yayavaram and Ahuja, 2008; Lant 
et al., 1992, Walsh 1995, Mezias and Starbuck, 2003, Beck and Plowman, 2009). Second, 
the interpretive process itself  may vary across organizations depending on the assump-
tions that the organization makes about the environment (Daft and Weick, 1984; Gavetti 
and Rivkin, 2007). A cognitive process involving linear thinking and logic is more likely to 
be used if  the organization assumes that the external environment is concrete, that events 
and processes are hard, measurable, and determinant (Aguilar, 1967; Wilensky, 1967; Daft 
and Weick, 1984); an experiential process is more likely to be used instead when organiza-
tions assume that the external environment is unanalyzable, for instance as in the case of  
uncertain and quickly changing environments (Perrow, 1967; Duncan, 1972; Tung, 1979; 
Daft and Weick, 1984). In these cases the interpretation process is likely to be ‘more per-
sonal, less linear, more ad hoc and improvisational’ (Daft and Weick, 1984). The use of  a 
cognitive as opposed to an experiential search for the development of  the representation 
of  the environment is also going to be a function of  the extent to which an organization is 
active in intruding into the environment, a factor which may be determined by the char-
acteristics of  the fi rm, such as age and size, or of  the environment itself  (Daft and Weick, 
1984; Gavetti and Rivkin, 2007).

Differentiation

Differentiation of  knowledge-bases has been variously defi ned as the number of  dimen-
sions in a knowledge-base (Walsh, 1995) or as splitting a knowledge base into clusters 
Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Yayavaram and Ahuja, 2008). It refers to the partitioning of  
a knowledge-base into two or more components and has been argued to provide several 
innovation relevant benefi ts. First, differentiation permits the separation of  knowledge 
into discrete categories and in turn this can facilitate specialization (Brusoni, Prencipe, 
and Pavitt, 2001). Relatedly, differentiation in an organizational knowledge-base may be 
necessary to optimally utilize external knowledge (Brusoni et al., 2001). The embodiment 
of  knowledge into products requires the integration of  different types of  knowledge (often) 
from different sources. Having an internally differentiated knowledge-base can help the 
organization to coordinate the knowledge-fl ows from all these extra-corporate actors. In 
this sense large corporations may often maintain broader and more differentiated techno-
logical knowledge-bases than would appear necessary from their product range (Patel and 
Pavitt, 1997; Granstrand, Patel, and Pavitt, 1997; Brusoni et al., 2001).
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In contrast to the coordination argument proposed above, researchers have also raised 
the possibility of  a control motive for building a differentiated knowledge-base (Tiwana 
and Keil, 2006). Since fi rms often need to combine technology from different sources into 
their own technology or products, developing a differentiated knowledge-base that spans 
domains beyond their own core technologies may be useful in its own right. Investments 
in such ‘peripheral’ technologies can help the fi rm control and better govern the relation-
ships through which external knowledge in such technologies is brought into the fi rm. In 
particular Zander and Kogut (1995) talk about system dependence of  the knowledge to 
refer to the extent to which knowledge is dependent on many different groups of  experi-
enced people for its production.

Differentiation in knowledge-bases can also lead to the possibilities of  cross-fertiliza-
tion. From a recombinant perspective knowledge-base differentiation should provide the 
possibility of  combining high search scope with search depth (Katila and Ahuja, 2002) 
with positive consequences for innovation (Quintana-Garcia and Benavides-Velasco, 
2008). Searching across the differentiated sub-units of  the knowledge-base provides the 
potential for search breadth while searching within the sub-units of  the knowledge-base 
provides an opportunity for developing search depth. Miller, Fern, and Cardinal (2007) 
point out that, in the context of  large multidivisional fi rms, knowledge from outside 
the division but inside the corporation has greater impact than knowledge from outside 
the corporation or within the sub-unit. Knowledge-base differentiation can also occur 
along functional lines (Nerkar and Roberts, 2004; Brown and Duguid, 2001) provid-
ing another basis for cross-fertilization. From an experiential perspective, differentia-
tion can also provide the basis of  search by analogy. Breadth and depth of  experiential 
knowledge increase the likelihood that search will be more effective in new and complex 
contexts (Gavetti, Levinthal, and Rivkin, 2005) allowing managers to derive a favora-
ble set of  policies and principles from experienced settings and apply them in the new 
contexts.

Analogical reasoning can also enable organizations to translate differentiation in the 
knowledge-base into superior innovative performance (Novelli, 2010). By increasing the 
number and diversity of  knowledge inputs to which an organization is exposed, differ-
entiation increases the organization’s ability to recognize more general patterns across 
variations, i.e. patterns of  underlying constructs that minimize the distance across all the 
different variations observed (Novelli, 2010). These patterns constitute new knowledge 
that has the potential to be applied to contexts where such patterns have not been applied 
before. Thus, cross-fertilization via abstraction and superior generalization can become 
the basis of  new product generation.

Additionally, differentiation can improve the performance of  search for innovations 
through search simplifi cation and narrowing (Yayavaram and Ahuja, 2008). In the con-
text of  recombinant search that we described above inventors create new products and 
processes by recombining elements or groups of  elements into new syntheses. However, 
a key intermediate step is to recognize interdependencies between elements and group 
or cluster them on the basis of  those interdependencies. This clustering helps to reduce 
the combinatorial complexity of  the search process. However, identifi cation of  interde-
pendencies between elements that can be used as the basis of  grouping is itself  diffi cult. 
Splitting up a knowledge-base into clusters, i.e. differentiating it, enables the recognition 
of  interdependencies by limiting the number of  elements that must be simultaneously 
studied (Yayavaram and Ahuja, 2008).
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Integration

Integration refers to the building of  connections across the differentiated components of  a 
knowledge-base. Although integration of  a differentiated knowledge-base may be desirable 
for a variety of  reasons (see below), integration does not naturally or automatically or even 
benefi cially always follow differentiation. The logic for integration following differentiation 
is fairly straightforward and broadly (though not universally) accepted (Postrel, 1998; 2002). 
The classical argument suggests that differentiation and integration are complements—to 
make the most of  more differentiated knowledge integration mechanisms are needed 
(Grant, 1996; Nesta and Saviotti, 2004). While differentiation can enable an organization 
to collect information as a specialist in multiple areas, and possibly faster and deeper than 
a generalist would, integration of  that knowledge is often required to produce successful 
applications (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). This basic intuition that differentiation should 
be accompanied by integration is, however, subject to several caveats. Integration may fail 
to follow differentiation because (1) it is needed but resources are not provided for it, (2) 
resources are provided for it but execution of  integration is diffi cult, or (3) it is not needed 
or perceived to be not needed. Of  these the fi rst argument is relatively obvious, although 
no research appears to have examined it in detail. Several arguments suggest support for 
the second proposition. For instance, integration is hard because language differs across the 
differentiated components of  a knowledge-base (Carlile, 2002). Similarly, integration can 
run into a legitimacy problem. Whereas the differentiated elements of  knowledge are part 
of  one hierarchy—the differentiated sub-unit that they belong to—and are regarded as 
legitimate within that hierarchy, integration by defi nition spans sub-unit hierarchies. Thus, 
it may be the case that integrative elements or arrangements simply do not get the organi-
zational legitimacy, access, or attention that is required to make them effective.

The third argument against the occurrence of  integration is probably the most contro-
versial and the most interesting—integration may not necessarily be needed even in the 
presence of  differentiation. The differentiation–integration duality draws attention to 
the fact that in any differentiated knowledge-base individual sub-units have to make 
resource choices in terms of  investing in two different types of  knowledge—investing 
in deepening their own specialist knowledge and investing in learning about the knowl-
edge of  others (Postrel, 1998; 2002). Postrel (2002) provides an interesting abstraction 
relating these two aspects of  ‘specialist capability’ and ‘trans-specialist understanding’ 
with  performance through the ‘design production function.’ Postrel’s formal analysis 
then  provides a counter-intuitive fi nding—that integration and differentiation may not 
necessarily be complements; indeed for certain ranges of  parameters in his model they 
are actually substitutes. His explanation for this effect is that the high capability of  very 
effective specialists buffers the other from needing to know too much about how the fi rst 
does his or her job. Alternately, if  the specialist is of  low capability then high levels of  
trans- specialist knowledge are helpful because the others know the limitations of  the focal 
actor’s capabilities and adapt themselves accordingly.

Puranam and others highlight that strong integration may actually limit the potential 
and effectiveness of  differentiated knowledge-bases (Puranam, Singh, and Chaudhuri, 
2009). This suggests that the different mechanisms of  integrating a knowledge-base may 
differ in their applicability to a given differentiation problem. It also draws attention to 
another important aspect of  knowledge-base structuring, the balance between differentia-
tion and integration. Following Simon’s lead, researchers have examined knowledge-bases 
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in terms of  their decomposability—a derived attribute that emerges from the combination 
of  differentiation and integration. When a knowledge-base is differentiated and thus has 
several distinct components, integration mechanisms span and connect these differenti-
ated sub-units. These spanning linkages or couplings can be distributed in several differ-
ent patterns. When the couplings are pervasive the knowledge-base can be described as 
non-decomposable, when there are no couplings, the knowledge-base can be thought of  
as modular or decomposable, with each sub-unit being essentially stand-alone. Between 
these two extremes stand nearly-decomposable knowledge-bases—knowledge-bases where 
the differentiated sub-segments are connected by a few linkages (Simon, 1962).

Yayavaram and Ahuja (2008) demonstrate that in the context of  the semiconductor 
industry, nearly decomposable knowledge-bases out-perform fully decomposable and non-
decomposable knowledge-bases in terms of  the utility of  the inventions generated from 
them as well as the knowledge-base’s own malleability. Malleability, like decomposability, 
can be considered a derived property of  a knowledge-base. It refers to the knowledge-
base’s capacity for change. Similarly, in the context of  alliances, Schilling and Phelps 
(2007) show that alliance networks that secure both high clustering and high reach posi-
tively affect innovative output.

Embeddedness

The last major dimension of  an organizational knowledge-base examined in this review 
is embeddedness. Embeddedness refers to the degree to which the knowledge in a given 
knowledge-base is formal, observable, codifi ed, or articulated versus informal, tacit, or 
organizationally embedded (Nonaka, 1991, 1994; Zander and Kogut, 1995; Haas and 
Hansen, 2007; Nonaka and Von Krogh, 2009). Tacit knowledge refers to the knowledge 
that is ‘unarticulated and tied to the senses, movement skills, physical experiences, intui-
tion of  implicit rules of  thumb.’ Conversely, explicit knowledge is ‘uttered and captured in 
drawings and writing’ and has ‘a universal character, supporting the capacity to act across 
contexts’ (Polanyi, 1966; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1996; Nonaka and Von Krogh, 2009). 
Embeddedness is related to knowledge teachability and observability, i.e. the degree to 
which capable competitors can copy it (Zander and Kogut, 1995).

Research also fi nds that highly embedded knowledge-bases can be expected to be ‘sticky’ 
(Szulanski, 1996; Ahuja 2002). Diffusion of  knowledge from such knowledge-bases may be 
diffi cult both from the perspective of  competitors trying to extract knowledge as well as 
the organization itself  trying to use the knowledge in a different location or application. 
Research also suggests that even for highly explicated forms of  knowledge, there eventu-
ally remains an embedded component that limits its mobility. Subtle evidence to this effect 
is also provided by Rosenkopf  and Almeida (2003), and their colleagues, who fi nd that 
employee mobility is connected with higher rates of  cross-citation between organizations.

THE ANTECEDENTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE-BASES

Why are there so many different types of  knowledge-bases (Weick, 1991; Yayavaram and 
Ahuja, 2008)? Examining the literature that has developed along the six major dimen-
sions of  a knowledge-base it is natural to ask why organizations display so much  variance 
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between their knowledge bases. We next examine some of  the leading organizational 
infl uences on organizational knowledge-bases.

Strategy

Organizational strategies are possibly the most salient infl uence in shaping several of  
the dimensional variations in knowledge-bases. Expansion into new geographic markets 
(Ahuja and Katila, 2004), seeking knowledge variety by tapping into different national 
contexts across the world (Luo, 1999; Tsang, 2002; Lahiri, 2005; Almeida and Phene, 
2004; Alcácer and Chung, 2007; Chung and Yeaple, 2008; Meyer et al., 2009), and 
 seeking research and development effi ciencies and competitive advantage by knowledge-
sourcing across low cost locations (Zhao, 2006) all contribute to knowledge-base differ-
entiation as the organization distributes its research activities across geographic space. 
Knowledge-base differentiation may also emerge from foreign entry by acquisitions or 
joint ventures (Luo, 1999; Tsang, 2002; Almeida and Phene, 2004; Meyer et al., 2009).

Similarly, search for complementary skills and scale economies drive fi rms to seek col-
laborative alliances and these in turn affect several of  the knowledge-base dimensions 
such as its de facto size (Ahuja, Lampert and Tandon, 2008); alliances with complemen-
tary partners may lead to increased specialization by organizations (Mowery, Oxley, and 
Silverman, 1996). The latter may thus alter knowledge-base content and may also poten-
tially reduce the internal differentiation of  their knowledge-bases (Nakamura, Shaver, and 
Yeung, 1996), though this last effect is yet to be conclusively established as evidence in the 
opposite direction has also been presented (Mowery, Oxley, and Silverman, 1996). Product 
market diversifi cation and product portfolio expansion are also likely to be key drivers of  
knowledge-base differentiation (Helfat and Raubitschek, 2000). As fi rms expand the scope 
of  their markets the research required to support the product–market activity may need 
to expand more than proportionately (Ethiraj, 2007; Brusoni et al., 2001). The need to 
obtain scope economies in research should then also serve to drive knowledge-base inte-
gration (Helfat and Raubitschek, 2000).

Organizational structure and systems

Organizational structure is likely to infl uence several knowledge-base dimensions (Van 
den Bosch, Volberda, and de Boer, 1999). Firms organized around product divisions 
are likely to develop differentiated knowledge-bases. However, the content dimension of  
knowledge-bases is also likely to be infl uenced by organization structure. As Argyres and 
Silverman (2004) show, research conducted by organizations with a centralized research 
and development structure is likely to differ in both the nature of  search conducted as well 
as the impact of  that search as measured by citations to the fi rm’s inventions compared to 
fi rms where research is organized in a more decentralized fashion. Different communi-
ties of  practice within an organization may lead to the development of  a differentiated 
knowledge-base (Brown and Duguid, 2001). Conversely, the characteristics of  the knowledge-
base itself  may affect the organizational structure. For instance Birkinshaw, Nobel, and 
Ridderstråle (2002) suggest that the observability and the system embeddedness of  the 
knowledge-base impacts on the organizational structure.
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Organizational systems, culture, and staffi ng practices

Organizational systems, culture, and staffi ng practices are additional sources of  infl uence 
that are likely to shape organization knowledge-bases. For instance, Turner and Makhija 
(2006) establish that the type of  control mechanism adopted (clan, outcome, process) may 
affect the usage of  knowledge in an organization. An organizational climate of  knowl-
edge-sharing can provide a natural mechanism for integration as shared beliefs that con-
stitute the core of  the culture can perform the role of  a coordination mechanism (Smith, 
Collins, and Clark, 2005; Collins and Smith, 2006) or formal interventions in micro level 
interactions can increase knowledge fl exibility and enable integration within the organi-
zation (Okhuysen and Eisenhardt, 2002). By the same token, adoption of  some organ-
izational practices such as total quality management, while leading to a growth in one 
dimension of  the knowledge-base and good performance outcomes by some metrics may 
lead to reduced experimentation, slower growth of  the knowledge-base, and reduced 
innovation (Benner and Tushman, 2002; 2003). Similarly, a focus on reliable outputs may 
restrict innovative search and limit breakthrough inventions (Ahuja and Lampert, 2001). 
Decentralized interpersonal learning, however, can help in overcoming possible rigidities 
brought on by an organization-level emphasis on exploitation and aversion to experimen-
tation (Miller, Zhao, and Calantone, 2006).

The mobility of  knowledge workers can also serve to enhance differentiation in 
knowledge-bases as they carry with them imprints of  their own informational environ-
ment which is distinctive from that of  their new employers (Rosenkopf  and Almeida, 
2003; Corredoira and Rosenkopf, 2010). Culture and staffi ng practices can also serve as 
a complement to transactive interfaces, especially in the context of  high embeddedness 
knowledge-bases. With key individuals serving as the repositories of  indexing knowledge 
and as gate-keepers the effectiveness of  the routines and artifacts that constitute the trans-
active system can be enhanced (Postrel, 2002).

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

We begin with the relationship between organization strategy and knowledge-base dif-
ferentiation. As organizations expand into new locations, do the differences in localized 
knowledge environments contribute to not just physical differentiation of  the knowledge-
base but also to distinctive development along localized trajectories? Further, follow-
ing Brown and Duguid’s (2001) development of  the ideas of  communities of  practice it 
appears likely that the differences between functional perspectives should lead to greater 
differentiation of  knowledge-bases in more complex functionally specialized corpo-
rations. If  so, the current trends of  outsourcing key functions may be leading to unin-
tended consequences on their knowledge-bases. Not only are they losing expertise in the 
outsourced area (a ‘budgeted for’ effect), they may also be reducing the differentiation in 
their knowledge-bases which may lead to ‘unbudgeted’ and subtle deleterious effects 
in their innovation capability. More generally, how organizational boundaries affect 
the process of  developing an integrated knowledge-base has not been investigated. For 
instance, what are the consequences of  M&A among companies with different cognitive 
maps and how may the combination of  elements from the different cognitive maps affect 
innovation?
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Although some of  the embeddedness of  a knowledge-base is likely to be a function 
of  its content—the nature of  technologies and skills it includes—other factors such 
as organizational strategy are also likely to infl uence the degree of  embeddedness of  a 
knowledge-base. For instance the degree to which knowledge is eventually explicit or not 
is also partially a function of  strategic context; the explication of  knowledge may require 
substantial resources and is far more likely to be taken up when such efforts entail sig-
nifi cant payoffs for the fi rm. Thus, it appears likely that organizations that seek to grow 
their business across distinct geographical settings may invest more in making knowledge 
explicit than single location fi rms in the same industry. However, direct evidence on this 
‘endogeneity of  knowledge tacitness’ is yet to emerge.

The concept of  knowledge-base integration also draws attention to the possibilities of  
the opposite process—knowledge-base disintegration or fi ssibility. Research suggests that 
the size of  a fi rm’s knowledge-base infl uences the likelihood that the fi rm will generate 
spin-outs that will inherit the knowledge of  the parent. For instance, Agarwal et al. (2004) 
show that an incumbent’s capabilities at the time of  a spin-out’s founding positively affect 
the spin-out’s knowledge capabilities and its probability of  survival. However, study of  the 
detailed effects of  such fi ssion processes remains limited, with a focus on the offspring 
knowledge-bases and far less work has outlined what effects such spin-outs have on the 
parent fi rm’s knowledge-base and inventive fecundity. The public good characteristics of  
knowledge would suggest that fi ssion processes should not hurt the parent knowledge-base. 
Yet, research has established that knowledge is not a true public good. The boundaries of  
these competing effects still need to be established in the context of  knowledge-base fi ssi-
bility. Relatedly, the implications of  the diffusion of  the content of  a knowledge-base need 
to be studied. As the actual content of  a knowledge-base becomes more widely diffused, 
does the value of  the diffused knowledge, in terms of  its inventive fecundity, decline? 
What trade-offs are there between using unique pieces of  knowledge and pervasive ele-
ments of  knowledge?

The vertical boundaries of  fi rms are also likely to infl uence the contents of  an organi-
zation’s knowledge-base. Reduction in the vertical scope of  a fi rm may lead to a broad-
ening of  its search scope as the stand-alone unit faces fewer coordination constraints 
now that it no longer has to restrict itself  to the choices offered by its captive unit (Ahuja 
and Lahiri, 2010). However, direct evidence on the question is lacking. Future research 
may also look at how different interest groups associated with the fi rm (e.g. shareholders, 
managers, customers, etc.) may control the organization’s working representation of  the 
environment.

Examining the reverse set of  relationships, i.e. how knowledge-bases might infl u-
ence organization structure, is also important. For instance, researchers have shown that 
embeddedness has implications for organizational structure (Birkinshaw, Nobel, and 
Ridderstråle, 2002). Similarly, the pattern of  knowledge-base differentiation may well 
lead to information reaching managers in certain ways that in turn infl uence strategy and 
scope decisions.

Finally, an intriguing area of  potential investigation is to look at how organizations 
handle the trade-offs between the different dimensions of  a knowledge-base. For instance, 
organizing a knowledge-base for innovation implies facilitating recombination. However, 
an organization that is structured in a way that maximizes recombination may face a chal-
lenge in producing reliably as the latter implies standardization of  processes.
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In summary, the fi eld of  knowledge structuring, having expanded signifi cantly during 
the last decade, is nevertheless a fecund ground for many interesting and important ques-
tions. It combines the promise of  theoretical advancement with practical relevance. The 
opportunity for organizational researchers now is to take up this challenge.
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The Impact of  Intercultural 
Communication on Global 
Organizational Learning

SULLY TAYLOR AND JOYCE S. OSLAND

ABSTRACT

This chapter provides a look at organizational learning through the lens of  intercultural 
communication. Since the organizational learning research seldom considers the impact 
of  intercultural communication, we have written a conceptual piece based on reviews of  
both literatures and our own experience with global organizations. The chapter begins by 
fi rst examining the role of  communication in organizational learning. Next, we introduce 
the basic concepts of  intercultural communication. We identify those aspects of  intercul-
tural communication that most directly affect knowledge transfer: marginality, stereotypes, 
style differences, linguistic ability, cosmopolitanism, satisfi cing, cultural intelligence, and 
intercultural sensitivity. We explore the relationship between stages of  intercultural sensi-
tivity and the readiness to learn, focusing on the trigger events that can move people and 
organizations to higher levels of  sensitivity. Finally, we describe and discuss the practical 
implications that an understanding of  intercultural communication has for organizational 
learning and the questions that need to be addressed by future research.

INTRODUCTION

In a global economy, success depends on accurately reading and responding to environ-
mental complexity and competition (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989, 2000). Organizational 
learning would appear to be a prerequisite for surviving in the global context (de Geus, 
1988: 7; Hamel and Prahalad, 1994). Moreover, the diversity of  peoples and environments 
in which multinational corporations (MNCs) operate should increase the potential number 
and sources of  innovations and learning. As Cohen and Levinthal note, ‘interactions 
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across individuals who each possess diverse and different knowledge structures will aug-
ment the organization’s capacity for making novel linkages and associations—innovat-
ing—beyond what any one individual can achieve’ (1990: 133). The MNC can thus be 
seen as a set of  networked repositories of  knowledge and capabilities (Leonard-Barton, 
1995; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Gupta and Govindarajan, 1991; Zander and Zander, 
2010). Makino and Inkpen’s chapter in this Handbook focuses attention on the fact that 
potential for learning—what they term exploration—can in fact lead MNCs to invest in 
other countries. While there has been some research into how MNCs can tap the knowl-
edge potential of  their global networks of  people and units (e.g. Nohria and Ghoshal, 
1997), the exploration of  the processes that enhance global knowledge transfer is still 
growing (e.g. Brannen and Peterson, 2009; Reiche et al., 2009).

The need to understand the processes of  global knowledge transfer is especially impor-
tant because there is some evidence to suggest that many MNCs fail to tap the knowledge 
or leverage the learning that occurs within them (Nohria and Ghoshal, 1997; Bartlett and 
Ghoshal, 1989). For example, expatriates and repatriates are potential conduits of  organi-
zational learning (e.g. Antal, 2001; Fink, Meirewert, and Rohr, 2005). Few fi rms, however, 
formally harvest their knowledge (Oddou, Osland, and Blakeney, 2009). Many expatriates 
fi nd that the knowledge they have gained during their sojourns abroad concerning the for-
eign environment is ignored once they return to HQ, with little or no attempt to archive 
and distribute the learning that has occurred (Osland, 1995; Kamoche, 1996). One of  
the major challenges facing global fi rms is to develop processes and policies that will 
more effectively integrate the knowledge and experience of  repatriates (Bernhut, 2001; 
Birkinshaw, 2001). Another challenge is knowing when and how to utilize expatriates in 
the knowledge transfer process. Fang et al. (2010) found that the type of  knowledge and 
timing determined the impact of  knowledge transfer by expatriates on the performance 
of  foreign subsidiaries.

Given the limited success of  MNCs in transferring knowledge, and the paucity of  
research on global organizational learning, this chapter will introduce one of  the key bar-
riers to global organizational learning: intercultural communication. Intercultural com-
munication is defi ned as a ‘symbolic process in which people from different cultures create 
shared meanings’ (Lustig and Koester, 1999: 52). The basic research question posed in this 
chapter is: What factors in the intercultural communication process affect organizational 
learning and prevent global organizations from sharing and transferring the information 
and knowledge at both the individual and group level?

There are very few studies that deal with the link between intercultural communication 
and organizational learning (e.g. Heavens and Child, 1999). Therefore, this chapter is a 
conceptual piece based on a review of  both literatures and our own experience with global 
organizations. The chapter begins by fi rst examining the role of  communication in global 
organizational learning. Next, we introduce the basic concepts of  intercultural communi-
cation and identify the aspects that most directly affect knowledge transfer. We explore the 
relationship between stages of  intercultural sensitivity, which we examine through the lens 
of  cultural intelligence (Ang and Van Dyne, 2008; Early and Ang, 2003) and the readi-
ness to learn. We focus on the trigger events (Osland, Bird, and Gundersen, 2008) or ‘aha’ 
moments (Napier, 2010; Napier and Taylor, 2010) that can move people and organiza-
tions to higher levels of  sensitivity. Finally, we discuss the practical implications that an 
understanding of  intercultural communication has for organizational learning in global 
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organizations and examine how overcoming barriers to intercultural communication 
can imbue organization members with capabilities that enhance knowledge creation and 
transfer. Finally, we offer directions future research can follow in addressing this aspect of  
global organizational learning.

COMMUNICATION IN GLOBAL ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

At the base of  all theories concerning organizational learning, whether from the infor-
mation processing perspective (e.g. Huber, 1991) or the social construction perspective 
(Brown and Duguid, 1991; Cook and Yanow, 1993), lies the assumption that communica-
tion must occur in order for knowledge to be created or disseminated. When examining 
organizational learning in MNCs, it is particularly important to examine the impact of  
culture on communication because of  the need to share knowledge across individuals and 
groups located in highly divergent cultural environments. Regardless of  the type of  knowl-
edge to be transferred (tacit versus explicit; operational versus strategic) or the manner of  
transfer (archival versus verbal; experiential versus cognitive), the communication process 
will be affected by culture. If  MNCs can fully leverage all the knowledge that they have 
within their global networks, they will greatly enhance their ability to respond to environ-
mental changes and increase performance (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 2000). Therefore, the 
impact of  intercultural communication on knowledge transfer merits attention.

Organizational learning theorists usually include within their defi nitions of  the phe-
nomenon the capability of  organizations not only to create new knowledge, but also to 
transfer it (Senge, 1990; Garvin, 1993; Huber, 1991). Huber calls this ‘information dis-
tribution,’ and observes that it is ‘a determinant of  both the occurrence and breadth of  
organizational learning’ (1991: 100). In other words, in order for organizations to learn, 
they must fi rst have access to the knowledge that is available within the company. He 
goes on to observe the potential impediments to the effective distribution of  knowledge 
in organizations, which include such factors as the perception of  personal characteristics 
of  the receiver (e.g. power and status), the workload of  the sender, and the number of  
sequential links in the communication chain linking the sender and the receiver (Huber, 
1991: 101). Thus, Huber (1991) makes salient the role of  communication in information 
and knowledge transfer, but he does not address the potential barriers represented by dif-
ferences in ethnic or national cultural patterns of  communication.

National or ethnic cultural background of  individuals has long been recognized as a 
major infl uence on communication, and hence it is reasonable to expect that knowledge 
transfer within MNCs will be affected by national culture. However, it should be noted 
that the effects of  large cultural distance are complex (Chakrabarti, Gupta-Mukherjee, 
and Jayaraman, 2009; Reus and Lamont, 2009). There are many defi nitions of  national 
culture—around 200 of  them (Adler, 2002). We have chosen to use a representative 
defi nition:

the shared beliefs, values, and practices of  a group of  people. A group’s culture includes the lan-
guage or languages used by group members as well as the norms and rules about how behavior 
can appropriately be displayed and how it should be understood.

(O’Hair, Friedrich, Wiemann, and Wiemann, 1997: 9).
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Communication of  knowledge in MNCs can occur between different types of  actors—
between individuals, between individuals and groups, and among groups, internally or 
externally, nationally or internationally. In this chapter, we will focus on the internal trans-
fer of  knowledge among these various actors. While the sharing of  knowledge with the 
external environment may be of  some importance to business success, the major learning 
that the MNC can capture and turn into a distinctive competence (Barney, 1991) is most 
likely to be internal. Illustrations of  such internal learning are knowledge about new mar-
kets, improvements in business processes, recent competitor behavior and relevant techno-
logical innovations.

Individuals are usually seen as the basis of  learning within organizations (Inkpen and 
Dinur, 1998; Kim, 1993; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). ‘The prime movers in the proc-
ess of  organizational knowledge creation are the individual members of  an organization’ 
(Nonaka, 1994: 17). Individuals hold internal images of  how the world works. These are 
called ‘mental models.’ The mental models arbitrate what new information we acquire, 
retain, use, and delete, but most important, ‘they not only help us make sense of  the world 
we see, they can also restrict our understanding to that which makes sense within the 
mental model’ (Kim, 1993: 39). Through learning gathered by interaction with the envi-
ronment, an individual’s mental model changes, and these changes become embedded 
in the organization’s mental model. ‘The cycles of  individual learning affect learning at 
the organizational level through their infl uence on the organization’s shared mental mod-
els’ (Kim, 1993: 43). Individual learning is combined, amplifi ed, and changed into group 
mental models in the intermediate step of  group learning, as emphasized by Nonaka 
(1994) and Inkpen and Crossan (1995). The process of  embedding the individual’s new 
mental model into the organization is never simple. Much knowledge, particularly tacit 
knowledge, can be lost in the process due to lack of  connections between people or parts 
of  the organizational structure.

Organizations as a whole, as well as their sub-units, are thus also important learners 
and communicators (Inkpen and Crossan, 1995; Kim, 1993). Organizations can be seen 
as interpretation systems (Daft and Weick, 1984; Inkpen and Crossan, 1995) that scan 
the environment, interpret events and develop concepts to guide future action. The men-
tal models that the organization collectively holds help it in decision making through the 
schemas, scripts, and causal maps that result from the mental models. Very often this 
learning is embedded in the knowledge structure of  the top management team and in the 
organizational structures and processes they create based on their shared mental models 
(Kim, 1993). The organization communicates its mental models internally through estab-
lished standard operating procedures, organizational culture, assumptions, artifacts, and 
overt behavior rules that characterize the organization (Kim, 1993). Thus, communica-
tion becomes a key factor both in how the organization learns from the individuals within 
it and how it communicates its mental models to these same individuals.

Based on this framework of  the interdependent and interactive nature of  individual 
and organizational learning, we will examine the impact of  intercultural communication 
on knowledge transfer. Before proceeding, however, the distinction between the mental 
models of  individuals and organizations on the one hand, and national culture on the 
other, warrants clarifi cation. While national culture can be seen as a type of  mental 
model, it is a much broader and more deeply rooted ‘way of  seeing the world.’ In this 
chapter, we will make the distinction that the term ‘mental model’ refers to a narrower, 
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organizationally relevant perspective that focuses on an image or perception of  what 
makes the organization successful. National culture refers to the broader, life-encompass-
ing group infl uenced mental picture that people acquire early in life from membership in 
a particular ethnic group or culture.

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION

When examining organizational learning in MNCs, it is clear that a strong intercultural 
component must be included in order to study and understand how organizations can be 
successful. MNCs by their very nature are engaged in business in a number of  countries 
with often widely divergent cultures. This leads to increased ambiguity concerning mean-
ing. ‘It is the ambiguity of  meaning that marks the boundaries of  culture’ (Cohen, 1985: 
55)—‘the boundary is where the ambiguity begins, where managers can no longer be sure 
of  the correctness of  their interpretation of  what is going on’ (Apfelthaler and Karmasin, 
1998: 8). Ambiguity can lead to anxiety. Communicating with strangers (people from 
other cultures) is both a source of  anxiety and a means for diminishing it. ‘Reducing anx-
iety is one of  the major functions of  communication when we interact with strangers’ 
(Gudykunst and Kim, 1997: 27), because it can lead to more accurate predictions and 
expectations about a stranger’s meaning and behavior.

Ting-Toomey emphasizes the interactive nature of  intercultural communication in this 
defi nition, ‘the symbolic exchange process whereby individuals from two (or more) differ-
ent cultural communities negotiate shared meanings in an interactive situation’ (1999: 16–
17). Cultural communities are ‘groups of  interacting individuals within a bounded unit who 
uphold a set of  shared traditions and way of  life’ (Ting-Toomey, 1999: 18). The symbols 
they use are verbal and nonverbal. The exchange process is an interdependent one—two cul-
tural strangers fi nd themselves in a mutually interdependent, transactional relationship in 
which they are simultaneously encoding and decoding messages that infl uence the other 
person’s communication. Furthermore, the intercultural process is irreversible (Barnlund, 
1962) because receivers may not form the same impression of  repeated messages, and 
they may not change their reaction to a communication the sender wants to ‘take back’ 
and edit. Shared meanings are negotiated in a creative, give-and-take process that involves 
adaptation and multiple levels of  meaning (Ting-Toomey, 1999). The interactive situation 
refers to both concrete (physical setting, equipment, seating arrangements) and intangi-
ble or psychological features, (such as behavioral scripts, goals, motivations, norms, roles, 
social skills, etc.) (Burgoon, Buller, and Woodall, 1996).

The interaction of  cross-cultural communication often faces barriers to success. 
‘Unfortunately, more often than not, intercultural encounters are fi lled with misun-
derstandings and second guesses because of  language problems, communication style 
differences, and value orientation differences’ (Ting-Toomey, 1999: 18). Accordingly, 
Gudykunst and Kim’s (1997) well-accepted intercultural communication model highlights 
the fi lters present in intercultural communication. Their model depicts messages and 
feedback fl owing between Person A and Person B that are transmitted and interpreted 
through the fi lters of  cultural, sociocultural (e.g. social identity) and psychocultural (e.g. 
attitudes) infl uences. These fi lters are mechanisms that delimit the number of  alternatives 
used to transmit and interpret messages, thereby limiting the predictions made about how 
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people from another culture might respond to communication behavior. The fi lters also 
delimit what stimuli are attended to and how incoming messages are interpreted. In the 
next section of  the chapter we elucidate how these fi lters affect the communication proc-
ess in global organizational learning.

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION BARRIERS TO 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

 Based on our experiences with MNCs and an examination of  the intercultural literature, 
we will address those factors or barriers in cross-cultural communication in the following 
sections that most directly infl uence organizational learning, generally by delimiting how 
messages are perceived and interpreted. The transactional nature of  intercultural commu-
nication indicates that the parties involved are simultaneously senders and receivers, but 
for ease of  categorization, we have divided the factors into sender- and receiver-related 
categories as shown in Figure 26.1. The sender-related factors consist of  marginality, ster-
eotypes, style differences that distinguish senders and receivers, and the linguistic ability 
of  the sender. The receiver-related category includes the receivers’ cosmopolitanism and 
their tendencies toward satisfi cing and plateauing of  cultural knowledge. The aggregate 
of  the factors that affect senders and receivers can be seen as their degree of  intercultural 
sensitivity (Bennett, 1993) or cultural intelligence (Ang and Van Dyne, 2008; Early and 
Ang, 2003), which in turn relates to an MNC’s ‘level of  readiness’ and potential for organ-
izational learning. We have chosen these factors carefully based on the cross-cultural com-
munication literature, but, because this is a pioneering conceptual work, there is no way 
to gauge the relative weight and validity of  these factors in global organizational learning 
without future empirical research.

SENDER-RELATED
FACTORS

MARGINALITY
STEREOTYPES

RECEIVER-RELATED
FACTORS

COSMOPOLITANISM
SATISFICING

CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE

Figure 26.1 Intercultural Communication Factors that Affect Organizational Learning
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SENDER-RELATED INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION 
BARRIERS TO ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

Marginality of  the sender

Marginality plays an important role in intercultural interactions. Cultural marginal-
ity refers to people who have internalized two or more cultural frames of  reference 
(Stonequist, 1932). For example, Chinese-Americans can hold two distinct mental models 
concerning the importance of  being independent of  the group, and their self-descriptions 
will vary according to whether a Chinese or American cultural frame feels more appro-
priate (Hong, Morris, Chiu, and Benet-Martinez, 2000). This can lead to internal cul-
ture shock as two cultural voices vie for attention (J. Bennett, 1993). Marginal people are 
often ideally suited to boundary spanning or mediating roles between cultures (Bochner, 
1982), since they understand both cultures objectively and subjectively. Some expatriates, 
for example, interpret the actions of  the foreign subsidiaries for people at headquarters 
and vice versa, thereby contributing to organizational learning (Reiche et al., 2009). There 
may be, however, a less positive aspect to marginality. ‘Marginal people [such as expatri-
ates] feel that they live on the periphery rather than at the center of  a group or commu-
nity’ (Osland, 1995: 113). This can translate into less opportunity to speak or be heard 
because they are not members of  the dominant coalition. They may also consciously or 
unconsciously monitor their communication to refl ect their marginal role.

With regard to organizational learning in MNCs, perceived marginality affects percep-
tion and, thus, the infl uence of  the sender. This is reminiscent of  Huber’s (1991) reference to 
the status and power of  the receiver as a potential barrier to information transfer. In many 
MNCs, employees who are not in the home country of  the fi rm are seen as ‘marginal.’ Even 
well respected expatriates who have been sent from the home country can become marginal-
ized by their physical absence from the corporate offi ce. Ironically, people on the margins of  
organizations sometimes have a more accurate view of  events and circumstances than cen-
tral decision makers. Their position on the margin may bring them access to broader sources 
of  information; in high power distance cultures (Hofstede, 1980), information is sometimes 
less censored in their presence. Yet, because the MNC views senders as marginal, the infor-
mation or knowledge they transmit is considered of  less value or relevance than similar 
information from a member within the home country. An organizational norm becomes 
established that discourages either seeking information from the marginal members, or from 
granting much attention when such people volunteer information. A classic example is the 
well known nineteenth-century incident of  a low-level US Navy lieutenant on a posting in 
the China Seas who proposed a radical and extremely benefi cial modifi cation of  sea fi ghting 
that was assiduously ignored by the War Department in Washington until Abraham Lincoln 
personally intervened to champion the innovation (Tushman and O’Reilly, 1997).

Perceived marginality can hamper both individuals and organizational units. The 
organization as a whole can marginalize all managers operating in foreign affi liates, includ-
ing host-country, third-country, and expatriate managers, as well as certain affi liates (Inkpen 
and Dinur, 1998). In particular, affi liates in smaller foreign countries that neither command 
nor produce signifi cant resources (Gupta and Govindarajran, 1991) are likely to be margin-
alized. Information and knowledge fl owing from them is likely to have little infl uence on 
the knowledge base or decision making of  either the home offi ce or other units.
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Generally speaking, marginality has to do with lack of  membership in the dominant 
coalition of  the organization, but it can also pertain to horizontal relations and individual 
communications. For example, a Japanese manager employed by an American MNC in 
Tokyo may be very receptive to information provided by the home offi ce. He or she may, 
however, discount the same kind of  information if  it is received from a Korean manager 
in the company’s affi liate in Seoul. This perceived marginality of  the Korean is due to 
the historical animosity between Korea and Japan and the cultural superiority that many 
Japanese still feel they have over Koreans. This example points to the relationship between 
marginality and stereotypes.

Stereotypes concerning the stranger

Stereotyping is ‘an exaggerated set of  expectations and beliefs about the attributes of  a 
group membership category . . . an overgeneralization without any attempt to perceive 
individual variations’ (Ting-Toomey, 1999: 161). According to research, stereotypes are 
based on relatively little information, are resistant to change even in light of  new informa-
tion, and are rarely accurately applied to specifi c individuals (Christensen and Rosenthal, 
1982; McCauley, Stitt, and Segal, 1980). Stereotypes affect the senders’ ability to commu-
nicate their messages because they interfere with their ability to be ‘heard’ and accurately 
judged. In a similar fashion, the senders’ marginality interferes with their ability to be seen 
and heard. The senders’ stereotype about receivers determines how much and what type 
of  information they will share with them.

Stereotypes combine with attitudes (such as prejudice) to create expectations of  how 
strangers will behave. These expectations, in turn, infl uence the way in which peo-
ple interpret incoming stimuli and the predictions they make about strangers’ behavior. 
‘Using our frame of  reference invariably leads to misinterpretations of  the strangers’ mes-
sages, as well as inaccurate predictions about their future behavior’ (Gudykunst and Kim, 
1997: 48). While stereotyping is very normal behavior, it can inhibit organizational learn-
ing, particularly across organizational boundaries. If  HQ staff  does not expect to hear 
solid, innovative ideas from certain nationalities, they may not pay careful attention to all 
the information coming from the fi eld. Subsidiaries can also discount input coming from 
headquarters if  they do not perceive corporate staff  as competent.

It should be noted that stereotyping is not always viewed as negative behavior in 
intercultural communication. Adler (2002) writes that stereotypes can be helpful if  they 
are consciously held, descriptive rather than evaluative, accurate, and viewed as a ‘fi rst 
best guess’ about a group or person, which means they are subject to modifi cation once 
fi rsthand experience is obtained. When people are willing to continue learning about 
strangers, stereotypes are not necessarily harmful. In the absence of  learning, however, 
stereotyping leads to a reduction in intercultural communication effectiveness.

Like individuals, organizations may hold stereotypes in the form of  mental maps and 
shared assumptions. An organizational norm may exist, for example, in a Japanese MNC 
that Americans are so individualistic that no knowledge concerning effective team func-
tioning could possibly exist in the company’s US subsidiary. Even if  the US subsidiary 
were to share codifi ed or tacit knowledge about techniques for creating effective team 
functioning, the HQ in Japan is likely to ignore this knowledge because of  stereotypes 
about Americans that are refl ected in organizational values and norms.
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Individual behavior can be affected by stereotypes as well, with negative consequences 
for organizational learning. A US HQ member of  staff  may receive a report from a 
French manager concerning dangerous moves by competitors in Europe and dismiss the 
news as an overreaction by ‘those emotional French.’ Thus, the stereotypes that individu-
als hold within the MNC can seriously, and negatively, affect the ability of  senders to have 
their messages heard by key processors of  information and knowledge.

Communication style differences

Another factor that has an effect on communication in global organizational learning is 
the area of  communication style differences. The potential effect of  communication style 
on organizational learning has received only passing attention in the research. Yet there 
is no doubt that it exists. In their study of  organizational learning in a new intercultural 
team, Heavens and Child (1999) found that the Japanese members failed to communicate 
important information to British members. In this case, the Japanese communication reti-
cence and formality with strangers led to a slowdown in reaching the team’s goal.

Cultural and ethnic identities infl uence verbal and nonverbal communication styles 
(Ting-Toomey, 1999: 100). Mutual clarity is extremely hard to achieve without an 
understanding of  these style differences, but few MNCs make the effort to educate their 
employees in intercultural communication. Table 26.1 presents the most common style 
differences that affect organizational learning: high versus low context, direct versus indi-
rect, person-oriented versus status-oriented, self-enhancing versus self-effacing, and elabo-
rate versus succinct styles.1

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICVERBAL STYLE

Meaning conveyed in context versus 
explicit verbal message

Explicit versus implicit, camouflaged 
message

Emphasis on unique, personal 
identities versus honoring prescribed 
power-based membership identities

Emphasis on boasting about 
accomplishments and abilities versus 
humility and self-deprecation

Low to moderate to high quantities of 
talk

High- versus low-context

Direct versus indirect

Person-oriented versus status-oriented

Self-enhancement versus self-effacement

Succinct—Exacting—Elaborate

Table 26.1  Cultural Communication Styles

1There are other communication differences related to culture, such as monochronic versus poly-
chronic time schedules and instrumental versus affective styles, but they appear to have less potential 
direct impact on organizational learning.
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High-context versus low-context. According to Hall (1976), low-context communication relies 
on explicit verbal messages to convey intention or meaning. In contrast, high-context com-
munication tends to transmit intention or meaning via the context (such as social roles or 
positions) and the nonverbal channels (such as pausing, silence, tone of  voice). High-con-
text communication involves multilayered contexts (e.g. historical context, social norms, 
roles, situational and relational contexts), and the listener is expected to ‘read between the 
lines’ of  indirect messages. In contrast, the onus lies on the sender in low-context commu-
nication to transmit a clear, direct message that listeners can easily decode (Ting-Toomey, 
1999: 101). Knowledge transfer occurs differently and may be misinterpreted between 
high-context and low-context communicators.

Direct versus indirect verbal styles. These styles are differentiated by ‘the extent to which intentions 
are revealed by tone of  voice and the straightforwardness of  the content message’ (Ting-Toomey, 
1999: 103). In the direct style, the speaker’s intentions are specifi ed in a forthright way and 
tone of  voice; in the indirect style, in contrast, verbal statements hide the speaker’s meaning, 
which is conveyed in nuances. Failure to understand these style differences allows for misinter-
pretation. Westerners, who prefer a direct style, often perceive the indirect style of  the Chinese 
as ‘insincere and untrustworthy’ (Graf, 1994). The indirect style, characterized by an unwill-
ingness to say ‘no’ directly or to force others into that position, allows for greater face-saving. 
People from cultures using indirect styles may perceive those with a direct style as both blunt 
and obtuse (Ting-Toomey, 1999). People and organizations with a direct style may be unaware 
that an indirect communicator is even trying to transfer knowledge to them.

Person-oriented versus status-oriented verbal styles. The person-oriented verbal style is individual-
centered and emphasizes the importance of  informality and role suspension. The status-
oriented verbal style is role centered and emphasizes formality and large power distance 
(Ting-Toomey, 1999: 106). Power distance is the extent to which a society accepts the fact 
that power in institutions and organizations is distributed unequally (Hofstede, 1980). 
Koreans and Japanese are status-oriented whereas Americans are person-oriented. This 
style difference sometimes makes for uncomfortable interactions and misinterpretations; it 
may also determine who talks with whom in the hierarchy, who is allowed to come up with 
new knowledge and pass it along, and how much information and knowledge is shared.

Self-enhancement versus self-effacement verbal styles.

The self-enhancement verbal style emphasizes the importance of  boasting about one’s accom-
plishments and abilities. The self-effacement verbal style, on the other hand, emphasizes the 
importance of  humbling oneself  via verbal restraints, hesitations, modest talk, and the use of  self-
deprecation concerning one’s effort or performance.

(Ting-Toomey, 1999: 107)

Collectivist Asian cultures are generally self-effacing while Arab and African-American 
cultures tend to be self-enhancing (Ting-Toomey, 1999). A person from a self-effacing 
culture may be so modest about knowledge they have acquired that people from self-
enhancing cultures pay no attention. In contrast, the self-enhancers’ boastful mode of  
transferring knowledge may be so distasteful to people from self-effacing cultures that they 
ignore or sabotage an effort at organizational learning.
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Succinct versus elaborate verbal styles. This style refers to the amount of  talk with which people 
feel comfortable. The continuum of  speech quantity ranges from succinct (low quantity) 
to exacting (precision and ‘just the right’ amount of  words) to elaborate (high quantity) 
(Gudykunst and Ting-Toomey, 1988). The elaborate style, found in Arab cultures, also 
includes detailed descriptions, repetition, verbal elaboration and exaggeration, and the 
use of  metaphor, similes, and proverbs. The exacting style, typical of  England, Germany, 
and Sweden, emphasizes clarity and precise meanings. These cultures perceive the use of  
too many words as exaggeration while the use of  too few words is viewed as ambiguous. 
The succinct style, manifested in China, Japan, Korea, and Thailand, is characterized 
by understatements and meaningful pauses and silences (Gudykunst and Ting-Toomey, 
1988). Rather than simply noting that another culture uses more or fewer words to com-
municate, these style differences are often the cause of  cultural misattributions. People 
with a succinct style may discount elaborate speakers as illogical or ineffi cient and even 
stop listening to them. Elaborate speakers may assume succinct communicators have very 
little to say or contribute. Both these scenarios impact the effective transfer of  knowledge. 
In multicultural meetings and teams, highly verbal Americans sometimes fi ll in the silenc-
es and do not allow enough room for people with a more succinct style (or for non-native 
speakers) to talk.

Ting-Toomey concludes,

In individualistic cultures, people fi nd themselves in numerous contexts that call for direct talk, 
person-oriented verbal interaction, verbal self-enhancement, and talkativeness. In contrast, in col-
lectivistic cultures, people tend to encounter more situations that emphasize the preferential use 
of  indirect talk, status-oriented verbal interaction, verbal self-effacement and silence.

(Ting-Toomey, 1999:103)

Linguistic ability

The lack of  language comprehension and fl uency constitute other barriers to organiza-
tional learning. In addition to the obvious obstacles of  mutual understanding and ease 
of  transaction, people tend to restrict their communication to those who speak their own 
language. When large MNCs buy local companies in another country, they sometimes 
appoint as their liaison or local manager the host-country national who is most fl uent in 
the language of  the home country of  the MNC. This person is not necessarily the most 
competent or best able to teach them about the local subsidiary and context; however, the 
transaction costs of  communicating with them are the lowest.

RECEIVER-RELATED INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION 
BARRIERS TO ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

While the sender may encounter barriers to communicating information and knowledge 
to others for the reasons outlined above, the other part of  the communication dyad is 
the receiver. Both the organization and individuals within the organization are potential 
receivers of  information and knowledge critical to organizational learning.

There are two major factors that can affect the receptivity of  both organizations and 
individuals: cosmopolitanism and satisfi cing behaviors.
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Cosmopolitanism

Cosmopolitanism is an attitudinal stance or mindset that indicates an orientation 
toward the outside world (Merton, 1957). As originally conceived, it emphasized peo-
ple who are oriented towards the outside world, and contrasted them with ‘locals’ 
who are more focused on local affairs (Merton, 1957). While later this was expanded 
to include a distinction between those in organizations who are oriented to a refer-
ence group outside the fi rm (Gouldner, 1957; 1958), it is this original external orienta-
tion to the world upon which we will draw. With increasing globalization, the concept 
of  cosmopolitanism has received renewed attention, with an added emphasis on a 
willingness to engage with the external world. Some researchers (e.g. Levy, Beechler, 
Taylor, and Boyacigiller, 2007) identify cosmopolitanism as one of  the two essential 
characteristics of  global mindset. Hannerz (1996: 103) describes cosmopolitanism in 
this fashion:

A more genuine cosmopolitanism is fi rst of  all an orientation, a willingness to engage with the 
other. It entails an intellectual and esthetic openness toward divergent cultural experiences, a 
search for contrasts rather than uniformity. To become acquainted with more cultures is to turn 
into an afi cionado, to view them as artworks. At the same time, however, cosmopolitanism can be a 
matter of  competence . . . a personal ability to make one’s way into other cultures, through listen-
ing, looking, intuiting, and refl ecting.

Cosmopolitanism can thus be seen as related to a key concept in intercultural com-
munication called mindfulness. According to Thich (1991), this term means attending to 
one’s internal assumptions, cognitions, and emotions, and simultaneously being attuned 
to the other’s assumptions, cognitions, and emotions. It also involves being open to nov-
elty and unfamiliar behavior (Ting-Toomey, 1999: 267–8). Langer wrote that mindfulness 
involves learning to (1) see behavior or information presented in the situation as novel or 
fresh; (2) view a situation from several vantage points or perspectives; (3) attend to the 
context and the person in which we are perceiving the behavior; and (4) create new cat-
egories through which this new behavior may be understood (1997: 111). In addition, cos-
mopolitanism at the organizational level can be seen as related to Kim’s (1993) concept of  
organizational intrusiveness, or the willingness of  the organization to look outside itself, as 
well as to Cohen and Levinthal’s (1990) concept of  absorptive capacity, which is the abil-
ity of  an organization to recognize the value of  new, external information and integrate it 
into existing knowledge.

In sum, the cosmopolitanism of  the receiver is an important attitude that can infl uence 
the effectiveness of  communication in global organizational learning. If  a receiver at HQ 
(or HQ as a whole) is not interested in the external environment and not willing to engage 
with it, it is likely that he or she will ignore incoming communication as irrelevant to the 
local concerns. It is not that the receiver has a prejudice per se against externally gener-
ated knowledge, but simply a lack of  interest in it. Similarly, entire work units or divisions 
may be so locally oriented that they are uninterested in knowledge generated elsewhere. 
In either case, the receiver misses potentially valuable input by failing to seek information 
relevant to organizational learning from external (i.e. external to their own site) sources 
due to a lack of  interest and curiosity.
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Satisfi cing

Satisfi cing is the second factor that infl uences receivers. In decision making this term 
refers to accepting a decision that is ‘good enough’ because the costs of  maximizing are 
too great (Simon, 1976). In an intercultural context, we fi nd satisfi cing in two areas—the 
plateauing that occurs in both language acquisition and cultural understanding (Osland, 
1995: Osland and Bird, 2000). When these skills are good enough to get by, some people 
stop learning. There is no motivation to reach a higher level of  fl uency or understand-
ing until a trigger event occurs, which initiates another round of  cultural sense making 
(Osland and Bird, 2001) or a return to the dictionary or language teacher.

In terms of  organizational learning, satisfi cing occurs when fi rms or individuals assume 
they understand enough to get by and be effective in a global context. MNCs that are not 
experiencing negative business results in foreign markets, or who are protected from the 
consequences of  negative business results by subsidies at home, may feel satisfi ed with the 
level of  cultural knowledge they possess. It can be argued that until the late 1980s many 
Japanese MNCs had high levels of  satisfi cing behavior with regard to intercultural com-
munication. The economic recession that began in the early 1990s and continues into the 
second decade of  the new century, and the problems many Japanese MNCs have faced 
with overseas operations, such as Matsushita’s troubles in Hollywood in the 1990s or 
Toyota’s failure to listen to complaints about unexpected acceleration, have caused a re-
examination of  their level of  intercultural understanding.

Individuals can also exhibit satisfi cing behaviors, particularly when their focus is 
restricted to short-term business goals. A US technical manager in a US MNC’s subsidi-
ary in China may have learned enough language and cultural knowledge to get by on a 
day-to-day basis when that country was still at an early stage of  market opening, with few 
highly qualifi ed engineers available. That manager may not realize fi fteen years later that 
the skills and knowledge of  the young Chinese engineers he or she is working with are 
considerably more sophisticated. Because the US technical manager is still using a set of  
behaviors that was good enough to get by in the short term, that manager is unlikely to 
recognize that the information environment around him or her has changed unless a trig-
ger event, such as widespread resignations, occurs to jolt the manager out of  complacency. 
Whether the manager responds to the trigger event depends in part on his or her level of  
readiness to continue learning about the particular work setting and the other culture.

CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE AND LEVELS OF READINESS

The third and fi nal variable in the model represents an overall level of  readiness to commu-
nicate in ways that are benefi cial to global organizational learning. We use the concept of  
cultural intelligence (abbreviated as CQ) (Ang and Van Dyne, 2008; Early and Ang, 2003) 
to explore the characteristics of  individuals who are more likely to have the capability to 
overcome the communication barriers to organizational learning in MNCs described above.

Cultural intelligence is conceptualized as having four main dimensions: meta-cogni-
tive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral (Ang and Van Dyne, 2008). Meta-cognitive 
CQ refers to the ‘individual’s level of  conscious cultural awareness during cross-cultural 
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interactions. People with strength in meta-cognitive CQ consciously question their own 
cultural assumptions, refl ect during interactions, and adjust their cultural knowledge when 
interacting with those from other cultures’ (Ang and Van Dyne, 2008: 5). It can thus be 
seen as a higher-order cognitive process. Cognitive CQ, on the other hand, is more con-
cerned with understanding how cultures differ and includes knowledge of  the norms and 
practices of  other cultures that a person accumulates through study or personal experi-
ence. Motivational CQ refers to the ‘capability to direct attention and energy toward 
learning about functioning in situations characterized by cultural differences,’ that is, 
being willing to expend the energy to understand cultural differences, often due to intrin-
sic interest. Finally, behavioral CQ is the willingness to engage in actions, both verbal and 
non-verbal, that are different from those of  one’s own culture in order to facilitate interac-
tion with people from different cultures.

While CQ is usually conceptualized and studied from the individual level of  analysis, 
rather than societal or organizational (Elenkov and Pimentel, 2008), it has been argued 
that an organization such as a MNC can increase its ‘cultural capital’ by enhancing the 
CQ of  its employees, often through ‘enriching their multicultural experiences’ (Klafehn, 
Banerjee, and Chiu, 2008: 327). Thus, we posit that both MNCs as a whole as well as the 
individuals within them have differing levels of  CQ, and therefore ‘readiness to transfer’ 
information and knowledge across borders. The readiness to learn and transfer knowl-
edge in a global organization rests on a threshold level of  CQ possessed by a signifi cant 
number of  key employees within the organization.

How does a MNC know whether it has a high level of  readiness to transfer information 
and knowledge across borders and that it has accumulated suffi cient ‘cultural capital’ so 
that intraorganizational communication across cultures can occur without major misun-
derstandings? Drawing on Bennett’s (1993) development model of  intercultural sensitivity 
(DMIS), which is usually applied at the individual level, we can designate MNCs as being 
in either the ethnocentric or the ethnorelative stage of  readiness. Within the ethnocentric 
level, companies and the individuals within them ‘can be seen as . . . avoiding cultural 
differences, either by denying its existence, by raising defenses against it, or by minimiz-
ing its importance’ (Bennett and Bennett, 2001: 14). In this stage, one’s own culture is 
experienced as central to reality—hence the term ‘ethnocentric.’ In contrast, people 
experience their own culture in the context of  other cultures in the ethnorelative stage. 
In this stage, companies and individuals seek cultural difference, ‘either by accepting its 
importance, by adapting a perspective to take it into account, or by integrating the whole 
concept into a defi nition of  identity’ (Bennett and Bennett, 2001: 14). CQ is closely 
related to intercultural sensitivity; however, the CQ concept provides greater relevance 
to discussing the challenge of  increasing organizational learning in MNCs (for a discus-
sion of  the differences between intercultural sensitivity and CQ, see Leung and Li, 2008, 
352–353).

We believe that there is a relationship among CQ, intercultural sensitivity, and readi-
ness to transfer knowledge for global organizational learning. Communicators’ realiza-
tion that they need to be aware of  culture and open to knowledge regardless of  its source 
(meta-cognitive CQ), and to question their assumptions through knowledge of  their own 
culture and that of  others (cognitive CQ), is more likely in the ethnorelative stages. At the 
organizational level, organizations in the ethnorelative stages are more likely to have a 
preponderance of  key people who have both the motivation to learn about other cultural 
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approaches to communication and to engage in the behaviors necessary to make their 
own ideas or others’ clear during transfer of  information or learning (motivational and 
behavioral CQ). In contrast, based on our examination of  the barriers to communication 
in the fi rst part of  this chapter, we would expect ethnocentric organizations and individu-
als to show a greater tendency to marginalize other organizational members and units, to 
be more prone to stereotyping, and to be less conscious and tolerant of  communication 
style differences and less fl exible in adapting to other styles. We would also expect them to 
be less cosmopolitan and show a greater tendency toward satisfi cing.

Trigger events and increased readiness to learn

We argue that both organizations and individuals are unlikely to move from the ethno-
centric to the ethnorelative level of  readiness without a disruption of  some sort. These 
disruptions can be viewed as trigger events (Griffi th, 1998; Osland, Bird, and Gundersen, 
2008) that cause the actors to become consciously engaged and question previous sche-
mas of  interpretation. Louis and Sutton (1991) identifi ed three types of  triggers. First, 
switching to a conscious mode is provoked when one experiences a situation as unusual 
or novel—when something ‘stands out of  the ordinary,’ ‘is unique,’ or when the ‘unfamil-
iar’ or ‘previously unknown’ is experienced. Second, switching is also provoked by dis-
crepancy—when ‘acts are in some way frustrated,’ when there is ‘an unexpected failure,’ a 
‘disruption,’ ‘a troublesome . . . situation,’ when there is a signifi cant difference between 
expectations and reality. The third trigger event refers to deliberate initiatives, usually in 
response to an internal or external request for an increased level of  conscious attention—
as when people are ‘asked to think’ or ‘explicitly questioned’ (Louis and Sutton, 1991: 60).

For an organization, the fi rst kind of  situation—an unusual or novel experience—can 
occur when a group or unit within the global network makes a positive and unexpected 
contribution of  information or knowledge that has an impact on organizational perform-
ance. Hewlett-Packard, for example, had to re-examine its organizational view of  the 
capabilities of  its Singaporean affi liate when presented with a clear example of  the ability 
of  the Singaporean design team to move beyond adaptation to innovation. When such 
questioning leads to changes in attitude about the marginality of  a particular unit, as well 
as a re-examination of  the organization’s view of  its foreign operations, the trigger event 
moves the fi rm toward a more ethnorelative level of  readiness.

Figure 26.3 Bennett’s Developmental Model of  Intercultural Sensitivity

Denial Defense Minimization Acceptance Adaptation Integration

Ethnorelative
Stages

Ethnocentric
stages
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For individuals, a similar trigger can occur when they are presented with valuable infor-
mation or knowledge from an organizational member previously stereotyped as incapable 
of  providing valuable input. A manager in the HQ of  a Spanish telecommunications MNC 
might receive a report from its Chilean subsidiary on an innovative approach to billing cus-
tomers for mobile services. Realizing that the innovation greatly enhances return on invest-
ment and is applicable world-wide could force the Spanish manager to re-examine his or her 
stereotypes about Chileans and other Latin American nationals, thus moving that manager 
toward greater ethnorelativism and openness to learning from international colleagues.

A trigger event can also be negative, a discrepancy between what is desired and what 
is obtained. For an organization, this could be the success of  competitors’ moves in its 
overseas markets and a consequent fall in its own performance. The experience of  Procter 
and Gamble in Japan in the 1970s illustrates this kind of  trigger. When Procter and 
Gamble fi rst acquired a medium-sized Japanese fi rm to manufacture its disposable dia-
pers, it held one hundred percent of  the Japanese market due to its fi rst mover status. 
However, it ignored the input from the managers in its Japanese subsidiary and failed to 
adjust the product to fi t the smaller size of  Japanese babies and other considerations of  
Japanese mothers. It soon found that Japanese competitors fl ooded the market with their 
own disposable diapers, which led to a drop of  more than seventy percent in Procter and 
Gamble’s market share in Japan. The company had been satisfi cing, basing its behavior 
on a superfi cial understanding of  Japanese employees and the local context and failing 
to re-examine its assumptions. The reduced market share was a trigger event that led to a 
change in the way the company interacted with its Japanese subsidiary.

For individuals, such as the HQ-based leader of  a global team, a discrepancy could 
include the inability to reach the goals set for the team. The leader could be facing pos-
sible negative impacts on his compensation or promotion. Examination of  the hindrances 
to effective team performance could make the leader more aware of  his tendency to dis-
count important information or ideas because they were couched in elaborate descriptions 
rather than the succinct style he preferred. As a result, he might be motivated to learn 
more about communication style differences and attempt to reconcile his own language 
style with that of  other team members.

Finally, an outside event such as a corporate initiative or training program can lead 
people to re-examine aspects of  their intercultural communication. For organizations, this 
could include a change in corporate leadership, with a subsequent change in vision and 
norms. The CEO of  a chemical company with a global strategy decided that interna-
tional experience should be a prerequisite for promotion to senior management. The cor-
poration’s heroes became those people who worked abroad. Repatriates were promoted 
and given strategic responsibilities, which made it easier to transfer their knowledge back 
to headquarters. The fi rm acquired global expertise and transformed a formerly parochial 
mindset to a global mindset in a relatively short time frame.

For individuals, a deliberate initiative and important disruption often involves train-
ing. Hult, Nichols, Giunipero, and Hurley (2000), for example, found in their interna-
tional study of  organizational learning among supply chain managers that those who had 
received training in understanding and using organizational learning concepts had better 
supply chain relationships. One could argue that the training enhanced the cosmopolitan-
ism of  these individuals, leading to greater effectiveness in intercultural communication 
and learning with others in the supply chain.
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Discussion

In this chapter, we argue that global organizational learning is affected by the process of  
intercultural communication at both the individual and organizational levels. Sender-
related and receiver-related factors, such as marginality, stereotypes, and CQ, infl uence 
how messages are perceived and interpreted, and they fi lter the exchange of  ideas in a 
global organization. This results in both individuals and organizations having varying 
levels of  cultural intelligence and intercultural sensitivity, which can be characterized as 
either ethnocentric or ethnorelative (Bennett, 1993). Trigger events—novelty, discrepancy, 
and deliberate initiatives (Louis and Sutton, 1991)—can help move people and fi rms to 
higher stages of  cultural intelligence, ethnorelativism, and global organizational learning. 
Our arguments are drawn from extant theory and research, as well as experience. The 
following discussion delineates the managerial implications and caveats of  the framework 
presented in this chapter, along with their benefi ts and costs for MNCs. We also address 
the questions raised by the framework that require further research.

An understanding of  the intercultural communication’s impact on organizational 
learning yields many practical, managerial implications and caveats for global organiza-
tions. First of  all, the most obvious way to diminish the effects of  intercultural communi-
cation fi lters is through more training and emphasis on intercultural communication and 
the development of  CQ for members of  global organizations. Training and development 
needs to take into account the importance of  intercultural sensitivity for global organiza-
tional learning. However, according to Bennett and Bennett (2001), such training should 
not be one-size-fi ts-all. To move individuals to higher levels of  intercultural sensitivity, they 
recommend different types of  training and experience for each stage.

Second, global managers should take into consideration the research fi ndings on inter-
group contact theory, which maintains that prejudice declines as a result of  contact with 
other racial and ethnic groups (Williams, 1947; Allport, 1954). A meta-analysis of  hun-
dreds of  studies concluded that contact does reduce prejudice when it is facilitated by (1) 
equal status; (2) group interdependent efforts toward common goals; (3) high potential for 
cross-group friendship; (4) positive experiences that counter negative stereotypes; and (5) 
authority sanction (Pettigrew and Tropp, 2000). MNCs could devote more attention and 
energy to these facilitating factors. Contact is needed not only between national groups, 
but also between different organizational cultures and different professions.

Third, while the greater heterogeneity and diversity of  viewpoints and experiences 
inherent in MNCs can be a positive factor in organizational learning, there are also 
transaction costs for managers to recognize and handle. For example, stress is inherent 
in intercultural encounters, as evidenced in the literature on culture shock (Furnham and 
Bochner, 1986; Kim, 1988, 1989a) and intergroup anxiety (Barna, 1983; Gudykunst and 
Ting-Toomey, 1988; Stephan and Stephan, 1985). Pettigrew (2008) identifi ed anxiety 
management as one of  three core intercultural competencies. Learning to anticipate and 
deliberately manage this stress and anxiety could facilitate the transfer of  knowledge.

Fourth, yet another transaction cost concerns intergroup relations. Relationships 
among different national or professional groups involve ‘intergroup postures’ that often 
cause ‘in-group loyalties’ and ‘out-group discrimination’ (Brewer and Miller, 1984; Brown 
and Turner, 1981). ‘We–they’ groups accentuate the perceived differences that divide 
them and are subject to attribution errors—inaccurate assumptions about the behavior 
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of  strangers, which are closely related to ethnocentrism and prejudice (Brewer and Miller, 
1984). These tendencies are more pronounced when the groups involved have a history of  
dominance/subjugation or wide discrepancies in power and prestige (Kim, 1989b). More 
managerial attention, as well as research, could focus on the effects of  marginality ver-
sus inclusion and on policies and practices that unwittingly reinforce unequal status. In 
MNCs, employees’ expectations and interpretations of  the behavior of  people and groups 
from other cultures are frequently inaccurate, which can affect work performance as well 
as organizational learning. An awareness of  these transaction costs and a deliberate effort 
to manage them could facilitate the transfer of  knowledge.

Finally, if  the intercultural communication process is both transactional and irrevers-
ible, that argues for greater mindfulness—paying more attention to the way employees 
of  global fi rms, as well as the fi rms themselves, communicate and working to ensure 
that communications elicit more rather than less organizational learning. Mindfulness 
also involves increased awareness of  the ethnocentric tendencies manifested in attitudes, 
policies, and procedures. Furthermore, mindfulness means identifying intercultural com-
petence knowledge in the fi rm and transferring and institutionalizing that knowledge 
throughout the organization. By doing so, MNCs can eliminate some of  the fi lters that 
impede organizational learning.

In sum, more managerial and organizational emphasis and attention to training, 
contact, transaction costs, intergroup relations, and mindfulness could increase global 
organizational learning in general. However, any investment that increases the compe-
tency of  global talent represents a signifi cant cost to MNCs, and one that should not be 
undertaken without evidence and research fi ndings that prove its worth. Such research, 
however, should not overlook the potential collateral benefi ts of  developing intercultural 
communication and CQ competence. By nurturing greater meta-cognitive CQ and com-
munication competence in a MNC’s employees, the fi rm is likely to increase its capacity, 
even in purely domestic settings, to become more aware of  their own and other’s assump-
tions when communicating important information and knowledge. This ability to stop 
and refl ect during interactions, both about the context of  the other as well as one’s own, 
is a valuable skill that can lead to enhanced listening and understanding of  others’ ideas. 
It could also be argued that increased behavioral CQ, and the greater comfort of  adapt-
ing one’s behaviors to enhance communication across cultures, could also be useful when 
trying to interact across functional areas (say, engineers talking to marketers) or across 
organizational boundaries (for example, when supply chain managers in a large fi rm com-
municate with small-fi rm vendors). Moreover, increasing CQ generally has been found 
to be related to increased levels of  creative performance (Leung and Chiu, 2010), which 
could have important implications for organizational knowledge creation in general. 
When MNCs have successfully managed to overcome the numerous barriers to successful 
intercultural communication discussed in this chapter and created greater ethnorelativism 
and CQ within the organization and its individual members, they may hold an advantage 
in organizational learning over purely domestic fi rms, as well as fi rms that lack intercul-
tural expertise.

While the managerial implications of  our framework suggest considerable benefi ts as 
well as costs, there is a clear need to substantiate the relationships we have discussed and 
to explore relationships the framework implies for other areas. First and foremost is to 
determine whether the set of  intercultural communication factors chosen for discussion 
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here is indeed the complete set of  variables most relevant to global organizational learn-
ing. Second, we need to identify the relative weights each of  these factors has in affecting 
successful transfer of  knowledge in global fi rms. Again, without empirical research specifi c 
to this research question, it is diffi cult to predict which factors might be most important in 
explaining successful intercultural communication in global organizational learning.

A further question pertains to the relative importance of  individual versus organiza-
tional actors in the intercultural communication process. Are highly ethnorelative fi rms 
in which most individual employees lag behind in CQ and ethnorelativism (which could 
occur through international acquisitions, for example) more or less successful than fi rms in 
which there are many ethnorelative individuals with high CQ within an overall fairly eth-
nocentric organization? The challenge of  fi nding fi rms with these various confi gurations 
will make research into this area diffi cult, and require creative research methodologies. Yet 
the question could be an important task since the answer is likely to infl uence how scarce 
managerial resources are allocated in global fi rms wishing to increase their global organi-
zational learning.

Several implications of  the framework also need research to substantiate their effects. It 
is necessary to determine whether more intercultural training and intercultural sensitivity 
correlates with a higher level of  both global organizational learning and fi rm performance, 
a relationship suggested by prior research (Williams, 1947; Allport, 1954). Further, while on 
the surface there appear to be linkages among intercultural communication competence, 
cultural intelligence, intercultural sensitivity, and the capacity for global organizational learn-
ing, more research is needed to test whether ethnorelative organizations are more successful 
at organizational learning and whether people with high levels of  intercultural communica-
tion competence and cultural intelligence are more skilled at organizational learning.

In addition, the work of  Bennett and Bennett (2001), upon which this framework 
draws, provokes several questions for organizational learning scholars. Is it possible to 
identify discrete stages of  organizational readiness to learn globally and, if  so, do we 
have the knowledge to move organizations to higher stages? We can readily borrow the 
ethnocentric and ethnorelative terms and apply them to an organization’s openness to 
knowledge that is created within and outside corporate HQ, similar to Perlmutter’s (1969) 
taxonomy. Would the identifi cation of  more narrow and discrete stages lead us to more 
systematic ideas for increasing organizational readiness to learn?

It is important to note that this chapter does not argue that effective intercultural com-
munication is the most important determinant of  global organizational learning. While 
we have argued that communication is extremely important, particularly for the transfer 
of  tacit knowledge between individuals and groups, it may be that other mechanisms in 
MNCs are just as important to global organizational learning, such as information sys-
tems. Given the nature of  global competition today, we believe that it is unlikely that a 
mechanistic system that rests on the transfer of  largely archival or explicit knowledge can 
be a substitute for the individual and organizational communication as described in this 
chapter. However, we recognize that establishing the veracity of  this belief  is an empirical 
question requiring future research.

Finally, this chapter has focused on aspects of  intercultural communication that fi lter or 
impede organizational learning. Scholars could take the positive perspective and examine 
how intercultural diversity and communication facilitates, rather than impedes organiza-
tional learning.
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Collaborating, Learning and 

Leveraging Knowledge Across 
Borders: A Meta-Theory of  Learning

JANE E. SALK AND BERNARD L. SIMONIN

ABSTRACT

Research on collaborative learning has not kept up with the proliferation of  forms of  organ-
ization and governance used in practice. Not only is research on collaborative learning weak 
in terms of  breadth of  forms, the structure of  related research streams inhibits the degree to 
which the multilevel processes and mechanisms can be identifi ed and linked. Joint ventures 
(JVs) and strategic alliances continue to garner much of  the attention paid to learning across 
organizational boundaries, although many other types of  inter-organizational collaboration 
occur where learning potential and needs also are strong. Many infl uential studies focus 
almost exclusively on organizational or inter-organizational level data and phenomena, 
usually with a structural orientation, despite the implicit or explicit importance accorded to 
group and individual level social processes and mechanisms in the learning theories drawn 
upon. Meanwhile, those most concerned with individual and group-level cross-boundary 
learning work in domains such as International HRM and within the rapidly developing 
area of  Geographically Dispersed Teams. Hence, it is time to extend and revisit our ear-
lier effort to create a broader conceptualization and more elaborated map of  the domain. 
To that end, we offer a meta-framework to systematize and encapsulate learning and 
knowledge-driven issues rooted in a fast evolving and diverse set of  literatures.

INTRODUCTION

Since the turn of  the century, interest in diverse forms of  inter-organizational relationships 
has proliferated in practice as well as in the most prestigious outlets for management studies. 
As the lowering of  trade and investment barriers coincided with widespread access to ever 
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cheaper and more sophisticated means of  control, coordination, and communication 
(Friedman, 2006), many businesses and entrepreneurs have taken advantage of  these 
changes to create more far-fl ung and complex supply chains, geographically dispersed 
teams, and network fi rms. Recent research has emphasized the importance of  understand-
ing the structural position of  fi rms in inter-organizational networks (such as in the case with 
supply chains) and what sorts of  structural arrangements encourage or impede knowledge 
transfer (Easterby-Smith, Lyles, and Tsang, 2008). Moreover, contemporary research that 
looks more closely at intraorganizational versus inter-organizational learning, frequently 
does so in order to link it explicitly to innovation and the creation and sustaining of  fi rm 
capabilities (Hult, Ketchun, and Arrfelt, 2007; Easterby-Smith et. al., 2008).

This context creates a challenge for management scholars to redress the limits of  the-
oretical and empirical understanding about structuring and the processes internal to an 
organization that foster taking both internally and externally generated knowledge and 
combining these to exploit current performance strengths or create new ones. The challenge 
is rendered more diffi cult by the tendency of  research relevant to this larger question 
being dispersed across different scholarly communities. These boundaries have not been 
conducive to cross-fertilization and building more general theories of  learning.

Our objective is to provide a new, more encompassing meta-framework to help map 
the inter-organizational collaborative learning and knowledge management fi eld more 
rationally and systematically. Compared to Salk and Simonin’s (2003) earlier overview 
of  the fi eld, the literatures that deal with one or more aspects of  collaborative learning 
have become both more numerous and more diverse. Our contention is that learning and 
knowledge-driven issues rooted in diverse organizational settings can be encapsulated 
under this single, unifying paradigm. Hence, we shall review and attempt to distill com-
monalities and key issues across literatures that rarely address one another, even if  they 
might invoke certain shared foundations as in March (1991) and Cohen and Levinthal 
(1989). Now that our intentions are clear, henceforth, when referring to collaborative 
learning alliances, we mean organizational collaborations of  all types, from equity joint 
ventures, to outsourcing, to cross-functional/cross organizational development teams.

Collaborative learning refers to joint action and sense making in a purposive relationship 
for which the identifi cation, transfer, and experimentation with knowledge originating 
with another entity has the potential to enhance existing competence or create new com-
petence (Lane, Salk, and Lyles, 2001; Easterby-Smith et. al., 2008; Holmqvist, 2004). The 
notion of  a purposive relationship is important because goals lead to theories or expecta-
tions about the experience and knowledge residing in the partner that might or might not 
manifest in actual collaboration. Hence, the key is ‘purposive’ and this need not (and usually 
will not) involve learning as the central objective. All three of  the activities—identifi cation, 
transfer, and experimentation—might entail active intent and involvement by more than 
one entity (e.g. one organization motivated to teach and the other motivated to learn). 
However, the experimentation with identifi ed and transferred knowledge might often 
occur in multiple entities without interdependence (e.g. each partner takes knowledge 
from an IJV and brings it in house to experiment and recombine). The entities may be 
groups or individuals as well as organizations. In the case of  new geographically dispersed 
teams, increasingly used for projects such as product development (Cramdon and Hinds, 
2005; O’Leary and Mortensen, 2010), members’ interdependencies translate into effective 
knowledge also leveraging learning via development of  a transactive memory (Moreland 
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and Myaskovsky 2000). This memory becomes a property of  the team when individuals 
can differentiate, identify, and integrate in action the different domains of  expertise of  
individuals and across sites (O’Leary and Mortensen, 2010). We shall further expand 
upon this defi nition and its implications in mapping and synthesizing our framework from 
recent scholarly works.

MAPPING THE COLLABORATIVE LEARNING FIELD

Press accounts continue to be full of  stories of  underperforming or discontinued JVs and 
other inter-fi rm collaborations. JVs and strategic alliances more generally, thus, continue 
to have rates of  failure estimated to be up to sixty percent. We are unaware of  the precise 
fi gures for other cooperative arrangements, though we would assert that those outsourcing, 
geographically dispersed project teams and offshoring arrangements that involve knowl-
edge application and exchange from more than one participant (unlike a typical sourcing 
arrangement by WalMart) do likely suffer from frequent failure to exploit learning poten-
tial to optimize the rents or other competitive advantages for the system of  collaboration 
(i.e. the member organizations). The most modern organizations in one way or another 
extend their boundaries to gain strategic advantages (Cooper and Rousseau, 1999). Since 
the strongest and most enduring advantages accrue from unique confi gurations of  structure, 
culture, and knowledge within the organization, this suggests that issues surrounding knowl-
edge transfer and learning comprise a core issue for most modern organizations whether 
or not explicitly stated as a strategic priority.

In the following sections we organize our inquiry using questions that arose from our 
readings and discussions. Why should inter-organizational collaborations be viewed as 
platforms for learning? What is inter-organizational learning; who learns (the levels of  
analysis engaged)? Where does knowledge in inter-organizational collaborations accu-
mulate, get transferred, and stored? What is the role of  time (when)? How does learning 
occur? And how much learning does or should occur to reap benefi ts? We then synthesize 
from this exploration a framework of  collaborative learning.

Why should inter-organizational collaborations be viewed as platforms for learning?

In the strategic alliance literature, many scholars, including Grant and Baden-Fuller (1995), 
Khanna, Gulati, and Nohria (1998), Kogut (1988), and Kogut and Zander (1992) have 
long viewed knowledge acquisition and learning as primary reasons for the formation of  
collaborative alliances. The ‘learning race’ perspective (Hamel, Doz, and Prahalad 1989; 
Khanna et al., 1998) assumes a strategic intent to learn from the partner, and advances 
the idea that competitive advantage accrues to the entity that learns faster and more effec-
tively than the other. However, Hennart and Zeng, (2002), Hagedoorn and Sadowski 
(1999), and Inkpen (2000) all suggest that few partners have ‘racing’ intents and call into 
question the assumption that many or most alliances have clear learning objectives. Zeng 
and Hennart (2001) go a step further to suggest that ‘many learning races are alliances 
“gone bad” rather than the normal and desirable way alliances should evolve’ (2001: 1). In 
fact, Grant and Baden-Fuller (1995) argue that the main advantage of  alliances over fi rms 
and markets is in accessing knowledge (rather than acquiring knowledge). They propose 
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that the distinction between the acquisition and accessing of  knowledge is similar to the 
difference between knowledge exploration and exploitation (Levitt and March, 1988). Thus, 
the main issue with alliances is the effi ciency and effectiveness of  knowledge utilization 
and the learning race, in itself, is immaterial.

These concepts of  exploration and exploitation have received substantial attention in 
the strategy literature more generally (Birkinshaw and Gibson, 2004; Crossan and Bedrow, 
2003; Lavie and Rosenkopf, 2006). Much recent literature assumes that exploration and 
exploitation each undermine the other due to contradictory requirements. However, 
Holmqvist (2004) suggests that this is incorrect. He identifi es four interrelated organi-
zational learning processes: opening-up/extension, opening-up/internalization, focus-
ing/internalization, and focusing/extension. Opening-up/extension refers to a situation 
where intraorganizational exploitation (for example, a desire to extend products into new 
markets) motivates the search for external partners whose experience creates variety and 
hence can be seen as an opening up or exploration of  the others’ experiences. The ensuing 
inter-organization bargaining and learning, however, likely will lead to the organization 
choosing to focus and work upon translating particular knowledge for exploitation; hence 
it naturally becomes a process of  focusing/exploitation (Holmqvist, 2004: 71).

It is also common that an organization looks for partners with related knowledge to 
generate learning that exploits or extends already existing internal capabilities (Lane 
and Lubatkin, 1998). Holmqvist (2004) refers to this as opening-up/internalization. 
As the partners interact, this again leads to variety, as the experiences are not identical. 
Eventually only some knowledge is focused upon by internal actors and this leads to 
focusing/extension; to completely internalize and use this knowledge it has to be experi-
mented with—hence intra-organizational exploration will ensue in order to learn how to 
incorporate it in a reliable way to push experience curves or other factors that are part of  
the organizations’ ‘existing language’ and experience base (Holmqvist, 2004:71).

By looking across levels at intraorganizational learning priorities and then at the inter-
organizational dynamic, Holmqvist (2004) suggests that joint efforts or exploration can 
naturally lead to a phase of  joint exploitation, since internal exploration ultimately is 
costly. Conversely, an example where joint exploitation is anticipated can quickly become 
one of  internal exploration as one or both partner organizations get feedback from their 
interaction suggesting that the existing competencies cannot produce satisfactory results 
without translation and possible reinvention.

Hence, while many scholars would argue that fi rms choose ‘learning’ strategies empha-
sizing exploration as the path to innovation, we regard the implications of  Holmqvist’s 
research as an indication that at some point even the most self-confi dent and self-satisfi ed 
organizations are likely to experience an erosion of  their competence relative to the 
competition and a diminished capacity to generate internal variety of  experience. Hence 
collaborative learning, over the longer haul, is a key aspect to sustained value creation for 
all organizations and also for tightly linked inter-organizational networks. How collaborative 
learning plays itself  out for different sorts of  organizations and different forms of  collaboration 
will be taken up in a later section.

A fi nal issue highlighted by the literature is that the sense of  dissatisfaction and urgency 
to look for knowledge and learn varies throughout an organization. In the case of  alliances, 
for example, top management and members of  a negotiating team often frame strategic 
intents, while groups and individuals actually responsible for the implementation and 
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management of  the collaboration are often different and might or might not fully under-
stand and share these intents (Harrigan, 1986). It is also possible that individuals at lower 
levels of  an organization have more dissatisfaction and better perceive learning oppor-
tunities than do their superiors. In the case of  NUMMI, for example, General Motors’ 
employees who actually went to Japan and trained in Toyota often were far more enthused 
by the different culture and systems they encountered than were their superiors back 
home. New knowledge brought back from NUMMI tended to be rejected by the General 
Motors organization where it more likely would be seen as a challenge to their compe-
tence or culturally inappropriate. Hence, understanding knowledge transfer and learning 
dynamics entails paying more attention to different actors’ intents and their relationship 
to incentive systems, organizational structures, and other context factors.

What is learning and who/what is learned?

There is little convergence in defi ning and identifying proxies for ‘learning.’ Moreover, its 
defi nition may be virtually identical or quite different from knowledge acquisition. From a 
logical point of  view, libraries, encyclopedias, and so on can be seen as vast repositories of  
‘knowledge.’ Only when a book is dusted off  and attentively read (or a web site discovered, 
opened, and studied by human eyes) does a potential for internalization and integration 
of  that knowledge exist. Beyond internalization, the acquired knowledge can result in a 
change in the effi cacy of  current behaviors without fundamentally altering goals. Or it can 
result in changes of  goals and routines not likely to have occurred without that particular 
knowledge.

A looser use of  ‘learning’ is evidence of  knowledge embedded in the experience of  one 
entity moving across the boundary to become part of  a knowledge base in another organi-
zation. A stricter defi nition requires that the entity acquiring the knowledge translates and 
at least experiments with using it. Hence evidence of  learning comes from seeing changes 
in activities or new elements of  practice somewhere in the organization (Lane, Salk, and 
Lyles, 2001). If  the experience gains positive feedback and/or eludes various social or 
technical obstacles, it may result in an enduring change in routines. Other knowledge, as 
alluded to earlier in the example of  NUMMI, might meet social and political opposition 
that greatly limits its potential to have an enduring and positive impact on the receiving 
organization (in our example General Motors). This is somewhat analogous to the strategic 
relevance or ‘usefulness’ of  learning that emerged from the empirical analysis in Lane 
et al. (2001).

In terms of  who learns, scholars increasingly concur that micro processes of  perception 
and learning underpin macro-level routines and patterns of  transfer and learning 
(Easterby-Smith et al. 2008; Lewin, Massini, and Peeters, 2010). This is an unfortunate 
lacunae in research. However, we suggest that macro-level scholars of  alliances and other 
forms of  inter-organizational learning should turn their attention to the theory develop-
ment and empirical base of  fi ndings accumulated by the research stream devoted to 
geographically dispersed teams. There is a logical linkage between the motivations that 
lead to the creation of  dispersed teams and creation of  inter-organizational alliances. 
Experts recommend teams in situations that require diversity of  information, complementary 
expertise, and resources. Similarly, alliances and JVs have been recommended for these 
same rationales, among others. What is interesting about the micro-level team research is 
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that it concurrently has research and theory linking issues of  structure, governance, and 
psychosocial dynamics such as identifi cation and trust. (Articles providing a review of  
this literature include Polzer, Crisp, Jarvenpaa, and Kim, 2006.) Much like the Holmqvist 
(2004) research summarized earlier, among the relevant fi ndings in this literature is pre-
ferred conditions to encourage identifi cation and knowledge transfer. This includes 
minimizing the overlap of  ethnic, organizational and other sources of  faultlines (O’Leary 
and Mortensen, 2010) that gives a fi rmer theoretical grounding to similar suggestions 
stemming from a macro-level study of  a fi fty/fi fty JV (Salk and Shenkar, 2001).

Turning to the ‘What is learned?’ question, four areas of  interest have attracted attention: 
knowledge types, knowledge characteristics, cognitive versus behavioral manifestations of  
learning, and collaborative know-how as both a type of  knowledge in itself  and a possible 
moderator of  the learning process in alliances.

Knowledge types. In alliances, whether or not organizations have a well-defi ned learning 
agenda and a clear strategic intent for seeking knowledge transfer, types of  knowledge that 
may ultimately be developed or transferred in the context of  an alliance remain constant. 
In the business world, knowledge related to markets, internationalization, marketing activ-
ities, research and development, design, procurement and logistics, production and manu-
facturing processes, human resource management practices, fi nance and accounting, and 
strategy have the potential to become sources of  competitive advantage. As such, they 
may be both coveted and protected. In nonprofi t organizations, fundraising and grant 
proposal development skills represent valuable knowledge-based counterparts. In the pub-
lic sector, knowledge ranging from diplomatic savoir-faire to institutional and administra-
tive expertise also represents critical assets. Alliances can be the stage for the deployment 
of, or exposure to, any of  these knowledge types, some of  which are more or less vital to 
a given organization. The same holds in intrafi rm alliances. For instance, foreign subsidi-
aries of  a multinational organization operating in various countries can benefi t from the 
sharing of  best practices, technologies, manufacturing processes, and new product devel-
opment initiatives through collaborative programs.

Attempts to not only recognize, but also isolate and measure different types of  knowledge 
are rare. In their study of  learning by international joint ventures (IJVs), Lane, Salk, and Lyles 
(2001) look at the knowledge acquired from foreign parents, explicitly identifying the 
types of  knowledge under consideration: managerial techniques, technological expertise, 
marketing expertise, manufacturing and production processes, and product development 
expertise. To date, a strong focus on technology dominates research related to organizational 
learning and alliances, be it a target for learning or a context for studying knowledge 
transfer. Among the numerous studies of  technology-based alliances (e.g. Dodgson 1996, 
Eisenhardt and Schoohoven, 1996; Hagedoorn and Schakenraad 1994, Khanna, Gulati, 
and Nohria, 1998; Moensted, 2010) some have focused on research and development 
issues (e.g. Philbin, 2008; Olk 1997; Sampson 2001) while others have looked at specifi c 
industries ranging from biotechnology (e.g. Pisano 1988; Powell, Koput, and Smith-Doerr 
1996; Mets, 2006) to semiconductors (e.g. Appleyard 1996 and 2001; Phene, Madhok, 
and Liu, 2005). The less plentiful studies focusing upon non-technology related knowl-
edge include the study of  marketing know-how (Simonin and Ozsomer, 2009; Simonin 
1999b; Aulakh, Kotabe, and Sahay, 1996), franchising skills (Darr, Argote, and Epple, 
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1995), and collaborative know-how (Kale and Singh 2000; Simonin, 2000, 2004). Much 
remains unexplored in light of  this imbalance between research focus and the diversity of  
knowledge types.

Knowledge characteristics. Understanding knowledge characteristics (and the organizational 
structures that support them) is key to understanding knowledge fl ows, transfers, storage, and 
lack thereof. In alliances, beyond the characteristics of  knowledge seekers and knowledge 
providers, and the nature of  their interrelationship, knowledge-specifi c variables shape 
the transferability of  any given form of  know-how (Simonin, 1999b; 2004). Alliance 
researchers overwhelmingly point to knowledge characteristics of  tacitness and the work 
of  Polanyi (1967), often ignoring all other facets or, at best, collapsing them into a single, 
uni-dimensional variable. Tacitness has been the proxy of  choice for assessing the diffi cul-
ty (or ease) of  accumulating and transferring knowledge. However, since there are many 
types of  knowledge, there are also many other distinct characteristics of  knowledge to 
account for. Some characteristics are completely knowledge-intrinsic whereas others are also 
linked to the situation of  both the knowledge seeker and provider.

Besides tacitness, complexity and specifi city have been considered antecedents of  causal and 
knowledge ambiguity (Reed and DeFillippi, 1990; Simonin, 1999a, 1999b, 2004). Complexity 
captures the number of  interdependent routines, technologies, resources, and individuals 
linked to a specifi c asset or knowledge. More complex human or technological systems gener-
ate higher levels of  ambiguity and, therefore, restrain imitation (Reed and DeFillippi, 1990). 
Research on these aspects yields mixed results. Zander and Kogut (1995) fi nd no signifi cant 
direct relationship between complexity and the speed of  transfer of  manufacturing related 
knowledge. Likewise, Simonin (1999b) observed no effect of  complexity on the transferability 
of  marketing know-how between alliance partners. On the other hand, he found signifi cant 
effects in the case of  the transfer of  technology and manufacturing process know-how between 
partners (Simonin 1999a). Moreover, specifi city was signifi cant in the transfer of  marketing 
know-how, particularly when collaborative experience of  the knowledge seeker is limited and 
the alliance is not yet mature but not in the case of  the transfer of  technology and proc-
ess knowledge. Here, specifi city captures notions of  durable investments and specialized 
knowledge undertaken or developed in the context of  particular collaborative relationships.

Other knowledge characteristics likely to impact the pace, depth, and meaningfulness 
of  learning in alliances include validity, novelty, relatedness, uniqueness, value, and actionability. 
Validity means that the knowledge is given accurately, reliably, and validly represents. Novelty 
captures the time dimension of  knowledge; is it new, timely, or obsolete? Relatedness refers 
to the degree to which a knowledge seeker is familiar or has prior experience with a given 
knowledge platform, principles, or context—does it fi t the existing knowledge base and 
portfolio? Uniqueness refers to the presence or absence of  alternate, substitutable bodies of  
knowledge. Uniqueness differs from specifi city in that the focus is not on the co-specialization 
of  knowledge with the alliance, but rather on the presence of  competing knowledge bases. 
Value can be construed as market value (absolute value) or as the value of  knowledge to a 
partner given its specifi c capabilities, history, context, and ambitions (relative value). 
Finally, actionability relates to the readiness, receptivity (Hamel 1991), and ability of  the 
organization to utilize and leverage particular knowledge. Obviously, we would expect 
new, valid, unique, related, and actionable knowledge to be more valuable.
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Cognitive versus behavioral. The proper operationalization and measurement of  learning and 
learning outcomes remains a challenge. At the heart of  this challenge lies the dual mani-
festation of  learning: both behavioral and cognitive (Fiol and Lyles, 1985). For instance, 
learning might be inferred from witnessing the adoption of  a new product testing proce-
dure inspired by an alliance partner (behavioral), or from observing the rise of  a common 
and consistent conceptual understanding by JV managers about how to lobby in foreign 
markets (cognitive). Both manifestations of  learning deserve research attention. Changes 
in routines, procedures, processes, actions, physical output, and structures (behavioral side) 
must be reconciled with changes in cognitive maps, conceptual representations, mental 
associations, shared beliefs, and understanding (cognitive side).

Collaborative know-how. In the context of  alliances and organizational learning research, 
collaborative know-how plays an important role. By focusing on alliances and collabora-
tive know-how, one draws and controls specifi c research boundaries under which to study 
organizational learning. Simonin (2002) argues that collaborative know-how can be consid-
ered a unique type of  competence, one that may help explain why some alliances succeed 
brilliantly while others fail dramatically, and why some organizations are able to leverage their 
network of  collaborative arrangements more effectively than others. Likewise, Kanter 
(1994), considering intercompany relationships as key business assets, maintains that the 
know-how to create and sustain fruitful collaboration, or collaborative advantage, ‘gives 
companies a signifi cant leg up.’ In short, collaborative know-how is to collaborative advan-
tage what a fi rm’s core competency is to competitive advantage (Simonin, 2002). This alli-
ance capability has increasingly captured the attention of  researchers (e.g. Lyles, 1988; 
Simonin, 1997; Dyer and Singh, 1998; Gulati, 1999; Lorenzoni and Lipparini, 1999; 
Anand and Khanna, 2000; Appleyard, 2001; Kale, Dyer, and Singh, 2001; Heimeriks and 
Duysters, 2007; Mascarenhas and Koza, 2008; Weber and Khademian, 2008; Schreiner, 
Kale, and Corsten, 2009; Kale and Singh, 2009).

Thus, identifying, mapping, and measuring a fi rm’s level of  collaborative know-how 
constitute a critical fi rst step in understanding organizational learning processes and per-
formance in alliances. Most research to date has focused on prior experience as a proxy 
to actual knowledge and evidence of  learning. Research results pertaining to the effects 
of  experience remain mixed. Lei and Slocum (1992) trace the root causes of  failures and 
alliance problems to ignorance and lack of  experience. On the other hand, Barkema, 
Shenkar, Vermeulen, and Bell (1997) conclude that past JV experience does not favor alli-
ance survival. Powell, Koput, and Smith-Doerr (1996) argue that collaborative experience 
is necessary not only to manage a diverse portfolio of  alliances, but also to develop the 
capability to extract value from these alliances. Anand and Khanna (2000) report mixed 
results with a signifi cant effect of  experience in the case of  JVs but not in the case of  
licensing agreements. More recently, using an event study methodology on US companies, 
Reuer, Park, and Zollo (2001) found that prior experience with international IJVs has no 
apparent effect on the performance of  new IJVs (measured by the fi rm’s valuation effects 
of  the venture’s announcement). Likewise, in her study of  research and development alli-
ances in the telecom equipment industry, Sampson (2001) found that prior experience 
increases collaborative benefi ts up to a point; whereas some degree of  experience helps 
performance, extensive experience does not. More recently, Heimericks and Duysters (2007) 
showed that both experience and alliance capabilities shape alliance performance.
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While collaborative experience is a construct of  great theoretical importance in its 
own right, it nevertheless represents a concept distinct from collaborative know-how. In 
general, experience is considered a key antecedent of  know-how. Research initiatives that 
have attempted to isolate the higher-order construct of  collaborative know-how and its 
development include Appleyard (2001), Simonin (2000), and Schreiner, Kale and Corsten 
(2009). Simonin (2000) delineates empirically a multidimensional construct of  collaborative 
know-how that singles out fi ve distinct factors: partner search and selection, negotiating, 
managing and monitoring, knowledge and skill transfers, and exiting. Each one of  these 
factors encompasses various specialized activities and types of  skills. It is still unclear how 
collaborative know-how accumulates and decays, how it impacts performance, and 
why it varies across organizations. Of  further interest, the comparison between inter-
organizational and intraorganizational collaborative know-how as well as across units of  
analysis (in particular, what collaborative know-how means for individuals and network-like 
structures) represents a promising research area. At the individual level, for example, 
research on social intelligence (Goleman, 2006) or cultural intelligence (Thomas, 2006) 
could be explored as antecedents of  alliance team performance and even in terms of  
whether and how these might be moderated by structural context. Finally, future research 
might shed additional light on the role of  experiential versus non-experiential learning by 
isolating the respective effects of  collaborative experience and collaborative know-how.

Who knows and who learns? Units of  analysis, governance, and organization forms

Learning and knowledge acquisition occur at individual, team or group, organizational, and 
inter-organizational levels of  analysis (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995; Zander and Kogut, 
2005). Learning also can occur via and in networks at any of  these levels. Extended discussion 
of  debates surrounding levels of  analysis and their incorporation into models of  learning 
exists (see Vera and Crossan, 2003). Alliance research has emphasized the inter-organizational 
level of  analysis (cf. Inkpen and Crossan, 1995; Lyles and Salk, 1996; Lane, Salk, and 
Lyles 2001). That said, the mechanisms through which learning is realized and potentially 
converted into performance, often indirectly inferred rather than directly observed, imply 
structures and processes at the organizational and sub-organizational levels. These include 
social network interactions and proximity of  groups and individuals and will be enumerated 
and described in the next section on how learning occurs.

It is important for researchers and research streams focusing narrowly on JVs, alliances, 
mergers and acquisitions, franchising, licensing, and so on, to track approaches and 
developments in research looking at other specialties. One reason is that an outsourcing 
arrangement might lead to a JV or acquisition, a JV might end with one partner buy-
ing out the other as the end game—hence over time these forms can be interrelated in a 
developmental sense. Second, though human resources are critical factors in many types 
of  learning, it is outside the ‘mainstream’ of  managerial alliance research that one fi nds 
exemplars focusing on the role of  individuals (cf., Darr, Argote, and Epple, 1995a; Metiu, 
2001; Kane, Argote, and Levine, 2002). Clearly individuals are conduits of, or sensors for, 
learning and knowledge in a collaborative setting (cf. Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) and 
the effect of  context can interact with individual characteristics to affect learning (Dickson 
and Weaver, 1997). The practice of  sending expatriates and secondees to alliances refl ects 
the recognition by managers that individuals play a vital role in scanning, sense making 
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and learning in alliances (Kogut, Walker, and Kim 1995; Almeida and Kogut, 1999; Salk and 
Shenkar, 2001). Almeida and Kogut traced movements of  individuals across fi rms and within 
and across geographic areas, linking movements of  personnel to knowledge acquisition. 
The classic literature on boundary-spanners further underscores the vital role individuals 
and groups play in channeling fl ows of  knowledge and as learners themselves (cf. Allen, 
1977; Tushman, 1977).

Groups can be particularly important infl uences in socialization of  members (Van 
Maanen and Schein, 1979), and in providing social support and norms to push knowledge 
residing in individuals or subgroups toward institutionalization. Du Chatenier, Verstegen, 
Biemans, Mulder, and Omta (2009: 353) argue that ‘At an organizational level, knowledge 
is often viewed as a commodity and at the group or individual level as something that is situ-
ated in a context, or a personal capability.’ This likely underlies robust evidence that individ-
uals can be willing to exchange expertise on-line with virtual strangers—as in open source 
development. Thus, if  we want to understand the role of  individuals and social groups in 
bearing, transferring, and transforming knowledge that ultimately becomes organizational, 
it is critical to examine the role of  extrinsic and intrinsic motivation (Osterloh and Frey, 
2000; Simonin and Ozsomer, 2009) and factors affecting psychological contracts (Rousseau, 
1995). Salk and Shenkar (2001) and Salk (1996) describe highly effect-charged environments 
found in at least some multinational alliance teams, with rampant stereotyping and in-group 
out-group dynamics. A network perspective would suggest that these dynamics should affect 
communication and motivation and, hence, knowledge and learning transfer processes. 
Social identity theory predicts that perceptual group boundaries should affect which groups 
and individuals are chosen as referents for knowledge and as sources of  learning. Kane, 
Argote, and Levine (2002) assigned groups to superordinate and sub-group identity condi-
tions and found that when members were rotated between groups, learning of  superior pro-
duction techniques was signifi cantly higher when the member rotated into the group shared 
a common superordinate identity. Hence, research on the role of  social identity processes 
and emotional climate in organizational learning in alliances would contribute greatly to 
illuminating this heretofore dark corner. As developed in the next section, it is logical that the 
key to understanding alliances is not choosing one level of  analysis, but seeking to develop 
and test cross-level models and constructs of  learning and learning processes.

Governance forms likely hold a key to understanding how levels of  analysis relate to one 
another, and the capacity and motivation of  various participants to learn. Governance 
form as a mechanism shaping structures and fl ows of  knowledge will be discussed in the 
section on ‘How learning occurs’. Centralized organizations might learn less effectively 
than N-form or simply more decentralized organizations. Possibly both can learn and 
chose modally different forms of  collaboration to do so. While the dominant conduits 
and repositories of  knowledge might tend to pull toward the center in hierarchies, hence 
suggesting the importance of  thoroughly accounting for learning occurring at the organi-
zational level, in network organizations, inter-individual and inter-group networks might 
be the dominant loci of  learning and knowledge repositories. Beyond simple structural 
typologies, the degree to which bureaucratic structures and rules or strong, shared cultures 
dominate as governance mechanisms matters. The roles of  individuals, groups, and the 
organization might well differ in their roles vis à vis knowledge recognition, acquisition, 
driving change based on learning, and acting as repositories in bureaucratically, versus 
culturally driven organizations (Schein, 1998).
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Haspeslaugh and Jemison (1991: 145) in their work on mergers and acquisitions, develop 
a framework for mapping strategic intents onto the mode of  implementation. They distin-
guish between intents that have high needs for interdependence (high to low) and needs 
for organizational autonomy (high to low). High autonomy/low interdependence strategic 
rationales occur when what is being acquired are skills and knowledge embedded in a par-
ticular organizational context; in such a scenario, a governance approach that buffers the 
acquired organization to preserve its special capabilities is required. By contrast, a strategic 
intent to rationalize capacity would fall into a high integration, low autonomy needs cat-
egory. Unlike the previous example, hierarchies and systems need to be either subsumed 
or merged. Harrigan (1986) made a similar qualitative observation that, depending on the 
goals, a JV culture and way of  operating sometimes needs to diverge greatly from those of  
the parents. Such distinctions might help push discussions of  sticky–bleeding, tacit–explicit 
toward a more nuanced way of  viewing the role between governance structures and 
learning, though it has yet to be picked up and further developed.

Where does learning occur and where is it stored in collaborative alliances?

Learning can occur and knowledge can be stored at multiple levels of  analysis. The concept 
of  organizational memory (Walsh and Ungeson, 1991) focuses attention upon non-human 
repositories, such as systems, structures, rules, and routines. Other theorists focus upon 
individuals as bearers of, and repositories for, knowledge and organizational change more 
generally (Argyris and Schön, 1978; Schein, 1993; Simon, 1991). Learning takes place 
among entities throughout cooperative systems. Zeng and Hennart (1991: 7) correctly 
point out that much research focuses on one participant’s learning rather than the behav-
ior of  partners simultaneously or a network as a whole. The majority of  studies reviewed 
focused on learning by partners; learning by the joint organization formed by the col-
laboration (Inkpen, 1995; Lyles and Salk, 1996; Lane, Salk, and Lyles, 2001) has received 
more limited attention.

Variables such as power and infl uence, motivation, and individual skills of  those 
involved in collaborations would likely moderate the relationship between alliance struc-
ture and learning. Szulanski (1996), studying intrafi rm transfers of  best practice, found 
that in addition to the nature of  the knowledge to be transferred (especially causal ambi-
guity), the characteristics of  the knowledge recipient and the nature of  the relational con-
text (arduous relationships; laborious and distant relationships) were major impediments 
to transferring knowledge. Despite some recent breakthroughs (e.g. Minbaeva, 2005; 
Minbaeva, Foss, and Snell, 2009; Simonin and Ozsomer, 2009), most research on internal 
knowledge transfer within MNCs fails to account fully for the critical role HRM practices 
and procedures play in creating and sharing knowledge. Both organizational design issues 
(Foss and Pedersen, 2004) and HRM questions such as the provision of  incentives, men-
toring and coaching, supervisory encouragement, training, and even expatriation, call for 
further research attention.

Focusing upon a particular cooperation or focal organization also leads to potentially 
missing secondary effects entailing changes located in institutional fi elds. Collaborative 
know-how entails accruals of  knowledge about how to manage relations across time and 
different specifi c partnerships. Lawrence, Hardy, and Phillips (2002) studied NGO col-
laborations in Palestine. These collaborations varied in their degree of  involvement and 
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embeddedness and this accounted for differences in the degree to which a collaboration 
resulted in proto-institutions: ‘new practices, rules and technologies that transcend the 
particular collaborative relationship and may become new institutions if  they diffuse suf-
fi ciently.’ Thus, there might be dynamics of  innovation and change missed by research-
ers that might have very important ramifi cations for future behavior and other outcomes 
associated with performance over time. For example, in a highly embedded fi eld of  fi rms, 
it is possible that collaborative practices not only evolve from the direct partnering experi-
ences of  fi rms, but also via diffusion and mimesis across the fi eld that might ultimately 
transform practices and create innovations.

When does learning occur and when can we observe its effects?

Time is most certainly a critical dimension to understand any change or learning process 
(Ancona, Goodman, Lawrence, and Tushman, 2001). Alliances evolve and change over 
time (Salk, 1996; Inkpen and Beamish, 1997; Das and Kumar, 2007; Duso, Pennings, and 
Seldeslachts, 2010; Greve, Baum, Mitsuhashi, and Rowley, 2010). Moreover, the degree to 
which such changes are anticipated in practice or predictable is highly variable. Looking at 
the same IJVs in 1993 and 1996, Lane, Salk, and Lyles (2001) found that the modal types 
of  learning and variables most strongly associated with learning from the foreign parent 
changed over that period. The learning races and bargaining power perspectives (Yan and 
Gray, 1994; Inkpen and Beamish, 1997) suggest that alliances can be unstable over time 
and, when they do not end, the nature and content of  the relationships can be expected 
to change. However, process remains a sorely understudied aspect of  alliances (Salk, 2005) 
and of  organizational knowledge management in MNCs (Foss and Pedersen, 2004).

Though emphasis on time and timing in the organization studies and strategy litera-
tures has been increasing, there is a lack of  defi nitional and methodological coherence 
(Ancona, Okhuysen, and Perlow, 2001). In terms of  organizational learning, the question 
of  time raises fundamental questions. One approach to studying organizational learning 
over time has entailed tracing learning curves (Darr, Argote, and Epple 1995a; Argote, 
2000; Barkema and Schijven, 2008). While learning curves suit settings and questions, 
and potentially could be incorporated and applied in more studies of  alliances, this so far 
leaves a number of  other time-related issues unexplored. Among these issues are timing 
and sequences of  interdependence and dependence of  factors underpinning learning and 
the acquisition and transformation of  that learning. Does one map learning and knowl-
edge processes in alliances in terms of  critical incidents and events, in terms of  transitions 
in networks, group dynamics, in terms of  looking at feedback loops into the system or 
systems, or measurable changes in routines, behaviors, and outputs? Do fi rm, functional, 
and culture-specifi c differences in approaches to time (Hall, 1983; Ancona, Okhuysen, 
and Perlow, 2001) entail different approaches to learning, embedding, using, and storing 
knowledge? To what extent, and on which dimensions and levels, might a life-cycle model 
of  organizational learning be plausible and researchable and how might co-evolution of  
contexts and alliances relate to this? Salk (1996) found that developmental patterns of  
multicultural IJV top teams follow a sort of  punctuated equilibrium (see Gersick, 1989); 
issues of  social identity and role investment often impede coordination and communica-
tion fl ows until a critical incident creates shared performance pressures, giving team members 
an incentive for role investment and motivation to adapt.
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In short, while the dimension of  time and timing is implicit in most theories and frame-
works of  organizational learning in alliances, this aspect has so far received inadequate 
attention in empirical research. The degree to which this is possibly the most fundamental 
gap in studies of  alliances and organizational learning (and perhaps much of  the organi-
zational learning literature more generally) is further highlighted by looking in the next 
section at approaches to the question of  how organizational learning is thought to occur 
in alliances.

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

Mapping the fi eld

From our prior discussion, it is evident that a great deal of  interesting research is taking place. 
However, it is also clear that most empirical studies in this area focus on a few specifi c 
explanatory variables, sometimes on an ad hoc basis, providing only a partial explanation 
to the overall phenomenon. Moreover, different streams of  research have their own norms 
about levels of  analysis data and variables. While each study has the potential to add to 
our comprehension of  a given facet of  alliance learning, it also contributes to the frag-
mentation of  our understanding. The big picture is lost.

To address this problem, we propose a generic taxonomy of  variables related to the 
‘how?’ question in Figure 27.1. Four distinct blocks of  explanatory variables compose this 
conceptual framework and help organize logically variables of  interest: (1) alliance-specifi c 
variables, (2) partner-specifi c variables, (3) knowledge-specifi c variables, and (4) context-
specifi c variables.

For each block, we provide a list of  pertinent variables. Lists are illustrative rather than 
exhaustive. The fi rst block, alliance-specifi c variables, refers to many of  the variables we 
have already introduced and discussed that may facilitate or impede the learning process. 
For instance, the importance of  the form of  the alliance (e.g. equity versus non-equity 
based) on learning constitutes a signifi cant research question for many researchers.

Partner-specifi c variables, the model’s second block, subsume many critical research 
variables such as absorptive capacity, prior experience, strategic intent, trust, protectiveness, 
and collaborative know-how. Much attention has been paid to issues surrounding trust and 
protectiveness, a major concern being proprietary know-how bleeding to partners (Hamel, 
Doz, and Prahalad 1989; Hamel, 1991; Khanna, Gulati, and Nohria 1998; Kale, Singh 
and Perlmutter, 2000; Kale and Singh, 2009).

Effective management of  networks at the inter-organizational level also serves as a vital 
mechanism for knowledge acquisition. There are different kinds of  networks and different 
schools of  thought about the types of  networks most conducive to learning. Some theorists 
emphasize exploiting structural holes in inter-fi rm networks to limit redundancy and to 
have a unique combination of  access to information and knowledge by virtue of  a distinc-
tive position. Social network theory stressing cohesion and strength of  ties suggests that the 
trust and social capital built up through dense repeated relations increases knowledge 
fl ows within these networks. These approaches have divergent views concerning the mech-
anisms and operationalizations of  their transmission. Both are promising avenues, though 
we believe they probably will prove to explain effectiveness of  different types of  learning 
and knowledge exploration.
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Partner-Specific
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Alliance-Specific
Variables

Knowledge-Specific
VariablesContext-Specific
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. Experience
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…
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. Protectiveness

. Collaborative
  Know-How
. Control
…

. Ambiguity

. Tacitness

. Complexity

. Specificity

. Validity
…

. Relatedness

. Novelty

. Uniqueness

. Value

. Actionability
…

. Form and Mode

. Scope

. Partners Fit

. Duration

. Location

. Orientation
…

. Competition

. Uncertainty
…

Learning 

Figure 27.1 Learning and Alliances: Theoretical Building Blocks

A key concept underpinning both approaches so far and the concept underlying the 
‘how’ in organizational learning more generally is that of  absorptive capacity: the ability to 
identify, assimilate, and exploit knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1989). To study knowledge 
transfers, it is helpful to distinguish between knowledge-seekers and knowledge-providers 
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(Simonin, 1999a; 2004) or learning versus teaching partners (Inkpen, 2001). In the IJV lit-
erature, Lyles and Salk (1996) identifi ed structures and processes contributing to an IJV’s 
capacity to absorb knowledge from the foreign parent. These included a fl exible organiza-
tion, written business plans and goals, a clear division of  labor, and training by the foreign 
parent. These variables suggest (albeit indirectly) a mode of  HRM and organizing that 
shapes cognitive orientations and informational networks within the alliance organization 
itself. Since then, Lane and Lubatkin (1998) have introduced the notion of  relative 
absorptive capacity: the relatedness of  the partnering fi rms’ knowledge bases, organi-
zational structure and compensation as proxies for similarity in the norms and learning 
processes in the organizations, and dominant logics as a proxy for the motivation and 
ability to use the knowledge acquired. Lane, Salk, and Lyles (2001) found support for the 
relative absorptive capacity construct in their study of  IJVs. In their study, the relatedness 
of  knowledge and organizational characteristics of  fl exibility and training by the foreign 
parent predicted knowledge acquisition by the foreign parent, while the dominant logic 
(differentiation) and training in the IJV (a diffusion mechanism) predicted performance.

Both experiential (through training, learning-by-doing) and non-experiential learning 
(via proximity, observation) are implied by these studies. In other research that looks at 
learning by fi rms in geographic clusters, fl ows of  personnel are viewed as mechanisms for 
the grafting of  new knowledge and skills from one fi rm to another (Almeida and Kogut, 
1999). Moreover, proximity provides opportunities for mimetic learning. As such, expatriates 
are viewed as key agents and facilitators of  knowledge transfer in MNCs (Minbaeva, 2005; 
Simonin and Ozsomer, 2009).

The third block, knowledge-specifi c variables, was discussed earlier under the ‘What?’ 
section. The central point here is the determination of  knowledge characteristics that create 
ambiguity and value. Ambiguity affects comprehension and transferability. Value stimulates 
learning intent for the knowledge seeker and encourages protective behaviors by the knowl-
edge holder. Finally, context-specifi c variables, the fourth building block of  our model, subsume 
non-controllable variables that may be sources of  noise, but also motivation enactment of  
strategic intent to become an active, focused, or better learner or teacher.

TOWARDS A META-FRAMEWORK OF 
COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

Figure 27.2 presents our mapping of  the fi eld. We discuss its dimensions in the following 
section.

Alliances: specifying the boundaries

A range of  inter-fi rm relationships can be categorized as strategic alliances (Kale and Singh, 
2009). Defi nitional ambiguities render assessing cooperation, particularly, inter-fi rm coop-
eration, diffi cult. Early on, O’Brien and Tullis (1989), Root (1988) and Shenkar and Zeira 
(1987) recognized that the term ‘strategic alliances’ already was becoming little more than 
a buzzword. These defi nitional ambiguities are a major source of  diffi culty when comparing 
the results of  different studies (Terpstra and Simonin, 1993). In light of  confusion created 
by this proliferation of  terms, we favor the use of  the more universal and inclusive term 
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‘inter-organizational collaboration,’ or simply ‘alliances.’ Although many defi nitional 
propositions exist, their practical value may be quite limited. Rather, researchers should 
focus on the key variables that help frame the boundaries of  collaboration. In Figure 27.2, 
these key variables are: alliance form, mode, governance, scope, number of  partners, and 
cycle. Alliance form (Terpstra and Simonin, 1993) refers to the structural organization of  
the alliance along an equity continuum from no equity involved to full equity participation 
in the case of  an acquisition or a merger. Past research has focused essentially on three 
forms: contractual agreements (e.g. licensing, franchising; no equity is involved), equity 
participation (e.g. equity swaps and partial acquisition; here, no new legal entity is created), 
and JVs (formation of  a new and separate legal entity).

At the extremes of  the equity continuum, two other forms of  collaboration deserve 
attention. First, informal arrangements correspond to the case when no equity, but also 
no contract, is involved (e.g. exchange of  personnel, benchmarking). Often unnoticed in 
the literature, this form of  cooperation appears to be widely used. For instance, Berardo 
(2009) looks at cooperative funding programs where partnering governmental and non-
governmental organizations relate to each other essentially through informal links. In the 
corporate context, Hakanson and Johanson (1988) report in a study of  cooperation between 
fi rms involved in technical development that more than two-thirds of  the arrangements 
were informal. Second, the case of  full equity (as opposed to no and partial equity) represents 
another, often ignored, case of  cooperation. Mergers and acquisitions thus represent an 
ultimate form of  collaboration where partners fully fuse their structures, legal existence, 
processes, cultures, and knowledge platforms. Research on knowledge acquisition and 
transfer in this area remains very promising and complementary (Zou and Ghauri, 2008; 
Westphal and Shaw, 2005; Henrik Bresman, Birkinshaw, and Nobel, 1999).

Similar to mergers and acquisitions, the multinational organization’s network of  subsidiar-
ies and affi liates fi ts our expanded defi nition. Lately, this area has seen a tremendous surge of  
research interest aimed at understanding knowledge management and fl ows, the epitome 
of  the learning organization (Foss and Pedersen, 2004; Minbaeva, 2005, 2007; Monteiro, 
Arvidsson, and Birkinshaw, 2008; Oddou, Osland, and Blakeney, 2009; Simonin and 
Ozsomer, 2009). Over two decades ago, Hamel, Doz, and Prahalad (1989) warned that 
ownership structure seems to capture managers’ attention when, in fact, the learning place 
between partners is more important. Today, due to the growing interest in the learning 
organization and knowledge management, this impetus may have shifted. When looking 
at the alliance form, more is in play beyond the desire for control. The different structural 
forms of  cooperation just identifi ed may vary in their conduciveness to learning and types 
of  prominent learning issues.

As form refers to the structural component of  an alliance, mode focuses on the function 
of  the collaboration (Terpstra and Simonin, 1993). These modes fall into two general cat-
egories Type X and Type Y (Porter and Fuller, 1986). Type X corresponds to joint activi-
ties (partners perform activities at the same level of  the value chain; e.g. joint research 
and development) while Type Y relates to complementary activities (partners perform 
activities at different levels of  the value chain; e.g. one partner provides the manufacturing 
capability whereas the other provides marketing). From a learning point of  view, Type X 
is more propitious to maintenance and single-loop learning due to the likely presence of  
a common knowledge base. Type Y alliances may be sources of  greater knowledge gaps 
between partners resulting in possible shifts of  expertise (accumulation of  radically different 
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knowledge, double-loop learning), but, conversely, it is less likely that learning occurs due 
to the specialization and partitioning of  knowledge across partners.

Next, governance refers to governance mechanisms (i.e. concrete management and 
control activities). We distinguish between two situations based on two common types (e.g. 
Hoetker and Mellewigt, 2009): (1) formal governance mechanisms that rely on the use of  
explicit agreements, indicators, reporting, and contracts to specify parties’ roles, expected 
performance, and dispute resolution means; and (2) relational governance mechanisms 
that foster open communication, sharing of  information, trust, and cooperation. Much 
research interest exists in this domain (Faems, Janssens, Bouwen, and Van Looy, 2006; 
Kok and Creemers, 2008; Hoetker and Mellewigt, 2009) that is paralleled by extensive 
work in the area of  ‘knowledge governance.’ Infl uential in this area is the collective work 
emanating from the Copenhagen Business School (e.g. Foss, 2007; Foss and Pedersen, 
2004; Pedersen and Mahnke, 2004) that has put some emphasis, in particular, on the 
question of  micro-foundations and processes (Abell, Felin, and Foss, 2008; Felin and Foss, 
2009) and has drawn attention to the role of  HRM (Minbaeva, 2005; Minbaeva, Foss, 
and Snell, 2009; Simonin and Ozsomer, 2009). Ultimately, these domains of  investigation 
intersect and specialized research on knowledge governance in strategic alliances starts to 
emerge (Knudsen and Nielsen, 2009).

Finally, geography and activities defi ne the scope of  an alliance. In terms of  geographical 
scope, one should differentiate domestic from international alliances on the basis of  the 
national and linguistic origin of  the partners (Meschi, 1997) and the location of  the alli-
ance itself  or its interface (home or overseas) particularly when the focus is on knowledge 
transfer. The role of  ‘cultural’ is intrinsically linked to the issue of  location. Much has 
been written about the effects of  national and organizational culture in alliances (Barger, 
2007; Meirovich, 2010). The process of  knowledge transfer, itself, has been shown to be 
infl uenced not just by the nature of  competitive regime (partners as competitors or not), 
the form of  the alliance (equity versus non-equity), but also by the degree of  organizational 
distance across partners (Simonin, 2004). Recently, this line of  inquiry has also drawn a 
lot more research interest when applied to related cases of  knowledge transfer in MNEs, 
between headquarters and subsidiaries (e.g. Welch and Welch, 2008; Lucas, 2006).

Turning to the scope of  alliance activities, one can distinguish the type of  activities 
contributed (e.g. marketing, product development), their relatedness to the partners’ expertise 
and core competencies (central or peripheral), and the valence of  their overall novelty 
(e.g. breakthrough or routine). The number of  partners can infl uence learning processes 
and utilization. The case of  two partners differs from cases with three or more partners 
because, in general, the degree of  complexity in interactions grows in a non-linear way. 
At times, in specifi c collaborative context, the reverse may be true as well. For instance, 
when studying funding initiatives with government actors, Berardo (2009) found that col-
laborative efforts are more likely to succeed when the leading organization can secure the 
assistance of  a larger number of  partners. While most alliance research deals with dyadic 
relationships, studying consortia-like arrangements, particularly when assessing learning 
outcomes, processes, and performance levels, would contribute to the fi eld.

Finally, when specifying alliance boundaries, one must isolate the components of  an 
alliance cycle. Different challenges and problems exist at different stages of  an alliance life 
(e.g. infant versus mature stage). Cooperation evolves and co-evolves over time and requires 
re-examination at various stages (Iyer, 2002; Duso, Pennings, and Seldeslachts, 2010). 
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Duration is also an important aspect. Over time familiarity can increase, trust may intensify, 
and the opportunities for accessing knowledge might increase while the system diversity 
might decrease (Meschi, 1997; Gulati, 1995). Lastly, repetition provides another facet of  
a collaborative cycle. It encapsulates the degree and frequency at which partners collaborated 
in the past: is the alliance a fi rst encounter between specifi c partners or, rather, another 
episode of  a long collaborative history between them.

Learning: specifying the unit of  analysis

Our model of  collaborative learning identifi es four distinct units of  analysis: individuals, 
teams, organizations, and networks. These different levels of  analysis also correspond to 
different learning foci and outcomes that are interrelated. This approach is consistent with 
Tiemessen, Lane, Crossan, and Inkpen’s (1997) organizational learning framework that 
recognizes three levels of  learning (individual, group, organization). The alliance literature 
needs investigation into how to reconcile individual and organizational learning. Likewise, 
more research pertaining to knowledge structures and processes, with networks taken as a 
unit analysis, is needed. Overall, paying attention to units of  analysis equates to more pre-
cision in the coverage and understanding of  collaborative learning.

Organization: specifying the key characteristics

Beyond drawing alliance boundaries and the units of  analysis, specifying key organizational 
characteristics that help further classify alliances and identify boundary conditions for learn-
ing outcomes and processes is necessary. Our model focuses on three categories: sector, type, 
and resources. Sector is a reminder that alliances go beyond business-to-business collabora-
tions. Of  particular interest, alliances between nonprofi t organizations, public agencies, and 
hybrids with business organizations deserve greater attention (Austin, 2000). Under type, we 
regroup variables that characterize an organization and are likely to impact learning (e.g. 
age, size, nationality, industry, structure, culture, etc.). Finally, resources capture aspects of  
an organization pertaining to knowledge (competencies, technology, intangible assets).

Collaboration: specifying the locus, modus, focus, and orientation

Finally, we turn to four other key collaborative dimensions: collaborative locus, modus, 
focus, and collaborative orientation. Collaborative locus draws a distinction between inter- and 
intraorganizational collaborations. The bulk of  alliance research deals with inter-fi rm col-
laborations. Our contention is that they are only a subset of  the overall collaborative phe-
nomenon. In a multinational enterprise, for instance, foreign subsidiaries or research teams 
from different SBUs collaborate with one another on specifi c projects. Best practices and 
global campaigns need to be shared within a network of  affi liates. In a sense, we argue that 
the study of  organizational learning and knowledge transfer in the context of  multinationals 
and FDI is not so different from that in the context of  traditional alliances: both fi t under 
our model of  collaborative learning. In one case the knowledge seeker may be a subsidiary 
in Spain and the knowledge holder/provider another subsidiary in Germany or HQ; in the 
other case (traditional alliance) two unrelated companies play these roles.
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Collaborative modus corresponds to the degree of  physical proximity and interaction 
between partners ranging from virtual collaboration to close physical proximity. As exam-
ined earlier, virtual collaboration has become a more prevalent phenomenon and area of  
research interest. Collaborative focus captures the degree to which an alliance falls under an 
‘exploitation’ versus ‘exploration’ categorization or agenda for a given partner. As per our 
earlier discussion of  Holmqvist’s (2004) categorization of  organizational learning processes, 
this dimension also underlines a rich and promising area of  inquiry.

Collaborative orientation depicts the nature and climate of  a given collaboration: participatory, 
involuntary, and antagonistic. This is particularly important when looking at knowledge 
fl ows across partners. Under a participatory setting, one would expect the most favorable 
conditions for learning. The roles of  the teaching partner and learning partner (Inkpen, 
2001) are well specifi ed, harmonized, and accepted. At the opposite, under an antagonis-
tic setting, partners fi ght or co-habit at best. Learning is diffi cult. Partners adopt explicit 
protective measures, deploy shielding mechanisms, and engage in defensive actions to 
protect the transparency of  their competencies, particularly when the embodied knowl-
edge is explicit and held by only a few experts (Hamel, 1991; Inkpen and Beamish, 1997, 
Simonin, 1999a, 1999b). The last category, involuntary collaboration, depicts a situation 
where one organization may not even be aware of  its role as a contributing partner. Then, 
learning is likely to be moderate and truncated through partial access only. As an extreme 
form of  involuntary collaboration, reverse engineering and hiring of  competitors’ talents 
open a window on learning. Assessing collaborative orientation will provide a reliable gauge 
on the boundaries of  learning opportunities and challenges ahead.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Though many of  the observations and trends highlighted in our prior snapshot of  the 
literatures in 2003 hold true today, there has been a proliferation of  interest in different 
forms of  knowledge transfer and learning. Moreover, the geopolitical and technological 
context has pushed the dissemination and practice of  using IT mediated teams and supply 
chains. This has occurred faster than could have been anticipated in 2003, given that Web 
2.0 was still in its infancy. Scholars seeking an integrative understanding of  knowledge 
transfer and learning have a lot of  diverse developments to catch up with out there ‘in the 
real world’ as well as within a larger set of  conceptually complementary lines of  research. 
Throughout we have repeatedly highlighted a number of  aspects and avenues of  inquiry 
that to our mind remain obscure and ripe for inquiry. Our recommendation in 2003 that 
scholars need to study a broader range of  collaborative settings has occurred, though in 
piecemeal fashion. Our analysis confi rms once again the refl ection that the alliance literature 
in general pays insuffi cient attention to social processes (Doz, 1996). Research on learning in 
inter-organizational alliances remains overwhelmingly structural and macro in focus. One 
of  the biggest gaps revealed time and again above is a relative lack of  studies that look at 
inter-organizational collaborative learning at the intraorganizational, group, and individual 
levels of  analysis; this gap recently has been acknowledged for research on outsourcing and 
offshoring ( Lewin et. al., 2010). The work by Lyles and Salk (1996) and Lane, Salk, and Lyles 
(2001) attempts to fi nd rough and ready proxies for inter-group and interpersonal contact 
and things that might affect it. If  we look further afi eld, the micro work on teams that we 
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have highlighted in this review might be a good place from which to pick up and push 
toward better understanding of  meso and micro collaborative processes.

The fl ip side of  the large gaps in research and islands of  specialized scholarship is 
that these conditions contain exceptional opportunities for innovative and high impact 
research. Throughout the chapter, we have suggested topics that are un- or underdeveloped. 
We want to lend our support to the contention that using network approaches and theory 
to study processes of  knowledge transfer and learning in such settings, especially across 
levels of  analysis, should reap rich dividends for the fi eld. Collecting network and other 
original multilevel survey data admittedly is time consuming since they cannot be generated 
from secondary sources. Hence, there is a need for rigorously conducted and comparative 
case studies. It would be highly informative for theory building to seek out and conduct 
studies of  ‘best practice’ and ‘worst practice’ in developing collaborative know-how. 
Comparing outliers offers different benefi ts for expanding our knowledge of  collaborative 
learning than focusing, as does virtually all of  the current research, on averages. Finally, 
some interesting preliminary insights on geographically dispersed teams have come out of  
experimental research traditions (for example, Kane, 2009, whose research connects super-
ordinate identity formation to knowledge transfer and learning in teams and O’Leary 
and Mortensen, 2010, who look at social isolates’ team identity and performance). It is 
an important literature that fi nds insights and stimulation to begin fi lling in theory and an 
empirical agenda that crosses and connects levels of  analysis.

In conclusion, while learning in alliances has deservedly captured the attention of  
management scholars, the boundaries of  the phenomenon and the variables that need 
to be assessed to understand it holistically have not been encapsulated in one place. 
This is where we hope our inquiry will be of  use. We have laid a foundation for new 
avenues of  research and for more cross-fertilization and dialog across research paradigms 
and communities who, without explicitly acknowledging it, want to understand the same 
things.
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Organizational Learning in Asia

ROBIN SNELL AND JACKY HONG

ABSTRACT

In this chapter, we review prior studies on organizational learning in Asia, including the 
distinguished work of  Ikujiro Nonaka, whose theory of  knowledge creation has been 
crafted to represent essentially Japanese characteristics. Therein lies a problem, in that 
emic learning practices across other Asian countries are not even considered in Nonaka’s 
model. While many studies have been undertaken in Asia outside Japan, these have tended 
to focus on the importation of  learning systems to such countries, without identifying and 
harnessing indigenous cultural and institutional resources. We shall begin this chapter 
with an overview of  prior research into organizational learning in Asia ex-Japan. In the 
second part, we shall switch focus to Japanese owned organizations operating on Japanese 
soil. Thirdly,, we shall consider cultural and institutional features that apply more gener-
ally across Asia, and their implications for a pan-Asian theory of  organizational learning.

TAKING STOCK OF PAST RESEARCH

Given the multitude of  Asian countries and the diversity of  Asian cultures and institu-
tional contexts, it is not possible to distinguish substantive themes that cover each of  these 
locations. Prior research into organizational learning in Asia (excluding Japanese organiza-
tions on home soil) has explored four broad issues, which we shall review below. The fi rst 
two of  these are theory-oriented while the latter two focus more on practice (Easterby-Smith 
and Lyles, 2003). The issues are:

knowledge management involving joint ventures in Asia;
knowledge management involving wholly-owned subsidiaries in Asia;
transfer of  organizational learning practices to Asia; and
measuring organizational learning in Asia.

◆

◆

◆

◆
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Knowledge management involving joint ventures in Asia

Among studies of  Asia-based joint ventures, we can distinguish those undertaken in the 
People’s Republic of  China (PRC) from those undertaken in non-Chinese countries. 
Studies of  PRC-based cross-national joint ventures involving partners from Hong Kong 
or Singapore indicate that the fl ow of  managerial and technical expertise has been over-
whelmingly one-way to the mainland partner (Wang and Nicholas, 2005). Learning for 
the overseas Chinese partners has derived from the joint venturing experience itself, 
including how to work amicably with PRC-based partners while signaling to them, with-
out causing loss of  face, that proprietary knowledge is not open to disclosure (Wang and 
Nicholas, 2005). Refl ecting ethnocentricity, the more ‘developed’ partners have typically 
suffered ‘learning myopia,’ in two respects. First, they seem not to have been open to 
knowledge fl ow in the ‘reverse’ direction, whether through instruction or vicarious learn-
ing, and second, while they have engaged in serendipitous experiential learning both 
from overseeing operations from a distance and from hands-on, in situ, managerial effort, 
they have not sought systematically and proactively to acquire and capture such learn-
ing (Tsang, 1999; 2002). Evidence that operating PRC-based joint venture fi rms requires 
the development of  dynamic capability, and hence the in situ creation of  new knowledge 
(Zhan and Luo, 2008), and that prior joint venturing elsewhere in Asia provides useful 
preparation for managing PRC-based subsidiaries, suggests that failure to adopt system-
atic means to capture learning arising from joint venturing is an important omission by 
foreign parent companies (Tsang, 1999).

In a study of  knowledge sharing between Korean fi rms in alliances with one another 
outside the chaebol structure, Bstieler and Hemmert (2008) found that interaction intimacy 
between partners at operational level contributed to effective knowledge exchange, indi-
cating the importance for Koreans of  jeong, the building of  strong social bonds that cover 
personal as well as business matters. Berrell, Gloet, and Wright (2002) identifi ed strong 
tensions between Australian and Malaysian partners involved in an educational alliance 
in Malaysia. The Australians, preferring critical enquiry, explicitness, and proactivity as 
approaches to addressing problems, became frustrated with the Malaysians’ apparent 
preference to avoid overt confl ict and to defer to instructions passed down from respected 
seniors. The authors attribute the break-up of  the alliance to inadequate expatriate selec-
tion and training. In the context of  international partnerships in Vietnam, Napier (2006) 
points out that the Vietnamese possess valuable knowledge resources and discusses the 
potential for reverse knowledge fl ow from Vietnamese to foreign partners. She argues 
that the foreigners should demonstrate willingness and openness to learning from the 
Vietnamese as mentors.

Knowledge management involving wholly-owned subsidiaries in Asia

Regarding inter-subsidiary knowledge fl ows in Asia, mainly within Western-owned multi-
national corporations (MNCs), Wang-Cowham (2008) discovered that there has been con-
siderable networking and knowledge sharing between human resource management units 
based at different PRC-based sister subsidiaries, through forums and joint projects organ-
ized by PRC-based regional HQ offi ces. By contrast, Jonsson (2008) found that within a 
Western-headquartered MNC, cross-national, inter-subsidiary, lateral knowledge fl ows 
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involving units in Japan and the PRC were driven by personal networks, characterized as 
‘your insurance policy for not making mistakes.’ Jonsson (2008) found also that the value 
of  undertaking inter-subsidiary projects was perceived to be higher if  the respective mar-
kets were seen to pose similar challenges, unlike the markets of  Japan vis-à-vis the PRC.

Other studies have examined transfer of  knowledge from overseas headquarters to 
Asia-based subsidiaries. Jonsson (2007) found that employees in a Japan-based subsidi-
ary faced considerable diffi culties in interpreting and digesting knowledge in the form of  
lists, metaphors, and manuals from the headquarters of  a Western MNC. They preferred 
instead to learn through face to face consultation with superiors, facilitators, and local 
experts or through brainstorming meetings. Staff  canteens appeared to provide an open 
atmosphere for informal lateral knowledge sharing across business units.

Research into the transfer of  knowledge from headquarters of  Japanese MNCs to their 
subsidiaries in other Asian countries provides a mixed picture in terms of  the transfer of  
organizational learning practices and systems. Takeuchi, Wakabayashi, and Chen (2003) 
found that the transfer of  team-based problem solving approaches to overseas Asian sub-
sidiaries was positively related to their fi nancial performance, and that the likelihood of  
such transfer was increased by adopting Japanese-style policies of  in-company welfare, 
long-term commitment, and employee skill development. Hong, Easterby-Smith, and 
Snell (2006a) found that some companies were able to implement a Japanization strategy, 
through various socialization vehicles and human resource policies, and by adopting open 
plan architecture, but that in some companies these methods were not applicable, limiting the 
extent to which Japanese learning systems could be transferred. With specifi c reference to 
a graduate trainee program in one Japan-headquartered MNC, Wong (1996) found that 
little attempt was made to transfer organizational learning systems to the Hong Kong 
subsidiary, where lifetime employment of  graduate trainees was not assumed, and where 
the latter were not expected to play a signifi cant role in organizational learning.

Regarding the attenuation of  ‘reverse’ knowledge fl ow, and the neglect of  the need 
to capture experiential learning arising from managing subsidiaries, Wong (2001; 2005) 
found evidence of  institutionalized learning myopia, driven by ethnocentrism and xen-
ophobia, at the Japanese HQ of  a Hong Kong-based subsidiary. Japanese expatriates 
regarded their own international exposure as a form of  exile and sought to remain aloof  
from local adaptation in order to avoid being seen by HQ as being contaminated by alien 
values and mindsets.

Transfer of  organizational learning practices to Asia

Chwee (1999) found that among senior native Chinese executives in the PRC, those with 
prior employment experience within foreign-invested fi rms were more proactive, open-
minded, outward-looking, and adventurous than those with prior experience only in state-
owned enterprises, who were more passive, conservative, and inward-looking.

A number of  studies have documented how organizational learning practices have, with 
some success, been introduced to the more ‘traditional’ cultures of  Asia. Among them are 
three studies by Barry Elsey and his colleagues. Elsey and Leung (2004) describe a proc-
ess improvement program based on action research in a foreign invested enterprise in the 
PRC. While employees’ concern to maintain face between hierarchical levels appeared 
to rule out highly participative approaches, front-line staff  participated in two cycles of  
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action research, with facilitation by consultants and by selected supervisors and middle 
managers, and these activities led to improvements in service quality, as perceived by 
customers. Elsey and Tse (2007) describe action learning and action research oriented 
intervention, involving frontline workers at a Hong Kong-based bakery. The consult-
ants found it possible to establish an open and democratic culture of  workplace learn-
ing, with evidence of  ongoing sharing of  new knowledge and skills, and of  the adoption 
of  team-based problem solving approaches. Elsey and Sirichoti (2003) report on a pro-
gram to establish integrated pest management (IPM) among durian growers in rural parts 
of  Thailand, through adult education interventions by indigenous agricultural extension 
workers (AEWs). The growers became committed to the adoption of  IPM, once they had 
seen the results of  putting it into practice over time, and had experienced its value for 
their own practical survival. The AEWs lacked resources but were strongly motivated to 
serve as change agents and instructors, using a blend of  transmission, learning facilitation, 
and learner-centered collaboration.

Among studies by other authors, Selamat and Choudrie (2007) investigated the impact, 
in a large manufacturing organization in Malaysia, of  a training program, designed to 
motivate and equip professionals to participate in the externalization of  implicit knowl-
edge. The program appeared to improve trainees’ ability to refl ect on problems, and to 
engage in rational discourse. After the training, employees played an active part in bring-
ing about constructive changes to information systems, by actively documenting their 
ideas and refl ections in the course of  their day to day work. Yeo (2006) reports the impact 
of  introducing ‘refl ective-action learning groups’ (RALGs) to teachers in a further educa-
tion institution in Singapore. The group meetings appeared to be characterized by social 
bonding, and open and frank expression of  views, with members psychologically engaging 
with the issues under discussion. Although there was some skepticism, especially among 
junior employees, about organizational impact, the RALGs appeared to help members 
to adopt more effective teaching approaches. Yeo (2007) also reports a two-year interven-
tion into organizational learning within a Singaporean fi rm. Senior managers, as unifying 
leaders, sought to reassure and support less senior employees, who initially felt consider-
able stress and fear in the face of  the unknown. They facilitated team learning and joint 
decision making, provided space for continuing dialog, and treated employees’ ideas with 
respect.

Relatively unsuccessful attempts to introduce organizational learning practices have 
also been documented. Retna and Tee (2006) report an attempt by the head teacher of  
a Singaporean school to develop it into a learning organization, and suggest that progress 
was constrained by the wider societal culture and by pressures for quick results. Staff  
tended to accept the use of  dialog as a means to solve problems, but preferred not to 
share knowledge and skills with one another. Some staff  found the leader’s adoption of  
egalitarian leadership unacceptable. Greater trust had developed, but this was tempered 
by a lingering, culturally-framed fear of  authority. Kim (2003) reports an unsuccessful 
attempt by senior managers, all with Western-based education and working experience, 
to embed the structures and processes of  a team-based organization into a medium sized 
IT company in South Korea. The prospect of  nominal job titles, use of  fi rst names, and 
collaborative team learning appeared to break social taboos, and were strongly resisted. A 
middle layer of  members preferred hierarchy and leadership based on command and 
control and denied developmental opportunities to younger members, who sought instead 
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to acquire knowledge through private sharing with friends, and through external networks 
and courses.

Measuring organizational learning in Asia

A number of  quantitative studies using Western-originated instruments have been con-
ducted in Asia. Zhang, Zhang, and Yang (2004) established that the Dimensions of  the 
Learning Organization Questionnaire (DLOQ) (Watkins and Marsick, 1993; 1997) had 
acceptable psychometric properties when used in six large companies in the PRC. Kumar 
(2005) used the DLOQ to discover that individual and organizational-level learning, but 
not team-level learning, were positively associated with the fi nancial performance of  private 
colleges in Malaysia.

Some studies have examined the impact of  leadership styles and organizational cul-
ture on organizational learning. Based on data from various government departments in 
Brunei, concerning individual learning orientation (Ames and Archer, 1988), team learn-
ing (Edmondson, 1996), and organizational learning orientation (Baker and Sinkula, 
1999), Chan, Lim, and Keasberry (2003) concluded that high power distance and empha-
sis on harmony maintenance may deter individual employees from challenging the 
assumptions of  their leaders and may prevent individual learning from being shared at 
organizational level. In a study in the life insurance sector in Taiwan, Hsu, Lee, Chih, and 
Chiu (2009) found that organizational learning capacity (Hult and Ferrell, 1997) was a 
function of  the innovativeness and supportiveness of  the organizational culture (Wallach, 
1983) and of  leadership styles oriented toward contingent reward and individualized con-
sideration (Bass and Avolio, 1996). Based on data from the Indian banking sector, Singh 
(2008) argued that vision articulation, intellectual stimulation, and high performance 
expectations, as dimensions of  transformational leadership (Podsakoff  et al., 1990) posi-
tively predicted scores on Marquardt’s (1996) learning organization scale.

Limpibunterng and Johri (2009) developed their own measurement scales in a study of  
public and private sector telecommunication companies in Thailand. Their sub-scales 
of  organizational learning capacity included shared understanding about company direc-
tion, the fostering of  aspiration, team working, fl exibility, envisioning, planning for han-
dling impact, testing of  new services, and testing of  feedback channels. They found that 
various leadership tasks, such as doing alignment, cohesive teaming with commitment to 
common goals, empowering people, encouraging learning though mistakes, and resource-
fulness, had positive impact on organizational learning capacity. They noted that the pub-
lic sector companies had relatively poorly developed organizational learning capabilities 
and attributed this to their characteristics as ‘power centric bureaucracies.’

Summary

Thus far, we have reviewed research on Asia-based organizational learning that has been 
undertaken outside Japan. Recurring emphases in such research appear to be attempts 
to transfer etic learning practices and concepts into Asian countries, which have either 
been met by resistance, or have been adapted and absorbed. Aside from a small number 
of  studies highlighting the importance of  interpersonal relationships and networks, and of  
particular styles of  and approaches to leadership, very little has been done to identify emic 
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characteristics of  effective organizational learning in Asia, with the exception of  Nonaka’s 
theory of  knowledge creation, which we review next.

NONAKA’S THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE CREATION

In the previous section, we reviewed the current state of  research into organizational learning 
in Asia outside Japan, and concluded that indigenous Asian perspectives on the fi eld are 
generally rare or under-developed. The tendency has been for Asia-based researchers to 
follow research traditions that have been imported from either North America or Europe, 
rather than developing emic approaches (Meyer, 2006).

There is, however, one notable exception, in the form of  the work of  Professor Ikujiro 
Nonaka of  Hitotsubashi University, who, over two decades, through decoding the prin-
ciples that underpin the innovative capability of  Japanese organizations (Nonaka, 1988; 
Takeuchi and Nonaka, 1986) has developed a dynamic theory of  knowledge creation in 
Japanese fi rms (Ichijo and Nonaka, 2007; Nonaka, 1991, 1994; Nonaka and Konno, 1998; 
Nonaka and Nishiguchi, 2001; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka and Toyama, 2002, 
2003, 2005, 2007; Nonaka et al., 2000a, 2000b, 2006; von Krogh, Ichijo and Nonaka, 
2000). Nonaka’s research, which draws on data from inside Japan, provides highly cred-
ible insights into the dynamics of  knowledge creation within a dozen or more large and 
successful Japanese multinationals across various industries (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). 
However, doubts remain concerning the universality of  the theory (Glisby and Holden, 
2003; Gourlay, 2006; Gueldenberg and Helting, 2007; Weir and Hutchings, 2005), and 
hence about the transferability of  Japanese organizational learning and knowledge man-
agement practices to other locations (Hong et al., 2006a; Hong et al., 2006b; Collinson 
and Wilson, 2006), with some critics arguing that the theory is applicable only in the 
specifi c context of  Japanese culture and institutions (Easterby-Smith, 1998; Glisby and 
Holden, 2003; Lam, 2003).

It is against this background that we shall review Nonaka’s theory of  knowledge crea-
tion. First, we shall acknowledge the considerable impact of  the theory. Second, we will 
summarize its core conceptual components, with particular emphasis on the SECI (social-
ization, externalization, combination, and internationalization) model, and the enabling 
factors that are embedded at the individual and organizational levels. Third, we will iden-
tify the taken-for-granted social and institutional factors underpinning the model. Fourth, 
with reference to existing critiques, we will assess whether these built-in assumptions imply 
limitations when attempting to transfer and localize the model to other settings, including 
other Asian countries.

Impact

The theory, and the extensive body of  research upon which it has been based, has inspired 
a plethora of  studies exploring how Japanese organizations might adapt and transfer their 
home-grown organizational learning and knowledge processing systems to overseas opera-
tions, and the impact thereof  on organizational performance (Beechler and Bird, 1999; 
Cutcher-Gershenfeld et al., 1994; Giroud, 2000; Kidd, 1998; Lam, 2003; Whitley et al., 
2003). The theory’s infl uence has also had a broader benefi cial impact on the fi elds of  
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knowledge management and organizational learning, which owe much to Nonaka for the 
rapid increase in their popularity, research output, and academic legitimacy (Easterby-
Smith and Lyles, 2003). Teece sums up Nonaka’s contribution thus, ‘there is no one who 
in recent years has done more to shape the fi eld of  (knowledge) management than Ikujiro 
Nonaka’ (2008: 6).

Core conceptual components

The theory draws on the ontological ideas of  Polanyi (1962), regarding the nature of  tacit 
knowledge and its relation to explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is characterized by per-
sonal intuitions that arise from close and deep exposure to phenomena that are of  com-
pelling interest to the practitioner-cum-inquirer. Knowledge that is discovered in this way 
is diffi cult to articulate, and creates an urge for further sense making. Explicit knowledge, 
by contrast, is readily codifi ed into precise formulae or verbal prescriptions. According to 
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), knowledge creation involves dynamic interplay between the 
creation of  tacit and explicit knowledge, in what they label a ‘knowledge creation spiral’ 
in the SECI model. The model encompasses four distinct modes of  knowledge conversion 
(see Figure 28.1), each of  which entails distinctive knowledge sharing practices, and the 
interplay between them across individual, group, and organizational levels constitutes 
the foundation for the dynamic process of  knowledge creation (Nonaka, 1991; 1994).

The theory contends that knowledge creation begins with tacit individually-held intu-
itions, and that the fi rst mode of  knowledge conversion is from the tacit knowledge of  
one individual to the tacit knowledge of  one or more others, through socialization. In this 
mode, an individual employee shares his or her experientially-grounded insights about 
appropriate actions or conduct with colleagues, by means of  demonstration to them or 
through soliciting their co-participation. For example, within a typical Japanese organiza-
tion, it is taken for granted that those employees who have previously faced a particular 
problem and have improvised a workable ad hoc solution to it will offer hands-on help to 
their peers whenever the latter encounter a similar problem. Also, if  a new member needs 
to learn the ropes, experienced colleagues will comprehensively role model the expected 
behaviors and norms throughout the day, both inside and outside the formal workplace.

… to tacit knowledge … to explicit knowledge

From 
tacit 
knowledge …

From
explicit
knowledge …

Socialization Externalization

Internalization Combination

Figure 28.1 The SECI Model
Source: Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995: 62)
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However, tacit knowledge that is held among a few individuals is of  limited value to 
the organization unless it is more widely shared through being made explicit. Thus, the 
second mode of  knowledge conversion is from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge, 
through the externalization of  ideas or lessons derived from concrete experience, into 
stories, images, or other narrative forms of  expression. For example, Japanese manage-
ments tend to use metaphors and analogies to convey otherwise hard-to-communicate 
ideas to subordinates (Nonaka, 1991). The third, and potentially most important, mode 
of  knowledge conversion is explicit to explicit, or combination, where formally articulated 
knowledge is shared, merged, modifi ed, and integrated among group members or across 
a set of  groups (Hedlund and Nonaka, 1993). The combination mode serves to synthesize 
explicit knowledge from diverse sources (Nonaka and Johansson, 1985), and to organize, 
encapsulate, and codify them into knowledge repositories, maps of  processes, and other 
boundary objects (Carlile, 2002; 2004). The fourth mode entails internalization, where 
shared understandings and prescriptions, such as newly-agreed routines, which have been 
developed through earlier modes of  knowledge creation, provide a context for individuals 
to convert the explicit knowledge into embodied, tacit knowledge. Then, as fresh intui-
tions are triggered through engagement in newly-embodied practices, individual members 
interact with each other, fi rst in order to work out common, tacit solutions to any further 
problems that may arise, and then to articulate these explicitly as potential procedural 
solutions, thus initiating a new spiral of  knowledge conversion.

It has been argued that the effective functioning of  the SECI knowledge conversion 
processes depends on the existence of  two key enabling factors, one at the level of  the 
individual behavior and the other at the level of  organizational culture-cum-systems (von 
Krogh et al., 2000). At the individual level, enactment of  the knowledge creation model 
may depend on each organizational member assuming a distinctly proactive role in knowl-
edge conversion. For example, the promotion of  ‘middle-up-down’ management practice 
(Nonaka, 1988) and cultivation of  ‘knowledge activists’ (von Krogh et al., 1997), who are 
responsible for coordinating and energizing the knowledge creation efforts throughout 
the organization, indicate the importance of  active contributions by middle-level managers. 
According to Nonaka, such individuals play a key role in combining the strategic, macro-
level, context-free, ‘abstract concepts’ that originate from top-level management with the 
hands-on, micro-level, context-specifi c, ‘experientially-grounded’ concepts originating from 
the shop fl oor (1988: 9). Active participation by middle managers in open dialog with those 
both above them and below them in the organizational hierarchy is therefore essential for 
the development of  practical wisdom, or phronesis (Nonaka and Toyama, 2007), through 
which unique problems arising in particular situations or contexts are solved.

The second key enabling factor is the existence, at the organizational level, of  a shared 
context or ba (Nonaka and Konno, 1998), which is conducive for knowledge to be created, 
shared, and acted upon. This shared space for action is conceived as ‘the dynamic, gen-
erative source of  possibilities, providing the “room” or “space” for innovations to emerge’ 
(Gueldenberg and Helting, 2007: 113). Translated literally as ‘space’ or ‘place’ in English, 
ba signifi es ‘an existential place where participants share context and create new mean-
ings through interactions’ (Nonaka and Toyama, 2003: 7). This place for engagement in 
knowledge creation and knowledge conversion may be psychological, physical, social, or 
virtual in nature. For example, Nonaka et al. (2000a) distinguish four types of  ba based 
on the types of  interaction and media used in such interactions. Originating ba refers to 
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the occasion, during which individuals share experiences and feelings with each other on 
a face-to-face basis, whereas exercising ba supports individual knowledge contributions 
within a virtual space. For group-based and face-to-face interactions, it is necessary to 
establish a dialogically-based ba to promote open interchanges among participants, while 
systemizing ba offers a systemic infrastructure for various groups to combine knowledge 
within a virtual space. It is through participation in and engagement within the various 
types of  ba that the members: (1) develop a shared sense of  purpose, (2) transcend their 
own limited and subjective perspectives, (3) interact with each other, and (4) create new 
knowledge (Nonaka et al., 2008). In sum, ba provides a nexus of  forums and platforms 
that supports and records a plethora of  simultaneous, ongoing, and informal episodes, 
during which knowledge is shared and dialogs take place openly between people at vari-
ous levels, and in various functional positions, both inside and outside the organization, 
thereby facilitating the operation of  the SECI knowledge conversion modes.

Taken-for-granted social and institutional factors

Nonaka has drawn substantially and explicitly on the ontological insights of  great Western 
philosophers, such as Aristotle and Polanyi (Gueldenberg and Helting, 2007), but there is 
also an explicitly Japanese infl uence, in that the concept of  ba derives from the ideas of  a 
Japanese philosopher, Kitaro Nishida.

Perhaps more important are the implicit theoretical assumptions. The two enabling fac-
tors explained above, i.e. proactive involvement in knowledge creation and ba, share, as a 
common foundation, the cultural expectation that everyone employed by the organization, 
or with an interest in it, will engage in dynamic, open-minded dialog with one another, 
regardless of  differences in their functional backgrounds or position in the organizational 
hierarchy (Cole, 1992). This spirit of  openness can be attributed to the Japanese tradition 
of  designing organizations according to the principles of  within-team and between-team 
cooperation (Abegglen, 1957; Kumazawa, 1996). Production operations are normally 
conducted in teams, within which each member co-operates with others, whether from 
the same or from different departments, to solve daily problems, and where recognition 
of  individual contributions and narrow job demarcations are de-emphasized. The assump-
tion that work is conducted in a collaborative manner is evident in the many types of  work 
group, such as quality control (QC) circles, self-managing teams, and kaizen meetings (Cole, 
1989). These ubiquitous organizational group settings, whether formal or informal, not 
only provide the primary context for contributing work, but also constitute powerful social-
izing vehicles that build and reinforce members’ relationships with other members and with 
the organization itself. Engagement in group dialogs enables each member to acquire a 
shared nexus of  tacit meanings and assumptions about knowledge creation that support the 
associated modes of  knowledge conversion. We may note here the contrast with the exam-
ple, cited earlier, of  strong resistance to team-based learning in South Korea (Kim, 2003).

Glisby and Holden (2003) have also suggested that a number of  other distinctly 
Japanese cultural and institutional assumptions are embedded in the SECI model. These 
include: close relationships between partner organizations within the business network, 
intense employee identifi cation with and commitment to corporate goals and ideals, 
seniority-based promotion systems, and company-wide employee participation. The fol-
lowing section will identify the major critiques and limitations of  the theory.
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Critiques and limitations

We shall consider two main critiques of  the theory, both of  which relate to the distinctly 
Japanese cultural and institutional assumptions upon which the theory is based. The most 
commonly mentioned critique of  the theory among knowledge management scholars 
concerns the lack of  evidence to support its applicability outside Japan. The second critique, 
which by implication relates to the fi rst, refl ects various degrees of  skepticism regarding 
the possibility of  converting tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge.

The fi rst critique focuses on the fact that the exemplary knowledge creation practices 
reported by Nonaka and colleagues (Nonaka et al., 2008) are all based on studies of  the 
operations of  major Japanese multinational corporations on home territory. Findings such 
as those by Wong (1996), cited earlier, along with the exclusive use of  Japan-based studies 
in the generation of  the theory, have raised questions of  ‘whether the SECI process is fully 
transferable to US and European contexts.’(Teece, 2008: xv), and of  how Japanese multi-
national fi rms and their managers might overcome barriers to the implementation of  the 
SECI process, which could arise when particular socio-cultural factors in the host coun-
try are substantially different from those in Japan (Glisby and Holden, 2003; Hong and 
Snell, 2008; Keys et al., 1998). In the face of  this criticism, advocates of  the theory, 
and of  the knowledge management practices associated with it, can argue that the theory 
may still be adaptable to foreign soil, if  managements adjust for differences between those 
features of  Japanese culture and society that are factored into the theory, and local cul-
tural assumptions and institutional circumstances. For example, a foreign subsidiary of  a 
Japanese MNC might seek to create its own supportive enterprise context (Hong et al., 
2006a), in order to bridge the cultural and institutional gaps between the host and home 
country environments (Hong and Snell, 2008; Kostova, 1999; Takeuchi, Wakabayashi, 
and Chen, 2003).

The second critique relates to Nonaka’s emphasis on the role of  externalization of  
tacit knowledge in knowledge creation (Tsoukas, 2003; Tsoukas and Vladimirou, 2001), 
represented in the proposition that ‘subjective, tacit knowledge held by an individual is 
externalized into objective, explicit knowledge to be shared and synthesized within the 
organization, and even beyond’ (Nonaka and Toyama, 2007: 17). This proposition may, 
at least in part, be attributed to Nonaka’s Asian background (Gueldenberg and Helting, 
2007), and even to the social embeddedness of  Japanese cultural traditions and organiza-
tional forms for handling tacit knowledge (Lam, 1997). Nonaka’s emphasis on the impor-
tance of  contextualized experience to the knowledge creating fi rm can best be illustrated 
by the portrayal of  the ‘indwelling’ activities conducted by Japanese employees when han-
dling problems and issues at the workplace (Nonaka et al., 2008: 40).

The assumption that tacit knowledge is converted into explicit knowledge has been crit-
icized on the grounds that people’s knowing in action (Orlikowski, 2002) inevitably entails 
some tacitly known components, which are present regardless of  conscious awareness 
(Polanyi, 1962). This tacit element of  knowledge comprises ‘non-refl ectional experiences’ 
and is ‘the characteristic of  our everyday living’ (Gourlay, 2006: 1427), rather like water 
surrounding fi sh, thus making it extremely diffi cult to recognize, articulate, and external-
ize. Instead of  being externalized, tacit knowledge may remain a nexus of  meaning that 
remains a shared but tacit set of  assumptions among employees. Although Gueldenberg 
and Helting note that, ‘tacit knowing refers to the context, fi eld or source from which 
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more explicit forms of  knowing evolve’ (2007: 118), they argue that it does not follow from 
this that the explication of  tacit knowledge is a typical consequence; instead it is merely a 
possibility. Whether explication takes place depends on whether the bearers are both able 
and willing to engage in the necessary amount of  mindful refl ection, which may be a rare 
occurrence. While Jonsson (2007) notes some diffi culties of  tacit to explicit knowledge con-
version but attributes these to linguistic and semantic barriers, Tsoukas (2003) expresses 
even stronger skepticism, holding that while tacit knowledge can be shared through mani-
festation or display, it cannot, as such, be converted to explicit knowledge.

TOWARDS A PAN-ASIAN PERSPECTIVE ON 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

The previous section has reviewed the conceptual foundations of  Nonaka’s knowledge 
creation theory, along with critiques thereof. It appears that his original SECI model and 
enabling factors are imbued with assumptions that are derived from the unique socio-
 cultural characteristics in Japan, thereby constituting a barrier to its applicability across 
the rest of  Asia.

Although Asia is populated by diverse institutional environments, the societies therein 
tend to have in common the two cultural characteristics of  high collectivism and high 
power distance (Hofstede, 1980). We shall argue that the strong cultural propensity to 
form extensive social networks in Asia is driven by collectivistic values, and that this, com-
bined with the high power distance evident in most Asian countries, generates a strong 
tendency for organization members to regard proprietary knowledge as a means for 
increasing one’s personal power base and an extreme reliance on leaders to resolve prob-
lems. Thus it is that three sets of  cultural practices or assumptions are especially salient in 
shaping and channeling organizational learning processes in Asian societies outside Japan 
(Bhagat et al., 2002). These are: (1) guanxi networks, i.e. personal connections, serving both 
as pervasive resources and as pervasive barriers; (2) possession of  privileged knowledge as 
a powerful status symbol; and (3) paternalistic leadership.

In this section, we shall characterize the contribution of  these factors to organizational 
learning as being interdependent, such that while pervasive guanxi networks can broaden 
the sources of  external knowledge available to an organization, the effectiveness of  learn-
ing inside an organization is likely to depend on the personal motivations of  organization 
members to share their knowledge with other co-workers, and on the leadership quality to 
navigate asymmetric power relations within the organizational hierarchy (Easterby-Smith 
et al., 2008). Based on our fi nal analysis, we will also suggest some possible adjustments 
to Nonaka’s SECI model which may facilitate its wider generalizabilty and applicability 
across Asia.

Guanxi networks as pervasive resources and barriers

Collectivistic cultures entail strong predilection to act as members of  groups. For exam-
ple, the traditions of  Confucianism assume that social order is governed by the specifi c 
roles and responsibilities of  individuals, who are situated within relatively stable networks 
of  relationships (Redding and Whitley, 1990; Whitley, 1991). Thus, the Chinese typically 
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construct their social identity and derive experiential meaning with reference to close rela-
tionships with signifi cant others.

The importance of  cultivating and maintaining interpersonal relationships for achiev-
ing business success in Asia has been extensively documented (Yeung and Tung, 1996; 
Chen and Chen, 2004; Tsang, 1998). Across much of  Asia, because legal systems and 
institutional rationality are relatively less developed than in the West, intricacies of  social 
relationships permeate all aspects of  life, such that even in formal working contexts the 
quality and effectiveness of  interpersonal cooperation depends on the strength of  
the social and kinship ties that bind the parties, along with the associated particularistic 
obligations (Tsui et al., 2000). Such ties are inescapable considerations when managing 
and working within and between business organizations (Chen and Chen, 2004) and when 
interfacing with government bureaucracies (Xin and Pearce, 1996).

Among traditional Chinese, the relative closeness of  any particular social relationship 
may be categorized into a small set of  concentric circles (Luo, 1997; Redding and Wong, 
1986), such as: family members, familiar persons, strangers with common identity, and 
strangers without common identity (Tsui and Farh, 1997). It is assumed that family mem-
bers should be given unconditional support and assistance without obliging other parties 
to reciprocate, whereas there is an expectation of  mutual commitment and reciprocity 
among familiar persons with whom the focal person shares some close connections. 
Transacting with strangers with common bonds, such as same origin, neighborhood, or 
school ties, is treated with depersonalized affection, but social exchanges with pure stran-
gers are regarded as purely utilitarianistic and instrumental (Tsui et al., 2000).

In traditional Confucian societies, individuals interpret and apply the principles of  reci-
procity, mutual obligation, and loyalty in building and maintaining particularistic personal 
connections or guanxi (Xin and Pearce, 1996), which link into networks of  informal and 
personal ties and which serve as bases for (1) securing useful resources and (2) developing 
a sense of  social connectedness in the business context (Luo, 1997). Individuals, who are 
connected by guanxi, relate to one another on the basis of  the particular social psycho-
logical meanings, expectations, and obligations that match the strength of  their relation-
ship ties (Tsui and Farh, 1997). Strong guanxi ties are characterized by mutual feelings of  
warmth and shared fate (Hwang, 1987). Social hierarchy is structured and supported by 
guanxi ties (Chen and Chen, 2004; Luo, 1997), which confer status and behavioral norms 
upon individuals and groups, depending on their location within the guanxi network. As 
argued by Chen (1995: 144), ‘a Chinese should fi rst and foremost know his place in soci-
ety and how to interact with others in a proper manner.’ Given the importance of  the 
relational circles (Redding and Wong, 1986) people tend to invest considerable effort in 
maintaining and extending their guanxi networks and thereby improve their relative social 
standing. In the context of  organizational learning, building guanxi with appropriate par-
ties, including key employees, business partners, and members of  central and local govern-
ment agencies, may help a fi rm to gain access to necessary information about government 
policies (Tsang, 1998) and to overcome problems and barriers related to knowledge trans-
fer (Buckley et al., 2006).

The cultural preference for collectivism extends from managing social relationships to 
the development of  inter-fi rm relationships, as manifested by the prevalence of  business 
groups in Asia, such as Japanese keiretsus, Korean chaebols, and Chinese family businesses 
(Chang, 2006). Although their structures and management practices have some distinctive 
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national characteristics, a common feature of  such business groups is that they operate as 
networks of  affi liated companies that are connected by cross-shareholdings and interper-
sonal ties (Tipton, 2007; 2008). Members derive value from such arrangements through 
reduced transaction costs, availability of  valuable resources, and increased fl exibility 
(Carney, 2008). The recent emergence of  Asian conglomerates can, to a certain extent, 
be considered a refl ection of  the effective utilization of  guanxi networks at the fi rm level 
for mutual advantage. Such ‘Dragon Multinationals’ appear to thrive on a new linkage-
learning-leverage (LLL) paradigm by developing strategic alliances with partner fi rms, 
sharing the partners’ critical resources, and augmenting their own organizational capabili-
ties (Mathews, 2002). For example, in a study tracking the past development of  high-tech 
industries in Asia, Mathews and Cho (2000) described how new start-ups in Asia estab-
lished extensive links with foreign advanced companies in order to achieve technological 
development.

The application and manifestation of  guanxi practices also extends to relationships 
between private and public organizations (Chen, 2005). For example, a so-called ‘main 
bank’ system has been set up in Japan, with the purpose of  ensuring that there is a sup-
portive, relational basis to the fi nancial resourcing of  fi rms by banks, thereby reducing 
the threat of  hostile takeovers and enabling managers to take a long-term view in their 
investment decisions (Chang, 2006). There is also a prevalent assumption among Asian 
governments that neither ‘perfect’ nor maximum competition constitutes optimal market 
conditions, and that the level of  competition needs to be ‘fi ne-tuned’ to promote invest-
ment and technical change (Enderwick, 2005). Government regulation of  business is 
enacted through ‘administrative guidance,’ and through visible and active co-participa-
tion, rather than through formal legislation (Tipton, 2007; 2008).

It is evident, however, that pervasive guanxi networks have substantial downsides at the 
societal level. Asia’s economic crisis in 1997 has been attributed to ‘crony capitalism,’ a 
typical phenomenon in Asian societies (Singh and Zammit, 2006), describing an economic 
system in which successful businesspeople derive their success from close relationships with 
politicians and government offi cials. Thus, for Johnson (1998), crony capitalism means 
‘corruption, nepotism, excessive bureaucratic rigidity, and other forms of  trust violation 
that can occur whenever a state tries to manipulate incentives or, in other words, alter the 
market,’ while Thompson (1998) characterizes crony capitalism as ‘a kind of  subcontract-
ing of  corruption that relied on state power to provide monopolies for private accumu-
lation.’ Crony capitalism thus describes a capitalist economy in which contracts, loans, 
appointments, concessions, subsidies, tax incentives, and so on are awarded to friends, 
relatives, and other privileged clienteles rather than on the basis of  due process and open 
contracting. Generally speaking, crony capitalism arises when political cronyism spills over 
into the business world, and when self-serving friendships and family ties between business 
people and government offi cials infl uence economic and social policies to the extent of  
corrupting public service and political ideals (Enderwick, 2005), such that business success 
is not determined by the disciplines of  the free market and the rule of  law, but depends 
instead on relationships with the ruling government.

We have thus highlighted the pervasiveness of  guanxi networks in Asian societies as a 
manifestation of  Asian collectivistic social values, and their salience at all levels of  social 
and organizational behavior, extending to corporate strategy making and economic 
development. The following section will discuss how high power distance is manifest in 
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the treatment of  privileged knowledge as a powerful status symbol, and in paternalistic 
leadership.

Privileged knowledge as a powerful status symbol

Although knowledge is considered to be the most critical resource for the fi rm (Grant, 
1996), perceptions and assumptions about its role and value differ across cultures (Bhagat 
et al., 2002; Buckley et al., 2006). While in some cultures, knowledge is treated pragmati-
cally, as a means to achieving other ends, other cultures attach a high symbolic premium 
to the possession of  valuable and rare knowledge, which mediates power relations and 
social interactions between providers and recipients of  knowledge resources. Thus, across 
much of  Asia, foreign partners with substantial knowledge resources have been revered 
as leaders in the upgrading of  local business operations (Clark and Geppert, 2006). We 
have noted earlier the other side of  the coin, in that the potential for ‘reverse fl ow’ knowl-
edge appears to be neglected, and is even considered undesirable, not only by Japanese 
companies (Wong, 2001; 2005), but also by partners from Singapore and Hong Kong 
(Tsang, 1999, 2002; Wang and Nicholas, 2005).

Due to the infl uence of  Confucianism, Asian societies have traditionally emphasized 
the value of  education and learning opportunities. Those assumed to be in possession of  
knowledge, and with the associated academic or titular credentials, tend to be accorded 
greater trust and higher social status (Redding, 2002). This nexus of  cultural assumptions 
is manifest in day-to-day organizational behavior activities and knowledge management 
practices (Glisby and Holden, 2003). Superiors are expected, by virtue of  their position, 
to be knowledgeable and resourceful, and therefore it is rare for Chinese subordinates to 
query a superior’s ideas, since this is likely to cause loss of  ‘face’ and to be perceived as a 
sign of  incompetence on the part of  the subordinate. Superiors are also reluctant to be 
seen to receive advice from subordinates (Weir and Hutchings, 2005).

As a means of  preserving their leadership legitimacy and the governmentality of  sub-
ordinates, Chinese managers tend not to make their knowledge widely accessible across 
the fi rm, preferring instead to confi ne any sharing to a trusted few within their inner 
network circle (Weir and Hutchings, 2005). Through selective disclosure and sharing of  
information (Silin, 1976) they generate greater dependency (Mintzberg, 1983) and secure 
stronger commitment from some subordinates, while restricting others’ access to intraor-
ganizational knowledge. Subordinates may thus engage in guanxi building (Fu et al., 2006) 
and face giving (mianzi), in relation to their leaders (Buckley et al., 2006), as means of  
removing knowledge sharing barriers (Husted and Michailova, 2002).

 Leader-centric relationships

Large power distance among Asian people, especially the Chinese, stems primarily from 
Confucian values and ethics, which emphasize respect for hierarchy (Hofstede, 1980). 
Leaders have considerably more power, privileges, and status than their subordinates, 
who expect and are expected to be submissive and compliant. Accordingly, relation-
ships between leaders and subordinates are unequal, often authoritarian. Inside Chinese 
fi rms, decision making is typically concentrated in the hands of  a small group of  leaders 
(sometimes a single leader) who have absolute control and prefer not to delegate power 
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(Redding and Wong, 1986). Leaders typically use secrecy, cliquishness, and nepotism as 
means to secure the obedience and compliance of  subordinates. They are likely also to 
seek to appear intelligent and resourceful, and to cast themselves as experts and role mod-
els (Silin, 1976). In reciprocation, subordinates are socialized to be loyal and submissive, 
and not to speak out (Kirkbride and Tang, 1992).

Chinese leaders appear also to assume the behavioral attributes of  ‘paternalistic lead-
ership’ (Farh and Cheng, 2000) and ‘headship’ (Westwood and Chan, 1992). Leader 
behavior toward subordinates is underpinned by benevolence and care as major guiding 
principles, whereas subordinate behavior toward superiors is characterized by compliance, 
obedience, gratitude, and respect. According to Chong (1987: 137), ‘most owner-manag-
ers are paternalistic toward their employees and do feel responsible for their well-being, 
which is very much like the responsibility felt by most heads of  families toward mem-
bers of  their own households.’ They feel a sense of  moral obligation to take care of  the 
well-being of  their subordinates, while in return the latter are expected to demonstrate 
their loyalty and support, thus maintaining harmonious and stable employment relations 
(Westwood et al., 2004).

The combination of  authoritarian and paternalistic management (Westwood, 1997) 
fosters strong deference by subordinates to their leaders (Bond, 1991). This is refl ected 
in studies of  organizational learning in Sino-foreign joint ventures, which report that 
Chinese subordinates tend to avoid exposing ideas to public scrutiny, thus dampening the 
lateral fl ow and quality of  knowledge available to other team members (Buckley et al., 
2006), and are unwilling to participate in group decision making (Child and Markoczy, 
1993; Hong et al., 2006b).

IMPLICATIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 
AND KNOWLEDGE CREATION

Thus far, we have discussed some salient institutional and cultural features of  Asian busi-
ness environments and organizational practices, namely the pervasiveness of  guanxi net-
works, knowledge as power symbol, and leader-centric relationships. We have argued that 
these characteristics refl ect an underlying collectivistic orientation and widespread accept-
ance of  the need for unequal power and authority in leader–subordinate relationships. We 
shall now identify one positive and three negative implications for organizational learning 
and knowledge creation in Asia.

On the positive side, Asian organizations are more likely than Western ones to have suf-
fi cient patience and long-term orientation to nurture and build networks of  organizational 
guanxi, as cooperative resources. Network-based models of  knowledge development differ 
from mainstream knowledge-based theory, which features individual fi rms as basic units 
of  analysis (Grant, 1996: 114) relying on internal ‘mechanisms for integrating specialized 
knowledge.’ Pervasive guanxi networks, and the intimate and intense inter-fi rm linkages 
that are associated with them, potentially support unique processes of  inter-organizational 
knowledge transfer, combination, and co-creation (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008; Hong and 
Snell, 2009). Networks of  an informal and particularistic nature provide unique opportu-
nities for knowledge sharing, mutual help and knowledge combination between trusted 
others at interpersonal and inter-organizational level (Helfat and Raubitschek, 2000; 
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Jonsson, 2008). Since knowledge creation requires a shared context, or ba (Nonaka and 
Konno, 1998), good guanxi can pave the way for a ‘shared space of  emerging relation-
ships’ (Nonaka et al., 2006: 1185), as a supportive social environment that is necessary 
for the emergence of  shared meanings and knowledge repositories (Hong et al., 2006a). 
Furthermore, to the extent that networked relationships cut across conventional func-
tional and proprietary boundaries, knowledge networking may facilitate cross-fertilization 
and thereby generate innovative ideas which may not otherwise be conceivable. Thus, 
for Asian multinationals, intimate linkages with selected partners may serve to diversify 
available knowledge and facilitate distinctive combinations of  resources and capabilities 
(Mathews, 2006).

The fi rst of  three inhibitory social and/or cultural forces is the strong orientation to 
maintaining power differentials and hierarchical structures across Asia, which is likely 
to confi ne proprietary knowledge within elite cliques and thereby inhibit organizational 
learning. Since a key governance tool is information secrecy and manipulation (Westwood, 
1997), there is a strong tendency to keep knowledge non-codifi ed and undiffused (Boisot 
and Child, 1988; 1996). Without felt pressure to codify and diffuse knowledge that may 
be accessible outside immediate social networks, knowledge is likely to remain sticky 
(Szulanski, 1996), thus hindering implementation of  the externalization and combination 
processes in the SECI model.

A second inhibitory factor for organizational learning is that deference to leaders may, 
for fear of  reprisal, reduce subordinates’ courage to challenge ‘dominant logic’ by offering 
ideas for change or improvement (Prahalad and Bettis, 1986), thereby inhibiting double-
loop learning (Argyris and Schön, 1978). The role of  ‘knowledge activists,’ regarded as 
important for kick-starting the knowledge creation spiral, thus appears to have no niche in 
Asian societies outside Japan (Von Krogh et al., 1997).

A third inhibitory factor is that leader-centricity confi nes knowledge sharing to verti-
cal channels, serving to reduce the likelihood of  knowledge creation through  community-
based learning, as practiced in exemplary Japanese knowledge-creating companies 
(Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). ‘Didactic leaders’ (Silin, 1976) choose only to socialize and 
communicate with their inner circle of  trusted subordinates, instead of  participating in 
open dialog to facilitate knowledge combination and knowledge internalization involving 
all members of  workplace learning communities. This particularistic and individual-based 
knowledge sharing approach tends to marginalize the voices of  those people located at 
the periphery, and generates substantive intercultural communication barriers (Taylor and 
Osland, 2003). It also inhibits the incorporation and synthesis of  diverse ideas from vari-
ous sources within the fi rm, which in the Japanese model is a cornerstone of  knowledge 
creation dialogs (Nonaka et al., 2006).

The three barriers identifi ed above constitute substantial organizational-level bound-
ary-crossing challenges to learning and knowledge creation practices in Asia (Easterby-
Smith et al., 2008: 685). It is possible to overcome such barriers through structured 
interventions, facilitation and guidance, and through the harnessing of  managerial benev-
olence, as indicated in some studies quoted earlier (Elsey and Leung, 2004; Elsey and Tse, 
2007; Selamat and Choudrie, 2007; Yeo, 2006, 2007). However, doing so requires special 
attention to the need to motivate, support, and mobilize the use of  appropriate bound-
ary objects and knowledge repositories. For example, simple conceptual models, common 
jargon, and selected middle managers, who are willing to serve as exemplars and role 
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models, may serve as common interfaces for enabling and encouraging the externaliza-
tion, sharing, and internalization of  tacit knowledge (Carlile, 2002; Hong et al., 2009; Star 
and Griesemer, 1989).
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Learning Across Boundaries: The 
Effect of  Geographic Distribution

LINDA ARGOTE, CAROLYN DENOMME, 
AND ERICA FUCHS*

ABSTRACT

This chapter analyzes the effects of  the geographic distribution of  organizational units on 
organizational learning and knowledge transfer. We argue that developments over the last 
several decades have led to the fragmentation and internationalization of  organizational 
activities. The resultant distribution of  employees and organizational units across spatial, 
temporal, and national boundaries both poses challenges to and provides opportunities 
for organizational learning. We analyze how characteristics of  national, technological, 
and social contexts moderate the effect of  geographic dispersion on organizational learn-
ing and knowledge transfer. We discuss how characteristics of  the context can facilitate 
or impair organizational learning and knowledge transfer in geographically distributed 
organizations. The chapter concludes with a discussion of  future research directions that 
are likely to be productive.

INTRODUCTION

Organizational learning and knowledge transfer are central to the performance and pros-
perity of  organizations. Organizational learning is a process through which organizations 
interpret their experience, which can enable them to improve their performance and 
adapt to their environments. Organizations that are able to learn and transfer the resultant 

* We wish to acknowledge the National Science Foundation (Grant SBE-0965442) for its support of  
our research.
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knowledge throughout their establishments are more successful than organizations that 
are less adept at organizational learning and knowledge transfer (Argote and Ingram, 
2000; Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997).

New organizational forms that involve geographic distribution of  organizational units 
pose challenges to organizational learning and knowledge transfer. Over the past few dec-
ades there has been a growing fragmentation and internationalization of  fi rms’ produc-
tive activities (Feenstra, 1998; Gereffi , Humphrey, and Sturgeon, 2005). We discuss the 
fragmentation and internationalization trends separately.

A number of  changes over the past three decades have led to the increased fragmen-
tation and, thereby, distribution of  productive activity. Continued improvements in an 
ever-growing variety of  electronic-based communication (such as email and video confer-
encing) and coordination media (including online collaborative tools such as Google docu-
ments) are increasing the viability of  distributing teams across geographic distance and 
fi rm boundaries. In addition, advances in information technology (IT), such as enterprise 
resource planning and computer-aided design systems, are reducing traditional reliance 
on face-to-face communications.

At the same time, the last three decades have seen a dramatic change in the struc-
ture of  many US industries. In the 1950s, 1960s, and early 1970s, much research and 
development was housed within corporate laboratories such as Bell Laboratories, GE 
Research, and Xerox Parc. By the 1980s and 1990s, key advantages to networked small 
and medium-sized enterprises appeared. Such enterprises were quicker, more fl exible, and 
more innovative than their larger, slower-moving counterparts (Piore and Sabel, 1984; 
Pavitt and Townsend, 1987; Powell, 1990). Today, many fi rms outsource their innovation 
to universities and small fi rms through technology alliances and acquisitions (Cohen and 
Levinthal, 1990; Lamb and Spekman, 1997; Chesbrough, 2003). As a consequence, com-
plex networks of  fi rms, universities, and government laboratories are critical features of  
many industries, especially in fi elds with rapid technological progress, such as computers, 
semiconductors, pharmaceuticals, and biotechnology (Powell and Grodal, 2005).

Along with increased opportunities to fragment and distribute fi rm activities has 
come increased globalization of  those activities. While globalization is as old as inter-
national trade (Hirst and Thompson, 1996), in recent years the extent and nature of  
globalized activities have changed dramatically. Empirical research through the 1980s 
broadly supported the theory that fi rms would initially innovate and locate produc-
tion in their home country, and only move activities overseas as products commoditized 
and matured (Vernon, 1966; Mullor-Sebastian, 1983; Antras, 2004). Today, however, 
more and more fi rms are ‘born global’ (Oviatt and McDougal, 1994). These interna-
tional new ventures are business organizations that from their very inception seek to 
derive competitive advantage from the use of  resources and the sale of  outputs in mul-
tiple countries (Oviatt and McDougal, 1994). At the same time as young, small fi rms 
are becoming increasingly international, pre-existing multinational fi rms have also 
expanded their global activities (Feenstra, 1998; Gereffi , Humphrey, and Sturgeon, 
2005; Lewin and Couto, 2007). This distribution of  employees across spatial, temporal, 
and national boundaries brings new challenges as well as opportunities for organiza-
tional learning and knowledge transfer.

From the fragmentation and internationalization of  productive activity arise a variety 
of  possible organizational forms. As shown in Figure 29.1, these organizational forms 
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can be distinguished along two axes. The horizontal axis is the organizational bound-
ary; the vertical axis is geographic distance. On the organizational boundary axis, pro-
ductive activities can occur within a single organization, within multi-unit organizations 
such as franchises and chains (Baum and Greve, 2001), and within multiple organiza-
tions including different fi rms (e.g. supply chain) and mixed organizational types such as 
fi rms, universities, and government laboratories. On the vertical axis, distances can range 
from those within an offi ce space (Allen, 1977) to within a few city blocks (Allen, 1977) to 
within a city (Marshall, 1890; Porter, 1990) to spanning state, national, or international 
boundaries.

This chapter analyzes how organizational learning and knowledge transfer are affected 
by the geographic distribution of  organizational units. We focus on studies that examine 
the effect of  geographic distribution on learning and knowledge transfer processes and 
outcomes. In focusing on geographic distribution, our analysis encompasses both single- 
and multi-unit organizational forms. We leave the discussion of  learning and knowledge 
transfer across different organizations to other studies.

In the subsequent sections, we fi rst defi ne organizational learning and knowledge 
transfer and then discuss a framework for analyzing them. We then describe geographic 
distribution, its underlying dimensions, and the challenges and opportunities it poses for 
organizational learning and knowledge transfer. We next turn to a discussion of  the con-
text and how it facilitates or impedes learning and knowledge transfer in geographically 
distributed organizations. We conclude the chapter with a discussion of  future research 
directions that are likely to be fruitful.

Geographic Distance
Multinational Firms

International Supply Chain
Inter-
national

National

Single
Organization

Multi-unit
Organization

Multiple
Organization
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State

City/
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Figure 29.1 Organizational Forms Spanning Geographic Distance and Organizational Boundaries
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Organizational learning is a change in the organization’s knowledge that occurs as it 
acquires experience (Fiol and Lyles, 1985). Researchers have taken different approaches to 
assessing organizational learning and the knowledge that results from it. Taking a cogni-
tive approach, researchers have measured organizational learning by assessing changes in 
the cognitions of  organizational members (Huff  and Jenkins, 2001). Taking a behavioral 
approach, researchers have studied how organizational routines or practices change as a 
function of  experience (Gherardi, 2006; Levitt and March, 1988) or how characteristics 
of  performance, such as speed or accuracy, change as a function of  experience (Argote 
and Epple, 1990; Dutton and Thomas, 1984). Researchers have also measured knowledge 
by measuring characteristics of  an organization’s patent stock (Alcacer and Gittleman, 
2006) or products (Mansfi eld, 1985).

Learning occurs at different levels of  analysis in organizations: individual, group, 
organizational, and inter-organizational. We focus on learning at the organizational 
level of  analysis but include research on group learning that sheds light on organiza-
tional learning (for reviews on group learning , see Argote, Gruenfeld, and Naquin, 2001; 
Edmondson, Dillon, and Roloff, 2007). Research on group learning is relevant for under-
standing organizational learning because groups are basic building blocks of  organiza-
tions (Leavitt, 1996). Understanding learning within and between groups advances our 
understanding of  organizational learning.

Although organizational learning generally occurs through individuals, individual 
learning does not necessarily imply that organizational learning has occurred. In order for 
organizational learning to occur, the individual would have to share knowledge with other 
organizational members or embed it in a repository that other members could use. That 
is, an individual’s knowledge would have to be embedded in a supra-individual repository 
such as a routine or a transactive memory system that other members could access.

Because our focus is on learning within organizations, research on inter-organizational 
learning is beyond the scope of  this chapter (see Miner and Haunschild, 1995; Ingram, 
2002; and Easterby-Smith, Lyles, and Tsang, 2008, for reviews). A major component of  
the literature in inter-organizational learning focuses on the concept of  absorptive capac-
ity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) or the ability of  an organization to recognize and assimi-
late information from external sources. Volberda, Foss, and Lyles (2010) provided a review 
and theoretical integration of  research on absorptive capacity. Organizational learning 
and knowledge transfer in the context of  alliances or joint ventures is also beyond the 
scope of  this chapter (see Lavie and Miller, 2008; Zollo and Reuer, in press; Rosenkopf, 
2000; Powell and Grodal 2005; Rosenkopf  and Schilling, 2007).

A framework for analyzing organizational learning is shown in Figure 29.2. It builds 
on a theoretical framework developed by Argote and Miron-Spektor (in press). As can be 
seen from the framework, organizational learning begins with experience and depends 
on the context. That is, the context moderates the relationship between organizational 
experience and knowledge. We focus on the moderating effect of  the context on the rela-
tionship between experience and knowledge in this chapter. Other relationships in the 
overall framework, such as how knowledge affects the context which in turn shapes future 
experience, are discussed in Argote and Miron-Spektor (in press). Major components of  
Figure 29.2 are now discussed.
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Experience

Experience is what occurs in the organization as it performs its tasks. Experience can be 
measured by the total or cumulative number of  task performances. Several types and 
dimensions of  experience have been proposed (Argote and Ophir, 2002; Argote and 
Todorova, 2007; Ingram, 2002; Schulz, 2002). In the current chapter, we focus on the 
extent to which experience is geographically distributed. The other important dimension 
of  experience that we analyze in this chapter is whether experience is acquired directly 
by the focal organizational unit or indirectly from the experience of  other organizational 
units. The latter form of  learning is referred to as vicarious learning (Bandura, 1977) or 
knowledge transfer (Argote and Ingram, 2000). 

These two dimensions can be crossed as is shown in Figure 29.3. In the upper left 
quadrant of  the table, members of  organizational units are co-located and learn from 
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Figure 29.2 A Framework for Analyzing Organizational Learning
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their own experience. For example, co-located members of  a product development team 
learn from its own direct experience developing products. In the lower left corner, mem-
bers of  organizational units are geographically distributed but work together on the same 
units of  experience or task performance. For example, a geographically dispersed product 
development team that learns from its own experience designing a product would fi t in 
this quadrant. In the upper right quadrant, a product development team would learn from 
the experience of  other co-located product development teams in the same establishment. 
By contrast, in the lower right quadrant, a product development team would learn from 
the experience of  other product development teams in geographically different locations.

Thus, the difference between the left and right columns of  Figure 29.3 is whether one 
is learning from one’s own experience or from experience acquired by other organiza-
tional units. Organizations are made up of  different groups and departments who can 
learn from their own experience as they perform a task or learn from the experience of  
other organizational units. The difference between the upper and lower rows of  Figure 29.3 
is geographic distribution: whether the organizational units are co-located or geographi-
cally dispersed. For purposes of  this chapter, we defi ne co-location as being part of  the 
same establishment (i.e. an offi ce building or campus).

Although the effect of  experience on learning outcomes is generally benefi cial (Argote 
and Epple, 1990; Dutton and Thomas, 1984), organizations vary dramatically in their 
ability to learn. In some organizations experience is associated with signifi cant increases 
in knowledge, while in other organizations experience has little effect on knowledge or 
organizations learn the wrong knowledge. Experience can be challenging to interpret 
(March, Sproull, and Tamuz, 1991; Starbuck, 2009). Organizations sometimes derive 
inappropriate inferences from experience (Zollo, 2009; Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000). Levitt 
and March (1988) described the inappropriate lessons organizations can draw from expe-
rience as ‘superstitious learning.’ This sort of  learning can occur when units are geograph-
ically distributed, which poses challenges to interpreting experience.

Organizational learning processes translate experience into knowledge. Organizational 
learning processes have been characterized in terms of  their ‘mindfulness.’ Mindful proc-
esses are deliberative processes (Weick and Sutcliffe, 2006) while less mindful processes 
are automatic or routine ones (Levinthal and Rerup, 2006). Learning from both direct 
and indirect experience can occur in a mindful or less mindful way. Refl ecting on expe-
rience, such as through after-action reviews, would be an example of  mindful learning 
from direct experience. Stimulus-response learning would be an example of  a less mindful 
process. Concerning learning from indirect experience, knowledge transfer attempts that 
adapt the knowledge to the new context would be mindful while ‘copy exactly’ approaches 
would be less mindful.

Context

The context includes the external and internal environments in which the organization is 
embedded. Competitors, clients, suppliers, trade associations, regulators, and nation states 
are part of  the organization’s external environment. The context also includes aspects of  
the organization’s internal environment such as its culture, structure, strategy, technol-
ogy, identity, and memory system. We organize our analysis of  the context in three areas: 
national context, technical context, and social context. We examine how the context 
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interacts with experience to affect organizational learning. Thus, we identify contextual 
conditions that facilitate learning from geographically distributed experience and contex-
tual conditions that impair such learning.

Knowledge

Knowledge acquired through learning can be embedded in different repositories such as 
individuals, routines, tools, and transactive memory systems (Argote and Ingram, 2000; 
Walsh and Ungson, 1991). Further, knowledge can be characterized along several dimen-
sions (see Alavi and Leidner, 2001). For example, knowledge can range from explicit 
knowledge that can be codifi ed (Zander and Kogut, 1995) to tacit knowledge that is diffi -
cult to articulate (Nonaka and von Krogh, 2009; Polanyi, 1962). Similarly, researchers dis-
tinguish between ‘know-what’ or ‘know-how’ (Edmondson, Pisano, Bohmer, and Winslow, 
2003; Lapré, Mukherjee, and Van Wassenhove, 2000). Knowledge can also vary in its 
complexity (Novak and Eppinger, 2001), its uncertainty and causal ambiguity (Szulanski, 
1996), and its decomposability.

Geographic distribution

Geographic distribution poses challenges and opportunities for organizational learning 
and knowledge transfer. For example, Hong, Snell, and Easterby-Smith (2009) analyzed 
knowledge transfer between the headquarters of  a Japanese multinational and its subsidi-
ary in China and described the crossing of  syntactic (communication), semantic (inter-
pretation), and pragmatic (interests) boundaries (Carlisle, 2004). Firms are increasingly 
organized in a geographically distributed fashion that requires crossing such boundaries.

Geographic distribution has several underlying dimensions. Gibson and Gibbs (2006) 
investigated the separate dimensions of  geographic dispersion, electronic dependence, 
and national context and found that each dimension had a negative effect on innovation. 
When members are dispersed across different locations, they may not share common 
knowledge and taken-for-granted understandings that facilitate information exchange 
and learning from experience (Cramton, 2001; Sole and Edmondson, 2002). Members of  
distributed organizations may depend on electronic communication to accomplish tasks, 
which reduces social cues (Sproull and Kiesler, 1991) and communication richness, and 
thereby impairs coordination (Boh, Ren, Kiesler, and Bussjaeger, 2007). Trust may be 
challenging to maintain in geographically distributed teams where members do not inter-
act face-to-face (Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1999).

National diversity also can impede learning because members may have different norms 
for communication (Gibson and Gibbs, 2006) and identify with their nation rather than 
with the organization. For example, Louis Gallois, the CEO of  Airbus, which has French, 
German, British, and Spanish locations, banned national symbols in the organization 
because he attributed coordination problems with the A380 aircraft to national identi-
ties. He eliminated national fl ags because they reinforced identity at the national level and 
aimed instead to create a superordinate identity at the organizational level (Clarke, 2007).

Temporal dispersion is another dimension that is often associated with the geographic 
distribution of  organizations. Geographically distributed teams that span time zones 
encounter more diffi culties communicating and coordinating than those in the same time 
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zone. Working across different time zones can provide opportunities for cultural faux pas 
if  holidays and ‘normal’ work hours are not thoughtfully considered. For example, a US 
team scheduled an early Friday morning meeting that would correspond to the afternoon 
in France. The French work week, however, is thirty-fi ve hours and Friday afternoon was 
out of  normal work hours for the French collaborators who were too respectful to point 
out the oversight (Olson and Olson, 2000). The effect of  temporal dispersion may be 
more diffi cult to overcome than the effect of  spatial dispersion (Espinosa and Pickering, 
2006; Cummings, 2009).

Geographic distribution poses challenges to organizational learning and knowledge 
transfer, which depend on members’ abilities, motivations, and opportunities (Argote, 
McEvily, and Reagans, 2003). Geographic dispersion can reduce members’ abilities to 
interpret experience by reducing common knowledge and social cues. In geographically 
distributed organizations, members may be more committed to their local units than 
to the superordinate organization, which reduces their motivation to learn and transfer 
knowledge. Because of  temporal and spatial differences, members may not have many 
opportunities to interact and share knowledge in geographically distributed organizations. 
Thus, members’ abilities, motivations, and opportunities to learn and transfer knowledge 
are likely to be lower in geographically distributed than in co-located organizations.

Although knowledge transfer across geographic boundaries is challenging, fi rms that 
are able to successfully transfer knowledge across geographic boundaries realize enor-
mous advantages. For example, Cummings (2004) found that external knowledge transfer 
across units was more strongly related to performance when units were geographically 
distributed than when they were geographically concentrated. The different geographic 
locations exposed the groups to unique sources of  knowledge that were very valuable in 
improving their performance.

EFFECT OF CONTEXTUAL FACTORS ON ORGANIZATIONAL 
LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

As is shown in Figure 29.2, the context interacts with experience to create knowledge. That 
is, the context moderates the relationship between experience and knowledge creation and 
transfer. In the sections that follow, we discuss how characteristics of  the context can facili-
tate or impede organizational learning and knowledge transfer in geographically distrib-
uted organizations. Thus, we identify contextual conditions that enable organizations to 
overcome the barriers posed by geographic dispersion. We organize our analyses according 
to whether the contextual dimension pertains to national, technical, or social factors.

National context

While globalization may in some situations lead to greater commonality across nations 
(Hirst and Thompson, 1996), national diversity persists on a wide number of  dimensions. 
Some of  these dimensions are immediately obvious to the casual observer: different lan-
guages, different physical resources, and different legal rules and policy regulations. Other 
dimensions of  national context can be subtle. Nations have different institutions—the 
formal and informal rules of  the game that constrain human interaction (North, 1990). 
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As a consequence of  these different institutions, nations also have different national organ-
izations. These organizations can be of  many forms including national fi rms, universities, 
government laboratories, or other organizations that are part of  the government. In addi-
tion, in different nations, individuals and organizations also have different local knowl-
edge (Patel and Pavitt, 1994). Combined, the different physical resources, organizational 
resources, knowledge resources, and rules of  the game in each nation lead to very differ-
ent contexts within which learning and knowledge transfer occur.

There are many examples of  the different organizational structures, production envi-
ronments, and team environments that emerge as a consequence of  national contexts. In 
the US, industries tend to be vertically disintegrated with large fi rms often outsourcing 
technology development to small and medium-sized fi rms (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; 
Lamb and Spekman, 1997; Chesbrough, 2003). In contrast, in Japan, fi rms tend to be 
vertically integrated, keeping many different functions in-house (Fransman, 1995; 1999). 
Thus, while knowledge and learning must often be coordinated across many different 
organizations in the US, this learning is more often centralized in a single fi rm in Japan.

The most effi cient or economically viable production processes and products can also 
vary widely with national context. In the case of  production environments, the Ford sys-
tem of  mass production emerged in the US (Hounshell, 1985), the Toyota production sys-
tem and lean manufacturing emerged in Japan (Womack, Jones, and Roos, 1990), and the 
Mexican Maquiliadora system emerged in Mexico (Morris and Pavett, 1992; Vargas and 
Johnson, 1993; Prasad, Tat, and Thorn, 1995). In many ways, each of  these production 
systems emerged by learning from and adapting the Ford mass production system to bet-
ter fi t a particular national context (Zeitlin and Herrigel, 2000).

In the case of  products, research has shown in both the automotive and the photonic 
semiconductor industries, the most competitive design switches with the choice of  manu-
facturing location, due to national differences in the organization of  production (Fuchs, 
Field, Roth, and Kirchain, 2011; Fuchs and Kirchain, 2010). Signifi cant work remains 
to understand the extent to which these differences are understood by managers, and 
the speed at which organizations may be able to learn and integrate these differences 
into their production decisions. Along these lines, Leonard-Barton (1988) described the 
implementation of  new production technologies as mutual adaptation of  technology and 
organization (Leonard-Barton, 1988). Also, Zeitlin and Herrigel (2000) found that coun-
tries that adapted mass production techniques to match the communication and work 
norms in their national contexts were most successful (Zeitlin and Herrigel, 2000).

Finally, accepted and successful methods of  communication and working within 
and across teams can vary widely across national contexts (Cramton and Hinds, 2005). 
Working across different national contexts can lead to unexpected costs due to context 
mismatch (Zeitlin and Herrigel, 2000) and slowed cross-context learning or knowledge 
transfer (Gibson and Gibbs, 2006), but also can lead to many opportunities for increased 
learning through the adaptation of  existing knowledge and the creation of  new knowledge 
(Leonard-Barton, 1988; Zeitlin and Herrigel, 2000; Cramton and Hinds, 2005). Cramton 
and Hinds (2005) found that teams with mutual positive distinctiveness were likely to learn 
from sub-group differences, and developed sophistication in their understandings of  cross-
national relationships and competence in managing them. We return to the issue of  man-
aging differences across geographically distributed groups in our discussion of  the social 
context.
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Technical context

Learning and knowledge transfer often occur in a technical context. In the case of  this 
chapter, we use technical context to encompass the extent of  uncertainty around a prob-
lem, the amount and complexity of  information, the architecture (or modularity) of  a 
technology or design, the equipment and tools used in production, and the type of  tech-
nology used to store or transfer the requisite knowledge. These dimensions of  technical 
context have been shown to be important moderators of  the relationship between experi-
ence and knowledge when geographic distance is involved.

Several technical contexts are particularly challenging for learning and the trans-
fer of  knowledge across geographic distance. Research has shown that technical con-
texts involving unfamiliar, unstructured problems often require experts to be physically 
present to recognize embedded clues, exploit specialized tools, use tacit knowledge, and 
interpret relevant information (Leonard-Barton, 1988; Tyre and von Hippel, 1997; 
Nadler, Thompson, and van Boven, 2003). The opportunity for in-person problem solv-
ing can be critical in production environments (Leonard-Barton, 1988), in particular in 
the early stages of  technology development in chemical and process-based industries 
such as semiconductors, pharmaceuticals, and standard chemical production (Fuchs and 
Kirchain, 2010).

Another context involving unfamiliar, unstructured problems is new product develop-
ment. Managing product development can involve a greater degree of  process, market-
ing, and technical uncertainty than found in many other settings (Anderson, Davis-Blake, 
Erzurumlu , Joglekar, and Parker, 2008). In this context, ensuring information fl ows, coop-
eration, and collaboration can be critical (Anderson, Davis-Blake, Erzurumlu, Joglekar, 
and Parker, 2008). Thus, new product development can be particularly challenging 
across geographic distance. At the same time, new product development is a particularly 
interesting setting for understanding what systems, tools, and frameworks alleviate chal-
lenges in learning and knowledge fl ows created by distance. Previous research has sug-
gested that distributed product development faces greater challenges than non-distributed 
product development (Sosa, Eppinger, Pich, and McKendrick, 2002; Anderson, Davis-
Blake, Erzurumlu, Joglekar, and Parker, 2008). However, contrary to conventional wis-
dom, recent research has also suggested that project organization types that span country 
boundaries can outperform co-located insourcing projects, particularly in projects with 
higher uncertainty (Mishra, 2009). Mishra suggested that this fi nding may be a result of  
client fi rms increasingly leveraging offshore locations for strategic reasons that go beyond 
cost considerations—a discovery that echoes recent fi ndings that companies are increas-
ingly locating activities offshore to leverage local talent (Lewin and Couto, 2007; Mishra, 
2009). Further research will be necessary to disentangle in what contexts distributed teams 
outperform local ones by leveraging location-specifi c capabilities versus in what contexts 
challenges in learning and knowledge transfer across geographic distance mean that co-
location is most advantageous.

In addition to affecting the nature of  problems, the technical context can also affect the 
quantity and complexity of  the information to be transferred. For example, Von Hippel 
(1994) argued that successful anticipation and avoidance of  all fi eld problems that might 
affect, for example, a new airplane or a new process machine, require a very large amount 
of  information transfer and, thus, are extremely costly, if  not impossible. Likewise, a 
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number of  authors have argued that technical contexts with high complexity can lead to 
knowledge being diffi cult to communicate or transfer across distance (Patel and Pavitt, 
1991; Pavitt, 1999; Novak and Eppinger, 2001). In their study of  the automotive industry, 
Novak and Eppinger suggested that product complexity has three main elements: (1) the 
number of  product components to specify and produce, (2) the extent of  interactions to 
manage between these components (parts coupling), and (3) the degree of  product novelty. 
Variations in product complexity are, in turn, driven by choices in performance, technol-
ogy, and product architecture. Novak and Eppinger found a signifi cant positive relation-
ship between product complexity and vertical integration (Novak and Eppinger, 2001). 
Relatedly, Pavitt and Patel (1999) defi ned complexity as the levels of  multi-fi eld knowledge 
and differentiation required for a given technological competency, and found that multi-
national fi rms tend to concentrate activities with high complexity in their home country 
(Pavitt and Patel, 1999). Notably, however, these relationships may be changing. In par-
ticular, recent research suggests that more and more fi rms are choosing to source their 
research and development activities overseas, and that with fi rm experience access to local 
skills becomes an important driver of  overseas location (Lewin and Couto, 2007).

While certain technical contexts can prove particularly challenging or even impossible 
to manage across geographic distance, other technical contexts can help enable or even 
support the separation of  productive activities across geographic distance. One such tech-
nical context is design modularity. A module is a unit whose elements are powerfully con-
nected to one another but weakly connected to elements in other units. Modules have thin 
crossing points, or points with low transaction costs, at their boundaries; and thick crossing 
points, or points with high transaction costs, in their interiors (Baldwin and Clark, 2000). 
Traditionally, product and process modularity have been considered critical to distributed 
production and product development (Sturgeon, 2002; Sosa, Eppinger, and Rowles, 2004; 
Gereffi , Humphrey, and Sturgeon, 2005; Eppinger and Chitkara, 2006; MacCormack, 
Rusnak, and Baldwin, 2008). More recent literature, however, suggests that this relation-
ship may be more nuanced than originally thought (Hoetker, 2006). Colfer and Baldwin 
(2010) found that almost one third of  the cases in their study did not support the hypoth-
esis that organizational patterns, including employment ties, hierarchical groupings, and 
geographic location and communication links would correspond to the technical patterns 
of  dependency in the system under development (Baldwin and Clark, 2000; MacCormack 
et al., 2008; Colfer and Baldwin, 2010). In all of  the cases where independent and dis-
persed contributors made highly interdependent contributions to the design of  a single 
technical system, ‘actionable transparency’ was used as a means of  achieving coordina-
tion (Colfer and Baldwin, 2010). Colfer and Baldwin (2010) defi ned actionable transpar-
ency as the extent to which everyone with an interest in improving a given design has the 
right and the means to act on it.

In addition, Tripathy and Eppinger (2008) found that most components or processes 
can neither be termed completely modular or integral at the task level, and suggested an 
alternative structuring framework for distributed product development. Further, work 
transfer across distance did not behave monotonically with respect to modularity. Others, 
however, continue to fi nd that design–interface misalignment has a signifi cant negative 
impact on project performance, and that this impact is particularly severe when projects 
are distributed across nations and across fi rm boundaries (Mishra, 2009). Future work will 
need to explore the sources of  these different fi ndings.
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The use of  IT to coordinate and collaborate around problems and projects can also 
ease the diffi culties of  working across spatial and temporal distances. IT can include syn-
chronous communication methods (i.e. instant messaging, group note-taking or document-
editing systems, tele- and video-conferencing), asynchronous communication methods (i.e. 
email, electronic bulletin boards, web-based software, and data sharing software), infor-
mation holding databases, and collaborative tools or tools that are designed to automate 
a manual task. IT tools can provide effective means for communicating and collaborat-
ing across distances. This ‘virtual co-location’ can allow collaborators to share informa-
tion (Hameri and Nihtilä, 1997), provide a ‘technical grammar’ which can create social 
conventions around collaborating and coordinating (Argyres, 1999), and improve coordi-
nation (Sproull and Kiesler, 1991; Yates and Orlikowski, 1992; Sosa, Eppinger, Pich, and 
McKendrick, 2002).

The extent of  integration of  technology into processes and routines also matters. 
Boone and Ganeshan (2001) found productivity benefi ts from technology that was inte-
grated into the production process but no benefi ts from technology that just held docu-
ments or served as a repository. Ashworth, Mukhopadhyay, and Argote (2004) found that 
the introduction of  IT facilitated organizational learning and knowledge transfer across 
six geographically distributed units of  a fi nancial services fi rm.

Kane and Alavi (2007) noted that information systems support organizational learning. 
Hansen, Nohria, and Tierney (1999) argued that the effectiveness of  knowledge manage-
ment systems was contingent on the extent to which work was standardized. In particu-
lar, developing detailed databases or knowledge repositories was effective when work was 
standardized while providing directories that identifi ed member expertise was effective 
when work was not standardized. These directories facilitated communication, which ena-
bled the solution of  non-standard problems.

A couple of  studies examined empirically the effectiveness of  knowledge management sys-
tems. Kim (2008) found that using a knowledge management system contributed positively to 
the performance of  stores in a retail grocery chain. Further, the magnitude of  the effect was 
greater for managers who were remotely located, for those with fewer alternative sources of  
knowledge and for managers dealing with products that did not become obsolete quickly.

By contrast, Haas and Hansen (2005) found that the number of  documents used 
from a knowledge management system in a consulting fi rm was negatively associated 
with consulting team performance. Further, the researchers found interactions between 
the number of  documents used and two contextual variables, team experience and the 
number of  competitors. Using documents from a knowledge management system was 
particularly harmful for experienced teams and for teams with many competitors. It seems 
likely that experienced teams already possessed relevant knowledge. Because standard 
knowledge rather than knowledge that is a source of  competitive advantage is likely to 
populate knowledge management systems, those systems are not very useful in competi-
tive environments. Thus, although knowledge management systems can facilitate organi-
zational learning and have positive effects on organizational performance (Kim, 2008), the 
positive effect is not guaranteed and depends on important contextual conditions, such as 
the experience of  team members, their alternative sources of  information, and their task 
environment. These factors will be discussed in our section on the social context.

Knowledge management systems are evolving and therefore their capability to contribute 
to organizational learning and knowledge transfer is also evolving. While early generations 
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of  knowledge management systems provided document repositories and directories of  
declared expertise of  organization members, recent systems include communication capa-
bilities and the identifi cation of  expertise based on who is consulted and who answers 
questions. Research is needed on the effects of  knowledge management systems with these 
new capabilities on organizational learning and knowledge transfer.

Social context

By the social context we mean characteristics of  the organization’s members and rela-
tionships among members. Dimensions of  the social context that have been shown to be 
important moderators of  the relationship between experience and knowledge include: the 
similarity of  the contexts; characteristics of  members such as their social identity and expe-
rience working together; characteristics of  relationships among members such as transac-
tive memory systems; leadership; and the organization’s structure, culture, and practices.

The extent to which a context is shared moderates the effect of  geographic distance 
on knowledge transfer. Hinds and Mortensen (2005) found that geographically distrib-
uted teams had more confl ict than co-located teams. Further, a shared context in which 
members possessed the same tools, information, and priorities weakened the effect of  geo-
graphic distance on increased confl ict. Thus, providing a shared context to members can 
be helpful in overcoming the negative effects of  geographic distribution on member rela-
tions and knowledge transfer.

The similarity of  social contexts affects knowledge transfer across them (Bhagat, Kedia, 
Harveston, and Triandis, 2002). Based on an analysis of  three cases of  multinational fi rms, 
Makela, Kalla, and Piekkari (2007) concluded that similarity in national-cultural back-
grounds, language, and organizational status led to more interaction among the members 
of  multinational fi rms, which increased knowledge transfer. Similarly, Tsai (2002) found that 
strategic relatedness facilitated knowledge transfer. Darr and Kurtzberg (2000) also found 
that strategic similarity increased knowledge transfer while they did not fi nd evidence that 
geographic distance affected knowledge transfer. The units in the Darr and Kurtzberg study 
were located throughout the UK. Thus, geographic dispersion and language differences 
may not have been large enough to pose challenges to knowledge transfer. Alternatively, all 
of  the units in the Darr and Kurtzberg (2000) study were affi liated with the same parent 
corporation, a superordinate structure that may have facilitated knowledge transfer.

When members identify with a superordinate group or organization, they are more 
likely to transfer knowledge across its units (Kane, Argote, and Levine, 2005). Members 
who feel that they belong to the same superordinate group are more likely to share infor-
mation and thoughtfully consider the ideas of  others than members who do not feel that 
they share an identity. Similarly, Sosa, Eppinger, Pich, and McKendrick (2002) found that 
team interdependence and strong organizational bonds helped overcome the negative 
effect of  distance.

Investigating how a shared identity interacts with geographic distribution, Hinds and 
Mortensen (2005) found that a shared identity weakened the effect of  geographic disper-
sion on interpersonal confl ict. Although geographically distributed teams experienced 
more task and interpersonal confl ict than co-located teams, the effect of  geographic dis-
persion on interpersonal confl ict was weaker for teams that shared an identity. In addi-
tion, communication weakened the effect of  geographic distribution on confl ict. Thus, a 
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shared identity and communication hold promise for overcoming the negative effects of  
geographic distribution.

A transactive memory system can also be useful in mitigating the negative effects of  
geographic dispersion. A transactive memory system is a collective system for storing, 
encoding, and distributing information (Brandon and Hollingshead, 2004; Wegner, 1986). 
In organizations with well-developed transactive memory systems members know ‘who 
knows what.’ Transactive memory systems have been found to improve the performance 
of  virtual (Kanawattanachai and Yoo, 2007) as well as co-located groups (Austin, 2003; 
Lewis, 2004; Hollingshead, 1998; Liang, Moreland, and Argote, 1995) and organizations. 
Further, Borgatti and Cross (2003) found that the effect of  geographic distance on knowl-
edge transfer was mediated by knowing what others know and being able to access that 
knowledge. Thus, a well-developed transactive memory system can overcome the effect of  
geographic dispersion on knowledge transfer.

Leadership affects the success of  most organizational units, including geographically 
distributed ones. Joshi, Lazarova and Liao (2009) found that inspirational leaders fostered 
attitudes and relationships critical to the success of  geographically distributed teams. 
Inspirational leadership enhanced members’ trust in each other and commitment to the 
team, which in turn increased team performance. Further, the benefi cial effects of  inspira-
tional leadership were stronger in geographically distributed teams than co-located teams.

Experience working together can also help groups overcome the challenges of  geo-
graphic dispersion. Based on study of  geographically distributed software teams, Espinosa, 
Slaughter, Kraut, and Herbsleb (2007) found that: (1) geographic dispersion had a nega-
tive effect on team performance; (2) team familiarity, or experience working together, had 
a positive effect on team performance; and (3) the positive effect of  team familiarity or 
team performance was stronger for geographically distributed than co-located teams. 
Thus, team familiarity helped the teams overcome the negative effect of  geographic dis-
persion on team performance.

Moving personnel across ‘donor’ and ‘recipient’ sites can facilitate knowledge trans-
fer (Galbraith, 1990; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Sole and Edmondson, 2002). Moving 
personnel is an especially effective mechanism for knowledge transfer because both tacit 
and explicit knowledge move with people when they move to a new task (Berry and 
Broadbent, 1984; 1987). Almeida and Kogut (1999) demonstrated that knowledge fl owed 
across organizations through personnel movement. Similarly, Kane, Argote, and Levine 
(2005) showed that personnel rotation was an effective mechanism for transferring knowl-
edge across groups, especially when members shared an identity.

How members are confi gured across geographically dispersed groups has important 
implications for knowledge transfer. Polzer, Crisp, Jarvenpaa, and Kim (2006) studied teams 
of  graduate students from universities in different countries. Teams were assigned to three 
conditions: fully dispersed (six members in different, unique locations), three sub-groups (two 
members in each of  three unique locations), and two sub-groups (three members in each of  
two unique locations). Results indicated that trust was higher in the fully dispersed than in 
the other two conditions, which did not differ signifi cantly from each other. Team confl ict 
was signifi cantly higher in the two sub-group condition than in either the three sub-group 
condition or the fully dispersed condition, which did not differ signifi cantly from each other.

O’Leary and Mortensen (2010) also analyzed the effect of  the geographic confi guration, 
or the number of  team members at each location, on group processes and performance. 
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Similar to the Polzer et al. results, O’Leary and Mortensen (2010) found that totally dis-
persed teams, where members had no teammates at their sites, scored the best on out-
comes such as identifi cation with the team, effective transactive memory, coordination, 
and low confl ict. Teams with two or more members per site score weaker on these out-
comes than totally dispersed teams. Further, an imbalance in the size of  sub-groups (i.e. 
the uneven distribution of  members across sites) invoked a coalitional approach that led to 
even more negative effects than those observed in the balanced sub-groups.

The organizational structure also affects knowledge transfer. Tsai (2002) found that 
centralization impaired knowledge transfer in a large multi-unit fi rm. By contrast, social 
interactions facilitated knowledge transfer. In a study of  multinational fi rms, Gupta and 
Govindarajan (2000) found that both formal integrative mechanisms and lateral socializa-
tion mechanisms facilitated knowledge transfer.

Organizational practices also affect the success of  geographically distributed work. 
Leonardi and Bailey (2008) analyzed two cases of  offshoring, including one case of  off-
shoring from Mexico to India and another of  offshoring from the US to India. The 
Mexican site interacted more directly with India than the US site, which interacted via 
third-party on-site coordinators or gatekeepers. Two work practices appeared to contrib-
ute to successful offshoring at both sites: defi ning task requirements by monitoring progress 
of  task, and fi xing work that was returned because the offshored site did not understand 
task requirements. From the perspective of  the home site, satisfaction with the offshored 
arrangement was higher under the US gatekeeping model than under the Mexican direct 
contact model. By contrast, the recipients in India were more satisfi ed with the Mexican 
model of  direct contact and felt they learned more from it than from the US model. This 
learning resulted in larger and more complex tasks being offshored from Mexico to India 
than from the US.

Interactions between national, technical, and social contexts

A given geographically distributed project will invariably have a particular instantiation 
of  national, technical, and social contexts. Due to interaction effects between the differ-
ent contexts, the specifi c combination of  instantiations of  each of  these three contexts in 
a single project has signifi cant implications for how the context moderates the relationship 
between experience and organizational learning and knowledge transfer. We discuss the 
possible interaction effects between different national, technical, and social contexts below.

The national and technical contexts found in a project can interact with one another. As 
discussed earlier, the national context can change the economic viability of  particular pro-
duction processes or products (Zeitlin and Herrigel, 2000; Fuchs, Field, Roth, and Kirchain, 
2010; Fuchs and Kirchain, 2010). National context, in the form of  culture, can also interact 
with the technical context, in the form of  IT, and affect the extent to which IT can ease 
the negative impact of  geographic distance on organizational learning. Particularly relevant 
to our discussion is the interaction of  IT and national culture. The technology itself  and 
cultural norms around its use can contribute to the challenges and successes of  distance col-
laboration. Although some work has found no difference in use of  technology by users from 
different national cultures (Setlock, Quinines, and Fussell, 2007), more recent work from 
Setlock and Fussell (2010) found that Asian users valued the support of  social processes in 
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addition to task processes in their online work more than American users. Other related 
work has found varying degrees of  difference in technology usage as a function of  cultural 
differences such as the extent of  use of  video and audio chat features in instant messag-
ing (Kayan, Fussell, and Setlock, 2006), and the extent of  participation in video chat based 
brainstorming sessions (Wang, Fussell, and Setlock, 2009). These differences are commonly 
related to contextual richness of  communication expected in different cultures.

There are other national cultural aspects that affect collaboration when using IT 
to coordinate across distance. Echoing the fi ndings detailed above, the more task-ori-
ented Americans who are used to short-term teams can fi nd it challenging to work with 
Europeans or Asians who may value long-term personal relationships (Hall and Hall, 
1990). This difference can seem particularly pronounced when video or audio chats are 
used and norms about the extent of  social conversation before and after business discus-
sions are unclear (Olson and Olson, 2000). Speech norms that vary across cultures can cre-
ate diffi cult environments for productive conversations over audio and video chats (Olson 
and Olson, 2000). These challenges in interacting and communicating over new technolo-
gies can extend to differences in management style and cultural norms around relation-
ships with management (Hofstede, 1991). The subtleties around these issues can easily be 
lost over distance, but in some cases overcome with adaptation of  the user. For example, if  
American team members are more conscious to build in pauses after their sentences, par-
ticularly in video conferences where timing delays are longer, it allows foreign collaborators 
more opportunities to comment (Olson and Olson, 2000). Finally, even inconsequential 
issues, such as different conventions about attire, are apparent on video conferences and 
can cause misunderstandings and misconceptions (Olson and Olson, 2000).

The social context also interacts with the technical context to affect organizational learn-
ing and knowledge transfer. For example, the frequency and timing of  meetings and inter-
action can moderate the effectiveness of  technology usage. In a study of  three virtual teams 
within one organization, Maznevski and Chudoba (2000) found that effective global teams 
had a regular rhythm of  face-to-face meetings with virtual communication in the interim. 
These face-to-face meetings helped build relationships and provided long-term stability and 
continuity to the teams. In a concurrent engineering context, Loch and Terwiesch (1998) 
concluded, based on an analytic model, that project characteristics (such as the speed of  
the evolution of  a product design and extent of  concurrency between design activities), pre-
communication, and uncertainty all contribute to determining communication frequency.

Olson and Olson (2000) provides a rich overview of  research on IT and argued that 
its impact depends on social factors, including common ground, coupling (dependencies) 
of  group work, collaboration readiness, and collaboration technology readiness. They 
conclude that geographically distributed collaborative work will be challenging for a long 
time, but as technology improves and work systems are adapted to utilize these evolving 
technologies, some of  the hurdles that existed then (and still do now, a decade later) can 
be overcome. Common ground, context, trust, different time zones, culture, and interac-
tions of  these factors with technology are elements that make distance collaboration quali-
tatively different than physical collocation.

Social networks are another arena in which the social context interacts with the techni-
cal context. Social networks interact with characteristics of  the task to affect organizational 
learning and knowledge transfer. Hansen et al. (1999) found that tacit knowledge was best 
transferred through strong ties while explicit knowledge was best transferred through weak ties.
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The national context can also interact with the social context to affect organizational 
learning and knowledge transfer. For example, in their study of  geographically distributed 
teams, Polzer, Crisp, Jarvenpaa, and Kim (2006) found that geographic distance between 
sub-groups led to more confl ict and less trust when sub-group members were homogenous 
with respect to nationality. Thus, their results supported extending Lau and Murnighan’s 
(1998) concept of  ‘fault lines’ to geographically distributed teams. The overlapping of  
geographic dispersion and national differences strengthened fault lines and exacerbated 
confl ict between groups. Despite such potential challenges, as discussed earlier, teams can 
also be constructed so as to be more likely to learn from sub-group differences, becoming 
more sophisticated in their understanding of  cross-national relationships and competent 
in managing them (Cramton and Hinds, 2005).

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

Organizational learning and knowledge transfer are central to the performance of  
organizations. The growing fragmentation and internationalization of  productive activi-
ties, however, has led to new organizational forms whose geographic distribution poses 
challenges to organizational learning and knowledge transfer. While a wealth of  litera-
ture has begun to blossom in this area over the past decade, understanding the impact of  
geographic dispersion on organizational learning and knowledge transfer poses unique 
challenges.

One particularly challenging aspect of  this area of  study is teasing apart the relative 
effects of  different variables associated with geographic distribution and the organizational 
context. At the beginning of  this chapter we presented a framework in which organiza-
tional learning begins with experience and ends with knowledge. National, technical, and 
social contexts moderate the relationship between organizational experience and knowl-
edge. As we noted in the last section, however, there are interactions between the national, 
technical, and social contexts and a given geographically distributed project will have a 
particular combination of  the three.

Beyond the interaction between contexts, however, studying organizational learning in 
a geographically distributed context also poses other challenges for teasing apart the rela-
tive effects of  different dimensions of  geographic distribution. In particular, geographic 
dispersion has several underlying dimensions including geographic distance, electronic 
dependence, and whether temporal and national boundaries are crossed. Each of  these 
dimensions poses different challenges for organizational learning and knowledge transfer. 
In this day and age it will be diffi cult to fi nd geographic dispersion without some amount 
of  electronic dependence, although the type of  electronic dependence may vary. It is chal-
lenging to imagine a case of  a multi-unit organization that does not involve geographic 
dispersion. Such challenges may make it diffi cult to distinguish between the challenges 
for communication and coordination posed by multiple units versus by geographic dis-
persion. On the other hand, a geographically distributed organization can, but must not 
necessarily, cross temporal and national boundaries. Conveniently, each of  these variables 
can be found without examples of  the other. For example, a geographically distributed 
organization can be imagined that crosses temporal but not national boundaries, that 
crosses national but not temporal boundaries, and that crosses both national and temporal 
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boundaries. It is diffi cult, however, to imagine an organization that crosses national or 
temporal boundaries that is not geographically distributed.

In addition to challenges of  teasing apart the effects of  different variables, another 
challenging but also exciting aspect of  geographically distributed organizations is the con-
stant change in the environment being studied. Due to the growing fragmentation and 
internationalization of  fi rm activities, today geographically distributed fi rms vary in the 
size, age, and the very reasons for which they are distributed. In addition, the technical, 
and in particular IT, options to support communication and collaboration in geographi-
cally distributed organizations also continue to change. Such changes provide exciting 
opportunities to continually reinvent and reinvigorate our understanding of  geographi-
cally distributed learning and knowledge transfer.

Another particularly interesting area for future research is the rapidly changing rela-
tionship between technology—in particular the type of  knowledge and the structure of  
the design—and geographic dispersion. Newly emerging research suggests that many 
cases do not support the hypothesis that organizational patterns will correspond to the 
technical patterns of  dependency in a system under development (Colfer and Baldwin, 
2010). Other work has questioned the extent to which any task can be labeled fully modu-
lar or integral (Tripathy and Eppinger, 2008). These results suggest a prime opportunity to 
reframe the existing discussion on the aspects of  technology that may infl uence the geo-
graphic distribution of  work. Particularly interesting will also be to understand the extent 
to which new developments in electronic media and team composition and management 
may be leading to these observed changes.

Both the challenges in teasing out the effects of  different variables and the rapid change 
in the nature and opportunities for geographically distributed organizations provide excit-
ing opportunities for future work in the study of  organizational learning and knowledge 
transfer in geographically distributed organizations. One particularly interesting area for 
future work is teasing out the tension between the costs of  geographic dispersion and the 
benefi ts that may come from being able to successfully leverage location-specifi c knowl-
edge or capabilities. In the interaction between national and technical context, signifi cant 
work remains to understand the extent to which local production differences and their sig-
nifi cance for the economic viability of  new technologies are understood by managers and 
the speed with which organizations may be able to learn and integrate these differences 
into their production and product development decisions. Likewise, it will be important 
to understand the extent to which new forms of  electronic media and team composition 
and management may change outcomes in the above contexts. Finally, further research 
is needed to understand in which contexts distributed teams may be able to outperform 
local ones by leveraging location-specifi c capabilities versus in which contexts costs for 
organizational learning and knowledge transfer across geographic distance outweigh these 
benefi ts. Understanding these questions will enable us to advance the practice as well as 
theory of  learning and knowledge transfer in geographically distributed organizations.
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